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COMING ATTRACTIONS

for which Dick used the latest loudspeaker and
crossover-design computer programs, also
comes under intense review scrutiny in

First, an apology. Ihad promised to publish the
full results of the CD "'Weak listening tests, that
were carried out at the New York High End Hi Fi Show, in this issue Sony folks. ..
for anumber of reasons, not the least of which was the
sheer editorial work in preparing this largestever issue of Stereopbile, Iwas unable to sit
down to write them up. They will appear in the
November issue.
November will also see Robert Deutsch
offering advice on tweaks and tweaking—how
to get the best from your system without having to take asecond mortgage on the family
home; Barbara Jahn recommending definitive
recorded performances of that audiophile special, Richard Strauss's Eine Alpensinfonie;

November.
Other scheduled reviews for the November
issue include: Tom Norton on the Mirage M-3
loudspeaker; Bob Harley on digital processors
from Meridian and Museatex; Guy Lemcoe on
the Audio Research SP9 Mk.II and Counterpoint SA3000 preamplifiers; Peter Mitchell on
budget-priced components; Amis Balgalvis on
the Basis Debut turntable; and myself on the
Infinity Modulus and Monitor Audio Studio 10
loudspeakers.
And don't forget, both the Stereopbile Test
CD, used by many of our reviewers to reach
their subjective value judgments, and the longawaited CD version of Stereophile's Poem fluteand-piano album are now available for just

and—finally—the publication of Dick Olsher's

$6.95 and $11.98, respectively—see the ads on

latest DIY loudspeaker project, the Black Dahlia.
The Black Dahlia, amodestly sized two-way

pp.93 & 94 for details on how to order.
—John Atkinson
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AS WE SEE IT

Cryogenit.
iiImpact Dis‘
Robert Harley

cec;

ej

-ust when you thought it was safe to put
green paint around the edges of your
CDs without ridicule, there's yet another

CD tweak that's sure to bring howls of laughter

from the skeptics: cryogenically freezing CDs.
They won't be laughing for long, however,
when they hear for themselves the sonic results
of this process.
Ed Meitner, designer of the Museatex line of
electronics, has discovered that freezing aCD
changes the physical structure of polycarbonate, the plastic material from which CDs are
made. The result is reportedly an audible improvement in sound quality. In this process,

thus changing its resonant characteristics.
Indeed, atreated disc feels slightly more flexible than an untreated disc.
But how could freezing aCD possibly affect
its sound quality? So what if the polycarbonate
has adifferent structure? The data are all ones
and zeros. Furthermore, uncorrected data
errors are almost nonexistent in most discs
without treatment, ruling out improved data
integrity as an answer. Iposed these questions
to Ed Meitner and got the following explanation.,
Mechanical vibration of the disc causes the
HF signal to become noisy and have excessive

CDs are placed in acryogenic freezing chamber
and the temperature is slowly reduced over

jitter. The HF signal is the raw signal output
from the CD player's photodetector. 2By freezing aCD, the disc's mechanical resonance is

eight hours to 75° Kelvin, or about -300° Fahren-

lowered, improving the quality of the HF signal

heit. This is approximately the temperature of

retrieved from the disc. Although theory states

liquid nitrogen, the chamber's cooling agent.

that noise and jitter in the HF signal will have

The temperature is then slowly brought back

no effect on sound quality—the HF signal

to room temperature over another eight hours.
This technique reportedly relaxes the lattice
structure of amaterial (polycarbonate in the
case of CD) that has been previously distorted
by heat or pressure, both of which are present
during CD injection molding. By reducing the
molecular bonds holding the material together,
the internal stress in the material is reduced,
Stereophile, October 1990

is squared, buffered, decoded, filtered, and
clocked out of another buffer with quartzcrystal accuracy—many digital designers mainIPlease note that in this article Imerely relate the explanations of physical phenomena as described by others. Ido not
necessarily subscribe to the views presented.
2See my article "CD: Jitter, Errom, and Magic in Vol.13 No.5
for an explanation of how data are retrieved from aCD.
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tain that HF signal quality does affect the
sound. Ed Meitner claims that the HF signal

Ed Meitner contends that several mechanisms are at work that degrade the HF signal

improvement from acryogenically treated disc
is easily measurable. Ilooked at the HF signal

picked up by the photodetector. One phenomenon is distortion of the aluminum layer by the

on an oscilloscope from the Esoteric P2 trans-

laser beam's heat. Even though the beam is very

port with treated and untreated discs. Icould
see no difference in the signal quality. However,
it is very difficult to make comparisons without
seeing the two HF signals side by side.
Meitner is talking to some audiophile labels
about mass-treating their releases. Apparently,
the process is efficient and economical, with
the ability to treat thousands of discs at once.
Liquid nitrogen, which doesn't come in direct
contact with the CDs, is inexpensive and read-

low-power—about half amilliwatt —it is focused on such asmall area (1.5µm) that the aluminum molecules bend, causing the aluminum
layer to flex. This introduces jitter in the HF signal as well as noise in the focus signal.
This phenomenon has reportedly been measured by painting black bars on aCD's top
surface (the label side) and looking at various
signals. The bar pattern is readily apparent in
both the focus servo and HF signals. Painting

ily available. Interestingly, this process is said

the CD black reportedly improves the thermal

to yield similar sonic improvements with a
vinyl phonograph record. In addition to CDs

conditions by reducing the contrast in the aluminum molecules caused by laser-induced
heat. Another mechanism that is also affected

and LPs, the process has been used on LaserVision- format video discs, speaker cable, in-

by black paint is the secondary reflection from

terconnects, integrated circuits, and musical
instrument strings.

the aluminum layer and is reflected to the pho-

Cryogenic freezing is also used to treat machine tools like drill bits, copper welding tools,

the disc label. Some laser light passes through
todetector by the label. This reportedly causes
noise in the HF signal which is manifested as

and saw blades. The process reportedly im-

uncertainty in the digital code transitions. Note

proves their wear characteristics, thus extending the tool's useful life. The treatment doesn't

that the above descriptions are those of Ed

always work, however, and there is no consensus among metallurgists that the process is
always beneficial. In fact, the effects of cryo-

Meitner, and have not been independently
verified.
How plausible are these explanations? Ifind

genically freezing materials is not well under-

some of them hard to believe, especially this
last phenomenon. However, there is so much

stood; little scientific research has been done
to explain the phenomenon. 3

going on in digital audio that we don't know

Another tweak developed by Ed Meitner is
painting aCD's top surface black. This reportedly improves sound quality by improving the

about—especially the optical considerations
in data retrieval from CD—that Ihesitate to rule
out anything.
What really matters is if these treatments
work. Since Ibelieve that the ear is the highest-

signal at the CD player's photodetectot Before
describing how this works, let's look at the

resolution instrument available to explore these

playback laser beam's path through the disc.
The playback beam enters the disc through

phenomena, Igave Ed Meitner three copies of
the Stereophile Test CD for treatment. One disc

the surface without the label. It travels through

was cryogenically frozen, another was painted

the 1.2mm disc thickness where it encounters
pits impressed in the polycarbonate. To reflect

black, and the third was both painted and fro-

the beam back through the disc and to the photo-

zen. The Stereopbile Test CD is ideal for this
purpose: it has awide variety of music, all

detector, athin layer of aluminum is deposited
on the disc surface, which conforms to the pit

recorded by Stereophile contributors. In addi-

structure. Aprotective coating of varnish seals
in the aluminum and prevents it from oxidizing. The label is then silk-screened on top of
the protective coating.

three treated discs as well as my untreated control disc were made by JVC from the same master tape and CD stamper.

3IRefer the interested reader to an occelkm ankle in the June
1988 ¡Mlle of Popular Science for more information on cryogenic freezing. The piece includes tests on treated and untreated
machine tools, with mixed results.
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tion, Iknow with absolute certainty that the

Ibegan by listening to my guitar and bass
recording from the untreated disc. After switching to the frozen and painted disc, the difference was immediate and obvious. First, the guitar appeared to become louder, with more
7
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••••
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SENNHEISER ELECTRONIC CORPORATION
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(203) 434-9190 FAX# 203-434-1759

clarity and detail. Subtle sounds like finger
noises and minute instrumental detail jumped

mentioned in my article in Vol.13 No.5 ("CD:
Jitter, Errors, and Magic") that aJapanese com-

forward. The sonic picture became more vivid

pany called HiBright was making CDs with a
proprietary material called Amorphous Poly

and immediate. The acoustic bass took on a
more rounded character and its musical contribution seemed enhanced. There was agreater
degree of air and life around the instruments;
they suddenly became more palpable.
The degree to which these characteristics

Olefin (APO) that reportedly offers better sound
than conventional polycarbonate. At the time
of that writing, Ihad not heard discs made with
this material. However, Inow have two copies

were apparent varied considerably with the

each of two different discs, 4 one made with
polycarbonate and the other with APO, but

type of music. During our annual Stereopbile

both pressed from the same stamper.

writers' conference in early August, Ihad an

correctly identified the treated disc in ablind

Interestingly, the disc made from APO was
smoother and less bright than the polycarbonate disc. This is the opposite reaction Ihad
to the Museatex frozen and painted disc. With

A/B/A comparison when he visited my listening room. He immediately knew that presen-

the APO disc, female vocal was more open, had
more air around it, and was much less sibilant.

tation Bwas different, and his description of

Although both polycarbonate and APO versions were excruciatingly bright, the disc made

opportunity to play treated and untreated discs
for some of the visiting writers. Amis Balgalvis

the difference was remarkably similar to my
impressions.
Irepeated the blind test for Peter Mitchell in
JA's listening room; Peter also immediately
identified the treated disc. In fact, within seconds of hearing the treated disc with the guitar

from APO was far less annoying. The spitty
edge to the voice was greatly reduced, and the
presentation took on amore relaxed character.
The tonal difference was similar to an equalization change of about 2dB at 10kHz. These

and bass recording, he let out aloud exclamation of surprise. His impressions were consistent with the differences Ihad heard, which I

impressions were consistent with both disc
pairs Iauditioned.

related to him after the test and his description
to me of the differences.

with pairs of HiBright polycarbonate and APO

Agood point Peter raised was that although

A fellow audiophile had asimilar experience
CDs. He found it difficult to believe that such
different-sounding discs could have been

there was clearly adifference, he had doubts

made from the same stamper. The difference

about which was "better" or more true to
the original recording. The treated disc had a

was so great, he believed that one disc had
been equalized. Furthermore, he was highly

brighter, more detailed character that would
exacerbate many of CD's problems.
The above listening comparisons were made

skeptical that the disc composition could have
any audible effect. To verify that the discs were

between an untreated disc and one that was
both cryogenically frozen and painted black.

rial), he sent the discs to afacility to have their

indeed identical (except for the molding mate-

Further listening of frozen-only discs and

data compared to each other. This process is
routinely performed on Compact Disc Read-

painted-only discs revealed that most of the
sonic difference was the result of freezing. The

replicated discs are identical (down to the last

black paint, however, did add to the effect. A

bit) to the source data.

second frozen and painted disc sent to me by

The data comparison revealed that the two
discs were, bit for bit, identical to each other.

Museatex had similar differences. However, a
look at the disc's inside ring, where the production number is written, revealed that it was
adifferent pressing from my untreated control disc. Iwould therefore refrain from reaching any conclusions based on this disc. From
my experience with the Stereopbile Test CD,
however, Iam convinced that some unex
plained phenomena are occurring in frozen
and painted CDs.
While we're on the subject of CD tweaks, I
Stereophile, October 1990

Only Memory discs (CD-ROMs) to assure that

Since the polycarbonate and APO discs have
identical data, that is conclusive proof that no
equalization or other processing could account
for the musical differences. Since they obviously have different sonic characteristics but
contain identical data, there are therefore un4 They are The VIP Mo, ACB-0003 (APO) and PCB-0003
(polycarbonatc) with Cedar Walton, Pat Senatore, and Billy
Higgins; and Algeria by Sunny Wilkinson, ACB-7 (APO) and
PCB-7 (polycarbonate). Both CDs are on HiBright's California
Breeze label.
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Real power has
always been in the
hands ofthe few.
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lcorn stereo
components have
earned areputation among
audiophiles, engineers and
musicians for extraordinary performance
at affordable prices. Now Adcom
introduces its newest amplifier, the no
compromise GFA-565, for those in pursuit
of absolute power and sonic perfection,
but who prefer not paying aking's ransom.
The Evolution of Adcom's GFA-565
Adcom's new mono GFA-565 evolves
from the design of the critically acclaimed
GFA-555, greatly extending its capabilities.
Representing brute strength, it delivers
300 watts at 8ohms, 450 watts at 4ohms
and an awesome 850 watts at 2ohms!›
Most significantly, it will accurately drive
even esoteric loudspeakers which present
loads as low as 1ohm.
Why Use Two Mono Amplifiers?
The ability to deliver very high power
into complex loads is aprerequisite for
superior sound reproduction. Power

77'

111111

supplies capable of delivering the energy
necessary for high power, high-current
amplifiers are massive. But there are
practical limits to the size and weight of
stereo amplifiers designed for home use,
as well as heat dissipation and reliability
constraints. Consequently, the use of two
Adcom GFA-565 mono amplifiers offers
optimum sound definition, detail and
dynamics, satisfying even the most
demanding perfectionist.
More Sound, Less Money
Like the GFA-555, the new Adcom
GFA-565 sounds superior to amplifiers
costing two and three times as much. It is
so powerful and pure that it may be the
last amplifier you ever buy, even if you
upgrade your loudspeakers several times
over the years. And that makes the GFA-565
an extraordinary bargain considering its
exceptional performance.

ADCOM
detarls you can hear

*Continuous power output. 20 Hz-20 kHz <0.02% THD, measured in accordance with FTC specifications.
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II Elkins Road. East Brunswick. NJ 08816 U.IA. 1200 390-1130 Distributed in Canads by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 4X5

known phenomena occurring in CD playback
not accounted for in textbook digital-audio
theory.
Finally, there is one more CD tweak on the
horizon, also created by Museatex: abrading a
CD's edges and the non-label side surface only
where data have not been recorded. This reportedly causes light to be diffracted rather
than deflected at the roughened surfaces. Eightygrit sandpaper is used on the vertical edges, and

mance. With LPs all but dead, there is an imperative to make digital audio sound better.
Furthermore, Isee CD tweaks as aRosetta
Stone' to an audio engineering establishment
that dismisses the possibility that freezing aCD,
or painting it black, or putting green paint
around the edge, or making it from adifferent
material, could affect its sound. Because these
treatments are considered the epitome of audi-

200 grit on the read (bottom) surface. Iam told

ophile lunacy and because they are readily
audible, some measurement-oriented scientists

that the record label Chandos is working with
Swiss CD pressing plant ICM to mold arough-

may, if they listen for themselves, realize that
audiophiles are not always the demented mys-

ened surface into the polycarbonate during CD
manufacturing. Stay tuned.
My fascination with CD tweaks stems not
from their intrinsic abilities to improve CD
sound as much as it comes from the realization
that if any tweak has even the slightest audible
effect, conventional digital audio theory is
turned upside down. More important, however, the widespread acceptance and belief in
CD tweaks may make skeptical engineers listen
for themselves, perhaps sparking an investigation into why they work. Such research may
lead to fundamental new discoveries in digital
audio that will drastically improve its perfor-

tics they are often accused of being. Consequently, some scientists may decide to turn
their considerable analytical skill toward other
areas of audio reproduction, long cited by audiophiles as important, that are far less bizarre
than freezing CDs.
5The Rosetta Stone is abasalt slab with (he same information
inscribed in Egyptian hieroglyphic3, Demotic: and Greek. Written in about 200 BC and discovered in Egypt by Napoleon's
soldiers in 1799, it provided ameans of deciphering hieroglyphics which were previously unintelligible. The Rosetta
Stone was the key to understanding the writings of ancient cul Ewe and civilization. Just as the Rosetta Stone provided abridge
to understanding a previously unexplored civilization. (:I)
tweaks may break down the barrier, between the audiophile
and the scientist. VVe could use afew converts in the quest to
make music reproduction less of ablack art.

Music to your ears
AUDIOPHILE PRODUCTS
BY A&R CAMBRIDGE

ARCAM

Arcam has a 12 year record of
building affordable, no nonsense,
performance hi-fi products
Arcam Amps, Tuners, CD players
& Outboard D to A Converters
are famous for design and
construction quality that insures
great sound and a lifetime of
listening pleasure. Elegant in its
simplicity, an Arcam in your
system is "music to your ears"
WRITE OR CALL FOR DEALER INFORM

Audio

Influx Corporation

IMPORTERS OF AUDIOPHILE PRODUCTS
PO Box 381. Highland Lakes. NJ 07422 (201) 764-8958
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IlleAudioAna
If you ask five different
audiophiles which is the
best high bias audio cassette to record music on,
you're likely to get five
different opinions. But
if you ask the Audio Precision Analyzer' you'll
get adefinitive answer,
right there in living color:
TDK SA-X.
The Audio Precision
Analyzer is one of the
most sophisticated pieces
of laboratory equipment
of its kind. It's used by
audio engineers to evaluate an audio cassette's
performance in avariety
of areas. Two of the most
critical of these areas are
MOL (Maximum Output
Level) and bias noise,
which together are used
to measure what is known
as dynamic range.
MOL is indicated by
the curve at the top of
the analyzer's monitor;
bias noise is indicated by
the curve at the bottom. TDK SA-X'S DYNAMIC RANGE, THE WIDEST OF ANY HIGH BIAS
measure of an audio casThe greater the distance,
The vertical distance
sette's
dynamic
range
at
the greater the dynamic
between any two points
that
particular
frequency.*
range.
And the greater
on these curves is the

lyzerNeverlies.
cassettes (the results of
which were published in
the March 1990 issue), it
utilized an Audio Precision Analyzer to evaluate
dynamic range.
What the analyzer told
Audio—in no uncertain
terms —was TDK SA-X's
dynamic range was the
widest of all Type II audio
cassettes tested. Which
makes it the best tape you
can use to capture the
fortissimos, pianissimos,
and transients of today's
music sources.
So if you want the most
faithful sound reproduction you can get from a
high bias tape, look at
'T what the Audio Precision
Analyzer is telling you.
And listen to TDK.
(.sasedJnJuouensnillio) g

r

1, IS SHOWN HERE ON AN AUDIO PRECISION ANALYZER:

le dynamic range, the
lore sound the cassette
an faithfully reproduce.

When Audio magazine
conducted an exhaustive
test of 88 blank audio
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LETTERS
We regret that resources do not permit us to reply Individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice about particular equipment purchases. Were we to do this, asignificant service charge
would have to be assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway! Although all are read and
noted, only those of general interest are selected for publication. Please note, however, that
published letters are subject to editing, particularly if they address more than one topic.

It's just not true!

MESS vs mess

Editor:

Editor:

Hey! It's just not true! Stereophile, The Abso-

As one who has also lost her bathroom to an

lute Sound, Hi -Fi Heretic, and Hi -Fi Answers

ever-growing stack of Stereophile magazines,

[now called Audiophile—Ed.) are not the "only
audio magazines that formally offer manufacturers the opportunity to respond in print," as
was stated in the July issue of Stereopbile.
AudioVideo, the hi-fi magazine of New Zealand, also offers manufacturers and importers
the opportunity to respond to reviews.
Mike Jones
Editor, AudioVideo, Auckland, New Zealand

Musicality vs high definition
Editor:
Whatever happened to musicality? "High definition" has taken over as agoal with the unfortunate result (for the listener) that you can
hardly concentrate on the music for all the
detail, and the fortunate result (for the dealer)
that increased resolution in one component
only serves to uncover defects in other components which then must also be upgraded.
The concept of musicality, if Irecall, was that
ahigh-fidelity system should recreate an experience as close as possible to alive perfor-

Iwas surprised and amused at the advice Bob
Deutsch gave Ms. Schwenk [at the New York
Hi -Fi Show; see August "Letters," p.21] concerning the problem. Surely he was joking in suggesting that only six copies be kept in the litde room and rotated regularly from abox in the
basement. He, of all people, should know that
for anyone in the advanced stages of Stereopbile-collectivitis, this would simply be asking too much. Or perhaps Ms. Schwenk misunderstood. Maybe he meant that only six
copies should be allowed to lie loosely scattered across the bathroom floor—you know,
the layered look—while the rest of the colorful
hoard is dutifully squashed into the shelves
originally (and idiotically) intended for towels.
In any case, after along and fruitless search
for an answer to this perplexing problem, I
have finally decided to start aself-help group
for the Significant Others of those suffering
with this malady. Contact, c/o Stereopbile,
Management of Excessive Stacks of Stereopbile
(MESS).

Beverley Deutsch

mance: atransparent window. My wife and I
are fortunate to attend live performances

Toronto, Canada
See also Ms. Linda Tasker (aka Mrs. Kevin

almost weekly and Ihave yet to be aware of the
sound of asinger's breathing, the percussion

an audiophile, elsewhere in this issue. —RL

of apiano's hammer on the string, the exact
position of the singer on the stage, or the distance from front to back of the orchestra pit.
Yet reviewers extol the virtues of equipment
that pushes these irrelevant aspects of music
into the forefront of the listening experience.

Conklin)on the subject of cohabitation with

Locker-room humor?
Editor:
Iam writing to express my concern about the
July 1990 cover of Stereopbile.
Obviously, my concern is not with the art-

Are we being had by hi-fi tricks similar to the
practice of adding apresence peak in the re-

work or style of the design, but with the total

sponse curve? Can't there be too much (false)
detail and positional information, just as there

that "to the pure all things are pure," but Ifeel
that the very thinly disguised double entendre

can be too much (palpable) presence? Exists
there an audacious and knowledgeable reviewer who will criticize excessive definition?
Where is JGH when we need him most?

inappropriateness of the words used. It may be

was very much out of place and in such poor
taste that Iwas surprised that whoever is re-

George E. Westlake, M.D.

sponsible for the final presentation of this normally attractive magazine would stoop to this
level. What passes as humor in bar or locker-

Kentfield, CA

room conversation has no place on the cover
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What do you do after building the largest, most sonically-accurate speaker
system in the world?
If you're Infinity, you take everything you've learned from the 71
2 foot, $50,000
/
Infinity Reference Standard Vand apply it to the most sonically-accurate compact
speaker system in the world.
And you call it Modulus. Aspeaker system for the 1990's.
Technologically, it is an encyclopedia of high science, from its time-aligned driver
array to its servo-controlled subwoofer to its acoustically-inert, sand-filled pedestals.
Sonically, it has the power to drop jaws with its absolutely uncanny musical accuracy.
And visually, it would be as at home in the Museum of Modern Art as in any listening room. With or without its optional modular components.
To audition the new Modulus system, bring your
favorite disc or tape to aselected Infinity dealer.
And experience Research and Development,
We get you back to what it's
Infinity style.
all about. Music.

Infinity

For literature and the name of your nearest Infinity dealer. call (800)165-5556.
In Canada. call (416) 244-4833, II. Roi. limy, Ltd.
01989 Infinity Systems, Inc.

A Harman International Company

of awidely read magazine of this type which

one will still read the "obscured" word cor-

is supported, to alarge degree, by revenues
generated from equipment manufacturers and

rectly. Iassume that you are all adults, that
you have beard such words used by other

distributors. How your advertisers project their

human beings in stressful situations even if

own company images and the products which
they are advertising is up to them. It would
seem, however, that Stereophile should accept

you don't habitually use them yourselves, and

the responsibility to its own advertisers and
avoid this type of public display of extremely

Regarding the former reader" who is upset
by the presence of contrary opinions to his in

poor taste.

RichardJ. Chilvers

President, TDL Electronics, Stamford, CT

Filthy language &
editorial responsibility
Editor:
When the editor of apublication gets down on
the same level as an undergrown adolescent
and quotes their obscene, filthy language —
that's where we part company. Cancel my subscription. Idon't want to ever hear from you
again.

William Plumblee
No address given

We aren't nothing?
Editor:
Your total misunderstanding of the SOTA Panorama speaker, Peter Mitchell's love affair with
CD, and JGH's talk about LPs prove what total
nincompoops you are. Add Sam Tellig's tweaks
that ruin CDs and you aren't nothing compared
to The Absolute Sound. LA and JGH should go
back to PAT-4s and Dynaco transistors!
A former reader
No address given
In answer to Mr Cbilvers's concern about our
luly cover; Ican assure him that as the person
ultimately responsible for what appears on
covers, I
feel the dreadful double entendre is
in the eye of the beholder Regarding our usage
of what Mr Plumblee would undoubtedly refer

that you would recognize the editorial responsibility involved without being offended.

these pages, Ican only note that be doesn't
have the colones to include bis name and
address, preferring to hide behind amantle
of anonymity. And if Mr Plumblee bad included bis address, we would at least been
able to refund his subscription money. —JA

Shocked!
Editor:
Every issue of Stereophile, it seems, contains
at least one letter from someone who is shocked
—shocked—that your publication would have
the audacity to:
1) seriously consider equipment which
hasn't already received fave raves in mainstream
magazines;
2) seriously consider equipment which isn't
readily available within ahalf-mile radius of the
writer's house;
3) seriously consider equipment which costs
in excess of three digits; or
4) seriously entertain acontroversial or contrarian position on matters audio.
Who are these people? And what precisely
did they expect when they signed up for a
high-end audio magazine with the name of Stereopbile?
One gets the distinct impression from these
folks that they were forced to subscribe to your
publication, sight unseen, by roving bands of
magazine commandos.

Patrick Hudson
New York, NY

to as the "F-word" (Vo1.13 No. 7, p.I90), Stereophile 's writers don't use profanity; to do so

Is there?

would reveal alack of vocabulary that would
disqualify them from being able to contribute
to the magazine at all. On the other hand, 1see

Is there anyone out there besides me? Feels like

my editorial responsibility as ensuring writers

Editor:
another planet here.

John Muteshi
Nairobi, Kenya

are true to what is said by people whose activities are being reported on. If someone being
quoted has, horrors, used a touch of Anglo-

Religion vs science

Saxon, it therefore appears in Stereophile if

We all have deeply held beliefs about audio.

the way they said something is relevant to
what they said. Substituting asterisks seems
to me to be both coy andfruitless in that everyStereophile, October 1990

Editor:
Though we adamantly deny they affect our
objectivity, our beliefs are an integral part of
our listening experience.
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Kimber Kable:
Performance,
Pragmatism,
Purity.
Speaker Cable
and Interconnects
2675 Industrial Drive
Ogden, Utah 84401
801-621-5530 Tel.
801-627-6980 Fax

KIM3ER KABLE

We all know that washing our car couldn't
possibly affect the way it runs. But we also

speakers in June was the wordiest piece of writing I've ever read!
Steve Marston

know that our car runs better after we wash it.
Could there be some unknown connection

Glen Oaks, NY

between the shine of the paint and our fuel

Living in the real world

injectors, or is the effect only in our minds? But
does it really matter? If we perceive that our car
runs better when it's washed, then we should

Three cheers for Markus Sauer! His "Industry

Editor:

wash it and enjoy!

Update" in June convinces me that some audiophiles live in the real world. It is refreshing to

Reality is what we each perceive it to be. Our
beliefs shape our individual realities in every-

see that your authors have concerns which
transcend the realm of high-end home audio

thing we do, especially something as nebulous

(ecologically sound high-fidelity?!). Articles

and personal as audio. We are each absolutely
correct when we believe we are in possession

such as Sauer's, TJN's "A Matter of Taste" (same
issue), and the humorous yet insightful ramblings of the heretical Sam Tellig provide awel-

of the audio truth. It is, however, only our own
individual truth. There is not, and can never
be, auniversal audio truth. Accordingly, we
must resist the temptation to preach our personal gospel to others or to try to convert them

come alternative to the elusive, hairsplitting,
technologically obsessed mainstream of audio
journalism. Keep up the good work, folks!
On adifferent note, regarding the subjec-

to our own brand of audio religion. We won't

tivity/objectivity debate (or "everything which

succeed and, like all other zealots, we will make

exists can be measured") raised in the July

dreadfully boorish asses of ourselves in the
process.
My point is simple. We should each shame-

issue, I'd like to offer an analogy from the world
of physics. Modem physicists acknowledge the
existence of neutrinos, subatomic particles

lessly confess the unmistakably religious nature

which pass through "solid" matter as easily as

of high-end audio and piously exploit our
abundant faith to enhance our listening enjoy-

through avacuum at close to the speed of light.
Until comparatively recently, neutrinos eluded

ment. Through sacred ritual and devout belief

measurement due to their [lack of mass and]
enormous speed. In 1956, however, scientists

we can each approach audio nirvana in our
own individual way. If you believe CDs sound
better when polished with some mysterious
fluid, then for heaven's sake, polish them. If it
works for you, what does it matter if there's no
explanation? So what if all amplifiers sound

managed to capture afew as they passed the
Earth on their journey outward from the Sun.
Are we to believe that, prior to their detection,
neutrinos did not exist? Would Stanley Lipshitz
believe this? Isomehow doubt it. Why then

alike in double-blind tests? You know aKrell
sounds better than aCarver. If you're con-

must we believe that current measurement
techniques reveal the intrinsic nature of an

vinced discrete circuits are better than op-amps

audio component's sound quality?

or that tubes sound better than transistors,
exorcise those unholy devices from your sys-

The performance of live music is, essentially,
afour-dimensional experience (musicians play-

tem and be delivered. If you truly believe, I ing in three-dimensional space over time). The
guarantee it'll work.
goal of music reproduction is to capture this
Religion and science are two very different
four-dimensional reality. How can anyone

things. Religion is based on faith and science

expect to represent or evaluate this experience

is based on objective fact. As long as we are
human, our beliefs and prejudices will be an
integral part of our listening experience. We're

exclusively with two-dimensional frequency-

really practicing aform of religion, not science.
That's okay, just don't confuse the two.
L. Hepinstall
Batavia, IL

"Call me Ishmael. .."

response graphs and linearity charts or [unidimensional] signal/noise ratios and the like?
Listening to music, whether live or reproduced,
is afundamentally subjective experience. As
Robert Harley says, it involves excitation of the
right hemisphere of the brain, whereas objective, quantitative analysis is primarily aleftbrain function. Subsequently, the musical

Editor:

experience, like the human mind itself, defies

Dick Olsher's I4-page review of the Ensemble

strictly objective explanation. Of course, objec-
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"Get out your checkbook, Michael. "
— Robert Harley, technical editor,
Stereophile, in his Aug. 1990
review of the.Thetu DS Pro basic

Robert Harley on his friend Michael:
". ..willing to fork over acouple of kilobucks.
provided the processor provides truly musical
performance and isn't likely to be
significantly surpassed at the price anytime soon. -

Robert Harley on Theta DS Pro Basic:
"To say Iliked the Theta DS Pro Basic
is an understatement. It provided
alevel of-musicality Iwould never
have expected at this price."
It had all the attributes of the best digital
playback: adeep and tra4sparent soundstage,
smooth tonal balance, spatial detail galore,
and textural liquidity."
"The DS Pro Basic clearly breaks new ground
in affordable digital playback. It represents
aquantum leap in what we can expect from a
$2000 processor. All contenders for the title
of best reasonably-priced converter must regard
the Theta DS Pro Basic as the benchmark
against which all others are judged. "Get out your checkbook, Michae
The Theta DS Pro Basic is exact!
what you've been waiting for."
Robert
— Stereophile,NI8
Robe
Harley,
Aug. 1990

giummin
with his brand new Theta DS ero -Bctsic
"4
tb .

•

•Digite Done Right

théta Digital -Corpócàtion
5330 Dry Ave.., Suite R.tegour a.‘ Mills, GA 91301
.*
597=9195. .FAX (eiS1.591- .
1Q79 .'

(el8)

tive measurements are necessary in designing

School Band whose recording was featured on

and evaluating products in order to determine
and correct for gross deficiencies that would

the Stereopbile Test CD? Ican tell you stories
of JGH's appearance in the US and of my
introduction to hi-fl. In fact, Istill have a
schematic he wrote out in 1946 or '47 for me.

otherwise inhibit accurate sonic reproduction.
However, in this case, what is "necessary" is
not sufficient. Subjective evaluation must be

Iwas an original subscriber and have every

done in order to approach atrue understanding
of any electronic component.

issue up to several years ago, when the bounds

One might ask who should perform the subjective evaluation: "Whose ears should Itrust?"

of equipment costs got out of hand. Nonetheless, keep up what some see as areal need.
Dr. Pierre Marteney

Since perception varies from person to person,
each individual is his/her own best judge. The
opinions of others, particularly those with
experience in the field, are important. They
help to rule out non-contenders, thus narrowing the competition. But the final decision of
what is "musically accurate" must be made by
each individual. In other words, do what Stereophile has always told you to do: don't take
their word for it, listen for yourself.
Christopher Boylan

Manchester, CT

Copyright &
journalistic balance
Editor:
As acomposer, Iam writing to protest the
unchecked, completely one-sided presentations appearing in issue after issue of Stereopbile concerning the question of DAT recording, Copycode, and related matters. It should
not be left to readers who might attempt to add
some balance to your biased coverage as Iam

New York, NY
P.S. Imust say I've lost some respect for Mon-

doing herewith, because even intelligent let-

dial due to their over-reaction to Mr. Harley's

ters to editors, Ifeel, tend to convey akind of

review of the Aragon D2A converter. It is unfortunate that some people only value opinions
which coincide with their own.

"authority" of the word as printed by the pros.

"supplicant" posture against the implied
Rather, Icannot understand why you have not
sought informed input from ASCAP (for exam-

Harley must be kidding!

ple), instead of simply allowing Mr. Hannold

Editor:
In response to Robert Harley's "Deeper Meanings" article in July—he must be kidding! If I
were to spend 20 grand on aso-called "highend" system, it'd better sound like a20-grand
system even if Iwere standing in the street with
doors and windows shut. If Icouldn't tell the
difference between this system and amid -fi
system—each and every time, eyes closed,
blindfolded, standing on my head, whatever—
Iwould feel ripped off!
M. DeSouza
Destin, FL

to imply that his extreme stance comprises all
that is right and good on the subject.
The broad principle of copyright protection
of intellectual and artistic production has certainly, by this late date, been recognized by
most nations which value such artifacts of
civilization, and their creators. In most of those
other evolved cultures, in recognition that
advancing technology has made unlimited
unpaid home reproduction of music impossible to log, some form of taxation has been
added to the purchase of all forms of blank
tape, to be fed back into the arts-producing

Mr DeSouza's succinct epistle—I can't belp
but think befailed to grasp the thrust of Robert

community, as we seem loath to do here. (But
then, most of these societies also do such

Harley's thesis—and Christopher Boylan 's

unthinkable things as taxing themselves to

more considered piece were but tbefirst in an

maintain national symphony orchestras, opera
and ballet companies, and national theaters.)

onslaught of letters lreceived responding to
points made by Bob in his July 'As Ire See It"
column. These letters will appear in November's "Letters" column

Copyright & along memory
Editor:
Do Iget residuals for playing in the 1948 High
Stereophile, October 1990

Mr. Hannold has been pleased to portray
himself and the like-minded as individuals up
against the music and/or record industry. Is it
really necessary to point out that we who try
to earn our way by the use of whatever talents
and skills we have are individuals? As in all
other forms of endeavor, there are afew at the
21
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HEAR! \G AID
Your ears are acute enough to
hear the ultimate reproduction that
your system is capable of delivering.
But does your system deliver?
It won't if you overlook one of its
most important components, the
interconnects.
Esoteric Audio Inter-Connects
are designed to maximize the
delivery of source signals. And that
will aid your enjoyment of the best

your system has to offer.
Ask your dealer for more details
about Esoteric Audio interconnect
systems or simply send $2.00 for our
latest color brochure.
Dealer inquiries invited.

ESOTERIC
AUDIO USA
RR 3Box 262
Winder, Georgia 30680

top who have achieved extreme success and

with asuggestion that it befunded by atax on

concomitant rewards, but the vast majority of

broadcast advertising. That elicited protests
from some readers who oppose spending any

us follow on acontinuum, working in whatever style, level of aspiration, and degree of

tax money on public broadcasting let alone

achievement, and relying for amajor part of
our sustenance on various forms of royalties.

on the fine and performing arts. Ican't wait
to see bow they react to Mr Kaplan 's letter!

lb the (admittedly imperfect) degree possible,
royalties, gathered from the public through

"verdant enclaves of entertainment industry

licensing, are distributed in proportions reflect-

The phrase be couldn't quite remember was

ing their enjoyment of the material by logging

wealth." The Congressional Quarterly used it
to describe Rep. Henry Waxman 's district, as

of performances, as well as by sales, if pertinent.

p.101). And ifyou think using that quote was

Iseem to remember Mr. Hannold in an ear-

a gratuitous insult, consider the following

lier issue of Stereophile. ..
implying that he

example of bow that wealth is used in politics:

(obviously a veritable Jimmy Stewart/Mr.

Iduly noted (Vo1.11 No.12, December '88,

NewJersey's GovernorJames Floria amem-

Smith) was up against those wicked "million-

ber of Congressfrom 1975 to 1989, chaired the

aires in their estates hidden in the verdant

subcommittee that handled the Gore- Waxman

Hollywood Hills" (or something close to that)
cowering from the justice of his vision. Appar-

Copycode bill. Ibelieve his efforts helped keep

ently this would consist of Mr. Hannold, sitting

DAT off the US market. Subsequently, according to FEC reports, money was transferred to

at home after spending his few bucks for one
copy, being able to clone endless perfect copies

of three Hollywood-area Democrats—Wax-

bis reelection campaign from the campaigns

for any extended, repetitive use he might

man, Howard Berman, and Mel Levine—as

desire, thus, in effect, having the unmitigated

well asfrom Waxman's personal PAC. Now it's
not unusual for apowerful Democrat like

nerve to surreptitiously help himself to my
property—or, to be more exact, property of

Waxman to offer that kind of help to a col-

which the artistic component is mine, and of

leaguefacing atough challenge; but Florio's

which ownership of technical and/or financial

House seat was about as safe as they come. It

aspects may have been purchased by partners
who contributed hard-won resources and
skills. That, in my opinion, manifests the pathological equivalency of the computer hacker/
geek, who, feeling inadequate to face society,

was widely assumed as early as 198Z however, that Florio would run for governor in
1989, and that he'd need a much larger war
chest than his Camden County power base
could provide.

sits hidden away at his terminal, stealing the

In bisfirst six months in office, Florio bas

property and invading the privacy of others.

raised state taxes, including the sales tax, so

Presumably, those who read or are associ-

drastically that he has made himself the most

ated with ajournal such as Stereophile are interested in the art and science of sound reproduc-

tory (despite the puffery you may have read

tion because their minds and spirits are evolved
enough to derive emotional, spiritual, and
intellectual stimulus from the world's musics.
This makes all the more numbing the realization that within the minds of some of these

unpopular governor in recent NewJersey bisin Time). Still, many liberal Democrats are
touting him for President in 1992. Some reward, eh?
But the money and power of the showbiz

people there is ashameful vacuum where a

rich can be neutralized, in most cases, by constituent mail. And that was the only point I

sense of ethics and morality should be.

made under the beading "Mr Smith Writes to

Elliot Kaplan

Washington" (Vol. 11 Na 6, June '88). The sec-

Woodland Hills, CA
Issue after issue? My work bas appeared in

tions of that article were captioned with paro-

only six of tbe last 27 issues. Yes, all but one

dies of movie titles, and no one who really

of those pieces dealt with the entertainment

read it could have got the impression that I
was comparing either myself or our readers

industry's war on borne taping; but in the

to "Jimmy Stewart/Mr Smith."

other one (14)1.12 No.4, April '89), Icountered
aproposal to finance public broadcasting
from an excise tax on consumer electronics
Stereophile, October 1990

Mr Kaplan 's inferences about me are
wrong. I'm neither an antisocial "computer
hacker/geek" (why does be use so many
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There's More to Monster Cable
Than Meets the Eye.
Interlink °
400
An Audiophile Best Buy

A lot of cables look alike on the outside, but it's what's on the inside
that counts.
After all, that's what you hear, and that's what gives Monster Cable
areputation for producing the highest quality cables made today.
For example, in our Interlink® 400 alone there are five Monster Cable
innovations that have been awarded three U.S. patents—like Bandwidth
Balanced® conductors, MicroFibee dielectrics, Time Correct"' windings,
and the beautiful Ibrbineni RCA connector.
And it's one of our least expensive cable designs.
It takes alot of technology to
bring you great music.
But the effort is well worth it.

kepre-rmi
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MONSTER CRBI—E1
Advancing the Art of Listening
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slashes?) nora DAT owner (in fact, I'm such

our best efforts, thefirst and second pressings,

aconfirmed digiphobe that Idon't even own

made by Disctronics, bad anumber offlaws,

aCD player!). And 'approve ofpublicfunding
of the arts.

mostly due to tbefact that every track that bad
been recorded with a 48kHz sampling rate

But Iget very angry when limousine liberals

and bad therefore to be processed by asam-

like Waxman and Florio try to tax me to fur-

pling-rate converter bad been disfigured by

ther enrich an already wealthy commercial
entertainment industry. And Igetjust as angry
when they try to tell me Ican't buy something
even when it's something Idon't want to buy
anyway. The only limitations Iwill tolerate on
the kinds of components in my system are
those set by my own taste—and by my budget!
—Jack Hannold

agross treble rolloff (The pink-noise track
bad more of adeep rosy bue!) The !kHz tone
turned out to actually have afrequency of
920Hz; there was also aspurious interchannel
time delay in one of the monophonic JGH
microphone-test recordings. In addition, the
second Disctronics pressing bad had the preemphasis flag left offfor Peter Mitchell's and
Brad Meyer's organ recording (track 19).

Test CD paranoia

One of the great things about LPs is that you

Editor:

automatically get test pressings to check that

Such adeal?!!
As part of apromotion designed to lure me
into subscribing to your publication, Iwas sent
acopy of the Stereophile Test CD. My copy has
asmall, gold, oval sticker—"Special Subscriber
Edition" —on the CD Viewpak.
Naturally Iwas suspicious. Not paranoid
(yet), just suspicious. Ifiled the CD for future
listening.

the mastering and metalwork bas been done
correctly. Although we bad requested Disctronics not to press our entire order until we
bad checked the 'first CDs off the press," the
CDs had already been manufactured by the
time we discovered the flaws, and bad been
sent to thefulfillment bouse who bad started
mailing them to readers. Our only option,
therefore, was to: continue sending out the

Ireceived the August issue of Stereopbile to
find in LA's "Final Word" column mention of

flawed CDs; send everyone who received the

"the just-released, corrected version of our lest

was faulty and that a replacement would be

CD" (emphasis mine).
Now the paranoid little voice began (very
distracting): "Gee, whaddya suppose they did
with all those defective/flawed/irregular Test
CDs? Hmmtn? Imean, they couldn't just throw
them away, now, could they? That wouldn't be
very responsible (environmentally speaking). .." ad nauseam.

CD afollow-up card informing them that it
sent; completely remaster the CD; check the cut
by listening to a WORM MSc copy made before
the presses rolled into action; and send everyone the replacement CDfree of charge. Which
is what we did. The "Special Subscriber Edition" label is for internal bookkeeping purposes; otherwise, the CDs sent to new sub-

if my paranoid delusions are, in fact,

scribers are identical to those we sell for the

justified—please don't deny it! Just tell me (and

and handling. Both are manufactured byJVC

Anyway,

all the other "Special Subscribers") exactly

munificent sum of $8.95 including shipping

what is wrong with these Test CDs—what was

in Alabama, as is the CD version of
Stereophile's Poem LP

"corrected," in other words. If, on the other
hand, the "Special Subscriber Edition" is from

Why no Klipsch?

the new run of Test CDs, just say so.
As long as it's true!

Glenn Gaudis

Chicago, IL
Mr Gaudis 's paranoia seems to me sympto-

Editor:
One question: in 27 years, you've never reviewed aKlipsch speaker. Why not?
Bill E. Barry

matic of late-20th-century America: "You're

Tampa, FL

offering me agift—where's the catch?" There
is no catch, Mr Gaudis; the CD we sent you
should sound exactly as we intended. »check,
note whether it was pressed byJVC; if it was,
then you should live long and prosper
The story behind the »st CD is !bus: Despite
Stereophile, October 1990

Is Gordon Holt fuming?
Editor:
Ijust received the June issue. —Wow! Paul
Klipsch's name was mentioned—favorably —
in three separate articles! Boy, Gordon must
25

The Marque
of aLifetime

4*44

The test of any great product comes
with time, with years of use and years of
reliably superb performance. When it
passes the test. the marque carried by
that product comes to signify something
very special to thousands of owners, and
to thousands more who hope to become
owners. The name itself becomes a
symbol of pride. of distinction.

preamplifiers were
seminal in the creation
of "high-end" audio.
•
Today. the sophisticated
hybrid technology of the
SP15 continues that same
passionate commitment to music. Most
recently, the LS1 line-stage preamp and
Classic 30 power amp have made leadingedge performance accessible to more musiclovers than any products in recent memory.

In audio, no marque comes so close to
this stature as Audio Research. which has
been defining and redefining the state of Excellence. Reliability. Integrity. Value.
the art for over two decades. Many
These are what come with every
of our products have become
11191 .elk
Audio Research product. To be
collectors' items, earning extraclassic gears enjoyed as long as you own the
ordinary resale values. Our first
diumA l,
marque—for alifetime.
1970 -1990

audio research
HIGH

DEFINITION'

6801 Shingle Creek Parkway I
Minneapolis, MN 55430 /Phone: 612-566-7570 FAX: 612-566-3402

really be fuming.

A longtime reader

can you hear this superb orchestration. Ihad

Warren, MI

Reiner's version on an open- reel tape during
the middle '60s and Iwore it out and could not
find areplacement. Ieven wrote to RCA, and
they had none. Finally it came out on cassette

Idon't think the venerable fGHfumes overmuch. 7b be honest, Ihave no idea why Stereophile hasn't reviewed Klipscb speakers. Perhaps we should.
—JA

and RCA told me they would release it on CD
soon.
Iurge [readers] to find and buy the CD for

McClinton & Lehnert
Editor

the most scintillating version of Beethoven's
Ninth. By the way, it is not near as expensive

Ithought Richard Lehnert's lead-in to the

as the inferior contemporary versions.

review of Delbert McClinton's new record in
June (p.223) was great; it really set the scene.
Ihad never heard of McClinton until this past
May when that great raw voice sounded on my
car radio. My reaction was Wow! My next was:
Who is that? Thankfully the DJ gave his name.
He was appearing at aclub in New York at the
time. Of course Iwent right out and purchased
his latest. But alas, visits to three different
shops, and perusal of record catalogs came up
blank as to any of the earlier recordings. Then
Isaw RL's review. By awonderful coincidence
Ireceived acatalog from Elderly Instruments,
with arave review of his new LP, and listing two
more; Honky Tonkin 'and Live From Austin.
Needless to say Inow possess them both.
Iwas a bit disappointed by his voice on
Honky 7bnkin'; it doesn't have that hoarseness
that makes him special. Then, wonder of
wonders, Isaw him on The Nashville Network;
great! For someone whom Ihad never heard
of before, suddenly Delbert was everywhere.
Let's hope I'm With You is ahit and he will record on aregular basis for us Delbert freaks.
RL's reviews are unique, and Ilook forward
to each one; keep up the good work, and
thanks.

Clare Louis Mengel
Huntsville, AL

Beethoven & Furtwängler
Editor:
At last, somebody (Mortimer H. Frank) has
dared to criticize the previously unassailable
Furtwängler recording of Beethoven's Ninth
from the 1951 Bayreuth Festival. Iremember
hearing the master tape of this recording during
the 1970s when Iworked at EMI and, considering its obvious imperfections of performance,
wondering why this was supposed to be the ne
plus ultra of Furtwängler Ninths. Upon making
enquiries of engineers who remembered the
period, Idiscovered that Furtwängler never
approved the release of this recording, which
significantly first appeared in 1955, after his
death.
Dr. David A. Pickett
Dir. Recording Arts
Indiana University School of Music
Bloomington, IN

Bargain Beecham
Editor:

Hank Moski

In the June 1990 "Letters," Steven Paradis of
New York, NY comments on Sir Thomas

Branford, CT

Beecham. Steven will be happy to know that

Editor:

the Liszt Faust Symphony has been reissued on
Angel Studio Series CDM 763371 2. And yes,
he can still get abargain with the Angel cutout

Thank you for [Mortimer H. Frank's] splendid

at Tower Records.

Beethoven & Frank

article entitled "Beethoven's Ninth Symphony"
(Vol.13 No.6). This piece of music is one of my
favorites. Ihave four of the [performances] he
mentioned in his article.

Alan Jeffries
Monterey Park, CA

Oops
Editor:

Ibelieve he may have missed one version of

Contrary to the information provided in the

the Ninth, namely Fritz Reiner's version on

footnote on p.148 of the June issue, Thomas
Riley [of "What this country needs is agood

RCA's CD 6532-2 RG. Cymbals and triangles
were invented for the orchestra about the time
of Beethoven's Ninth and are used beautifully
in the above-mentioned orchestration. Only
on one of my four, including the Telarc version,
Stereophile, October 1990

five-cent cigar" fame] was Vice-President in
the Wilson administration, from 1913 to 1921.
B. Maddox
Newburgh, IN
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"For once, an add-on subwoofer actually
delivers true subwoofer bass with high
quality and high quantity at the same
time."
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile, Vol. 12. No. 10. Oct. 1989

asystems approach of redesigning the
driver and electronics from the ground
up, Ihave developed asystem that delivers high output levels with unprecedented low levels of distortion."
David Hall, President/Founder
Velodyne Acoustics, Inc.

Velodyne is one of the hottest names in
today's audio/video industry. Why?
Because whether you're upgrading a
current system or building anew one,
there is no other single component that
can boost asystem's overall performance like aVelodyne subwoofer.

All Velodyne subwoofers are complete
systems. Just plug one in to experience
the full audio spectrum: Cleaner mids
and highs with low frequency response
that you never thought possible. It's a
dynamic overhaul for your system.

"... the integration was seamless and
changed the overall character of the
system in asynergistic, beneficial
direction."
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile, Vol. 12. No. 10

"Other subwoofers had not moved much
air and certainly hadn't coupled with the
room.... Not so with the Velodyne—I was
there!"
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile, Vol. 12. No. 10

What makes the difference? Velodyne's
patented High Gain Servo (HGS)
technology, which represents amajor
breakthrough in loudspeaker design.

Experience All The Music:
Experience Velodyne.

"1 determined that ahigh performance
accelerometer based feedback system
would be the only way to truly correct the
problems that plague low frequency
reproduction. Such asystem had never
been successfully built before. But through

Velodyne
Velodyne Acoustics, Inc.
1746 Junction Ave., San Jose, CA 95112
408/436-0688 800NELODYNE

Mahler & the mandolin
Editor:

Star »ek /Vand only alittle more on »ek V

At the risk of seeming acurmudgeon, Ifeel

The only material recorded with Monster
Cable for »ek IV and »ek Vwas the Foley—

compelled to take issue, for the second time in
two months, with aStereopbile piece on Mah-

the sound effects such as footsteps performed
in sync to the picture However, all production

ler (I had previously questioned, in the April
1990 issue what seems to be aserious mistake
in Denis Stevens's letter regarding the date of

dialog, music, and all the major sound effects
—spaceship sounds, explosions, the "probe"

releases (June 1990), he has an error that could

in »ek 11; etc —were recorded with standardissue paired audio cabling. Furthermore, the
rerecording stage for both films, Stage One at
Todd-AO/Glen Glenn, is also totally wired with

have been avoided easily. He makes much of

standard cables.

Mahler's conversion to Catholicism).
In Kevin Conklin's review of three Mahler 5

the mandolin sound in the three recordings in
three different portions of the review. In one

The only difference between »ek IV and

recording he complains that it can scarcely be

7Yek Vwas that »ek V's dialog transfers were
made through Monster Cable—and Isurely

heard. In another, he admires it, and in yet

couldn't hear any difference.

another, he grumbles that it is too loud. These
types of remarks might be appropriate for

Again, the music and primary sound effects
on both films were recorded and mixed

reviews of Mahler's 7and 8, and Das Lied von
der Erde, all of which are scored for mandolin.
The problem in Conklin's review is that Mahler's Fifth is not! A perusal of the score, of
course, would have made that clear.
If there is an interesting story as to why Mr.
Conklin is so obsessed with this Mahler 5
instrument which never was, Iwould like to
know it. (Does Conklin know something Ido
not, and if so, would he kindly share it with
me?)

Gerald S. Fox
President, The New York Mahlerites

New York, NY
Idid listen witb score in band. Tbe problem
was with my notes, which got mucked up
between listening and (be writing of the
review. So it seems that Eddie van Halen did
not sbow up for the concert (bat day; probably it was Jean-Luc Ponty.
—KC

Monster Movies #1
Editor:

entirely without Monster Cable; the Foley later
went through standard cable on its way to
35mm magnetic film generations.
A stereo motion-picture soundtrack goes
through astaggering amount of cable after the
mike preamp—through patch bays, patch
cords, to and from Dolby noise-reduction
units. Add to this the minimum of five generations the sound will have traveled before it
gets to the two- or six-track print master, and,
well, Ihope you can understand my not buying
Mr. Lee's claims that using Monster Cable at
Foley recording makes adifference.
Ihave another bone to pick with Mr. Lee: In
November 1986, Ispent afew hours with the
guys from Dolby Laboratories aligning the Village Theater in Westwood, CA, the night before
the opening of Star »ek IV Four months later,
on April 4, 1987, Iattended aspecial screening
of »ek ¡Vat the Village, which had just been
totally rewired for Monster Cable.

This is in response to the interview John Atkin-

Iwas shocked to hear so much talk that
morning about how much better the theater—

son did with Noel Lee of Monster Cable in

and the film—sounded because of Monster

December 1989 (Vol.12 No.12).
Mr. Lee referred to Monster Cable's participation in the "stunning" results achieved on

Cable Well, after having heard the film for afew
months at Glen Glenn Stage One during the
mix and at that same theater, pre-Monster

the soundtrack of Star Pek IV. He went on to

Cable, Ican state for the record that I(and the

say that Star »ek Vwas completely wired with
Monster—dialog, sound effects, and music.

special screening) could hear absolutely no

Nothing could be further from the truth.
Iwas hired by Star Tkek executive producer

rerecording crew, who were also present at the
difference.

Mark Mangini
Studio City, CA

Ralph Winter to be the supervising sound
effects editor on both films, and can state unequivocally that Monster Cable had very, very

Monster Movies #2

little (I'll explain in asecond) involvement with

There are so many inaccuracies in JAs interview

Stereophile, October 1990

Editor:
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NERGY loudspeakers have
favorites of discriminating audiophiles the world over.
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with Noel Lee in last December's issue that I
don't know where to begin.
First, let's start with his introduction of Mr.
Lee, in which he states that "130 feature films
have had their sound recorded" with Monster
Cable. Whoa, fella! That sounds pretty darn
impressive until you look at what it really
means: 130 films have had their Foley—and
most of them absolutely nothing else—
recorded with Monster Cable. Foley, for those
of you who don't know, is the synchronous
sound effects recorded in astudio during postproduction. And, indeed, the Los Angeles facility that has recorded the Foley for these 130
films is one of the best in the world—primarily
because their recording engineers and Foley
artists are skilled, creative people.
Foley has become more extensive and elaborate in the past few years, with some 10minute reels containing over 20 tracks. However, by any yardstick Foley is dead last in terms
of its overall contribution to your average stunning soundtrack.
In other words, when you walk out of atheater (or up to your LaserDisc player to change
the disc) saying, "Boy, did that film sound
great," the chances are excellent that you are
not talking about the Foley! You're probably
talking about the music or the sound effects—
either hard-sync (like powerful gunshots or
explosions) or tasty stereo background
ambience. Or, if you're really into it, you might
be talking about the sonorous, clear production dialog track in which you can hear every
word. But ...
Foley? Footsteps, hand props,
cloth movement? Give me abreak!
While Foley is (are?) sound effects, they are
asmall percentage of the effects heard prominently in afinal mix. To say that the use of Monster Cable during Foley recording and only
Foley recording makes an audible difference
is simply ludicrous.
Now, on to some of Mr. Lee's statements in
the interview proper. First, he says that Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade and Ghostbusters II were both "done completely with
Monster Cable." I beg his pardon? Postproduction for the last Indy Jones film was
done entirely at the new Lucasfilm Skywalker
Ranch facility. As noted in an article that yours
truly wrote in the August 1988 issue of Recording Engineer/Producer, that facility is almost
totally wired with custom-made cable from
another manufacturer! And Gbostbusters l
Stereophile, October 1990

was mixed at Stage Sat Todd-AO/Glen Glenn
—which is wired, like almost every other dubbing stage in Los Angeles, with acable whose
last two digits are 51.
Mr. Lee's statements are nothing new for
Monster Cable. You see, aMonster Cable press
release dated April 13, 1987, claimed that Star
Trek IV was the first film "ever to be recorded
...
entirely with Monster Cable."
Eight months later, another Monster Cable
press release stated that Empire of the Sun was
the "first motion picture soundtrack in which
all the music and sound effects were recorded
with Monster Cable" (italics theirs). Sound
familiar? It's one thing to believe your own
press releases; it's quite another thing to forget them.
Regarding Star Trek

lam not aware of the

use of Monster Cable at any stage during its
post-production besides Foley recording. At
least the press release for Empire was honest
enough to imply that only the Foley and music
recording utilized Monster Cable; nevertheless,
that didn't stop them from using such phrases
as "an incredible feeling of being there," "significant event."
You know, my refuting Mr. Lee's claims is
really beside the point. Even if these films had
indeed been "recorded entirely with Monster"
cable, so what? Microphone placement during
production and music recording, selection and
editing of sound effects, the skill of rerecording
mixers during the final dub. .all this and more
is what really makes asound job great.
The collective efforts of the sound team
make the cable—Mr. Lee's or anyone else's —
sound good, not the other way around. It is an
insult to talented film-sound people to see this
company shamelessly grabbing credit for their
stupid cable. All the cable in the world doesn't
amount to ahill of beans without skill behind
it ...
but you know all of this, Mr. Atkinson.
But since Monster Cable was not used extensively on the soundtracks of Trek IV, Trek v,
Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade, and
Gbostbusters II, it is clear, going by the praises
for these films in Monster Cable press releases,
that boutique cable is not necessary to create
superb film soundtracks.
Most of what Iread about in your magazine
is outside of my direct experience—I've never
done any A/B tube/solid-state comparisons,
etc. And indeed, that's why Iread your magazine—to learn.
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When it comes to great audio,
we're not afraid to cut corners.

What's true in life is true in loudspeakers: Ifyou don't keep an open mind
to new ideas you'll end up pretty square, like most speakers in the world.
At NHT® we're obsessed with great sound and the technology that
creates it. That's why our speakers are angled at 21 degrees. It's part of an
acoustic technology called Focused Image Geometry. It's one reason our
unusually shaped speakers give you exceptionally accurate sound.
An example of better thinking going in, and better sound coming out.
That's our angle.
EVERYTHING YOU HEAR IS TRUE.

t•HT
Now Hear This, Inc., asubsidiary of International Jensen Incorporated, 537 Stone Rd., #E, Benicia, CA 94510
For the NHT dealer nearest you: (U.S.) call 1-800-NHT-9993; (Canada) Artech Ekctronics Ltd., Dorval, Quebec H9P 2S4
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But Ido know film sound, and now know
that Stereophile makes little effort to find out
if its advertisers' claims (in interviews and press
releases, that is) can be trusted. So, don't you
think it gives me pause when Iread authoritative-sounding opinions and statements in
areas outside my ken?
Larry Blake
Sound editor/rerecording mixer
Hollywood, CA
Head Monster Noel Lee responds to Mr Mangini 's and Mr Blake's letters in this month's
"Manufacturer's Comments" section. Regarding Mr Blake's comment that "Stereophile
makes little effort to find out if its advertisers'
claims. ..
can be trusted," it is unfortunately
impossiblefor any magazine of ourfinancial
size to follow the paradigm set by The New
Yorkeç which Ibelieve employs afull-time
staff to rigorously check every fact stated in
every article. Nevertheless, we do try bard to
ensure that published articles are factually
correct and that quotationsfrom other publications are both correctly worded and correctly attributed, both in articles and in advertisements. And manufacturers' advertising
claims obviously come under scrutiny in our
reviews of their products. When it comes to

cheap. But did you know about Radio Shack's
16 ga. wire? I've found that for runs of 10' or
less, our 16 ga. wire, at amere 16f/foot, provides an excellent tonal balance, especially
when used with our user-friendly, solderless
banana plugs. For longer runs or for use with
systems where impedance is critical, twisting
the stripped ends together for double runs
yields results which, at 32¢/foot, will outperform many cables in the $5-10/foot category.
Although our banana plugs will not accommodate adoubling of wire, we do offer gold spade
lugs which work very well indeed with many
less expensive (and some more expensive!)
plug sets. And for interconnects, Iheartily recommend the auditioning of our gold audio/
video dubbing cable, which, at $9.50 for alm
pair, boasts lower capacitance, inductance, and
overall resistance than many popular interconnects costing four times as much.
I've built up quite an impressive stereo over
the years, with components from Rotel, Infinity, Denon, and Sony. Before Istarted work
at the Shack, Iused only the trendy cable of the
week (as Isuspect many unfortunate readers
do, too!). But after the results I've obtained with
these wonderful, affordable products, I've

published interviews, however; we rely on the

tossed those costly old cables away! Quality
cables need not cost as much as the compo-

interviewee to remember both that be or she
is speaking on the record and to be accurate,

nents they connect!

particularly when it comes to subjects outside
the interviewer's area of expertise. If something that has been reported in good faith
turns out not to be totally correct, then we welcome readers' letters such as these putting the
record straight.

—JA

Recommended Radio Shack
Editor:
Icannot express how happy and amused 1am
to find Radio Shack's 18 ga. wire listed as a
"Recommended Component." As a Radio
Shack employee, Iam quite familiar with our
products and find many of them quite satisfactory. Granted, while nothing that we sell is in
the class of the Betas or ML No.20.5s (but then,
what is?), Ichallenge readers to compare our
products to the more popular "name brand"
components.
But enough of my sales pitch and on with the
main point of my letter, which is cable and
interconnects. As you have already mentioned,
18 ga. wire is sonically okay, and ridiculously
Stereophile, October 1990

David Gulliver

(A Radio Shack employee and proud of it!)
Glenview, IL

Something amiss in
High-End Land?
Editor:
There is "Something Amiss in ...High-End
Land," too. Taking advantage of today being
Father's Day, Iwas sitting in the backyard lazily
thumbing through the pages of your June issue
when the letters from Messrs. Seigel and Hamilton (p.13) somehow hit anerve.
Ican't say that Iam a "high-end" audio
enthusiast yet, and if Ijudge by my initial experience I'm not sure I'd ever want to be one. But
let's go back in time. 1988: Idiscovered your
magazine in a Kansas City bookstore and
thought I'd discovered religion. All those
strange names like Threshold, Haller, WellTempered, etc. actually had products attached
to them. And Stereophile even wrote very interesting, informative, and often amusing narratives about them. Ithen promised myself that
there was life after my dowdy B&W DM2s,
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•Introducing a unique sonic signature from
Acoustat: the new Spectra 11's. Remarkable sound
but then so is the price. For under $1100, the critics
are calling them "...a sonic and musical bargain."
•To experience this breakthrough in affordable
high end sound, call 1-800-366-1619 for your nearest Acoustat dealer.

SPECIII1i

II

Yamaha C-2 and M-4s. With your magazine's
help Ithought Icould become ahigh-ender.
Wrong.
1took advantage of your six-month trial subscription offer last November. And when I
received each issue Ifrankly read each and
every page religiously. Ithought Iwas prepared

Apt Holman preamp, and Vandersteen 2C
speakers. Interconnects were regular patch
cord. Speaker cable was the original Monster
Cable. The 2Cs were bi- wired with 10' pairs.
Phono is aDual CS5000 with Shure V15 V-MR.
All in all, the system produced avery musical
sound, albeit abit lacking in detail.

to venture out to dealer land and get some

1wanted to get abetter amp and was saving

hands-on expert advice before letting go of my
$20k.

for amoderately priced tube amp, possibly
Counterpoint or VTL. Then afriend of mine

So last May my friend and Iresponded to a
dealer ad that appeared in the LA Times adver-

decided to sell a brand-new system which

tising: "meet the experts and learn all you want

amp and amp without an audition, as they were
boxed and in astorage bin. These were two
Class C components, the PS Audio 4.6 with

to know about high-end audio." We negotiated
the hazards of the LA freeways for 1) hours and
went to the store. What we discovered was:
nobody really cares about us, the customers.
[Dealers] don't listen. They like to listen to
themselves, though. They laughed at us. It was

recently had been in storage. Ibought the pre-

250VA supply and the latest Hafier XL-280 at
I45Wpc. Ireally expected an improvement,
and the price was ridiculously right, so even
though Iwouldn't have purchased these as a

afarce. (They even sell Stereophile!) Iasked

first choice, Iwent for it. He even threw in new

about tubes and their differences. They dis-

Monster Cable speaker wire and two pairs of
Monster interconnects, M-400 and M-500.

missed [the subject] (they sold only solid-state).
Iasked about auditioning some speakers (the
dealer sat down and proceeded to explain to
us the technologies and benefits of forwardand back-firing speakers). We never did listen
to the speakers. Idid, however, give him my
business card, which, when he noticed my
position, prompted him to insert my name into
his SSS tickler file. As he promised, Idid get a
call from him—and Ipromptly thanked him
for his time.
The point of this letter is, if you, the highend audio dealer, want my $20k, then, as John
Houseman used to say, "You're going to have
to earn it."

Ithink the new system sounds horrid! Ispent
the last three weeks letting everything "burn
in" and switching things in/out, using Straightwire vs gain stage. You name it, Itried it. Overall, the sound is bright, dry, two-dimensional,
and thin-sounding. Everything sounds ahalf
octave tilted up in treble energy. There is no
bloom, no midrange fullness, and the bass is
weak!!
Isuspected the problems to be anything but
the amp. The P
j
î4.6 vs the Apt was interesting.
The PS Audio definitely added to the brightness
and was definitely not as dynamic in Straight-

In another part of the June issue, David Wil-

wire mode, especially in phono. The PS was
more detailed and alittle tighter at the bottom.

son talked about 100,000 audiophiles out there.
Itruly want to be part of that number. Itruly
want to learn as much as Ican about quality
audio. But I'm no fool. I'd be just as happy talk-

versatility and switching functions of the Apt.

ing to the local salesperson at RogerSound Lab
who spent more time with me than Mr. HighEnder. And Ilearned more from that experience. Thanks, but no thanks.
Frank Lee
Laguna Hills, CA

Listen before you buy!
Editor:
Just anote to make apoint —"Recommended
Components" are not necessarily asafe purchase. As you folks often point out, please listen
before you buy, preferably at home.
Iowned alittle NAD 2150 (50Wpc) amp, an
Stereophile, October 1990

But the difference was minor considering the
Also, the Apt is less susceptible to hum, the
tape outputs are buffered, and it has an infrasonic filter which doesn't affect the sound (to
my ears), and definitely affords better woofer
control in my listening room. Apparently my
turntable isn't well isolated. With the PS, my
speakers go crazy.
Ireally wish someone had mentioned that
unbuffered tape outputs were part of the PS
package. I've seen literature by VTL, Adcom,
and even acheapo NAD integrated stresses putting the tape feed switch to "off' so as not to
affect the sound. The VTL and Adcom stress
the importance of buffered outputs. The PS
doesn't even have an off position, never mind
35

COUSCICS

A New Reference: The AKG K

AKG has designed new reference headphones the K 1000 It was
clear from the start that natural spatial reproduction is only
possible without any ear cushions that would change the sound.
This was the idea.
Based on unbiased studies of all transducer types. AKG chose the
proven dynamic transducer. However. AKG has updated this concept by developing a new type of magnet assembly called the
VOL ¡Ventilated Linear Dynamic) magnet, using laser interferometry, and coating the diaphragm with an organic violin varnish
formulation that has been in use for centuries.
The way in which state-of-the-art audio technology has been put
to work in carrying out a revolutionary idea placed the K1000
i"
R"

in the

.••
,

Reference' class in all reviews that appeared to date

Listen to Reference at the selected K1000 dealer nearest you

the lack of buffered tape outputs!! This should
have been discussed.

Borderline?

Anyway, Iswitched out cables, tried biamping, everything. Finally Ijust substituted
the NAD 2150 for the Hafler. Really, no contest.

Iwould like to call your attention to the confusing use of the word "borderline," as used in

The NAD blows the Hafler away: the overall

By calling acomponent "borderline"—ie,
"borderline Class B" —one is left to wonder

timbre is more natural, vocals, acoustic instruments are richer and fuller, the soundstage is
wider, the sound is not bright, and there is alot
more bass. It was this lack of bass and lowermidrange fullness that make the Hafler sound
so thin and lousy. The Hafler has more detail
and is abit faster with transients, but borders
on being zingy.
How can an 8-year-old solid-state $250 amp
with alittle power supply blow away amuch
beefier $700, allegedly Class Camp?!! I've done
alot of listening and Iappreciate the subjectiveness of this "hobby," and Itell you the NAD is
musical, the Haller is not.

Editor:

the "Recommended Components" feature.

just which border is involved. Is it very nearly
Class A, or did it barely make it over the border from Class C?

CameronJ. Wiley
Salem, OR

Agood point, Mr Wiley. This issue's "Recommended Components" bas sucb ambiguities
clarified. Mr Nourse see this month's "FollowUp" section forfurther thoughts on the Adcom
GFP-565; areview of the Adcom monoblocks
is planned. Regarding Mr Prapotnick's disappointment witb bis Haller and PS Audio
components, it is difficult to apportion blame

Stereopbile constantly mentions the rapid
changes in solid-state technology in the past

for the poor sound be experienced. It is cer-

several years, thus making older designs obso-

morefaithfully pass the signalfrom what fleel
to be arelatively poor-performing LP player
On the other band, our reviews did note that

lete and no longer competitive. Either this little
NAD is excellent or the Hafler is defective or
just plain terrible Now Iam skeptical. What do

tainly possible tbat the better electronics will

should be able to upgrade with anumber of

both the PS preamp and the Haller XL-280
bave a rather dry, bright presentation overall; my experience bas been that they will not
work well together because of this. Putting

moderately priced amps. Ithought the Hafler
would be one of them. The PS Audio doesn't

involves rather more than selecting Stereo-

Ihave to do to get amusical improvement in
a power amp? Ican't afford 2000 bucks. I

exactly blow away the 11-year-old Apt either.
In many ways the Apt is better. Everyone talks
about how rapidly the state of the audio art has
advanced—well, I'm not impressed yet! Now
Ihave to unload this new Class Cstuff. Anyone
interested?

Robert Prapotnick
Whittier, CA

phile 's "recommended" components at random—which is why we encourage visiting a
reputable dealer when buying new.

—JA

Ken the elder responds
Editor:
Well, perhaps Idid feel my years when Clark
Johnsen referred to me as "elder" in his other-

Class C for Adcom?!

wise splendid story on the New York High End

Editor:
Class C for the Adcom GFP-565 preamplifier?
Isuppose that next you'll be saying that the ML
No.23 has been bumped down to a"B"! The
Adcom unit is without adoubt one of the finest
units I've seen, easily deserving arating of B
as apreamp, and perhaps it should also be
included in the phono-preamp section under
Class A! And while we're on the subject of
Adcom, what about their GFA-565 mono
amps? I've yet to see anything substantial about
them in any of the major mags.
Matt Nourse
St. Louis, MO
Stereophile, October 1990

together a musical system unfortunately

Hi -Fi show (August, p.89). But what the hell,
I'm still younger than Paul Newman.
While on the subject of age, let me tell you
about Ms. Marion Rice Hart. She died in August
at 98 years of age She was 54 when she got her
pilot's license. At the age of 70 she flew solo
across the Atlantic (Newfoundland to Ireland).
Landing fatigued after 2500 miles in her singleengine Beechcraft, she made her way through
the crowd to the lounge, downed arather large
glass of whiskey, turned to the assembled
reporters and said, "Now Ifeel better!"
Ken Nelson
Nelson and Associates, Yonkers, NY
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We invented it. Now we've updated it
The AR original 3-point suspension Turntable
The true stereo enthusiasts' choice.
The ES-1 Turntable is part of AR's elegant and highly acclaimed European
line of Audio Components* —Compact Disc player. Cassette Recorder,
Receiver. Tuner, Amplifiers, and Turntables —available exclusively from
franchised audio specialist dealers.
•sitE3oo evadable Iron, Sunnis° dealers.

lorTELEINNE ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
330 TURNPIKE STREET CANTON MASSACHUSETTS 02021 USA TEL 617 8212300
ALEXANDRA STREET HYDE CHESHIRE SRN I
DY ENGLAND

Marginally safe?
Editor:

width/resolution: 7MHz/560 lines." Having

Ifound Mr. David Manley's reply in May's
"Manufacturer's Comments" concerning Tom
Norton's review of the VTL 90/90 interesting,
not for what he said, but for what was not said.
Specifically, Mr. Manley's concern for the
possibility of an electrical shock. Ifind it inexcusable for amanufacturer to knowingly design and build goods that appear to be marginally safe for consumer use.
It is always good to know that there are people like yourselves who examine the whole and
are unafraid to report their feelings.
Wilbur A. Smith
Washington, DC
Whither 78?
Editor:
Ihave avery extensive 78rpm record collection that dates back to before WWI that Ihave
enjoyed listening to on turntables built in the
1950s. Unfortunately, each of these record
players and turntables has recently gone into
cardiac arrest and no repair shop will even consider any resuscitative effort. Irecognize that
restoration and antiques are not usually fea-

worked in broadcasting for years, [I know that]
setting any two studio monitors to any color
temperature and correct colors can not be
done by eye. It takes aspecific piece of test
equipment to set and measure amonitor. How
does Mr. Holt know what is close to 6500°F?
(Only in Mr. Holt's review of the NAD MR-13A
does he talk about using acomparator.) Mr. Holt
notes that using

Video Standard laserdisc

showed about 350 lines, which is as good as
I've gotten from any other monitor to date, and
as close to the theoretical capability of NTSC
as delivered by any existing media." First, if Mr.
Holt used the RF input, the limit of line resolution is 320 lines maximum by the way US TV
functions. Second, if Mr. Holt used the composite video input, the NTSC limit is not 350
lines. I've used projection TVs that used the
composite input with over 1000-line resolution. In Mr. Holt's review of the NAD MR-13A,
he states that there are "470 staggered columns
from one side of the screen to the other. Since
resolution of detail requires that alternate dot
groups show different intensities, it might
appear that 470 groups could only yield 235
lines of resolution, and that would indeed be

tured in your magazine, but, looking at the

the case if all three parts of each color triad var-

local magazine racks, if not you, who?

ied in unison. But as long as the scanning beam
is no larger than asingle phosphor dot ...
in

Ifeel Iam not alone in this dilemma, and
would ask you to consider an article on both
the protection and care of these 78rpm treasures and where, if anywhere, turntables are
still being manufactured to play such records?
William H. Duncan

one triad ...," yet the picture tube used by
NAD is in fact aslot-mask black matrix with a
0.6mm pitch, which actually makes aline.
In regard to Mr. Holt's "Black Level, White
Level, and Restoration," he did not correctly

Wilmington, DE
Iknow that Rega (distributed by Music for

show or identify where on the stairstep wave-

Others, St. Louis, MO, (314)963-0771) makes

on any of the four figures acorrect video waveform. The NTSC waveform for black level is

a dedicated turntable with a 78rpm speed.
Does anyone out there know of another highquality turntablefor 78 replay, particularly
one fitted with an adjustable speed option?

Video concerns
Editor:
Ididn't find that you wasted 6% of the May
1990 issue, but Ido wish you would proofread
your reviews. Mr. Holt quotes specifications,
in the beginning of his review on the Proton
VT-331, that don't agree with the text of his
review. He claims that Proton "claims avideo
bandwidth of 5.2MHz and 600 lines horizontal
resolution. The specification shows "BandStereophile, October 1990

form is the black level. Mr. Holt forgot to show

between the reference line and 10% above that
reference.

Sherman Watstein

Winnetica, CA
The literature supplied by Proton with their
review sample 331 cited one pair of bandwidth/resolution specs in the instruction manual and another; different, pair on aseparate
promotional blurb sheet. Neither agreed with
the usually accepted rule of thumb that every
MHz of bandwidth yields about 80 additional
horizontal lines of resolution. 1was told over
the phone that the video bandwidth of the 331
was 7MHz, so Imultiplied that by 80 to get the
560-linefigure that Ilisted in the specs.
For resolution tests, 1used both the RF and
39

extraordinary
achievement in
speaker-making."
—Larry Archibald.

June I
(»)() Vol. 13 No. 6

The 1rilEL CS5
The THIEl. CS5

•Extremely

loudspeaker is a

accurate

precision
instrument
uncompromisingly
engineered to
provide the most
realistic music
reproduction
possible. It
provides extreme
accuracy of
tonality, spatial
imaging, dynamic

frequency
response: 23Hz
-20KHz ±IdB
•Coherent Source'
design:
Complete time
and phase
coherence
•l'oint source
radiation
pattern
•Very low

range and clarity

energy storage

of musical detail.

•Very deep bass

The CS5 enables
you to experience
all of the music's
subtle nuances,

response: -3dB
@ 20Hz
•Cast marble
baffle: Very

delicate shadings

low diffraction

of musical timbre,

•Extremely high

and anatural,
three-dimensional
spaciousness

a

quality,
innovative
driver design

feeling of
complete musical
realism.
Suggested Retail: 59200 •Call or write for literature, reviews and the name of your nearest TFIIEL dealer.
1042 Nandino Boulevard Lexington, Kentucky 40511 •Telephone: Mkt-254-9427

composite inputs; the results were surprisingly

tell one's color rendition from the other's.

similar; as judged by the SMPTE resolution
wedge chart on AVideo Standard /don't know

Color dots vs bars: Iapologizefor tbe loose
terminology, but it should bave been clear

how monitor manufacturers define visual

from my use of tbe term "columns" that the

resolution, but my stand as of the time Iwrote
that review was that Iwould believe NTSC
home-delivery sources to be capable of better

"dots" were in fact rectangular These were
arranged in groups, with each primary rectangle one third its length below the one to its

than 3.50 lines on-screen rez when Isaw some-

left. The "line" they make is agroup of colored

thing better on-screen. Since then, ¡have seen
400 lines from that test disc—on a $20,000

and-downward parallelogram.

professional monitor
A color comparator really is anecessityfor
proper B&W screen setup, because color moni-

rectangles side by side andforming a rightI thougbt it was obvious on the brightness/contrast diagrams that black level was
the horizontal line below which the diagrams

tors often do not use tbe exact primary bues

showed solid black. Actual video levels were

adopted by colorimeter manufacturers. For

fudged for simplicity's sake; it would only

this reason, a perceptive eye (like mine),

have confused things to have bad to explain

matching screen color to comparator color

that "black level" is a range of levels rather

can get higher accuracy than a tecbnician
doing the setup by three-color measurement
alone Iused aborrowed comparator (they are

than aspecific signal voltage. Otherwise, the
waveforms were a reasonable representation
of a real video signal.

—JGH

dreadfully expensive) to check the Proton, and
(later) matched the NAD to tbe Proton by eye.
Inever did get a matcb that was close enough
to bold up under all ambient-light and screenbrightness conditions, but tbey were close

Stereophile having purchased theJGH-tweaked
NAD TY Ican vouch for thefact that it has a
truly excellent, neutral color balance —at
least to my eyes.

enough to make it difficult most of the time to

Coda Technologies introduces the Amplifier System 100, consisting of the
Voltage Amplifier 100v and the Current Amplifier 100i. This amplifier embodies
many unique concepts whose only purpose is to bring the listener closer to
the mus'cal ideal.

DA
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CODA TECHNOLOGIES INC.
9233 Wausau Way
Sacramento. CA 95826
Business (916) 366-6420
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You might call us unconventional. Rebellious.
Or even— "radical." Because at Audio
Advisor, we sell high-end, audiophile-quality
equipment direct, right from our door to yours.
You say you're worried about buying
expensive equipment through the mail? When
you buy from us, there's no need to worry.
We package your purchases as if they're
travelling to China (and some do, too).
Concerned about service? We're always
concerned about it, so we have atoll-free
number that connects you with expert tech-

nicians, audiophiles who actually live with
the equipment. You'll get intelligent advice,
correct answers, and considerate service on
every product we sell.
And then there's price (no small issue).
Because we deal direct and buy in bulk from
the best manufacturers, we offer the best
prices. Really. Exclusives, too, because when
we find great bargains, we buy all of it. Every
last one.
So go ahead, call us radical. Most great
ideas are. But call us.

FOR ONCE, GET MORE THAN YOU
BARGAINED FOR.
"The \Ill. 228W monoblochs are easily
the most musical and enjoyable
a ample
ht
ers lhave heardl. They have nexquisitely
liquid and tonaly pure presentation ta
puts the listener closer to the
Stereop
musical
expetience." Robert Harley,
tiite,

Vol. 12 ,No. 1, January 1990 .
So often, you pay too much and get too little.
Sound familiar? But here's an amp that
delivers more than you bargained for: VTL
Monoblocks. Reviewers love them so much
they keep them. They even pay money for
them (unheard of!).
And they rave about them. They say VTL
amps sound better than amps costing twice
the price. Some even say VTL amps are better
than any other amp in the entire world.
Can so many be so wrong? No, they're
right! VTL amps sound unbelievably fantastic. And there's aVTL amp to suit any budget
and any system; each one is built to last 20
years or more.

Call us today and order yours. We'll inspect
them thoroughly before we ship them. We'll
pack them with care so they arrive ready to
spoil you. And we're so sureeou'll agree
these amps are more than yiou bargained for,
an unheard of value—that we'll give you your
money back if you're not completely satisfied.
VTL Stereo 50/50 $999.95 ($19.95)
VTL 80 Watt Mono Blocks $1990. /pr.($39.95)
VTL 150 Watt Mono Blocks $3100. /pr.($49.95)
VTL 225 Watt Mono Blocks $3999.95/pr.
(Shipping FREE) More models available. Just call and ask!

VTL 225 Watt Mono Blocks

dea in
ail order.
HOW TO THINK BIG ON ASMALL BUDGET.
Introducing the VTL Integrator Line Stage
preamp. It's made for CD-based systems, but
you can plug in tape and tuner, too. It's
compact, but filled with some remarkable
circuitry. Like dual-mono power supply. High
quality caps and resistors. High quality tubes
from RAM Labs, for ultra-low noise. Gold
RCAs. 'Pape out, too.
But what's most important about the VTL
Integrator is the sound. It's fantastic! Brilliant highs. Liquid midrange. Greatbass. It's
the sound every music lover dreams about,
but thought he or she couldn't afford.
Until now, that is. The VTL Integrator is
just $399.95. With $6.95 added for shipping,
that's just $406.90 delivered anywhere in
the U.S.
How do we do it? We keep things simple.
VTL builds each one like atank (a compact
tank). Then Audio Advisor sells it direct. And

that simple formula keeps cost way down, but
quality way up.
You'll get fast, friendly service after the
sale, too. Because at Audio Advisor we service what we sell.
So call and order your integrator today. If
you don't agree its alot of preamp for alittle
money, we'll give your money back. Radical!
VTL Integrator Line Stage Preamp
$399.95 ($6.95)

Join the revolution!
L

1-800-942-0220
TOD Al

Use your charge card (Amex, Discover,
MC, Visa).

Not astore.
More.
225 Oakes SW
Grand Rapids
MI 49503
616-451-3868
FAX 616-451-0709
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CENTAURUS
THE

NEW

LINE

OF

HYBRID

SPEAKERS

FROM

THE

CUTTING

EDGE

FIPOGEE flCEJUSTICE
CONTACT APOGEE ACOUSTICS FOR THE CENTAURUS DEALER NEAREST YOU,
AND AUDITION THE CENTAUR AT S1,495 PER PAIR.
APOGEE ACOUSTICS, INC., 35 YORK INDUSTRIAL PARK, RANDOLPH, MA 02368
TEL. (617) 963-0124 •FAX (617) 963.8567
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US: Thomas J. Norton
Time Out—Consumer Alert! Back in the
May 1990 issue, Sam Tellig told of alittle $500
device called the Electreec EP-C from Coherence Industries. The EP-C precisely resembles
aMicronta alarm clock available at your corner Radio Shack. Employing this "clock" was
claimed—by Coherence—to improve the sound
of one's system—although it is only plugged
into the wall, not directly connected to the system in any fashion (except by its sharing of the
house wiring). Sam did note some improvement, although he was not ready to attribute
it directly to this little device.
Another report to me from adifferent source
also indicated asimilar result. But that source
investigated the matter in greater depth. He had
access to both the Coherence Industries device
and the visibly identical Micronta alarm clock.
He disassembled them both, and was able to
find no evidence of any physical or electrical
differences between them. Moreover, the sonic
change he noted was apparently the same with
both devices.
Although Idefinitely have aproblem with
this tweak from atechnical point of view—it
seems totally off the wall—I remain skeptically
open-minded; we have bought one of the
alarm clocks—the garden variety, not the $500
audiophile special—and plan to investigate. If
you decide to try it, we strongly recommend
that you start first with the Radio Shack device
(it's the Micronta Jumbo LED 12/24 hour alarm,
catalog number 63-766). If you hear any difference, but still think that more money will buy
you more of the same, don't get the high-ticket
job without an ironclad money-back guaran45
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"A generation later, transistor
designs by such companies as
Levinson, Krell, and Threshold
have gained my respect as being
eminently musical despite their
silicon hearts. To this list Ican
now add Kinergetics Research."
Dick Olsher
Stereophile Vol. 13, No. 1.
"Those audio fanatics who want to
be bombarded by jet planes.
earthquakes, thunderstorms, and
even atomic bombs would
probably not like the Kinergetics
sound, but if they're searching for
music, here is an oasis."
Lewis Lipnick
Stereophile Vol. 10, No. S
"...Kinergetics offers its purchaser
more than aglimpse of what the
best CD sound is all about.
John Atkinson
Stereophile Vol. 13, No. 1.
"...Kinergetics KCD-40 has
become an integral part of my
playback system. Irecommend it
very highly. especially to those
who have had monumental
difficulty coming to any terms with
the CD format."
Neil Levenson
Fanfare, Jan Feb 1990.
"Kinergetic's KCD-20... the first
CD player to crack the Class 1
Sound barrier"
Peter Montcriaft
"International Audio Review",
Hotline #43-45.

We will continue to create
improvements in areas of
psychoacoustic that others
have yet to discover.

II
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tee—and Idon't recommend buying it by mail.
Also, be advised that our correspondent re-

bone interference in the picture of the next
higher channel.

ports that two work better than one, so if you
should compare the $500 item with the $25

assigns broadcast stations to adjacent channels

one, don't plug in the more expensive one with
the cheaper one running and assume the further difference you might hear is necessarily
due to asuperiority in the more expensive unit.
Compare them in complete isolation; je, unplug

This is one of the reasons why the FCC never
in asingle area. (There is agap between channels 4and 5, and alarge gap between 6and 7,
so those really aren't adjacent-channel pairs.)
Cable TV systems do deliver signals on adja-

strongly believes the difference to be an im-

cent channels, so each channel's audio carrier
is re-modulated in most cable systems to reduce its level by nearly 20dB. This minimizes

provement, use your own judgment in the matter and keep an open mind. Remember, aper-

video interference but makes the audio vulnerable to noise—hiss in mono and apumping

the one not in use. Also, although our source

ceived difference is not always for the better.
This is getting weird, so I'll say no more until
we investigate it ourselves other than that if you
follow our precautions and don't hear adifference, you've still got adandy alarm clock with
2" letters you can read from across the room
even without your coke-bottle eyeglasses. Now
stop complaining that we never review anything from Radio Shack.

60Hz hum in Nns stereo. FM signals are remodulated onto cable at asimilarly low level, adding
obvious noise to wide-range broadcasts.
Most ICCE papas were about advanced TVs,
VCRs, and "home bus" systems for multi-room
remote control of everything electrical in the
house—audio, video, lights, thermostats, coffeemakei security, etc In one of the few papers
about audio, engineers from Thomson Electronics in Europe described improvements
devised for the next generation of magnetooptical disc recorders. MOD recording is one
of the technologies proposed for the homerecordable and erasable CD. AMOD machine
makes arecording by using the Curie effect:

US: Peter W. Mitchell

The disc is exposed to amagnetic field while

Audio and video design engineers gather each

alaser heats aspot nearly to the melting point,
and the magnetism is retained in the spot when

summer in Chicago for the International Conference on Consumer Electronics (ICCE). The

it cools. During playback the disc is illuminated

technical papers presented at this meeting often
describe new circuits and products that will

player, and the polarization of the light beam
is altered when it is reflected from the magne-

appear on the market afew months (or afew

tized spot.

years) later. For example, this year's conference
included details of JVC's plan, described here

Present-day MOD decks follow the 16-bit
CD standard, although MOD discs don't work

in August, to build S-VHS VCRs containing a
DAT-standard digital soundtrack—a plan that
holds out the promise of home digital recording at only one-tenth the cost of recording on
DAT cassettes.
Another ICCE paper described in detail why
local cable-TV systems degrade the sound of
both stereo TV and stereo FM broadcasts. Technical standards for cable TV were set long ago
in the pre-stereo era, when network TV sound
was delivered to local stations via telephone

by alow-power laser, as in aconventional CD

in regular CD players. The ICCE paper described
modifications of the standard that will enable
new MOD machines to provide 20-bit recording and four hours of recording capacity on a
standard-size CD. The extension of running
time relies on digital data-compression techniques like those devised for digital radio. I've
heard demonstrations in which adigital bitstream was compressed by about 4:1 and restored to normal with no audible side-effects.

lines. Audio was compromised in cable TV to

For 20-bit recording, Thomson uses instantaneous 20-to-16 floating-point digital com-

accommodate the poor adjacent-channel separation of cheap TV sets. If the audio carrier of
one TV channel were delivered at full strength,

bit accuracy, but only 16 bits are recorded on
the disc Whenever the signal is below -24dB,

it could produce ashifting pattern of herring-

the four most significant bits are zero and can

Stereophile, October 1990

panding: the audio signal is quantized with 20-
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When the signal is above -24dB it is simply

would cost about the same to make.
Two obvious questions remain: 1) Would a

divided (by sliding the bits to the right in ashiftregister); the 16 most significant bits are re-

and high-density CDs, or would it be necessary

be discarded without losing any information.

blue-light player be able to play both standard

playback the divisor is extracted from the sub-

to build players with two sets of lasers, optics,
and detectors? 2) While it obviously would be
convenient to have afull-length opera on asin-

code and used as adigital multiplier to restore
20-bit signals before decoding. This can be

gle disc (or the complete Ring cycle on four
CDs), is there alarge enough market for such

done with no detectable side effects. It's alittle
like the "high-bit" scheme that Yamaha uses

discs to justify the effort involved? Since manufacturers will have to agree on anew Red

to improve the low-level resolution of its CD
players, except that without astored divisor

Book standard for high-density discs anyway,
Idon't think afive-hour CD is the best use of

Yamaha must multiply the signal in the analog

this technology. It would be far more sensible
to make the discs smaller—for instance, shirt-

corded, and the divisor is recorded separately
in the CD's unused subcode space. During

domain, aprocess that is not instantaneous and
not always undetectable.
Thomson may start marketing its MOD re-

pocket 3" mini-CDs with 80-minute playing

corders soon to pro-audio users, and the technology may also have applications in video.
Whether it will ever appear as aconsumer

laserdisc.

times, or atwo- hour movie on acompact 6"

product is uncertain; first there will be an international attempt to select aworldwide standard
for the user-recordable CD. There are two families of proposals jockeying for position in this
race, with MOD systems on one side and polymerbased systems on the other.
The latter group, exemplified by Tandy's
THOR and the Taiyo Yuden START system now
being marketed to recording studios, uses a
polymer dye that is heated by alaser to form
bumps resembling the pits in aregular CD.
Such discs are compatible with the existing uni-

Switzerland:
Thomas J. Herten
When Iremarked in my report last August on
Stereopbile's New York High End Hi -Fi Show
that Goldmund was discontinuing turntable
production and redirecting their efforts to CD
(Vol.13 No.8, p.64), Iwas not fully correct. It

verse of CD players, amajor advantage. But

is true that the days of Goldmund turntables

their longevity has been questioned: sustained
exposure to sunlight or ultraviolet rays may

are numbered. But as of this writing the devices

affect the dye, rendering the disc unplayable.

Reference turntables are still scheduled to be

MOD recordings can't be erased accidentally,

built before production ceases.

are still available, and at least 50 Goldmund

not even by exposure to amagnetic field (un-

As to the statement on CD, Goldmund in-

like magnetic tapes!). And while MOD discs

formed me recently that, while aCD player will

don't work in existing CD players, future players could be equipped with dual detectors to

be marketed by Goldmund, it is not aGold-

handle both regular and MOD CDs.

"Meta Research by Goldmund" (my italics).

Meanwhile, in Japan, Denon's parent company has produced experimental high-density

ital research and development is in the area of

mund in-house product and will bear the logo
Where Goldmund is heavily involved in dig-

CDs with aplaying time of up to five hours—

recording, specifically DAT. Goldmund re-

quadruple the norm. The key to making and
playing such discs is ashort-wavelength (blue

mained skeptically open-minded about the
digital question in 1983 when Michel Rever-

light) laser diode that will be ready for mass-

chon of Goldmund stated "Those who unconditionally support analog are blind and those

production in acouple of years. This will allow
the pits to be smaller and more closely spaced
—factors that in today's CDs are limited by the
laser's 0.76tim wavelength. Aside from their
high-density pit pattern, the new CDs would
be substantially the same as regular CDs and
48

who unconditionally support digital are deaf.
But digital is the future." From 1985 through
1988, Goldmund was involved heavily in digital research—in digital converters, and transports, and in the limitations of digital. FollowStereophile, October 1990
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The New NAD 1600
Preamplifier/Tuner

NAD is the world's leading manufacturer of reasonably priced, highperformance audio equipment. Since 1978, their products have won
universal acclaim for their brilliant sound and their unique, innovafive engineering. The new model 1600 Preamplifier/Tuner is a
perfect example of NAD's continued commitment to extraordinary
performance at affordable prices.
Inside this deceptively simple looking, remote controlled package is ahigh performance preamplifier/tuner that has to be heard to
be believed. In fact, prior to the introduction of the NAD 1600, audio
enthusiasts could only dream of this kind of performance at aprice
of only $399*.
As apreamplifier, the 1600 delivers outstanding performance
and flexibility. In reality, few separate preamps can match its
freedom from hum and noise, its immunity from component interaction, or its accurate reproduction of both high level and phono
input signals. Furthermore, unlike some competing preamp /tuners,
the 1600 has adiscrete (non IC) phono section.
As a tuner, the 1600 combines truly phenomenal sensitivity,
selectivity, and signal-to-noise ratio with ease of operation. In fact,
in real-world listening conditions, the 1600 will outperform many
separate tuners which cost as much as the 1600 itself.
By combining this remarkable preamp/
tuner with one of NAD's Power EnvelopeTm
power amplifiers, you can assemble astate-ofthe-art separates system for as little as $828*.
Never before has any company offered such
brilliant performance at such an affordable
price. Come visit your local authorized NAD
dealer to audition the new standard of audio
value.

NAD

575 University Avenue/P.O. Box 9124
Norwood, MA 02062-9124/Tel: (617)762-0202

"Manufacturer's suggested
retail. Prices may vary.

NAIM FOR MUSIr
At Naim Audio we believe in a basic truth.
You deserve ahi-fi system worth coming home
to. And there are sound reasons why proud
Naim owners have been coming home to us
for twenty years.
We never settle for less than the very best
in musical reproduction and we don't expect
you to either. From the start of the design
process to the last detail of production,
rigorous care goes into every piece of Naim
equipment
We utilize a unique combination of high
technology and skilled craftsmanship. Our
robot loads the circuit boards, then every item
of our equipment is hand-built with justifiable
pride. If you haven't seen the inside of aNaim
amplifier, send for our brochure or better yet,

NAIM AUDIO NORTH AMERICA
1748 NORTH SEDGWICK STREET
CHICAGO
IL 60614
U.S.A.
TEL (312) 9440217

see your nearest Naim dealer. This is our art
and we are proud of it.
We test our equipment in our factory, not in
your home. We measure distortion, stability,
bias, noise levels and over a dozen other
parameters, to ensure they fall well within our,
and your, demanding specifications. Finally
each piece of Naim equipment has to pass the
ultimate test —we listen to it. Think about that,
thousands of components every year, each
auditioned prior to shipment.
Most importantly, Naim is about music. We
have behind us a twenty year tradition of
excellence, craftsmanship and innovation.
Visit your Naim dealer and audition our full
range of electronics and speakers.

ALCYON ELECTRONIQUE
6818 ST DENIS
MONTREAL
HUS 252
CANADA
TEL (514) 276 4004

that Len Feldman has used to illustrate why
painting the rim of aCD seems silly. The argument went like this: If aCD were enlarged 1000
to 1, it would fill Yankee Stadium and the pits
would be the size of rice grains, illuminated by
abright but narrow X
3"penlight beam. If some
scattered light from that beam were to bounce
off the distant stadium walls, the returning
reflection of that light must be so weak after its
400' round trip that painting the stadium walls
black couldn't make anoticeable difference.
Stelladat by Goldmund/Stellavox

After Isent the column to Santa Fe, Idiscovered why the stadium analogy is misleading.

ing the purchase by Goldmund of Stellavox in

And when the August issue of this magazine
arrived, the "Letters" and "Manufacturer's

1988, development began in earnest on the first
Goldmund/Stellavox digital product, the Stel-

Comments" sections contained the same answer. Light reflecting off the walls of astadium

ladat professional DAT recorder. The head of
the design team for this product was Christoph
Heidelberger, designer of the Apogee antialiasing filter installed in so many Sony PCM

would indeed be weak if it were scattered diffusely. But what if the stadium walls were covered with mirrors? Then any scattered light

1630s. Other members of the team were Mar-

could be reflected back to the pitcher's mound
at full strength. Indeed, since the walls are

cus Erne, former head of Studer's digital division, and Claude Cellier, for 10 years chief

curved, they might focus the light and thereby

engineer at Nagra, who oversaw digital development at that company.
Goldmund is currently working on the

increase its intensity at some locations within
the disc. Moreover, since aCD player's laser
beam is monochromatic (one wavelength) and
coherent, reflections within the interior of a

GOLDBUS. The concept behind this is to convert the signal to digital at the microphones (a

CD might generate interference patterns like

joint venture is already underway with two

with alternating zones of high and low intensity.
Is the rim of aCD amirror-like surface? This

major microphone manufacturers) and not
reconvert it until it reaches the loudspeakers,
where the D/A conversion will take place. This
scheme will allow for multiple room systems
and, according to Goldmund, provide for full
signal integrity.

the low-frequency standing waves in aroom,

involves two considerations—the smoothness
of the edge and whether it is aluminized. The
answer depends on where the CD was made.
In some CDs the rim is clear and is molded with
asmooth, polished surface, producing aweak
but specular (focused) internal reflection. In
other CDs the rim is clear but has small serrations or irregular mold marks that produce
specular reflections in several directions. Many
CDs have afinely ground edge that scatters
light diffusely. And in about 10% of my CDs

US: Pater W. Mitchell
Thanks to the two-month delay from when I
write something to when the issue arrives in
your mailbox and mine, writing for amagazine
is like living in atime-warp. During that interval
another issue appears which may contain information that alters the perspective of an article
already in the pipeline.
Case in point: In the September "Update"
(written in early July) Iquoted acomparison
Stereophile, October 1990

(for instance, Chesky discs pressed by Discovery Systems and some DGs pressed in Germany), the rim is aluminized.
If CD sound is affected by stray laser light
reflecting back from the edge, the severity of
the problem must depend on the reflective
character of that edge. If the rim is smooth and
clear, most of the light striking the rim will simply pass through; only about 4% bounces
back. A fine-ground rim may scatter about
20% of the light back into the disc At the other
extreme, an aluminized rim will reflect about
51
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80% of the light back into the disc So if reflec-

removing the cover, and be very careful not to
get paint on the lens ,

tions from the rim affect CD sound, the problem should be 20 times worse in discs with an
aluminized rim than in discs with asmooth,
transparent rim. Has anyone heard this?
If this is atrue picture of the fault that CD
Stoplight is supposed to cure, it also is rather
ironic, because the problem must be worst in
discs with an aluminized rim. These are precisely the discs on which CD Stoplight must
produce the least benefit, because the green

UK: Ken Kessler

paint is applied on the outside—over the aluminum. Stray light within the disc will reflect
never reach the infrared-absorbing outer coating.

Pre-empting the report from the British Hi -Fi
Show—only two months away as Iwrite—is
not wise usage of resources, nor is it my inten-

Ican't help thinking that if scattered light
within aCD affects its sound, reflections from

as much pre-show publicity as possible, so

back at full strength from the aluminum and

the thin rim of the disc may be far less important than scattered light that emerges through
the large transparent rear surface of the disc,
reflects off parts of the mechanism, and reenters the rear surface. Perhaps instead of laboriously painting the edges of hundreds of discs,
we ought to paint the entire interior of the
player with infrared-absorbing paint.' Doing
anything to the player could void your warranty, of course. Unplug the power cord before
IIt was reported to me earlier this year that, indeed, Sanyo
has been painting the interiors of the disc-playing sections of
their domestic-market CD players green since the mid '80s.
Does anyone elsc have any information about this
—JA

tion. British hi-fi manufacturers, however, want
their press releases have already begun to
appear. It looks like it's going to be another
show heavy on the loudspeakers. Then again,
speakers are aBritish specialty.
Wharfedale's press pack is athick one, suggesting more than the launch of one new model.
Wharfedale describes the new Performance
Series as the core of its revised lineup. The
entry point is aspeaker which has its work cut
out for it; the Diamond IV is the latest edition
of one of the best-selling models this country
has ever seen. The Diamond has been, for the
last seven years, the entry-level loudspeaker for
budget purchasers, and its diminutive size
hasn't hurt it one bit in capturing achunk of the
market for "second" or "remote" speaker systems—it's as if Wharfedale designed the thing
for use with surround-sound systems.
Diamond IV is slightly larger than the exist-

Wharfedale's new "Performance" loudspeakers
Stereophile, October 1990
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mg Diamond, and sports two new drivers. The

three-way system, it features KEF's Uni -Q coin-

midbass frequencies are now handled by anew

cident-source drive-unit and offers the option
of bi- wiring or bi-amping.

120mm unit employing the company's recently
developed MFHP2 cone compound, while the
tweeter—derived from Wharfedale's current
5series—is a19mm metal-dome design. First

Though still an American company, Acoustic Research has again chosen aBritish designer, Dave Berriman, to create the latest offer-

breakup mode is said to be 38kHz. The dimensions of the 'IV are 273mm H by 184mm W by

ing. As you'd expect, the AR 152 is an acousticsuspension model—no ports yet for this com-

185mm D, including the grille; the price will
be commensurately low.

pany—consisting of a200mm polypropyleneconed woofer and a25mm cloth-dome tweeter.
Tweaks manifest themselves in the form of

The Performance Series not only accommodates the Diamond; it also supplants the Delta
models. Two of the four all-new models will
be launched prior to the hi-fi show, with the
remaining pair to appear at Heathrow. The 410
is atwo-way system with a170mm MFHP2 bass
driver and a25mm metal-dome tweeter in a
355mm H by 226mm W by 225mm D enclosure. Bass extension is accomplished through
the use of twin flared ports at the rear of the
cabinet.
The 420 uses the same tweeter, but a200mm
woofer in a495mm H by 252mm W by 280mm

gold-plated terminals for bi-wiring, van den
Hul cable for internal wiring, and high-quality
air-cored and metaliz.ed polypropylene film
capacitors in the crossover. The cabinet is finished in real walnut veneer and is internally
strengthened with afigure-eight brace.
Celestion made life tough for themselves
by producing abudget speaker that's almost
too good. The Celestion 3is embarrassingly
capable for the price (just over £100), so amodel
coming in above it for 50% more had better be
damned good. And on paper, the Celestion 5

D rear-ported enclosure with over twice the

sounds exactly like what abigger '3 should be.

internal volume; the bass unit is derived from

The '5 offers higher sensitivity and increased
power handling, thus making it suitable for

the technology seen in last year's Coleridge
model. All of the Performance Series speakers
will be available in walnut or black finishes, the
Diamond IV also being offered in white.
Wharfedale will follow the Diamond IV, 410,

larger rooms and more demanding consumers.
The tweeter is the company's own two-piece
25mm titanium-dome design, mounted on a

and 420 with two larger ported bass-reflex sys-

one-piece molding also forms the basket for

tems, the 430 and the 440, while the popular
Delta 30 will appear in revised form as the Delta

molded polycarbonate fascia. As in the '3, the
the woofer, in this case a6" driver made with
afelted-fiber cone.

30.2. Improvements include acabinet made

This fascia assembly is fixed to arigid sealed

of chipboard some 25% thicker than that of
the original; this will improve rigidity and re-

enclosure of 12 liters internal volume, the cabi-

duce colorations. The old spring-type cable
clips have been replaced by 4mm binding

board. The actual baffle board is 15mm thick.
All cabinet edges are chamfered to reduced

posts, and the styling has changed. The price
increase over the Delta 30 is said to be lower
than the increase in inflation.

diffraction effects, and the molded plastic grille
frame is open-edged to avoid further degrada-

ICEF, whose sister company Meridian launched

net made from 12mm high-density particle-

tion. Completing the contents listing is asimple
five-element crossover bonded to their termi-

enough new models at the 1990 Chicago CES

nal pod, four-way 4mm binding posts, and a

to keep four companies busy, is glowing with
the success of the latest version of the 105, the
105/3. Word on the street is that the company

choice of finishes including simulated black ash

also has awinner in its budget-priced subwoofer system, about which they've kept inordinately quiet. Whatever, they're launching a
new model in the C Series, the floor-standing
C85. This system shares dimensions with the
existing C95, but employs a reflex-loaded

veneer or oak. Like the '3, the '5 can be used
on bookshelves but is recommended for use
on 23" stands.
As if following the '3 wasn't enough of aproject for 1990, Celestion has also inflicted upon
itself the development of an upgraded SL700,
to be called the SL700 Special Edition. This

200mm bass driver in place of the '95's single

one, I'm sure, will be as controversial as its
predecessor, as every model in the family tree

coupled-cavity internally mounted unit. A

from that first SL6 so long ago has had agesta-
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tion period fraught with difficulty. And when
the company moved from wooden bodies to
Aerolam enclosures, the production difficulties
almost killed the projects in their infancy. But
the SL600 and SL700 survived, with press and
public showing only love/hate responses. If
ever aspeaker type polarized its audience, the
SL (and its derivatives) is it.
Expect the response to the SL700 Special
Edition to create as much of afracas. Too many
journalists are too prejudiced, pro or anti,
toward the earlier models to approach the latest
version with clear heads. Add to this the antiBritish backlash in certain US journals, the
belief that small British speakers can't yield
bass, the thought that no SL-series system has
any treble, and you're looking at some potentially engrossing reading.
What Celestion has done to the SL700 is all
in the details, the speaker looking just like the
"normal" SL700. The voice-coil of the mid/
bass driver has been lengthened to increase its
throw, and anew suspension compliance has
been specified. These should provide greater
dynamics, better power handling, and better
resolution when the speaker is asked to yield
high levels—all addressing valid complaints
about the earlier version. The bass frequency
has been fine-tuned at around 100Hz to provide greater smoothness 2and better bass extension, again addressing the typical complaints.
Detail changes have also affected the crossover;
the sensitivity is now more constant over the
full bandwidth of the system, so the frequency
response should prove flatter and with greater
extension.
Other virtues touted by Celestion include a
more realistic soundstage (I didn't think there
was aproblem in acorrectly installed pair of
standard 700s), while the "rebalancing" of the
system suggests synergy with afar wider range
of amplifiers and room types.
With this speaker due to appear around the
time of the UK Hi -Fi Show in September, the
various editors will have ahard time deciding
which reviewers are capable of handling apair
without resorting to too many walks down
Memory Lane. Horror stories about no two
samples sounding alike, cabinets which showed
evidence of the Aerolam learning curve, etc.,
are bound to make many reviewers wary. But
Celestion has gotten its act together with a
2This was certandy true ola pair that Iauditioned earlier this
year.
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vengeance since Gordon Provan took the reins,
so Idon't think they'd dare release asample
prematurely. Then again, they'll get reams of
publicity if they do.

US: Thomas J. Norton

If you've read my ruminations about film

sound in my last "Matter of 'Else (V)l.13 No.6),
or if you're into film sound at all, you'll realize
that the best theater sound to be had up until
now has been off of 70mm prints with asixtrack, magnetic soundtrack. Unfortunately,
such prints are comparatively rare and expensive and are seldom seen outside of major
metropolitan areas. 3 A recent development,
however, will make 70mm prints less expensive and, Ihope, extend their availability to at
least mid-sized cities. That development is
Cinema Digital Sound. The main players in the
development of this system have been the Eastman Kodak Company and the Optical Radiation Corporation. Another contributor has
been Apogee Electronics Corporation—of digital filter fame. It is expected that the cost of the
required digital decoding systems— $15,000$20,000 —will tempt many theater owners to
upgrade their sound.
CDS, which is compatible with existing systems, has a0.1"-wide optical digital soundtrack
encoding five full-bandwidth channels and a
subwoofer channel. AMIDI control channel
is available for other functions, such as opening
and closing curtains, raising and lowering the
house lights, or controlling theater sound
levels. 4The bandwidth of the five major channels is 20Hz-20kHz, and distortion and channel separation are comparable to that of CD
playback. The 16-bit system also operates at the
CD standard of 44.IkHz; adelta-modulation
system is used to encode 5.5 million bits per
3one definite negative of my recent move from Los Angeles
to Santa Fe is that Inow get to sec films in t
hr typical multiplex
mini -shoebox theater.
4Although the spb are supposed to be standardized in at least
one proprietary theater sound system —TH X—my recent
experiences at theaters in Los Angeles indicates that this standard is being widely ignored or eke film producers are mixing
their films to be reproduced at unconscionably high levels).
After all, the most obvious attribute of an upgraded sound system to the average. sonically unconscious theater owner and
patnin is its ability to play louder, nix the less easily appreciated
"subtleties" of wider frequency response, enhanced spaciousness, and uniform coverage.
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second. Digital-to-analog conversion is 18-bit,
8x-oversampling.
The advantages to this system, as Isee it, will
be to reduce the costs and increase the number of 70mm prints. Given the limitations of
current soundtracks, most of which are heavily
overdubbed analog to begin with, it is doubtful
if there will be anoticeable "improvement"
over 70mm magnetic prints (leaving aside for
the sake of argument the entire analog vs digital
debate endlessly engaged in by us crazed audiophiles). It will also apparently be adapted at

buffer memory capacity will be sufficient for
120 minutes of uninterrupted replay. If the program contains 0.4s of digital silence (infinity
zero) at some point, the memory is reset to its
initial state and anew 2h period starts. In the
unlikely event memory overload should occur,
the system is automatically switched to adigital PLL, which is not jitter-free but ensures
continuity.
This system is included in their new upmarket SH-X1000 D/A converter. If it works as
promised, it means aradical step toward totally
jitter-free D/A conversion. Isuspect that read-

alater date for 35mm prints—and here the
prospect for improved film sound in small mar-

ing the data out of the memory might intro-

kets is areal possibility. Even at its best, the cur-

duce some new (random?) jitter due to varia-

rent 35rnm optical soundtrack has serious technical limitations.

specification is aremaining jitter of just under

The Netherlands:
Peter van Willenswaard

tions in access time. Technics/Panasonic's own
0.5ns at the D/A converter, which is still more
than twice as high as the desired maximum I
calculated. (But it is unclear whether this figure
concerns RMS or peak-to-peak jitter, which
can make afactor 3difference). It is, neverthe-

At its most recent Europe Technical Seminar,

less, alow figure; they claim total indepen-

Technics/Panasonic introduced arevolutionary
technology to cancel the effects of jitter before
D/A conversion. The philosophy is that even

dence from the amount of incoming jitter up
to 85ns, and that should do away with all but
the grossest interface impedance mismatching

the most sophisticated PLL circuitry can never

and other sources of jitter.

totally suppress jitter in the locally regenerated
clock—see my article on jitter and digital signal
transfer in next month's Stereopbile. What you
need to do it right is avery stable and accurate
local quartz clock controlling the timing of the
digital filter and the D/A converter, but aquartz
clock can not possibly be synchronized to the
incoming signal. Leaving things to chance
would result in async error within seconds.
Their solution to this problem is to store the
incoming data in a1.5-Megabit RAM memory
chip and read out the stored data at the reliable pace of the local quartz clock, the memory
acting as abuffer absorbing the data surplus in
case the incoming signal's clock runs faster
than the local quartz clock, and vice versa. This
resembles what happens in every CD player
right after data readout by the laser, where, due
to the finite servo capabilities of the disc-drive
mechanism, the data readout is never exactly
in pace with the CD player's clock (but the
memory used there is much smaller, since what
it has to buffer is only amatter of milliseconds).
Technics/Panasonic calculated that if the
sending end (CD transport, DAT recorder, digital radio) clock obeys the ±5Oppm EIAJ frequency accuracy specification, the 1.5Mb
Stereophile, October 1990
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TUBE INFORMATION
This is the third in an informational «
series designed to reduce the large degree of
confusion that exists today about high end vacuum tube equipment.

Power Supply Regulation
±5% (from 114 volts to 126 volts, which
is common), the DC supply will range from
428 volts to 473 volts. To protect the tubes
the designer must ensure that the DC voltage is not excessive for the highest AC voltage that might be encountered. As areAn unregulated power supply consists of a sult, the amplifier will usually be working
transformer, rectifier, and filter. The transfrom asubstantially lower DC voltage than
former converts the AC line voltage to a it could, resulting in decreased power outhigher or lower voltage. The rectifier conput and increased distortion.
verts the AC to DC, but agreat deal of
Of greater concern perhaps is the fixed bias
ripple (fluctuation) is present in its output.
supply of an amplifier. If it has been deThe ripple is dealt with by afilter consisting of capacitors along with resistors and/or signed to give —45 volts DC from 120 volts
AC, an unregulated supply will vary from
inductors.
—43 volts to —47 volts as the AC varies
Confusingly, even an unregulated supply
±5%. This will change the idle point of
possesses adegree of regulation, which rethe output stage, possibly altering class of
fers to how much its output voltage varies operation from A to AB I or from AB ' to
as the load on the supply changes. Load
ABz•
changes occur rapidly in apower amplifier
To solve these problems one must include
as musical signals vary, and is most severe
active regulation. However, there are many
when atube is driven to cutoff or draws
degrees of regulation. Some designs have
grid current. The regulation of the basic
asimple 7,ener diode or gas voltage regusupply is afunction of the resistances of
its components, the leakage inductance of lator tube (e.g. 0A2 or 5651) across the
supply. This provides some regulation, but
the transformer, and (for fluctuaticins of
not as much as with series regulation. Betvery short duration) the amount of capacter yet is amplified series regulation, with
itance in the filter.
which it is possible to hold a320 volt DC
supply within arange of 3volts as AC is
While less costly to construct, the unregvaried from 110 to 130 volts! Since regulaulated supply may be inadequate for two
tion takes power, highly regulated supplies
reasons. The first by definition is poor regrun quite warm, while cool running supulation; even with the best precautions the
output voltage is far from constant as the
plies usually have little or no regulation.
load varies. The second is poor voltage staSo, what have we learned? While asurbilization; the DC output voltage varies with
prising number of good sounding tube
changes in the AC line voltage. No amount
amps lack regulation, the best and most
of capacitance will cure poor voltage staconsistent performance will be achieved
bilization.
with active regulation. Nevertheless, areg-

Most audiophiles know that power supply
regulation is important. Most amplifiers
claim to have it. As with many things, it is
aquestion of degree and semantics. Let's
look further.

Consider an unregulated supply for an
output stage delivering 450 volts DC from
120 volts AC. If the AC source varies by

ulated power supply can not by itself guarantee sonic excellence. Listen, and always
let the sound be your guide.

Are you wondering if we're ever going to show you our products? Stay tuned for next
month's advertisement. And, yes, write for VAC Technical Monograph 90-10.
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THE AUDIO ANARCHIST

Sam Tellig

ticularly in detail and overall resolution.
As aresult of these tweaks, and the further
passage of time, Inow believe that the Meridian
203 can hold its own with any processor I've
heard. Some processors may surpass the 203
in apparent detail, but not by much. But Ihave
not heard any processor which surpasses the
203 in terms of musicality. Ihasten to add that
Ihaven't heard all available processors, including the Wadia models and the new processor
from Stax.
There is afundamental rightness to the 203,
and perhaps to the whole Bitstream approach.
To put it another way, the last thing the 203
sounds like is aprocessor. The musical presentation is natural, free of strain, free of any sense
of specious spaciousness or hyperdetail—or
too much processing going on.
Look, you can argue whether or not this is
the best processor going. The point is, it's musiAlthough lhad said in last month's "Final

cal and at $990 it's asteal.

Word" column that Sam Tellig would not be

Like all outstanding pieces of audio equip-

writing any more 'Audio Anarchist" essays,

ment, the Meridian 203 requires some tender
love and care. Don't judge it cold.. Don't even

this final epistle arrived after the September
issue bad gone to bed. As it contains germane
opinion on the last product he had listened to,
Iam running it as apostscript.

A

—JA

fter several more weeks—almost a
month—it now appears Ihave under-

estimated the Meridian 203 processor. It's even better than Ithought. You should
buy one.
Like other processors, the 203 takes awhile
to burn in and sound its best. In the past few

judge it after the first two or three weeks. Leave
it on all the time. Use the best-quality optical
or coax connecting cable you can find, and the
best interconnects, too. Experiment with several power cords, if you can. Use agood transport—I'm particularly keen on the moderately
priced machines from Philips, like the CD60.
Irealize now one of the reasons Iwanted so
badly to put ahold on my audio reviewing.
There is too much hype in high-end audio.
Products like the Meridian 203, the B&K M200

weeks, the sound has improved considerably

balanced monoblocks (which I'm sorry Iwon't

—most notably in smoothness and the retrieval

get the chance to review), the new Coda 01

of detail, including low-level ambient information.

preamplifier, the Krell KSP-7B preamp, the
Krell KSA-150 amp, the Spendor S100 speakers,

Ihelped things along with afew tweaks.
First, Isubstituted abetter-quality optical cable
(from Onkyo) for the very thin optical cable
supplied with my Philips CD60. The thin optical cable was strangling the sound! Ialso substituted aMusic & Sound power cord for the
one which came standard with the unit—a further improvement. And Ichanged my interconnects from Cardas Quadlink to Purist Audio
Designs—a very substantial improvement, parStereophile, October 1990

the SME 309 tonearm, and, of course, my
beloved AR ES-1 turntable—all these products
prove that you don't have to spend an outlandish amount of money to get great sound. Then
you can forget about the sound and concentrate on the music. Maybe Ishould have remained the Cheapskate after all.
Good-bye, comrades. Come to Russia with
me next spring if you can. Watch for my tour
ads!
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Adcom GFA-535 power amplifier.
The complete report:
Sometimes products are too cheap for their

"I've never heard the Quad ESL-63 sound

own good, and people don't take them seriously: the Superphon Revelation Basic Dual
Mono preamp, Rega RB300 arm, AR ES-1 turn-

better," Rob said. Of course, he was hardly an
impartial observer, but the sound was extraordinarily clean, detailed, and musical. If it

table, Shure V15-V MR cartridge, and the B&K

wasn't the best sound /have ever heard from

ST-140 power amp. They can't be any good

Quads, it was pretty close.
This humble $300 amplifier was driving a

because they cost so little, right?
Wrong, of course.

pair of very revealing $3000 speakers and giv-

Adcom appears to be having the same prob-

ing avery good account of itself. (We listened
first to some Goran Sollscher classical guitar.)

lem with their $299.95 GFA-535 amp. Credibility.
Now if this amplifier were imported from

"So how come this product isn't flying off

England and sold for $599.95, then maybe it

the dealers' shelves?" Iasked Rob.
"I don't know. Everyone wants the GFA-555

would be taken seriously. And highly praised,

with 200 watts per channel. Including people

no doubt.
For the baby Adcom is one of the finest
solid-state amps Ihave heard. No, not the best;
I'm not sure what is the best. But it's an
amplifier that is so good for so little money as
to be practically agift.
Actually, when Rob Mn from Adcom
1was about as enthusiastic about the GFA-535
as you were before you finish reading this
piece. But Rob insisted, "You've gotta hear this

who don't need it."
"Does the GFA-555 sound any better?" I
asked.
"It's our aim to have all our amps sound
pretty much the same. You pay more money,
you get more power."
Rob pointed out that while the GFA-535 is
rated at 60Wpc, it puts out more like 80. And
while Idid not do any measurements, my experience with other amps tells me Rob's right.

amp."
He brought it over the next day, along with

Isuppose Adcom doesn't want to steal sales

the GFP-555 preamp ($499.95), and we put

for $200 more.
After acouple of hours, Rob left, grinning

both pieces into the rest of the system: aShure
Ultra 500 in aRega RB300 arm on an AR ES-1
table, with Quad ESL-63 speakers on Arcici
stands. Then we chatted for ahalf hour or so
while the electronics warmed up.
And then, simultaneously, the two of us
decided to shut up and listen.

from its GFA-545, rated at 100Wpc and selling

from ear to ear, and Ilater sat down to listen
alone. True, when Itried certain Telares and
pushed hard Icould get the amplifier to clip—
two LEDs quickly light up (very useful). But
the Quads were running out of the ability to
use the power anyway. My first impressions

ADVERTISEMENT
were confirmed: the GFA-535 is one of the
best amplifiers around for driving Quads.
Spendor SP- ls, too.
Suddenly, it hit me what this meant. Conventional wisdom had been dealt a severe
blow. You know, the old saw that you should
never power agood pair of speakers with a

"The GFA-535 reminds
me of...amplifiers that
sell...for about three
and five times the
price:'

The bass, like everything else, is neutral, certainly not fat and overdone But it's here where
you notice that this amp is not apowerhouse.
You just don't get the solidity and extension
you get with avery powerful (and expensive)
solid-state amp. Nor do you get the breadth
and depth of soundstage that you often find
with avery powerful amp. The Adcom GFA535 sounds awee bit small, which it is.
My only criticism, and it's more of aquibble, is that the speaker connectors are nonstandard and unique (so far as Iknow). You insert bared speaker wire into ahole and twist
the connector tight aquarter rum. Most speaker
cables will fit, but some will not. Certainly MIT
won't. Neither will the best ICimber, the kind

cheap amplifier. Here was acheap amp—one

with eight clumps of strands. The less costly

of the cheapest on the market—that sounded
good with Quads, Spendors, later Vander-

four-clump Kimber will, and proved an excellent choice. My sample amp was quiet—

steens. Probably Thiels, too—at least the CS!.
What it means is you can stretch your speaker
budget abit and get the speakers you really
want, then economize by buying an Adcom
GFA-535 for $299.95. True, you may be alittle
power shy, but probably not much. And to say
the least, the GFA-535 would make adecent
interim amp.
What does the GFA-535 sound like? (You
thought I'd forget that part, right?) Well, this
is one of the most neutral amps I've heard.

"...the baby Adcom is
one of the finest solidstate amps Ihave
heard...so good for
so little money as to
be practically agift'
While it doesn't sound particularly tubelike,
it avoids the typical transistor nasties through
the midrange and into the treble. Iwouldn't
call it sweet—there's no euphonic coloring—
but it isn't cold or sterile. What it is, is smooth.
And detailed. Far more detailed than Iwould
ever imagine a$300 amplifier could be. The
GFA-535 reminds me of the Eagle 2A and PS
Audio 200C, amplifiers that sell, respectively,
for about three and five times the price. Of
course, they have more power. And they are
more detailed. The point is, the Adcom comes
close. Very close.

"This amplifier is so
good and so cheap that I
think any CD owner who
buys an integrated amp
is nuts:'
no hum—and ran cool. There are selectors for
two sets of speakers. And the 535 looks nice.
And talk about economy: If you're not into LPs anymore, you could buy aMod Squad,
dbx, or Old Colony line-level switching box
—or possibly aB&K Pro 5preamp, with its
switchable line amp section (only $350), or the
Adcom SLC-505 passive preamp (S150)—and
run it with aCD player. In fact, if you are into
CD only (no tape, no tuner, no phono), you
could buy aCD player with avariable volume
output and run it directly into the Adcom. This
amplifier is so good and so cheap that 1think
any CD owner who buys an integrated amp
is nuts.
In its price category, the Adcom GFA-535 is
not only an excellent choice; it's the only
choice. The real question is whether you
should buy one even if $299.95 is much less
than you planned to spend for an amp —ie,
whether you should put the money into abetter CD player or pair of speakers instead.

ADCOM .

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 011916

201-390-1130
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Tips

fOR

LIVING WITH
AN

AUDIOHOLI .

PO/SSLQs,' SOs,2& Spouses of audiophiles:
Linda Tasker (aka Mrs. Kevin Conklin) has some advice for you.

M

rs. Kevin Conklin, who operates
professionally under her own name

audio experiences for the couple.

of Linda Tasker, is obviously not a

starting asupport groupfor Relatives and Sig-

devotee. In fact, when KC is in aparticularly
disparaging mood, be has been known to mutter; "What do you expectfrom her—she listens
to Country- Western music!"
When Stereophile confronted ber with this
information, Mrs. KC confessed, "Yes, that's
true but only in my car—and that is my designated listening room."
As you might gatberfrom her lucid description of the ideal audio bouse, Linda is a registered architect. She and Kevin are expecting
their first child, which should provide new
IPersons of Opposite/Same Sex Sharing living Quarters; pronounced "POS -sel -cues."
2Significant Others
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If the demand is sufficient, she will consider
nificant Others of Audiobolics.
Part Iof this article covers the importance
of stuff to an Audiobolic Part II relates to the
space in which to appreciate the stuff, as in "I
love you—but Ineed my space"

Provide a
Designated Listening Room
Recognize that the audioholic's collection of
recordings and components is very important
to him/her. More important than the car. More
important than any other cherished possessions. Even more important than the Three
65

Does Your
Taste
Run To The
Esoteric

We know that amere photograph of our new CD separates will
not sway your investment decision.
Neither will fancy rhetoric.
You will, simply, have to experience the absolute precision and
sonic realism of the new Esoteric"
CD Separates for yourself.
For the location of the Esoteric
purveyor nearest you, please telephone (213) 726-0303.

Escrrauc,
Adivision of Teac America, Inc. •7733 Tekgraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640

Stooges video. It is debatable where children
rank compared to these collections.
Creating asanctuary for listening provides
several benefits. Of utmost Importance, the
listening room becomes off limits to most
other activities. This is important, because the
dogs will not knock over the speakers, children
will not reorganize the albums. It reduces the

Iinvited the neighbors
over for cocktail hour
knowing that Kevin
would not commit mayhem
in front of witnesses.

probability of dislocating sensitive and tenuous
cable connections.
If adedicated room is not possible, Iwould

The physical design of the listening room is

suggest using the Living Room, as most are
only used infrequently for company. With

also important. Remember to consider floor

advance notice, it may even be possible to
entertain guests in this room. My experience

specify structural reinforcing in the areas where

is that the various collections also make good
conversation starters:
"What are those glowing tubes in the metal
cages on the floor?"
"You sure have alot of records. How many

loading; in acustom home, you will want to
heavy album storage may be anticipated. A
concrete floor with plush carpet is ideal; closer
joist spacing will reduce vibrations in wood
floors.
The contractors may be able to provide wir-

are there—about two, three thousand?"
George Carlin is renowned for his stuff.

ing troughs in the baseboards, or in the floors,
covered by carpet. Plan for additional electrical
outlets for future audiophile equipment. Per-

Similarly, the audioholic needs aplace to keep

haps asupplemental generator.

his stuff Asecure place, where no interlopers
will violate his stuff An intimate place where

walls with insulating batts. Insulate adjacent

he can be alone with his stuff Aprivate place
where he can enjoy agood fix. As the Significant Other of an Audioholic, you must understand, tolerate, and respect these needs.
Ilearned about designated listening spaces
the hard way. When Max, our German Shepherd, knocked over aspeaker (which was atop
ametal stand and balanced precariously on
three tripod-like cones), Ispent an hour sitting
in the driveway awaiting Kevin's return in order
to prepare him for the apparent ruin; Ifeared
for the dog's life That violation resulted in the
dogs being banished from the room.

For sound isolation, consider staggered-stud
rooms above and below with the same batt
blankets. These can definitely be helpful to the
longevity of arelationship. They might even
add value to ahouse for resale—to another
audioholic.

Space:
Dedicated Listening Times
Audioholic requires amusic fix on aregular
basis to maintain equilibrium. There is no
known substitute, although sex is sometimes

The next serious problem arose about six

an acceptable, albeit temporary, diversion of
attention.

months later, when Ibacked into aspeaker
while vacuuming. The slightest bump sent it

We have Dedicated Listening Times on 'Riesday and Friday nights and Sunday afternoon.

gracefully arcing to the floor. In fear of my own
life, Iinvited the neighbors over for cocktail
hour, knowing that Kevin would not commit

Actually, the Listening Times coincide with my

mayhem in front of witnesses. That violation

moonlighting job; however, I'm not sure which
came first. But now Ihave A Place To Go, and
Things To Do when he needs to listen to five
hours of Pink Floyd, or 20 different versions

resulted in my banishment from the room;
however, it also absolved me from all responsibility to clean the room.

of Mahler's Ninth ...
twice.

Our listening room is presently conveniently
located off the major hallway, so the dogs and

to plan and look forward to his listening hours,
but it preserves my sanity.

Ican come and go, and occasionally wave,

Negotiate aschedule that will work for you
and any others in the household. This is agood

thereby maintaining amodicum of human contact even during periods of intense concentration.
Stereophile, October 1990

Not only does this arrangement allow Kevin

time to go shopping—except that you will have
to take along the rug rats. This is agood time
67

ELT—and even welcomed, if Iprovide food-

to visit your family—I'm sure the resident Audioholic would agree This is agood time to work

and-beverage service. However, Kevin dusts

in the yard—but do not use power tools. This

and vacuums.)

is agood time to take aclass, or dine with

We still disagree over whether it is ahostile

friends, or pursue countless other activities.

act to listen to the radio in another room during

The important concept is to make plans for
Listening Time and to think of it as an oppor-

considered aDeclaration of War. ..except, of

tunity to do something for yourself.
Elective Listening Time is different from

course, during Designated Watching Times.
The use of an answering machine is sug-

Dedicated (core) Listening Time. ELT may

gested during any Listening Times. Phone calls

occur anytime that there are not other press-

received during Listening Time are rather like
phone calls at 3am: without an answering

ing concerns. It is advisable to avoid any trivial
interruptions; make notes about things you
need to discuss, stories you wish to tell, and

Elective Listening Time. 'Riming on the TV is

machine, there is little likelihood that the recip-

cover them after the album is over. (By the way,

ient will remember anything three hours later.
Be aware that your Audioholic is not likely

Iam now allowed in the listening room during

to hear the doorbell, smoke detectors, or other

THE EVOLUTION 20
Brings Recorded Music to Life
•All-Tube Audio Circuit
•Zero Feedback
•Eight Discrete Regulators
•Accepts MC or MM Phono

2800R Dort-Ave. •Fairtlx. VA 22031 •703-608-8581
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distress signals in his stupefied state Above all
else, be careful not to lock yourself out! While
conducting the New York Philharmonic your
Audioholic isn't apt to notice your absence, certainly will not hear the doorbell, and won't
answer the phone.

AMR

The new name in precision audio cable ,

Mailing: 125 Warner St.
Groton, CT 06340
203-449-9772
Fax-203-449-0202

Turning on the TV
is considered a
Declaration of War...
Mrs. KC is still adjusting to marriage to an
Audiobolic A recentfall—during ELT—left
ber stunned, slightly injured, and unaided.
Although she was less than 20' from KC, she
was behind the speakers, and the intensity of
bis concentration screened out extraneous
noises. Must have been (yet)another Mahler
symphony.

fluchoPrism

"Most Controversial
New Product" WCES, January1990

Named

by Clear Image Audio'''

Compact Disc Edge Treatment
Improves Clardy 8 Definition

Som Tellig -Stereophile Magazine,
Vol. 13 No 5, May 1990
"As far as what Ithink, the CD Stoplight has the
greatest effect of any CD tweak Ihave used yet.
This is the missing element that makes digital, in
my system, sound better than analog-assuming an
excellent recording, of course."
Dr. Michael Gindi -Sounds Like Magazine,
Issue Number Eight
"Simply amazing! In fact, the degree of sonic
improvement Iheard from treating my discs with
CD Stoplight is greater than that which I've heard
from switching from a garden-variety CD player
to a 'you-won't-believe-the-price' outboard ,processor using the latest computer technology
available."

•Easy To Apply
•Makes Sound Dramatically
Smoother

'The improvement was

astonishing.'
Dick Oisher,Sfrotophife Magasine.
VOL. 13. NO. 3, March. 199v
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Write, Call or Fax for technical
data and dealer nearest you.

fludioPrism
A Division of RF Limited

P.O. Box 1124, Issaquah, WA 98027
Tel: 206/392-0399 • Fax: 206/392-8413

Advertisement

"The M-200 power amplifier is a
smashing success by any standard,
and an absolute steal at the price."
Kent Bransford
Hi-Fi Heretic, Autumn 1989

Highlights of the review:
Over the years, B & K Components, Ltd.
has become one of America's leading manufacturers of affordable, high-quality audio
electronics. B & K has done an admirable
job of providing musical, reliable preamplifiers and power amplifiers within the budget of virtually any music lover.

"I was floored by the
M-200's sense of pace
and drive."
Impressed as Iam by the MC-I01, Ifind
the Sonata M-200 monoblock power amplifiers on test here even more remarkable.
The M-200 is John Beyer's effort to build a
power amp that can drive virtually any
loudspeaker load in existence. Rated at 200
watts into 8ohms and 400 watts into 4
ohms, the M-200 can drive loads as low as
.75 ohms and still pump out its rated 200
watts! Rated peak current output of the
M-200 is an incredible 150 amperes. This
might come in handy should you need to

atop the power supply caps. A plastic panel
bearing asilkscreened schematic of the
amp covers this board. As with B & K's
other power amps, the M-200 utilizes
MOSFET output transistors. In keeping
with the M-200's beefy design, no less
than twenty of these devices are fastened to
the amp's external heatsink. Quality (Coming or Dale) 1% metal film resistors and
premium film caps are used throughout the
active circuitry. A gold-plated premium input jack is included, with gold-plated fiveway binding posts handling speaker cable
connection.
A good power amplifier will let you appreciate the rhythmic drive of Tommy
Shannon's bass guitar, but it takes an outstanding amp to make the pitch of the instrument clear. The M-200 is such an amp.

"I was bowled over by
its combination of
smoothness
(a B & K hallmark)
and detail."

jump-start your Peterbilt on afrosty morning.
Internal construction is most impressive,
with amassive, shielded toroidal transformer centrally sited within the steel chassis.
Four filter capacitors, each roughly the size
of the oil filter on my Honda, combine to
offer nearly 70,000 mfd of storage capacitance. The input and driver circuits are carried on asingle glassfibre board that sits

All too often extremely powerful amps
excel on bombastic symphony works, but
fall down when it comes to conveying the
subtlety and nuance of "smaller" music.
The M-200 proved to be aglorious exception. Yes, the massed brass and great
whomping bass drum shots in "Uranus, the
Magician" were appropriately startling, but
equally satisfying were the quiet flute and

Advertisement
violin passages that weave through this performance. Delicate instrumental shadings
and nuances that are so important in communicating the emotion of the music were
never glossed over or homogenized. The
M-200 had that essential ability to draw me
further and further into the music, rather
than hurling it in my face. Equally impressive was the M-200's soundstage width and
depth, as the size and power of the orchestra were communicated to great effect.
‘,
The M-2013 was superb in its

ment. B & K's profit per unit may be modest compared to that of the typical "High
End" component, but the company has
achieved unit sales (and consequent profits) that are quite astounding for aspecialist manufacturer. Equally impressive is the
fact that Beyer hasn't compromised his
products' integrity to achieve commercial
success.

capacity to capture the (real
and artificial) reverb on this
track [Iggy Pop's New Values].
helping to convincingly communicate the mood and tension
of the composition. Pop's vocals were rich and resonant,
while the synthesizer lacked
the slightly harsh, piercing
character imparted it by lesserquality amps.
Obviously, Iwas extremely
impressed by the B & K
M-200. While offering the tonal naturalness that characterizes all B & K products, the M200 goes far beyond previous B & K amps
in its outstanding bass quickness and definition, as well as its excellent retrieval of
low-level detail and recording acoustic.
There is afundamental quickness and alacrity to the M-200 that makes music more
immediate, more compelling.
John Beyer tells me one of his competitors pays three times as much as B & K
for the same Noble volume pot. These additional costs are passed on to the consumer
in the form of higher retail prices. Of
course, those small-volume manufacturers
committed to meeting aspecific price point
may have to employ inferior-quality parts
to stay within budget; their inability to
make large parts purchases means they may
actually pay more for parts inferior to those
used by high-volume manufacturers like B
& K, Vandersteen, etc.
B & K has undertaken the ... daunting
task of manufacturing and marketing affordable equipment in numbers sufficient
to ensure areasonable return on invest-

The above is aroundabout way of explaining the significance of B & K's new
Sonata series. Beyer has now committed
B & K's manufacturing efficiency and
economies of scale to producing audio
components that challenge the best "High
End" marques.
Reprinted by permission of Hi-Fi Heretic. Annual
(four issue) subscriptions are $15 ($18 outside
U.S.), available from: Hi-Fi Heretic, P.O. Box
2019, Yorba Linda, CA 92686.

—
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B & K COMPONENTS, LTD.
1971 Abbott Road
Lackawanna, NY 14218
1-800-543-5252
(NY: 716-822-8488)
(FAX: 716-822-8306)
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ThomasJ. Norton interviews Lucasfilm's Ibmlinson Holman

I

twas bard to believe tbat ¡be winding
two-lane country road was anywbere

near cosmopolitan San Francisco. But
it was, only afew miles to the north. The scen-

ery was breathtaking the weather gorgeous;
Ibad to restrain myselffrom stopping to take
photographs. If Idid I'd be late. Still, the entire
eight-mile drivefrom Highway 101 looked like
an "ideal country road" movie set. But it was
real. The entryway to my destination fit right
into the pastoral scene—no splashy signpost
or gee-whiz billboard. Just a rustic (though
clearly new) numbered gate, which swung
open automatically as Iapproached. Ibad
just passed through tbefront door of Skywalker
Ranch, headquarters for Lucasfilm, Ltd.
It was late Marchand! was there to interview Tomlinson Holman, Lucasfilm's Corporate Technical Director Audiophiles whose
audio memories go back more than ten years
will remember 7bm Holman for bis work in
consumer electronics, first at Advent where be
worked under Henry Kloss, and later as acofounder of Apt Corporation. In 1980 be
migratedfrom Massachusetts to California,
andfrom that time bas been heavily involved
in the design and continued updating of
Lucasfilm's post-production facilities—to the
point where they are now, without possible
argument, state-of-the-art. His accomplishments bave reached beyond in -bouse production facilities to encompass the development
of the THX theater sound system—replicating
as closely as possible in public motion-picture
theaters the sound quality beard in Lucasfilm's own screening rooms (for which be was
also largely responsible). At present, Tom
Stereophile, October 1990
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spends three days aweek in Los Angeles, where

say. The main building with its stained-glass-

be teaches film sound at the School of Cinema-

domed library, wood-paneled walls (the panel-

Television at USC He is also presently involved

ing recovered from old wine casks), open,

in plans to bring aform of the THX sound sys-

cheerful employee cafeteria, elegant main con-

tem into the home to enhance the home-theater

ference room, and plush, executive screening

experience. Iwas anxiously looking forward

mom (THX sound, of course) did not remind

to the interview and avisit to the facility that

me of any work environment 1bave ever

the Star Wars films built.

worked in, seen, or read about.

But first Ibad to get through the gate. That
rustic entryway was somewhat misleading.

But the main items of interest were located
several hundred yards away, in the new tech-

A hundred yards or so up the road was a

nical building. 7bm spent three of bis ten years

guard shack. Security here would do justice

at Lucasfilm designing thisfacility Inside are
complete post-production facilities— with a

to a military base. Or even CIA headquarters.
No problem-1 was expected. Following a
cheery "Welcome to Skywalker Ranch," Iwas

heavy emphasis on sound. The Scoring Stage

waved on through. Just past the guard sback

ceilings, the chosen setting depending on the

bas adjustable absorption on the walls and

was alarge guest house and what was appar-

material to be recorded. This stage is large

ently aprivatefire station. Another mile or so

enough to comfortably accommodate afull

up the road !found myself in asmall valley

symphony orcbestra —a 110-piece orchestra

dominated by a stunning white Victorian-

bad, in fact, recorded there earlier that same

style structure—the main building for the

week. , It also has, Iunderstand, the lowest

complex. My destination was one of the smal-

ambient noise level of any (known)facility in

ler buildings surrounding it.
Tom met me near the parking lot, and we

the western US. (The air conditioning and
beating systems for the entire technical build-

proceeded immediately to tour thefacilities.

ing an> underground and aurtyfrom the building

My strongest impression was of afirst-class

itself). The adjustable acoustical panels in this

environmentfor creative work. Nothing about

room, 'found out later; allow the reverb time

it was ostentatious (it definitely did not look
stereotypically "Hollywood"), but it was clear
that the bean-counters bad not had thefinal
Stereophile, October 1990

IThis was the first recording by what is apparently to be
lcnown 25 the Skywalker Symphony directed by .lohn Williams.
anew group of first •chair and other top musicians from the
Bay area, to be released on Lucasfilm's own label.
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SIGNATURE
"Moving on to other music, Imust start by
saying that the Signatures are the most
enjoyable speakers Ihave spent any
significant time with. Record after record, CD
after CD, they were unfailingly musical. The
Signatures do so many things well it is hard
to know where to begin. The Signatures
revealed musical information Inever knew
existed in my record collection. It was not
difficult to turn what started as ashort listen
into an all-night marathon. They are
addictive.
The Hales System Two Signature
loudspeakers are worthy of my
highest recommendation."
-Robert Harley, STEREOPHILE
Vol. 13, No. 7, July 1990

Hales products may be auditioned at:
Audio Archives
Audio Haven

Schade Audio

I-1

619.455.6326

1937 West 11th Street, Suite G, Upland, CA 91786

Bay Area Audio
Definitive Hi-Fi

By appointment in San Diego, CA 92122

By appointment in San Jose, CA

408.244.1736

154 E. Boston Post Rd., Mamaroneck, NY 10543
2716 N. 61st. Street, Omaha, NE 68104

A

I,

714.982.8110

914.381.4702

402.558.3260

ES

to be variedfrom 0.65 to 2.75 seconds. Smaller

went to Cambridge in 1973 to visit somebody

mixing stages employ consoles manufactured

else on acomplete lark, and not even knowing
[Advent] was looking, Icalled up aheadhunter

with improtements—whid, 7bm helped design—
aimed at improving the actual sound quality.
The background noise levels in these stages are
also very low, and may be artificially increased to simulate the conditions existing in
an actual movie theater Tom demonstrated
one simulation program for me. It sounded

and said "Here's aresume." He called Advent
and got me an interview. ..
they didn't call
back for acouple of months, but when they
did, they said, "Can you come?"
Istarted working on a switching-mode
power supply, Class-D, for an amplifier/receiver. These things have not yet seen the light

exactly like atypical theater air-conditioning
system in operation.

of day in practical production, but Henry

All soundtrack recording at Lucasfilm is
still analog on film recorders and dubbers

compact, and easy to use, yet pack abig wal-

(playback-only machines)— not because of
any anti-digital bias, but because the special

than the package size or weight indicated. So

timing and synchronization requirements of
film editing can, at present, still be better han-

Kloss's idea was that it would be very small and
lop [laughs] —really have alot more power
Iworked on that power supply for almost six
months while the amplifier technology came

dled with analog technology. Tom has also
been involved in engineering improvements

from aguy outside the company.

to the analog tape machines, including mini-

the complexity level that you would have to go
to to bring this off was so great that the relia-

mizing phase errors—important when dealing with surround-sound. We also visited the

It became increasingly clear, however, that

main screening room—much larger than the

bility might not be that good. So we abandoned it. The first project Iworked on that

executive screening room in the main building but engineered to sound as much like the

radio, which was done much more quickly.

latter as possible. It can accommodate 300
viewers, the peak staff level at Lucasfilm (staff
varies between 200 and 300, depending on
production activity). It is afairly dead environment acoustically—bestforfilm sound,
according to 7bm. Naturally, both 35mm and
70mm Illm formats can be shown. Ididn't get
to see or bear it in operation, but it appears
to be an exceptionally fine environment for
film exhibition.
Following the tour, we settled down in a

really got out the door was the Model 400 table
The audio parts of it only took weeks to do. I
worked really as the project engineer, integrating all the bits and pieces: the industrial design,
the circuit design, the circuit board layout, and
all the parts.
That's where Ireally got training in how the
product ought to be perceived and used by the
customer. Iremember Isaved anickel by using
a6' line cord instead of a9' line cord, which
is the limit the UL gives you: it can be between
6' and 9'. And Henry got all mad at me because

quiet spot on the closed-in porch of the main

Ihadn't put on the extra 3', because you

building. Istarted the conversation by telling
Ibm that iunderstood his interest in film actu-

couldn't now put the radio right next to you
where you could use it. That's really what I

ally predated his involvement in the audio
field. ..

product development. Icertainly learned some

Tomlinson Holman: Iwas always interested
in technology for the arts, making things for
artists, and [I'm) still doing that. Idid lighting
and sound for plays and musicals in high

learned from him. Ineeded to learn about
engineering things, there's no question about
that, but I'd say the main things Ilearned were
more product-oriented: How is aproduct perceived? What good is it in people's lives? That
sort of thing.

school and then went on into college.. .1
wound up graduating in communications at
Illinois [and] worked in film production at the
University for some five years after graduating,
making documentary films and the like. But I
started asmall company and Ibuilt some products and filled people's needs, and that's what
attracted Advent to me and me to Advent. I
Stereophile, October 1990

Isaved anickel by using a6'
line cord instead of a9' line cord.
Henry Kloss got all mad at me
because Ihadn't put on the extra 3'.
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Then came the Advent 300 receiver. The
phono preamp [design] was the result of my
comparing tube and transistor preamps and
finding that the transistor preamps of that era
were clearly not as good as the tube ones. I
found a measurable difference which correlated with what you could hear, which was
principally the input impedance interaction
problem. Icame up with atransistor design
that would be, of course, more stable and more
quiet than atube design, yet emulate the good
properties of the tube designs in low interaction with the cartridge and freedom from spuriae due to warp wow, and the like. [The 300]
did well, of course, and all the time Iwas also
working with Andy Petite 2 on loudspeaker
designs. Iworked with him in the development

TJN: Only Ibis speaker not that one. ..
TH: ...
the task would be so much easier. So
alot of things that people find about amplifiers,
Ican see they may well be hearing something
that's quite real, but it only occurs with aparticular amplifier and speaker combination.
Both the preamp and the power amp both
have as their reason for existence the fact that
many things may work well by themselves but
don't work well in combination. And it's where
the sensitive ports in the system are—the
phonograph cartridge to the preamplifier, the
amplifier output to the loudspeaker. Those are
the most sensitive places in the system but the
ones that we leave up to the user. Actually, if
you were to think about it, you would have the
phonograph cartridge maker produce apream-

of the Advent 3, the re-do of the Advent loud-

plifier which went in the base of the turntable,

speaker, the smaller Advent, etc. Ilearned from
that.

and you would then have avery insensitive
connection between the turntable and the

ThonusJ. Norton: And then you left Advent.
TH: Right. Ileft just afew months after Henry

preamplifier, but in fact, no, we choose to do
it adifferent way.

did and started Apt Corporation in '77, to do

TJN: We do it the bard way.

the same thing as Advent was doing, except on
amore rarefied level, on the level of aseparate

TH: And we do it that way because the expertise for building each of those ports is so sep-

preamplifier, something which Advent would
never do. ..
[The preamplifier] did very well.

arate; it hardly arises in the same place at the
same time. ..

It captured some 30% of the market for its era,
the late '70s.

TJN: Unfortunately the best cartridge designers are not the best electronics designers are

TJN: Afriend of mine in Berkeley bas one of
the original Apt preamps. He bought it used

TH: ...
and it's kind of unfortunate, because

for $100!

not the best speaker designers.
it leaves the consumer to try to sort this all out
himself.

Ti!: Oh, my God!
TJN: He bad it servicedfor $200, including
anew front panel. For $300, be bas apreamp
that I'm sure be couldn't touch for $300 in
today's market.

TJN: You were hired, Iunderstand, by Lucasfilm to bead up the engineering of their postproduction facilities.
Ti!: Right. Post-production of motion pictures

Ti!: That's great. Istill have SN#1 and SN#

is heavily weighted toward sound. There are

10,000. Those are the ones Iuse in San Fran-

about four stages in production—there's pre-

cisco and LA. Ten thousand serial numbers

production where you work on scripts and getting sets together, and that sort of thing; then

apart—you know, that Iam proud of; they're
built alittle differently but essentially they
work the same.
TJN: Ibelieve you also developed apower
amp at Apt.
TH: That's right. The [design of the] power
amp was the result of alook at many proper-

you go off and shoot it, that's called production. Then there are two steps that have to happen after that. All the optical special effects
have to be made, which is quite alarge task that
ILM does. 3Post-production is considered to

ties of many amplifiers into many loudspeaker

be picture-editing and sound gathering,
librarying, editing, mixing, and all the technical

loads. As an amplifier designer, making ablack
box is avery difficult task because you never

processes that have to go on. So post-production is very heavily sound-oriented.

know what people are going to hook up to it.

I>: Andyour duties now are primarily in the
same area?

If we could only guarantee what they would
hook up to it ...
2Now the creative source at Boston Acoustics.
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3ILM (Industrial Light and Magic) is the special effects arm
of Lucasfilm.
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Lucasfilm gave me an opportunity
in the early '80s to look at the
whole film-sound chain. What
I
found was very uneven quality.

audio work that has to go on to make it all as
transparent as it is.
TJN: There was abriefperiod in the '50s when
studios seemed to be interested in film sound.
TH: That's right. As soon as they perceived a
threat from television. Cinemascope was avery
old idea. It was invented in France—I don't

Things were pretty grim
through the '60s—
the typical mono theatrical
35mm release print was
such abandpass filter for quality
that there wasn't much point
in working on it.

big spectacle picture—like the The Robe, Ben

TH: You might call me atechnical gadfly, in

Hun and South Pacific—was not going to be
acontinuing weekly event, then the research

essence, because Iwork on awhole lot of
different things; the only umbrella tcan put
them under is that of what Icall "Emerging
Technology." Lucasfilm gave me an opportu-

remember the date, but it was the teens or
'20s—and yet it couldn't find an audience until
television caused competition. Stereo sound,
of course, had really been invented in the US
by Bell Labs in the '30s, and could easily have
been applied to film in the '30s. Of course the
war intervened, but still, they would not have
put stereo sound on film except for their need
to fight television. But once it was seen that the

and development essentially stopped. As far as
Iknow, the last studio sound research department had closed down by 1957, and things
were pretty grim through the '60s. You'd have

nity in the early '80s to look at the whole filmthe occasional spectacular, Lawrence of Arabia
sound chain, from what got recorded on the
or something, where someone would take
set to what was heard in the theater. What I some care because it would wind up as astefound was very uneven quality among parts of
reo mix on 70mm—but the typical mono
the chain. There were certain pieces of equiptheatrical 35mm release print was such abandment that, although they were old, were still
pass filter for quality that there wasn't much
the best pieces of equipment in the whole

chain. Whereas there were some other parts

point in working on it.
TJN: It occurs to me bow one development

that were just so backward that it just didn't pay
to seem to want to work in the business.

of stereo sound on film was in the early to mid

Because of the very severe technical [limitations] of the soundtrack itself, it didn't call
for great things in the theater. It was the
improvements in the release format medium
that Dolby had made that made it worth working in the field. Once the medium had been
cleaned up, there was this need to improve all

tends to drive another The first extended use
'50s, and the development ofhome stereo—the
introduction of the stereo LP in I958—was
pushed by the development of stereo sound in
film. People decided they wanted tbe same
thing at home.
TH: That's possible, because the best recorded

the steps of the process, and the theater sound

sound by far you could hear in the early '50s
was in the motion-picture theaters. Certainly

system is the one Ichose to work on at first.
You couldn't work on all of it at once. ..
It's

Cinerama was better than home hi-fis of the
early '50s.

really acomprehensive thing, some of which
becomes visible to the public as aproduct like
THX, but much of this [improved] transparency is not known to the public. [For example], we've made improvements in the film
sound stock. Dolby SR [noise reduction] is now
used routinely throughout post-production,
through those five generations of analog we
talked about. 4 There's quite alot of hard, plain
4During thc tour.
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TJN: As you mentioned, it was Dolby Labs
who broughtfilm sound out of the doldrums.
TH: That's right. From '72 through '77. But
there's something else that happened that was
very important. It would have been alovely
technical piece, but would never have become
popular had it not been for two pictures, really.
Star Wars and Close Encounters made sales [of
theater Dolby sound equipment] take off.
TJN: Tbefilmmakers figured out that there's
money in sound.
TH: Right [both laugh]. And areal revolution,
starting with Star Wars in '77, which is what got
me interested. Empire came out in 1980: within
amonth of that, Iinterviewed here.
TJN: You said, "I want to be involved with
this.. ." Did tbe development of THX actually
begin with the development of tbefilm screen-

age of the existing practice, but rather at what
ought to be. Beranek's data in Acoustics show
that the reverb time of our-size room should
be 0.9s. "That's pretty long," Isaid.

But there's another kind
of standard which looks at
not the average of the
existing practice, but rather
at what ought to be.

Beranek did [his research] as stereo film
sound was just coming out. He was basing it

ing room here?

on live speech rooms, because alot of the
theaters of the time were vaudeville houses that

TH: Yes. Because our first room—which is not

had been converted. They weren't cinema

here at the ranch, but in San Rafael—was built
to try out the kinds of technologies we would

time because Iknow that long reverberation

use here at the ranch. The things Iwanted to

smears together syllables of speech, because

purpose-built. I'd like to have ashorter reverb

work on most were to throw out those old con-

Iknow we can record reverberation spatially

soles and use more modem, better-sounding
consoles with film features, etc But the theater

onto asoundtrack today that they could not
have done at that time So let's back nine-tenths
of asecond down to, say, half asecond, and see

sound system was just so bad that we wanted
to start from scratch.

whether or not this does give us greater locali-

THX is not so much a single invention
(although there is apatent on part of it) as it is

zation of sound effects and dialog. It wound
up, of course, that it did.

acompilation of work that many people did
over many years. A lot of theory was developed
through the '70s, especially in Europe, about

So it was akind of re-examination, apulling
together of alot of different technologies and
trying to blend them very well together. Fol-

speech intelligibility and about the influence
of reverberation time and background noise

lowing the same idea as reverberation control,
we wanted asound system that for the screen

on speech intelligibility. And, of course, in a
film sound system, as opposed to amusic-

speakers produces alot of direct sound, uniformly covering the audience, but not agreat

reproduction system, speech intelligibility is

deal of extra sound energy toward the the ceil-

paramount. It's not the same thing as "quality,"
but if you can't hear the words you can't get the

ing or sidewalls. It's not aconcert. That's the
difference between acinema and aconcert
hall—the concert hall is avery real part of the

story, so it has to have avery high priority in
what you want to do.
So part of the development of THX was a
greater understanding of room acoustics and

acoustic of the event. But in acinema you're
trying to reproduce what's on the soundtrack.

their influence There had been rules of thumb,
of how to do things, which came from Leo Beranek, in his book Acoustics, published in 1953
or '54. Beranek essentially had gone around
and surveyed alot of spaces; he said, well, this
is the right reverberation time for an opera
house, this is right for aconcert hall, and this
is right for the cinema. He was making astandard by codifying practice But there's another
kind of standard which looks at not the averStereophile, October 1990

The concert hall is
avery real part of the acoustic
of the concert.
But in acinema
you're trying to reproduce
what's on the soundtrack.
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It's not adesirable thing to play afilm in aconcert hall, just like it is undesirable to play live
music in acinema, without sufficient reverberation.

is going to be and we actually test it into that
specific load impedance. We're not having to
drive 1ohm speakers or anything like that.
TJN: }bur typical load impedance would be

TJN: For those of Stereophile's readers who are
not into film sound, it should made be quite

fairly easy for the amplifier to drive.

clear that Dolby and THX are not mutually
exclusive technologies but complementary.

I'm sure that it is. It's everywhere above 6ohms
and there's some fair amount of reactance, but
that's not particularly aproblem.

TH: Absolutely. Dolby concentrates on the format that's on the film, both 70mm and 35mm,
and at recovering that as best as possible off the
film. And on certain other practices, like equalization for the theater, that can be done basically
within the context of one package of electronics in the booth. THX takes the output of
the Dolby system; uses an electronic crossover
with alot of interesting features in it to feed biamplified loudspeakers—the only system in
widespread use that is bi-amplified, for all
those known good reasons. It specifies the
local acoustical environment of the speaker—
which has to do with diffraction about the
speaker and precisely how it's mounted, how
it deals with the screen and the room boundaries close to it—and the global environment

Ti!: Well, compared to more exotic speakers,

This is one of the reasons why power amplifiers fail. We literally had afamous American
power amplifier maker tell us, "What do you
mean, you test it into loudspeakers? We only
test it here into resistors." Icouldn't believe it!
It's such an old story.

"What do you

mean
you test it into loudspeakers?
We only test it here
into resistors."
I
couldn't believe it!

of the room, the intrusive noise, the back-

TJN: What are you specifically looking for in

ground noise, the reverberation, the echoes,
reflections. It's more difficult than Dolby, therefore, because it isn't just apackage of equip-

an amplifier other than driving the load?

ment that's shipped out to somebody. We actu-

test for that topology that will reveal any

ally have to go out to the theater and measure

defects that it might have. So every one is

these things, measure background noise, etc.,

[checked on] acase-by-case basis. Number
two, we do about 20 tests that aren't in the text-

and custom-do each theater.

TH: Number one, for every amplifier Ilook at
the schematic. Itry to come up with atorture

TJN: The equipment itself the amplifiers and
loudspeakers that are supplied by outside

book. We look at the manufacturer's tests; if

suppliers 5—do you actually do certification
in a similar fashion, say, to the way Dolby

ically he's testing the same things. Largely we

Labs does cassette decks and other equipment
that bears the Dolby logo?
TH: We do an extensive amount of testing of
the drivers, of the loudspeaker boxes, of the
power amplifiers, etc. These are sort of torture
tests for power amplifiers we have, and that
some famous-brand amplifiers have not passed!
We fail about about 30% of the amplifiers submitted to us.

he's got the same equipment we do, theoretbelieve the published specification unless we
know some reason not to believe it.
Then we look at other factors. Things that
are in my papers on power-amplifier design,
like asymmetrical waveform performance and
behavior into areactive load, specifically our
reactive load—not that reactive, not that hard
to drive, yet we still find alot of problems with
it. Difficulties with DC stability in the presence
of, let's say, aclipped asymmetrical tone burst,

TJN: The cinema is a somewhat different

and it can cause some bobbling around after

environmentfor a200Wpc amplifier than the
home.

that. Some recovery-from-overload types of
problems. We actually size the power amplifiers
in aTHX installation so they'll never clip—the

TH: Yeah, except that here it's different from
designing an amplifier for home use because
we know precisely what the load impedance
5THX cinema installations use avariety of certified conunercLal products.
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film will give up the ghost first. But still, you
have to think that some day, under some circumstance or with some future format, maybe
that power amplifier will be clipped, and in that
85

case it has to behave beautifully. Anumber of

known to man—whoever heard of 200dB! But

factors like that.
TJN: And at the loudspeaker end? That's obvi-

add all those harmonics up above masking and

ously the more problematic area for equipment that you choose to use with THX.
TH: That's right. What we did was start by surveying the market and choosing the best avail-

you've got 200dB. But there are some speakers
that at every frequency and level we've tested
them have distortion inaudible to ahuman ear.
These are direct-radiator type, vented-box
designs. And that's quite remarkable—big

able components at the time. That's easy.
What's hard is coming up with how much

achievement.

tolerance you will permit on their performance, because there can be changes in the

everybody who attends rock concerts ought
to know—besides that you might damage your

There is aproblem in big sound systems that

performance that are measurable that are not

hearing— which is that when you add that

especially audible, and other units will not per-

many speakers together the uniformity of

form absolutely identically. So we measure

coverage gets terrible You have terrible terrible

many factors about the loudspeaker: its on-axis
performance, its off-axis performance at many

lobes from the spaced sources. And so we try
to minimize the number of sources as much as

angles, its distortion performance in awhole

we can, to get the uniformity good. So for

new way.
We used Dolby Laboratories' Louis Fielder's

example, Mann's Chinese Theater [in Holly-

data6 to develop this test: we put out different
sound pressure levels-80dB, 100dB, 110dB
spls —at anumber of different frequencies.

That driver has to be very good, very capable

And for each of those frequencies, we take a

wood] is served by one center-channel horn.
of going to quite ahigh level without audible
distortion problems. That is avery tricky thing.
We've tried two in there, and the uniformity

as far as it needs to go, 25th harmonic if need

gets very poor. There may be other ways
around it that have not been developed, but it's

be.) We then look at this spectrum of harmonics generated by distortion in the speaker,

really the reason Ihaven't worked with large
public-address systems with many, many, many

and we compare it to the masking curve that

drivers. It's kind of an unsolvable problem. It's
never going to sound very good except in one

spectrum. (This spectrum goes all the way out

ahuman listener has for that level and frequency. What we find, of course, is that the
lower orders of distortion, the 2nd and 3rd, are
much less relevant than the very high orders,

place; you move 5' and it's all going to be
different.
What were your objectives compared to

like the 20th. And this can relate to actually

the older cinema systems?

rather small details in the way the driver is

TH: We wanted to extend the bandwidth,

made. The way air swooshes in and out of the
gap, or factors such as that, can produce audi-

because those older systems were basically
80Hz-8k1z systems. They would stay on some

ble high-frequency whistles, let's say, that are
alot more important than the simple suspen-

reasonable curve but fall off away from that
curve above and below that region. That was

sion-linearity problems of the lower-order har-

one of the requirements. The second require-

monics.
By adding up all of the harmonics that lie

ment was much lower distortion, because

above masking in an amount which is how far
they are above masking—let's say the 2nrlharmonic's below masking, the 3rd harmonic's

even though they were horn-loaded. And a

those older systems had quite high distortion,
third was the uniformity of coverage which is
very important to us because we're trying to

above masking by 5dB, and the 5th harmonic's

produce an egalitarian experience You know,

above by 10dB—we add 5and 10 to get "15dB

you're trying to be as equal as you can for

distortion!' We've now done this test on dozens
of speakers and we've gotten between OdB and

spot type system. That's abig concern. To do

200dB, 200dB distortion! The largest number
6 See "As We See It," Vol.12 No.8, and Louis D. Fielder's
"Human Auditory Capabilities and Their Consequences in
Digital-Audio Converter Design: Audio in Digital Times (the
proceedings from the 7th International AES Conference,
lbronto, May 1989), p.45, available from the Audio Engineering
Society, 60 East 42nd Street, New Mek, NY 1016S-007S TEL
(212)661-8528.
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everybody in the theater so that it's not asweetthat we chose akind of unorthodox combination of technologies: avented-box low-frequency system and a horn-type high-frequency system.
Now Ihad the same prejudice before Icame
to this industry that alot of audiophiles have
Stereophile, October 1990
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KERYMAN'S POWER AMP
And every woman's too. Counterpoint's "New Generation" SA-220

power amplifier fulfills the hybrid promise. Tubes and MOSFETs

share a synergistic partnership of vacuum tube performance and
solid state reliability. Every music lover dreams of a power amplifier
that may be regarded as a final purchase. The SA-220 Power

Amplifier is superlative in its natural clarity, explosive dynamic

abilities, and three dimensional soundsteging and imaging.
The SA-220 can be used with virtually any loudspeaker system,

regardless of wattage. current, capacitance, or even fractional

impedence requirements, and still maintain its faithfulness to the

music. Counterpoint's "ARC" protection circuitry is unique in that it

protects loudspeaker and amplifier without degrading sonics. By
now, you might suspect that "Everyperson's" power amplifier is
affordable by very few. Please take another look; we've saved the

0
•

moderate price for last.

COUNTERPOINT

NOTHING BETWEEN THE MUSIC AND YOU
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about horns, about their narrow bandwidth

to build abaffle to flush-mount these loud-

and such, but there had been quite alot of

speakers into. The crossover 7 is also very

developments in both compression drivers and
in high-frequency horns that hadn't been

important because we're trying to match these

applied to the industry yet when Istarted. So
Istarted looking into this. One of the things I

and the horn—and you have to do that by juggling many factors. But by doing that juggling,
you can come up with something that's just

did was an A/B comparison between ahighquality, nearfield, home high-fidelity type of
loudspeaker and the farfield THX system, to get
the timbre as closely as possibly the same so
that we wouldn't have any honk. And it will
pass that A/B. Iused different people's theoretically best speaker, your choice of whatever
you choose that to be. You compare that in the
nearfield to the farfield THX system and you

two disparate technologies—the vented box

absolutely seamless. Where the amplitude and
phase measured through that region is so
smooth that you cannot tell where the transition is, so there are no little jumps in time and
phase and amplitude, or anything else. But
that's fancy crossover technology.
TJN: Do you bave any special requirements
for surround speakers?

can come very, very close.
Ishould talk about the dispersion [of the

TH: Yeah. When it comes to these, my first

screen speakers]. As you know, Iwas from a

whole different thing than we were trying with
the screen speakers. We were trying to produce
adelocalized spatial soundfield to envelop the

high-fidelity background where it is axiomatic
that wide dispersion is agood thing. But Idid
an experiment in adubbing stage that Icould
hardly believe the results of, which was to compare

two

similar-technology,

three-way

speaker systems, three of each (left, center,
right), in an A/B comparison, level- and
amplitude-matched. This is bard. This is like

thought in 1981 was that we were trying for a

audience in sound. To do that, we wanted to
minimize loudspeaker localization. lb do tbat,
what you want is a non-directional loudspeaker, basically. Istarred out with flushmounted Boston Acoustics A200s in the walls,
awide-directivity type speaker, just to try to

ahi-fi store A/B comparison with an equalizer.
You EQ it until it sounds as close as possible

delocalize the sound as much as possible. And
Istill believe in that, although I've learned some

and then see what else is left. This takes days

interesting things.
Film sound has astandardized level and fre-

to set up. When we did this A/B, Iexpected the
wider-dispersion speaker always to be better
because, you know, the axiom was to be
upheld.
It wasn't true. We used ascene from Apoc-

quency response. That frequency response is
standardized at the listener's ears, measured
with specific techniques. This means that tim-

alypse Now, with people shouting from differ-

bral differences that occur between different
speaker systems are largely ruled out as reasons

ent directions and gunfire and everything else
going on. With the narrower-directivity speak-

should be. It's avery interesting part of film

to buy one system over another, or at least they

er, it was easier to hear dialog in the presence
of interfering noise sources. It seemed simply

sound because you're trying to reproduce an

to be easier to hear dialog in the case of loud-

ditions. Of course, all us engineers try to make
these standards work, but there's another great

speakers which only covered the audience, so
that's why the screen speaker was designed
only to cover the audience in the THX system.
TJN: You go to alot of effort behind tbe screen
to maintain low-frequency response.
TH: We found that the Thiele-Small parameters, which are the ones that allow engineers
to use electrical engineering theory to basically

experience designed under standardized con-

forcing measure which is the Academy Awards,
because all the Academy Awards for sound are
judged under the same standardized conditions. The one that sounds best wins the
Academy Award. So everybody tries to achieve
these standards. Well, that's very different from

design loudspeaker boxes, had the underlying

amusic recording where you don't know what
the producer was listening to, what directivity

assumption that the speaker was lying flushmounted in half-space. In fact, most loud-

loudspeaker, what frequency response, you
haven't aclue. You're only trying to make a

speakers are not used that way. So it became

recording sound "good." You don't have an

essential, and it made alot of difference in low
frequency smoothness and power handling,

7The crossover, the only part of the system manufactured by
Lucasfilm, is leased to THX theaters.
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O NNOUNCING THE BRYSTON
TWENTY YEAR WARRANTY

Bryston 4B amplifier.
Power amplifiers range from
50 to 800 watts.

For over aquarter-century Bryston has been committed to designing
and producing audio products with musical accuracy, reliability and
value as our primary focus. It is widely known the Bryston's policy
on the warranty of our products has always been extremely generous
if ever required. To further enhance our long term commitment
Bryston is instituting a20 year warranty program as of January 1,
1990. This, as far as we know, is afirst in our industry and as such
will further demonstrate our continuing dedication to our products
and customers.
This new twenty year warranty is also retroactive. It includes all
audio products previously manufactured and sold under the Bryston
name. This warranty is also fully transferable from first owner to
any subsequent owners. Bryston has always been dedicated to
designing and producing audio power amplifiers, crossovers and
pre-amplifiers that deliver uncompromised performance,
outstanding reliability and exceptional value. We believe our new 20
year warranty is one more example of our continuing commitment
to this ideal.
Bryston Marketing Ltd.
Tel: (416) 746-0300 Fax: (416) 746-0308
Brystonvermont Ltd. Tel: (802) 223-6159

The more things change
the more they stay the same

In 1979, Goldmund razed standards
for analogue record playback accuracy
with the
Studio Turntable and T3 Tonearm...
...In 1990, Goldmund turntable systems
remain unsurpassed, and
Meta Research by Goldmund
raises the standard for CD playback accuracy
with the
Laser 1Transport
and
Convert 1D/A Converter.

G

I

INTERNATIONAL AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES Ltd
Lis ,r-Jwillard Road Chantilly VA 22021
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original reference. Furthermore, the original
reference is actually aconcert that occurred in
aconcert hall anyway. In film sound, the orig-

in general to improve the quality, but especially

very large difference.

to improve the transfer. Iliken this to an art
museum. Let's say that an art museum decided
they were going to illuminate their best Impressionist paintings with sodium-vapor light. How

TJN: Film sound, recording and playback, is
more analogous to apop mix than standard

vapor light on aDegas painting? They would

inal experience is over aloudspeaker. That's a

classical recording would be.
TH: Well, possibly, because there are many ele-

long would the public put up with sodiumwant alight which was rather like the light that
the painter had available when he painted the
painting—north skylight, say, for its known

ments. We like to think of it as wider dynamic
range, wider frequency range, and you know,

artistic properties. Ithink film soundtracks are

more beautiful sounding than alot of pop
mixes.

standardized conditions; we know awhole lot

TJN: Are you still getting good penetration of

about those conditions, and we assiduously

new THX theaters opening up around the
country?

follow the rules so that the film can translate
from room size to room size.

TH: Ithink so.

rather the same. They've been made under

You've seen our different room sizes [at

TJN: Inoticed in the listing in your article in
Audio afew months back that the heaviest con-

sound as identical as possible That piece of art,

centrations seemed to be in California and
Texas.

that film, dubbed under those conditions, has
achance to be played in your home as close to

TH: That's true. Some markets are fastermoving than others. And theater building is

the same as it is possible to da The same loud-

down compared to afew years ago, so it's more
difficult now.

the same uses of directivity, and the like. That's
what Home THX is all about. It's very different
from Dolby Stereo, which is about recovering

TJN: Iwas interested to note that there were

Skywallcer Ranch). We try to make those rooms

ness, the same spectrum, the same localization,

no THX-certified theaters in New }brie City [as
of September 19891

four channels' worth of information in afairly

TH: New York City is an enormous problem

on the medium. It's easy to decry the fact that

because there is so much subway noise and
other problems in those theaters. We have a

transparent way from only two tracks available
it would be nice to have more tracks, etc., but

screening room there, Robert Di Niro's Thbeca

the video boys always seem to be winning out
on bandwidth and tape utilization, and space

Studio screening room is THX. That's aprofessional site. Ithink there are some on the boards

on lasendiscs. Video is so consumptive of space
that there's not much space left for audio. It's

or underway, I'm not sure if they're open yet

kind of interesting: all that scales from film,

or not. 8
TJN: Is the concept behind the Home THX sys-

where there's only about 10% of the space

tem similar to what you're trying to achieve
in theaters? And bow is it different?
TH: Well, it's kind of ascaling of the same ideas.
The primary idea is that this was an experience
of the film designed by a filmmaker under

given to the soundtrack and 90% to the picture.
Pretty interesting.
TJN: So you'll be certifying products in asimilar fashion to the way you do for theaters?
TH: That's right. There'll be alogo kind of program that tells you that they made use of these

standardized conditions, and ought to at least

developments, and that here's achance to get

be given achance to be played back the same

closer to the original experience The final cus-

way. When Ifirst went to CES in 1986 and went

tomer can do whatever he wants, of course,

around to all the surround-sound demos, I
thought they were terrible because none of

with the volume control in his home.
TJN: }bu 're not going to have the video police

them represented anything like what those
films sounded like.

come by his bouse and make sure that it's set

Things have gotten better in the marketplace
since 1986, it's true. But Iwas also able to

TH: ...What's the background noise level in

develop some proprietary technology to help

we can at least provide the user with an indi-

8Iunderstand that, as of thc summer of 1990, there have been
anumber of NYC theaters THX-certified.

cation of where the original volume was, and
we can come as close as it's possible to come
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up right? "Knock, Knock. ..
there?" [laughter] No, we can't go that far, but
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to the spectral balance, etc None of that's being
attempted right now.

the in same position as its predecessors and be
afossil waiting to be knocked off by the next

TJN: Will Home THX in any way attempt to

major revolution. It should be evolutionary

address any of the special acoustical problems

and take advantage when audible improvements can be evoked. And Ithink some of the

for the borne and bow they varyfrom bow the
movie was designed to perform in the theater?
TH: You have certain advantages at home.

more interesting areas to work in—now that
these systems are big, and capable of wide

You're working in amuch smaller space which

dynamic range, wide frequency range, uniform

is less likely to have problematic echoes and

coverage, all these things—are the psychoacoustic ones. How do we make a"distance"

reverberation. Home rooms are unlikely to
have very high noise levels. They don't have to
have huge air-conditioning systems, or if they
do, you watch the movie at night and turn off
the air-conditioner. It's under the user's con-

control? Every mixer would love to have a
knob—you know the knobs he has are labeled
equalizers, reverberators, etc No one has a
knob that says Near/Far. Sure, you can add

trol. There is another set of problems which

more reverb, but beyond that, there's quite a

comes up, which abunch of people are work-

lot to learn there.

ing on, which is that the influence of the room
modes is much more prominent in asmall
room than in abig room. There's quite alot of
work going on in this area using DSP [digital
signal processing] technology in Europe,
Canada, and Japan—somebody's going to get
that right one of these days, and I'll be happy
to adopt it.
In the meantime, what we can do is provide
information tá people about the things that are
in general good to do. Choose the dimensions

How do we make
a"distance" control?
No one has aknob
that says Near/Far.
Another thing that interests me, atopic I'm
working on at the University, is production
sound monitoring, because these guys wearing

of your room. Ibought my house before Icalculated the room modes of my living room, but

earphones on sets have aterrible time telling

once Idid buy it, Icalculated them. Ihappened
to luck out with afortuitous combination; it's

or in the dailies the next day, for that matter.
They learn atranslation scheme, from what

quite smooth in the bass. But if you're build-

they hear in the headphones to what they hear

ing aroom from the ground up, you would
have it designed by an acoustician to have acer-

in the theater, but it's avery difficult learning
task. I'm starting some work in that area

tain bass smoothness.. .
Ithink we will be

because it's such an important one.

what it is you're going to hear in the final mix

moving toward improvements with digital
techniques that really can't be done practically

The day after the interview, Icapped off my

in analog. Digital will really shine—it already

visit by going to see a THX 70mm presentation

has shined in storage media—in signal processing. Building adigital preamp doesn't interest

at San Francisco's Kabuki Theater (Thefilm

me very much if you're just making digital tone

was Mountains of the Moon.) Though the
sound was very good, it was not the best THX

controls because you can get more dynamic

presentation I've heard. The most annoying

range out of acheaper analog circuit. Why do

flaw was an unnaturally bright vocal track.

it? But if you're doing something you can't do

As Tom Holman had pointed out the day

at all with analog—I've always been one not

before at the Ranch, the THX system is still

to start out with the choice of technology and
then try to apply it to aproblem but rather look

dependent upon the judgment of (and the
facilities used by) the recording team—it's

at the problem and see what technology is the

very much at the mercy of the program

best one to solve the problem.
TJN: What do you see the future bolding?

source 9 In that, it bas something in common
with our attempts to get the best possible

TH: Isee most of the job right now as one of

audio-only reproduction in the home.

diffusion, of basically getting Home THX out

9While it's true that the system is designed to tiring to the theater the same sound heard by the director in thc final cut, that
ideal is ordy approached if the post-production is done in standardized recording environments; te, those at Lucasfilm

into the marketplace and doing the job well.
On the other hand, Idon't want Pro THX to get
92
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AS IC REFfRENCE
Purist miking +
Analog recording +
No noise reduction +
All-tube electronics +
Asimple signal path =
Natural instrumental timbres +
Alack of compression +
Areal soundstage =
Musical truth —
areference-standard
recorded sound.
Tired of commercial recordings that stubbornly refused to deliver accurate sound quality
and soundstaging, Stereophile's editors commissioned Water Lily Acoustics' Kavi Alexander
to capture the sound of flute and piano with accuracy, honesty, and integrity. (See Stereophile, September 1989, Vol.12 No.9, p.66, for the full story.)
The result, they believe, is arecording that is true to both the original sound and the
music— flute sonatas by Prokofiev and Reinecke and Charles Griffes's Poem.

STEREOPHILE POEM LP/CD ORDER FORM
Name _
Address
City

State
Item

Zip

Unit
Price

Ouant.

Poem LP (STPH001 1) 3Step Process

11.98

Poem (D (STPH 001-2)

11.98

Shipping (US &Canada)

2.00/item

Shipping (Foreign orders)

5.00/item
Total

Check enclosed (Payable to Stereophile in US dollars)
Credit Card
MasterCard
Visa
E Am Ex
Card Number
Signature

Exp. Date
Credit Card Orders: 1-800-435-0715
Return this form to: Stereophile, LP/CD dept.,
P.O. Box 364, Mt. Morris, IL 61054
Allow 4-6 weeks delivery

Total

"I SIMPLY MUST HAVE
THE STEREOPHILE
illooF
TEST CD"
Nearly 71 minutes of music and test signals for
just $6.95! (plus S/H)
Purist recordings from Stereophile contributors
JGH, JA, RH, and PVVM
128x-oversampling digital conversion compared with
the industry-standard Sony PCM1630
The sounds of 18 professional microphones compared
Absolute Phase test
And guest appearances from J. Gordon Holt, The Audio
Anarchist, and Stereophile's own Ralph the Christmas Dog.

ORDER FORM
Name
Address
Zip

State

City

copy(ies) of the Stereophile Test CD

Please send me
(x)

$6.95 each

(+)

$2.00 per CD S& H
Total this order

Li; Check enclosed (Payable to Stereophile in US dollars)
(or) Charge my

III MasterCard

E Visa

E Am Ex

Credit Card Number

Exp. Date

Signature
Return this form to: Stereophile
CD Department
P.O. Box 364
Mt. Morris, IL 61054

Credit Card Orders: 1-800-435-0715

Allow 4-6 weeks delivery

C.
. omponents listed here are ones which we have f
oun d
to be among the best available in each of four quality
classes, and whose purchase we highly recommend.
Following each listing is abrief description of the product's
sonic chara terisfc, and a odq indicating die Stereopbile
•
.
1
1 -* 1

Some products listed have not yet been reported on; these are
marked (NR). We recommend that any product's entire review
be read before purchase is seriously contemplated (products
without reviews should therefore be treated with more caution); many salient characteristics, peculiarities, and caveats
appear in reviews, but not here. To obtain back issues of the
magazine, see the advertisement in this issue. (We regret that
we cannot supply photocopies of individual reviews.)
In general, discontinuation of a model
precludes its appearance here. In addition,
though professional components—recorders,

nents markedly deficient in one or more respects are downrated to the extent that their
deficiencies interfere with the full realization

amplifiers, monitor speaker systems—can be
obtained secondhand and can sometimes offer

of the program material.

performance which would otherwise guarantee inclusion, we do not generally include such
components. Apart from that exception, Ste-

ponents" every product which we have found

reopbile's "Recommended Components" listing is almost exclusively concerned with currently available products offered through the

We try to include in "Recommended Comto be truly excellent or which we feel represents good value for money. Many different
tastes are represented. The listing is compiled
after extensive discussion among Stereopbile's
reviewing staff, editors, and publisher, and takes

usual hi-fi retail outlets.

into account continued experience of aproduct after the formal review has been published.

How recommendations are
determined

In particular, we take account of unreliability

The ratings given components included in this

and defects that show up after extended auditioning. The fact that aproduct received a

listing are predicated entirely on performance —

favorable review can't therefore be regarded

ie, accuracy of reproduction—and are biased

as aguarantee that it will continue to appear in

to an extent by our feeling that things added
to reproduced sound (flutter, distortion, various forms of coloration) are of more concern

this listing.
We indicate products that have been on this

subtracted from the sound, such as deep bass

list in one incarnation or another since the
"Recommended Components" listing in Vol.10
No.8 (November 1987) with aspecial symbol:

or extreme treble. On the other hand, compo-

.Longevity in ahi-fi component is arare

to the musically oriented listener than things

Class A:

Best attainable sound, without any practical considerations; "the state of the art."

Class B:
The next best thing to the very best sound reproduction; cost is afactor, but most Class Bcomponents are still quite expensive.

Class C:
Somewhat lower-fi sound but far more musically
natural than average home-component high fidelity; products in this class are of high quality but
still affordable.

Class D:
Satisfying musical sound but significantly lower
fidelity than the best available Many of these products have obvious defects, but are inexpensive and
much better than most products in the price cat-
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egory Bear in mind that appearance in Class D still
means that we recommend this product—it is possible to put together amusically satisfying system
exclusively from Class D components Below this
level, system colorations start to become so great
that guidance becomes almost impossible and any
recommendation is out of the question.

Class K:

"Keep your eye on this product." Class K is for
components which we have not tested (or have
not finished testing), but which we have reason
to believe may be excellent performers We are not
actually recommending these components, only
suggesting you take alisten. In certain cases, though
the report has yet to be published, the reviewer
and Editor feel confident enough that the review
opinion is sufficiently well-formed to include what
otherwise would be aClass K entry in one of the
other Classes, marked (NR).
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enough commodity that we felt it worth

Nos.1 & 4)

indicating (although, as in the case of pickup
cartridges and separate MC head amplifiers, it
can apparently indicate that the attention of
design engineers has moved elsewhere).
We are not sympathetic toward letters complaining that the Symphonic Bombast A-123
Mk.IV, which we recommended heartily two
years ago, no longer makes it into "Recommended Components" at all. Where deletions
are made, we endeavor to give reasons (there
always are reasons). But remember, deletion of
a componentfrom Ibis list does not invalidate
a buying decision you have made.

How to make use of the listings
Read carefully our descriptions here, the original reviews, and (heaven forbid) reviews in
other magazines to try to put together ashortlist of components to choose from. Carefully
evaluate your room, your tastes, your source
material and front end(s), your speakers, and
then yourself: with luck, you may come up
with a selection to audition at your favorite
dealer(s). "Recommended Components" will
not tell you just what to buy, any more than
Consumer Reports would presume to tell you
whom to marry!

Turntables
Editor's Note: Any audiophile worth his or her salt
(unless they are exclusively committed to CD) should
consider at least one of our Class D recommendations
or, preferably, one of the Class C turntables and their
variants as the essential basis of amusically satisfying
system. An in-depth audition as part of apreferred turntable/arm/cartridge combination before purchase is
mandatory The point should also be made that these
are lean times for turntable manufacturers— 'Bus' while
you can" is Larry Archibald's advice If an inexpensive
turntable has not made its way into Class D or is not
listed in Class K, do not assume that it is recommended
by default. Underachievers are more common in the
world of turntables than in any other area of hi-fi.

A
Versa Dynamics 2.0: $12,500
Ingenious vacuum holddown, air-bearing, suspendedsubchassis turntable with integral air-bearing tonearm.
JGH felt the complete player to give the "best sound
from analog disc" that he has heard, particularly in its
presentation of silent backgrounds and tight low-bass
response Only drawback is the need to house the airpump module—for once not areworked aquarium
pump—in aseparate room. Anoise-reduction housing
for the pump is now included in the purchase price.
Despite areport in April 1990 that the 2.0 was no longer
in production, this does not appear to be the case—see
the letter from Versa's John Bicht in Vol.13 No.9's
"Manufacturers' Comments." (M)I.10 No.8, Vo1.11
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Goldmund ST4: $5690
Martin Collorns's long-term reference, this integrated
tumtable/parallel- tracking arm LP player offers an
almost unrivaled combination of speed and pitch stability, midband neutrality, and inner musical balance
and drive. (Vol.13 No.3)
SOTA Cosmos: $4000
A more contrasty sound than the SOTA Star, thought
TJN of the Cosmos, with greater inter-transient silence
The subjective result was that small details were better
resolved with the more expensive turntable The low
end, too, betters the Star regarding detail and clarity.
TJN did feel, however, that using the supplied SOTA
"Groove Damper" mat led to asmall loss of openness,
"a slightly more closed-in sound that tempered that
feeling of an unrestricted top end that is one of the Cosmos's principal strengths." A high-gloss black finish
adds $500 to the price. (Vol.13 No.7)
Space & Time Aura: $4650
The only recommended turntable to conform td the
Oriental high-end norm of couplings high-mass platter
on asprung subchassis with aseparate, unsprung motor
tower, the beautifully finished Australian Aura impressed DO with its ability to enable the arm and cartridge to throw adeep soundstage. "Borderline Class
A!" quoth he, though the Aura didn't quite match the
Versa 2.0 in this respect. Dynamics, too, he felt were
effortless, with musical peaks contrasted against an
astonishingly quiet, velvet-black background. Works
well with the both the SME Vand the Graham toneann.
(Vol.13 No.4)
VPI TNT: $3300
Sophisticated belt-drive turntable with two idler pulleys in addition to the motor pulley to give amore even
belt tension. "Soul" was an ingredient that TJN felt
impelled to mention as being part of the big VPI's
sound, as was "midrange liquidity, with aself-effacing
high-frequency sweetness." The sounds of the cartridges and arms he used became alittle richer on the
VPI when compared with their sounds on the SOTA
Cosmos and Star. Compared with the sound of the
standard VPI HW19, the TNT features agreater degree
of palpability. West Coast price is $3400. Adust cover
and dedicated stand add $1100 to the price (Vol.13 NŒ7)

Linn Sondek LPI2: $1165 tt
The standard against which newer turntable designs
have been measured for 15 years now, the Linn is felt
by some to be more colored than the other Class C
'tables (particularly in the upper bass). Latest version
has alaminated armboard which, with Zener mods
to the Valhalla board, results in aconsiderably more
neutral sound. Certainly it is harder to set up and more
likely to go out of adjustment, though with the latest
springs and glued subchassis, it is now much better
in this respect (low-bass extension suffers when the
LP12 is not set up correctly). Superbly low measured
rumble and excellent speed stability reinforce the feeling of musical involvement offered by this classic turntable. Good isolation from shock and vibration—
essential in view of the fact that JA's cats like to use his
LP12 (with the lid down) as aspringboard to jump on
to the equipment cabinets! (This application is not
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recommended.) While the felt mat doesn't offer the
greatest degree of vibration suppression within the
vinyl dise what absorption it does offer is uniform with
frequency. Despite flirtations with other decks, JA
remains true to the basic design he has used now for
over 12 years. As an integrated system, with Linos Ekos
tonearm and Troika cartridge, approaches Class Bperformance overall. Aversion with aseparate power supply is rumored to be launched this Fall. (Vol.7 No.2,
Vol.13 No.3)
Roksan Xerxes: $1800
Unusual but well-made design that eschews aconventional sprung suspension for asemi-rigid construction. Easy to set up and align, therefore, but astable
support essential. Excellent pitch stability, though the
bass is alittle lightweight. Provides afirm musical foundation for the SME V, Rega RB300, and Eminent Technology ET Two tonearms. (Vol.13 No.3)
SOTA Deluxe Star Series III: $1795 er
Asynergistic match with the SME Series V tonearm,
the Series Ill Star, complete with the acrylic Supermat,
is significantly better than earlier versions, due to its
use of an aluminum armboard, new motor drive pulley
new suspension springs, and ribbed platter construction. Compared with the standard sarA Sapphire, the
vacuum holddown significantly improves bass range
and detail, as well 25 resolution KTOSS the audio range.
The basic SOTA Sapphire at $1350 lacks vacuum disc
clamping-the Series Il Reflex clamp is supplied as
standard-but is easy to set up and use, attractive,
ingenious in design, and sonically excellent. (Vacuum
clamping is available as a$695 upgrade)SOTA "Groove
Damper" mat now supplied as standard, costs 840 as
accessory. The SOTA "Electronic Flywheel" line conditioner ($300, Vol.9 No.2) improves performance very
slightly further. If you find the cost-no-object "superdecks" tantalizingly out of reach, JGH recommends
that you set your sights on the sarA Deluxe Star. "The
best turntable performance you can buy for anywhere
near its cost," quothJGH, though it must be noted that
LA, LL, and JA find its sound alittle uninvolving compared, for example, with the Linn, Well-Tempered
'Fable, or VPI. (Vol.10 No.5, Vol.11 No.1)
VPI HW-19 III: 81200 tr
The Mk.III version of the VPI 'table, cosmetically more
elegant than the original, achieves astandard of sonic
neutrality that puts it close to the latest SOFA Star Sapphire, and at asignificantly lower price. The HW-I9
readily accommodates awide range of tonearmsthe ET 2air-bearing design in particular-and is very
stable The 8300 Power Line Conditioner (see Vol.12
No.2) is aworthwhile accessory. (Vol.8 No.4, Vol.9
Nos.4 & 9, Vol.12 No.11; see also Vol.13 No.7, p.112)
Well-Tempered ilarntable: $1795 (inc. arm)
An integrated belt-drive turntable/tonearm combination featuring an acrylic platter and aunique four-point
wobble-free bearing. Lacks asuspension, but designed
with attention to detail, particularly concerning the
maximizing of speed stability and the rejection of
motor noise. Most obvious sonic characteristic is stability, both in speed and harmonic structure, coupled
with cleaned-up sound quality: "The quiet between
the notes is suddenly more silent," said AB in his review
In addition, dynamics seem to be enhanced, though
the sound is more lightweight than that of, say, the VPI.
Only significant drawback, as far as mix'n'matchers
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are concerned, is its dedication to the 'Well-Tempered
Arm. No other can easily be fitted-we've had reports
that the Wheaton works well-but it's available w/o
arm for around 81000. (Vol.11 No.3)

D
Acoustic Research ES-1: $550 tr
Although an increase in price means that it is no longer
the bargain it once was, this is still aturntable we can
heartily recommend. Compared with the original AR,
this has much better cosmetics, comes with its own
arm (for $725), or can be fitted with yours-Sam 'king
just loves the AR with either the Regs RB300 or the SME
309, while Guy Lemcoe enjoyed the sound with the
AudioQuest PT-5. Intrinsic character is abit fat in the
upper bass, but is nevertheless musical. Availability is
limited, but The Audio Advisor has supplies. The As
metal armboard should be regarded as mandatory
(Vol.11 No.4), the Anarchist then feeling the sound with
afelt mat to be Class C and rivaling the Linn LP12. Merrill's modifications of the Connoisseur are also said
to be worth investigating. (Vol.8 No.7, Vol.11 No.4,
Vol.12 No.8)
Linn Axis: $795 (inc. Akito tonearm)
\trunk, turnkey operation:' two-sell belt-drive deck
with electronic speed control and ingenious suspension.
"Smaller" sound than the Sondek. Latest version fitted
with the new Akita tonearm, which is said to be much
improved compared with the original arm. (Vo1.10 Nol,
original version, but a review of a 1990 sample is
underway)
llega Planar 3: $599 *
Synergistic mix of no-nonsense deck with superb arm.
Lack of environmental isolation may be problematic;
some recent reports of variable wow & flutter; limited
cartridge compatibility; but asafe Class D recommendation, nevertheless Can be obtained in adedicated version for playing 78s (Vol.7 No.1, Vol.8 No.6)
Sonographe SG3: $595 er
Better-sounding than the basic AR, the Sonographe may
be hard to find. It's worth seeking out. Good value in the
armless version. (Mil 9No
VP111W-19 Jr. turntable: $600
\WII-constructed belt-dove turntable featuring an ("relent
disc-clamping system. No suspension, due to upgrade
path to fully fledged 11W-19 being incorporated into
design. GAG therefore reconunends awall-mounted isolation shelf to get the best performance from theft.
West-Coast price is $25 higher. (Vol.12 No.10)
Basis Debut, Dunlop Systemdek II X, Michell Gyrodek, Oracle Delphi Mk.IV and Alexandria Mk.III,
Revolver Mk.II.
Deletions
lb the best of our knowledge, the Alphason Sonata is no
longer distributed in the US.

Tonearms
A

Airtangent: $3600 (with lift/lower)
Setting anew price level in this listing, this beautifully made
Swedish parallel-tracking tonearm distributed in the US
by Basis was felt by AB to achieve new standards of transparenc-y, smoothness, and retrieval of detail with every
cartridge with which it was used, coupled with the ability
to present a"billowing" soundstage and awell-defined
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bass. Better in the highs than the SME, it is alittle lean
in the bass compared with the English arm. It does, however, allow for easy adjustment of VTA and features interchangeable, prebalanced arm-tube assemblies to allow
easy cartridge changes. (\b1.12 Na2)
Linn Ekos: $1995
Cleaner-sounding than the look, upon which it is loosely
based, the Ekos rivals the SME in overall neutrality while
offering asomewhat brightet more energetic presentation
of the music The treble is nevertheless superbly transparent. The Ekes also provides amuch better match with
the Linn Sondek LP12 than the English arm, however,
which lases control of the bass when mounted on the
Scots turntable Martin Colloms also found the Eltos's bass
to be more tuneful and "open" than that of the original
lank. Azimuth adjustment is not possible (Vol.12 Nos.3
& 4, Vi1.13 Na3)
SME Series V: $2250 *
Extraordinarily neutral pivoted tonearm, with the lowest
resonant signature of any. Easy to set up, VTA and overhang are adjustable during play but no azimuth adjustment, something that DO feels to be asignificant drawback. The best bass performance on the market, says
SVVW, but JGFI and LL feel that the whole bass range is
somewhat neiggeratecl. Certainly JA feels the latter to be
the case when used with the Linn LPI2. Some compatibility problems with cartridges having low height, but
otherwise the new reference Wry pricey but ergonomically and aesthetically awork of art. A finish worthy of
Tiffany's A less versatile version, the l'. ,appears to offer
many of the 'is sonic virtues at alower cost ($1500). (
VD19
No.6)
Wheaton Tripianar II improved $1795
Limited-avaiLibility, unusual-looking pivoted tonearm
with logically thought-out VTA and azimuth adjustments. While not as neutral as the SME V, and not having as much bass—the balance is on the lightish side—
the latest version of the Wheaton excels in its ability
to enable the cartridge to retrieve spatial information
and present adetailed, solid soundstage AB particularly
recommends the Wheaton for use with the Rowland
Complement cartridge. (Vol.11 No.1)

Eminent lkchnology Two: $950 *
The ET 'LW° corrects its predecessor's cueing difficulties
and comes up with ahost of ingenious extras, including VTA adjustable during play More important, it has
"an extraordinarily live and open soundstage," according to Anthony H. Cordesman, and gets the best results
from awide range of cartridges. Idiosyncratic nature of
low frequencies precludes aClass A rating. Wry fussy to

could add txxh hardness and afalse sense of "excliernent."
Its bass and lower midrange were still among the best,
howevet and superior to the similarly priced competition
in these arms New version incorporates refinements based
on the Ekos and is significantly more expensive but not
let auditioned: this recommendation must be regarded
as provisional. (\tI.8 No.7)
SME 309: $995
Preliminary rating following the Audio Anarchist's continued use of this detachable-headshell arm on an AR
turntable. (NR, but see Von] No.10, p.53 and Vol.12
No.I2, p.63)
Well-lkmpered Arm: $825 tr
One of the most neutral arms available, according to JGH,
this odd-looking arm Éturd to fault on any count. Superb
highs, stereo soundstaging and midrange plus excellent
compatibility with MC cartridges that put akit of energy
back into the arm. Some deficiency/softness in the low
bass and, according to some listeners, an undynamic
sound, but virtually no other problems. Good value for
money Removing the armrest, which adds athickening
in the lower midrange when the arm is mounted on the
Well-Tempered Ibmtable (see MDI.11 No.6), further
improves the sound, as does replacing the standard countervnight with amore massy one nearer the pivot. (Nti1.8
Nos.4 & 7, Vol.9 Nos.3 & 5)

AudloQuest PT-5: $350
Medium-mass ti ineartn with straight aluminum armtube
wrapped in clear polyolefin and nondetachable headshell. Pivot damping optional, while VTA adjustable with
setscrew at base, but no azimuth adjustment possible
Works well with AR and VPI Jr. turntables, with which
it can be supplied as apackage at reduced cost. AudioQuest Sapphire cable adds $95 to price, but should be
regarded as essential, S2yti Gary Gala the sound with the
basic cable being rather veiled, if not totally muted. (MDI.12
Nos.8 & 10)
Rega RB300: 8299 *
The Regs offers very good detail, depth, midrange neutrality, ambience, and precision of imaging, almost creeping into Class B. Works well with the Reg' and Roksan
'tables, but also recommended by the Audio Anarchist
as an ideal substitute for the arms that come with the AR
and Sonographe 'tables. (The Audio Advisor offers it
as apackage with the AR.) Lacks any form of height
adjustment, however: VTA can only be adjusted by
adding spacers under the base. Even-cheaper RB250
dispenses with the spring downforce adjustment and
the sintered tungsten counterweight, but sacrifices little
in sound quality. (Vol.7 No.7, Vol.10 No.1)

set up and use and needs a very stable subchassis
turntable—VPI, for example—to give of its best. Martin Collorns also reports excellent performance with the
ET Two mounted on the Roksan Xerxes. Surpassed overall
by the SME V, which has as neutral amidrange and significantly better bass definition and extension. At lee than

Graham Engineering Unipivot, Morch DP-6, Nairn
RO. Souther !Clcaraudin

half that fixed-pivot arm's price, however, the ET Two
is an excellent value. Latest version incorporates viscous
damping. GL reports excellent results—"almost Class A
on the VPI HWI9' —with Herb Wolfs modified Wisa
air pump and surge tank. (Vol.8 No.7, Vol.13 No.3)

A

Linn Ittok LVIII: $1195 tr
The original Ittok LVII had slight resonant colorations in
the upper midrange compared with the best anus, which
Stereophile, October 1990

Pickup Cartridges
Benz-Micro MC-3: $1500
Low-output MC from the manufacturer of the van den
Hul and Madrigal Carnegie cartridges that TJN thought
to be overall the best he had heard to date in his system. Possessing asimilar balance to the vdH MC One,
the Benz MC-3 offers aslightly more transparent view
into the soundstage. (Vol.13 No.3)
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Dynavector XX-1: $1000
"Easy on the ears," said AB in his review of this highoutput MC which features aswitchable "Flux Damper."
Soundstaging, too, was an area where the Dynavector excelled, producing "a panorama with quality."
Highly detailed presentation perhaps slightly offset
by afeeling that the sound was slightly larger than life
in being too harmonically rich from the upper-bass
downward. Benefits significantly from regular "FluxBusting:' Alow-output version is now available. (Vol.
12 No.6)
Jeff Rowland Design Group Complement: $2500
Setting anew upper limit for cartridge price, the highmass Complement, which lacks any kind of cantilever,
also sets anew standard for performance above our
existing Class A, felt AB in his review "Astonishing"
ability to replicate transient attack is coupled with an
almost unique ability to decode spatial cues within the
recorded information, as well as Stygian low-frequency
extension. However, it needs atonearm with asecure
mechanical foundation to achieve its best—the Wheaton Triplanar was abetter match than the air-bearing
Airtangent, for example Stereo separation dependent
on downforce, 3.5gm or more shifting the coils from
their optimum position, effectively resulting in mono
reproduction. (Vol.12 No.7)
Koetsu Rosewood Signature: $1950 *
The latest version of Martin Colloms's reference pickup
"matches the Troika for bass definition and overall definition." It offers asuperb balance between the ability to decode space and perspective and to present a
detailed retrieval of groove information, and allowing the listener to be swept away by the music. (Vol.
13 No.3)
Linn Troika: $1750 *
Lightish balance, but musical integrity not compromised by superb retrieval of information. As good
as the Koetsu Rosewood at presentation of the soundstage, in JA's opinion, with one of the best-defined bass
registers in the business. Unique three-point fixing
maximizes mechanical integrity but means that it can
only be easily used in the lttok and Ekos tonearms.
(Vol.10 No.6, Vol.13 N0.3)
Monster Cable Sigma Genesis 2000: $1200
Early samples seemed to be very arm-sensitive, but
when mounted in an optimum tonearm—the ET Two,
for example—the Sigma Genesis offers an airy and
open sound with superb dynamics but arather soft
bass Rather aforward if detailed presentation of soundstage information, as though the 2000 "seemed to turn
up the contrast ratio anotch," thought MC, implying
that it would not be the best choice for systems that
are already alittle larger than life. (Vol.13 N0.3)
Ortofon MC-3000 II: 81500
The "second most neutral cartridge" JGH knows of.
This ceramic-bodied, higher-output child of the MC2000 has aslightly warm balance, with silky highs
producing asumptuous sound from massed violins.
Lateral imaging excellent but presentation of depth
not as good, paradoxically, as the more forward MC2000. Matching T-3000 transformer not in the same
sonic class as, for example, the Vendetta Research
phono preamplifier (which renders the transformer
unnecessary). (Vol.11 Nos.1, 10, & 11)
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Talisman Virtuoso DTI: 81200 et
Warmer balance than the Talisman S, with first-rate
imaging and excellent harmonic contrast. One of the
champs when it comes to retrieval of HF detail, with
atop end free from the problems of fuzz and hash that
plague many MCs. According to SWW, it has the
"uncanny ability to reproduce the natural weight and
authority of live music," with DO concurring that spatial detail "is sketched out with exquisite dimensionality." vdH stylus requires careful setup; output alittle on the low side for some MM inputs. Somewhat
forward balance, but up with the best in terms of transparency. With the cartridge optimally set up, the music
emerges from anear-silent background akin to CD.
(Vol.9 No.4, Von() No.5, Vol.12 No.4)
van den Hul MC One: $1125 tr
Not particularly cable-fussy, but does require attention to arm damping. Works very well in the WTA and
SME. Carries the vdH MC-10's resolution of soundstaging, tonal neutrality, and naturalness of midrange
timbre astage farther to compete with the best. Bass
alittle slow, perhaps, when compared with best performers in this region. (Vol.9 NŒ8, %b1.10 No.5, Vol.12
No.2)
AudMQuest 404i-L cartridge: $550
A slightly forward treble and 2 minor lack of image
depth didn't prevent TJN from enthusiastically recommending this MC, the sound being naturally detailed
without any HF exaggeration. Current production samples have "Functionally Perfect copper" coil windings,
said to improve the sound of the low-output version
slightly but that of the "H" high-output version to a
significant extent. (Vol.12 No.3)
Signet AT-0C9: 8400
"The best ever from Audio-Technica," said 'IjN of this
MC, until early 1989 only available in the US 25 aItrzy"
import. Neutral through the midrange, the 0C9 is less
sweet and three-dimensional than the Class AvdH MC
One, but not by much. Highly recommended (and an
excellent tracker). A point worth noting is that it has
very high output for alow-output 'coil, minimizing
phono -stage noise. (Vol.12 No.2)
Clearaudio Gamma: $495
A "cool and taut" balance with perhaps an overgenerous allowance of high frequencies didn't prevent
the Gamma from impressing TJN, who noted its fine
image focus and superb retrieval of detail. While its
sonics resemble the more expensive Krell KC-100 to
an uncanny degree, the latter does sound abit more
"palpable." The Nestorovic Moving-Coil Cartridge Network (see Vol.13 No.9) is recommended to tame the
Gamma's HE (Vol.13 No.4)
Grado Signature TLZ: $500
The only MM model to break out from the confines
of Class C, the TLZ features slightly more open highs
than the AudioQuest 404i-L, an open, lively midrange,
ataut midbass, and expansive low frequencies, according to TJN. (Vol.12 No.7)
Krell KC-100: 8800
A wide, deep, and focused soundsrage is coupled with
liveliness and clarity. If alittle bright, the KC-100 "excels
in soundstaging and separation of individual details
within the soundstage," said TJN. Borderline Class A.
(Vol.12 No.2)
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Linn Karma: $1225 *
Forward balance, with good, but not excellent, imaging. The whole is better than the sum of the parts, the
result being consistently musical, particularly on rock
and jazz material. (Vol.10 No.5)
Monster Alpha Genesis 1000 II: $800 *
Almost as sweet in the top five octaves as the Koetsu
Red Signature but more detailed. For 2 long time one
of Dick Olsher's favorites, while DAS finds it "to play
awider variety of material with superb detail" than
any cartridge he had heard up to February 1990. (Vol.10
No.5)
Talisman Virtuoso Boron vdH: $850
A neutral sound, coupled with good retrieval of inner
detail and asmooth, well-controlled treble, thought
DO of this high-output MC. Less good soundstaging
than the more expensive DTi version, which offers a
greater sense of depth, amore palpable image, and a
less "exciting" sound. (Vol.12 No.4)
van den Hui MC-10: $825 *
The first vdH to provide midrange and bass extension
to match the typically excellent vdH high-frequency
extension and detail. Tonal balance more like CD than
the Koetsus. Superb decoding of recorded detail, but
requires careful setup. (Vol.9 No.6, Vol.10 No.5)

AtIkR P77Mg: $150 *
Polite, sweet sound and aneutral tonal balance, but
this English MM from Audio Influx isa little undernourished, dynamically. Will work wonders in an
otherwise brashly balanced system. (Von() No.4)
AudioQuest Ruby: $200
High-output MC, available only from The Audio Advisor, offers excellent retrieval of detail without sounding
too forward or bright. Matta well with the AudioQuest
PT-5 tonearm. (Vol.12 No.8)
Audio-lechnica AT-F5: $250
Somewhat laid-back, not at all forward or peaky, said
the Cheapskate of this gray-import MC, available from
Music Hall and Lyle Cartridges. Add the fact that it
"plays tunes" without being too overdone in the bass,
and you can see why ST prefers it to the Shure V15 VMR. (Vol.11 No.7)
Denon DL-160: $115 tr
KK felt the highs to be alittle too soft, but deep, deep
bass and wide, wide soundstaging gave this budget
high-output MC aBIG sound. Sam Tellig was less
impressed with the bass, but felt that its smooth,
relaxed presentation of detail was most seductive. A
winner in systems tending to be too upfront. (Vol.9
No.8, Vol.10 No.1)
Grado Signature MCZ: $300
Although basically similar to the more expensive TLZ,
the MCZ is less "fast" -sounding, with less wellextended highs and aless- focused sound. A "steady
shortstop" rather than a"home-run hitter," said TJN.
(Vol.12 No.7)

Nagaoka MP11 Boron: $150 *
Clear, precise midrange and treble are allied with rather
veiled bass, but the mixture will work well in inexpensive systems where the need for unfatiguing highs outweighs the lack of low-frequency clarity. Less expensive MPII Gold (1100, reviewed in Vol.10 No.4) almost
as good. (Vol.10 No.2)
Ortofon MC-20 Super: $350 *
Wide but shallow soundstage and somewhat exaggerated high end will mean careful attention to system
matching. Like the X5-MC, the MC-20 Super will do
well in systems having adepressed top octave. (Vol.
10 No.5)
Ortofon R5-MC: $300
This high-output MC features tight, extended low frequencies, and the Gyger-profile stylus retrieves more
detail from the groove than the similar X3-MC. Somewhat forward-sounding, however. (Von' No.7)
Shure V15 Type V-MR: $297 *
Very neutral midrange and bass, slightly soft high end,
high compliance. You sacrifice abit of detail both compared with good MCs and the more expensive ($400)
Shure Ultra 500. A "budget reference," according to
Sam Tellig and Larry Greenhill, who, given their
druthers, would place it in Class B. Recommended for
its unsurpassed tracking ability, excellent reliability,
and listenability. Excellent value, frequently available
at significant discount. (Vol.7 Nos.5 & 8, 'Vol» No.5,
Vol.12 No.11)

Goidring Epic II: $80 *
Good trackability, and more extended HF response
than the Epic sold in the UK (but less good soundstaging), make it suitable for use in relatively expensive LP
players until the budget can be stretched for aClass
Bor C cartridge. (Vol.10 No.1)
Grado ZTE+1: $25 *
The best buy in areally cheap cartridge, this 525 MM
has excellent tracicability and sounds rather like agood
MC. Readers of this magazine should consider spending more than $25 on acartridge, but when they are
asked by friends what they would recommend for an
old Dual or Garrard, this "system saver" is the one to
mention. Will hum if used with older AR decks; lack
of suspension damping can lead to woofer pumping,
even flutter, with high- or even medium-mass arms.
(Vol.7 No.8; actual review was of an earlier version, the
GTE+1)
Nagaoka MP10: $60 *
Rivals the cheap Grado as abargain-hunter's dream.
Lacks attack and detail, but sounds well-integrated
across the frequency band. (Vol.10 No.4)

Linn K9: $275 *

Ortofon MC-I0 Super: $120 *
"Uncolored, detailed, and composed," said KK of this
conventional-output MC, with aperformance evenly
balanced across the board. Sins of omission rather than
commission lead to arecommendation. Reduction in
price makes this Ortofon much more competitive-"A
great deal," says PWM. (Vol.10 No.2)

Remarkably neutral, clean-sounding MM fitted with
agood diamond, features good transient response and
bass dynamics, though slight tendency to edginess and
upfront balance will favor systems optimized for nonclassical music reproduction. (Vol.10 No.1)

Shure VST III cartridge: $105
Sounding best when used with its integral damping
brush, this inexpensive MM lacks transparency and
detail, but tracks superbly and offers aneutral tonal
balance. (Vol.12 No.3)
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AudioQuest AQ7000, Win Labs FET-10.
Deletions
van den liul MC Two, Krell KC-200, Monster Cable
Alpha Genesis 500, Spectral MCR-1 all discontinued.

CD Players &
Digital Processors
Editor's Note: 1he class ratings are alittle different
tor CD players: whereas the phrase "state of the art"
can be interpreted literally for other categories, here
it means the best CD sound available as of the time of
writing. We urge caution to someone about to purchase
an expensive "state-of-the-art" CD player, particularly
with the rapid adoption of "Bitstream" technology,
and note that perhaps the wisest strategy these days
would be to buy separate transport and DAC units,
eventual replacement of the latter being the best way
to stay abreast of continuing development. However,
it now seems that deficiencies in the AID converters
used to master CDs may well be the limiting factor in
CD sound—see Robert Harley's interview with Doug
Sax in Vol.12 No.10. It's also worth comparing the performance of the industry-standard Sony PCM-1630
ADC on the appropriate tracks on the Stereopbile Test
CD.

A
Esoteric P2 CD transport: $4000
Robert Harley, Amis Balgalvis, and Peter Mitchell all
swear by the improvement wrought on CD sound
when this beautifully constructed but expensive transport is used. Astonishingly low measured jitter, found
RH (see Vol.13 No.5, p.87), lower even than that intrinsically typical of aCD. Internal clamp renders it incompatible with CDs fitted with damping rings or the central retairier disc for the Mod Squad Dampez hovevet (NR)
Esoteric D-2 D/A converter: $4000
(See RH's review in this issue)
Krell SBP-64X DIA processor: $8950
Not yet reviewed, but the finest sound from CD that
Sam Tellig, the Audio Anarchist, has heard. Larry Greenhill also recommends this processor, though Martin
Colloms points to excessive distortion at high frequencies and high recorded levels. Don Scott feels that the
Krell processors work well with the inexpensive Luxman D113-D transport. (NR)
Stu DAC-Xlt D/A converter: $12,000
Atube output stage, superb dual-mono construction,
and expensive, hand-adjusted, 20-bit UltraAnalog DACs
lead not only to the finest-measuring D/A processor
Stereopbile has encountered, but also to the bestsounding such unit, in the opinions of RH, LA, and
JA. "It sounded more like analog than any other digital
processor I've heard," said RH (and he's heard alot).
Perhaps lacks low-frequency impact compared with
the Thetas and Wadias, but its fatigue-free sound easily
becomes addictive. Note that its balanced outputs are
polarity-inverting. (Vol.13 No.8)
Theta DS Pre Generation 11D/A preamplifier:
$4500
Providing extensive digital-domain functions, including atape-monitor facility, this massive processor features user-replaceable ROM chips containing the coeffi102

cients for the digital filter. The analog section includes
one additional set of line-level inputs LL felt the sound
to be the best he had ever heard from CD, with avividly
three-dimensional soundstage and superb transparency. DO found the best sound from the DS Pre
is to be had from its 'ape Out sockets. Less expensive
DS Pro dispenses with the preamplifier functions.
Preliminary auditioning of Generation II versions by
AB, LL, and DO suggest that this performance has been
taken one step further. (Vol.12 NŒ3, original version)
Theta DS Pro Basic D/A converter: $2000
RH felt the sound of the DS Pro Basic only to be outclassed by the $12,000 Stax. Its resolution of fine detail
and soundstage depth was among the best he had
heard: "vivid" was his word to describe its overall presentation. Nevertheless, he felt it lacked the ultimate
sense of ease so typical of good analog replay. Maximum output level is IldB higher than the industry standard 2V, which will optimize the Pro's use with passive control units. (Vol.13 No.8)
Wadia Digital WD2000 D/A decoding computer:
$7995
This processor features adigital filter that differs from
just about every other around in that it uses an
algorithm different from the ubiquitous (sine x)/x
impulse-response reconstruction filter, intended to
more closely synthesize the original analog waveform
before sampling. (See "Manufacturers' Comments"
in Vol.13 No.8, p.191.) LG feels the 'dia 2000 to be
better than the Krell, while AB thought it to be "a sonic
knockout," particularly when fed adigital signal from
the expensive Esoteric P2 transport. AB also enthused
at length about the Wadia's ability to throw adeep,
detailed, and stable soundstage. AB feels that the
balanced outputs give the most musical sound. High
frequencies are alittle rolled-off in comparison with
the other Class Acontenders, which might mean morethan-usual care in system matching, while relatively
high levels of ultrasonic and FtF spuriae present in the
analog output might lead to trouble with some preand power amplifiers. As with the Theta and Krell processors, the Wadia's DSP program is held on replaceable
ROM chips, allowing for relatively inexpensive performance upgrades. Recent controversy concerns
whether the Wadia processor is 64x-oversampling or
16x -oversampling. (It appears that it is 16x-oversampling in the digital domain, with afurther 4x factor
achieved by timesharing the signal between four separate Burr-Brown 18-bit DACs—shades of Stan Curtis's
original Cambridge CD1 of 1985!) The actual oversampiing ratio, however, would appear to be less important
than the musical results, and there the Wadia can hardly
be faulted. Low-level linearity of the WD2000, surprisingly, was quite poor compared with the other
Class A recommended units. (Vol.13 No.1)

Arcam Delta 70 CD transport: $1300
Ahigh-quality CD transport using Philips's top mechanism with optical and coaxial serial digital outputs.
(Vol.12 No 10)
Esoteric D-10 D/A converter: $2000
(See RH's review in this issue)
Kinergetics KCD-40: $1995
Quite the best single-box CD player JA heard until the
Meridian 206 came along, the KCD-40 offers arather
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laid-back balance, but with asuperbly detailed soundstage. Less soft -sounding than the Wadia, the KCD40 lacks alittle image depth in absolute terms, but not
to the detriment of the music, which never fails to communicate. "Platinum" series cosmetics add $300 to
price. (Vol.13 No.1)
Meridian 203 D/A converter: $990
Sam Tellig feels that this relatively inexpensive Bitstream processor is perhaps the best, in terms of being
the most musical, he has heard; Martin Collorns is also
mightily impressed. A full review is in progress. (Vol.13
Nos.9 & 10)
Meridian 206: $1650
The finest player JA has auditioned that uses the standard 16-bit, 4x-oversampling Philips chip set. He feels
the 206 rivals the Kinergetics KCD-40 in its ability to
allow the listener to forget the hardware and concentrate on the music. Soundstage presentation is wide,
deep, and palpable, tonalities are rendered accurately,
and the treble is free from "digital hash." JA found the
206 to slightly better the sound of the Proceed PDP;
his only doubts concern the 206's future given Meridian's enthusiastic adoption of Philips's Bitstrearn DAC
technology in their 203 converter and 208 CD
player/preamplifier. It should be noted, however, that
the 206 would make asuperb transport for driving the
203. (Vol.13 No.7)
Proceed PDP D/A converter: $1295
Although it has asimilarly tight and punchy bass, similarly excellent dynamics, and similarly good soundstaging, the PDP has amusically much more involving sound than the Proceed PCD which uses the same
digital electronics, RH found. Not the least, this is due
to the processor having aless forward treble than the
CD player with asense of ease and liquidity to its sound
that slightly bettered the excellent Aragon D2A in thee
areas. (VOL 13 NO.6)
Wadia Digirnaster X-32 D/A converter: $1995
Lows were almost as dynamic as the Class A Wadia
2000, RH felt, but its soundstage wasn't as deep as those
of the big Wadia or the The* DS Pro. The extreme treble sounds alittle rolled-off--it measures that way too,
due to its non-(sine x)/x digital filter—but this is offset
by aforward, almost bright presentation in the mid
treble and arather dark-sounding midband. Nevertheless, the X-32's sound is very musical, with excellent
dynamics and agood presentation of transient detail.
Coaxial digital inputs use BNC sockets. (Vol.13 No.8)

Aragon D2A D/A converter: $995
Borderline Class Bsound from this inexpensive but
well-constructed, Mike Moffat-designed processor
when it is used with the optional $2501PS power supply, RH feeling that when used on its own, the D2A
lacked low-frequency definition and visceral impact,
leading to rather alean balance. Robert Deutsch also
preferred the D2As sound with the IPS, in which case
he feels it betters the Proceed PDP. Strengths include
arelative freedom from high-frequency hardness and
grain and an excellent presentation of musical detail.
(Vol.13 No.6)
California Audio Labs Icon: $695
Rather than picking out aspects of the Icon's sound
that impressed him in his review, GL preferred to conStereophile, October 1990

centrate on the Icon's ability to present music with an
excellent across-the-board balance. When pressed,
he pointed to the player's natural presentation of
instrumental tone and its lack of "hi-fi" glare. Digital
output module costs an additional $95. (Vol.13 No.4.)
Esoteric D-500 D/A converter: $1000
(See RH's review in this issue)
JVC XLZ-1010TN: $700
An open, well-defined soundstage presentation, with
superb sense of space, and an excellent degree of
transparency were among the strengths of this
modestly priced but well-constructed player, thought
both RH and GL. A rather forward upper treble makes
the Class C recommendation rather borderline, however, and will also make system matching alittle difficult. (Vol.13 No.4)
Proceed PCD: $1650
This unusually styled, superbly constructed player has
amore lively, upfront balance than the Kinergetics
KCD-40, with strong, powerful bass, arather laid-back
spatial presentation, and a"liquid midrange texture,"
according to Robert Harley. Important to allow agood
warm-up period before listening to this player, as it
initially sounds rather aggressive and thin. (Vol.13 No.2)
Rotel RCD-855: $399
This inexpensive player—based on Philips's 16-bit,
4x-oversampling chip set and CDM4 transport—so
impressed LL that he recommended it to 20 other fellow members of the National Symphony Orchestra.
"Great sound for apeanuts price," was the thrust of
the conclusion to his review. Very sensitive to the cables
with which it is used, though in the right context LL
feels the '855 offers "a degree of transparency and harmonic neutrality usually found only with the expensive
stuff." Fitted with adigital output. Aprovisional Class
C rating pending "Follow-Up" auditioning in Santa
Fe. (Vol.13 No.7)

Adcom GCD-575 CD player: $600
This relatively modestly priced player offers superb
resolution of detail. Dynamics alittle restricted, however, and balance may be too lean for some tastes,
though LL feels its midbass to be alittle too full. (Vol.12
Nos.3 & 6)
Arcam Delta Black Box: $650/$799
Outboard digital processor that uses aselected Philips
4x-oversarnpling, 16-bit chip set and acustom LSI to
look after the digital signal handling. Tonal quality a
little forward in the midrange, with slightly "tizzy"
highs, and upper bass rather soft; nevertheless, avery
musical sound. The optical-input version costs another
$149. (Vol.12 Nos.2 & 10)
Harman/Kardon HD7500 II: $529
Ks and GL:s auditioning convinced them that this inexpensive "bitstream" player deserves aClass D recommendation, but see RH's review for acontrary opinion.
The debate essentially concerns whether the 7500's
glare in the treble is acceptable within the context of
aClass D recomendation or not. All agree, however,
on the quality of this player's low-frequency weight
and impact. Overall presentation is somewhat forward
in the midrange. More expensive HD7600 identical
apart from digital output and more varied features.
Sample reviewed W2S the Mk.1; Mk.II incorporates rear103

panel remote jack, improved transport, more chassis damping. (Vol.13 No.4)
Sansui AU-X911DG D/A amplifier: $1100
Very expensive for Class D, but LG feels its excellentsounding MASH D/A section to be justification for
recommending this MI-featured integrated amplifier.
RH demurs, so careful reading of the reviews is essential
before making afinal purchasing decision. (Vol.12
No.11, Vol.13 Nos.3 & 7)
The Mod Squad Prism, CAL Tercet Mk.111 and Aria
Mk.111, Krell MD-1 CD turntable and SBP-32X, Meridian 208, NAD 5000, Wadia X64.4.
Deletions
Accuphase DP-80L/DC-81L, Sony CDP-RI /DAS -R1,
Philips LHH1000, Barclay Bordeaux, Precision Audio
DIVC-80, and Sonographe SDI Beta all not auditioned
in too long atime, considering the rapid pace of digital
development; Ftotel RCD 820BX2 not as good-sounding as less expensive RCD-855; Krell SBP- I6X D/A processor replaced by 32x-oversampling version and
Wadia Digital WD1000 D/A decoding computer
replaced by less expensive X64.4, neither of which
have been auditioned.

Preamplifiers
A
Mark Levinson No.26: $5035
The No.26 has amore laid-back presentation of the
music than the Krell preamps, coupled with superb
definition of detail and soundstage delineation. One
of the two finest solid-state preamps JA has heard, the
other being the Vendetta phono unit. With internal
switches set for minimum gain, the sound lacks
dynamics, however. Has both balanced and unbalanced outputs, achoice of internal balanced line-level
input or high- or low-gain phono input, and frontpanel switchable signal polarity. The price quoted is
for the version with the balanced input module.
Digibuffs can obtain abasic version without phono
stage. Should they change their minds, an outboard
phono unit, the No.25, is available. (Vol.11 No.5)
Mark Levinson No.25: $1990/$1910
(High/Low Gain)
$2990/$2910 with PIS-226 power supply
MC-line-level phono preamplifier featuring circuitry
identical to the phono section of the No.26 and conventional unbalanced outputs, the No.25 can be
powered from the No.26's PLS-226 supply or from its
own, with which it achieves astunning degree of transparency, neutrality, and musicality. JA has obtained the
best results from the No.25 with the latest AudioQuest
Lapis connecting it to the No.26; Madrigal's own HPC
interconnect renders the sound more forward, even
more vivid, but this will make the sound rather unforgiving unless the system is rather laid-back overall.
Needs careful positioning to avoid hum being induced
into its circuitry from the power supplies of other components. (NR, but see the No.26 review in Vol.11 No.5)
Threshold FET 10: $4150 *
'ftvo-box solid-state preamplifier —phono ($1650) and
line stages ($2500) available separately—with separate "e" series power supplies. Not quite as rich104

sounding as the Audio Research SP11, according to
JGH, and not quite as much image depth, but accurate, transparent, and capable of intensely musical
sound. Borderline Class Asound with its basic power
supply (with which the combined price drops to
$3550; le, $1350 phono/$2200 line stage), but true
Class A with its upgraded, beefier supply, Threshold
having taken the hint from the fact that anumber of
FET-10 owners— including JGH —had bought the
John Curl-designed Vendetta Research power supply.
Owners of the original power-supply version can have
their preamps upgraded by any authorized Threshold dealer. (Vol.10 No.6, Vol.11 No.1)
Vendetta Research SCP-2B phono-preamp:
$2495
Adual-mono MC-line-level RIAA equalizer and pre-arnplifier from John Curl that redefines the definition of
"quiet." JGH felt that this well-made unit impord less
of asignature on the signal than any other preamp he
has heard. An ideal partner for apassive-preamp-based
system, though its lowish output means that the power
amplifier or speakers used must be quite sensitive if
musically acceptable levels are to be achieved. Current version is non-polarity-inverting. (Vol.11 No.6)

Adcom GFP-565: $800
An excellent preamp with superb parts quality, buffeted
rape outputs, low output impedance, and high-current,
low-impedance power supply, that incorporates Walt
Jung's designs. GAG feels the '565 should convince
even the most skeptical listener that IC op-amp circuits can sound both musical and accurate. Fullfeatured, but purist outputs are supplied that bypass
tone control and filter switching. MM phono preamp
is one of the quietest ever, with accurate RIAA EQ. The
best under-S1000 preamplifier, according to GAG,
offering stiff competition to far more costly units. GAG
felt Class B was the most suitable rating for the '565,
this confirmed by further auditioning in Santa Fe—see
the "Follow-Up" review in this issue. (Vol.13 Nos.2
& 10)
Audio Research SP14: $2995
Borderline Class A sound for this versatile hybrid
tube/FET preamp. The SP14 is one of those rare components that lays every sonic detail clear without destroying the essential sense of musical wholeness. It
allows the listener to hear into the soundstage in an
addictive manner, without having individual instruments thrust forward at him or her, though that soundstage is alittle less wide than with the best preamps.
The quality of its line stage matches that of the phono,
GL enthusing that at last he "could hear througb the
electronics to the music itself." JA feels the SP14's treble
is perhaps alittle more etched-sounding via its phono
stage than, say, that of the Conrad-Johnson PV9, but
both, as GL noted, share asimilar quality—magic:'
(Vol.13 No.6)
Conrad-Johnson PV9: $2950
Single-chassis derivative of the Premier Seven, this alltube preamp shares many of that thoroughbred's operating idiosyncrasies, including the excessive line-stage
gain and the kamikaze tape-monitor switching. But
for those with Grados or 'Ealisman high-output MCs,
the sound from LP, if rather laid-back for some tastes
or some systems, will approach Class Aquality GL felt
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that its phono stage's ability to retrieve the finest detail
in complex passages was uncanny—the PV9 "is made
to reproduce saxophone, string bass, male and female
voice." The line stage is less neutral, and is also polarityinverting. (Vol.12 No.5, see also GL's SP14 review in
Vol.13 No.6)
David Berning TF- 12: $2950
"Incredible liquidity" and "an impressively wide, spacious soundstage," said JGH, but ultimately he found
the TF- 12's phono stage to be too mellow, feeling that
it erred from neutrality in the opposite direction from
the Klyne SK-5A by about the same amount. JA feels,
however, that this tube prearnp's unique combination
of musicality and remote control of volume and balance deserve aguarded recommendation, particularly
in systems verging on too bright apresentation. (Vo1.11
No.7)
Electrocompaniet EC-1: $2095
Aclean and detailed sound, especially at low frequencies, with realistic dynamics. Balance alittle on the
warm side. "Excellent value for money" and 'An outstanding recommendation," proclaimed SWW, if not
quite reaching the standard set by the more-expensive
Klyne EC- IA ($1795) is identical to the EC- I, apart from
lacking the MC-2 MC board, and will accept MM and
high-output MC cartridges, as well as low-output MCs
down to 0.3mV output. (Vol.10 No.9)
Klyne SK- 5A: $3250 tr
Incredibly clean, quick, detailed, smooth, open, and
solid, with superb imaging and soundstaging. One of
the most neutral preamplifiers, but alack of sympathy for systems having aforward balance precludes
aClass A rating. TJN's long-term reference. Particularly suitable for moving-coils (includes avariable-gain
head amp and FIF rolloff switching). (Vol.10 No.6)
Krell KSP-7B: $2700
According to the Audio Anarchist, you used to have
to pay $4-5k for apreamp this good. "Neutral, sweet,
and above all dynamic," he says. AB feels that high Class
Bis the KSP-713's natural home. (NR)
Meitner PA6i: $2395
Fully remote-control solid-state preamplifier that
scores in low-frequency extension and soundstage presentation. Absolute polarity switchable from the listening seat. Somewhat bright balance—"zest and sparlde,"
noted AB in his review—but arelative lack of detail
and dynamics precludes aClass Arating. Best used with
the Meitner "Translink" line-level isolating transformera. Price includes wired remote and phono module; $2495 with IR remote and phono module. (V)l.11
No.6)
The Mod Squad Phono Drive: $1495
Beautifully engineered, stand-alone MC/MM phono
stage with line-level output. Includes low-outputimpedance line stage with volume and balance controls. Excellent delineation of detail; superb soundstaging; only arather high noise level with moderateoutput MCs precludes aClass A recommendation. Also
now sold in conjunction with the Mod Squad's Line
Drive Deluxe as the Duet. EPS version with external
power supply costs $1795. Owners of Phono Drives
manufactured before 1990 can have them updated by
the factory to current specification for $250. A "Follow.
Up" review of the latest version is underway. (Vol.12
No.1)
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Music Reference Rill5 kik.11: $1150
ibbe design unique in offering user-adustable linestage negative feedback. DO found the preamp to sing
with overall feedback set to give 18dB of gain; with
the RM5 set to this condition he felt there were no sonic
weaknesses, apart from aslight lack of dynamics.
Otherwise, soundstaging was excellent, the treble free
from grain, the lows tight and extended. Best suited
for agood MM or ahigh-output MC, the FLM5 represents superb value at an affordable price (Vol.13 No.4)

Audio by Van Alstine Super-PAS Three: $595
Owners of vintage Dynaco PAS2, -3, and -3X tube
preamplifiers can send them to Frank Van Alstine to
be modified for $350, or can rebuild them themselves
with a$200 AVA parts kit; otherwise, AVA offers SuperPAS preamps constructed on new Dynaco chassis for
$595. Featuring rather alean tonal balance with less
well-defined low frequencies than should otherwise
be the case, the Super-PAS Three has excellent soundstaging and is still the least expensive way for an audiophile who prefers to use MM cartridges to acquire
Class C preamp sound. Limited LF headroom on
phono input mandates careful matching of cartridge
and tonearm. Now uses gold-plated Tiffany connectors
and Chinese 12AX7A tubes with 25% higher gain.
(Vol.11 Nos.10 & 12)
Fore 2: $990
Basic preamp from Threshold's Nelson Pass, using
premium ICs, that accommodates all but the lowestoutput MCs —gain and loading all being adjustable
internally. "No significant shortcomings apart from
dynamics," said the Audio Anarchist, while the line
stage, if not as neutral as the best Class Band A models,
renders the sound of CDs alittle on the mellow side—
not abad thing. (Vol.12 No.5)
Hailer Iris: $900
Ingenious, all-FET remote-control preamp designed
by Acoustat's Jim Strickland, with analog volume and
balance controls. Line stage alittle on the dry, wispy
side, with slightly restricted soundstaging, but fundamentally neutral tonal balance. Low-noise phono
stage (MM and MC) is lightish-balanced, resulting in
asound that overall doesn't quite approach the PS
4.6/M-500 combination, although more musical than
the Class D contenders DAS disagrees, feeling the Iris
to belong in Class B. Version without the remote control and IR receiver card is available for $650. (Vol.12
No.6)
Linn LK1: $1050
Unusual but exquisitely made solid-state preamp with
digitally switched volume control and all-XLR input/
output sockets apart from phono (MC and MM). (Linn
dealers can supply suitable adapter cables.) Line stage
is polarity-inverting. Only four line-level inputs may
be adrawback. Fundamentally on apar with the PS
Audio 4.6 sonically, with asimilar slight veil drawn over
the sound (though less bright overall), the LKI is far
more civilized. At its best with the matching LK280
power amplifier, when it provides "fit-and-forget"
high-quality sound, particularly from LP Owners of
high-output MMs should note that the MM input has
limited headroom, particularly at high frequencies.
Remote control—essential—adds $110 to price (Uzil.12
No.7)
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MFA Magus: $995
"A fine preamplifier for under $1000," said Sam Telhg of the Magus, which features "the magic of tubes
in the midrange. ..
sweet, smooth, and easy on the
ear," without the sound becoming too dark or closedin, or the bass too flabby. Idiosyncratic gain setting,
which means that the line section will be too sensitive when the phono input is optimized for low-output
MCs, but amono switch is included. (Vol.12 No.12)
NAD 1300: $399
Full-function preamp with versatile tone controls.
Superbly quiet, delicate-sounding MC input; excellent dynamics; extended highs; slightly forward tonal
balance better suited to rock or jazz than to classical
music. Rather lightweight bass makes the 1300 an
unsuitable match with the NAD power amplifiers,
which are also alittle lightweight. (Vol.11 No.12)
PS Audio 4.6: $699
Excellent phono stage (switchable between MM and
MC), if both alittle bright and lacking air when compared with the Class B contenders. Line-section is
sweet, though alittle wispy in the highs, rather than
punchy and dynamic, but can be switched out. TJN
suggests that the overall performance is of almost Class
B standard when the 4.6 is coupled with the M500
power supply (which raises the price to $1104). (M)1.11
Nos.9 & 12)
PSE Studio SL: $750
Inexpensive solid-state preamp with balanced and
unbalanced outputs that sounds its best after 72 hours'
warrnup. Includes amono switch! Good transparency,
dynamics, and rendition of instrumental tonality, but
the PSE can sound rather cold with some power amplifiers. MM input has limited headroom, so high-output
types best avoided. (Vol.13 No.1)
Superphon CD Maxx line preamp: $399
Inexpensive, line-level-only active preamplifier with
unique styling and extremely neutral sound. (Vol.11
No.9)

Adcom GTP-400: $380
GAG enthused at length in his review over this inexpensive IC-based tuner/preamplifier combination that
has had op-amp guru Walt Jung's magic wand waved
over it. Very low noise on all inputs; euphonically
warm-sounding rather than accurate phono circuit;
reasonable soundstage depth; line stage rather laidback in the top; not the ultimate in inner detail; the
overall sound, however, is musical and enjoyable Errors
are of omission rather than addition. 'Ruler section,
although not offering the ultimate in selectivity, will
be good enough for most users and, again, offers musically satisfying sound. (Vol.12 No.9)
Parasound P/FET-900: $395
Neutral line section with good dynamics; MM -only
phono stage has slightly astringent treble. (Vol.11 No.12)

yet auditioned; US distribution of Canadian Dolan
PM-1 uncertain.

Passive Control Units
A
Electronic

Visionary Systems Attenuators:
$150-$600
RH enthused over the transparency offered by these
passive control units, sold by mail-order only. Ranging
from the dual-mono, $150/pair ($165/pair wired with
OFC) Ultimate Attenuators, which plug into the power
amplifier's input sockets, to the more convenient stereo
Stepped Attenuator ($465) and Penny & Giles Attenuator ($445), those primarily interested in CD replay
should investigate these well-made units ('c61.13 No.7)
The Mod Squad Deluxe Line Drive AGT: $1095
Its passive nature places demands on upstream components to be able to drive afairly demanding load,
but if that's the case, the Line Drive Deluxe offers the
most transparent, least colored way of achieving Class
Asound from CD and other line-level sources. Must
be used with short interconnects, however. (The
improvement offered by the Deluxe over the conventional Line Drive is not subtle.)Sets anew standard for
Class Asound at an unreasonably low cost, as well as
offering considerably more versatility than the barebones EVS units mentioned above. JA's reference for
(lack of) preamplifier sound. (Vol.12 No.1)

The Mod Squad Line Drive AGT: $595 *
The ideal Class C "preamplifier" for aCD-based system,
given that its passive nature will mean that cables must
be kept relatively short. Latest version has AGT
(Advanced Grounding Topology) feature (%61.10 No.3)

D
QED PCC passive preamplifier: $250
Unusually styled but well-made passive control center,
lacking transparency and dynamics when compared
with active preamps. (Vol.11 No.12)

Moving-Coll Step-up Devices
A
Mark Levinson No.25: $2990/5 2910
(High/Low Gain)
MC-line-level phono preamplifier featuring identical circuitry to the phono section of the No.26. Above
price includes PLS-226 power supply. See "Preamplifiers." (NR)
Vendetta Research SCP-2B: $2495
Ultra-quiet dual-mono phono preamplifier includes
RIAA equalizer to give line-level output. See "Preamplifiers." (Vol.11 No.6)

Audio Research SLI, Jeff Rowland Consonance, Classé
DR-5 and DR-6, Counterpoint SA-9/SA-11 and SA5000, Quicksilver, Convergent Audio Technology SL1,
Coda.

Conrad-Johnson Premier Six: $985 *
Possessing colorations and transparency similar to
those of the Premier Three, the Six can be ideal for use
with transistor preamps, but requires careful matching.
(Vol.8 No.5)

Deletions
Conrad-Johnson Premier Seven replaced by Mk.II, not

Counterpoint SA-2: $1095 tr
Superb preservation of detail, low distortion, lovely
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midrange. The noise is noticeably higher than that of
the Klyne (see below), but the problem with fat bass
on early units has been corrected. Comes with an interesting tube-bias adjustment for tailoring the sound to
your tastes; the SA-2 can be made to sound rich and
euphonic or somewhat lean-as long as you don't go
crazy wondering what's right. (Vol.6 Nos.2 & 3)
Electrocompaniet MC-2: $450 *
Deleted from "Recommended Components" in 1986
due to lack of availability in the US, this solid-state head
amp is now distributed by Music & Sound Imports.
In the original review, AHC felt it to be better than the
Klyne in terms of openness and dynamics, though less
universally applicable. Must be used with cartridges
having less than 50 ohms source impedance, so essential to audition with your chosen cartridge before purchase. (Vol.8 No.5)
Klyne SK-2a: $750 *
Aclose rival to the Counterpoint SA-2, the basic difference here being solid-state vs tubes. Superb bass, very
deep and tight, excellent high-frequency extension,
excellent imaging It still lacks the three-dimensionality
of tubes, but only slightly. Adjustable high-frequency
rolloff and cartridge loading are boons for those with
several MC cartridges. A bargain at $750. (Vol.7 No.3,
Vol.8 No.5)
The Mod Squad Phono Drive: $1495
Matches both MM and MC cartridges with versatile
loading options. Line-level output. See"Preamplifiers."
(Vol.12 No.1)

Music Reference RM-4C: $750 *
Not as good as the best tube step-ups, but similar in
character and less expensive. The LM-4 is flexible and
agood deal. (Vol.8 No.5)

Power Amplifiers
A
Editor's Note: Class A amplifiers differ sufficiently
in character that each will shine in an appropriate system. Careful auditioning with the user's own loudspeakers is therefore essential.
Air Tight ATM-2: $5950
Aclassic stereo tube design from Japan that eschews
the use of printed circuit boards in favor of point-topoint wiring. Dick Olsher's reference for midrange
accuracy: "the most refined tube amplifier money can
buy" Though its highs are free from grain or hash, the
Air Tight does have rather ashut-in high treble when
compared, for example, with the Audio Research Classic 60. Its low bass, too, is less well-defined than the
other Class Aamplifiers and it really needs to be used
with speakers having 8ohm impedances. Nevertheless,
in an appropriate system-DO thought the combination of the ATM-2 with the Ensemble Reference
minimonitors was particularly synergistic-the Air
Tight will give superbly musical results. (Vol.13 No.5)
Audio Research Classic 60: $3295
The sound of this relatively low-powered steit-o design
that combines tubes with FETs is alittle forward in the
treble, yet never fails to sound musical, thought JA.
Superbly delineated soundstaging. The midrange is
presented with anatural tonality, and though the low
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frequencies are not as tight or as extended as the Krell
or Mark Levinson competition, they have amusically
appropriate fullness. (Vol.13 No.9)
Krell KSA-250: $5700
Preliminary auditioning by LL, LA, and JA indicate that
this powerhouse of astereo amplifier is perhaps the
best Krell yet. Certainly it is superior to the superseded
KSA-200. Review to appear shortly. (NR)
Mark Levinson No.20.5: $12,000/pair
Class-A 100W monoblock with fully regulated power
supply for output stages. Successor to the legendary
ML-2, the slightly different No.20 was the finest power
amplifier JA has used, particularly regarding soundstaging and the authority of low frequencies The No.20
had asomewhat soft treble balance compared with
the No.23 and ARC M-300, but got the best from loudspeakers with which it was used, particularly regarding
low-frequency extension and definition. Auditioning
of the Na20.5, which differs from its predecessor only
in the AP-4 input and driver card-an upgrade costs
51000/pair-indicates that the performance of its
predecessor has been improved upon, particularly
with respect to the soft treble balance, though the
amplifier's basic "forgiving" nature, once warmed up,
remains. Before fully warmed up, the treble can be
somewhat grainy. Offers both balanced and unbalanced inputs. (Vol.12 No.9)
Mark Levinson No.23: $5295
Notably less laid-back than the No.20.5 (or Krells), careful system matching is more necessary with this
200Wpc powerhouse of an amplifier. The result, however, is asound that is harmonically correct, focused,
and possessing great dynamic contrast, though with
abass that, though extended, is not quite as tight as
the Krells' (or No.20.5), according to LL (and JA).
"Amazingly lifelike soundstage dimensionality" (!), concluded LL. (Vol.11 No.9)
Mark Levinson No.27: $3795
Borderline Class Acompared with the Mark Levinson
No.23 and No.20.5, due to an overall less transparent,
less sweet sound, the 103Wpc No.27 nevertheless offers
what LG felt to be typical M-L smoothness through
the audible spectrum without the No.20.5's softening of the highs. In fact, he found its speed, dynamics,
and vividness to resemble the No.23, concluding that
it was his "first choice in its price range." (\b1.13 Nos.6
& 7)
Prodigy 150 monoblock OTL: $7000/pair
Monstrous OTL tube amp, developed from the Futterman designs once sold by NYAL. Tonal balance very
dependent on load impedance presented by loudspeaker. Bass alittle lightweight, despite well-extended
small-signal LF response, and the sound can take on
treble stridency with highly capacitive loads, but the
Prodigy's main strength is the depth and width of the
soundsrage thrown by apair with appropriate speaker&
(Vol.12 No.9)
Vacuum lbbe Logic 225W DeLuze monoblock:
$4200/pair
Of these classic tube designs, Robert Harley commented that they are "easily the most musical and
enjoyable amplifiers" he has heard. A wealth of detail
is presented in anatural manner without the listener
feeling that he should run for cover, while the soundstage has atransparent, see-through quality Low fre107

quencies have apunch and tautness more like that of
atypical solid-state amplifier. (Vol.13 No.1)
Vacuum Hibe Logic 300W Deluxe Monoblock:
$4900/pair
''HF magic,' said JGH in his review, commenting on
this high-powered tube amp's ease in the treble, an
attribute that is not obtained by dulling the music's HF
content. This is coupled with well-defined low frequencies and aneutral midrange that mates well both
with JGH's Sound-Lab electrostatics and with Infinity
IRS Betas. (Gordon is currently auditioning the Manley
350, an amplifier that could well take the Deluxe 300's
virtues even further in the same direction.) (Vol.11
No 10)

Aragon 4004: $1595
Attractively styled class-AB solid-state amp, designed
by Kiell's Dan D'Agostino, and capable of high current
delivery into awkward speaker loads Fuller sound than
the original Adcom '555 ("being less dry in the top
octaves,' said TJN), more neutral tonal balance than
the Motif MS-100, and even better soundstaging than
the Onkyo M-508, make it aborderline Class Bcontender. Good value for money, very high power
rating-200Wpc—and an excellent reputation for
reliability, according to LL. (Vol.10 No.9)
Boulder 500: $3699 *
Dropped from "Recommended Components" in 1988
due to amisunderstanding over its availability, this
powerful solid-state amplifier, based on the late Deane
Jensen's 990 discrete op-amp module, extends the
traditional strengths of solid-state amplifiers throughout the frequency spectrum. Transparent sound and
tonally very neutral, though with possibly atrace of
hardness in the mids, possibly redressed by recent,
unauditioned circuit refinements. JGH thought the
sound of Sound-lab A3s driven by the less-featured
but otherwise identical Boulder 500AE was ahighlight
of the 1990 WCES. (Vol.9 No.5)
Classé DR-3B: $3195 *
Now in a"B" revision, low 25Wpc and class-A operation remind one of the classic Mark Levinson ML-2.
Mellower and richer than the Krells, and lacking their
dynamics, the Classé DR-3 produces asweet, derailed
sound, with surprising output capability for the modest
power rating. High Class B. Particularly well suited to
Apogee Scintillas. (Vol.8 No.8)
Classé DR-9: $3495
First class-AB design from this Canadian manufacturer,
the DR-9 gives up little to the DR-3 and scores highly
in its ability to deliver high power into low-impedance
loads. "Its strong suits are definition, detail, depth, and
dynamics," said AB, to which must be added transparency and an extended spectral response Less robust
in the kras and leaner than the Krell KSA-200, the DR-9
excels at the reproduction of aconvincingly real soundstage. Now features balanced and regular operation.
(Vol.11 No.10)
Kebschull 35/70: $2595/pair
West German, low-powered tube monoblock that DO
preferred to the Quicksilvers, Klimo Kents, and VTL
stereo 75/75 when driving both old and new Quads.
Plenty of midrange detail "but not at the expense of
textural liquidity," timbrai accuracy, and excellent
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soundstaging with a"feeling of precision and solidity about image outlines and timbres." The Anarchist
feels that DO correctly described the Kebschull's
strengths, but points out that its low power and limited
ability to drive some awkward loudspeaker loads to
any respectable level will make system matching very
critical. (Vol.12 Nos.6 & 10)
Meitner MTR-101: $3400/pair
Beautifully styled all-FET monoblock with "Floating
Charge Current" power supply. Excellent dynamic
contrasts, well-controlled, tight low frequencies, if,
ultimately, not quite the overall authority of aClass A
design. Would appear to give its best in an all-Meitner
system. AB reports that current production is better
than the vintage reviewed. (Vol.11 No.6)
Muse Model One Hundred Fifty: $2280/pair
Powerful and well-constructed MOSFET design from
apro-sound company that sounds on the upfront side
of neutrality without losing the ability to present a
recording's musical values intact. "Tight, well-controlled bass and avery natural, liquid midrange," said
Robert Harley. (Vol.13 No.1)
Music Reference RM-9: $2450
The price quoted refers to the version outfitted with
EL34 output tubes; KT88s add $300 to the price but
improve the performance significantly, thought DO
of this stereo Roger Modjeski design. With less of a
sonic signature than the KT88-equipped Quicksilver,
the LM-9 "does very little to interfere with the essence
of the music," and the adjustable gain/feedback feature means that the amplifier can, to an extent, be
"tuned" for aparticular loudspeaker. (Vol.12 No.12)
Quicksilver: $1850/pair
KT88 output tubes eliminate aresidue of glare in the
upper micis, giving more of a"see-through" quality.
The Audio Anarchist found the mono Quicksilvers to
be ideal with the Quad ESL-63s. Others have found
them to work beautifully in alot of low-power situations: reports from the field suggest that the Quicksilver is ahappy choice for driving Vandersteen 2Cis
as well as Acoustats of various vintages. Wonderfully
tube-like, superb, tonal-standards-setting midrange;
can drive low impedances due to an excellent output
transformer; but low frequencies still rather soft and
ill-defined in the classic tube amplifier tradition. Stereophde's reviewers are divided on the Quicksilver's
merits. LA feels that, despite the Quicksilver offering
an overall "pleasant" sound, it is still a"low-resolution"
design. "It just doesn't cut it in the bass," says DO, "and
the amp is soft and muted on top:' DO concluded his
review by pointing out that the Quicksilver has too
much of an old-fashioned sound for 2Class Brecommendation in these days of highly neutral amplifiers.
GL, however, disagrees strongly with both LA and DO
in his"Follow-Up," feeling that the Quicksilvers should
remain in Class Bon musical grounds: "It doesn't do
anything to actively interfere with the music" Extraordinary long-term reliability for atube design, Mr. Tellig
parenthetically points out. (Vol.7 No.3, Vol.8 Nos.2
& 4, Vol.12 No.11, Vol.13 No.5)
Vacuum Ilibe Logic 100W Compact Monoblock:
$2650/pair
A rather forward midrange is allied with excellent bass
control for atube design, and clean highs. Dynamics
alittle more limited than the 100W rating would imply.
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Conservative operating conditions for its four EL34s
should endow this VTL monoblock with long tube
life. (Vo1.11 No.11)
Vacuum 'lithe Logic Stereo 90/90 Deluxe: $1950
Aslight midrange bloom and fullness reduce the clarity
of its imaging, thought TJN of this tubed design, and
push images forward alittle too often. Nevertheless,
despite a slightly soft high treble, this relatively
modestly priced amplifier offers good bass extension
and control and proved capable of generating an
extremely musical sound, particularly with Vandersteen 2Cis. (Vol.13 No.5)

Adcom GFA-555 II: $800

tr

See the "Follow-Up" review in this issue. (Vol.8 NŒ4,
Vol.12 No.12, original version)
Bedini 150/150 Mk.II: $1000
An early sample of this solid-state amp failed to impress,
but the Mk.11 revision proved an exceptional performer
with dynamic loudspeakers, matching the low-frequency performance of the no-longer-recommended
Eagle 2A with aconsiderably greater degree of transparency and neutrality. Tonality is somewhat "dark sounding," according to DO. (Von' No.2)
Classic Audio CA 260: $1299
Available exclusively by mail order, this beautifully constructed, dual-mono, FET-driver/tube-output, limitededition hybrid was designed by George Kaye, once of
NYAL, and features genuine McIntosh output transformers. Somewhat dark in sound, but "within the
context of. ..Class C. ..1 can't think of amore musical
performer," said DO. (Vol.12 No.5)
Discrete Technology LS2A: $1250 *
More musically natural than the earlier version of PS
Audio 200, and awarmer balance than the Adcom GFA555, the solid-state Distech is less powerful than either.
Atouch of highest-end sound with ataste of tube quality for $1250. Latest "A" version has upgraded components and can be identified by new faceplate. (Vol.10
No.2)
Forte Model la: $1100
The original Model 1was too dark-toned to merit
recommendation, but the "la" revision is dramatically
more open-sounding. Class-A operation means that
it runs hot. Aconsiderable break-in period aside, the
la offers anatural tonality detail without exaggeration,
bass drive without boominess, and only gives up alittle
precision, midrange liquidity, and bass impact to the
Class Bcompetition. Soundstaging, in particular, is
wide, deep, and accurate. A best buy, even despite a
recent increase in price. (Vol.12 Nos.8 & 12)
Hafler XL-280: $725 er
Though JGH doesn't agree with the claimed neutrality
of this solid-state model, finding it alittle dry and not
quite as sweet in the treble as he would like, he still felt
that it had "as nice ahigh end as any solid-state power
amplifier in its power class." Excellent performance
for amodest price. (Vol.10 No.1, Vo1.11 No.7)
Kinergetics ICBA-75: $1495
Powerful, silent-running, fan-cooled, class-A design
that, with the exception of aslightly dry upper midrange, has very little editorial effect on the music, in
particular lacking any high-frequency glare. Doesn't
appear to be cramped by any particular loudspeaker,
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handling dynamics, electrostatics, and hybrids with
aplomb. Restricted soundstage depth keeps this relatively modestly-priced amplifier from attaining aClass
Brecommendation. "Platinum" cosmetics add $300
to price. (Vol.13 No.1)
Linn LK280: $1495
Representing aconsiderable improvement over its
predecessor, the LK2, this hot-running, almost dualmono power amplifier (only the power transformer
is shared between channels) is unusual in having fully
regulated power supplies for the output stages. It offers
an authoritative sound, with amore neutral treble than,
for example, the Adcom GFA-555, but can really only
be recommended for use with the LKI preamplifier,
due to its very low input impedance (3k ohms) and
idiosyncratically wired XLR input connectors. An
optional dedicated separate power supply, the $1195
"Spark," was launched in June 1990. (Vol.12 No.7)
NAD 2600A: $799 tr
Lively, upfront sound, possessing excellent impact and
solidity, with "beefy" low frequencies. High frequencies dry, but good value for money considering the
high (150Wpc) power and excellent dynamic headroom available. A "clean" sound, according to DAS,
who also felt it not to have as much impact as JGH suggested it should. (Von() No.2, Vol.11 No.8)
PS Audio 100 Delta: $1195
Actual version reviewed was the 100C, the Delta being
cosmetically different. GL felt the PS 100C to be able
to handle any kind of loudspeaker load with =SC: "bass
was full, tight, and extended ...
treble was pristine,"
he wrote, after auditioning the amp with Spica 'It-50s.
The Audio Anarchist got less satisfying results with the
PS Audio driving Martin-Logan Sequel Ils, the sound
becoming rather brittle, which suggests that the 100C
should be auditioned with the speakers with which
it is to be used. (Vol.12 Nos.9 & 12)
PSE Studio IV: $850
Alot of watts for the money from this modest-looking
solid-state amp, coupled with adetailed, dynamic, neutral, yet never over-aggressive sound. "Small in size,
but big in sound," enthusiastically wrote GL in his
review, commenting on the PSE's ability to present the
power of bass instruments without blurring the leading
edges of their sounds. (Vol.13 No.1)

C (Integrated Amplifiers)
Nairn NAIT 2: $825
Somewhat expensive, almost totally lacking in features,
and very low-powered (2IWpc), the diminutive NAIT
2would appear to be poor value for money. But when
you listen to it, it offers much better sound than the
Class D integrated amplifiers, featuring an expansive
soundstage with asmooth, natural tonal balance and
aliquid midrange. Lacks bass authority, however, low
frequencies being neither extended nor tight, and the
line stage is somewhat rolled-off in the highs (A slightly
tilted-up treble in the R1AA response ensures that LP
reproduction is more neutrally balanced.) Best suited
for sensitive minimonitors like the Celestion 3and
Monitor Audio Monitor 7. Sam Tellig thinks the NAIT
2is"the best integrated amplifier he has heard." (Vol.8
No.5 original version, Vol.12 No.9, Vol.13 No.4)
Sansui AU-X911DG DIA amplifier: $1100
Full-featured integrated amplifier with what LG feels
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to be an excellent-sounding MASH D/A section. RH
demurs, so careful reading of the reviews is essential
before making afinal purchasing decision. (Vol.12
No.11, Vol.13 Nos-3 & 7)

D (Separates)
Adcom GFA-535: $330
"Extraordinarily clean, detailed, and musical. ..
Far
more detailed than Iwould ever imagine a$300 amplifier could be," said Sam Telfig of the '535's sound when
this budget amplifier drove his ESL-63s. While not a
powerhouse, it works well with speakers which usually
demand amore expensive amplifier. Only negative
point is the nonstandard output connectors Some feel
that the inexpensive 535 is actually the best-sounding
Adcom amplifier -"Amazingly good" at its price, says
Peter Mitchell. (Von() No.8)
B&K ST-140: $498 er
The 105Wpc MOSFET '140 costs little enough to make
it into Class D, but the sonics, after extensive auditioning, convince ST that it belongs in Class C. LA disagrees,
feeling that it should be "high Class D," and after his
auditioning, JA also disagrees. The ST-140 features deep
but not extraordinarily powerful (if mushy) low bass,
and arube-like tonality with asmooth, sweet midrange
Despite the Anarchist finding the '140 not to have "too
much MOSFET mist," the amp's high frequencies can
become alittle tizzy, thought JA, while GL found disc
surface noise to be somewhat accentuated. Latest
production features adetachable IEC AC cable and
gold-plated RCA input jacks. An important caveat to
our continued recommendation of the ST-140 concerns the ability of the current version to drive realworld loudspeakers. With loudspeakers whose impedances drop much below 8ohms, the amplifier is thermally limited from delivering much power without
asignificant increase in distortion, with aresulting hardness to the sound. More powerful ST-202 ($698,
reviewed in ol.10 No.8) has very similar sonic signature, according to ST, and is therefore to be recommended with amuch wider range of loudspeakers than
the '140. (Vol.7 No.4, Vol.10 No.7, Vol.11 Nob 0mono
version, Vol.12 Nos.4 & 12, Vol.13 No.1)
1Parasound HCA-80011: $395
See the "Follow-Up" review in this issue. (M)l.11 No.2,
Vol.12 No.2, original version)

D (Integrated Amplifiers)
Arcam Alpha 2: $375
Inexpensive, the Alpha 2sounds dry and bright in the
treble, with a lack of soundstage dimension and
"wooden" low frequencies, according to RH. Nevertheless, it represents aconsiderable improvement in sound
quality compared with the mass-market Oriental norm,
and therefore scrapes arecommendation. (Vol.12 No.9)
Audiolab 8000A: $695 te
Alittle expensive for Class D, the full-featured Audiolab doesn't compete on absolute sound-quality
grounds with the not-much-more expensive NAIT 2
or the less-expensive Creek 4140 S2, said RH in his
review. It is considerably more powerful than either,
however, and has impressively tight, well-defined low
frequencies. Many will prefer its more upfront, more
analytical balance, particularly with inherently darksounding loudspeakers. (Vol.9 No.1, Vol.12 No.9)
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Creek 4140 S2: $550
Excellent soundstaging, with asense of air and openness, coupled with "satisfying" bass reproduction, lead
to a recommendation for this inexpensive British
integrated. Ibp octaves alittle forward, but not to the
extent of either the Audiolab or Arcam models. (Vol.8
No.5 original version, Vol.12 N0.9)

Threshold SA/12, Manley 350 monoblock, Jeff
Rowland Model One, Classé DR-8.
Deletions
Electrocompaniet AW100 replaced by identically
priced, dual-mono AW75; Krell KSA8013 replaced by
KSA150; Conrad-Johnson MV-50 replaced by MV-52;
none of these vet auditioned

Loudspeaker Systems
;\
Editor's Note: The argument among Stereopbik's
contributors as to whether the B&W 801 Matrix-see
entry-should be included in Class A leads me to
emphasize to prospective purchasers of Class A loudspeakers that four of the following seven models make
great demands that the amplification and source components also be of Class Acaliber if the sound is not
to be compromised. It should also be noted that there
are potential Class A loudspeakers-the Infinity IRS
V, Wilson Audio WAMM -that we have not heard in
familiar surroundings and therefore cannot include
in this listing.
Apogee Diva: $8250/pair
That classic, idiosyncratic Apogee balance-full bass
and depressed treble-doesn't detract from AB's feeling that this three-way, full-range ribbon has the finest
ability to communicate the essence of amusical event
that he's ever heard. Seamless transitions between the
drivers, vivid, stable imaging that envelops the listener,
and an ease in handling wide-range, dynamic peaks
lead to aClass A recommendation. Dedicated electronic crossover-the $3995 DAX or less-featured DAX
Il at $1995, reviewed in Vol.13 No.8-leaves the matter
in no doubt. NlVest Coast price: 58400/pair. (\bI.11 No,8)
Avalon Eclipse: $5600/pair
Although areview is currently in progress, preliminary
results suggest that the two-way Eclipse deserves a
Class Arating, feels JA. Awarmer balance than the Hales
is coupled with astonishing midrange transparency,
beautifully delineated soundstaging, and afreedom
from coloration that allow the music to communicate
most effectively. Price refers to afaux granite finish;
anon-rainforest veneer finish adds $1600/pair. (NR)
B&W 801 Matrix Series 2: $S900iPah"
A complete redesign of the classical recording industry's standard monitor loudspeaker-aluminum-dome
tweeter, extension to 19Hz with the help of aline-level
equalizer, and B&W's patented "Matrix" enclosure,
where the cabinet is effectively transformed into asolid
body-has resulted in amoving-coil speaker capable
of competing with the best planars. As LL put it, "a true
musician's reference transducer." Strengths include
excellent low-frequency definition and weight, a
highly detailed midrange, and unrestrained dynamics.
Bass-alignment filter now included in purchase price
Best used with stands: we have had good results with
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the Sound Anchors and with the wooden, sand-filled
Arcicis. (Also see Vol.12 No.10, p.45, and Vol.13 No.2,
p.217, for discussions of 2simple crossover adjustment
that improves the sound.) There is strong disagreement
among Sterrophde's reviewers whether the 801 is atrue
Class A loudspeaker system. LL makes astrong case
that it should be on the grounds that its flaws are
nowhere near 25 extreme as the other speakers in this
class, meaning that it is more likely that an 801 owner
will get Class Asound than owners of the other recommended models. This is particularly true if the bass
filter is replaced by one of the after-market models,
such as those from Discrete Technology and Denver
dealer Listen-Up (the Maugham -Box). AB, however,
strongly feels that the 801 doesn't come close to the
Apogee Diva in overall recreation of amusical experience, while DO (without having heard the 801 in his
own system, it should be noted) is scornful of the
notion that adynamic speaker can belong in the same
class as the electrostatic Sound-Lab. BS and RH also
feel the 801 to more properly belong in Class B. TJN,
who also owns apair, hasn't volunteered an opinion.
All of which suggests that those with wallets capable
of stretching to accommodate aputative Class Aloudspeaker should listen to the 801, then make up their
own minds. (Vol.10 No.9)
Hales System Two Signature: 54850/pair
A beautifully made two-way, dual-woofer design with
aresonance-free cabinet featuring a4" baffle and a
physically separate crossover, the 1811b System Two
Signature displaced the B&W 801 from RH's listening
room. His characterization of the Hales's sound: "precise, controlled, detailed, meticulous, exact, finesse."
Though the treble is both clean and transparent, aslight
propensity for on-axis brightness can be ameliorated
by experimenting with toe-in. Compared with the 801,
the Hales offers superior dynamic detail, even though
it lacks the British loudspeaker's low-frequency weight.
In fact, the main fault of the Hales is alean, rather overdamped bass balance which can be unforgiving with
some ancillaries and in some rooms. In JA's opinion,
the appearance of loudspeakers like the Hales, the Thiel
CS5, and the Avalon Eclipse implies that this is aGolden
Age for high-end moving-coil loudspeaker design.
(Vol.13 No.7)
Infinity IRS Beta: 511,950/pair
Full-range, five-way, electrodynamic area-drive system
with separate stereo, moving-coil subwoofer towers
and ser-ro/crossover electronics Capable of being finetuned almost ad infinitum. At its best with tube electronics on the panels (ARC preamp and VTL 300 and
500 power amplifiers, for example), which will ameliorate atendency for the upper octave to be somewhat
exaggerated in level, and needing abig room to allow
sufficient distance for the sound from the individual
drive-units to properly integrate, the Beta is the best
speaker JGH has auditioned in terms of transparency,
harmonic accuracy, and the ability to convey the
dynamic scale of a recording. (In this last respect, the
Beta is the best speaker system JA has auditioned.)
Extreme versatility offered by low-bass controls helps
in getting flat, high-level, extended (to below 20Hz),
in-room LF response, provided that abeefy amplifier
(Krell, Mark Levinson, etc.) is used. Lower treble can
sound rather "zingy" with the wrong ancillaries, but
this can be significantly ameliorated by covering some
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of the tweeter and supertweeter radiating areas with
tape. Imaging precision on the original review samples was less good than expected, due to aslightly outof-spec crossover and drive-units on one side. Infinity
promises that good QC will be amajor concern of
theirs from now on; to judge by the most recent samples to be auditioned in Santa Fe, this does appear to
be the case, though athorough reread of the "FollowUps" in Vol.12 Nos.1, 6, & 12 is aprerequisite, 25 is instore audition, prior to making apurchase decision.
(Vol.11 No.9, Vol.12 Nos.1, 6, & 12)
Sound-Lab A-3: $7410/pair
JGH's preferred reference loudspeakrg this big, curvedpanel, full-range electrostatic features astunningly natural midrange Warm-balanced, the treble is sweet and
musical. DO feels the A-3 to be the best electrostatic
speaker he has heard, though he does point out that
its imaging is less well-defined than that typical of a
good minimonitot Sensitivity and dynamic range are
on the low side. Latest version has arevised HT power
supply, resulting in slightly higher sensitivity and an
improved dynamic range. The previous Class Branking
for this speaker was due to JA feeling that it persistently
lacked mid-treble transparency, being rather aggressive
and grainy in this region. Recent auditioning with the
VTL 300 amplifiers revealed that this had much more
to do with the solid-state amplifiers with which JA had
heard it in JGH's system, leading to aconsensus that
the A-3 does deserve 2 Class A recommendation after
all. Latest version features optional "wings" to lower
the baffle cancellation frequency and thus extend the
bass, as well as improved power handling. (Vol.9 No.6,
Vol]] Nos.6 & 11)
Thiel CS5: $9200/pair
A 180Ib, five-way, six-drive-unit speaker with acast
"marble" baffle, the CS5 is the most expensive and
complex loudspeaker ever to come from Jim Thiel's
drawing board. Needs to be listened to at least 8' away;
then, on the upper-midrange axis, the sound is neutrally balanced, superbly uncolored, astonishingly
detailed, and completely time-coherent, leading to
possibly the most accurate, transparent, vivid presentation of the soundstage JA has ever experienced. This
transparency is not achieved at the expense of the CS5's
ability to present the music in all its glory. LA felt the
CS5s to be "immensely American ...
in their willingness to accept all corners—with old recordings, "the
music rang through," he found. Horizontal dispersion
is wide and even, leading to alack of fussiness about
toe-in, though vertically things are rather more critical:
above and below the optimum axis, the sound can
become too bright, while it can also lack body in the
upper midrange. Both of these latter characteristics
can be emphasized by unsympathetic 100Ill acoustics,
which leads to great care having to be taken in selecting
cables and ancillary. components With the appropriate
amplification—the speaker's 2-ohm impedance in this
region makes great demands on the amplifier—the
low frequencies are extended and powerful, if not quite
as well-defined in the midbass and below as the best
Class A competition. The CS5 does need great care
taken in room placement, however, if the upper bass
is not to become uneven and lumpy. While it isn't a
loudspeaker for Everyman and every room, in optimum surroundings and with the best matching ancillaries the CS5 is overall the finest moving-coil loudIII

speaker in current manufacture, feels JA (though it is
fair to point out that he has yet to hear either the Avalon
Ascent or Wilson WATT/Puppy combination in familiar
surroundings). (Vol.13 No.6)

Editor's Note: Imake no apologies for the wide variety of loudspeakers listed in this group. Polling Stereopbiles reviewers resulted in atotal lack of consensus,
implying that all the following speakers will, in the right
room with the right ancillaries, give true high-end
sound. Following the protests of many readers and,
more important, pressure from JGH that small speakers
should automatically be excluded from Class Bbecause
of their lack of LF extension, Ihave split Class Binto
two sections—full- range and minimonitors. To be
included in Class B, asmall speaker has to be at least
as good in every other area as the full-range competition. (Note that all the full- range recommendations,
with the exception of the Quad, Spendor, and Vandersteen, are floor-standing models.)

B—Full- range
Apogee stage: $1995 /pair
The diminutive Stage has one of the most neutral,
seamless midbands around. Recorded voice is
reproduced with an uncannily lifelike quality Imaging,
too, is superb—"In terms of soundstage transparency,
it rivals any loudspeaker money can buy," said DO—as
is the speaker's presentation of recorded dynamics.
The Stage works particularly well with Classé amplification and SYMO cable, but prospective purchasers
should be prepared to experiment with room position and toe-in to get the optimum sound. Matching
stands are also available for those who prefer ahigher
listening seat (Vol.13 No.8)
Magneplanar Tympani IVa: 83730/pair *
Offering excellent performance for their price, the IVas
have exceptional high- frequency performance and
adelicate midrange with excellent harmonic accuracy.
Room considerations and placement are more important than with most speakers for proper imaging. Bass
is good, but requires an amp with high current capability. Most serious weakness is alack of impact, particularly in the lower midrange. (Vol.8 No.6)
Martin-Logan Sequel II: 82650/pair
(oak or black finish)
The revised version of this bi- wirable electrostatic/dynamic hybrid is aparadox, as from the midrange on up, it offers seamless imaging, natural tonal
colors, and clean, grit-free highs, almost reaching Class
A quality in these regions were it not for adefinite
dynamic threshold above which the sound becomes
considerably more hard and brittle But from the lower
midrange on down, to an extent very dependent on
the power amplifier used and on the chosen listening axis, the sound can be anemic, leaving the mida
and highs unsupported. This leads to a"threadbare"
overall balance that particularly irritated the Audio
Anarchist, though we understand that listening to the
speakers from more than 15' ameliorates this problem
somewhat. As supplied, the woofer and the electrostatic panel have the same acoustic polarity, which
is strange in view of the symmetrical 12dB/octave
crossover slopes—DO found the sound to be sip,nificandy improved for close-seated listeners if the woofer
polarity is inverted. To an even greater extent than
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usual, prospective Sequel purchasers should listen for
themselves with their chosen ancillaries before making
any decision. (Vol.12 No.1, original version; Vol.12
Nos.8, 9, & 10)
Meridian D600 remote-control digital-Input
active loudspeaker: 85000/pair
Unique two-way from England includes power amplifiers, electronic crossover, optical and coaxial digital
data inputs, 4x-oversampling digital filter, and 16-bit
DACs, as well as aline-level analog input. Versatile
remote control offers control of analog and digital input
switching, level, channel balance, bass alignment, and
tonal balance. All that is needed to make music is aCD
transport. Speaker remote control also controls Meridian's 207 and 208 CD pLiyer/preamps and the 204 FM
tuner/timer. Intrinsic tonal balance slopes down from
bass to treble, though this is offset by an astonishing
degree of clarity and the ability to present awide, deer),
detailed soundstage. Ultimate dynamic range limited
by some midrange congestion and lower-treble hardness that sets in above 100dB. We understand that a
revised version featuring Bitstrearn DACs is due to be
introduced sometime in 1991. (Vol.12 No.11)
Mirage M- I: 83000/pair
Tall, dark, and handsome, bi-wired, bi-ampable, bipolar design from Canada that resembles, though not in
sonic signature, the B&W 801 and Vandersteen 2Ci,
in that its fundamental sound quality seems much less
sensitive than usual to the characteristics of the amplifier with which it is coupled. The bass is extended, the
extreme highs perhaps alittle wispy, but LA found the
M- 1to be exceptionally well-balanced tonally, with
the rare ability to draw the listener into the music even
at low levels. (Vol.12 No.6)
Nelson-Reed 8/04B: 83250/pair
One of the few moving-coil loudspeakers to get a
recommendation from J. Gordon Holt, the three-way,
reflex-loaded 8/04B combines high sensitivity and
astonishing dynamic range with deep, tight low frequencies and well-defined imaging. Overall balance
is somewhat forward, while treble is not quite up to
the standard set by other Class Bcontenders. (Vol.11
No 4)
Ohm Walsh 5Revised: $6000 /pair
Unusual in being the only omnidirectional loudspeaker
to be recommended, the Ohm Walsh 5, with its unique
inverted-cone, almost-full-range driver, has clarity and
transparency to rival the best rninimonitors, according
to DO. Bass, with near-wall placement, is deep and
full, coloration levels are low, and the soundstaging,
though very sensitive to room positioning, is excellent. Piano-black finish adds $2000 to pair price (Vol.10
No.4, Vol.11 No.8)
Quad ESL-63 US Monitor: 83990/pair *
(stands necessary)
Very musical sound, with very low midrange coloration, natural, precise imaging, excellent soundstaging,
and very good resolution of detail when listened to
on the optimum axis. The highs roll off considerably
off-axis, which can lead to adull, lifeless sound in overdamped rooms. The low treble is alittle resonant,
which bothers some listeners (LA) more than others
(ST, LG, DO). Low frequencies are tight but not very
deep, while maximum-volume capability is somewhat
limited. (In Santa Fe, with its 7000' altitude, this is astrict
97dB on peaks.) Later models are less dry-sounding
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than early production. Can really come alive with the
right amplifier, and benefits from modifications, most
especially suitable stands (we have found Arcicis to
work well). Aficionados should investigate the Celestion dual-mono subwoofers, which, being dipoles,
stand agood chance of integrating in-room with the
dipole Quads, while TAS's I-IP has achieved excellent
results mating the Quads with the woofer panels, also
dipoles, from the Tympani lV. (LG disagrees, feeling
that the omnidirectional, servocontrolled Velodyne
ULD- 18 gives the optimum match.) The current version, the "US Monitor," has astiffer steel frame, arevised
protective grille, and areduced plate gap for higher
sensitivity (Vol.6 NosA & 5, %b1.7 Nos.2 & 7, MD1.8 Na3,
Vol.10 No.1, Vol.12 Nos.2 8c 6)
Snell Type A/III Improved: $4680/pair
Ultrafkt frequency response is coupled with asuperb
coupling of the low frequencies with the room acoustics, which leads to extended, powerful lows. Replacement of the original's Audax tweeter with acleanersounding Vita unit leads to the "Improved" being
added to this large floor-standing speaker's designation
and astrong recommendation from Larry Greenhill,
who feels it should be aClass Acontender. A lack of
treble transparency coupled with somewhat restricted
image depth, however, mean that high Class Bis probably the most suitable rating. Bi -amplification via the
dedicated electronic crossover from db Systems ($602)
significantly improves performance (1131.7 Na6, Vol.9
No.3, Vol.10 No.6, Vol.13 No.3)
Spendor 5100: $2500/pair (stands necessary)
Somewhat self-effacing quality compared with "audiophile" loudspeakers, thought ST, but the outstanding
bass, smoothness and lack of coloration through the
midrange, and the sweetness of the treble make this
beautifully constructed British three-way anatural Class
B recommendation. "No significant flaws," say both
Martin Colloms and Mr. Tellig. 5175/pair Chicago
Speaker Stands speaker stands should be regarded as
mandatory. (V)l.13 No.6)
Spica Angelus: 81275/pair
The first floor-standing model to come from this New
Mexican manufacturer, this idiosyncratically styled
speaker has much in common with the TC-50, including asuperbly defined, if lightweight, bass register, a
basically neutral, if occasionally "cardboardy" midrange, and the ability to throw an astonishingly accurate
soundfield. Treble transparency is alittle lacking when
compared with the best Class Bspeakers, but still one
of the best loudspeakers The Audio Anarchist has
heard. LA demurs, due to the Angelus's slight departure
from midband accuracy while Martin Colloms points
out that the speaker's unusual styling results in asomewhat deeper than usual "floor dip" in the lower midrange which can lend the bass arather disembodied
character. (Vol.11 No.2, Vol.13 Nos.I 8c 4)
Synthesis Reference System: 87350/system
Close to achieving aClass A recommendation, this
four-enclosure dynamic system was felt by JGH to have
aslight lack of energy in the midrange which robbed
orchestral crescendos of their full power. Nevertheless, extraordinarily precise yet spacious imaging and
the deepest, smoothest bass he has heard in his listening room led JGH to label the SRS "superb," almost
rivaling his beloved Sound-Lab A-3s in overall performance. (Vol.11 No.8)
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Thiel CS3.5: $2650/pair
One of the finest US-designed box speakers, the 3.5
is the result of along collaboration between designer
Jim Thiel and the drive-unit manufacturers. Combines
superb transparency and imaging with excellent lowbass extension-an active equalizer is used-though
it relies on music having anormal spectral balance if
the woofer is not to run out of excursion capability.
(Organ recordings with sustained high-level pedal passages are to be avoided, for example.) Abalance opposite to that of the Apogee Duena, with aslight tendency
to atilted-up HF, makes careful system matching crucial. Its Dynaudio tweeter is perhaps outclassed in clarity by the SEAS unit Thiel uses in the new CS1.2, but
the design's real Achilles Heel appears to be the
equalizer, which compromises HF neutrality somewhat and is often outclassed by the electronics with
which the 3.5 is used. (Vol.10 No.1, Vol.12 Nol)
Vandersteen 2Ci: 11195/pair *
(stands necessary)
After 12 years of continual refinement, an excellent
full-range box speaker. Balance of the 2C was alittle
rolled off in the highs, according to AHC, but the latest
Cl revision has full measure up to 16kHz or so (though
it lacks ultimate transparency in the high treble). Superb
delineation of recorded detail, aneutral, tuneful midrange (apart from adegree of character/emphasis in
the presence region), and low frequencies that are
extended without the bass becoming too exaggerated,
lead to aborderline Class Brating, but the fact that it
would seem impossible to get anything less than avery
musical sound from this speaker mandates aconfident
recommendation. TJN said it best in Vol.13 No.5: "The
Vandersteen ... is that rarest of audio products: ahighly
musical and accurate reproducer at abargain price."
The Audio Anarchist demurs, feeling the Spica Angelus
is abetter buy overall, the 20 being too 'Mndersweet."
$260/pair dedicated Sound Anchor stands push the
speaker's performance envelope further. (Vol.9 No.6,
2C; Vol.12 No.5, Vol.13 Nos.I & 5, 2Ci)

B-Minimonitors
Acoustic Energy AEI: 81500/pair
(stands necessary)
Tiny reflex box with metal-dome tweeter and unique
metal-cone woofer. Redefines the art of miniature
speaker design, according to JA, due to its high dynamic range capability, electrostatic-quality treble, and
see-through, if somewhat forward-balanced, midrange. Now supplied ready for biwiring with goldplated binding posts. Price with Alloy stands is $2150.
(V01.11 No.9)
Celestion SL600Si: 81999/pair *
(stands necessary)
Though lacking the bottom octave-and-a-half of bass
extension, and possessing slightly depressed mid- and
extreme treble ranges that make system optimization
difficult, the SL600Si combines lower-midrange transparency and holographic imaging (areas where it sees
off most of the moving-coil competition) with amusical, if dark-sounding, balance unique for abox speaker.
Worth using with high-end electronics. Latest Si version has revised crossover layout to allow biwiring and
is more transparent in the treble, though atouch of
midband congestion remains. Good stands, such as
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Celestion's own $300/pair 18" SLSis, are mandatory.
(Vol.10 No.2, original version; Vol.12 No.5)
Celestion SL700: $2999/pair (stands included)
\try expensive for asmall speaker, price includes excellent stands. Improves over the SL600Si in the areas
where that speaker excels, and sets new standards for
abox loudspeaker in transparency, neutrality, and
upper-bass clarity In contrast with the SL600Si, overall
balance is rather on the bright side—a little like a
moving-coil CLS— which demands careful system
matching. Auditioning of acurrent production version (Spring '90) reveals much better integration
between the tweeter and woofer, though the tradeoff
appears to be aless involving sound overall. Though
the SL700 is deficient in low bass in absolute terms,
rate of rolloff in-room is slow enough that it almost
qualifies for inclusion in the "full-range" Class Bcategory. But only almost. (Vol.11 No.9)
Ensemble PA- I: $2640/pair
Ensemble Reference: S4390/pair
(stands necessary)
"'Iwo almost identical-looking minimoniums from Switzerland, distributed in the US by Graham Engineering, combine an excellent soft-dome tweeter with an
unusual laminated-cone woofer and arear-facing passive radiator. Both sensitive to being overdriven by subsonics, but provided agood high-pass filter is used,
the Ensembles generate aneutrally balanced if bass-shy
sound with better imaging—"spatial resolution was
outstanding," according to DO—and less upper-bass
congestion than the Celestion SL600Si. The Reference
betters the PA- Iin every way—at a(Mg. Both speakers
require aconsiderable break-in period to reach their
optimum performance. (Vol.13 No.6)

Acoustat Spectra 11: $1099/par
Inexpensive floor-standing hybrid which combines
asingle Acoustat electrostatic panel with amovingcoil woofer. On the optimum listening axis, which is
too high for alistener sitting in anormal chair, aclean
treble and midband are offset by aslightly dull balance
overall, while there is abit of character in the presence
region and the bass can be alittle excessive in level in
too small aroom. -Unfailingly 'musicar said TJN, however, of this "entry-level high-end" speaker system.
(Vol.13 Nos.1 & 2)
Acoustat Spectra 2200 loudspeaker: 82250/pair
The Spectra 2200 uses two Spectra 11 electrostatic
panels with electronic contouring applied to reduce
the effective radiating width with frequency, thus
minimizing that bugbear of wide-panel electrostatics,
limited HF dispersion. With amplifiers of 100W output
or more, the Spectra 2200 throws awide, deep soundstage, though DO felt the mida to be alittle recessed.
Low bass is missing, but SPW- Idual-mono passive
woofer module (1600) usefully extends response to
below 35Hz. Actual model reviewed was the Spectra
22; the 2200 sounds identical but is cosmetically somewhat different. (I.12 No.10)
Dahlquist DQ12: $1200/pair
Unusually styled, three-way design, with midrange
and tweeter mounted on aseparate baffle atop the
sealed-box bass bin. Low frequencies are rich and full,
the soundstaging and imaging superb. The original
review samples, however, had arather exaggerated tre114

ble region, which, while making the sound very open
and "airy" over-accentuated the speaker's presentation
of recorded detail and made LP surface noise more
audible than usual. Asecond sample, described in this
issue's "Follow-Up" section, seemed better balanced
in this respect, leading to acautious Class C recommendation. (Vol.13 Nos.4 & 10)
Epos ES-14: $1195 /pair (stands necessary)
Aspeaker that has long been aCheapskate favorite, the
ES-14 seems to be typical of small British speaker
designs in that it features ametal-dome tweeter in a
well-braced cabinet with aminimal crossover and the
option for bi- wiring. The result is asuperbly coherent
sound that, according to TJN, kept drawing him into
the music. Ported bass is both alittle lightweight and
somewhat soft, but the upper bass and midrange are
very low in coloration, with excellent transparency.
Matching stands are available for $200. (M)1.11 No.6,
Vol.13 No.1)
Focal Aria 5kit: $700/pair (stands necessary)
(See Dick Olsher's review in this issue)
Image Concept 200: $1000/pair
"The deepest bass per dollar," thought JA of this elegant, floor-standing, two-way design from Canada.
An otherwise excellent soft-dome tweeter is alittle
sizzly in the upper treble, with aslight tendency for
the sound to harden at very high levels. Sensitivity on
the low side, which, coupled with the low impedance,
will mean more careful amplifier matching than usual.
Excellent image definition, however, and overall, an
impressively neutral balance. Good things are coming out of Canada these days, perhaps due to the excellent facilities offered to designers by the Canadian
National Research Council. (Vol.11 No.8)
Monitor Audio MA952 Gold: SUMO/pair
High Class C performance with the right ancillaries
from afloor-standing English loudspeaker equipped
with twin woofers and afine aluminum-dome tweeter
(anodized agold color in the latest version). Coloration
levels are mild, apart from asomewhat lively box,
though the balance is alittle forward in the presence
region, which is particularly unkind to CD. This is offset
by highish sensitivity and an astonishing transparency
in the midrange and treble, presumably due to the
minimalist crossover. Sealed-box bass is lightweight
but articulate, with reasonably good extension. (%61.11
Nos.1, 2, & 5)
Rauna Balder: 81500/pair
Unusually styled two-way floor-standing design with
cast-concrete enclosure (which can be painted to
match room decor) and arear-mounted port. Though
said to be a transmission line, bass loading is more akin
to reflex and alittle loose. High treble is dull, but apart
from those minor defects, this speaker has asuperbly neutral midband and clean mid-treble. (Vol.11 No.6)
Rogers LS7t: $999/pair (stands necessary)
Well-finished two-way; reflex-loaded dynamic speaker
with aclassic "British" balance—uncolored midband,
superb imaging, and arather ripe upper bass. Good
stands are mandatory, as is placement well out in the
listening room. Sounds best with grille on. Tendency
to hardness in the lower treble will make demands on
matching electronics. (Vol.12 No.12)
Rogers LS3/5a: $799/pair (stands necessary)
A major revision of the crossover in 1988 Was meant
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not so much to "improve" this venerable design (first
seen and heard in 1975!) as to bring production back
on target. Still somewhat compromised concerning
overall dynamics and HF smoothness and clarity when
compared with Class Bminiatures such as the Acoustic
Energy AEI, Celestion SL600Si and SL700, and having adistinctly tubby midbass, the 1989 version of the
LS3/5a still has one of the least colored midbands
around, thrOWS 2 cleep, beautifully defined soundstage,
and has a slightly sweeter top end, with less nasality
apparent than it used to have. The sound, however,
is sometimes not as musically involving as it could or
should be. The LS3/5a is also being manufactured by
Spendor, Harbeth, and Goodmans, and differences
among any current LS3/5as should be cosmetic only.
(Vol.3 No.I2, Vol.4 Nol, Vol.7 No.4, Vol.12 Nos.2 & 3)
Signet SL280: 8900/pair (stands necessary)
(See TJN's review in this issue)
Snell Type Q: 8780/pair (stands necessary)
Small speaker which successfully takes on the British
on their own ground. An open, airy quality, excellent
delineation of soundstage depth and width, low levels
of midrange coloration, though treble is perhaps alittle
unforgiving compared with, for example, the Epos ES14. Matching stands cost MO/pair. (Vo1.11 No.6)
Spica TC-50: 8550/pair *
(stands necessary)
The coherence and imaging of the mid- to upper midrange rival the Quad and LS3/5a and would be considered excellent in a speaker of any price; at $550
they're 1steal. Only significant drawback is the absolute
need for the listener to be sitting with his or her ears
on the optimum axis, the sound otherwise becoming
too lean. On the optimum axis, the high frequencies
roll off above 16kHz, the midband is rather forward.
balanced, and the low end is designed to be very controlled down to the lower limit of about 55Hz. This
latter aspect makes the 1
,
C-50 perfect for matching to
asubwoofer -a pair of Kinergetics BSC-SW100s with
their stands and matching amplifier are ideal. Easily
damaged by amplifier overload. Latest version features
across-brace between front and rear panels. (Vol.7
Nos.2 & 3, Vol.9 Nos.5 & 7, Vol.11 No.1, Vol.12 No.10)
SR Bolero: 81549/pair (stands necessary)
This Swiss reflex-loaded minimonitor's good
dynamics, fundamentally neutral tonal balance, and
excellent upper-bass definition are let down by the
rather fizzy highs characteristic of its Focal tweeter,
which also reduces image depth in this region. Vaarks
best with tube amplification. Matching Forte stereo
woofers increase dynamic range but at the expense
of upper-bass smoothness. (Vol.12 No.4)
Synthesis LM-210: 81195/pair tr
Excellent dynamics and very transparent sound from
this floor-standing model, coupled with agood standard of neutrality. (Vol.10 No.8)
TDL Studio 1: 81445/pair (stands necessary)
Midband and upper bass have a little too much character in absolute terms, felt JA, but the transmission-line
Studio 1features excellent bass extension for what is
basically rather asmall two-way loudspeaker. Dynamics are somewhat limited, but the Studio 1features
avery clean treble and excellent soundstage presentation. Matching stands cost 5180/pair, but should be
considered essential in order to place the listener's ear
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on the optimum axis, the sound being otherwise too
hollow-sounding. (Vol.13 No.2)
Thiel CS1.2: 81250/pair
Borderline Class B, lacking only ultimate dynamic
range, this modest-sized floor-standing speaker offers
an outstandingly detailed sound with superbly precise Ifa little shallow soundstaging, a neutral midband,
and aless critical treble balance than the older CS2
(although VTL monoblocks produced rather a"hissy"
sound). ST reports that the Electrocompaniet AW100
sounds terrific with the I.2s. Low frequencies are full,
but only become too ripe when used with, say, a tube
amplifier, states JA. ST demurs, feeling that the bass
was alittle lightweight, which might suggest some
room dependency in the low-frequency balance. A
best buy at the price, nevertheless. (Vol.12 Nos.1, 6, &
11, Vol.13 No.1)
Thiel CS2: 81650/pair tr
The CS2 is more amplifier- and front-end-fussy than
the other Thiel speakers-anything too extended or
peaky preceding the speakers will make the sound too
relentless. It will be harder to get the CS2 to perform
at its best than, say, the CS1.2, but in the right system
the '2 will offer remarkable coherence, excellent imaging, anatural midrange, and extended highs. (Vol.8
No.6, Vol.12 No.1)

Cambridge SoundWorlis Ambiance: 8250/pair
(stands necessary)
Tiny, well-finished stand-, wall-, or shelf-mounted twoway speaker available only via mail-order (S&H add
$10 to the quoted price). (Full customer support is
provided.) Midrange rather forward in balance, accentuated by rather shut- in but lispy highs and anecessarily limited bass extension. The mids also lack clarity.
Nevertheless, the Ambiance offers asurprisingly musical sound overall, and can be recommended for
second-system use or as ambience speakers in avideosurround setup. Oak cabinets are available for an additional 548/pair. (Vol.13 No.3)
Celestion 3: 8280/pair (stands necessary)
Intended to be sited near arear wall on astand or shelf,
which usefully reinforces its limited low-frequency
output, the diminutive 3has arather "cardboardy"
coloration in the midband but aclean, open-sounding
treble unusual in this price range. (Vol.12 No.10)
Dana Audio Model 1: 8179/pair
(stands necessary)
By far the least expensive loudspeaker listed in"Recommended Components," Dana's Model 1is only available
via mail-order. A rather warm bass and arather lifeless, depressed treble lead to aforgiving balance offset
only by adegree of resonant coloration in the low treble "Squeezes the most music out of the least money,"
according to RH. Slight changes to the tweeter level
have been made since the review appeared. (M31.13 Na9)
MagnepLinar
8575/pair *
Musical sound, with relatively well-extended low frequencies, considering the size of the panel. Not that
transparent in the midband, and high frequencies
recessed, but amusical bargain nonetheles. (Ma1.10 Na7)
Monitor Audio R300/MD: 8599/pair
(stands necessary)
A forward midrange and slightly indistinct upper bass
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are offset by excellent imaging and agenerally smooth,
detailed treble. Should work well with inexpensive
amplification. (Vol.12 No.4)
Monitor Audio Monitor 7: $399/pair
(stands necessary)
The Monitor 7is "smoother through the treble than
the C,elestion 3, better focused, and better finished too,"
says the redoubtable Mr. Tellig. JA concurs, feeling that
its midrange is also less colored, but points out that
the 7's more peaky treble balance will be fussier regarding matching amplifiers and CD players, and adds that
he finds its reflex-loaded low frequencies to be fuzzier, less well-defined, than the sealed-box Celestion's.
(Vol.13 Nos.1, 2, & 3)
NHT 1.3: 8480/pair (stands necessary)
Unusal styling but asuperb level of fit'n'finish distinguish this small, inexpensive loudspeaker. Its midrange
is neutral, its high frequencies clean and free from resonant hash, though low frequencies lack alittle weight.
Sound quality overall is borderline Class C with the
right ancillaries —"the NHT 1.3 excels in those areas
that are most important musicallt stated RH. (Vol.13 Na9)
Paradigm 5se: 8349/pair (stands necessary)
Arather soft midbass, aslightly colored midband when
com p
aredw i
ththe better cicss D loudspeakers (including the Paradigm Control Monitor below), and atypical
soft-dome tweeter treble, but excellent performance
at the price. Awell-balanced design. Needs to be used
on good stands. (Vol.11 No.1)
Paradigm Control Monitor: 8680/pair
(stands necessary)
Arather loose upper bass and acold tonal balance do
not detract from this Canadian speaker's having an
excellent performance overall at this price level. Neutral
midband but rather shallow imaging. (Vol.12 No.12)
Rauna Freja: 8725/pair (stands necessary)
This concrete-enclosure two-way features rather aforward midband but throws awide, deep soundstage
with low levels of resonant coloration. Verges on Class
Csound quality with the right ancillaries. (Vol.12 No.1)
Rauna Tyr II: 8725/pair *
(stands necessary)
Asmall, concrete-enclosure loudspeaker with very
smooth, neutral, musical balance and excellent imaging
and soundstaging. Agood musical buy. (Vol.9 No.2)
Spectrum 2088: 8449/pair (stands necessary)
Easy to drive and possessing excellent bass extension
and aclean treble, the 208B is let down by relatively
high levels of midrange coloration. (Vol.12 No.1)
Tammy Ell: 8369/pair (stands necessary)
A basically flat response with acoloration-free midrange, an open, expansive soundstage, and awelldefined bass is offset by adegree of treble hash. "Eminently musical for its price," thought RH. Bi -wiring
recommended. (Vol.13 No.9)

ATC SCM20, Monitor Audio Studio 10, PSB Stratus
Gold, Mirage M-3, Avalon Ascent, Infinity Modulus,
KEF R105/3, Snell K2, Wilson wArr Ils/Puppies, Magnepan MG3.3 & MG2.6, JBL XPL160.
Deletions
After many years in "Recommended Components,"
the Magneplanar MGIlla has been replaced by the
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MG3.3; likewise, the MG2.5/R has been replaced by
the MG2.6. Kindel Purist LT no longer available, to the
best of our information. PSB Stratus replaced by Stratus
Gold.

Su bwoofers & Crossovers
Editor's Note: You will see from Dick Olsher's minisurvey in Vol.12 No.1 that true subwoofers, capable of
reproducing the bottom two bass octaves at realistically
high sound levels, are rare and expensive beasts. In
addition, the problems of integrating one or two subwoofers with high-quality satellites are major if the
integrity of the upper-bass/lower-midrange region is
not to be compromised. There are no Class D subwoofers listed: we strongly recommend those trying
to subwoof on the cheap to instead look at the possibility of acquiring more expensive full-range loudspeakers.

A
Threshold PCX electronic crossover:

81600
Available in two versions, offering either selectable
crossover frequencies from 75Hz to 1602Hz or 750Hz
to 16,020Hz, the PCX offers fixed 18dB/octave slopes
and matches the Threshold FET- 10 in appearance. Sonically the most transparent crossover DO has yet auditioned. (Vol.12 No.1)

Velodyne ULD-18 subwoofer: 82595
(inc crossover, amplifier, and servo electronics)
LG felt this well-finished, servocontrolled subwoofer
system to offer the best bass performance he had
experienced, extending his Quad US Monitor's low
frequencies to 20Hz even at high levels, and adding
aconsiderable degree of dynamic contrast. Though
Peter Mitchell would agree with aClass A rating for the
ULD- 18, DO disagrees, feeling the Velodyne belongs
in Class Bdue to an overall lack of absolute definition.
It is fair to note, however, that DO derives his opinion
from auditioning the Velodyne at hi-fi shows where
the subwoofer would undoubtedly have been turned
up too high. (Vol.12 No.10)

Celestion System 6000: 82999/pair *
(inc. crossover)
20Hz bass extension, though not at high levels, with
excellent transient performance and dynamic range
due to its using four 12" drive-units. Dipole radiation
pattern makes system optimization aless thankless task
than usual (Celestion can supply detailed set-up data
to System 6000 owners who send the company adiagram of their room). Though expensive, not even
including the need for aseparate stereo power amplifier, the System 6000 is worth auditioning with both
the Quad ESL-63 and the Martin-Logan CLS to endow
those systems with bass extension and low-frequency
power handling (though DO and LG feel that the system's fundamentally excellent performance is compromised by the quality of the line-level controller/equalizer). Note that LG feels the System 6000
to be incapable of competing with the Velodynes in
terms of being able to reproduce the power of live low
frequencies. (Vol.10 No.2, Vol.12 Nos.1 & 10)
Nelson-Reed 1204/P subwoofer: 81200 each
Four 12" drive-units in an IB enclosure, with two used
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in stereo, gave flat extension to 20Hz with high
dynamic range in Gordon's room, though with aless
smooth characteristic, despite careful positioning, than
the Synthesis Reference System's against-the-wall
towers. "P" revision can be run in 2-ohm mode. The
high-pass satellite feeds of Nelson-Reed's all-active AC1204 electronic crossover ($570) are veiled; the same
company's PC-1204 passive high-pass unit ($50)should
be regarded as essential. (Vol.11 No.4)
Velodyne ULD-15 subwoofer: $1795
(inc. crossover, amplifier, and servo electronics)
A smaller version of the Class A ULD-18, the '15
imposed more of asignature on the music, thought
LG, shrinking his Quads' soundstage and somewhat
diminishing their depth. (Vol.12 No.10)

Audio Concepts Saturn subwoofer:
$699/pair (kit)
Using two 12" woofers in acompound configuration,
the Saturn achieves moderate extension and in kit form
offers good value for money The drive-units have sufficient dynamic range to make it worth experimenting
with equalizing the Saturn's response to be flat to 20Hz.
Kit w/o cabinets: 5280. (Vol.12 No.1)
Audio Control Richter Scale Series IH equalizer:
$349
kisatile six-band, half-octave, low-frequency equalizer
and analyzer incorporating 24dB/octave crossover factory preset to 90Hz. Slightly "muffled" in sound quality
when compared with the Threshold, the Richter Scale
nevertheless offers the woofer fan the best chance of
achieving a successful integration between subwoofer(s) and satellites. (Vol.12 No.1)
Kinergetics BSC SW-100 subwoofer system:
$990/pair
Kinergetics BSC SW-200 subwoofer interface
and stereo bass amplifier: $725
Using apair of 10" drivers per side, the Kinergetics system achieves true 20Hz extension but at the expense
of alimited dynamic range. In the right circumstances,
however, particularly with Spica TC-50s, it can work
very well, producing afull-range sound that can be
intensely musical. (Vol.12 No.1)
Sumo Samson subwoofer: $750
Massive, large enclosure uses areflex-loaded 15" driver
to give high power handling and extension to 20Hz
(-3dB) when used with the Sumo Delilah crossover,
which incorporates suitable EQ. Effective and costeffective means of adding extension to a typical
minimonitor-based system, but highish-Q bass tuning
means that system/room optimization can be asomewhat protracted affair. JA noted, to his surprise, that
when set up correctly, astereo pair of Samsons added
considerable image depth and stability to the sound
of Celestion SL600s. He has also heard apair of Samsons working well with Martin-Logan CLSes. (Vol.11
No.4, Vol.12 No.1)
Sumo Delilah stereo electronic crossover: $550
Featuring independently switchable high- and lowpass crossover frequencies, Bessel- type filters, lowpass slope selectable between 12 and 18dB/octave, lowpass level control, abypass switch, and both mono
and stereo inverting and non-inverting subwoofer amp
outputs, the Delilah is the most versatile means of
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integrating one or two subwoofers into asystem JA has
found. High-pass output is not quite as transparent in
the treble as astraight-wire bypass. (Vol.11 No.4)

Bryston 10B electronic crossover.
Deletions
Cogan-Hall ContraBass 12 subwoofer discontinued.

FM Ilaners & Antennae
Editor's Note: Larry Greenhill recommends that
those interested in purchasing agood FM tuner read
J. Gordon Holt's and Donald A. Scott's discussion on
reviewing and measuring FM tuners in Vol.7 No.7,
pp.54-57. (See the advertisement elsewhere in this
issue for information on ordering back issues of Stereopbile.)

A
AudloPrism 7500 indoor FM antenna: $190
Low -VSWR (Voltage Standing Wave Ratio), vertically
polarized, omnidirectional indoor passive design that,
like the Day Sequerra, will prove optimal in urban
high-signal-strength areas. 89.5" height. (Vol.12 No.5)
BP FM-9700 active antenna: $40
Excellent directional indoor antenna offers 6dB
improvement over conventional T-shaped dipole
antenna. (Vol.11 No.10)
Day Sequerra FM Studio Monitor: $3800
With astyling similar to the same company's FM Broadcast Monitor, the FM Studio Monitor is acompletely
new design, built to the same exacting standard.
Balanced outputs are provided. Compared with the
Broadcast Monitor, selectable IF bandwidth leads to
improved adjacent-channel selectivity and lower audio
THD. The sound, however, was where this tuner
scored, being, according to LG, "as good as any source
Inow have in my system," with a"see-through quality
that just doesn't happen with any unit Ihave ever heard
in my system." LG also commented on the Studio
Monitor's "extraordinary" dynamic range and enhanced presentation of inner detail. (M)l.13 No.1)
Day Sequerra FM Urban indoor antenna: $285
Low- VSWR, omnidirectional, vertically polarized, 5'high indoor passive design optimized for metropolitan
reception in areas of high signal strength. (Vol.12 No.7)
Magnum Dynalab 205 FM Booster: $229 itr
Not atuner, but an excellent RF amplifier to optimize
selectivity and reception in areas of poor signal
strength. (Vol.10 No.6)
Magnum Dynalab Etude: $1295
Based on the well-established FT- 101A, the Etude features a machined faceplate, WBT output jacks,
audiophile-quality passive components, and two extra
hours of component selection, matching, and testing
during its manufacture. The result is atuner that sounds
only slightly noiser than the extraordinarily expensive Day Sequerra Broadcast Monitor with the same
antenna and station, and features adistortion-free midrange with strong dynamic contrasts. "The sound was
wonderfully free of hash, distortion, grit, and glaze,"
said LG. His overall conclusion? That the Etude "represents one of the better balances of price and performance you can find in FM tuners today" (Vol.13 No.8)
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AudioPrism 6500 FM Antenna: $90
(wood cabinet)
if you don't have the room for an external FM antenna,
then the diminutive 6500 could be agood substitute,
offering good reception except for DX-ing purposes.
A lot more effective than the small, active, omnidirectional antennae offered by some companies, thought
BS. (Vol.13 No.9)
Denon TU -800: $500
Excellent sound-smooth and tubelike" -coupled
with good RF performance, particularly adjacentchannel selectivity and very low distortion in supernarrow mode. (Vol.11 No.5)
JVC FX1010TN: $480
Very quiet backgrounds, coupled with excellent RF
performance, apart from image rejection. Model
reviewed was the almost identical FX-1100 BK. (Vol.12
No.4)
Luxman T-117: $600
"One of the best-sounding tuners ever!" said DAS in
his review of this extremely sensitive tuner, pointing
out its very low distortion. Borderline Class A. (Vo1.11
No 2)
Magnum Dynalab FT-101A: $775 It/
An analog tuner, the FT-10IA is superb from an RF
standpoint, particularly in quieting and sensitivity
Selectivity is bettered only by the Onkyo, Denon TU'
800, and Citation 23, but the '101A consistently sounds
superior on most stations. Examination of three different samples confirmed good quality control as of
February 1988. Latest version has instant-on feature,
defeatable stereo blend, and new board. (Vol.8 No.4,
Vol.10 No.3, see also Don Scott's "Follow-Up" review
in this issue)
°nix BWD1: $885
Minimalist design with separate power supply but a
sound "transparent to the music source," with good
soundstaging. Will give excellent sound, as good as
that of the Lwcman T-117, with classical stations broadcasting aclean, uncompressed signal, but not as good
at snatching signals from the ether. Among the bestsounding tuners. (Vo1.10 No.8)
Onkyo T-9090 H: $750 *
This Mk.II version of an old favorite is an excellentsounding tuner in its Wide mode, offering very low
noise and superb stereo separation, though switching to Narrow or Super-Narrow noticeably degrades
audio quality Bass response is quick and dynamic RF
performance is excellent, though not as good as the
Lwanan T-117 in fringe reception areas. (Von' No.5)
Proton AT-670: $400
"Exceptionally smooth" sound on FM, with anatural tonal quality and awide soundstage, thought DAS,
especially with weaker FM stations. Lacks ultimate
selectivity and AM section has poor sensitivity. Features Schotz noise reduction. (Vol.13 No.7)
Revolt B-260-S: $1675
Ergonomics are initially daunting-there are 60
presets-but once set up, this beautifully constructed,
very sensitive, very selective tuner was among the easiest to use. Audio quality on the Narrow IF bandwidth
setting was excellent -"no harshness, no SCA
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birdies" -though not in the class of the Day-Sequerra
models, felt LG. B208 remote control costs an extra
$160. Significantly less expensive B-160 ($795)
preserves much of the 260's audio and RF performance. (Vol.12 No.7)

Harman/Kardon Citation 23: $699
Excellent selectivity -"it can separate closely spaced
stations where others fail" -but sensitivity rather on
the low side. Excellent AM section, FM fine-tuning,
topnotch sound. (Vol.10 No.8)
Magnum Dynalab FT-11 FM tuner: $449
Borderline Class B tuner, according to DAS in his
review, that lacks transparency when compared, for
example, with the more expensive FT-101. This is perhaps due to its having asingle, narrow IF bandwidth.
Has good selectivity and avery effective high-blend
circuit for receiving weak stations in acceptable stereo. (Vol.12 No.10)
Onkyo T-4700: $450
Superb "signal-sniffing ability," noted DAS, which,
combined with excellent adjacent-channel selectivity,
leads to a"tuner that will miss few. ..
signals delivered
to its antenna jacks." Sound quality not quite up to the
standard set by the other two Onkyo tuners recommended in this listing, however. (Vol.13 No.5)
Quad Fb14: $695 tr
Good-quality construction, though only eight presets
Wry sensitive with flawless audio if properly aligned.
Lacks high adjacent-channel selectivity, switchable
IF bandwidth, and mono/stereo switch. (Vol.8 No.4)

Adcom GTP-400: $380
Excellent budget-priced preamplifier, with integral
FM/AM tuner offering good sensitivity but only reasonable selectivity. (V)l.12 No.9)
Amain Alpha 2: $375
Warm tonal balance, excellent stereo separation, but
only average RF performance. (Vol.12 No.7)
Hafier Iris: $450
Remote-control FM tuner that connects to the matching Iris preamplifier via aribbon-cable link and can
be controlled by the preamp remote. Having much in
common circuit-wise with the DH-330, it offers audio
with exceptionally low distortion and aslightly dry
balance 'Ruling is clumsy, however, requiring two buttons to be pushed, while DAS was also disturbed by
the fact that it tunes in 50kHz intervals. RF performance
is only average, with limited selectivity and poor immunity to SCA and FMX spuriae. (Vol.13 No.2)
Marantz ST-54 AM/FM tuner: $420
Wry sensitive, particularly in mono, but limited
adjacent-channel FM selectivity. Ability to tune in
101tHz steps makes it suitable for receiving cable signals
Gold finish and rosewood end panels add $80 to price.
(Vol.12 No.10)
Proton 440: 8300 *
An excellent Schotz noise-reduction tuner. Superior
fringe performance when high adjacent-channel selectivity is not needed. Audio OK. (Vol.8 Nol)
Bogen TP-100A: $256 1*.r
$199 from Fordum Radio (see Magnum review in WI.12
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No.10). Wry clean sound, good stereo. Small size, good
looks make it a good choice where space is at a
premium. Usable only for medium-strength signals.
Sensitive AM. (Vol.9 No.3)
Deletions
Hailer DH-330 replaced by Iris tuner; NEC T-710 no
longer distributed in US.

Signal Processors
Editor's Note: Ifeel that to continue to recommend
dynamic-range expanders, compressors, aural exciters,
equalizers, ambience extractors, etc, is not in the true
spirit of high fidelity, where the reproduction should
be true to what the engineer and producer intended.
The only processors Iwould recommend are those
which can prove useful in rendering acceptable the
playback of historical material. JGH, however disagrees
forcefully, feeling that equalizers, in particular, should
be given high-end respectability for the correction of
program deficiencies in the almost ubiquitous absence
of tilt controls; as does BS, who states, "What this country needs is an audiophile-quality, $1000 equalizer."
Peter Mitchell also disagrees, on the grounds that "the
true spirit of high fidelity" could mean either "recreating alifelike illusion of music, by whatever means
necessary, or literal reproduction of what is on the
disc—no matter how falsely equalized, compressed,
or colored that signal may be." He goes on to say that
"with the best recordings, these goals may coincide,
but not as ageneral rule Case in point: Apogee speakers
are inaccurate reproducers, but their fat bass and rolledoff top are partly responsible for their ability to recreate
the sound you hear at aconcert. Without the aid of
equalizers or other modifiers of tonal balance, how
can the radically different-sounding Apogee Diva and
Acoustic Energy AEI both be called 'high-fidelity'
reproducers? If either is regarded as plausibly accurate, the other will need radical help from an equalizer
to sound OK." OK?

A
Accuphase G-I8 graphic equalizer: $5450
Very expensive 33-band equalizer has less deleterious
effects on the signal than any other such device JGH
has tried. Constant-Q bandpass/cut filter design leads
to minimum overlap between adjacent bands. Best
used for system EQ rather than for program. (Vol.11
No.4)
Packburn 323A noise-reduction device:
$2650 *
Quite expensive, and frankly intended for professional
(archival) use, the Packburn is the best such device
made. It can remove the maximum of surface noise—
sticks, pops, and hiss—from shellac or vinyl discs with
aminimum of signal degradation. (Vol.5 No.8)

decoder reviews, it must be pointed out that when several listeners are involved, as will often be the case with
movies, acenter speaker will be essential if those well
off the central axis are to receive asound localized at
the screen position.

A
Shure H1'S-5300 Dolby surround-sound processor: $999
Full logic action and remote control. Individual trimpot level controls are provided for all six outputs, but
can only be accessed from underneath. Only processor
"to preserve the width, depth, and spaciousness of
the soundfield," said BS, with aclear and open sound
quality and stable, crosstalk-free decoding action.
(Vol.12 Nos.8 & 11)

Lexicon CP-1 processor: $1395
Uniquely, Dolby Pro-Logic decoding is performed in
the digital domain, making what is basically an
ambience synthesizer also an excellent buy for home
video surround-sound use. Doesn't quite reach Class
A for Dolby sound, arather brash, "transistory" coloration being noticeable Unique in being able to correct for tape-azimuth errors. (Vol.12 Nos.1 & 8)
Lexicon CP-2 surround-sound processor: $895
Less well-featured version of the CP-I, that keeps the
all-digital processing of the Dolby surround information and the auto-balancing circuit. (Vol.12 No.12)
Deletions
NEC PLD-910 Dolby surround-sound processor no
longer distributed in the US; Yamaha DSR-I00 Dolby
surround-sound processor replaced by $249 DSR-70
Pro yet to be auditioned.

Surround-Sound
Synthesizers
A
JVC XPA-1010TN digital acoustics processor:
$1200
Differs from other synthesizers in how it distinguishes
between the way in which wide soundsources excite
the reverberant field from narrow ones, the result being
an enhanced sense of realism to the synthetic space
being produced compared, for example, with the Lexicon CP-1. The JVC is "unmatched," said BS, in its ability to give the listener "exactly the kind of ambience"
he or she wants, perhaps due to the fact that its synthesis action doesn't duplicate the early reflections
already present on all but anechoic recordings. Its artificial ambience thus seems to fit much better with that
on the record, thought BS. (Actual model reviewed was
the XP-A1000BK, identical apart from being finished
in black rather than "titanium.") (Vol.12 No.12)

Cello Audio Palette.

Dolby MP Surround-Sound
Decoders
Editor's Note: Alth( nigh BS argued cogently against
the um: daDialog-channel center speaker in his Dolby
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Lexicon CP-1 digital audio environment
processor: $1295
Until the JVC came along, the CP-I was the bestsounding hall simulator BS had heard, but with only
three room models Versatile choice of reverberation
parameters, however, although less flexible overall than
the Yamaha DSP-3000. Includes areasonable Dolby
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surround decoder which can cope with video tapeazimuth problems. (Vol.12 Nos.1 & 8)
Yamaha DSP-3000 surround-sound synthesizer:
$1899
Superb remote control; I8-bit D/A converters on main
channels; needs full six-speaker system to work at its
best; specific Hall models synthesize early reflections
only, relying on reverberation already present on
recordings to flesh out the illusion. Doesn't produce
quite as believable an illusion of areal acoustic space
overall as the Lexicon, felt BS, due to the failure of some
of its room models to synthesize ambience. However,
some models, the Cathedral and Chamber, are better
than the American unit's equivalents. (Vol.12 No.9)

Sony SDP-505ES
Excellent-sounding and versatile 16-bit digital delay
line running at 44.1kHz for rear-channel ambience synthesis extraction. Integral I4Wpc amplifier for rear
channels. Front channels do not pass through active
circuitry, so veiling of main-system sound is minimal.
Superseded by similar $850 SDP-777ES, which adds
full remote control and Dolby Pro logic decoding.
(Vol.11 No.3)

Home Recording Equipment
Editor's Note: With the exception of the Fostex listed
below, none of the microphones listed has been formally reviewed. However, Robert Harley, Stereophfle's
Consulting Technical Editor, has had extensive experience with many professional models and has compiled most of the thumbnail sketches of each's sonic
signature. Other professional models to look out for
on the secondhand market are cardioids from Sony
(C37P & C500), Milab, and Calrec (AMS), figure-eight
ribbons from B&O and Coles, omnis from Schoeps
and B&K, and PZM mikes from Crown (though it is
very easy to get arather colored midband with these
latter mikes). The Shure C81 cardioid is also reported
to have quite aflat response Anyone about to undertake
serious recording should ignore all "amateur" microphones; as arule of thumb, you should spend as much,
or more, on agood pair of mikes as you do on your
recorder.

A
EAR 824M stereo mike preamplifier: $2600
Extremely neutral, very quiet, all-tube, balanced preamp from Tim de Paravicini, with switchable level controls and 48V phantom mike power. Used by Water Lily
Acoustics and also to make Stereopbile's first commercial recording. (NR)
EAR "The Mie': $3200
Using asingle 6DJ8 tube and afist-sized output transformer, this rectangular-capsule (sourced from Milab),
switchable-pattern—omni, cardioid, figure-eight —
mike is alittle shut-in in the highs, but has extended
low frequencies and amidrange that is extremely true
to the original sounds. "No trace of edge or glare," says
Ril. Easily the best microphone JA or RH has heard. (NR)
Nakamichi 1000 R-DAT recorder: $11,000
Easily the most expensive R-DAT machine around, this
two-box Nalcarnichi lives up to its Model 1000 analog
cassette predecessor in being perhaps the finest digital
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recording system available to the amateur recordist.
Records digitally at 44.1kHz and 32kHz and from analog at 48kHz. Superb, quiet tape transport, unique fastspooling mode, and exceptional ergonomics make it
ajoy to use. Treated as aD/A processor, the sound was
not up to such Class Acontenders as the Theta DS Pre,
being somewhat less transparent, but was musical
nonetheless. The Nakamichi 1000 was used to master the Stereopbile Test CD. (Vol.12 No.11)
Panasonic Pro 3500 R-DAT recorder
One of the best-sounding DAT decks on the market,
according to PWM, with MASH oversampling encoders
and pretty good analog circuitry. Recent units (with
ablue dot on the box) contain aswitch that enables
digital recording at 44.1kHz; these will copy CDs digitally, also 44.056kHz PCM-F1 tapes played through
an Apogee-modified Fl or Sony PCM-601. Abargain,
considering its widely discounted to below $2500. (NR)

AKG C414B/ULS: $1045
Apopular, large-diaphragm condenser mike, the 4I4's
extended bass and flat frequency response make it ideal
for avariety of applications. Switchable polar patterns,
variable pad, and selectable LF rolloff add to its versatility. Transformerless TL version costs $1255. (NR)
AKG The Tube: $2295
One of the few currently produced tube microphones.
Smooth, open, and uncolored, The ilibe captures
detail without solid-state stridency. (NR)
AMS (Cafrec)Soundfield Mk.IV: $5850
Having used both Mk.111 and Mk.IV versions, JA feels
that the highly praised, variable pickup pattern of this
stereo/Ambisonic mike is let down by an overall "grayness" and lack of midrange detail, coupled with a
slightly hard lower treble. Nevertheless, it's excellent
at capturing atrue stereo image with width and depth.
100m of cable adds $140 to price. (NR)
Neumann U-87
A perennial mike favorite among recording engineers.
Wide, flat response gives it asimilar sound to the 414,
but with more "reach" in live, stereo miking applications. Used extensively on vocals. (NR)
Panasonic Pro 255 portable R-DAT recorder
Very good sound, with the same MASH encoders as
the Panasonic 3500. Less flexible, hence lower rating,
and lacks digital inputs. Amazingly tiny for what it
does—far and away the best-sounding recorder small
enough to carry in acoat pocket. Built-in mike preamp, while not the ultimate, is good enough for serious
use. (NR)
llindberg TD2OA SE Open-Reel 'Eve Recorder *
The best buy in an open-reel deck, this now-discontinued model offered professional-caliber performance at a relatively modest ($1695) price Better sound
than many professional decks, but ergonomics less
good than the still-current Revox B77 Ill. (Vol.7 No.7)
Telefunken 251*
Classic tube mike with asweet, warm sound. No longer
made, but available in the used market at many times
its original price Smoother HF than the 414 or U-87. (NR)

AKG C451EB/CKI: $495
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AKG C460B/ULS/CK61: $550
TWo small-diaphragm condenser mikes with removable cardioid capsules (omnidirectional, hypercardioid,
vocal, and shotgun capsules are also available). Sound
is very detailed, but the C451 /CK1's tonal balance leans
toward the thin and bright, and it has significant off-axis
peakiness, making it aless-than-optimal choice for
realistic two-mike stereo. Good on drums, however.
Omnidirectional CK2 capsule is somewhat colored,
but a20Hz resonance provides an attractive emphasis
for pedal fundamentals. Same diaphragm as CK1 used
in C34 stereo mike, which has similarly bright balance.
Newer C460/CK61 said to be much improved. (NR)
Crown SASS-P microphone system: $899
This is astereo pair of omni PZM microphones in a
head-sized foam block that produces ORTF-like natural stereo imaging. Extended bass response, unlike
most directional mikes. Weighs only 1lb, making it
very easy to hang from cables or to mount on atall
stand. "One SASS-P unit, one stand, and aPanasonic
Pro 255 DAT make acomplete but amazingly portable recording system with very satisfying performance," reports PWM. (NR)
Post= M22RP/S M-S microphone: $1095
Integrated ribbon M-S stereo microphone. While not
quite as open at the top as the best capacitor mikes,
and possessing alightweight bass, the M22RP/S captures the original soundfield extremely accurately.
Stripped-down version, the M2ORP, costs $700.
(Vol.11 NŒ3)
P/C TDV711BK cassette deck: $620
AG reports that this three-head deck marries an excellent transpon to fundamentally excellent sound quality,
particularly when Dolby noise reduction is switched
out of circuit. (Vol.11 No.II, "Pure Gold")
NAD 6300 cassette deck: $899 *
Remote-control three-head deck offers effective playtrim control for restoring the HF on tapes made with
machines having offset azimuth. Sound smooth, with
slight loss of detail set against afreedom from hardness. (Vol.10 No.6)
Revolt B-215-S cassette deck: $2900 *
Automatic bias adjustment, superb transport. According to JGH, "A superb cassette recorder, for the person who wants and is willing to pay for the best quality
cassettes have to offer." ABC emphatically disagrees.
The latest Nalcamichis, with their automatic playazimuth adjust, probably get aslight bit more off
prerecorded tapes. Less expensive B-215 ($2300) cosmetically different but otherwise identical in performance. (Vol.8 No.7)
Sony TC-D5M: $750
This decade-old portable will handle metal-particle
tape but only offers Dolby -B noise reduction. It is
probably still the best location cassette recorder available short of an R-DAT. (NB)

D
Sony WM-D6c Pro Walkman cassette system:
$400 *
A pocketable stereo recording system of surprising
quality and versatility. AG feels that to spend more on
acassette deck would be awaste of money Less expensive WM-D3 half the size but keeps most of the quality.
Higher wow& fluttez however. (&l.7 Na6, ‘431.10 Na6)
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TEAC V-970X cassette deck: $800
Excellent dual-capstan, three-head deck with Dolby
HX headroom extension and comprehensive noise
reduction (dbx, Dolby-B and -C). Somewhat grainy
highs keep it from Class C. More expensive R-919X
($830) features bidirectional record and playback but
has less good speed stability, noted George Graves.
(Vol.11 No.6)
Any cheap Dolby-C cassette deck
Buy the cheapest with the longest manufacturer's warranty; don't expect to get high-end sound quality from
it; use it to makes tapes for your car or Walkman until
it breaks; throw it away; buy another one, advises The
Cheapskate in Vol.10 No.9.
Deletions
Sony TC-K730ES cassette deck discontinued; Sony
DTC- 1000ES R-DAT recorder dropped as 1990-spec
DTC-75E5 now officially available from US Sony
dealers.

Accessories
Aelcom ACE-515 AC Enhancer: $180
Effective AC power-line filter with RF and spike suppression, five accessory outlets (300W capability), and
two heavy-duty outlets (1500W). Does not seem to
limit current demands of power amplifiers. (Vo1.11 No.4)
ArchiDee TNX turntable stand: $200
Italian open-frame turntable stand that gives alighter
tonal balance with abetter-defined bass, when used
to support the Linn Sondek LP12, than the Sound
Organisation table. (Vol.13 No.9)
Arcici Quad ESL-63 stands: $195/pair *
Latest and greatest method of getting the Quads to perform as God and Peter Walker intended. Clamps the
ESL-63 in arigid embrace, also raising it an optimal
16" off the ground. (Vol.10 No.1)
Arcici Lead Balloon Turntable Stand: $325
The opposite approach to that of the Sound Organisation table, with lead used to provide mass sufficient
that nothing short of an earthquake will disturb the
tranquility of the groove/stylus interface. Enthusiastically recommended by DO. A matching light is available for $30. (NR)
Arcici Superstructure: from $150
krsatile, well-made, metal equipment rack system. (NR)
ASC Tube Traps er
Relatively inexpensive—prices range from $166 to
$436 depending on size and style—but remarkably
effective room-acoustics treatment. llibe Traps soak
up low-to-high bass standing-wave resonances like
sponges. (Vol.9 No.3)
Audio Control Industrial SA-3050A Analyzer:
$995
Portable (battery-powered) and inexpensive, 7
3-octave
analyzer with pink-noise source and accurate calibrated
microphone. Parallel port can be used with any
Centronics-compatible printer to print out real-time
response. (Vol.11 No.6, Vol.12 No.3)
Audio Express NoiseTrapper: $269
Available by mail order from Audio Express, this sixoutlet line conditioner was felt by RH to offer an
improvement over his raw AC outlets. (NR)
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AudioPrism CD Stoplight: $14.95
Green acrylic paint for coating the edges of CDs. The
green color-it absorbs the laser's infrared wavelength-is presumably significant, but at present we
have no idea why this tweak should so improve the
sound of CDs. That it does so, however, seems to be
beyond doubt. Martin Collorns reports that awaterbased poster pen, the Uniposca from Mitsubishi, has
avery similar effect. Martin also notes that the CD
should first be destaticized before the green paint is
applied. (NR, but see DO's and TJN's WCES reports
in M31.13 No.3 and S2111 Tellig's and Robert Harley's feature article on CD tweaks in Vol.13 No.5)
AudioQuest DM-1000 cartridge demagnetizer:
$80
(NR, but the similar and more expensive Sumiko FluxBuster was reviewed in Vol.9 No.4, Vol.10 No.5, Vol.12
No.4)
AudioQuest Sorbothane Feet
The best means of isolating components from vibration.
A set of four big feet costs $50, four CD feet $30. (NR)
CD Saver tr
Eliminates scratches from CDs and LaserVision discs,
rendering the unplayable playable (Vol.10 No.8, %OLD
No.8, see also Vol.13 No.9, p.11)
Cramolin Contact Cleaner er
The right stuff for cleaning up dirty and/or oxidized
plugs and contacts. (Vol.10 No.6)
DB Systems DBP-10 Protractor: $30 *
Fiddly but accurate guide for setting cartridge tangency
JA's and JGH 's preferred alignment protractor. (NR)
Distech Powerbridge I& Il AC cords: $120-$200
LL reports that these AC cords produce an audible
difference with amps and preamps, but whether this
difference represents an improvement or not is very
much component-dependent. (Vol.11 No.4)
Inouye Synergistic Power Line Conditioner:
$525
Expensive, dual-channel AC line conditioner, with
sophisticated filtering and spike protection and four
AC outlets, cleans up the sound from CD players,
reported JA, but had variable effects with prearnps and
amplifiers. (Vol.12 No.3)
The Listening Room: $29.95
Inexpensive but excellent computer program for PCs
from Sitting Duck Software, RO. Box 130, Veneta, OR
97487, that allows an audiophile to move simulated
loudspeakers and simulated listening seat around
simulation of his or her room (in three dimensions)
in order to find the position giving optimum performance below 200Hz or so. (Review in progress)
Meitner Translinks: $325/pair
Signal transformers with 2 1:1 ratio, these isolate the
preamp ground from that of the power amplifier. In
the context of the Meitner preamp/power amp combination, these seem to improve low-level dynamic
performance Must be driven by asource impedance
of 100 ohms or less. (Vol.11 No.6)
Merrill Stable Table turntable stand: $1047
Exotic wood finishes add $100 to price; granite top adds
$60; an appropriate amount of lead shot will cost
around $100. (Vol.12 No.10)
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Mobile Fidelity Geo-Tape: $15 er
A valuable test and shopping aid for cassette decks.
(Vol.8 No.5)
Nestorovic Labs Moving-Coil Cartridge Network: $300
An Audiophile" version is available for an extra $250.
(Vol.13 No.9)
Phantom Acoustics Shadow active LF acoustic
control (RH): $2500 /pair
The first instance of active noise-control techniques
being used to modify listening-room acoustics. Robert
Harley reports that these tall, corner-placement
cylinders do afair job of minimizing low-frequency
standing- wave problems. (Vol.12 No.12)
RPG Diffusors
The first effective method of adding diffusive surfaces
to alistening room, these remarkably effective panels
join Sones foam and 'Rabe Traps in helping to tame the
so-far untamable-room 2£01.1.StiCs. RPG Diffusor Systems Inc. offers acomplete room-treatment system,
called the "RPG Home Concert Hall," available in
almost any finish and size to enable audiophiles to get
optimum performance from all types of loudspeakers.
(Vol.11 No.4)
Signet SK-302 Contact Cleaner Kit: $25 tr
Contains abrasive plastic tools for effective inner cleaning of phono plugs and sockets in combination with
Cramolin. The RCA phono plug and socket cleaners
alone cost $10. (Vol.10 No.6)
Sims Navcom Silencers: $68/four
Robert Deutsch finds these damping feet to provide
superior isolation to Mission's Isoplat. (NR)
SOTA & Goldmund record clamps tr
Though these clamps have somewhat different sounds,
they are the best record-clamping devices on the market. They can both improve top- and bottom-end
extension and reduce resonances on any 'table, including those employing vacuum clamping systems. Well
worth their cost in ahigh-resolution system. The SOTA
Series 11 Reflex clamp ($135) gives asomewhat richer,
warmer sound and is more effective against uppermidrange and lower-treble resonances. The $125
Goldmund shapes up aflabby lower midrange and
controls the more serious lower-treble/upper-midrange problems.
Sound Organisation 'Burnable Stand: $150
The mandatory ancillary to the Linn turntable, though,
as with the more expensive RATA stand, its low height
may prove bothersome in alistening room that has to
be shared with cats and children. (A taller version is
now available.) (NR)
StyLast Stylus Treatment tr
StyLast won't make adifference every time you put
it on, but it will help provide smoother high-end
sound, and is claimed to extend stylus and cantilever
life. (NR)
Sumiko Fluxbuster: $250 tr
Excellent cartridge demagnetiser, though more expensive than new AudioQuest model. Recent availability
at adiscounted price suggests that it is being phased
out. Be sure to remove the stylus assembly when using
any of these devices to demagnetize amoving-magnet
cartridge. (Vol.9 No.4, Vol.10 No.5, Vol.12 No.4)
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Sumiko Tweek Contact Cleaner: $18 er
This contact enhancer for use on plugs and terminals
actually does improve the cleanness and resolution
of the sound of an already excellent system. Keeps
freshly made contacts fresh. (Vol.10 No.6)
Sumiko Reference Band: $17.95 /dozen
Molded, non-adhesive band that fits around the
periphery of aCD to produce much the same aural
benefit as CD Stoplight. (NR, but see the Audio Anarchist's column in Vol.13 No.9)
'Target equipment racks: $150—$300
Finished in basic black, these useful but inexpensive
racks feature rectangular steel-tube construction, with
price depending on height and number of shelves.
Spiked feet supplied, with top shelf resting on upturned, adjustable spikes to optimize it for turntable
use. Target's wall-mounting turntable shelf possibly
the best was' of siting your turntable out of harm's way.
(NR)
Tice Power Block/Titan: $1250/$1000
Superb if expensive AC conditioning sum. (\431.13 No.4)
Tiptoes *
The Mod Squad's greatest invention. The least expensive way of improving the bass and midrange definition
of virtually any loudspeaker.
Watkins Echo-Muffs: $199/pair *
Effective means of reducing amplitude above 200Hz
of early reflections of loudspeaker from nearby surfaces, thus improving imaging. Whether or not the esthetics will be domestically acceptable will be up to
personal taste. (Factory-direct only.) (Vol.10 No.4)

war RCA plugs *
The best, although original steel locking collect, now
replaced by brass, gave rise to neurosis. (NR, but see
"Industry Update," ol.12 No.9)
Good Speaker Stands
There are too many possibilities, but, briefly, agood
stand will have the following characteristics: good rigidity; spikes on which to rest the speaker, or some secure
clamping mechanism; the availability of spikes at the
base for use on wooden floors; if the stand is steel, provision to keep speaker cables away from the stand, to
avoid magnetic interaction; and the correct height,
when combined with your particular speakers (correct
height can be anything from what you like best to the
manufacturer's design height for best drive-unit
integration). Though Stereopbtle has neglected to
review speaker stands, it doesn't mean we think them
unimportant—for speakers that need stands, every dollar spent on good stands is worth $5 when it comes
to sound quality. Brands we have found to offer excellent performance are Chicago Speaker Stand, Arcici
Rigid Riser, Celestion SLSi, Target, Heybrook, and Linn.
Tripplite line conditioners.
Deletions
Monster Cable/Euphonic Technology/Sims/AudioQuest CD rings on the grounds that the Sumiko Reference band does asimilar job at asimilar price without having to be stuck to the CD's surface.

Headphones fit headphone
accessories
A
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Stax SR-Lambda Signature: $2000
Adiaphragm one-third thinner (
I
¡in) than the Lambda
Pro, and adrive amplifier (SRM-T1) with atube output stage distinguish what BS termed "the best headphones around" in his review As good as the Pros are,
the Signatures better them in terms of air and space
around instruments, having 2 more forward midrange
and less, if you can believe it, of a"mechanical" quality
(Von' No.8)
Stax Lambda Pro 3: $1200 *
The latest version of the flagship Stax headphones, supplied with adedicated class-A solid-state amplifier, the
SRM-1 Mk.11, the Pro 3features atotally transparent
sound with, according to BS, "oodles of detail." Unlike
most 'phones, the listener gets atrue idea of the surrounding ambience on arecording. Balance is laidback and bass is abit fat, not quite blending with the
rest of the range, but distortion levels are astonishingly
low, and the Pros have aremarkable dynamic-range
capability. As delivered, the Lambda suffers from
upper-midrange suckout, which becomes less bothersome after some hours' use. Very comfortable. (Vol.7
No.5, %MAO No.9; see also headphone review in Nbl.
12 No.4)
Stax ED- ldiffuse-field headphone equalizer:
$800
Equalizes headphone sound to compensate for the fact
that headphones fire the sound straight into the listener's ears, whereas in real life the sound has co negotiate the audio obstacle course represented by the
listener's head and outer ear. "The entire audible spectrum sounds more coherent and seamless," quoth BS.
(Vol.12 No.4)

Stax SR-5 NB: $350
More colored in the midband and above than the Stax
SR-34 or Signet models, and balanced alittle on the
bright side, the '5 scores when it comes to reproduction of low frequencies and overall transparency. (Vol.
10 No.9)

Beyerdynamic DT990: $210
One of the two best dynamic headphones on the market. (The other is the Sennheiser HD540.) A less
detailed sound than the electrostatic models and a
slightly bass-shy, midrange-forward balance preclude
aClass Brating. For $50 more, the 1)T990/Pro features
aneutral balance and more extended low frequencies,
raising the performance to borderline Class B. (Vol.
10 No.9)
Sennheiser HD540 Reference: $199
One of the two best dynamic headphones on the market. Slightly less neutral than the Beyer Erf990, being
more laid-back with a"wispy," even bright, high end.
The new HD560 has amore musical balance, lacking
the '540's top-octave brightness. (Vol.10 No.9)

D
Beyerdynantic DT320 Mk.II headphones: $83
Transparent sound, with reasonable LF extension.
Some listeners may find its balance too bright, however.
(Vol.12 No.4)
Sony MDR-282 Hui» tr
Best of the in-the-ear CallS, with LC-OFC wiring, excel123

lent bass response, and arelatively uncolored treble,
despite asomewhat overbright balance. Latest E484
version ($40) said to be slightly better. (NR, but see
headphone review in Vol.12 No.4.)
Sony MDR-CD6: $120
A little expensive for the sound quality offered—too
much midbass, sound somewhat unsubtle—but
recommended on the grounds that BS feels these to
be the ideal cans for location recording, due to their
high sensitivity and good isolation. (Vol.10 No.9)

D
Decca, Hunt-EDA, Goldring, or Statibrush
record brush *
Properly used (held with the bristles at alow angle
against the approaching grooves and slowly slid off
the record), these are the most effective dry recordcleaners available UGH strongly disagrees, feeling that
they leave the dust on the record.) No substitute for
an occasional wet wash. (Vol.10 No.8)

AKG K-1000 Reference, Sennheiser HD560.

DiseWasher record brush tr
If you don't have acleaning machine, the DW system
will do an adequate job on relatively clean records,
but won't get out the deep grundge. If you begin to
accumulate lots of gunk on your stylus after cleaning
your record with an older DW brush, the bristles are
worn out; send it back for resurfacing or buy anew
one. A high-torque turntable is required. (NR)

Record-Care Products

Loudspeaker Cables 8&
Interconnects

Sony MDR-S101 Mk.II: $30
Alight balance with alively, open sound, but free from
coloration and distortion. A bargain! Mk.II version features gold-plated jacks. (Von() No.9)

.‘

Editor's Note: Previous "Recommended Components" listings for speaker cables and interconnects
were mainly derived from Dick Olsher's surveys in
•Vol 10 No.2 (March 1987) and Vo1.11 No.7 (July 1988).
As many, perhaps nearly all, of the models recommended have changed to agreater or lesser degree
the claim. (Vol.5 No.3)
since those reviews appeared, we decided for this issue
Nitty Gritty Mini Pro 2record cleaner: $700 *
to list those cables that members of the magazine's
This semiautomatic wet cleaner cleans both disc sides
review team either have chosen to use on along-term
at once Slightly less rugged than the VPI, but both do
basis or have found to offer good value for money.
an excellent job and the Nitty Gritty Pro Il is faster. SigThey are therefore implicitly recommended. Where
nificantly better design than earlier Nitty Grittys. You
acable has been found to have specific matching
may be surprised that the main sonic effect of cleaning
requirements or an identifiable sonic signature, these
LPs is not primarily areduction in surface noise but
are noted in the text.
acleaning up of midrange sound. (Vol.8 No.1)
Bear in mind that, to afar greater degree than with
Nitty Gritty 2.5FI record cleaner: $500 *
any other component, the sound of cables depends
Instead of avacuuming toneann as on the professional
on the system in which they are used. Before parting
Keith Monks machine, the NG cleaner uses avacuum
with possibly large sums of money for acable, it is
slot. Cleaning is efficient and as good as Nitty Gritty's
essential to audition it in your own system. "DrinkPro, at asignificantly lower price, though it takes twice
ing by the label" is always abad thing to do in hi-fi,
as long, cleaning each side of an LP in turn. (Vol.7 No.5,
but it is both unforgivable and unwise when it comes
to speaker-cable purchases. In addition, inJtis opinion,
Vol.8 No.1)
the virtues offered by the most expensive cable may
Nitty Gritty Hybrid 2 Record/CD cleaning
well only be audible in the context of atopflight, very
machine: $610
expensive system. What is the "best" in absolute terms
Basically aNitty Gritty 2.5FI with an adapter that allows
is not, therefore, necessarily the best for your system.
CDs to be buffed clean in anon-tangential manner.
Amis Balg,alvis points out that mixing'n'matching
(Vol.12 No.3)
interconnects and speaker cables is awell-worn route
Rozoil Gruv-Glide *
to sonic disappointment. Always use interconnects
Record destaticizing agent that also leads to better
and speaker cables from the same manufacturers, is
sound. Apparently doesn't leave afilm or gnmdge-up
his advice. Peter Mitchell strongly makes the point that
the stylus. (Vol.9 No.8)
less is more when it comes to speaker cable, recommending that amono power amplifier be placed as
VPI HW-17 record cleaner: $700 er
close as possible to the speaker it drives. This does pass
Clearly an industrial-quality machine of reassuring
the buck, however, to the preamplifier, which must
quality, the VPI does one side at atime, semiautomatthen be capable of driving long lengths of interconically, and is slower than the Nitty Gritty "A highly functional and convenient luxury." Latest version has a nect. Peter uses Canare Star Quad microphone cable
for interconnect.
heavier-duty vacuum system. (Vol.8 No.1)
Sam Tellig, the Audio Anarchist, and his eçociate
Lars have been impressed by arecommendation for
speaker cable from Dave Magnan, the maker of Magnan
VPI HW- 16.5 record cleaner: $450 *
Series V interconnect: specially prepared Mogami
Manually operated version of 11W-17 (above), noisier motor; less money. Adjusts automatically to thickNeglex 2477, which retails for under $1.50/foot. (A double run is required, which brings the cost up to just
ness of record. (Vol.5 Nos.7 & 9, review was of earlier
under 53/foot.)
but substantially identical HW -16.)

LAST record-preservation treatment *
This actually works. It significantly improves the sound
of even new records and is claimed to make them last
longer, though we haven't used it long enough to verify
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Sam writes: "Cut off about 6" of the black outer
sheath, exposing the outer wires, the shield. Peel back
this wire—beautiful oxygen-free copper—and twirl
it together. Now cut off about 3" of the inner sheath,
exposing the inner wire. Wrap some electrical tape
around the bottom 3" of the outer shield. It's important
to leave about 3" of the center sheath intact to help
prevent the wire from shorting out when you do what
I'm going to describe next.
"Do what Ijust said with two runs of the Mogami.
Now, carefully combine the inner core of one run with
the outer shield of another, making sure that the words
'Mogami Neg,lex' run the same way on both outer
sheaths, because this stuff is highly directional. The
word 'Neglex' should face the power amp; in other
words, the words on the sheath should run toward the
speakers. Crimp on some spade lugs and tape over any
exposed wire.
"The problem with the Mogami, aside from the pain
in the butt of preparing it, is that the bottom end is not
so good. So here's 2 cable you can perhaps use if your
system has too much bass: atone control, if you will."

Interconnects

$510 1m/balanced pair terminated with XLR
plugs
Amis Balgalvis recommends this Krell-distributed interconnect for use with Krell electronics. In combination with Krell's The Path speaker cable, he finds that
the sound "is very transparent and balanced, with detail
galore."
Magnan Type VI: $595 4'/pair terminated with
RCA plugs
Preliminary auditioning by Robert Harley suggests that
this one is awinner.
Monster Cable Sigma: $750 lm /pair terminated
with RCA plugs
Used by both Larry Greenhill and Amis Balgalvis, the
latter characterizes the Sigma interconnect, when used
with Classé and Rowland electronics, as giving low frequencies "proper weight and extension, the overall
sound being very open and detailed" The Sigma cables
also "throw asoundstage of vast proportion, the results
being alive and musically involving." With Krell amplification, however, Arnie notes that the "sound gets too
dark" with Monster Sigma, and "loses sparkle and
glow."
Siltech 4-24: $360/first meter w/RCAs,
t280/additional meter or untermMated
Astounding transparency and imaging, feels JA. Distributed by SOTA.

AudioQuest Lapis Hyperlitz:
$400 1m/pair terminated with RCA plugs
Tonally, the latest version of Lapis seems to fall midway between the "mellow" cables—MIT, Monster—
and those that are rather upfront in the treble such
as Madrigal
JA feels, however, that its outstanding
virtue is alack of grain that allows correct instrumental
textures to flow freely, and adeep, well-defined soundstage to develop.

TARA Labs Space & Time Pandora: $295 lm/pair
terminated with RCA plugs

Cardas Hexlink-5: $500 lm/pair terminated
with RCA plugs
A Dick Olsher and Guy Lemcoe fave rave.

van den Hui D-102 Mk.II: t110 lm/pair terminated with RCA plugs
Excellent treble but less good image focus

Esoteric Audio Enamel Litz CD interconnect:
$65 (Ièch 2), $35 (Superlink)0.9m/pair terminated with RCA plugs
Don Scott recommends this interconnect —"after it
has been seasoned for about amonth" —for "taking
the nasties out of often gritty FM." He does mention,
however, that it is not the optimum choice for overall transparency.
Expressive lêchnologies IC-1:
$415 lm/pair terminated with RCA plugs
Robert Harley is currently using samples of this interconnect, with positive results. "Despite the fact that
these cables are bigger around than agarden hose,
ridiculously bulky, unwieldy, and stiff, the musical
rewards they offer are well worth the trouble."
Jerrold RG-6
Don Scott fits this inexpensive generic cable with Radio
Shack plastic-shell RCA plugs, modified to fit the wire
diameter, and feels that the result is remarkably uncolored.
Kimber KCAG: $350 I
m/pair terminated with
RCA plugs
Unshielded but astonishingly transparent
Kimber KC1: $68 lm/pair terminated with RCA
plugs
Krell Cogelco interconnect:
$610 1m /pair terminated with RCA plugs
Stereophile, October 1990

Straight Wire Maestro: $272 lm/pair terminated
with RCA plugs
Less laid-back than AudioQuest Lapis, with superb presentation of detail.

Loudspeaker Cables
AudioQuest F14: 79t/ft
Inexpensive flat-twin solid-core cable that Robert
Harley enthusiastically recommends.
AudioQuest Clear Hyperlitz:
$1095 10' pair terminated
Very expensive but solid bass reproduction with aclear
(ha», open midband and treble Can sound rather lightweight in some systems, but almost defines the term
"neutrality," feels JA. Uses "6N"-pure copper bundles
in acomplex lay that brings every conductor to the
surface to the same extent.
Cardas Hexlink-5: $800 10' pair terminated
Kimber 4AG: $100/ft
A very expensive hyper-pure silver cable that resides
in Larry Archibald's and Dick Olsher's systems and can
offer aglimpse of audio heaven. Significant system sensitivity, points out DO, so be sure to check for compatibility before you buy.
Kimber Kahle
$7.80/ft
A double run of 8TC greatly improves the sound, feels
DO. Excellent bass.
Kimber 4TC: $4.40/ft
'Umber 4PR: t1/ft
Least expensive cable from Kimber was found to have
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The Cary Audio Design

amine
compact disc audio processor

is arevolutionary design analog, audio control center for high-end stereo and
video systems. The CAD — 5500's primary purpose is processing the analog, audio
output signal from acompact disc player and is used in conjunction with basic or
mono-bloc amplifiers (e.g. — The Cary Audio Design rm line of basic power amplifiers.)
The Cary Audio C.D. Processor provides the audiophile with amethod to "tame"
extremely bright, harsh, edgy and often unpleasant sounds emanating from the mar
digital audio playback systems. Cary Audio Design's
unique method of audio signal processing is called
"Reverse Phase Cancelling" RPCTm
101J WOODWINDS INDUSTRIAL L..,

good bass, but a"zippy" treble and poor soundstage,
according to DO. With inexpensive amplifiers, however, its good RF rejection compared with zipcord or
spaced-pair types will often result in abetter sound.
Krell The Path: $680 10' pair terminated
Works optimally with Krell amplification, the result
being, according to AB, "more heft and agratifying
glow around the performers."
Monster Cable Sigma: $1000 12' pair terminated
See AB's remarks regarding Monster's Sigma interconnect.
Naim NAC5: $8.60/m
Inexpensive cable that the Audio Anarchist found to
work well with the Spendor S-100 loudspeaker. N1Vorth
investigating as agood-value cable, thinks JA.
Radio Shack 18-gauge solid-core hookup wire:
lit/ft
Ridiculously cheap way of connecting speakers, yet
Sam Tellig reports that this cable is OK sonically. You
have to choose for yourself whether to space or twist
apair for best sound (or even whether to double up
the runs for less series impedance).
TARA Labs Space & Time Phase II TFA Return:
$195 10' pair terminated
Guy Lemcoe's preferred speaker cable
TARA Labs Space & Time Phase II cable:
$6.95 /foot
Featuring twisted solid-core construction and 'Australian copper,' this inexpensive cable is Dick Olsher's
workhorse speaker cable.

UPGRADE THE
SOUND QUALITY
OF YOUR
COMPACT DISC
...with one dot of Digi•Clear
Digi•Clear improves the
optical coherence of a
compact disc plus reduces
static build-up—the results—

MARTIn.Locnn. LTD
The electrostatic
loudspeaker
technology company

P.O. Box 741, 2001 Delaware
Lawrence, Kansas 66044
1-913-749-0133
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"3 Deeper, wider soundstage
U Open, detailed high
frequency
"-1Cleaner. sharper low
frequency
LI More dynamics
One bottle treats 1030 disc,
and last for one year after
treatment. At $19.99 a bottle
that's only 2cents a disc!
Send money order for S19.99
plus S2.25 postage and handling or call with your MCNIsa.
Liquid Audio Products
4928 Odell •St louis, MO
63139 •314- /72-0820.
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ASPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
FROM TARA LABS...
The story so far....
For over two years, the incredible Space &Time Phase II &
TFA Return Speaker Cables have been acknowledged worldwide by audiophiles and reviewers alike as reference speaker
cables. They have become the cables of choice for literally
hundreds of thousands of audiophiles all over the world.
We at TARA Labs have been pleased to bring agreater level of
musical enjoyment and system satisfaction to as many people
as possible with these affordable state of the art Space &Time
Speaker Cables.
The creation of these Space &Time Speaker Cables was the
result of an ongoing program of research and development
committed to the finest audio reproduction possible at prices
everyone could afford.
This research and development led ultimately to the introduction of the "Temporal Continuum" Speaker Cable with its' ability to optimize the damping of the loudspeaker. With the
development of the "Temporal Continuum" Speaker Cable
came many advances in cable design, configuration and the
use of "space-age" and proprietary materials for the cables'
construction.
It has been our goal to bring these advances in audio cable
design and materials into more affordable price categories.
And so it is with great pleasure that we announce the
introduction of the "Quantum" Series Speaker Cables that
replace the famous Space & Time Phase II and TFA Return
Speaker Cables

TARA Labs, Inc.

2567 Sislciyou Blvd., Ashland Or. 97520

U.S.A.

THE NEW
"QUANTUM" SERIES....
Hearing the passage of time....
The most exciting chapter in audio cable history now begins with
the introduction of the all new "Quantum" Series Audio Cables
from TARA Labs.
Using all new materials and technology developed from the
"Temporal Continuum" Series, the new "Quantum" Series of
speaker cables provides the most advanced performance possible, yet for the same prices as the previous generation of Phase II
and TFA Return Speaker Cables.
The "Quantum" Series features critically aligned and spaced
conductor arrays in aproprietary configuration. Natural fibres
and "space-age" insulation materials are used to create the
unique dielectric properties of the cable that are unmatched by
conventional audio cable products.
Make no mistake, the "Quantum" Series is already athoroughly
proven audio cable product capable of the highest levels of
audio reproduction, offering unrivalled qualities of soundstaging,
transparency, clarity, definition, resolution and imagery.
You will hear the true timing and harmonic structure of the
music, listen to the rests between notes and feel the presence
and emotion of the performance. With its proprietary construction and materials, be prepared for avanishingly low level of
background noise with pristine and clear high frequency detail
and ambience that will give you goosebumps all over, again.
Available now from selected Audio Dealers worldwide, the
"Quantum" Series is your new choice in "state of the art"
speaker cable at an affordable price. The "Quantum" One at
$6.95 per foot or the "Quantum" Two at $8.95 per foot will
provide anew level of system performance that will remain
unchallenged for the years to come. Your authorized TARA
Labs Dealer will tell you more....

Call TARA Labs for your authorized
Space & Time "euan urn" Dealer.

Ph:

.

BACK ISSUES WHILE THEY LAST!
out of print

VOLUME I(1962-1965), VOLUME II (1966-1972)
VOLUME Ill, 1972-1976
Issues 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12
Issues 1, 2, 4, 8, 10

each
$5.00
10.00*

VOLUME IV, 1977-1981
Issues 3, 6, 10
Issues 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8,9

5.00
10.00*

VOLUME V, 1982
Issues 1through 10

5.00

VOLUME VI, 1983
Issues 1, 2, 4, 5
Issues 3, 6

5.00
10.00*

VOLUME VII, 1984
Issues 3, 5, 8
Issues 1, 2, 4, 6, 7

5.00

VOWME VIII, 1985
Issues 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
Issue 3

5.00
10.00 *

VOLUME IX, 1988
Issues 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8
Issue 7

5.00
10.00*

VOLUME X, 1987
Issues 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

5.00

VOLUME XI, 1988
Issues 1through 12

5.00

VOLUME XII, 1989
Issues 1through 12

5.00

VOLUME XIII, 1990
Issue 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

5.00
$400.00

EVERYTHING ABOVE NEATLY PACKAGED
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ORDER NOW, ORIGINAL COPIES ARE LIMITED
Send me the following back issues:

(List Volume and Issue Numbers of copies available at $5.00 each

Total:

Original copies x $5.00 per issue =

(List Volume and Issue Numbers of copies available at $10.00 each)

Total:
Reproductions x $10.00 per issue =
Add shipping and handling: 1to 5issues $2.00
6to 10 issues $3.00
11 issues and over $4.00
FOREIGN ORDERS, Please add $2 per magazine
for handling and surface mail postage.

$_

Total

$_
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RETURN THIS FORM TO STEREOPHILE. P.O. BOX 364, MOUNT MORRIS, IL 61054
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DAM EX

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
SIGNET SL280 LOUDSPEAKER
Thomas J. Norton
Two-way dynamic loudspeaker. Drive units: 1" aluminum-dome tweeter, 8" woofer. Frequency
response: 35Hz-25kHz 2dB. Sensitivity: 89dB/W/m. Nominal impedance: 8ohms (4 ohms
minimum). Amplifier requirements: 20W minimum. Power handling: 200W. Dimensions: 25"
H by 9.75" W by 12.75" D. Weight: 35 lbs each. Price: $900/pair. Dedicated stands (ST-280):
$160/pair. Approximate number of dealers: undisclosed. Manufacturer: Signet, 4701 Hudson
Drive, Stow, OH 44224. Tel: (216) 688-3752.
Audio journalists tend to wander the corridors
of aCES in aminor state of shell-shock. There
are no carnival-barkers outside the rooms
enticing one to enter (not yet, at any rate), but
the sounds and reputations oozing from the
open doorways yield little to the "hurry, hurry,
hurry" crowd. The Signet room has always, it
seems, been one of the quieter oases, often
eschewing sound altogether while contentedly
displaying their phono cartridges, cables, and
various accessories. On arecent CES hunt, I
was therefore intrigued to find them demonstrating two new loudspeakers, of all things,
to the milling throngs.
Well, they weren't really throngs. The loudspeakers in question were not exactly the sort
that draws acrowd. Simple, two-way designs
in nicely finished, but apparently conventional,
wood cabinets. Stand-mounted. Very much
like the endless parade of econoboxes, many
of them British, that come and go. Ho hum.
Don't ask me why Istayed to listen. But I'm glad
Idid. The setup did not guarantee that the Signets would sound their best, but what Idid
hear convinced me somehow that these were
products worthy of attention. Two words
graced my copy of Signet's literature: "Must
Review."
As in many such instances, the best of intentions got lost in the rush of multiple moves and
more complex, glamorous products competing for attention. But when Iran across the Signet again at Stereopbile's 1990 New York High
End Hi -Fi Show, Ipromised myself that their
SL280 would be one of the first products I'd
evaluate when Igot settled in from my move
to Santa Fe from Los Angeles.

Signet SL280 loudspeaker
Lewis of Signet. Andy Lewis, formerly with AR,
is the designer of the Signet loudspeakers and

The eventual arrival and unpacking of the
Signets proved uneventful, including the ac-

the Manager of Loudspeaker Development for

companying visit of Gary Post and M. Andrew

drivers just in case, but they weren't needed.
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the company. He had brought along afew spare
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Design

oxygen-free copper internal wiring. Two pairs

There's really not alot to discuss here. The Sig-

of gold-plated binding posts are provided con-

net SL280 is, on the surface, astraightforward

figured for bi-wiring (jumpers permit the use

design. Both the 1" dome tweeter and the 8"

of one pair of cables, if desired). These bind-

polypropylene-coned woofer appear to be

ing posts provided my only source of frustra-

sourced from SEAS. The cabinet is rigidly

tion with the SL280s—after only afew cycles
of connecting and disconnecting, several of

braced—one internal brace located above the
woofer, another below. The bracing is said to
be asymmetrical to spread out the frequencies
at which the cabinet panels vibrate, minimizing

them stripped at apoint just short of permitting tight fastening of spade-lug connectors.
They cinched tight enough to provide uninter-

resonances. The philosophy at work here is the

rupted contact, but short of the point of asolid,

minimization of energy storage and its rapid

reassuring grip. The layout of the bi-wire terminals was also, as is all too common, abit too

dissipation. A knuckle-rap test revealed awelldamped sound, but not one as dead as in those
cabinets which emphasize maximum density
—a technique which, according to Signet's
literature, increases energy storage and dissipates it slowly, causing time-based smearing
of the sound.' Internal reflections are controlled by asection of U-shaped acoustical
foam behind the woofer.
The drivers are mounted on the baffle in
close proximity to each other; the woofer basket actually overlaps the tweeter flange—
which is apparently the reason that the woofer
frame is not rebated into the baffle. Acoustic
foam having a unique daisy-petal-shaped
cutout (to spread out, in time, the inevitable,
remaining diffractionz), surrounds the tweeter.

closely spaced to permit ease of use with heavy
speaker cables, though Iwas able to connect
LiveWire Clear with only minor difficulty.
All sides of the SL280 are covered in oak
veneer, save the front, which is amatte black.
The optional stands were wood with integral
spikes; Ifilled the hollow pedestals during the
course of the review with clean, dry sand. The
stands were reasonably sturdy—though not
quite as flex-free as good metal supports. They
were better-looking than your typical steelframed stand, although the grain (and stain) on
the pedestal did not match that on the loudspeakers. Signet indicated to me that the stand
may be changed to an all-black finish in the
near future. Wire clips are provided on the rear

of the stands to dress the loudspeaker cables,
The latter has its aluminum dome mounted in
asoft polyamide surround. The magnesium - although they were too small to be of use with
audiophile-grade garden hoses.
framed, rubber-surround woofer incorporates
afeature called "Dynamic Damping." The latter
consists of ashorted turn on each end of the
voice-coil, said to improve low-bass transient

Room

behavior, acting as electromagnetic "shockabsorbers" to prevent the voice-coil from bot-

in Stereophile's updated dedicated listening
room. First, however, aword or two about

toming under heavy stress. Woofer loading is

what this room is and is not. It is not the loca-

third-order, with arear-mounted port. (The
description in Signet's literature would seem

tion where all of Stereophffe's listening tests are

to indicate aQuasi Third-Order Butterworth

listening in their own homes. When Iarrived

This is the first equipment review Ihave done

done. Practically all of our reviewers do their

alignment, since both the woofer's natural res-

in Santa Fe, only DO used the Stereophile listen-

onance and the vent resonance are below the

ing room. FtH had also used it temporarily last

system's -3dB point.)
The crossover network has been designed

year when he was waiting for his new home,

using the latest computer optimization techniques, followed up by measurement and

with its dedicated listening room, to be completed. Since it appeared that Iwould be faced

extensive listening. Air-core inductors and

with the same arrangement for at least several
months, Iset to work on aproject to make the

polypropylene capacitors are used, along with

room suitable for sharing with minimum

IMakers of such systems will, of course, disagree, and the
whole subject is considerably more complex than can be dealt
with here.
2The only place Ihave seen asimilar technique used is in the
Duntech loudspeakers— where the damping material is,
believe, felt.
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inconvenience. I'll have more to say about the
updates in afuture article (experimentation is
planned with various absorptive and diffusive
materials over the coming months, and the
results might be helpful to others—although
Stereophile, October 1990

this is not as yet certain, by any means).

ohm video interconnect). The preamplifier

As presently constituted, the listening room
measures about 15' by 20' by 9'. The ceiling is
of a classical Santa Fe vigas style—heavy

was, in all cases, the Consonance from the Jeff

shaved wooden log beams supporting the main
wood (pine) ceiling planks. The beams reduce
the height of portions of the ceiling to 8', and

Rowland Design Group. Power amps included
the Rowland Model 1, Classé DR-8, and ICinergetics KBA 75. Interconnects were Kimber

provide better dispersion than an ordinary, flat

KCAG (toneann to preamp), AudioQuest Lapis
(CD player to preamp), and Cardas Hexlink
from the preamp to the power amp. Loud-

structure. The speakers are placed on the short
wall. Alarge, multi-paned window on the wall

speaker cable was AudioQuest Clear. The
amplifiers were placed between the loud-

behind them is scheduled to be covered with
heavy draw-drapes, though it is at present au

speakers, which called for along (25') intercon-

nature!. The wall behind the listening position

Since bi-wire terminals are provided on the Signets, all evaluations were carried out in the biwire mode.

(just under 4' behind, at present) is covered
with 64 square feet of 4" thick Distech acoustic
foam. Nine medium-sized decorative fiberglass
panels (formerly Monster Cable Imagers) have

nect and relatively short (7') loudspeaker cable

If Istate right off that the musical enjoyment
Ihave received from listening to the SL280s has

been hung in strategic locations about the
room—eliminating the need for the heavy

been adelightful surprise, Irisk straining your
credulity. After all, this is only asimple, two-

fiberglass damping behind the loudspeakers
which was used in DO's recent Apogee Stage

way box loudspeaker. It is, by high-end standards, modestly priced. And it comes from Sig-

review Four 16" Ilibe Traps have also been
added to the room since that review, in the
corners behind the loudspeakers. Two of the
room walls (the outside walls) are of plastered
adobe; the inside walls are light plaster over
wallboard. A fireplace opening one corner
behind the loudspeakers has been filled with
several sheets of Sonex absorptive foam, and
the

Trap in that corner placed directly in

net, arespected name in phono cartridges, but
one with no track record in loudspeaker
design. Unless one counts the SL-100 of afew
years back: an odd, three-way design using two
tweeters firing backwards into some sort of a
reflective lens. Signet distributed some interesting technical information about this loudspeaker at the time of its introduction, but to
my knowledge the design was less than araging

front of it. The room's nearly wall-to-wall car-

success in the marketplace. No, Signet has not

pet is amedium-weight closed-pile Berber
with an artificial jute pad on asuspended wood
floor.

been, to this point, aname to conjure with in
the loudspeaker business.

The room, as presently constituted, "sounds"
surprisingly good. It is of average liveness (it
was deader before the alterations). Ido not
doubt that the room was aleast partly respon-

But designer Andy Lewis's brainchild is
nothing less than the most pleasant surprise
that this reviewer has come across in aloudspeaker since the Epos ES-14. Now don't get
me wrong. Since moving to Santa Fe I've

sible for my favorable impressions of the Signet

listened to anumber of high-end loudspeaker

loudspeakers. But that's only fair. Would you

systems—Apogee Stages, Avalon Eclipses,

want us reporting on how they sound in abad
room?

Ensemble References, and others still waiting
their turn in the reviewing line. Many of them

Sound

can easily outpoint the Signets in certain
areas—the majestic authority of the Stages or

The Signets were auditioned with avariety of

the precise midrange inner detailing of the

associated equipment. Program sources included the Koetsu Rosewood Pro IV cartridge

Ensembles, to name but two. But they all cost
considerably more than the SL280. What the
latter does, and does convincingly for this

in aGraham tonearm mounted on the Aura
turntable, and several CD players, including the
California Audio Laboratories Aria Mk.III and

reviewer, is skillfully juggle the inevitable com-

via the latter's digital output into the Esoteric

promises required in afairly small, moderately
priced two-way loudspeaker to come up with
aresulting mix which is musically satisfying on

D-2 processor (coaxial connectors—the link

awide range of program material ranging from

chosen in this case being agarden variety, 75

the most subtle, small-scaled works to the gran-

the NAD 5000, but primary CD playback was
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deur and impact of full-blown orchestra and

an update which had not been incorporated as

chorus.
Before Itell you what the Signets will do,

of this evaluation). The result was striking.

however, afew words on what Ifeel they will

"This is wonderful," my listening notes read—
"a real soundstage." The image was solidly

The list is short. First, the lowest octave or so

defined within the bounds of the loudspeakers
(though not beyond them). Highs were detailed
yet clean and unobtrusive. The Astrée Sampler

of bass is not there. No surprise, really. The first
designer who comes up with aloudspeaker of

this recording's delicate, detailed, and very un -

not do. Or, rather, those areas where you may
find their performance less than captivating.

this size or smaller which has substantially flat

(Astrée E7699) was the program material, and
digital-like highs were silky and sweet through

output—at real-world listening levels—from

the Signets. The loudspeakers simply refused

16Hz to 40Hz can place his or her order for that
Lamborghini Diablo. And throw in a little
beachfront spread in Malibu. Second, the mid-

duction was in no way dulled or bland. Anatural shade of warmth—definitely not overdone

range of the Signet appears to be abit "slow"
compared with the mids of, say, agood threeway or atop-class (and decidedly more expensive) minimonitor. Just a slight degree of
homogenization—or athin haze and less than
you-are-there transparency, if you will—gently
reminds you that you're listening to apair of
loudspeakers. A degree of subjective forwardness or "shout" to the response in the same
region—particularly evident on program material itself not entirely neutral in this area—
contributes to the proceedings. These midrange limitations become more evident as the
sound pressure levels increase and the program

to call attention to themselves, yet the repro-

—avoided any hint of analytic sterility. Idid
notice that somewhat forward quality, but as
long as the volume was kept to alevel appropriate to the music, it simply added abit of life
to the sound and did not intrude. On band 6,
Hopkinson Smith's lute was sublimely natural.
The artist could be clearly heard breathing on
this selection, yet this non-musical bonus
never sounded out of place or competed with
the instrument for attention. It merely added
to the realism of the event—of aflesh-andblood artist performing in areal space. The
harpsichord on track 7 was fully detailed,
accompanied by an unmuddied sense of

material becomes more complex.
But the Signet's low-end limitations are not

appropriate weight. The very lowest organ
notes on track 8were not there, but Iwas never

severe. This is definitely not an entry in the

left with the feeling that the instrument lacked
body or was threadbare. Organ reproduction
was highly satisfying, though not gut-wrench-

"lean and mean" sweepstakes. Nor do the midrange qualities lack redeeming features. Coloration was very low; Iwas able to pin down
no consistent pattern of obvious boxiness,
nasality, or other midband nasties. And with
acareful match of amplification (about which
more anon), the midrange displayed alife and
clarity, particularly at low and moderate listening levels, which provided amore than convincing illusion of reality. This clarity was
in no way hurt by the SL280's impressive
dynamic capability throughout the audio band.
But to return to Chapter 1: Iinitially set up
the Signets on their dedicated stands 6-7' out
from the short wall of the listening room, 3-4'
from the sidewalLs. The height of the stand plus
the loudspeaker placed the listening axis
roughly level with the center of the woofer,
with the tweeters then afew inches above earlevel. The speakers were toed-in and aimed at
the listening position. The grilles were removed for all of the sessions. The first amplifier
in the ring was the Rowland Model 1(prior to
134

ing. Only as the sonic fabric on this disc
became complex did Ibecome aware of that
subtle obscuration of midrange detail—of a
thin scrim, if you will, between the loudspeaker and the listener. But this was not an
effect which caused me any great concern. I
was simply enjoying myself too much.
And Idid not become disaffected with
extended listening. The timbre and presence
of Radka Toneffs voice on Fairy Tales (Odin
CD-03) were palpable and heart-stopping, the
accompanying piano warm and sweet. Her
vocal inflections were vividly conveyed, and
there was no feeling of veiling on this simple,
intimate recording. There was areal sense of
three-dimensionality on Misa Criolla (Philips
420 955-2), with the soloist (lose Carreras) set
slightly back at stage center, the chorus spread
around and behind him, and various instrumental highlights firmly located in width and
depth across the space between the loudStereophile, October 1990

speakers. And although the image did not
extend beyond the loudspeakers themselves,
Inever had the feeling that the soundstage was
constrained or miniaturized by the Signets. It
was, in fact, broad and expansive, the SL280s
doing aconvincing disappearing act.
Idid occasionally feel that the Signets were
atrace too sweet and laid-back (in adynamic,

nets had been via CD. This was simply because
my own, familiar, analog setup (not to mention
most of my LPs) was still in the storage mode
from my recent move. But the listening room
had just undergone anew addition to its currently resident Aura turntable—the Graham
tonearm and Koetsu Rosewood Pro IV cartridge. The latter, alas, was Bob Graham's per-

not aspectral sense) with the Rowland amplifier. Asweet, almost tube-like quality has been

sonal sample and only in our possession for a

attributed in the past to Rowland amps—
although this was my only firsthand experience

use a$3500 cartridge in an even more expensive turntable-tonearm combination with the

week. So while it may seem doubly bizarre to

with one to date, and Ielected to experiment

Signets, Icouldn't resist. The result was rather

with other amplification. Iwas also motivated
by the realization that few users would be likely

stunning—despite my past and continuing
reservations on super-high-priced cartridges.

to use a$2950 amplifier with a$900 pair of

Vocal reproduction was vibrant, full-bodied,
and "there." Imaging and depth were arrest-

loudspeakers—although, judging from the
results, the combination is not at all as bizarre
as it would seem. My first alternative was not

ingly good, midrange coloration no actor. The
round yet detailed HF response of the Koetsu

much of astep down in price—the $2395

rendered the slight brightness of the Classé

Classé DR-8. My experience up to that time

irrelevant. Some warmth was noted—to a

with the Classé had indicated that it is alivelier,
more upfront-sounding amplifier than the

degree which had not been present with CDs.

Rowland, although less silky-sweet and refined. Both amplifiers are of quite modest
power —60Wpc/8 ohms for the Rowland,
70Wpc/8 ohms for the Classé —but both have
excellent current capability and drive difficult

And some recordings with which Iam quite
familiar—although not, to be fair, on the turntable/arm/cartridge combination at hand—
had less inner detail than Ihad heard from them
in the past. James Galway and The Chieftains'
album /n Ireland (RCA 5798-1-RC), for one

loads well. (Although the Signets are of moderate efficiency and do not appear to be demand-

example, displayed some loss of transparency

ing of amplifier low-impedance grunt-power.)
There was less warmth with the Classé, though

plex. While Iam reluctant to ascribe this
entirely to the Signets until Igain more familiarity with this analog setup, it did tie in with simi-

the sound was not unduly leaned-out. Inner
clarity did appear to be tightened-up some-

rial. What Ican say with assurance, however,

The resulting change was not asurprise.

through the midrange as the going got com-

lar impressions gleaned from CD-based mate-

what, at the expense of asomewhat more obvious top-end. The differences between the lone

is that the Signets were, overall, disarmingly
effective in transmitting information from a

analog-mastered cut on Fairy Tales ("My

front end which, on the basis of price, they
probably had no business associating with.

Funny Valentine") and the rest of the album (a
somewhat greater ambience and amore natural quality to the analog 3)became more obvious. Midrange clarity on the Astrée sampler was
also enhanced, though the sound did turn abit
analytical. It was very definitely not overbright
or etched, and the increased HF energy was
appealing on music that depended more on
dynamics and incisiveness than on subtlety to
make its point. Low frequencies were also
noticeably tighter.
To this point most of my listening to the Sig3Ihasten to add that this entire album is sonically and musi•
rally recommendable. It is possible that the difft....iices noted
here may have as much to do with the difference in recording venue and microphoning as with any fundamental analog/digital question.
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At this point Ifelt it was time to "get real" and
insert an amplifier which was more likely to be
chosen for use with the Signets. Even here I
probably stretched the point abit by selecting
the Kinergetics KBA-75 ($1495). The power
output (75Wpc/8 ohms, doubling into 4ohms)
remained essentially the same as with the previous amplifiers. But whereas the prior auditions
had used balanced preamp-to-power-amp
interconnects, the Kinergetics did not allow for
this; fortunately an unbalanced set of Cardas
Hexlinks was at hand, so the change involved
only terminations, not brand of cable (although
the unbalanced Cardases were a few feet
shorter than the balanced ones).
135

Though my initial impressions with the

ingly). In addition, the Thiels do not provide

Kinergetics in the system were mixed, the more

for bi-wiring and were therefore driven with

Ilistened (and perhaps the longer the ampli-

asingle run of AudioQuest Clear.

fier had to warm-up), the better things started
to sound. While the SL280s do not appear to

Iplayed was the opening of the first act of

When Ireturned to the Signets, the first piece

that other, equally synergistic pairings for them

Otello—the CD remastering of Karajan's 1961
London recording (411 618-2) with the Vienna

are out there in Audioland), Ibegan to feel that
the Signets may have met their match—in the

Philharmonic. The sheer impact and dynamics
of this performance are electrifying. No polite,

literal sense. The Kinergetics appeared to nicely

laid-back nonsense here. Some music demands

split the difference between the sweetness of
the Rowland and the incisiveness of the Classé,

restraint, of course, but that is certainly not
what Verdi had in mind. 4 The opening to his

and added its own ingredient to the mix: a
more robust, solid, defined low end than the

Magnum Opus either evokes an emotional gut
reaction or it leaves you flat. From the open-

Signets had demonstrated with either of the
other amplifiers. And it was also with the Kiner-

aJohn Culshaw production), to the chorus and

getics that Ireally got agrasp of the surprising
dynamic capabilities of the SL280s—on the

the entry of the double-basses and the blatty
blare of the brass, to the low-frequency under-

be all that amplifier-fussy (and Ihave no doubt

ing crescendo, to the live cannon shot (this is

way they "cid' large-scale symphonic/choral/

pinnings (the "hum" of the orchestra), the

operatic material.
But Imust digress abit here. After Ifelt reasonably familiar with the sound of the Kiner-

sound produced by the Signets on this piece
defied their size and price. Their weaknesses
remained, of course. As the going got heavy,
the reduction of midrange clarity became audi-

getics/Signet combination, Idecided it was
time to compare the Signets with anatural
competitor—the Thiel CS1.2. The Thiels,
designed to be used directly on the floor, are
priced somewhat higher than the Signets with

ble and the sound became more forced, with
some glare in evidence, prompting an inclina-

the latters' dedicated stands. This was my first

tion to back off abit on the volume And Ialso
noted atendency for the sound to become
more two-dimensional at these high levels.

exposure to the 1.2s in a familiar listening
environment, and Ienjoyed it. They are very

tion of small two-way loudspeakers. What was

But we're talking here of acommon limita-

opinion, well-chosen, their midrange clarity

surprising was just how effective the Signets
were in conveying the weight, drive, and

and lack of colorations notable. They seemed
abit lightweight in the bass in my room, with-

dynamics of this heavyweight material. Within
the limits noted, they seemed to relish in

out really sounding thin. Inoted their clean tre-

unleashing the fury of von Karajan's Vienna

ble, though with amixture of top-octave air

forces. They did not turn to mush at levels that
might well make your neighbors want to make

good loudspeakers. Their balance is, in my

and aslight softness directly below that, they
seemed to lack just ashade of natural liveliness,
coming across as either forgiving or just slightly
silvery, depending on the program material.
The soundstage was well-defined, but abit
small-scaled. Simpler program material was
handled very well. Larger forces were abit
restrained dynamically, with a noticeable
(though not severe) lack of low-end power.
Altogether avery respectable performance for

the same of you. The Thiels could not match
the dynamic expansiveness of the Signets, nor
the latters' way with the massiveness of the
proceedings. Ialso preferred the more elevated
soundstage provided by the taller (on stands)
SL280s, finding it simply more involving and
convincing. As was the case with the Signets'
low end. The Thiels had the edge in midrange
transparency and balance, though the margin

aloudspeaker in this size and price class. And
to be fair to the Thiels, additional fiddling with

was small; the 1.2s appeared less aggressive and

placement (they were positioned in the same
location as the Signets) might have improved

end, with the Signets' subtly more precise
lower treble lending them atrace more defini-

the low-end heft, and amore powerful amplifier might have upped their dynamic quotient

tion and silkiness. Both loudspeakers made

(though they're slightly more sensitive than the
Signets—playback levels were adjusted accord136

insistent. It was asimilar horse-race in the high

music. The Signets added abit of magic.
4Perhaps, although for mc Aida marks the peak of his creative
powers.
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Measurements
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The impedance magnitude and phase angle for
the Signet SL280 are shown in fig.l. The double
peaks in the magnitude plot below 100Hz are

67.911
i•

typical of areflex tuned cabinet. Note that the

22.1i

minimum impedance of the system is just
below 7ohms (at about 150Hz), indicating that

• II

no competent, appropriately powered ampli-

-15.11

fier (into 4-8 ohm loads) should have any difficulty in driving the Signets.

-47.5

Il

Fig.2 shows the impulse response. The ringing in the tail of the response is due to the ultra-

Ilk

Sob

Signet SL280, electrical impedance
(solid line) and phase (dashed)
(2 ohms/div. vertical scale)

sonic peak in the tweeter's response—visible
in the other plots and typical of ametal dome.
Both drivers are connected in phase, and the
response of the woofer lags that of the tweeter
by about 0.2 milliseconds. This is clearer from
the impulse responses of the individual drivers
(not shown).
Fig.3 actually plots four separate measurements. The responses of the individual drivers
(driven from their respective bi-wire terminals)

î
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Fig.2

Signet SL280, impulse response at
48" on HF axis (5ms time window)

are shown above 250Hz. Note the smooth,
controlled rolloffs of the individual drivers,
with no significant aberrations in the slopes
which could color the response. The only significant anomaly is the narrow, 2-3dB blip
around 900Hz. The 25kHz peak in the metaldomed tweeter is also evident—but all of its
impact is well above the audible range. The
measurements above 250Hz (as well as the
impulse response and the data in the remaining
curves) were MLSSA- derived. The curves

8411
-1811
-311
-38A8
-4111
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Fig.3

below 250Hz (as well as fig.]) were measured
with the Audio Precision System One test set.

11011

111:

tijz

Signet SL280, acoustic crossover at
48" on HF axis with nearfield LF
response plotted below 300Hz

Below 250Hz are the nearfield low-frequency
response measurements of the woofer and the
port, with the curve to the far left showing the

111
1111

1 1111
1111

1 1I

1111111

1 11111111

11

port output. It is evident that the port is tuned
to around 30Hz. The output level for the port,
as shown, is at an arbitrary level. There are various proposed methods of melding measured
near-field responses of alow-frequency driver
and port to form acoherent whole, but no consensus.
In fig.4, taken at tweeter level, the SL280's
smooth response across the 30° lateral window
is evident, implying abroad dispersion. With
the exception of the minor dip and bump
between 400Hz and 1500Hz, the midrange
response is exceptionally smooth and level, the
tweeter free of significant aberrations. Fig.5
provides amore detailed picture of the Signet's
dispersion. In the curve closest to the front,
Stereophile, October 1990
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Fig.4

lelth

Signet SL280, anechoic response
averaged across 30° lateral window

taken 30° off the lateral axis of the loudspeaker,
the dip at 4kHz clearly indicates that the Signets should be toed-in toward the listening
position for best results. The next curve back
was taken below woofer level. The middle
curve, on the woofer axis, is clearly the optimum height—which happens to be very near
137

immediately; no loudspeaker does, and the
response of the Signets is among the best we
have measured—regardless of price. There are
no significant audible resonances in the high

te

frequencies (the dark line around 15kHz is the
computer monitor's scanning frequency; the
resonance at the far right is the 25kHz peak in

-28dI

the metal dome's response). The minor reso-30d1
tez

Fig.5

1891:

at

nance corresponding to the small rise around
900Hz may correlate with the slightly forward

aft

Signet SL280, vertical response
family at 48", from front to back: 30°
laterally off HF axis; below woofer;

quality noted in the listening tests, but this is
by no means certain, as the rise covers only a
very narrow band.

on woofer axis; on HF axis; 75°
above cabinet top

Conclusions

to the axis used in my listening tests. On the
dedicated stands, the tweeter is about 40.5"

In the morning light of the next few weeks, as

above the floor, the woofer 34.5". The height
of the stands appears to have been well chosen
to encompass the spread of average listening

M-3s, and other more exotic, complex, and
pricey loudspeakers, I'm sure that Iwill doubt-

heights. The next to the rear curve, taken on the
tweeter axis, is actually abit smoother through
the midrange but with what appears to be a
narrow interference dip at 4kHz. And the rear
curve, at 7.5° above the woofer axis, shows why
these loudspeakers (along with most others,
Imight add) are best not listened to while the
listener is standing.
These measurements agree closely with the
results of the listening tests and would be
impressive in aloudspeaker in any price range,
let alone one costing $900 /pair. The waterfall
plot—more correctly termed the cumulative
spectral decay—shows how the frequency
response dies off over time after being hit by
an impulse. In theory it should drop off

Iturn back to hearing Apogee Stages, Mirage

less be reminded that you get what you pay for.
But Isuspect that Iwill also be reminded of the
old law of diminishing returns, and that the Signets were (and are) remarkably satisfying on a
wide range of music, from the most intimate
to the most bombastic. They are solid Class C
loudspeakers, in my judgment, but they also
pound heavily on the door of the far more
expensive and panache-drenched Class B
rninimonitors. They will embarrass most of the
latter in their low-end reach and dynamic capabilities, and challenge them seriously in soundstaging and high-frequency detail and neutrality. Only in the all-important midband will the
minis' clearly more see-through transparency
allow them to keep their pride (and position)
intact.
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THREE ESOTERIC DIGITAL PROCESSORS
Robert Harley reviews the Esoteric D-500, D-10, and D-2
D-500 specifications: Frequency response: DC-20kHz +0.3dB (44.1kHz sampling frequency),
DC-22kHz +0.3dB (48kHz sampling frequency), DC-15kHz ±0.3dB (32kHz sampling frequency).
S/N ratio: >110dB at 1kHz. Dynamic range: >100dB at 1kHz. Harmonic distortion: <0.0016%
at 1kHz. Channel separation: >110dB at 1kHz. DACs: Two dual 16-bit DACs with ZD and Noise
Shaper. Filtering: 8x-oversampling, 25-bit digital filter with third-order Butterworth analog filter. Inputs: four digital, two coaxial on RCA jacks, two optical on TOSLINK jacks. Outputs: one
stereo analog output pair, 2V RMS MOL, one digital coaxial output, 0.5V p-p/75 ohms. Power
consumption: 14W. Dimensions: 87/
8"(225mm) W by 57
/16" (138mm) H by 15 3
4 "(400mm) D.
/
Weight: 13.25 lbs (6kg) net. Price: $1000.
D-10 specifications: Frequency response: DC-20kHz +0.5dB (44.1kHz sampling frequency),
DC-22kHz ±0.5dB (48kHz sampling frequency), DC-15kHz +0.5dB (32kHz sampling frequency).
S/N ratio: >100dB at 1kHz. Dynamic range: >97dB at 1kHz. Harmonic distortion: <0.002%
at 1kHz. Channel separation: <97dB at 1kHz. DACs: dual 18-bit with ZD circuit. Filtering: 4xoversampling, 18-bit digital filter with fourth-order Bessel analog filter. Inputs: four digital, two
coaxial on RCA jacks, two optical on TOSLINK jacks. Outputs: one stereo analog output pair,
2.5V RMS fixed, one digital coaxial output, 0.5V p-p/75 ohms. Power consumption: 14W. Dimensions: 87A" (225mm) W by 57M" (138mm) H by 18 1
/
16" (458mm) D. Weight: 22.1 lbs (10kg) net.
Price: $2000.
D-2 Specifications: Frequency response: DC-20kHz +0.3dB (44.1kHz sampling rate), DC-22kHz
+0.3dB (48kHz sampling rate), DC-15kHz +0.3dB (32kHz sampling frequency). S/N ratio:
>110dB. Dynamic range: >108dB. Harmonic distortion: <0.0014%. Channel separation: >110dB,
DC-20kHz. DACs: four 18-bit with ZD circuit. Filtering: 8x-oversampling, 45-bit digital filter with
third-order Butterworth analog filter. Inputs: four digital, two coaxial on RCA jacks, two optical
on TOSLINK jacks. Outputs: two stereo pair, one pair balanced on XLR connectors (2.4V max
output/600 ohms), one pair unbalanced on RCA jacks (2.5V max output/47k ohms), one coaxial
digital output on RCA jack (0.5V p-p/75 ohms). Power consumption: 21W. Dimensions: 87A"
(225mm) W by 51/
4"(134mm) H by 19 1
A" (485mm) D. Weight: 24.25 lbs (11kg) net. Price: $4000.
All: Approximate number of dealers: 20. Manufacturer: Esoteric, aDivision of Teac America Inc.,
7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640. Tel: (213) 726-0303.
The Esoteric brand name may be unfamiliar to

ling stars were first recorded on Teac multitrack

most audiophiles, but the Teac name certainly

tape machines. The company's model 3340

isn't. The Japanese electronics manufacturer

4-track tape machine brought multi-track

y."

has formed the Esoteric division to design and

recording to thousands of home recordists.

market upscale audiophile components, the

Teac also makes professional recording con-

new moniker distinguishing the line from the

soles and full-scale multi-track tape recorders!

mass-market Teac brand. The division's first

The decision to enter the North American

products include the three digital processors

audiophile market was based on the success of

reviewed here, three matching CD transports

the Esoteric products in Japan. Teac originally

(including the highly regarded P2), a DAT

designed the line to make atechnology state-

recorder, and three cassette decks, one of them

ment about the company and had no plans for

being the first to incorporate the new Dolby-S
noise-reduction system.
Teac is well known for both consumer cassette decks and semipro and professional
recording equipment. In fact, Teac was largely

wide distribution. When the products were
well received, they decided to go full-force into
the audiophile market, especially the rapidly
expanding product category of digital converters and CD transports.

responsible for the boom in small home
recording studios that revolutionized the
recording business in the 1970s. Many fledgStereophile, October 1990

1Idaily used a1L-aciTascarn model 80-8 8-track machine
professionally for over three years. One develops an affection
for apiece of equipment that earns one aliving.
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The three digital processors reviewed here,

,d11111111111111111111111111111111111131b..

priced at $1000, $2000, and $4000, represent
awide price range from asingle manufacturer.
Itake particular interest in the design approaches of different companies toward digital converters, and was eager to see and hear what this
new line has to offer. In addition, the three processors incorporate aunique dithering circuit,
called "ZD," that reportedly improves low-level
performance. Interestingly, the three converters
use different circuit topologies, decoders, digital filters, and DACs.

Review context

Esoteric D-500 Digital Processor

Esoteric D-500
Digital Processor: $1000
The D-500 represents Esoteric's entry-level

All three Esoteric digital processors were audi-

digital processor at the popular $1000 price

tioned in my dedicated listening room with my
usual reference system. VTL 225W Deluxe
monoblocks drove Hales System Two Signa-

point. The unit's styling is clearly of the beautiful Esoteric lineage However, the fact that the
D-500 is the budget model is readily apparent

ture loudspeakers (reviewed in Vol.13 No.7) bi-

in the unit's modest construction relative to the

wired via AudioQuest Green Hyperlitz. After
living with the Signatures for afew months

standards set by the D-10 and D-2. The D-500
is lighter than the other Esoterics, and the bent

now, my favorable impression of them has
been reinforced. The D-10 and D-2 processors
also saw auditioning time during my reviews

sheet-metal cover contrasts with the more
expensive units' thick, polished metalwork. All

in the September issue of three inexpensive

three processors, however, share abrushedaluminum front panel in alight champagne

loudspeakers. Level control was provided by
the passive Electronic Visionary Systems

finish.
Four digital inputs (two coaxial and two opti-

Stepped Attenuator, which meant that the D-2
couldn't be auditioned via its balanced outputs.

cal) reside on the rear panel. Input selection is
via afront-panel rotary knob labeled 1-4. An

Interconnects were 1m runs of Music Metre

orange-tinted display beneath the selector
knob indicates which input is activated and the
sampling frequency of the selected input signal. Playing apre-emphasized disc illuminates

(processors to level control) and 4m lengths of
Music Metre between level control and the
VTLs. AC power was conditioned by an Audio
Express NoiseTrapper. Also on hand for comparison were the Proceed PDP ($1295) and
Theta DSPro Basic ($2000), both of which I've
reviewed favorably. In addition, Ihave spent
considerable time lately with some heavyhitter processors, including the Wadia 2000
($7800) and the Stax DAC-Xlt ($12,000) in the
same reference system. All comparisons
between processors were made with the levels
precisely matched at lkHz by aBeckman AC
voltmeter, with voltage measured at the power

ade-emphasis indicator. When no input signal appears at the input selected on the front
panel, amuting circuit disconnects the analog
output jacks and amuting indicator lights up.
Applying adigital signal to the selected input
causes the "Operating" light to replace the
"Muting" indicator. Asquare power switch finishes off the front panel. In addition to the four
digital inputs, the rear panel holds astereo pair
of analog-output RCA jacks and asingle digital
output for driving aDAT machine All the RCAs

amplifiers' input terminals. Esoteric's P2, their
top-of-the-line $4000 CD transport, 2 drove all
the decoders auditioned, as did a48kHz sig-

are gold-plated.
The D-500's interior construction is quite
basic. The bent and punched sheet-metal chas-

nal from aJVC DAT machine playing my orig-

sis divides the unit into top and bottom halves,

inal master tapes.

with the analog printed circuit board occupy-

2The P2 is 2 gorgeous and impressive piece of equipment.
More important, its superior sonics will convince all but the

play pcb are located at the unit's front, just

most closed-minded that CD transports do indeed affect the
musical presentation. The "bits is bits" theory of digital audio
comes under heavy assault from the P2.
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ing the upper portion and the digital board the
lower. The power transformer and small disbehind the faceplate. An inductor and capacitor
filter the incoming AC before it reaches the
Stereophile, October 1990

transformer. All power-supply components,

stream and can output anoise-free analog sig-

except of course the transformer, are located
on the pcbs they serve. The digital supply consists of asingle 2200µF capacitor and heatsunk

nal. Two trimmer potentiometers per channel
adjust output level and DC offset. Like the dig-

TO-220 voltage regulator. This supply is surprisingly small in light of the fact that it must
provide DC to 15 chips. The analog supply is

ital inputs, the analog output jacks are pcb mounted, eliminating the need for point topoint wiring.

more elaborate, with two 3300µF caps, and

All three digital processors in the Esoteric
line incorporate aproprietary circuit called

nine regulation stages with their attendant filter
capacitors. Interestingly, the pcb has markings

"ZD" that reportedly improves resolution of
low-level detail with adithering circuit. Look-

and lead-holes for four additional electrolytic
filter caps, but these caps don't populate the
board.

asingle chip in the digital signal path just before
the DACs. The chip is asmall but dense Large

The digital section uses the Yamaha YM3623B

ing at the D-500's schematic, the ZD circuit is

S/PDIF decoder chip and the popular NPC 8x-

Scale Integration (LS!) surface-mount device,
which, judging by the ZD's block diagram,

oversampling digital filter. Two componentheight copper shields separate the decoder and

separate ICs. Interestingly, the ZD chip is

filter chips from other circuitry. The rear
panel's four digital inputs are positioned so that

mounted beneath the pcb. Without acareful
inspection, it appears that the pcb lacks this

they meet the pcb without the need for point-

chip since an apparently empty marking outlines the IC hiding beneath.

to-point wiring. Aribbon cable carries all digital signals from the lower digital board to the
upper analog board.
The analog board, based on two Philips
TDA1541 Si Crown dual 16-bit DACs, is divided
down the middle into left and right audio channels. Philips measures all the TDA1541s after

replaces what would otherwise be dozens of

The ZD circuit generates dither in the digital domain and adds it to the datastream from
the digital filter. The dither amplitude is varied
according to the amplitude of the input signal.
lypically, dither is white noise added to the signal to improve resolution. With dither, resolu-

manufacture and grades them according to
linearity. The S1 Crown is the premium version

tion below the Least Significant Bit's (LSB)

and carries ahigher cost. Each channel of the
D-500 employs one dual-DAC chip, giving a

quantization error, making it more random and
less correlated, resulting in areduced "granu-

total of four DACs. Unusually, each dual-DAC
chip handles one polarity of both left and right

lation" noise. Dither is commonly used in
professional digital recorders.

audio signals. The second dual-DAC chip con-

The ZD chip also incorporates two "jitter
cancel" circuits just before the output. The

verts left and right audio signals, but of opposite polarity. The DACs' balanced, differential
outputs drive separate Analog Devices AD42712
op-amps, used as current-to-voltage (I/V) con-

amplitude is possible. Dither also disperses

chip's four outputs require that any ZD-based
decoder use four DACs, hence the use of two
TDA1541s in the D-500. The dither is removed

verters. The anti-phase outputs from the I/V

from the analog audio signal by two "Differen-

converters drive another AD42712 op-amp, but

tial Type Automatic Dither Subtracting Cir-

differentially. Up to this point, the digital circuit has been balanced; after this stage, it is

cuits." This appears to be adifferential input
op-amp, which, by virtue of its common-

single-ended. Any distortion or noise common

mode rejection, will not pass signals common

to both signals and induced prior to this opamp will cancel due to the common-mode

to both its inputs.

rejection of the differential input op-amp. This
is critical to the workings of the ZD circuit

and reduction in quantization artifacts that are

described below. The output amplifier is aSignetics NE5534 op-amp.
Resistors surrounding the I/V converter are

The result is improved conversion accuracy
usually audible as "grit" in low-level signals,
without the slightly compromised S/N ratio
that normally accompanies the addition of
dither.

1% metal-film types, while 5%-carbon types

The D-500's construction and layout are

are associated with the op-amp output stage.
Adual-channel relay disconnects the output

unmistalcably Japanese. For example, the intri-

until the processor locks onto the input dataStereophile, October 1990

cately punched, drilled, and formed chassis
points to the Japanese ethic of investing cap141

ital up-front on tooling in order to save money
in the long run on ease of manufacture. Overall,

in this particular recording.

Ifound the D-500 fairly well built for a$1000
digital processor, but not extraordinarily so. Its

firmed these impressions. However, the next
day Ibegan another session and, after two

parts quality (excluding the DACs) and con-

discs, had the exact opposite impressions of the

struction fall short of that offered by competing
units in this price range It should be added that
the D-500 does use two of the expensive

Further listening during this first session con-

two decoders' relative treble presentations.
Now it was the D-500 that was brighter, more
open, and forward in relation to the PDP. The

TDA1541 SI Crown dual DAC,s and the ZD chip,

D-500 also sounded louder. Since Ihad not

resulting in less of the build cost being available for other components. However, the styl-

changed the setup from the previous day, Iwas

ing and elegant champagne-colored brushed
aluminum front panel add greatly to the D500's appearance. At first glance, it appears to

perplexed. After ashort break, Ibegan again
with afresh mind and different CDs. Now the
two decoders' treble presentations reversed
again to where I'd heard them during the first

be amuch more expensive product.

session. What was going on?
It didn't take too long to realize that, by coin-

Listening: Ibegan the auditioning by compar-

cidence, the CDs Iused during the second ses-

ing the Teac D-500 with the Proceed PDP digital processor Ireviewed in Vol.13 No.6. The

sion (when the D-500 was brighter) were
recorded with pre-emphasis. (They were Three-

$1295 PDP offers agood benchmark level of

Way Mirror, Reference Recordings RR-24CD,

performance for an affordable D/A converter.
The most immediate difference Iheard

and Chick Corea's Akoustic Band, GRP GRD9582). Apparently, the D-500's de-emphasis
circuit was either not restoring flat frequency

between them was in their treble presentations.
The D-500 was decidedly softer-sounding and
more laid-back in the top octaves. In addition,
it lacked subjective extension in the extreme
treble On some overly bright CDs, this characteristic made the D-500 more pleasant and
musical than the PDP. The forward and aggressive cymbals on the first Steps Ahead album
(Elektra Musician 9 601668-2) were less so
through the D-500. The tendency for many

response, or was adding HF grundge that made
the presentation seem brighter. Another possible factor may be that the D-500 has ahigher
output level than the PDP when playing
emphasized discs. The PDP has apassive network, resulting in reduced output level when
playing de-emphasized discs due to the circuit's insertion loss. 4 The slightly higher volume would make the Esoteric's presentation

CDs to have aspitty quality was greatly amelio-

seem brighter. Remember, the levels were

rated by the D-500's rendering. However, this
interpretation also made the presentation less
lively, and gave a"closed-in" perspective On

matched by measuring the output levels when

recordings that were not excruciatingly bright,
Ipreferred the PDP's treble. The guitar and

error with the Audio Precision when the audi-

acoustic bass recording on the Stereophile Test
CD' (track 12), for example, was more open,

differences when decoding pre-emphasized
discs will be revealed during the measurement

detailed, and had agreater sense of air around
the instruments through the PDP. The recorded
acoustic opened up and came to life This is due

portion of the review.

to the fact that much of this recording's am-

(Vol.13 No.7) that a digital decoder's deemphasis error (or alevel change associated
with the de-emphasis network) can lead one

bience information comes from highfrequency reflections from the 140-year-old
church's stone walls. The high-frequency-rich
attack of the guitar tended to excite the room,
meaning that the recording's spatial character
will be somewhat dependent on the playback

playing an unemphasized lkHz sinewave. I'm
eager to measure the D-500's de-emphasis
tioning is completed. In addition, any level

This is agood example of Peter Mitchell's
contention in his "Industry Update" in July

to reach erroneous conclusions. A lesson from
this experience is that one (especially areviewer) should be aware of hidden variables

system's HF presentation. The D-500's laid-

when comparing components.
Moving on to other listening impressions, I

back treble just didn't reveal the spatial detail

found the D-500 to be good for its modest

3Available for $8.93, including shipping and handling: see
the advertisement in this issue for ordering information.

4Iunderstand that perfect passive de-emphasis would reduce
the level at 'kHz by an audible 0.37dB.
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price, but not outstanding. On the plus side, the

The bite of lead guitar was softened to the

D-500's tonal balance was very smooth and
neutral, without the shrill and aggressive treble
that so often makes inexpensive digital play-

extent that it reduced the energy and drive
behind the solo. 5The naturally miked Handel's

back unpleasant. In addition, the midrange was

exhibited aloss of air and life, the violins becoming somewhat flat and muted.

relatively free of glare and hardness. Textures
tended to be soft, but somewhat lacking in bite
and palpability. In my playback system, Ifelt
that the D-500 was too laid-back and polite in
the treble. It should be noted that my reference
system, with the ultra-flat-response Hales Signatures, EVS passive control unit, and VTL tube
monoblocks, is free from the metallic, edgy treble that plagues many of the low- to moderatecost systems in which the D-500 is likely to be
used. Isuspect that the D-500's treble presentation would be welcome in systems that lean
toward an overly bright rendering.

Water Music (Harmonia Mundi 907010)

Overall, Ifound the D-500 competent but
not outstanding. While not having that shrill,
bright character often heard from inexpensive
processors, its sound was somewhat lacking
in life and detail.
At this point, Iwondered if the other Esoteric
processors would share these characteristics.
Ibriefly listened to the other two just to get a
feel for how the more expensive units sounded
in relation to the D-500. As we will see, the D10 and D-2 are fundamentally different, both
in build and sonics.

The D-500's bass presentation was somewhat toward the loose side, with less tautness

Measurements: The D-500's output imped-

and control heard through the PDP. The left-

ance was alow 32 ohms across the frequency
band, while its maximum output level when

hand lines on Dick Hyman Plays Fats Waller
(Reference Recordings RR-33CD), for example,

playing aIkHz, OdB tone was 1.97V. This level

were less crisp and punchy, making the rhythm
appear to drag alittle Similarly, bass transients

is close to the standard 2V, but lower than most
processors' output levels in practice Measuring

had less visceral impact. Bass drum lacked that
extreme bottom-end dynamic kick that Ifind
important musically. In addition, the two

emphasized disc confirmed my theory of why
it sounded brighter and livelier than the Pro-

the D-500's output level when playing an

octaves between 40Hz and 160Hz were leaner

ceed PDP when decoding pre-emphasized

than the PDP, with less body and warmth. Bass
guitar was alittle thin and threadbare, lacking

is active, the output level remains the same

weight. Chester Thompson's bass pedals on

discs. Since the D- 500's de-emphasis circuit

Tower of Power Direct (Sheffield CD-17) were

whether or not the de-emphasis circuit is
switched in. The PDP uses passive de-empha-

missing some of their drive and energy. However, the degree to which these traits were

sis with its slight attendant level attenuation at
lkHz with pre-emphasized CDs. Ihad matched

apparent varied considerably with the type of
music and were musically significant with

emphasized lkHz signal.

some program. (The PDP does have asomewhat warm LF rendering.)
The other areas of the D-500's performance
that Ididn't find completely satisfying were
soundstage transparency and image palpability.

levels before the auditioning with anon-preImeasured no interchannel phase error at
any frequency. The D-500's frequency response was perfectly flat (fig.1) and had no deemphasis decoding error (fig.2). Looking at the
spectral analysis of the D-500's output when

There was less of that see-through trans-

decoding adithered -90.3IdB, IkHz tone 6

parency Ifind so important to the musical pre-

(fig.3) revealed excellent performance With the

sentation. Rather than providing apristine win-

exception of a hint of second harmonic at

dow on the music, the D-500 imparted a

2kHz, no harmonics of the lkHz signal are evi-

slightly grayish veil over the midrange and treble. This resulted in less ability to see into the

dent above the white-noise floor, there is a
generally low level of spuriae, and no power-

soundstage, while making instrumental images
less palpable. There was atendency for lead
instruments to take aback seat in the musical
presentation. Female vocal seemed not to project forward of the loudspeaker plane, instead
appearing slightly behind the loudspeakers.
Stereophile, October 1990

5The solo to which Irefer is Steve Morse's brilliant guitar work
on the tune - Hereafter," from The Dixie Dregs' Dregs of the
Earth (Arista ARCO 60116), one of my favorite recorded guitar
solos.
6As the code representing this tone had dither applied when
the CD was mastered, it should reproduce as apure if noisy
sinewave. Any distortion components present, therefore, can
be laid at the door of the decoder and electronics.
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Fig. 6 Esoteric D-500, crosstalk, left to right

Fig. 3 Esoteric D-500, dithered 1kHz tone
at -90.31dB with noise and spuriae,
right channel dashed (
1
/
3-octave
analysis)

(S1 Crown) of the Philips TDAI541. (Philips's
DAC grading system is based on low-level and

line frequency noise is apparent apart from a

differential linearity.)

very slight 120Hz component. In addition, the
fact that the IkHz peak exactly touches the

lent. Fig.6 shows interchannel crosstalk (left on

-90dB horizontal division is an indication that
the D-500 has good low-level linearity.
This is indeed the case, the D-500 having
one of the best linearities I've measured. The
"Fade to Noise with Dither" plot (fig.4) shows
anearly perfect straight line, while fig.5 shows
the D-500's deviation from linearity below
-60dB. Figs.4 and 5show the left channel; the
right channel was nearly identical. This is excel-

Channel separation was good, but not excelright) as afunction of frequency. The reduction
in channel separation as frequency increases
is typical. This test is made by decoding aOdB
(full level) swept sinewave in one channel and
measuring its level in the other channel. There
is some correlation between this measurement
and soundstage width.
Listening to the Fade to Noise with Dither
track on the CBS test disc confirmed the D-

lent performance, but not surprising in light of

500's excellent low-level performance. The

the fact that the D-500 uses the premium grade

tone was smooth in its decay and relatively free
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Fig. 7 Esoteric D-500, 1kHz squarewave at
OdB
from artifacts. Similarly, the Ronger Test on the
Chesky Test CD also indicated good low-level
performance.
Looking at the D-500's performance using
aHeathkit /Zenith 8-bit storage oscilloscope,
afull-level 1kHz squarewave reproduced with
time-symmetrical ringing, but with the tops of
the ringing waveform clipped; this is typical of
the digital filter chip used (fig.7). Unusually, the
linear-phase impulse response (fig.8) indicated
that the D-500 inverted absolute polarity.' The
undithered -90.31dB, 1kHz waveform looked
good (fig.9), though it didn't feature the clear
steps between digital 0, +1, and -1 typical of

as.

was set to 30kHz.) The monotonicity plot

and 30kHz with the D-500 reproducing a1:1

0

Fig. 8 Esoteric D-500, impulse response
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the Stax processor, these being overlaid with
audio-band noise. (The analysis bandwidth
(fig.10) confirms the D-500's good linearity as
measured with the Audio Precision System One.
Looking at the spectrum between 300Hz
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Fig. 10 Esoteric D-500, monotonicity
waveform
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mix of 19 and 20kHz tones (fig.11) showed a
very low level of intermodulation spuriae, with
the 1kHz product buried in the noise. The
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24.1kHz product was very well suppressed.
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Overall, the D-500 measured very well on the
bench, especially considering its $1000 price.
7 Since the measurements, which were performed after the
auditioning, revealed that the D-500 and D-2 invert polarity
(unless the D-2's polarity-inversion switch is pushed) and the
other processors to which they were compared (Esoteric D-I0,
Theta DSPro Basic, Proceed PDP) do not, JA was justifiably
concerned about the accuracy of my listening impressions.
Recordings with Incorrect polarity will generally sound better
through inverting digital processors, while correct-polarity
recordings will sound better through non-inverting digital converters.

There is just as great achance that arecording is polarity inverted as polarity-correct. Because Iused roughly 20 CDs
(as well as original master DAT recordings) during the auditioning, lam confident in my conclusions about the processor,'
sonic characteristics, as well as in the conclusions drawn from
the auditioning. The respective processors' traits were consistent over awide range of discs, indicating that the differences were intrinsic to the units under evaluation and not a
result of one converter having the benefit of correct polarity.
Furthermore, 1spent some time during the auditioning listening to the effect of inverting polarity with the D-2's remotecontrolled polarity-inversion feature. The differences were
far more subtle than those described in the processors listening
impressions.
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Esoteric D-500, HF intermodulation
spectrum (200Hz-30kHz),
19+20kHz at OdB (30kHz measurement bandwidth)

Conclusion:1 find it unusual that my main
criticism of the Esoteric D-500 is atreble presentation that is too laid-back and lacking in
air and liveliness. So often, digital playback is
forward and aggressive in the upper octaves,
especially with components at the $1000 price
point. My system, however, is atypical of the
playback components with which the D-500
will most likely be used. In other systems tending to be forward and edgy in the treble, the D500's smoothness may be awelcome addition.
Indeed, the treble rendering which was aliability in my tube system may be an asset with
adifferent component complement. My other
145

criticisms of the D-500 concern its polarityinverting nature, which should be compen-

aggressive treble that needs taming.

soundstage transparency. Although the D-500

Esoteric D-10
Digital Processor: $2000

presented tight and focused instrumental out-

Often, amodel one notch higher in acom-

lines, the illusion of depth was somewhat missing.

pany's product line is merely afeature-laden
version of the less expensive unit. But the Eso-

sated for in A/B comparisons, and its lack of

Moving on to the D- 500's strengths, Ifound
it offered agood overall musical presentation

teric D-10, though very similar in outward

for its modest price It had the ability to present
smooth, velvety textures, without the hardness

appearance to the D-500, is technically adiffer-

and glare endemic at this price point. This
smoothness, coupled with the laid-back per-

ent breed of cat: It uses different DACs, decoder, and digital filter, has amore solid construction, and uses higher-quality parts. It even

spective, makes the D-500 unfatiguing, something that can be said about very few $1000 dig-

uses adifferent version of the ZD circuit. As we
shall see it's also very different in its ability to

ital processors. The nonfatiguing quality,

convey amusical performance.

however, was at the expense of some life and

The D-10, however, is identical in function
and features to the D-500. Four digital inputs

excitement in the music.
Ipreferred the Proceed PDP's brighter treble and more open presentation, but at $1295,
the PDP is priced 30% above the D-500—not
an insignificant difference In addition, the PDP
is, in my opinion, probably the best of the inexpensive decoders. The D-500, however, came
fairly dose to the PDP's musicality. Incidentally,
Ifound the D-500 quite good-looking and elegant, especially considering its reasonable cost.

are provided (two optical and two coaxial),
with selection via afront-panel rotary knob.
One of three front-panel lights illuminates to
indicate the input sampling frequency (32kHz,
44.1kHz, or 48kHz). A vertical row of three
LEDs indicates if the disc is pre-emphasized,
and whether the unit is muted or operational.
The D-10 is built around apunched and
formed steel chassis similar to the D- 500's, but

digital playback since living with processors

with more sturdy construction. The unit's top
is thick, finely finished brushed aluminum that
matches the front panel and adds an air of ele-

like the Xdia 2000, Theta DSPro Basic, and the

gance; four heavy metal feet support the unit.

magnificent tubed Stax DAC-Xlt. For $1000,

Although the D-500 and D-10 have nearly

the D-500 does many things right, and some
faults are to be expected. However, after audi-

identical-looking feet, the D-500's are plastic

The degree of these criticisms should be put
in perspective: Ihave become atough judge of

tioning the Esoteric D-10 and D-2 digital processors, Imust conclude that the D-500 doesn't
live up to the high standards set by its two big
brothers, even when one takes into account the
differences in price. In short, the Esoteric D500 is competent, but comes up against stiff
competition from other processors in the
under-$1300 price category.
My criticisms of the D-500 should not be

The solid construction is said to reduce mechanical resonances in the converter and
improve sound quality. The D-10's side panels
have ablack, rubberlike mat attached to the
inside, apparently to increase the chassis's
vibration resistance.
The rear panel is home to four digital inputs,
asingle digital output, astereo pair of analog
outputs, and an IEC AC power-cord jack. Like
all the processors in the Esoteric line, the RCA

regarded as picking on an inexpensive unit that
will have obvious deficiencies when compared
to the D-10 and D-2, at double and four times
the cost, respectively. Iconsidered the D- 500's
price when judging its performance However,
Iwant to stress to potential purchasers that the
D-500 is not just aslightly lower-performance
version of its big brothers: it is significantly
different, both sonically and technically.
The Esoteric D-500 isn't the best digital processor I've heard in this price range, but may
be worth an audition if your system has an
146

Esoteric D-10 Digital Processor
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jacks are gold-plated. The unit's construction
is like one of those Chinese puzzle boxes: Ihad
to remove 37 screws (and put them all back!)
just to look at the digital board.
The digital and analog circuitry are on separate pc boards, with the digital board mounted
vertically, at aright angle to the analog board.
Except for the large, encased transformer that
occupies most of the unit's front section, the
power-supply components are mounted on
the two pcbs. The transformer is large (100 VA)
and encased in a metal shield. The analog
board is home to three 4700e filter caps, two
full-wave bridge rectifiers, four TO-220 voltage
regulators, and assorted capacitors. Surprisingly, the D-10 has fewer power-supply regulation stages than the D-500, but the component quality appears to be higher in the D-10.
Also paradoxically, the digital section's power
supply has no voltage regulators, relying
instead on regulated ±5V DC from the analog
board. This supply is filtered by additional caps

cel the dither generated by the ZD circuit. (This
circuit, comprised of asingle LSI found between the digital filter and the DACs, is discussed in the D-500's technical description.)
Most of the resistors are 1% metal-film types
and capacitors are polypropylene types. Current-to-voltage conversion (I/V) is performed
by an interesting mix of 18 discrete FETs and
adual op-amp per channel. An MSB trimmer
pot appears next to each DAC, while three copper shields separate the left and right channels.
Additional filter caps are located right next to
the 5534 op-amp output drivers. 'Ivo relays are
employed, one to disconnect the output during muting, while the other switches in an
active de-emphasis circuit, based on a5532
op-amp.
Overall, the D-10 is very well constructed,
with excellent fit and finish; its solid build,
heavy feel, and elegant, attractive appearance
exude aquality not felt from the D-500.

(six 1000µF, four 2200µF electrolytics) not

Listening: Iauditioned the Esoteric D-10 in

found in the D-500's digital supply.
The digital board is much more extensive

the reference system described earlier and
compared its sound with that of the D-500,

than the D-500's and uses completely different decoding and digital filtering chips. The
Sony CXD1076 decoder is used in place of the
Yamaha, and the Sony CXD1088Q 4x-oversampling digital filter is contrasted with the D500's 8x-oversampling NPC digital filter. It's
interesting that Esoteric engineers chose the

Proceed PDP, and the identically priced Theta
DSPro Basic reviewed last month.
Very often, afamily of digital processors has
adistinctive sonic character common to all
members of the line. Not so with the Esoteric
D-500 and D-10 converters: they sounded very
different, the D-10 clearly in another league.

Sony filter chip for the more expensive D-10
instead of the NPC, which is found in many

There was a quantum leap forward in all
aspects of the D-10's presentation compared

very expensive processors, including the

with the less expensive D-500.
First, the laid-back treble that gave the D-500

$12,000 Stax DAC-Xlt. (California Audio Labs
also chose the Sony filter for the Special Edition of their Tempest II player.)
Three copper shields rise just above chip
level and run the length of the digital board to
isolate the components' radiated noise from

aveiled, closed-in sound was replaced by the
D-10's open, spacious, and lively presentation.
The entire soundstage bloomed, returning the
excitement to the musical performances. The

each other. As previously mentioned, the digital board is crowded with various-size electro-

upper octaves, though much more forward
through the D-10, were not aggressive. Rather
than adding hash and glare, the apparently

lytic filter caps, but no voltage regulators. The

increased treble level revealed previously

D-10's Phase Lock Loop (PLL) circuit, which

unheard transient detail, allowed awealth of
spatial information to emerge, and washed the

generates the system clock from the incoming
S/PDIF digital input, uses alithium- tantalate

opaque film off the window on the music Per-

Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO) said to produce a "jitterless" clock signal for the processor.

cussion instruments that had been rather dull
and congested jumped to life, returning the
vitality and life to music.

Moving to the analog board, the D-10 uses

The D- 10's ability to resolve front-to-rear

Burr-Brown PCM64P dual-DACs rather than
the Philips TDA1541A SI Crowns found in the

spatial cues was remarkable. There was adis-

D-500. The DACs operate differentially to can-

instruments. Comparing the D-500 with the

Stereophile, October 1990

tinct impression of depth and space around
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D-10 using my acoustic guitar and bass record-

razor-sharp and lifelike.

ing from the Stereopbile Test CD was particu-

The D-10 had agreater sense of space and

larly revealing. The D-10 presented the instru-

soundstage depth, one of its strongest attri-

ments in athree-dimensional space, surrounded

butes. In addition, the D-10 provided amore

by air and ambience. By contrast, the D-500

transparent rendering, with instrumental out-

seemed to truncate the recorded acoustic With

lines focused and occupying their own space

CD after CD, Iwas impressed by the D- 10's

in the soundstage. Soundstage width was

sense of space and depth. In addition, the D-10

equally impressive: the D-10 provided an

threw stronger and more stable center images,

expansive window on the music. This width

detached from the loudspeakers. Part of the D10's impressive soundstaging ability is due to

was retained toward the rear of the soundstage,
with rear-positioned instruments not collaps-

the transparency and clarity of the rendering.

ing toward the center, as is common.

Instrumental images were clearer and more palpable, seemingly spatially distinct from one

In my August review of the Theta DSPro
Basic, Isaid it was the best processor I'd heard

another. For example, Bobby McFerrin's vocal

short of the $12,000 tubed Stax DAC-Xlt. Does

on the title track from the soundtrack to Round

that still hold true after listening to the Esoteric

Midnight (Columbia CK 40464) seemed to

D-10? Yes. As good as the D-10 is, it neverthe-

exist in space in front of the loudspeakers, with

less fell short of the Theta's remarkable perfor-

the drums decidedly behind him.

mance. Both processors' presentations were

The D-10 also excelled in dynamics and low-

very similar: open, spacious, highly detailed,

frequency performance The entire bottom end

and with excellent dynamics and solid bass.
They were clearly in the same league. However,

was tight and punchy, giving music asense of
foundation and rhythmic drive. The midbass

the D-10 has aslightly more laid-back quality

leanness I heard through the D-500 was

that may appeal to some listeners. As far as

replaced by a warmth and roundness. The

build quality goes, the D-10 wins hands down.

plucked acoustic bass on Scott Kreitzer's album

In addition, the D- 10's gorgeous appearance

Kick 'n Off (Cexton CR11264) had asharp transient attack, coupled with liquidity and excel-

and additional features (four digital inputs,
including two optical not found on the Theta)

lent pitch definition. All these characteristics

make it well worth an audition.

made performances through the D-10 involving and musically satisfying.
Clearly, the D-10 was vastly superior to the

Measurements: The D-10 put out alevel of

D-500 in every respect. Rather than continue

than the standard 2V. Like the D-500, the out-

with this lopsided comparison, Ireplaced the
D-500 with the Proceed PDP (the EVS Stepped

put level remained the same, regardless of

Attenuator has two inputs) and matched levels.

in or out. Interestingly, the D- 10's frequency

The PDP proved agreater challenge. Though

response (fig.12) was less flat than the lowerpriced D-500, with aslightly rising response

the PDP's presentation was closer to the D- 10's

2.69V when playing aOdB tone, 2.6dB higher

whether the de-emphasis circuit was switched

than to the D- 500's, Ipreferred the D-10 overall. By comparison, the D-10 was brighter,

above 5kHz. This is avery small deviation.

more detailed, and vivid, though not to the

scale), and may be only marginally audible.

extent heard in the D-500 comparison. Ifind
that bright and highly detailed digital processors can be strident, unpleasantly etched, and

however (note the 0.5dB/division vertical
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fatiguing. Not the D-10. Despite its lively and
detailed character, the D-10 was musical and
enjoyable, the forward treble imparting an
openness and "big" character to the performance. Dynamics were excellent, presenting
musical climaxes with effortlessness and
authority. In addition, transient leading edges
were sharp and quick, further adding to the
impression of life and detail. Percussion on the
previously mentioned Three-Way Mirror was
148
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Fig. 12 Esoteric D-10, frequency response
(right channel dashed)
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Fig. 13 Esoteric D-10, de-emphasis error
(right channel dashed)

Fig. 15 Esoteric D-10, fade to noise with
dither, left channel
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Fig. 14 Esoteric D-10, dithered 1kHz tone at
-90.31dB with noise and spuriae,
right channel dashed (
1
/
3-octave
analysis)
Fig.13 shows the D-10 had no de-emphasis
error. (The peak is due to the frequency-response error being superimposed on the deemphasis accuracy) Output impedance was
100 ohms across the band, amoderate value.
The plot of interchannel phase error (not
shown) was perfectly flat, indicating no phase
difference between channels at any frequency
(One $88 CD player has 180° of interchannel
phase shift at 20kHz!) Incidentally, the Listening Environment Diagnostic Recording (LEDR)
described in detail by Bob Katz in Vol.12 No.12,
and briefly in my loudspeaker reviews in this
and the last issues, requires that the decoder
have no interchannel phase shift or the test is
worthless.
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Fig. 16 Esoteric D-10, departure from
linearity, left channel
"Fade to Noise with Dither" plot of fig.15 and
the departure from linearity graph of fig.16.
The "Fade to Noise with Dither" test signal is
a500Hz sinewave whose amplitude varies continuously from -60dB to -120dB over a30second period. Since no digital converters have
perfect linearity, the reproduced output level
will not track exactly the test signal's amplitude
envelope. This is manifested as curves in the
45° line in the "Fade to Noise with Dither" plot.
The linearity graph is made by looking at the
time and amplitude data from the "Fade to
Noise" test and computing the departure from
perfect linearity. The left and right channels
were virtually identical, with the left channels
shown in the figures.
The D-10 reproduced the "bonger" test on

The spectral content of the D-10's output

the Chesky Test CD with an extremely low
level of noise and artifacts, the tone decaying

when decoding adithered IkHz, -90.31dB

into near silence This is aparticularly revealing

tone is shown in fig.14. No harmonics of the

test of aconverter's low-level performance; the

'kHz tone are apparent apart from awhisper
of fifth, and there is alow level of noise but the
energy centered at 120Hz is power-supply
noise. (A full-wave rectified 60Hz AC signal has
ripple and noise at 120Hz because the negativegoing portion of the sinewave is "flipped" up,
doubling the incoming line frequency)
Linearity was excellent, as shown in both the
Stereophile, October 1990

Esoteric's good showing could be due to the
ZD circuit. In addition, listening to the "Fade
to Noise" track on the CBS test disc confirmed
the D-10's excellent linearity. The low-level
plots taken with the MLSSA system (monotonicity, undithered -90.31dB Ikliz tone) correlated with the good measurements obtained
with the Audio Precision, while the linear149

phase impulse response (fig.17) revealed a
polarity-correct output. AOdB, lkHz squarewave reproduced with time-symmetrical ringing (fig.18). Unlike the D-500, the peaks weren't

-1 r

clipped.
Left-on-right stereo separation (fig.19) was
100dB across the band, about 20dB better than
the D- 500's separation. Right-on-left separa-

Fig. 17 Esoteric D-10, impulse response
Zeepleele 11-1e 11.

tion was alittle greater, at 110dB up to 4kHz, but
dropped to 100dB at 20kHz. This is generally
excellent performance. The OdB, 19+20kHz
spectrum (fig.20) was better than that of the D500 in that the second-order sidebands at 18
and 21kHz were lower in level, but atrace of
24.1kHz product can be seen. The D- 10's
reconstruction filters offer alittle less suppression of ultrasonic spuriae than those of the
cheaper processor, but this is still excellent.
Overall, the D-10 measured very well, but
interestingly less well on some tests than the

Fig. 18 Esoteric D-10, 1kHz squarewave at
OdB
1.010 ellICISICOI 116011111111111.1/

MP./
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less expensive D-500.
Conclusion: Judging from the Esoteric D-10's
design, build quality, and sonic performance,
it is aserious attempt at ahigh-end digital
decoder. In that endeavor, it has succeeded.
The D-10 offers avery high level of musical
performance for its price, warranting aClass

Fig. 19 Esoteric D-10, crosstalk, left to right

Brating in Stereopbile's "Recommended Components" listing.
On the plus side, the D-10 conveyed aconvincing illusion of soundstage depth and spatial
nuance. Coupled with its transparency and
image palpability, the D-10 provided aclear
view of the musical performance. The treble
presentation, though forward, was not strident
or hashy. In addition, Ifound that the round,
liquid bass rendering added a satisfying
warmth and body to the presentation.
Dynamics were excellent by any measure, especially low-frequency transients. The punch and
quickness in the low end added greatly to

ley
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Fig. 20 Esoteric D-10, HF intermodulation
spectrum (200Hz-30kHz),
19+20kHz at OdB (30kHz measurement bandwidth)
bic tended to be slightly hard rather than silkysmooth. As with all purchase decisions at this

music's rhythmic intensity. Overall, Ivery

level, an audition in your own system is

much enjoyed listening to music through the

advised. Compared with the similarly priced

D-10 —the ultimate statement of its worth. Also

Theta DSPro Basic, Ipreferred the Theta's
sonics. The DSPro Basic had greater trans-

aplus for the D-10 is its fine build quality, excellent fit and finish, and elegant appearance. I
would, however, like to have seen an absolute

parency and asmoother treble presentation.

polarity inversion switch, especially at the D-

in fit, finish, elegance, and styling.

10's $2000 price.
On the down side, the detailed and vivid treble presentation, though appealing to me in my
playback system, may not suit all tastes and
component complements. In addition, the tre150

However, the Basic was no match for the D-10
Overall, Ifound the Esoteric D-10 eminently
enjoyable and musically satisfying. Its beautiful
build, elegant finish, and superb sonics establish it as aworthy high-end contender in its
price range.
Stereophile, October 1990

Esoteric D-2
Digital Processor: $4000

vated. The gold bar adds to the similarity in
appearance between the D-2 processor and

The D-2 is beautifully constructed, befitting
its $4000 price tag. Very similar in appearance

drawer is of identical dimensions and finish to

to the other two Esoteric processors, it has a

matching P2 transport: the transport's disc
the processor's input selector bar.

richer, more elegant look. The faceplate is.
thick, champagne-colored aluminum, some

An orange-tinted window displays the D-2's
operating conditions to the user. In addition

of its surfaces looking brushed, others appear-

to indicating the sampling frequency and input
number selected, the message "SEL" tells the

ing sandblasted. The side panels are coated
with agreenish material, 3M's "Nextel" finish.
Nextel has avelvety texture and appears to be
relatively immune from mechanical vibration.
The D-2 looks nearly identical at first glance
to the companion P2 CD transport. Overall, I
found the D-2's styling gorgeous, its fit and finish impeccable. It is truly awork of art.
Like the other processors in the Esoteric line,
the D-2 offers four digital inputs (two coaxial,
two optical) and one digital output. The D-2,

user that the input selected is not connected
to adigital source. This is accompanied by a
small green light below the power switch that
turns orange when an active input has been
selected. An indicator also reveals when the D2's de-emphasis circuitry has been engaged.
In anice touch, asmall flush-mounted knob
on the side panel adjusts display brightness.
One feature Igrew attached to during the
auditioning was the D-2's extensive infrared

however, has several features not found on the

remote control. This remote is supplied only

less expensive units. First, both balanced and
unbalanced outputs are provided on XLR con-

with the P2 CD transport: one remote controls

nectors and RCA jacks, respectively. A front-

8 Most engineers, without concern, invert absolute polarity
back and forth many times during the recording and playback
process. There is the same chance arecording is of correct
polarity (a compression W2Ve from the instrument producing acompression wave from the loudspeaker) as incorrect
polarity (a compression wave from the instrument producing ararefaction from the loudspeaker). Usually, no one knows
the polarity of the signal by the time it gets to CD, making
experimentation the only way to determine the coma polarity
Whichever position makes the solo instruments seem closer
to the listener is correct.
When Bob Katz and Itransferred the
analog master tapes
from Stereopbile's Poem LP to digital, we knew the polarity
imersions in the "wording/playback/digital conversion chain
and, consequently, knew that the final CD would have correct absolute polarity. This is, however, ahighly unusual situation.

panel switch allows the user to invert absolute
polarity in the digital domain. 8Asecond, identical switch mutes the processor outputs on
command. Both pushbutton switches have
small LEDs within them to indicate their status. Rather than using arotary input-selector
switch, the D-2 has agold-plated bar that runs
most of the front panel's width. Pushing this
bar increments the input number selected, and
anumeric display indicates which input is acti-

Esoteric D-2 Digital Processor
Stereophile, October 1990
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both units. The RC-356, the number given to

transformer and separate pc board for filtering

the IR controller, is alarge unit finished in the
champagne-colored aluminum and Nextel

and regulation. Additional filter caps and TO-

material described earlier. The remote-con-

220 regulators populate the analog pcb. Four
large 10,000g electrolytic caps and six volt-

selection, muting, display on/off, polarity

age regulators comprise the bulk of the powersupply pcb. Metal shielding encloses the power

inversion, and output level. In addition, aportion of the remote is dedicated to transport

supply, isolating it from neighboring components. In fact, the D-2's chassis is divided into

functions and programmable play. It was handy

four separate boxes within the main chassis to
isolate the various sections. The segregated
areas enclose the power transformer, power-

trollable processor functions include input

having these functions combined with the
transport functions on the same remote.
The feature that really sets the D-2 apart
from other processors, however, is the ability
to vary the output level in the digital domain.
Asmall front-panel knob adjusts the D-2's volume, with the attenuation amount displayed

supply board, digital board, and analog board,
respectively. In addition, the chassis was
designed to minimize vibration.
Digital and analog electronics are on sepa-

in the front-panel window. The detented knob

rate pcbs, the digital mounted right-side up and
running parallel to the chassis sides. All signal

attenuates in 0.1dB increments (0 to -6dB),

lines between the two boards are balanced, a

0.5dB increments (-6 to -12dB), 1dB increments (-12 to -20dB), 2dB increments (-20 to

complished by phase-splitting the digital fil-

-30dB), 5dB increments (-30 to -50dB), and
one 10dB increment (-50dB to -60dB) of
attenuation. This level control allows precise
level matching between components in your
system. In addition, Ifound it interesting to
vary the volume and compare the subjective

technique I've never seen before. This is acter outputs before they are sent to the analog
board. Both pcbs have gold-plated traces to
improve signal-transmission characteristics.
Although the digital board has extensive
power-supply filter caps (18 1000µF electrolytics), no regulators are found on the board.

impression of level changes to the precise

Instead, all regulation is performed on the sep-

readout on the D-2's display.
Rather than put the signal through apotentiometer or another amplification stage to

arate power-supply section. Interestingly, each
of the three Esoteric processors uses different

adjust the gain, the D-2 performs mathemat-

CXD1076P decoder (like the D-10) but uses the
Sony CXD1244S 8x-oversampling digital filter.
A third-order Butterworth analog filter is employed in addition to the digital filtering.

ical calculations on the digital datastream to
attenuate the level. In this process, each digital
sample is multiplied by anumber less than 1,
the actual number determined by the amount
of attenuation desired. To achieve a6dB reduction in output voltage, for example, each digital
sample would be multiplied by 0.5, reducing
its value by half. (Each halving of voltage results
in a6dB reduction.) The volume knob selects
the coefficient (the multiplier) applied to the
digital attenuator. Volume adjustment is also
provided on the remote control.
The D-2's top cover is removable in two sections, just like the companion P2 transport's.
The metalwork is thick and finely made. Inside,

digital filter chips. The D-2 employs the Sony

All resistors on the board are 1% metal-film
types. Three copper shields rise to component
height and run the length of the digital board
to isolate the decoding and digital filtering sections. The pcb is positioned so that the digital
input jacks meet the board, eliminating pointto-point wiring.
The analog board occupies about two-thirds
of the D-2's underside. The single board is
divided down the middle by three copper
shields to isolate the left and right audio channels. Unlike the digital board, the analog sec-

the D-2 is more elaborate than its less expen-

tion has extensive power-supply regulation

sive siblings, with aseparate power-supply

next to the circuits they serve. Six three-pin

board, more extensive filtering and regulation,
and premium components. In addition, the D2features amicroprocessor board that controls
the digital-domain attenuation, polarity inversion, and muting.
The D-2's power supply consists of alarge
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regulators per channel are used, along with 16
electrolytic filter caps.
Digital/analog conversion is performed on
the analog board by four Burr-Brown PCM1701P
DACs, adevice Ihaven't seen used in digital processors before. Two DACs per channel create
Stereophile, October 1990

abalanced signal without need for aphase
splitter in the analog circuit. Before reaching
the DACs, the digital datastream is first
processed by the ZD circuitry discussed in the
technical description of the D-500. Current/voltage conversion is performed by two
NJM072DE dual op-amps (four total, one for
each DAC). The active de-emphasis circuit,
based on NJM5532SD op-amps, is switched in
by arelay. Additional NJM5532SD op-amps
form the final output driver amplifier for the

Listening: Ilistened to the D-2 at length after
having auditioned and written about the other
two Esoteric processors. The D-2 also saw
extensive auditioning during my reviews of
three inexpensive loudspeakers in the last issue.
Iwondered how much sonic improvement the
D-2 would offer over the excellent D-10, especially considering that much of the extra cost
apparently went into build quality and features
like the remote control and digital-domain
output-level attenuation.
After listening to my guitar and bass recording on the Stereoptrile Test CD through the D-

unbalanced outputs, while the balanced outputs are driven by acombination of the same
type op-amps and FE11. It should be noted that
the signal through the D-2 stays completely

prise, there was another leap in performance,

balanced from the digital board, through digital/analog conversion (using four DACs), cur-

even beyond that of the D-10. As Ibegan to go
through my CD collection, Ifound music so

rent/voltage conversion, de-emphasis, and the
final output drivers to the XLR connectors.

notepad and just listened for awhile. Clearly,

Capacitors appear to be of high quality, and
metal-film resistors are used throughout the
analog circuitry. In addition to the de-emphasis

10, Ilistened again through the D-2. lb my sur-

enjoyable through the D-2 that Iput down my
the D-2's ranks among the best digital playback
I'd heard. The more Ilistened, the more Hiked
it—the D-2 had all the characteristics that dis-

switching relay, each channel uses two relays
to mute the balanced and unbalanced analog

tinguish atruly great processor.

outputs. The analog board is large and densely

it very neutral, without emphasis on any par-

populated with caps, resistors, and voltage
regulators.

ticular frequency range. The D-2 offered
superb low-frequency reproduction with a

Starting with the D-2's tonal balance, Ifound

One of the D-2's most interesting features is

tight, authoritative bass, providing asolid musi-

found on asmall board next to the analog section toward the unit's front panel: amicro-

cal foundation. In addition, low frequencies
had round warmth that seemed to engulf the

processor chip. The IC controls many functions including polarity inversion, muting,
attenuation display, and digital-domain attenu-

listener. With plucked acoustic bass, the resonant body of the instrument was clearly
heard, adding to the D-2's ability to resolve

ation. The front-panel attenuation knob is
called a"rotary encoder" whose movement is

pitch. The treble was alittle more subdued than

interpreted by the microprocessor, rather than

the D-10's, giving the D-2 a warmer, more
involving character. Despite the slightly softer

directly affecting again circuit. This is reflected
in the unusual operation of the knob. If turned

HF rendering, the D-2 was much more detailed
than the D-10. The D-2 is highly detailed, like

clockwise far past the point of no attenuation,

the Theta DSPro Basic, but its detail comes

asingle detent-stop turn counterclockwise

from nuance and inner detail rather than an

results in 0.1dB of attenuation. In other words,
it is the relative movement of the knob rather

etched, "in-your-face," aggressive presenta-

than the knob position that adjusts attenuation.

voice's subtle tonal shading was remarkable.

The Esoteric D-2's design is interesting and
elaborate, boasting aslew of innovative approaches: fully balanced digital signals, microprocessor, digital-domain attenuation, remote
control, the ZD circuit, and the unusual BurrBrown PCM 1701P-K DACs. In addition, the
unit's beautiful build, high parts quality, and
gorgeous styling all add up to quite an ambitious digital processor.
Enough techno- talk .Let's find out what
really matters: how the D-2 reproduces music.
Stereophile, October 1990

tion. This ability to reveal an instrument's or
Low-level harmonic detail emerged, giving
instruments apalpable, believable presence.
This finely woven rendering gave instrumental
textures around, velvety character that drew
me into the musical performance. The presentation was the antithesis of cardboard sterility.
The D-2 excelled in one area where digital
playback often falls short: the ability to distinguish one instrument's character amid many
other instruments. Even during complex passages, Icould pick out an individual instrument
153

and resolve its tonal shadings. Repeating the
passage, Icould similarly focus on adifferent

of the presentation, both laterally and in the
depth axis, was stunning. The soundstage

instrument. This is analogous to the psycho-

extended beyond the loudspeaker boundaries

acoustic phenomenon called the "cocktail

on some recordings, giving the impression of

party effect:' in which asingle conversation

enormous space At times with my eyes dosed,
it was hard to believe Iwas sitting in a14' by 21'

can be chosen and resolved from among many
voices, despite their equal amplitude. Most
other digital processors tend to homogenize

room. Instrumental outlines were rock-solid,
focused, and surrounded by asense of air.

Try the track "Pools" from Steps Ahead's first

Image placement in the left/right perspective
was outstanding, with centrally placed instru-

album: thé acoustic bass and sax play adual

ments having astronger, more palpable image

lead. There is complete distinction between
the two very different-sounding instruments,
their individual tonal shadings unaffected by
the other instruments. Also on the same track,

than one usually hears. For example, the vibes

instruments and obscure their individuality.

listen to how the vibes emerge with their
character intact through the sax melody. The

on Jazz at the Pawn Shop (Proprius PRCD
7778) existed in space, with each note spatially
distinct and completely disiçsociated from the
loudspeaker. The image remained just as strong
and focused, no matter from where in the

D-2 's ability to resolve these types of subtleties place it among aselect group of digital pro-

soundstage it emanated.'
Souncistage depth was equally impressive.

cessors.
Dynamics were among the best I've heard
from digital playback. Low-frequency tran-

There was aclear feeling of the listener being

sients were effortless, even on full-scale orchestral climaxes. The D-2 seemed to have greater
LF extension on transients, giving some music
ahigh "jump factor." This sudden attack was
accompanied by an equally sudden decay,
resulting in tight, punchy, well-controlled bass
dynamics.
The D-2's ability to present LF transients
with speed and snap applied to the rest of the
frequency spectrum. Mid- and high-frequency
leading edges were razor-sharp, without the
smearing that robs music of its life and vitality
through lesser processors. Percussion instruments in particular had aclean, fast quality that
made them jump from the soundstage. Cym-

transported to amuch larger room, especially
on naturally miked recordings that capture spatial detail. One recording Ilike both musically
and sonically is Three- Way Mirror (Reference
Recordings RR-24CD), recorded by Keith Johnson. The D-2 had the ability to reveal the
wealth of spatial nuance in this recording. The
distinct three-dimensionality of the recording
was revealed by the D-2. Listen to how the percussion sounds miles away in the beautifully
haunting "Saó Francisco River," with the guitar
close to the front and Flora Purim's vocal floating between them. This degree of threedimensionality is rare from digital playback.
Even on multi-miked recordings, there was an
increased front-to-rear resolution through
the D-2. It was as though each instrument

bals had alively character whose vividness
came from their true transient nature, not from

occupied its own space within the soundstage,
never having to compete with its neighbors for

an overly bright rendering. In addition, sub-

attention.
This expansive soundstage was coupled with

tle dynamic shadings were revealed that further added to the realistic tonal qualities of
instruments and voice. The dynamic contrast
between loud passages and instrumental sub-

apristine transparency that worked synergistically with the depth to provide a picturewindow view on the music. There was aclear

tleties gave the presentation arelaxed, un- view into the very back of the soundstage, with
hall reflections and low-level reverberation
strained feeling. Cymbal crashes, for example,
decay clearly resolved. In addition, it sounded
were reproduced with asharp, dynamic leading edge, yet nuances and subtleties in the tail

as though there was more information in the

end of the instrument's decay were clearly

decay, with individual reflections audible and

resolved. These characteristics made the D-2's
presentation exciting, vivid, and musically
interesting.
I've saved the D-2's best attribute for last: its
huge, transparent soundstage. The sheer size
154

9As much as Ilike this recording and music, the decision to
spread the vibes (mm one side of the soundstage to the other
detracts from its amazingly real sound. Although all the other
instruments occupy arealistic spatial presence, che vibes are
way too wide. Their huge image would be realistic only if your
head were 6" in front of them.
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their characters more apparent. This is con-

Like the other two processors, the D-2 had no

trasted with many digital processors that tend
to make hall decay ahomogenized continuum,
without resolution of the components that

interchannel phase error. Output impedance
of the unbalanced outputs was alow 21 ohms
across the band. The balanced outputs had an

make up the sound. The D-2's remarkable ability to reveal hall information was especially

output impedance of 27 ohms.
Frequency response was perfectly flat (fig.

apparent on the Dorian organ transcription of
Pictures at an Exhibition (DOR-90117). The

21), but the D-2 had aslight de-emphasis error,
shown in fig.22. Although the positive ampli-

long rests in this piece allow the hall reflections

tude error is only aquarter of adB, the broad-

to decay into silence before the next note. The

ness of the curve and the fact that it occurs
where the ear is most sensitive would add a

space between silence and the next note's
attack was clearly shorter than that heard
through many processors, indicating that there

slightly brightish character to the sound when
playing pre-emphasized discs. Ifind it odd that

is more information on the recording than is

while the D-500 and D- 10 (as well as many

revealed by lesser processors.
Although Ifound no serious faults with the
D-2's presentation, one area of its performance
can be marginally criticized. The D-2 has aten-

low-priced CD players) have virtually no deemphasis error, the $4000 D-2 is not perfectly
fiat. Although nearly all CD players and de-

dency toward aslightly brittle character in the

coders have flat intrinsic frequency response,
de-emphasis errors are fairly common. When

upper octaves during loud passages; textures

auditioning digital processors, be aware of this

seemed to harden a bit, especially cymbal
crashes. However, this character became appar-

fact and know which discs used for auditioning
are pre-emphasized.

ent only after extended listening, and was cer-

Examining the spectral content of adithered

tainly not asignificant aspect of the presentation. In addition, the D-2 's soundstage

IkHz, -90.31dB sinewave (fig.23) revealed a
very low level of spuriae and power-supply-

transparency, although superb, was alittle short
of that offered by the Theta DSPro Basic and

related noise. In addition, no harmonics of the

Stax DAC-Xlt. Again, this is perhaps nitpick-

good, judging from the tone's peak just reaching the -90dB horizontal division. The right-

ing: Inever felt musically shortchanged by the
D-2. In fact, the minor nature of these criticisms serves to throw into relief the D-2's over-

lkliz tone are evident. Linearity appears quite
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all superb sonics.
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Incidentally, Icould detect no degradation
of the signal when the attenuator was moved

1An

from the unity gain position (no attenuation).

ii

Often, digital attenuators can introduce severe
sonic problems due to quantization distortion

I.

being produced when the long digital word
resulting from the multiplication by the attenuation coefficient is truncated back to 16 bits.
Measurements: The Esoteric D-2 had amoderately high maximum output level of 2.53V
from the unbalanced outputs and 2.51V from
the balanced outputs when decoding aOdB signal. Since the D-2 features an output-level
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Fig. 21 Esoteric D2, frequency response
(right channel dashed)
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adjustment with adigital display, Imeasured
the accuracy of the attenuation steps. Not surprisingly since the attenuation is performed in
the digital domain, the attenuation steps were

•

-1-sa

within 0.1dB of the displayed value down to
-35dB, and typically within afew hundredths
of adB. The greatest deviation was ameasured
-50.67dB when the display indicated -50dB.
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Fig. 22 Esoteric D2, de-emphasis error
(right channel dashed)
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Fig. 25 Esoteric D2, departure from
linearity, left channel
channel "Fade to Noise with Dither" plot

Fig 29 Esoteric 02, HF intermodulation
spectrum (200Hz-30kHz),
19+20kHz at OdB (30kHz measurement bandwidth)

(fig.24) confirms that the D-2 has excellent

(fig.27). As with the D-500, the digital filter

linearity. Deviation from linearity is shown in

clipped with afull-level 1kHz sinewave—note
the fiat tops and bottoms of the waveform in

fig.25. The left channel was similarly good.
Stereo separation was excellent—the best
I've measured after the $12,000 Stax DAC-

fig.28—presumably because it has been op-

Xlt —at 130dB through most of the band,

of 19 and 20kHz tones at full peak level

decreasing to 120dB at 10kHz. The L-R plot is
shown in fig.26. (Note the different scale,

With avirtual absence of either intermodula-

timized for low-level performance. A 1:1 mix
reproduced with the spectrum shown in fig.29.

-70dB to -140dB, of this graph compared with

tion products or ultrasonic spuriae, this is one

the -50 to -120dB graph scale used in the other

of the best-measuring processors I have

two Esoteric processors' separation measure-

encountered.

ments.) With the "Phase" switch on—the

This is excellent measured performance, but

orange lamp lit—the D-2's output was polarity-

nothing in the measurements could indicate

correct, as shown by the impulse response

the D-2's superb musicality.
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Conclusion: By any measure, the Esoteric D-2
is an outstanding product. Its superb sonics

However, asimilar level of performance is
available from the Theta DSPro Basic for

rank it among the best digital converters currently available Its strengths are many: ahighly

$2000, half the D-2's price. What distinguishes
the D-2, and may justify the additional cost to

detailed yet unfatiguing presentation, smooth

some buyers, is the D-2's extraordinary build,

and silky treble, tight, powerful, and effortless

exquisite fit and finish, and additional features.
Remember, the D-2 has ahost of conveniences
not found on the Theta: balanced outputs, four

bass reproduction, ability to reveal subtle tonal
shading and nuance, and resolution of wide
dynamic contrasts. Where the D-2 really

digital inputs, de-emphasis and sampling rate

excels, however, is in its ability to present a

displays, variable output level, and, most

huge, spacious soundstage. This is one area that

important, afull-function remote control. Son-

separates the good digital processors from the

ically, they are very similar: both are among the

truly outstanding ones. The D-2 certainly

best digital has to offer. Rather than finding one
clearly superior to another, Ifound them to

belongs among aselect group of converters
that can throw asoundstage with aconvincing
illusion of depth, transporting the listener outside the confines of the listening room. Most
important, Ireally enjoyed listening to music
through the D-2. When Iforget about reviewing and become immersed in the music, Iknow

interpret the musical performance slightly
differently, making one preferable on one
recording and the other processor more enjoyable on another.
The Esoteric D-2 is clearly in Class A territory in Stereopbile's "Recommended Compo-

aproduct is fundamentally right in its ability

nents." It ranks among ahandful of digital pro-

to convey the performers' musical intentions.

cessors that take digital playback to its ultimate
possibilities.

The D-2 easily falls into this category.

FOCAL ARIA 5LOUDSPEAKER KIT
Dick Olsher
Type: three-driver, two-way, bass-reflex. Frequency response: 70Hz-19kHz, +2dB. Sensitivity:
90dB spi for 1W at 1m. Input impedance: 4ohms nominal. Dimensions: 8.5" W by 9.75" D by
18.5" H. Prices: $600/pair for acomplete kit, $700/pair assembled (prices are approximate, as
they will be set by each distributor). Approximate number of dealers: 8. Sponsor: Focal America,
Inc., 1531 Lookout Drive, Agoura, CA 91301. Tel: (818) 707-1629. Review sample obtained from:
Madisound Speaker Components, Box 4283, Madison, WI 53711. Tel: (608) 831-3433.
You don't have to be aseasoned speaker builder

consists of an array of asingle tweeter flanked

to recognize the Focal name For years they've

by two woofers, one above and one below and
driven in parallel from asingle low-pass net-

offered the home constructor afull assortment
of quality drivers and kits. The kits were

work. Both the high- and low-pass crossover

designed in-house—mostly by Focal in

networks are normally third-order types. D'Ap-

France—and, according to Focal, they repre-

polito has shown that the acoustic radiation

sent fully engineered and tested systems. The
Aria kits (the 5and the 7), depart from Focal's

pattern from such asystem is quite uniform,

past policy, in that the project was acollabora-

ably broad listening window. The symmetry
of the vertical array is, of course, the main rea-

tive design effort between Dr. Joe D'Appolito
and Focal America. Focal's main contribution
was in the area of cabinet development, while
D'Appolito was responsible for the system
integration and crossover design.

both laterally and vertically, within areason-

son for the stability of the polar response pattern. This is the essence of the D'Appolito con-

D'Appolito is a contributing editor of

figuration as embodied by the Aria 5. The
design objectives were for ahorizontal frequency response uniform within ±30° of the

Speaker Builder magazine, but is best known
in the business for adriver configuration he

angles to reduce undesirable early reflections

listening axis and asmooth falloff at larger

originated and which is appropriately named

from nearby walls. The vertical response was

after him. The basic D'Appolito configuration

to be uniform within ±15° of the listening axis
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Focal Ana 5loudspeaker
to eliminate "venetian blind" effects. Again, a
smooth falloff is desirable at larger angles to
minimize ceiling and floor reflections. In
general, many commercial speakers have poor
vertical polar responses. You can usually find
asingle axis at which the response is pretty
smooth. But as you move up or down—even
within anarrow angle—the response deteriorates because of driver beaming or acoustic
interference between the drivers.
Ifirmly believe that accurate and stable imaging requires aloudspeaker to offer uniform frequency response within alistening window
that encompasses the head and shoulders at the
listening seat. The ear/brain integrates acoustic
energy reflected from the head and shoulders.
Thus, it is not asingle point in space that matters so much as the smoothness of the response
in this region. D'Appolito is to be applauded for
158

explicitly incorporating these design goals into
the Aria 5system concept.
The drivers chosen by D'Appolito were naturally restricted to those in the Focal line; the
speaker, after all, should highlight Focal's driver
technology. The 5K013-L woofer is a 5"
midrange-woofer with aso-called K2 sandwich cone: Kevlar/Resin/Kevlar. The cone is
slightly flared in an exponential fashion which,
together with aphase plug, helps to extend the
on-axis frequency response to almost 10kHz.
But there's no way of cheating Mother Nature
—the woofer starts to beam around 2kHz, the
frequency where its size becomes of the order
of the wavelength of the emitted sound. This
is amoderately robust woofer with a1" copper voice-coil on aNomex former. The peakto-peak maximum linear excursion is adecent
5.5mm. The power handling is not specified,
Stereophile, October 1990
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Focal Aria 5, crossover

but Iwould guess it to be around 50W program. The tweeter chosen as "the perfect com-

1.5 octaves away from the tweeter's LF resonance, and because of the relatively mild third-

plement" for the woofers was the T9OK, which
features aconcave Kevlar dome. This dome is

order slope of the high-pass filter, the tweeter

claimed to produce smooth, extended highfrequency response with excellent polar dispersion and power handling.

phragm motion should even asmall amount of

The crossover was designed using computer-aided optimization techniques which
allow the designer to take into account the
actual impedance variations and acoustic
responses of the individual drivers. The target
response was atrue fourth-order LinkwitzRiley acoustic network at 2500Hz. The crossover network is shown schematically in fig.l.
There are acouple of interesting features worth

was considered at some risk of excessive diaelectrical power enter the tweeter at this frequency. The RLC circuit effectively eliminates
this distortion pathway.
The cabinet plans for the Aria 5are shown
in fig.2. The nominal internal volume is 15
liters. Assembled cabinets are available in solid
maple and black-satin MDF from Watters
Sound Waves in Dallas, TX, Tel: (214)991-6994.
Most of the kit distributors are also likely to
offer ay
4"MDF cabinet made by Woodstyle,
which is what Igot from Madisound. This cabi-

noting here: first, an upper-bass boost said to

net is pretty lively. Rapping the enclosure with

provide 5dB of lift at 200Hz, and designed to
compensate for the diffraction loss of afree-

your knuckles produces an upper-bass ring.

space speaker; second, the series RLC circuit
across the tweeter terminals is designed to
damp the tweeter LF resonance, which lies at

Of course, Y
4"MDF is far from the ideal enclosure material—I would greatly prefer a
sandwich construction—but it's the ticket for
areasonable-quality cabinet at abargain price.

around 900Hz. This circuit provides atotal of
40dB of electrical attenuation at the resonant

The enclosure side walls are lined with y," of
acoustic foam while its top, bottom, and rear

frequency Because the crossover point is only

walls are lined with 2" of acoustic foam. Focal's
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Focal Aria 5, cabinet details

literature points out that "egg-crate" or "waffle"
foam, commonly available as mattress pads,
may also be used if acoustic-grade foam is not
available.
The Aria uses aQuasi-Butterworth (QB) bass
alignment to "obtain maximum bass extension
from its midbass drivers." It's true that aQB
alignment approximates amaximally flat frequency response and pushes the knee of the

clean, deep bass that will push the Aria woofers
to the wall. Again, the EBS generally produces
abox resonance that is almost an octave lower
than that of the QB alignment—for the same
woofer.
Because this was to be aspeaker review and
not necessarily akit report, Madisound sent me
afully assembled and tested pair of Arias. Madisound's Larry Hitch assured me that my pair of

curve farther into the deep bass than is possible

Aria 5s were built precisely per Focal's plans

with other alignments. But there are significant

and instructions. Had Igotten their semi-kit,

penalties. An octave below the knee of the QB
alignment, the bass response is down awhopping 18dB. An alternate alignment called
Extended Bass Shelf (EBS), which Ilike very

with fully assembled crossover boards and
cabinets, Iwould estimate the final assembly
as an evening's work suitable even for afirsttimer. And here's anice touch: A set of com-

much, starts rolling off earlier but shelves out

plimentary solid-brass binding posts may be

and is only down about 5dB where the QB

had from Focal by simply mailing them acopy
of your invoice for the components.

alignment is down aconstipated 18dB. In my
experience, the EBS alignment, while not measuring as well as the QB, manages to subjectively sound like it has alot more bass. An even
more significant problem is the high box resonance that the QB alignment requires. All
vented designs unload the woofer below the
box resonance and excessive cone pumping

The Aria 5is designed to be stand-mounted
at least 3' from the rear wall and any reflecting
side walls. More would be better, but less spacing is likely to cause bass emphasis and rough
midbass response. The stand should elevate the
speakers so that the tweeter axis is near ear level
at the listening seat. Aslight toe-in toward the

and the attendant host of distortions this gener-

listening seat is mentioned as being usually

ates become areal danger. This is especially a
problem during phono playback because of

beneficial.

subsonic garbage. For the Aria 5, the box res-

Listening impressions

onance frequency is 5711z. There's alot of

Situated in the minimonitor location in my
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listening room—as per Focal's guidelines—

tortion products that had crept into the mid-

the Aria was quick to strut its stuff. Driven by

range. Clearly, agood subsonic filter would be
a wise investment for this loudspeaker—

the fabulous Air Tight ATM-2 tube amplifier,
its rendition of the soundstage was quite startling in terms of capturing the spaciousness of
the original recording venue. I've become quite
familiar with the acoustics of the Troy Savings
Bank Music Hall through numerous auditions
of Dorian Recordings' The English Lute Song
(DOR-90109) and Greensleeves (DOR-90126).
Here, the Aria clearly revealed hall reverb
nuances while image outlines were tightly and
cohesively localized within the soundstage.
The sensation of 3-D or image palpability was
not quite in the class of, say, the Ensemble PA-1,
but at afraction of that Swiss speaker's cost, the
Aria's imaging performance was indeed
amazing.
The integration of the bass octaves with the
midrange proved to be another strength. You
may recall the famous Martin-Logan Sequel Il
upper-bass hole, which squeezed the testoster-

especially if you plan to listen to alot of vinyl.
When it was not beset with subsonic
challenges, the Aria's midrange was consistently smooth and clean without ahint of any
response glitches around the crossover frequency. There was plenty of midrange detail.
Laudate! (Proprius 7800), one of my favorite
choral music selections, features a heavily
layered backdrop of male and female voices.
The Aria breezed through without any problem in resolving massed voices.
I've deliberately left the bad news for last,
principally to underscore the frustrations
inherent in this business. The Aria showed such
finesse in the areas of soundstaging, loweroctave integration, midrange tonality and
detail, that in view of its asking price Iwas itching to embrace it with wide-open arms. But,

one from male vocalists. The Aria will do none

alas, there were nasty things going on above
4kHz.

of that. It does not slight any one particular bass
register. The reproduction of male voice, cello,

'Rake a look at fig.3. (This, as well as the other
MLSSA measurements, were performed by JA,

and double bass was tonally quite authentic.
The upper-bass/lower-midrange anemia that
more often than not afflicts so many minimonitors was blissfully absent.
There wasn't aprodigious quantity of deep

who has taken to this system like afish to water.)
What is shown is the impulse response of the
Aria measured on the tweeter axis at a48" distance. As you can see, the Aria rings for over

bass, which meant that orchestral foundation

two milliseconds, which usually means trouble
in tweeter land.

lacked authority. The Aria could not deliver
even ahint of bass lines around 40Hz, which

squarely in the face. Sibilants were overempha-

The treble sizzle of the Aria 5hits the listener

isn't surprising in view of its chosen bass alignment. There's extension to 60Hz, alittle below
the lowest note of the cello, but that's all you

sized and brass was too edgy in tone. Treble

get. The midbass was tight and nicely detailed,

grainy and lacking in sheen. Massed strings
managed to sound strident. The upper registers

but the upper bass was abit too thickly textured and congested, as if a dab of Heinz
ketchup was allowed to permeate the fabric of
the music. What this means, in plain English,
is that the timbres of Peclard and Pidoux's
cellos (Offenbach, Suites pour deux violoncelles, Harmonia Mundi HMG-901043), while
quite convincing in terms of pitch definition,
lacked sufficient air and body to bloom to their
full potential.
As expected of a vented design with a

transients were spiny. Nylon strings sounded
too hard and steely. Violin overtones were

of female voice were somewhat rough during
quiet passages, and quite obnoxious when
things got loud. Of course, Icould find recordings or particular cuts that were deficient in the
treble and which were rendered acceptably
well through the upper registers. But, on the

• •.
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highish box resonance, the Aria had trouble
with subsonic energy during LP playback.
There was considerable cone pumping with
accompanying loss of midrange smoothness.
Use of the Pawel Acoustics Subsonic Filter
greatly reduced the sense of strain due to disStereophile, October 1990

Fig.3

Focal Aria 5, impulse response
(original sample)
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whole, even with one of the best tube amps
money can buy, the treble continued to gnaw
at me.
Naturally, Iexperimented with varying the
listening axis in the horizontal plane. That this
would help was evident from aset of in-room

a • a a_à_ _•_•w.
.

Fig.4

measurements Imade with the Neutrik System
3100. (A /
3-octave warble tone was used in all

a a •a

•_.

Focal Aria 5, 1/
3-octave response
in-room at 48" on HF axis (original
sample)

of these measurements.) At 4' on-axis with the
tweeter (ignore the bass response at this distance), the rising response of the tweeter above
3kHz is quite evident in fig.4. Note that there
is an over-response in the 4-8kHz and 1517kHz regions. There is auseful reduction in
treble energy 30° off-axis—especially in the
extreme treble—as can be seen in fig.5. The

Fig.5

-•
Focal Aria 5, 1/
3-octave response
in-room at 48" 30° off HF axis
(original sample)

Focal literature shows a well-behaved fre-
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quency response, with only small glitches
around 7and 17kHz. It is not clear, however,
just how the published data were derived. On
the basis of what had been promised, Ihad
assumed that the tweeter was equalized to
remove the on-axis rise above 4kHz. So finding
the bright balance of the apparently raw
tweeter intact was surprising indeed. Take a
look at the righthand side of fig.6. Shown here
is the Aria's FFT-derived response on the
tweeter axis averaged across a30° lateral window. This is supposedly the promised land, the
sweet spot within which the design should
have provided astable polar response that does
not shift with frequency. The average response
is, in fact, markedly elevated above 4kHz
because the on-axis response is so hot.
Ultimately, the best means of achieving an
off-axis listening environment turned out to
be extreme toe-in so that the tweeter axes
crossed over well in front of the listening seat.

Ins

Fig.6

18111z

Ikl:

1

I

leklz

Focal Aria 5, anechoic response
averaged across 30° lateral window,
with nearfield LF response plotted
below 400Hz (original sample)

be home free. Unfortunately, the tweeter continued to ring.
The lefthand side of fig.6 shows the Aria's
bass response, measured in the nearfield of
both the lower woofer and the port. The port
can be seen to handle the range below 85Hz or
so, its tuning revealed by the minimum in the
woofer output to lie at 51Hz. This was con-

With no toe-in, so that the listener was given

firmed by measuring the impedance of the

amore neutral treble balance, the imaging

speaker, the minimum value between the two
peaks in the bass also lying at 51Hz (fig.7). Over-

suffered, outlines becoming diffuse, which
undermined one of the Arias' strengths.
Let me forestall any suggestions of achieving the same end by toeing-out the speakers.
In my opinion this would be astupid move,
resulting only in the creation of excessive
lateral reflections by splashing alot of energy

all, this measurement confirms the Aria's 4ohm
rating, with slight dips just below that figure
apparent in the upper bass and the presence
region.

The tale of the tweeter

at the side walls. Such an approach would
negate the entire design philosophy of the Aria

Just exactly where the T9OK tweeter rings may

5. If you're going to do that, then you might as
well consider an omnidirectional design.

shown in fig.8. The activity around 15kHz is
simply the sound of Kevlar breaking up. Kevlar,

If the treble problem were completely
amenable to solution by the simple expedient

while rigid, is not as rigid as agood metal dome,

of turning away from the hot axis, we would
162

be gleaned from the MLSSA "waterfall" plot

meaning that its first breakup mode lies below
20kHz. There are also minor resonances in the
Stereophile, October 1990

Fig.8

Focal Aria 5, cumulative spectral-decay plot (original sample)
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Aria 5's treble balance to be abit on the bright
side of reality. The network, consisting of a
series half-ohm resistor with then a3 ohm
resistor in series with a1.5µF capacitor shunt-

I

ing the excess highs to ground, may easily be
inserted into the tweeter crossover leg, as
shown in fig.9. Ideemed any prospect of
improving the treble worth investigating, and

ti

Focal Aria 5, electrical impedance
(solid line) and phase (dashed)
(2 ohms/div. vertical scale) (original
sample with HF shelf)

agreed to hold off continuing with the review
until the parts arrived.
Fig.10 shows the frequency response of the
Aria at lm on-axis with the RC network
installed. The impact of the network is obvious from acomparison of figs.4 and 10. There

range from 4-8kHz; as you can see, energy

is clearly less treble output with the RC net-

continues to flow for nearly 2.5ms. While the
intensity of the ringing diminished off-axis, it
remained audible—especially in the lower tre-

work in place But the basic character of the treble remained unchanged: the impulse response
of the modified speaker on the tweeter axis is
shown in fig.11, its waterfall plot in fig.12.

ble There was no escaping the grainy and raw
character in this region, even with extreme toein. The situation was not as critical as that presented by the on-axis or direct-fire geometry;
the speakers would not drive me away immediately. But after awhile the brash personality of
the tweeter began to assert itself. Then, when
the tweeter got socked with areally heavy load
of treble energy, Iwould start searching for the
cotton balls.

Fig.9

Focal Aria 5, tweeter crossover
modification

The RC network to the rescue
After Kimon Bellas of Focal America heard that
Iwas unhappy with the treble of the Aria 5, he
called to inform me of an option that provides
agentle rolloff in the treble starting around
4.5kHz, and acut of 3dB at 18kHz. This RC network is available to kit purchasers who feel the
Stereophile, October 1990

I
Fig.10 Focal Aria 5, 1
2 -octave response
/
in-room at 39" on HF axis (original
sample with HF shelf)
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Fig.12 Focal Aria 5, cumulative spectral-decay plot with HF shelf
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- yells

Another listening session followed. Itried
anumber of listening axes. Iswitched amps
and speaker cable The treble failed to smooth
out enough to make long-term listening enjoy-

• .«10
.••

able for me.
As a matter of fact, some performance
aspects had deteriorated. The network veiled
the soundstage so that the dramatic sense of
transparency Iexperienced before was con-

3 0

0

40

Fig.11 Focal Aria 5, impulse response with
HF shelf

siderably diminished. Neither were image outlines as crisply defined as before So, in the end,
the network introduced as many problems as
it solved.
An interesting finding, uncovered by JA, is
documented in fig.13. Shown here is the vertical response family of the Aria 5at a48" distance. The middle curve is on-axis with the
tweeter, while the curves immediately above
and below it are on-axis with the woofers. (The
top and bottom curves are the response 15°
above the cabinet top and 15° below the cabinet base) Surprisingly, the flattest axis is that
level with the upper woofer; again, something
one would not expect from the theory of the
D'Appolito configuration. But since these measurements were made on the modified speaker,

118h

Oil

lilt

Focal Aria 5, vertical response family
at 48", from front to back: below
lower woofer; on lower woofer axis;
on HF axis; on upper woofer axis;
15° above cabinet top
had been provided for review. Focal's measurements and listening tests, he said, were at odds
with Stereopbile's findings. It is not that

this anomaly could be due to the presence of

unusual for amanufacturer to disagree with

the RC network.

findings that cast anegative light on certain performance aspects of his product. Neither is it

Chapter Two

unusual for amanufacturer's measurements to

After perusing the pre-publication copy of this

deviate from our own. I'm not suggesting that
Focal is guilty of this—in hindsight they clearly

review—manufacturers are sent such acopy
of reviews in order that they can respond in

are not—but acoustic measurements can easily

"Manufacturers' Comments" in the same
issue—Kimon Bellas immediately raised ared

be manipulated by judicious choice of measurement locations to produce what appears

flag, strongly suggesting that afaulty sample

to be exemplary performance. Ishould point
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out that it is Stereopbile's policy to request a
second sample if we suspect that the originals
are defective. Other than bad sound in the treble, the Aria did not appear to be malfunctioning. Still, the fact that the first sample had not
come directly from Focal persuaded JA to
accept asecond pair of speakers for evaluation.
Joe D'Appolito's pair of Aria 5s were shipped
to us. These are the firstborn pair and were
used in generating Focal 's own measurements.
There were some clearly visible physical
differences between the first and second samples. The cabinet was now solid maple; quite
pleasing to the eye, but more significantly from

and flow on Kol Nidrei (Brach: Collected
Wbrks for Cello and Orchestra, EBS 6060) easily accommodated with tonal authority, but the
soundstage was sketched out with convincing
spaciousness and transparency. I've earlier
described the imaging capabilities of the Aria
5. If anything, these aspects of its performance
matured to the point of placing me in more intimate contact with the music. Iwas finally
beginning to understand why Kimon Bellas
was so enthusiastic about this speaker. The Aria
5can definitely sing!
And sing it did, and much more sweetly than

asonic perspective, the enclosure was much

before. The upper mida this second time
around were sweeter and timbrally more accu-

better damped than its MDF counterpart. The
knuckle-rap test produced nothing more than

rate. The Lesley Test, track 13 on Stereophile's
Test CD, represents an excellent upper-

asatisfyingly dull thud. A beautiful set of bind-

midrange test (at least for me). Lesley's vocal
sweet spot is very much entrenched in this

ing posts adorned the back baffle. No plastic
here! Another nice touch was that all of the
drivers were rebated into the front baffle.

region. Thus, any upper-midrange aberrations

Driven by abridged pair of Classé Audio DR-

in the reproduction chain are clearly highlighted by timbrai inaccuracies through Lesley's

as, the new Arias easily surpassed the sonic performance of the original samples. The general

upper registers. Much of the sense of space and
palpability inherent on the master tape has

impression was of astronger affinity to the
essence of the music. Specific improvements

why, but at least the final version of the CD has

were apparent in three areas.
First, bass lines became much more distinct.
The thick and muddled midbass textures that
Icomplained about earlier evaporated. The
bass registers of cello and double bass were
clearly detailed and much tighter sounding. It
became possible to follow bassline nuances
with the greatest of ease. This served to catalyze the bass registers and the lower mida into
asmooth, organic whole. The power range of
the orchestra greatly benefited from the Aria's
robust textural tapestry, now amply sprinkled

been obliterated from this track. I'm not sure
got Lesley's timbre quite right. The older Aria
had sounded dark and dry through the upper
registers. The latest Arias managed to come
much closer to reality, and the essence of Lesley's voice came through unscathed. In general,
the later Aria painted string overtones and
soprano voices with asweeter, lighter sheen.
The old Aria was distinctly darker, more brooding in character, which made it all the more difficult to put up with the treble grain and sizzle.
JA measured the new pair of speakers at the

with detail. Despite its considerable resolving

same position on the identical axis, in order to
compare with the old. Fig.14 shows the MLSSA-

powers, the Aria did not descend to the level

derived anechoic response of one of the new

of many minimonitors in that it was emphatically other than anemic, threadbare, or analytical sounding. Many of these minimonitors
remind me of toy tanks, zipping along the
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soundstage and pelting the listener with hails
of detail. But because all of this detail is no
longer camouflaged by an adequately fleshedout lower range, their sound strikes me as
artificial —hi- fi-ish rather than musical.
The Aria's full-bodied tonal balance and considerable dynamic range demonstrate that it is
not necessary to sacrifice either of these
orchestral elements to achieve imaging excellence. Not only was the music's dynamic ebb
Stereophile, October 1990
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Fig.14 Focal Aria 5, anechoic response at
48" on HF axis of D'Appolito sample
(top) compared with that of original
sample with HF shelf (bottom)
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Fig.15 Focal Aria 5, cumulative spectral-decay plot of D'Appolito sample
pair (top) compared with one of the old pair.

hang at 4.5kHz which might correlate with my

(The pair-matching of the new pair was excelthrough the entire treble range offered by the

feeling of brightness.
To judge from the popularity of bright
tweeters, it seems to me that bright and sizzly

new speaker is obvious, as is asuperbly smooth

treble is very much in demand these days. lk-

midrange.
Finally, the lower-treble grain and roughness

ble sizzle is asensation that should be in the

lent, he felt.) The measured improvement

that so irritated me earlier was somewhat
reduced. The level of grain went from coarse
to fine sandpaper. But—and here we come to
the Achilles heel of this design—the lower treble still sizzled. Therese Juers sibilants (Opus
3, Test Record 1) splashed out of control.
Soprano upper registers were tinged with an
overly bright character. Nylon-stringed guitar's
natural brightness became accentuated. The
treble brightness became aglare, then ascream

public domain as plain as that of wind on your
face. There should be no mistaking it. Yet many
audiophiles actually like it hot. Is it acase of
shifting cultural tastes? Have we been conditioned by electronic music, with its ability to
produce copious amounts of treble, to actually
crave it? Is excess treble' a"sugar fix" for some
folks? Let me go on record as rejecting all forms
of hot, sizzly treble on musical grounds. I'm
unimpressed with Kevlar or any other plastic
dome that breaks up in the audible bandwidth.

during loud passages. There were moments

In the name of high-end audio, we should be

when Iwas captivated by the glory of the mid-

able to do better than that.

range, only to be irritated afew seconds later
by the relentless quality of the upper octaves.
During quiet passages there were always

Will the real Aria
please stand up?

moments of great joy when the treble color-

The gap in performance between the two sam-

ation was sufficiently low to be masked by the
program material. But as soon as the music got
going, the treble intruded. Further experimentation with speaker placement again confirmed
the wisdom of listening to the treble driver offaxis: using asignificant toe-in allowed the
tweeter axes to cross over well in front of the

ples of the Aria 5raises aserious quality-control
issue. Which sound quality can you expect?
Being akit, the drivers and crossover parts or
boards you receive are not likely to have undergone any testing or matching. Will your Aria
be sonically behind door #1 or #2? Certainly,
the improved bass detailing could be explained

listening seat. Still, the sizzle and grain continued to annoy me. The bright lower treble

on the basis of the second sample's better cabi-

also cut into the long-term listenability of the

premium of about $100 compared with the

Aria. Fig.15 shows the "waterfall" plot for the
new sample of the Aria 5. The treble hash
remains, while there is some resonant over166

net. The maple enclosures are available for a

1lbelieve bad digital sound is also reforming the sonic tastes
of listeners. i've talked to so many who wax rhapsodic re. the
"wonderful brightness!" of CDs.
—RL
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standard MDF offering, and many speaker
builders would opt to build their own cabinets
anyhow. But what about the sweeter mids and
smoother lower treble elicited by pair #2? Here
one would have to point afinger at possible
driver differences, internal wiring and crossover part choices, and crossover component
tolerances. The care with which the crossover
components are matched for tolerance is
important—especially for complex networks.
Rarely are caps and coils sold off the shelf better
than ±10%. For fourth-order networks it is
critical to match components to at least 5%. I
would imagine that suppliers would be reluctant to do so themselves, and that this task will
fall on the kit-builder's shoulders.

lent speaker with asignificant fault: aMona Lisa
with too big anose. The ultimate question to
ask yourself about the Aria is: can you focus on
its smile without being distracted by what Ifeel
to be ablemish in its balance?
There's no question that the design succeeds
in serving up exceptionally fine imaging within
aspacious and highly transparent soundstage.
Hall ambience is clearly resolved, and image
outlines are floated within the soundstage with
almost palpable focus. The midrange is sweet
and detailed, and eminently capable of communicating the joy of music. That this is
accomplished without sacrificing an authentic
tonal balance through the power range of the

saves aconsiderable amount of money, any kit-

orchestra is all the more amazing. Ican't think
of anything else under $1000 that can touch the
Aria's strong suits.

building project presents inherent qualitycontrol problems, some of which may be

If only that T9OK tweeter could fly! As things
stand, it sinks the ship for me. The bright, siuly

beyond the average builder's ability to solve.
This is arisk you'd better be prepared to take.
This caveat can be leveled at any advertised kit.

treble balance is bad enough. But couple that
with agrainy textural quality, and you have a
tweeter that Iwould not let into my house.

Iwould hope that fully tested crossover boards
would at least be available from Focal America.

There's alot of potential lurking within the
confines of the Aria 5. With asoft-toned tube

It should be realized that although its builder

amp and an extreme off-axis listening seat, it's

Summary
really fail to capture the true flavor of this

possible that many out there could learn to
coexist with the Aria's treble. Personally, I
would very much welcome asecond iteration

design. It's more acase of an otherwise excel-

of the Aria 5sans the Kevlar dome.

To label the Aria 5asonic mixed bag would

MISSION CYRUS FM/AM TUNER
Don Scott
FM stereo/AM tuner with digitally synthesized tuning. Usable sensitivity: 1.8iiV/10dBf mono,
5µV/19.18dBf stereo. 50dB stereo quieting sensitivity: 25iN/33.16dBf with noise reduction, 40dB
stereo separation. Capture ratio: 1.6dB. Selectivity: 70dB alternate channel, 12dB adjacent channel.
S/N ratio at 65dBf: 75dB mono, 70dB stereo. Stereo THD: 0.09%. Stereo separation: 50dB. SCA
rejection: 50dB. AM suppression ratio: 60dB. 19 and 38kHz products: -40dB. Power consumption:
14W. Dimensions: 81
/2" W by 13 1
/2" D by 31
/
2"H. Weight: 7.3Ibs. Approximate number of dealers:
not disclosed. Price: 6649. Manufacturer: Mission Cyrus USA Inc., 440 Discovery Park, 3700
Gilmere Way, Burnaby, BC V5G 4M, Canada. Tel: (604) 432-7727.
The latest Cyrus tuner is afully remote-con-

on the front panel except for power on/off.

trolled, refined version of the earlier manual
Cyrus 1introduced at the 1985 Winter CES and
reviewed 17 months later in Vol.9 No.5. This

(Therefore, don't lose the remote, and pray for
its continued good health!) However, front-

review evolved from the assumption that man-

quite comprehensive: signal strength bargraph,

ufacturing nearly the same product for five
years should sprout increased user benefits and
improved performance.

AM or FM, 4- or 5-digit frequency display with

panel display functions are not sparse, and

frequency units, channel preset digits, locked-

Mission intends the Cyrus tuner to be

to-station, Mono/Stereo, Manual tuning, asmall
circular Mute On indicator (Stereo indicator is

armchair-operated. There are no user controls

also extinguished; the Mute indicator also
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Mission Cyrus AM/FM tuner
serves for remote command-received confir-

appreciated. My recommendation is to enter

mation), and volume level over a7.5dB range

several presets manually or automatically at the

in 1.25dB increments that can be put into memory with each preset (a good feature because

first time of operation. This will allow scan
functions and preset selection to be more easily

station loudness varies widely). All illumination was green on the tested unit, although

comprehended. Basically, the tuner operates
in two modes, Preset and Program, and other

some units will have apartially red display. The
entire display can be turned off to lessen

functions trickle down from each. A unique
feature is that stations can be selected by

power-supply loading and possible audio inter-

punching in the station frequency directly, by

ference. (A slight lowering of distortion was

preset scan, selecting programmed presets, or

noted on afew stations, none on others.) The

by manual or automatic tuning. The tuner

small remote (IX" by 6y4") has 22 keys and uses

powers-up at the first preset and has no last station memory unless turned off by the remote

2AAA cells.
Absent is the warp-prone plastic case of the
earlier Cyrus tuner. The new tuner features a

(which puts the tuner in standby mode rather
than cutting off the mains).

magnesium diecast chassis, an aluminum diecast cover and front, and arock-hard gray fin-

RF performance

ish. Interior construction is first-class, with

The obvious questions to be answered with a

glass-epoxy display and main circuit boards.

tuner sporting 59 FM and 59 AM presets are,

Three separate power supplies, common to

will it receive more than 10 stations, and are
there 118 stations worth listening to? Well, Yes

one large toroidal transformer, are used to isolate RF, audio, and digital circuits and effectively

to the first, No to the second. Of the 100+ FM

minimize noise. The rear stepped panel con-

stations available at my test location near Hart-

tains RCA audio jacks, anon—US standard FM

ford, CT, the Cyrus was able to receive 70

antenna jack (a threaded F- type is best for

clearly. The remaining 30 were absent or splat-

products sold in North America), an AM loop

tered not because of signal strength, but
because they require asuper-selective tuner

antenna jack and mount, and athree-prong AC
jack for the separate power cord.
The instruction manual is adequate, but my

such as the Denon TU -800, H/K Citation 23,
or the factory-upgraded Magnum Dynalab

advice is to read it several times before oper-

tuners. The Cyrus is still quite selective, but has

ating the tuner. Unless this is done, undue frus-

acompromised IF bandwidth because of its

tration will result and the tuner's many computerized functions will not be understood or

single-selectivity design.
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In terms of raw sensitivity, the Cyrus equals
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other very sensitive tuners: Luxman T-117,

AM section

Magnum Dynalab Etude, Proton AT-670, Revox
B260-S, and the Technics ST-G7. In the Auto
Program mode, the Cyrus selected 27 stations
with near-perfect quieting using atypical pair

The Mission may be an accomplished performer on FM, but not on AM; consider the 59
AM presets on this tuner excess electronic baggage. The sample provided did not meet its

of rabbit ears. This is an indication that it

claimed 300µV/m specification by atwo-fold

should do well in apartment buildings.
SCA birdies were slight (none would be

margin, receiving only three strong stations

ideal), but not enough to be annoying unless
astation has 671cHz and 9IkHz subcarriers or

without excessive noise. Unlike the earlier
Cyrus tuner, no external AM antenna terminal
is provided, which would undoubtedly aid

FMX. No trace of overload was noted with
strong signals, and image rejection was 80dB.

reception in electrically quiet locations. What

liming is in 50kHz increments, which serves

antenna sounded crisp and low in distortion.
It may be possible that the review sample was
defective. However, it is my opinion that the

no earthly purpose with North American
200kHz station spacing.

FM sound quality
Stereo separation measured 50dB at 'kHz and
decreased to 35dB at 10kHz on strong signals.
While not mind-boggling, this gives impressive stereo even on weak stereo stations thanks
to avery effective sliding high-blend. Only the
weakest stations below 10µV/25.20dBf beg for

few stations could be received with the loop

AM problem is adesign flaw—evidently more
attention was paid to FM than to AM performance. In contrast, the best AM on recently
tested tuners was from the Citation 23 tuner,
which has good FM RF performance, but lacks
the Cyrus's excellent noise reduction. It seems
the consumer cannot have the best of everything in one tuner.

apush of the mono button to lessen noise The
high-blend is also very efficient in minimizing
the effects of fading signals because it works

Summary

over awide range of signal strengths. Bass

designed for those who desire the bare neces-

response is slightly lean below 80Hz, but
remains tight and punchy. Above 80Hz

sities: an on/off switch, tuning knob, and

response is ruler-flat with aslight rise above

who favor computer-aided electronics. lb this
group Ihighly recommend the latest Mission
Cyrus tuner, provided good AM reception is

10kHz, which may be amanufacturing compromise between North America's 751.es and
other countries' 50µs de-emphasis. In most

Its apparent that the Cyrus tuner was not

mono/stereo selector. It will appeal to those

cases the slight rise is aplus, proving com-

not needed. For those who desire simplicity
and don't need AM, recent Magnum Dynalab

plimentary to the dulling effect of the high

tuners are good alternatives.

blend. Overall, the Cyrus's audio is good
except for slight transistor grit. My best guess
is that this is caused by the electronic volume
control; distortion does vary with output level
and is least at OdB and -1.25dB static settings.
Also, the somewhat narrow IF bandpass does
stifle the best from the few quality stations.

Appendix
Ancillary equipment used for listening evaluation consisted of: Krell KST- 100, Maranta
Model 5s (8417 tubes), and Adcom GFA -535
power amplifiers; home-brew passive linestage,
AudioSource Pre-One, and B&K PRO-10mm

But. ..
one of my favorite arguments applies
to this tuner: "If tuner Bgets twice the num-

(modified by Sound Unlimited) preamplifiers;

ber of stations with reasonably palatable audio

home-brew, II -driver systems; Barcus Berry

as lbner A, which gets fewer with better sound

2002R processor: AudioSource EQ Eight equalizer

quality, Bis probably the better tuner for the
typical purchaser: one can not argue that one

graded Magnum Dynalab FT-101, Luxman T- 117.

tuner sounds better than another on aparticular station if one of the tuners will not get a
desired station." And besides, the FCC rule is

Amrita Monitors (with 5.5kHz crossover) and

Reference tuners: Sansui TU -9900, factory uplliners mentioned in this review: H/K Citation 23 ($699), reviewed in Vol.10 No.6; Pro-

that the weakest, hardest-to-get stations have

ton AT-670 ($400), Vol.13 No.7; Revox B260S($2500), Vol.13 No.4 (LG); Magnum Dynalab

the best music. The Cyrus is aBtuner, at least
on FM.

FT-101 upgrade (see "Follow-Up"); Luxman
T-117 ($600), Vol.11 No.2.
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THE ART OF THE
INEXPENSIVE LOUDSPEAKER
Robert Harley listens to the Mission Cyrus 782, the Fried 0/4,
the Triad System Seven, and Camber 3.5ti loudspeakers
Mission Cyrus 782 loudspeaker: Drivers: two 7" polypropylene-cone woofers, 1" ferrofluid-cooled,
fabric-dome tweeter. Frequency response: 75Hz-20kHz +1.5dB (-6dB point: 49Hz). Impedance: 4ohms. Sensitivity: 91.5dB, measured at 1m/2.83V. Crossover frequency: 3.2kHz. Recommended amplifier power: 25-150Wpc. Input connection: two pairs of five-way binding posts (biamp/bi-wire). Maximum spi per pair: 109dB. Effective volume: 28 liters. Finish: black ash, walnut,
rosewood, mahogany veneers. Warranty: 5years, limited. Dimensions: 10" W by 20" H by 13"
D. Shipping weight: 61.6Ibs (28kg). Price: $900/pair (optional stands, $150/pair). Approximate
number of dealers: 45. Manufacturer: Mission Electronics Ltd., Huntingdon, Cambs., England.
US distributor: Mission Electronics USA Inc., 440 Discovery Park, 3700 Gilmore Way, Burnaby,
BC V5G 4M1, Canada. Tel: (604) 432-7727. Fax: (604) 432-1130.
Fried 0/4 two-way loudspeaker. Drivers: 8" copolymer polypropylene-cone woofer, 1" fluiddamped dome tweeter. Frequency response: 37Hz-20kHz +3dB. Impedance: 8ohms. Sensitivity: 89dB (distance and input level not specified). Crossover frequency: 3kHz. Recommended
amplifier power: 25-100Wpc. Input connection: One pair five-way, gold-plated binding posts.
Finish: walnut or black ash vinyl. Warranty: 5years, limited. Dimensions: 10 3
4 "W by 20" H by
/
9" D. Shipping weight: 46 lbs (one boxed pair). Prices: $490/pair East coast, $514.50/pair West
coast. Approximate number of dealers: 125. Manufacturer: Fried Products Company, 7616 City
Line Avenue. Philadelphia, PA 19151. Tel: (215) 473-7474.
Triad Design System Seven Satellite/Woofer system. Drivers: 5" cone midrange, 1" ferrofluidcooled, fabric-dome tweeter (satellites), 12" polypropylene-cone woofer in separate enclosure
powered by internal 70W amplifier. Frequency response: 140Hz-20kHz +2dB (satellites), 28Hz110Hz +3dB (woofer). Impedance: 8ohms (satellites), 1000 ohms (speaker-level woofer input),
47k ohms (line-level woofer input). Sensitivity: 88dB 1W/1m (satellites), woofer level control allows
matching to any satellites up to sensitivity of 96dB 1W/1m. Power handling: 100W continuous,
300W program peaks. Input connection: five-way binding posts (satellites), five-way binding posts
on woofer (speaker-level input) and RCA jacks (line-level input). Finish: light oak, medium oak,
and walnut wood veneers with lacquer finishes or black, white, red, yellow, blue, or green lightly
textured paint. Rosewood, teak, zebrawood, and other exotic veneers available on special order
at extra cost. Warranty: 5years. Dimensions: 51/
4"W by 10" H by 51
/
4"D (satellites), 13" W by
13" H by 13" D (woofer). Shipping weight: 40 lbs. Price: $1000 (optional stands, $100). Approximate
number of dealers: 60. Manufacturer: Triad Speakers, LPC Inc., 9106 NE Marx Dr., Portland, OR
97220. Tel: (503) 256-2600.
Plateau Camber 3.5ti loudspeaker. Drivers: 8" polypropylene-cone woofer, 1" metal-dome tweeter.
Frequency response: 45Hz-23kHz +3dB, 80Hz-2kHz +1dB. Impedance: 8ohms. Sensitivity: 90dB 1W/1m. Recommended amplifier power range: 15-175W. Input connection: five-way
binding posts. Finish: black ash. Warranty: 5years. Dimensions: 10 1
/
2"W by 24" H by 11 1
/2" D.
Shipping weight: 35 lbs each. Price: $699/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 60. Manufacturer:
Plateau Camber, 4946 Bourg Street, Montreal, Quebec H4T 1J2, Canada. Tel: (514) 738-3225.
During the late '70s and early '80s, Iworked my
way through college by selling hi- fi, or more

between speakers, the differences between

precisely, mid-fl. During those years, Iheard

speakers sounded even remotely similar tonally,

and sold several hundred different loud-

indicating that they all had severe colorations.

speakers under $1000. Despite the fact that I

them were drastically juxtaposed. No two loud-

After spending the past two months listening

experienced them under less than ideal con-

to loudspeakers priced similarly to the ones I

ditions, Iwas nevertheless able to get afeel for

used to sell, I've developed arenewed appreciation for just how much progress has been

their relative performance. When switching
170
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made in loudspeaker design in the past ten

Krell required the 10' speaker-cable runs. The

years. Where inexpensive speakers used to
have distinct midrange colorations that gave
all music played through them acommon tonal

Phantom Acoustics Shadows, an active lowfrequency room-control system, were turned
off during the auditioning.

signature, unique to each speaker, the seven
pair of loudspeakers reviewed in this and the
last issue all have one thing in common: arela-

Mission Cyrus 782: $900/pair

tively coloration-free midrange Although they
do have different tonal signatures, vary in their
ability to resolve spatial detail, and have their
own strengths and weaknesses, none of them
is severely colored to the point that you
wouldn't want to listen to music through them.
This is most likely the result of both the dramatic improvement in raw drivers and the

Cyrus is the name given to the higher-priced
line of loudspeakers made by England's Mission Electronics. The entire Mission loudspeaker line includes six products under the
Mission label and three under Cyrus. Mission
also manufactures awide range of electronics
and CD players. The company has along history of audio innovations, both in loudspeaker
and electronic design. Among Mission's

development of sophisticated measurement
techniques over the last decade. Even the

claimed "firsts" are the first polypropylene

smallest speaker manufacturer can now afford

spread use of MDF loudspeaker enclosures
(1981), and first CD player from aspecialist

aMLSSA system, whose capabilities cost several

drive-unit used in aproduct (1978), first wide-

orders of magnitude more money just afew

manufacturer. Interestingly, Mission also makes

years ago.

IBM-compatible personal computers.
The Cyrus 782 is atwo-way design employ-

Review context

ing dual 7" (175mm) polypropylene-cone

Last month Ireviewed three low-cost two-way

woofers and asingle y
4"(19mm) fabric-dome
tweeter. The drivers are arranged in aD'Appolito configuration to simulate point-source

loudspeakers (ilinnoy E-11, Dana Audio Model
1, and the NHT 1.3), and was surprised by the
overall high level of musicality they offered at
their modest prices. In this review, I'll take a
look at four somewhat more expensive, more
ambitious products.

radiation characteristics. Both woofer and
tweeter were designed from scratch by Mission. The polypropylene woofer cones include
a"mineral loading" that reportedly increases

The reference system used to audition the
four loudspeakers reviewed here includes the
VTL 225W Deluxe monoblock and Krell KSA
200 amplifiers, driven by aTheta DSPro Basic
digital processor through the passive Electronic
Visionary Systems Stepped Attenuator. The
analog front end was aWell-Tempered Turntable and arm fitted with aSurniko Boron vdH
cartridge Phono prerunplification was provided
by the Precision Audio outboard phono module, connected to the passive attenuator. The
phono preamp has enough gain for the
moving-coil Sumiko and is able to drive the
amplifiers through 20' of interconnects. A lm
pair of AudioQuest Lapis connected the Theta
to the EVS Stepped Attenuator, and the power
amplifiers were connected by a20' pair of
Lapis. Cable between the ‘Xt11-1L-rnpered/phono
preamp/Stepped attenuator was provided by
Music Metre interconnect. Speaker cable was
3' runs of bi-wired AudioQuest Clear Hyperlitz
or 10" runs of bi-wired AudioQuest Green
Hyperlitz. The VTLs' monoblock construction
enabled the use of the shorter cable, while the
Stereophile, October 1990

Mission Cyrus 782 loudspeaker

cone rigidity, thus decreasing cone breakup.
Additional woofer design features include a

the finished loudspeaker.
The Cyrus 782 is very attractive, with beau-

shaped pole piece to increase linearity during
high cone excursions, rigid steel chassis to

tiful cabinet construction, solid build, and

reduce driver resonances, and atight tolerance

one quibble with the 782s: their binding-post

close attention to fit and finish. However, Ihad

between the voice-coil and magnet to increase

arrangement. Inside the usual recessed termi-

sensitivity. The woofers are driven in parallel,
which reportedly increases the low-frequency

are set in from the cup about y
a". This made it

drive surface while maintaining good transient

very difficult to tighten the connectors on thick

ability, high power handling, and even off-axis
response. The fabric-dome tweeter is ferro-

cable like the AudioQuest Clear and Green

fluid-cooled and -damped, and is said to be

completely inside the very small inset area that

immune to the breakup modes associated with

actually holds the posts. If you don't get the

fabric domes.
Asix-element crossover, with second-order

spade lug completely away from the inset ridge,

(12dB/octave) filters and a3.2kHz nominal fre-

makes for a loose connection. With some

quency, divides the frequency spectrum. The

effort, however, Iwas able to angle the cables

hard-wired network features polyester and

so that the lugs were not forced to bend when

ALCAP capacitors along with air-core induc-

tightening the posts.

tors. A split network is used to allow bi- wire
and bi-amp capability. The 782's enclosure is
made from y
4"high-density particleboard,

venience since they are not likely to connect
and disconnect them as often as Idid during

nal cup, the two pairs of five-way binding posts

Hyperlitzes unless the entire spade lug was

tightening the binding post bends the lug and

For most listeners, this will be aminor incon-

while the front baffle is 1" MDF for greater

the review, and AudioQuest Clear is among the

rigidity. Side-to-side bracing reduces cabinet
vibration and thus the enclosure's contribution

heaviest of speaker cables.

to the reproduced sound. In addition to the
Cyrus 782's cabinet bracing, the inside walls

Listening: All the auditioning was performed
on the Cyrus stands, available for an additional

are "visco -elastically" damped with bitumen
rubber pads to increase their resonance resis-

below my ears' axis when seated in my listen-

$150. The stands placed the tweeter about 6"

tance. Additional damping is achieved with

ing chair. This is somewhat lower than I'm

polyester fiber wadding.

accustomed to, but is apparently apurposeful

There is a current trend toward making

design decision. The stands are quite sturdy

dynamic loudspeaker enclosures more rigid,

and made from heavy tubular steel. The "T" -

isolating the sound of the drivers from the

shaped bottom support has threads for insert-

enclosure. Several successful designs (notably

ing three carpet-piercing spikes, while the top

the Hales System 'Ikvo Signature, Wilson WATB,

plate can be fitted with similar but shorter

and the Avalon Eclipse and Ascent) have paid

spikes that slightly penetrate the loudspeaker

considerable attention (and build cost) to
minimizing enclosure vibrations. Since the

donald, Iopted for spikes on top and bottom

bottom. On the advice of Mission's Mark Mac-

acoustic output of avibrating surface is afunc-

for best performance. He also indicated that

tion of its size and excursion, it doesn't take

due to the 782's lowish impedance, they work
well when driven by the Krell KSA-200 ampli-

much movement by the relatively large cabinet panels to add significantly to the energy
launched into the room by the loudspeaker sys-

fier. For the auditioning, Iremoved the grilles,
which consisted of ablack fabric stretched

the signal spectrally, but adds atime smear as

across alightweight plastic frame.
The 782s were broken in for about aday

the enclosure's energy is released slightly later

before any serious listening. For part of the

than the energy produced by the drivers.
Achieving good time-domain performance

break-in period Iplayed the Dorian organ CD
of Pictures at an Exhibition (Dorian DOR-

was ahigh priority in the 782's design. Low-

90117) on "Repeat" mode while away for the

frequency alignment was optimized for good

day. After returning home, Irealized that

transient ability, and the contribution of delayed
resonances (by cones, cabinets, driver baskets)

Winifred, our Miniature Pinscher, had been
subjected to six hours of this, although through

was considered in both raw driver design and

aclosed door. She probably still hears "The

tem. The cabinet's contribution not only colors
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Great Gate at Kiev" in her sleep! After the 782s

Besides the freedom from tonal aberration,

were broken in, Itightened the hex bolts that

Iwas also struck by the exceptionally detailed

hold the woofers in place about aquarter turn,
in accordance with the instructions. Mission

midrange. The piano's wealth of subtle detail
emerged in afinely woven rendering that made

supplies ahex wrench for this purpose.
After some experimentation, Ifound the

the presentation musically involving. Nuance

782s performed their best about 36" from the

that is obscured through other loudspeakers
came to life through the 782s. It seemed that

side walls, 50" from the rear wall. Although the

there was just more information about the

782s are designed to point straight ahead, Ipreferred the slightly more forward midband pre-

instrument and the music being conveyed to
the listener.

sentation and tighter instrumental focus with

Moving on to other recordings, Ifound my
initial impressions of the 782$ largely con-

them toed-in afew degrees.
The first thing that impressed me about the
782s was their smooth, silky midrange and the
absence of aggressive treble so often heard
from loudspeakers. Iimmediately suspected
that Iwould enjoy the 782s. Next to midrange
colorations that impart unnatural timbres to
instruments and voices, Ifind an overly bright
treble presentation to be the most annoying
characteristic of many loudspeakers, especially

firmed. The textures presented by the 782s
were never hard, edgy, or annoying. This is an
important aspect of music reproduction. There
was acertain liquidity to the rendering that
drew one into the music. Conte Candoli's
flügelhorn on arecording Iengineered was
smooth and round. It's easy for aloudspeaker
to introduce glare and hardness to this instrument, but through the 782s it retained its

inexpensive ones. It was apleasant surprise to

round, liquid warmth. Incidentally, it was

discover that the 782s had asmooth, natural
treble balance that didn't offend the ears.

recorded with atube microphone (Telefunken

The 782's overall tonal character was surpris-

251) and atube compressor (a vintage UREI
LA2A).

ingly similar to that of the $4850 Hales System
Two Signature, which is, in aword, neutral.

Benoit's album This Side

Female vocal (Dianne Reeves on David

Instrumental timbres were natural and realistic,

particularly enjoyable quality that was silky,

up, ENP 0001) had a

without any glaring colorations that drew one's

laid-back, and devoid of harsh sibilance. How-

attention away from the music and toward the
loudspeaker. In fact, the words "smooth,"

ever, the voice seemed somewhat thin and
lacked body through the lower midrange. It

"neutral," "uncolored," and "liquid" were
often the first impressions written down in my

sounded as though there was no chest attached
to her voice. Listening to other instruments

listening notes next to each piece of music used

with substantial energy in this range corroborated these impressions. Acoustic bass had a

to audition the 782s.
For example, the Büsendorfer on Dick
Hyman Plays Fats Waller (Reference Record-

somewhat threadbare rendering through most
of its range, though not in its lowermost

ings RR-33CD) was reproduced with an open,

registers. The weight of orchestral climaxes was

lively quality, but without the clangy or tinkly
rendering that plagues overly bright speakers

missing, robbing the music of its power and

when reproducing this recording. Ihad an

and articulate, the antithesis of tubby and

opportunity to hear the real instrument at

bloated. Generally, Iprefer this type of bass
presentation to an underdamped, loose bass,

length during the recording of this disc, and felt
that the 782s did acredible job of conveying
its true sound. The midrange was pure, clean,

impact. Overall, the bass rendering was taut

but Ifelt the 782s erred in the direction of
favoring quality over quantity. Imust add, how-

and without congestion or confusion, even

ever, that the 782s had remarkable agility,

during the complex passages of the opening
tune, "Bach Up To Me." The bass was very
quick and agile, with the ability to convey the

speed, and detail in the bass. LF transients, bass
drum in particular, were sharp, punchy, and

rhythmic bounce essential to this music.
Although low frequencies were tight and wellcontrolled, there was a sense of leanness
through the mid/upper bass that resulted in
some loss of the Büsendorfer's weight and body
Stereophile, October 1990

free from the overhang that often obscures the
instrument's dynamic envelope. One other LF
characteristic Idetected was an apparent resonance that could be heard occasionally on
acoustic bass. The frequency was much lower
than the typical resonant coloration that makes
173

avocal sound boomy or heavy Instead, the res-

scale orchestral music (Bruckner's Symphony

onance was seldom excited, and then only by

7, Telarc CD-80188), they were up to the task

very-low-frequency notes, indicating the res-

of conveying the music to the listener.

onance was fairly narrow-band. Although I
didn't hear it often, it was apparent over awide

Measurements: Starting with the Listening

range of recordings, suggesting it was probably

Environment Diagnostic Recording (LEDR) on

aloudspeaker artifact. In addition, the 782s

the Chesky Test CD, Ifound the 782s did quite

seemed to lack the LF extension heard from the

well on the "Up" test, the most difficult for a
loudspeaker. The image clearly moved up from

other three loudspeakers in this review.
Going back to the 782's strengths, the
speaker excelled in presenting arecording's
dynamic contrasts and transient information.
Transient leading edges were clean and razor-

the loudspeaker, but flattened at the top into
a"J" shape. Ceiling reflections could account
for this, however. The "Over" test was similarly
good, the 782s producing asolid "rainbow"-

sharp, conveying asense of immediacy and

shaped image path between the two loud-

involvement, though not at the expense of

speakers. The third LEDR test, "Lateral," was

fatiguing the listener. Iwas able to spend long

handled well by the 782s. They created precise,

sessions with the 782s and still find myself

well-defined images at all points between the

wanting to continue listening. This is always

loudspeakers. (Incidentally, Ihighly recom-

an important sign that the product is fun-

mend this recording for evaluating and tweak-

damentally right. In addition to presenting
musical attacks with speed and precision, the
sense of dynamic contrast was further height-

mum loudspeaker placement.)
Driving the 782s with avariable-frequency

ened by the 782's ability to render subtle

sinewave oscillator revealed that the 782's

instrumental detail. Low-level information was
clearly resolved without being hyped. These

enclosure is remarkably inert and well-

qualities combined to imbue music reproduced through the 782s with a sense of
dynamic effortlessness and ease.
Soundstage presentation was similarly excel-

ing your listening room and for achieving opti-

damped. Icould detect only one frequency340Hz—where the cabinet vibration became
audible. Below this frequency, no cabinet
resonances could be felt or heard. This is excellent performance.

lent. The 782s could throw a convincing

Looking at fig.1, the 782's impedance mag-

soundstage in front of me as well as afair sense

nitude (solid line) and phase angle (dotted line),
we can see the sealed-box tuning with the

of depth. Just as important was the precise and
realistic portrayal of image size within the
soundstage. Instrumental outlines were never
bloated or diffuse. Instead, Iwas able to see the
instruments before me in aprecise position in
space, distinct from neighboring instruments
and unattached to the loudspeakers. The 782s'
ability to present images laterally was better
than their ability to convey the depth Iknow

impedance peak at 65Hz. The impedance is
fairly low through most of the spectrum, dropping below four ohms in the upper bass. An
amplifier with the ability to drive current into
lowish impedances is therefore recommended.
Fig.2 shows the 782's FFT-derived anechoic
frequency response spatially averaged over a
30° lateral window on the tweeter axis. The

exists on some recordings. There was not the
feeling of expansive three-dimensional envelop-

RUI110 MrCISIM IMEM. MPLN, I PHASI(194)
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ment experienced with some (albeit more
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expensive) loudspeakers. However, Imust still
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give high marks to the 782s' soundstage pre-
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sentation: they could throw pinpoint images
away from the loudspeaker boundaries and, all
things considered, were musically satisfying
from aspatial perspective.
The 782s performed well over awide variety of music From early orchestral music (Handel's Water Music, Harmonia Mundi 907010)
to high-energy rock and roll (The Dixie Dregs'
Dregs of the Earth, Arista ARCD-8116) to full174
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Fig. 1Mission Cyrus 782, electrical
impedance (solid line) and phase
(dashed) (2 ohms/div. vertical scale)
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nearfield woofer response, measured with the
Audio Precision System One and appended to
the MLSSA data, is plotted to the graph's lefthand side. The response is fairly flat, but with
arise in upper-octave energy and some midrange anomalies at 5and 7kHz. Notice also the
droop in extreme treble. From the auditioning,
Iwould have predicted asmoother curve than
this. However, the Mission stands placed my
ears 6" above the tweeter axis, which could
account for asmoother treble perception during the auditioning.

1111:
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Fig. 2Mission Cyrus 782, anechoic
response averaged across 30° lateral
window with nearfield LF response
plotted below 200Hz

Moving to the time domain, the 782's impulse response is shown in fig.3. The fact that
asecond-order crossover is used is evident
from the slight "hump" of energy in the decay.
The impulse response is quite clean, with just
alittle ringing. Fig.4 shows the Cyrus 782's

•.011,

Cumulative Spectral Decay, or "waterfall," plot.
This is the loudspeaker's frequency response
calculated at discrete time intervals after the
speaker is excited by arectangular pulse. The
782's plot is excellent: the treble energy dies
away very quickly and there are few ridges
along the time axis that would indicate asmearing of the signal. The dark ridge near 16kHz is
the computer monitor's scanning frequency
and not part of the loudspeaker response, while
the adjacent ridge appears to be atweeter resonance, but is above audibility.

-

1.•

Fig 3Mission Cyrus 782, impulse response
at 48" on HF axis (5ms time window)
impressed by the 782's tonal smoothness and
freedom from midrange coloration, a fundamental prerequisite for musical satisfaction.
Instrumental timbres were always natural, with
little imposition of the loudspeaker to obscure
an instrument's subtle tonal shadings. The
782's treble was similarly enjoyable. It was soft
and sweet, but not at the expense of openness

Conclusion: The Mission Cyrus 782 is aremarkable loudspeaker for $900. It offers alevel of

or detail. Instruments and voices sounded har-

musical performance one doesn't normally
associate with apair of loudspeakers costing

steely sheen often heard from loudspeakers.
Another area where the 782 excels is in its

under athousand dollars. In particular, Iwas

ability to present transient detail with sudden

monically correct, without the unnatural,

Fig. 4Mission Cyrus 782, cumulative spectral-decay plot
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attack and equally sudden decay. This charac-

The line tunnel is neither atrue transmission

teristic allowed important dynamic informa-

line nor areflex system but ahybrid of the two,

tion to emerge, giving music an "up," exciting

according to Mr. Fried. Computer modeling

feeling. In addition, Ifound the 782s provided

was used to determine the best line damping

awealth of musical detail, especially in the

for optimum bass performance The line tunnel
is said to effectively double the low-frequency
radiating area while maintaining good transient

midrange.
On the down side, the 782s had aleanness
through awide region that encompassed the
mid/upper bass, reducing the feeling of body
and warmth. Although vocals were free from
aresonant chestiness, they lacked the feeling
of an attached body.
The 782s have astrong sonic resemblance
to the Hales System Two Signature, the loudspeaker that has become my reference. Both
have afundamentally uncolored tonal balance,
ability to resolve detail, good transient characteristics, and presentation of tight, focused
images. Interestingly, they share acommon
weakness in the overdamped, lean bass rendering, but with the 782s having agreater deficiency in this regard. No, the 782s don't have
the degree of resolution, tonal purity, and transparency of the Hales Signatures, but it is signifi-

ability, relieving internal pressure, and damping
the low/mid-frequency driver. In addition, this
loading is said to result in agradual bass rolloff similar to that of asealed enclosure (12dB/
octave) rather than the more rapid rolloff typical of areflex system.
The 8", two-way design is based on a
polypropylene-cone woofer with an unusual
"fillet" joint between the cone and surround.
This irregularly shaped bond reportedly
reduces and breaks up reflections to the voicecoil while reducing cone breakup and improving midrange detail and imaging. The custommade woofer also features aFried-developed
vented pole-piece arrangement that results in
more linear driver behavior. A 1" fluid-damped
fabric-dome tweeter is mounted symmetrically

cant that this $900 loudspeaker has more than
alittle in common with the Class Areference.
The differences between them tended to be
quantitative rather than qualitative. Throughout the auditioning, Ifelt that the 782s conveyed the music to me. They were always musically satisfying and never achore to listen to.
In addition to their superb musicality, the 782s
are well-made and very attractive. The stands
are well-designed and should be considered

Mel

mandatory.
As you might have guessed, the 782s have
earned awell-deserved recommendation.

Fried Q/4: $449/pair
Ifirst heard the Fried Q/4 at the Chicago CES
last June. Iwas favorably impressed and asked
Irving (Bud) Fried to send asample pair. The
Fried Q/4 is amajor revision of the popular Q/3
loudspeaker, incorporating many design refinements over the previous model. Bud Fried is
along-time proponent of transmission-line
loading (see "Manufacturers' Comments,"
Vol.13 No.4, p.243) and bases his designs on
what he strongly feels is far and away the best
type of driver loading. The Q/4 uses avariation
on the transmission line called the "Line Umnel," alarge duct from the inside of the enclosure that vents at the cabinet bottom, the
aperture running the width of the enclosure.
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Fried 0/4 loudspeaker
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above the woofer. Like the woofer, the tweeter

were unfatiguing and musical through the mida

is custom-made for Fried and sports the Fried
name below the dome.

and treble, quite an accomplishment for a$490
pair of loudspeakers.

Crossover frequency is 3kHz, typical of 8"
two-way systems. The computer-derived

Ifound the Q/4s to be less detailed than the
other loudspeakers under review, but this was

crossover features impedance compensation
for each driver and variable slopes for better

to be expected given the Q/4's smooth, laidback presentation. Imuch prefer amore nat-

transition between drivers. Fried claims that
the crossover point is undetectable by either

sentation. The highly detailed rendering may

ural spectral balance to azippy and hyped pre-

ear or labbratory measurement. A thermistor

sell speakers in the dealer's showroom, but

protection circuit protects the drivers from

wears thin quickly when trying to enjoy music
through them. The Q/4s did, however, present

overload. The Q/4s never shut off during the
auditioning, even after extended periods at
high playback levels.
Overall, the Fried Q/4 is well-built, sturdy,
and appears to incorporate several design innovations for an inexpensive product. Its appearance is typical of an 8" two-way box loudspeaker. I'm not afan of walnut vinyl veneer,
but the speaker is also available in "black ash"
vinyl.
Listening: The Q/4s were placed on the
double-spiked Mission stands, and after some
placement experimentation Isettled on alittle wider spread than the other loudspeakers
under review.
What immediately impressed me about the
Q/4 was its smooth tonal balance, especially
the lack of an aggressive treble So many loudspeakers err on the side of too much treble
energy, either because it suits the designer's
taste or alittle zip in the top end is perceived
as amarketing advantage. Ncit so with the Q/4s:
their treble balance was right on the money—
lively and detailed without being forward or
pushy. This polite treble character made music
unfatiguing and enjoyable during auditioning.

less inner musical information through the
midrange compared to the other speakers
reviewed here. There was not quite the sense
of involvement heard through the Cyrus 782s,
due in large part to the 782's wealth of inner
detail. Remember, though, the Q/4s are about
half the price of the 782s.
The Q/4's low-frequency presentation was
surprisingly full, deep, and powerful for such
asmall cabinet. They could produce low frequencies without asense of strain. The pedal
tones in the Dorian Pictures at an Exhibition
recording were solid and full-bodied. After
being surprised by the Q/4's prodigious LF output, Iplayed this recording at very high levels.
The Q/4s hung in there well past the point of
anormal listening level.
Idid, however, have afew complaints about
the bass. It tended to be underdamped, creating a"rolling" character rather than an agile,
tight quality. Where Ihad thought the 782s, to
their detriment, sacrificed bass warmth for
transient speed and articulation, the Q/4s erred
in the other direction. The overripe low end
tended to obscure bass detail, while imparting

The treble smoothness was complemented

a"slow" character. Alot of the music Ilike happens to feature virtuoso bass players (Stanley

by an open, unboxy quality through the midrange Vocals were slightly laid-back and silky-

Clarke, Eddie Gomez, John Pattitucci, Jaco
Pastorius). Their speed and agility challenge the

smooth. The mida were quite uncolored, with
loudspeaker to keep up with them without
natural timbres. Idid detect aslight nasality to
smearing the notes together. Ifound the Q/4s
sax (Scott Kreitzer's Kick 'n Off, Cexton CR - adept at producing sustained low frequencies,
11264), but it was minor in relation to the Q/4's
but less satisfying at resolving lower-register
excellent midrange and treble presentation.
detail and rapidly shifting pitch. One other
The acoustic guitar from the Stereophile Test
aspect of the bass that disturbed me was an
CD (track 12) was reproduced with atimbre

apparent resonance that manifested as a

very close to what Iremember during the

wooden quality in acoustic bass mid-registers

recording. The treble did have just abit of
fabric-dome tizz, but Iwas not annoyed by it.
Indeed, the Q/4's treble presentation was wel-

and low-tuned toms (especially floor toms). I

come during the long auditioning involved in
reviewing four pairs of loudspeakers. The Q/4s
Stereophile, October 1990

don't know how wide the resonance is, but
have reason to believe it is moderately so
because notes near the peak frequency that
really excited it were "pulled" in pitch. On the
177

other hand, the resonance was excited fairly
infrequently, indicating anarrow-band, high-Q
peak. Isuspect that the line tunnel's output
may contribute excessive energy in this range.
The Q/4s produced acredible soundstage,
with images between and detached from the
loudspeakers. In fact, Iwas able to position
them farther apart without losing astrong center image, creating awider soundstage than
normal. However, instrumental outlines tended
to be less focused than those heard through the
Camber 3.5ti, Cyrus 782, and Triad System
Seven. Rather than being tight and precise,

Fig. 5Fried 0/4, electrical impedance (solid
line) and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/div.
vertical scale)

images were less well-anchored within the
soundstage. Similarly, the soundstage didn't
have the depth and spaciousness rendered by
the other loudspeakers under review. Again,
the reader should be reminded of the Q/4's
much lower price compared with the other
loudspeakers auditioned.
Measurements: The LEDR "Up" test pro-

„o
Fig. 6Fried 0/4, impulse response at 48"
on HF axis (5ms time window)

duced afairly good sense of height above the
loudspeaker, but stopped short of the height
heard through the many other loudspeakers.
The "Over" test was better, the "Lateral" excellent. The Q/4 exhibited minor cabinet
resonances at 100Hz and 120Hz, and afairly

-10fI

strong mode at 260Hz that produced abuzz-

-38111

ing from the enclosure. The Q/4's impedance
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magnitude and phase angle are shown in 4.5.
The single impedance peak at 70Hz is more

-48di

typical of asealed-box tuning. Note also the
slight dimple at the cabinet buzz frequency,

Fig. 7Fried 0/4, anechoic response
averaged across 30° lateral window
with nearfield LF response plotted
below 200Hz (port output not shown)

260Hz. (A much finer analysis would be
required, however, for this cabinet problem to
be fully revealed in this plot.) The impedance
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off rapidly above 15kHz. The Q/4's nearfield

drops to 5ohms through most of the bass, rises
near the crossover frequency, then drops
sharply to 4ohms through the top octave. A6

woofer ,measured separately with the Audio
Precision System One, has been appended to

ohm or even 4ohm rating would seem more
appropriate than the specified 8ohm impedance.

Curiously, the line-tunnel output in the near-

The Q/4's impulse response (fig.6) is quite

woofer's output shown. Typically, aport is
tuned to augment bass output below the

clean, with very little ringing or overhang. The
Q/4's FFT-derived frequency response, spa-

the spatially averaged frequency response.
field (not shown) is virtually identical to the

woofer's rolloff (see the Camber 3.5ti's

measured on the HF axis, is shown in fig.7. The

nearfield woofer and port plots). It appears that
the line tunnel does indeed reinforce the

response is quite flat, with less rise in the treble than the other three loudspeakers reviewed.
Although smooth through the midband and

extension.
Finally, the Q/4's Cumulative Spectral Decay

tially averaged over a30° lateral window and

woofer's output rather than providing LF

treble, there is apeak centered at about 3kHz,

is shown in fig.8. The 3kHz peak is apparent

which might contribute to the slight nasal col-

and is accompanied by a minor ridge of
delayed energy. Overall, the Q/4's waterfall plot

oration noted. This, however, is greatly reduced
15° off-axis. At this angle, the treble also rolls
178

is very clean through the treble. The dark line
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Fig. 8Fried 0/4, cumulative spectral-decay plot
at 16kHz is the computer monitor's scanning
frequency, not aloudspeaker characteristic.
These measurements are, overall, good for an
inexpensive loudspeaker.
Conclusion: At 1490/pair, the Fried Q/4 delivered aconsistently high level of musicality for
its price. Its smooth tonal balance and
uncolored presentation through the mids and
treble were the speaker's greatest strengths.
The treble didn't have the hardness and glare
endemic in inexpensive tweeters often found

mance for inexpensive loudspeakers, the Spica
TC- 50 (reviewed in Vol.12 No.10).
Despite the Q/4's shortcomings, I can
recommend them on the basis of their very
smooth mid and treble performance, coupled
with an ability to deliver the kind of bass more
often associated with much larger enclosures.
They consistently delivered more music than
one would expect from their modest price.

Triad System Seven:
$1000/system

in loudspeakers at this price. Music was never
fatiguing or annoying, and Ienjoyed listening
to the Q/4s throughout the auditioning. It also

Triad Speakers has been designing and manufacturing three-piece (woofer and two satellites) loudspeaker systems since 1982. The

has the ability to deliver low frequencies with-

company was formed that year by designer

out the "anemic" quality one hears from small
box speakers. Both LF extension and sense of

Larry Pexton and has enjoyed steady growth
in their market niche. Their original three-piece

weight and power through the midbass were
remarkable.

loudspeaker was acollaboration with Edward
M. Long, of "Time-Align" fame, and Ron Wick-

My complaints tended to be less important
musically than the Q/4's strengths, and should

ersham. It was felt that the ideal loudspeaker
would have the least cabinet interference, thus

be put into perspective by the under-1500

the design decision to keep the woofer sepa-

price tag. These include asomewhat sluggish

rate and the midrange/tweeter enclosure small.

bass and aresonant LF peak that unnaturally

Triad speakers were selected for inclusion in

colored instruments with energy in that range,

the Consumer Electronics Show's Innovations

while giving low-tuned drums a"fat" charac-

'90 Design and Engineering Showcase, the

ter. The Q/4s could throw agood soundstage,

sixth time the company's products have been
selected for this award.
The System Seven consists of a cubical

but the imaging lacked good focus and areal
sense of depth.
The Q/4 offered asmoother treble than the
three similarly priced loudspeakers reviewed
last month, and far more output in the lowfrequency range. However, Ihave yet to hear
the 1500 Snell K(review forthcoming), or what
has become the benchmark level of perforStereophile, October 1990

woofer enclosure powered by an internal
amplifier and two very small midrange/tweeter
modules. Starting with the woofer, it is based
on a12" Peerless polypropylene-cone driver
powered by a 70W amplifier. The woofer
response is equalized in the amplifier front-end
179

Triad 7loudspeaker system
to compensate for the 12dB/octave rolloff

set up in some ways, but very difficult to

exhibited by sealed enclosures below the
driver's resonance. The woofer's upper range

squeeze the very best performance from. Igot

is about 140Hz, and the -3dB point is specified

good sound from the System Seven just by putting the satellites where Ithought would be

at 28Hz. The woofer's low-pass crossover

appropriate, placing the woofer on aplatform

slope is 12dB/octave.
A panel on the enclosure's rear provides a

just above the floor, and setting the woofer
level at 11 o'clock in accordance with the

woofer level-control adjustment, apair of RCA

instructions. Without any adjustments, tweak-

line-level input jacks, two pairs of five-way
binding posts for speaker-level inputs, power

ing, or experimentation, the imaging was
superb and the tonal balance fairly good. This

on/off switch, line cord, and afuse. The panel

experience indicates that most users will get

also incorporates the amplifier's heatsink. The

satisfactory sound from the System Seven without much effort. However, as Itried to find the

enclosure front is covered by black fabric
stretched over athin wood frame. The unit is

optimum setup, Isoon realized that this would

finished in real oak veneer, with alarge variety
of other woods available, some at extra cost.

be amajor undertaking. The System Seven has
so many variables that one could spend weeks

The midrange/tweeter module is comprised

getting it just right. These variables include

of two separate enclosures mounted one atop
the other on arubber bushing. The tweeter

woofer placement (including the height axis),
woofer output level, satellite placement, mid-

unit can be swiveled to accommodate differ-

range driver toe-in, tweeter toe-in, listening

ent listening axes or direct more treble energy
toward the listener if desired. Apair of five-way

addition, many of these variables are interac-

binding posts is provided on the module's midrange portion. AScanspeak paper-cone mid-

tive, further complicating the situation. For
example, the optimum woofer level is depen-

range (the same driver reportedly used in the

dent on midrange and treble energy which is

Duntech Black Knight) is coupled with aVifa
V26 soft-dome tweeter. The tweeter's front

dependent on amount of satellite toe-in.
1must stress that it is easy to get good sound
from the System Seven without all this tweak-

plate is small and square, rather than round, to
fit inside the tweeter enclosure. The tweeter
is crossed over at 6dB/octave, while the mid-

height, and listening position in the room. In

ing, as evidenced by my initial setup. But as a
reviewer, it is important to wring from aloud-

range is filtered at the steeper 12dB/octave
slope No high-pass filter is in the midrange cir-

speaker the very best performance it has to

cuit, the rolloff provided instead by the natural
acoustical response of the driver.

judgments. Ishould add that this was my first

Listening: The Triad System Seven is easy to

woofer located midway between the satellites

offer to make accurate and informed value
experience with apowered woofer system.
Most of the auditioning was done with the
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and mounted on a double-spiked Mission
stand. Getting the woofer away from the floor
and other boundaries is essential: The tendency for the woofer to have aboomy charac-

palpability that was extraordinary by any standard. In addition to the midrange smoothness,
the impression of palpability was heightened

ter was ameliorated by the free-space position-

by the System Seven's presentation of musical
detail. Subtleties of tonal character, low-level

ing. Ifound the recommended 11 o'clock
position of the woofer-level adjustment very

information, and fine detail were all presented
to the listener. This resulted in an involvement

close to optimum, but alittle high. More on this

and interest in the music that drew one into the

later. The satellites were positioned 55" from
the real wall and 32" from the side walls, with

performance. This is an essential ingredient to
musical satisfaction, and the System Seven had

the midrange drivers slightly toed-in. The

these attributes in spades. The System Seven

tweeters were rotated to point straight ahead.

had the ability to resolve the musical detail and
information in arecording, and was equally

Because my 3' runs of AudioQuest Clear
Hyperlitz wouldn't reach both woofer and
satellites, Iauditioned the System Seven with
10' runs of AudioQuest Green Hyperlitz.

adept at presenting midrange and treble transient information, fine textural detail, and
resolving spatial cues. In these areas, it ex-

During the auditioning, Iwas torn by my

ceeded the performance of the Cyrus 782 and

ambivalent feelings toward the System Seven.

was more on alevel with the $4850 Hales System Two Signature.

In some aspects, it achieves alevel of performance that rivals Class A loudspeakers. It also
has weaknesses that compromise the overall
musical performance of the system. This situation makes it very difficult to judge the prod-

This brings me to the System Seven's other
area of remarkable performance: soundstage,
imaging, and resolving spatial nuance The feeling of envelopment, of an expansive and deep

uct, especially because different listeners have
different sonic priorities. Let's start with what
the System Seven does well.

soundstage before the listener, and of the loudspeakers disappearing into the music, was

Iwas immediately taken by the System

spatial precision within the soundstage were

Seven's midrange purity. It produced atrans-

equally impressive. Instrumental outlines were

parent, open, and crystal-clear rendering

rock-solid and resolved with pinpoint precision. Listen to Airto's drum solo on "Misturada"

through the area occupied by most musical
fundamentals and lower-order harmonics. This
gave anatural timbre to instruments and vocals
in this range. Iwas particularly impressed with
the System Seven's reproduction of Conte Can-

extraordinary. In addition, image focus and

from Three- Way Mirror (Reference Recordings
RR-24CD). Each drum is afocused image and
spatially distinct from the drum next to it. Curiously, the System Seven seemed to resolve

doll's flügelhorn from aCD Ihad engineered.

height information, with the bass drum at the

It was round, liquid, and had atexture remark-

bottom right, toms in the middle and cymbals
above the plane of the loudspeakers.

ably similar to what Iremember from the real
instrument during the session. This recording
is often reproduced with an unnatural "hooded"
quality, or alternately, as steely or reedy.

The System Seven produced an accurate
impression of hall size, with the soundstage
width and depth changing with each record-

Through the System Seven it was warm, rich,

ing. The Dorian Pictures at an Exbibition was

and remarkably uncolored. Ifind brass instru-

conveyed with asense of space and size. My

ments particularly revealing of tonal aberrations, perhaps because they have such complex

guitar and bass recording on the Stereopbile

harmonic structures. Not only are brass instru-

Test CD took on the characteristics of the
recording site (a 140-year-old church), with a

ments sensitive to microphone differences, but
there is adrastic tonal change if even alittle
equalization is applied.

The System Seven's resolution of spatial nuance
and detail was exceptional, reminiscent of the

Other instruments with mostly midrange
energy were similarly impressive. Vocals were

Ensemble Reference reviewed by Dick Olsher
in Vol.13 No.6.

feeling of air and space around the instruments.

pure, smooth, and uncolored. The tonal

If the System Seven does all these things so

character of the period instruments on Handel's Water Music (Harmonia Mundi HMU

well, why am Iambivalent about it? Well, it has

907010) were reproduced with arealism and
Stereophile, October 1990

afew of what Iconsider to be serious shortcomings.
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First, the tonal balance was overly bright.

sluggish compared to the exceptional transient

Cymbals assumed aforward and aggressive

performance of the satellites. Pitch definition

character that detracted from the listening
experience. The bright character was evident
in most recordings, but became objectionable
in CDs and LPs that tended to be even slightly
bright. In addition, the brightness seemed con-

was good, but not as clearly resolved as the
Cyrus 782.
One aspect of the System Seven's low-frequency performance that the other loudspeakers in this survey couldn't approach was

ments with extreme HF energy (cymbals for

bass extension. While the others may have
hinted at low bass, or had asuggestion of exten-

example) rather than adding an upper-

sion, the System Seven had real output in the

fined to the upper octaves, affecting instru-

midrange glare to awide range of instruments.

lowermost octaves. The organ on Dorian's Pic-

This indicates that the rising treble is probably

tures at an Exhibition was reproduced with

high in frequency (above, say, 10kHz) rather
than an upper-midrange rise that would affect

areal sense of the instrument's size and weight.

more of the musical spectrum. Iwouldn't

powerful, producing amore musically satisfy-

characterize the treble as hard and brittle, like

ing experience with this recording than that

the Camber 3.5ti's, but rather as possessing
excessive energy. In fact, the treble was quite

heard through many loudspeakers.

clean, detailed, and free from hash. However,

with the System Seven's presentation. This says

the elevated HF level prevented long listening

alot about its fundamental rightness through
the midrange, the area where most musical
information lies. Iintend to hang on to the Sys-

sessions at moderate to high playback volumes.
Rotating the tweeter away from the listening
position helped greatly, but at the expense of

The lowermost fundamentals were solid and

Despite these criticisms, Iwas quite taken

image focus and midrange palpability. In fact,
Ifelt the best treble balance was obtained with

tem Seven to try and ameliorate some of its
problems. It has the potential for achieving a
level of musical performance exceeding any-

the tweeters pointing away from the listening

thing else I've heard in the price range.

axis by about 30°. Ishould add that my listening
room is far from bright and reflective. There

Measurements: Not surprising in light of my

are drapes over large windows on two walls,

impressions of the System Seven's remarkable

and most of the wall surface is covered by athin

imaging abilities, they performed very well on

carpet that is similar to acommercially avail-

the LEDR test. The "Up" image achieved the

able acoustic treatment material. The floor is

greatest apparent height of any loudspeaker on

covered by thick Berber carpeting over aheavy

which I've heard this test. The image was solid

pad. Ihave large pieces of foam to cover the

as it moved up, and continued to the ceiling.

reflective surfaces of equipment cabinets and

The "Over" test was similarly impressive, the

bookcases. In addition, the dedicated room's

image tracing aclearly definable arc over the
satellites. The "Lateral" test, which is the easiest

dimensional ratios were chosen for best distribution of room resonance modes.
My other criticism of the System Seven is significant, but not as severe as the treble imbalance:

for aloudspeaker to perform well, produced
pinpoint and continuous images between the
satellites. Driving the satellite with avariable-

bass reproduction. Ihad ahard time getting the

frequency sinewave oscillator produced avery

woofer to integrate with the satellites. There
seemed to be adip in the response between

small amount of cabinet vibration at 150Hz.
The woofer enclosure was lively,' with afair

where the woofer rolled off and where the

degree of vibration throughout the lowermost

satellites took over. This imparted athinness,

frequencies up to about 200Hz.

or threadbare character to the mid/upper bass

Fig.9 shows the satellite's impedance mag-

that Icouldn't get rid of. Increasing the woofer

nitude and phase angle. Since the impedance

level so the presentation was warm and full in

is generally above 6ohms, the System Seven

the midbass caused the low bass to become

should be an easy load for an amplifier to drive.

thumpy. Backing off on the level so the bass
boom was reduced made the midbass lean.

The narrow impedance peak is centered on the
frequency that the midrange begins rolling off.

Getting the woofer up in the air on the Mission
stand helped somewhat, but was still not satis-

averaged over a30° lateral window, is shown

factory. In addition, the bass tended to be alittle

in fig.10. (The woofer's nearfield response,
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The System Seven's frequency response,
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measured separately, is shown to the left of the
graph.) It reveals asmooth midband with aris-

anovesugro!

AUDIO 1111ICISION 1131111AIIC PIP1.0.11 I141.11.4.1 As 114.111,1
2.II

11

AD

ing treble response, as suggested by the auditioning. As the measurement microphone is
moved off-axis, the response flattens considerably. The sharp dip at 7kHz is greatly reduced,
as is the treble energy, when measured off-axis.
In addition, the amount of HF level is more in
line with the rest of the spectrum off-axis, also
suggested by the auditioning. The System

tel.

Seven is remarkably flat through the entire midband to about 4kHz, an area where the ear is

9Triad System Seven, electrical
impedance (solid line) and phase
(dashed) (2 ohms/div. vertical scale)

most sensitive to amplitude irregularities. The
woofer response shows the System Seven's
ability to produce low frequencies and the fact
that its energy output is centered around the

1.10

octave from 40-80Hz. Also indicated by the
measurement is the woofer's rapid rolloff

-280

above 100Hz. It is about 10dB down at 150Hz,
the very lowest frequency we could expect the

-380

satellite to produce. These measurements suggest the System Seven has adip in the overall
response between the woofer and satellites.

110

This correlates very well with my impression
of aleanness through the mid/upper bass coupled with ample output in the low bass.
Moving to the time domain, the satellite's
impulse response is shown in fig.11. The resporue
is clean, but with alittle overhang. The System
Seven's Cumulative Spectral Decay plot (fig.12)
is among the best I've seen. It reveals avery

Fig. 10 Triad System Seven, anechoic
response averaged across 30°
lateral window with nearfield LF
response plotted below 300Hz
Image

Jim
-0• AO «

rapid decrease of energy after the drive signal
has been removed. The only evidence of any
overhang is the ridge at 3kHz, but this is very
minor. (The ridge at 16kHz is the computer
monitor's scanning frequency, not a loudspeaker anomaly.) Compare the System Seven's

î
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Fig. 11 Triad System Seven satellite,
impulse response at 48" on HF axis
(5 ms time window)
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Fig. 12 Triad System Seven satellite, cumulative spectral-decay plot
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msec

redesigned version of the Camber 3.5 loud-

waterfall plot with others taken over the past
few months: it is among the best measured.

speaker reviewed by JA in Vo1.11 No.8. In fact,

Conclusion: If this review appears a bit

the 3.5ti is radically different from its predecessor: it uses adifferent woofer cone, sports a

schizophrenic, it's because it is an accurate

new metal-dome tweeter, has amuch simpler

reflection of my impressions of the Triad System Seven. In some areas it achieves alevel of

network, and incorporates some cabinet re-

performance that rivals loudspeakers costing

finements.
The 3.5ti is an 8", two-way system employ-

many times as much. These areas tend to be

ing a carbon-doped polypropylene-cone

important musically: an open and uncolored
midrange, resolution of instrumental detail, and

woofer and a1" metal-dome tweeter in abassreflex enclosure. Unusually, the 3.5ti's woofer
is handmade by Camber from components
sourced from around the world. It features a

an expansive yet focused spatial presentation.
In addition, the System Seven had an involving and musically interesting character that was
very satisfying. In my opinion, however, its
exceptional musical performance in some areas
was compromised by two significant faults: an
overly bright treble, and asomewhat lean midbass accompanied by athumpy quality in the
low bass. The System Seven did, however, produce remarkable LF extension, especially for
a$1000 loudspeaker. Incidentally, it would be
criminal to put the satellites on abookshelf and

diecast frame and aluminum-wound voice-coil.
The tweeter is afluid-damped metal dome
made by SEAS. A 21
/
2"
-diameter reflex port is
mounted below the woofer. The port, woofer,
and tweeter are located asymmetrically in the
enclosure to disperse cabinet diffraction
effects. The mirror-imaged pair is said to sound
best with the tweeters toward the outside.
Camber has paid significant attention to con-

lose the System Seven's spectacular soundstaging and midrange transparency. The $100
stands are definitely recommended.
I'm not certain that Igot the best performance from the SyÉtem Seven. Although experimentation did improve its strengths and somewhat mitigate its weaknesses, it may be possible to further tweak the system's many variables to ameliorate its problems.
Having said all that, can Irecommend the
Triad System Seven?
Yes, but with the implicit assumption that
prospective buyers will carefully audition it for
themselves. Some listeners may be less bothered
by the forward treble presentation than Iwas.
The bottom line is that Ienjoyed listening to
music through the System Seven and at times
was completely immersed in its presentation.
Give it alisten before buying anything in this
price range.

Camber 3.5ti: $699/pair
Plateau Camber is a Canadian loudspeaker
manufacturer which concentrates on building
small, moderately priced systems. The company started as the Canadian distributor of Rega
products and began making loudspeakers
under the Rega/Camber name. Their products
range from the $300 model .7t to the $1000,
floor-standing 5.0ti. The second-from-the-topof-the-line 3.5ti reviewed here is acompletely
184

Camber 3.5Ti loudspeaker
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trolling cabinet resonances in their loudspeakers. The 3.5ti's Y.," particleboard enclosure is made more rigid by two braces just
above and below the woofer. The center brace
Is slightly larger than the interior cabinet
dimension, causing the enclosure to bow very
slightly in the middle. This technique reportedly reduces panel motion. In addition, acoustic foam has been applied to the inside walls to
further damp resonances.
The seven-element crossover is a highly
damped second-order electrical network,
which is said to result in third-order effective
acoustical slopes in the 3.5ti. Instead of using
an inductor in series with the woofer, acapacitor and resistor are wired in parallel with the
woofer. This technique reportedly has the
advantages of making the load look more like
apure resistance, and doesn't introduce the

the feeling of low-frequency extension from
these modest-sized boxes.
The 3.5tis have surprising bass extension and
asubjective feeling of weight for their size. The
low-frequency region was full, robust, and
provided astrong musical foundation. Acoustic
bass had awarm, rich presentation and conveyed afeeling of the instrument's body. Lefthand lines on the previously mentioned Dick
Hyman Plays Fats Waller were more prominent and forward than heard through the Cyrus
782s, with agreater sense of weight. The 3.5tis
did acredible job of reproducing the size and
power of the organ on Pictures, aremarkable
feat for amoderate-sized and -cost loudspeaker.
Bass drum had asolid and deep impact, without the thin, wimpy quality often heard from
mid-sized loudspeakers.
Ifelt, however, that the bass was alittle on

ringing associated with an inductor. Crossover
frequency is 2.'7kHz.

the underdamped side, giving aslightly loose
and less articulate rendering. Although the

Because Camber is aCanadian company, it

3.5ti's LF presentation had acertain satisfying
solidity, it lacked the precision, detail, and tran-

has ready access to the National Research
Council's testing facilities, run by Dr. Floyd
Toole.' In fact, Camber's factory is only atwo-

sient abilities of the Cyrus 782, an area where

hour drive from the NRC. Although the NRC

frequency region was remarkably uncolored.
The sense of pitch in the lower registers was

was used during the 3.5ti's design, Allan
Devantier, designer of the Camber line, relied
primarily on DRA Lab's MLSSA loudspeaker

that loudspeaker excels. However, the low-

excellent, and there were no glaring resonances

and acoustic measuring system. In fact, Allan

that imparted acommon character to different
recordings. Despite the slightly underdamped

was one of the early designers to use MLSSA,
a system now considered indispensable in
loudspeaker design and evaluation.

rendering, Ienjoyed the 3.5ti's bass presentation. The degree of this criticism was minor:

The 3.5ti is finished in black ash vinyl veneer
(oak vinyl veneer is also available) and covered
with ablack grille cloth. Asingle pair of fiveway binding posts is mounted at an angle in the
terminal cup. Overall, the 3.5tis are well-built
and attractive. Iwould, however, like to have
seen abi- wiring provision.
Listening: Iauditioned the 3.5ti on the Mis-

Icertainly wouldn't characterize the LF performance as tubby or bloated. Ifelt the bass performance was superior to the Fried Q/4's in pitch
definition and freedom from coloration.
The 3.5ti's overall tonal balance was quite
smooth, but with an apparent uptilt in the treble Throughout the auditioning, Ifelt that the
treble had ahardness that made the upper
octaves seem bright. Although there was some
excess treble energy, the feeling of brightness

sion stands with which the 782s and Fried Q/4s

was exacerbated by the treble's slightly metallic

were auditioned. These stands are somewhat
low, putting the 3.5ti's tweeter axis 2" above

character. Cymbals had an edginess that

ear level. Camber stands are available for the

brought them forward in the mix and called
attention to them. The Bfisendorfer's upper

3.5ti for $59.

registers in the Fats Waller recording took on

While breaking in the 3.5tis with the Dorian
Pictures at an Exhibition, atime when Itry not

aslightly brittle sound. The entire treble could

to listen to the speakers, Icouldn't help noticing
IA bound edition reprinting Dr mole's earlier papers is available for $3.75 (US) including postage from the National
Research Council, Division of Physics, Ottawa, Ontario KIA
OR6, Canada. These papers are essential reading for anyone
seriously interested in loudspeaker design and testing.
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be characterized as dry and forward rather than
silky-smooth and laid-back. The strings that
open the tune "An Hour Away," from Scott
Kreitzer's album Kick 'n Off, were slightly
chalky and bleached. Although the 3.5tis were
smoother than many moderately priced loud185

speakers, they nevertheless imparted an etched

thought the 3.5ti did moderately well in the

quality to most recordings. Recordings that

"Up" test. The image moved slightly above the

tended to be overly bright were pushed over
the edge of listenability, while many smooth
recordings became alittle strident.

the height sometimes heard. The "Over" was
alittle better, with the image leaving the left

Throughout alarge portion of the spectrum,

loudspeaker and traveling toward the right. The

however, the 3.5tis were remarkably smooth

"Lateral" test, the easiest for aloudspeaker to
reproduce, was good, the test signal producing acontinuous image between the loud-

and free from coloration. There was awide
"window" from the upper bass to lower tre-

loudspeaker and stopped without achieving

uncolored. This is the area of most musical

speakers. Inext drove the 3.5ti with asinewave
oscillator while feeling and listening to the

importance, and the 3.5tis did agood job of
reproducing natural instrumental timbres through

enclosure. The 3.5ti was quite inert. Though
many very small modes were apparent through

this range, especially instruments without

the 100Hz-700Hz region, no serious cabinet
resonances were detected. In addition, the very-

ble in which the 3.5tis were open, pure, and

much HF content.
Iexperimented with toe-in angle and found
the treble was smoother with the loudspeakers
pointed straight ahead. This positioning greatly
ameliorated the brightness, but at the expense
of losing some upper-midrange energy. With
the 3.5tis pointed straight ahead, some presence and life was missing from the music lbedin toward the listener, the presentation was too

low-amplitude modes Ifelt tended to be high
in frequency (ca 500Hz) rather than below
300Hz, as is typical.
Looking next at the Camber 3.5ti's impedance magnitude and phase angle (fig.13), we
can see that the impedance is above 6ohms
across nearly the entire band. The 3.5ti should
thus present an easy load to the amplifier. The

bright. Iended up doing most of the auditioning with aslight toe-in, achieving an accept-

two impedance peaks in the bass indicate the
reflex woofer loading. The impulse response

able balance between treble and midband
energy Incidentally, the 3.5tis were somewhat

(fig.14) shows avery clean initial impulse, but

brighter with the listener's ears directly on the
tweeter axis. Remember, the Mission stands
placed the 3.5ti's tweeter about 2" above my
ears. Stands that avoid placing the tweeters at
ear level are therefore recommended.
Going back to the 3.5ti's strengths: they presented an excellent sense of space and depth.
They could throw awide soundstage with precise positioning of instrumental images. Vocal
and instrumental outlines were focused, stable, and presented with an appropriate sense

with some ultrasonic tweeter ringing. Like the
Cyrus 782, the use of asecond-order slope can
be seen as a slight hump in the impulse
response during the tweeter-ringing portion.
Moving to the frequency domain, fig.15
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of image size, although not quite to the degree
heard through the Cyrus 782s. Centrally placed
instruments and voices were apparently
detached from the loudspeakers, and had afeeling of air and space around them. Soundstage
depth was similarly impressive, with adistinct
impression of distance. Try Reference Recordings' Three-Way Mirror for aconvincing feeling of three-dimensionality. Overall, the 3.5ti's
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Fig. 13 Camber 3.5ti, electrical impedance
(solid line) and phase (dashed)
(2 ohms/div. vertical scale)
-

resolution of spatial detail was better than the
Fried Q/4's. However, the Q/4s had amuch
sweeter treble that was less fatiguing over long
sessions.
Measurements: Playing the LEDR recording
from the Chesky jazz sampler and test CD, I
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Fig. 14 Camber 3.5ti, impulse response at
48" on HF axis (5ms time window)
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Fig. 16 Camber 3.5ti, cumulative spectral-decay plot
shows the 3.5ti's FFT-derived frequency
response measured across a30° lateral window.
The nearfield woofer response, measured
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separately, has been added to the left portion
of the graph. The plot reveals less high-frequency
rise than Iwould have expected from the auditioning. The midband is quite flat, but with an
overall rise in energy above 6kHz. The metal-

led

dome tweeter resonance, indicated by the ring-

48d1L

ing seen in the impulse response, is visible at

18111

about 25kHz. The contribution of the 3.5ti's
port can be seen in the nearfield woofer
response, augmenting the woofer output
below its rolloff. (Note that the relationship
between the three separate parts of fig.25 is

Ikk

Fig. 15 Camber 3.5ti, anechoic response
averaged across 30° lateral window
with nearfield woofer and port
responses plotted below 200Hz

arbitrary.) Finally, the 3.5ti's waterfall plot is

bass extension was deeper than what one would

shown in fig.16. This is excellent performance

expect from the 3.5ti's cabinet size. The 3.5tis'

and not surprising in light of the fact that the

spatial presentation was excellent, with the ability
to throw well-focused images between and

3.5ti was designed with MLSSA; any resonant
anomalies have been corrected. The decay is
rapid and smooth, with just afaint touch of hash
in the treble. Overall, the 3.5ti's waterfall plot
is excellent.
Conclusion: The Camber 3.5ti loudspeaker
does many things well at the $700 /pair price
point, but its musicality is, Ifeel, somewhat compromised by its treble performance. On the plus

behind the loudspeakers, and with correctly
sized images.
On the down side, Ifound the treble alittle
bright, and with hard textures. Either one of
these characteristics by themselves may not
have been adetraction, but combined, music
took on aslightly etched, brittle quality. This
was manifested as forward cymbals, steely violins, and an overall dry treble rendering. Posi-

side, the 3.5ti has asmooth and relatively

tioning the listener off-axis by pointing the

uncolored midrange, surprising LF extension,
solid bass presentation, and the ability to throw

3.5tis straight ahead somewhat ameliorated the
brightness, but at the expense of reduced mid-

aconvincing soundstage Through the midrange,
the 3.5ti presented natural timbres without glare

band energy.

or peakiness. The low-frequency performance,

My criticisms of the 3.5ti should be put in
perspective: it offers excellent performance in

though alittle underdamped, was solid, satis-

many areas, and any speaker is bound to have•

fying, and fairly well detailed. The subjective

some deficiencies at the $700/pair price.
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Depending on where the listener places his

suited to other tastes. Ipreferred the Cyrus

sonic priorities, the Camber 3.5ti may be for

782's musical interpretation.
Despite the criticisms noted, Ican neverthe-

you. It has avery different sonic signature from
the Mission Cyrus 782. Where the latter's lean

less recommend the Camber 3.50. During the

bass presentation and laid-back perspective

auditioning, I enjoyed listening to music

may appeal to some listeners, the 3.5ti's warm

through them, the ultimate statement about

bass and forward rendering may be better

any product.

FOLLOW UP
Carver Silver Seven-t amplifier
EDITOR'S NOTE: in this year's January issue
(Vol.13 No.!), Robert Harley reviewed the

heard from it "no redeeming sonic virtues." I
disagree; Iheard several. On the other hand,
Idon't think it sounds "just like atubed ampli-

Carver Silver Seven- t monoblock power

fier," because there is no such thing as "a"

amplifier and was not impressed with its

tubed amplifier. There are lots of them, and no

sound. Yet just one month earlier; in bis

two sound alike. But most of them do tend to

December '89 "Final Word" column, Larry

share certain sonic earmarks: aslightly warm,

Archibald bad reported that tbe Silver Seven-t
bad produced a good sound when used to
drive the midrange/tweeter panels of the

rich low end with only moderate detail and
impact, arather forward, bright (some would

Infinity IRS Beta loudspeaker system. In view
of this disparity of opinion, Ibad appended
afootnote to RH 's January review— Wee( a
'Followup' is definitely in order"—and bad
accordingly arranged for the pair of SS-t
amplifiers auditioned by LA (serial numbers

say overbright or "glassy") midrange, and a
high end that is either silky-smooth and musical if your speakers have superb top, or dull and
lifeless if they don't. llibed amps tend to reproduce depth very well, and in the opinion of
many people whose judgment Itrust (I'm one
of them), they tend to produce astronger

00228 and 00302)10 be shipped tol. Gordon
Holt. Unfortunately, one of the pair (00228)

impression of listening to real (acoustical)

was lost in transit, delayingJGH's "Follow-

which are often more analytical than euphonic

instruments than most solid-state amplifiers,

Up" review until Carver Corporation could

Well, Ihear anumber of those tubey traits from

ship asecond pair of amplifiers to him. The

the Silver Seven- ts, but not all of them.

serial numbers of the new pair were 00428

On first listen, after an hour or two of wannup,

and 00490, the same as the pair that RH bad
reviewed and that bad appeared to go unsta-

Iwas passionately in the RH camp. The Seven-

ble on the test bench when driving a 2 ohm
load at very high levels. Tamara Barratt of
Carver bad told LA that these two amps were
the same ones RH bad listened tin but she was
unclear as to whether they bad been repaired.
Itherefore carried out aset of measurements
on one of these amplifiers afterJGH badfin-

ts sounded awful—coarse-grained, congested,
and completely flat, with bass that had all the
impact of awet sock. (And Ido not mean the
kind of sock you feel in the pit of your stomach; that they did not have.) Iwondered
whether LA wasn't getting soft between the
cochleae.

isbed his auditioning to determine, among

After four hours more of cooking, Ibegan
to think they were sounding alittle less awful,

other things, that it wasfunctioning correctly.

but Iwasn't sure. So Igave them four days

Sn without any more ado, what was Gordon's
impression of the Carver Silver Seven-t's

before the next listen.
Transformation!!!

sound, a sound that bas been said by Bob
Carver to "virtually replicate" that of his

improvement from any electronic product as

.117, 500 Carver Silver Seven tube amplifier?
—John Atkinson

simmer. (Actually, an inappropriate word here;

JGH reports: Personally, Ithink LA was closer
to being right about this amp than RH, who
188

Icannot recall when Ihave heard this much
the result of nothing more than aprolonged
the Silver Seven-t runs ridiculously cool.) They
still did not have the bass of aKrell or the highs
of aLevinson, but then neither does any tubed
Stereophile, October 1990

amplifier, and that's what Ibelieve these are
supposed to sound like. They did, however,
have much of the best tube amps' midrange
authority and aliveness and high-end sweetness, and Isoon found myself—rather to my

Inever cared for them, largely because they
sounded (with the amps we had on hand)
almost exactly the way Bob described the
Carvers as sounding. Those Sequel Ils were,

surprise, after what RH's review had led me to

in fact, the first loudspeakers I've heard that
sounded excruciatingly strident with my VTL

expect—actually enjoying music (and Laserdisc soundtracks) through them. Lower mid-

amplifier warmth and richness; they are very

300s. (The VTLs do not have the usual tube-

dles through my Sound-Lab A-3 electrostatics
had aweight and gutsiness Ihave not heard
from that speaker before, and Iliked it.

close to being absolutely neutral in"color." The

Inner detailing was very good but not superb, and—as is to be expected from totally isolated power supplies—the soundstage was

did very well with Betas, too.)

very wide, with the capability of good beyondthe-speakers imaging. But the soundstage was

VTLs sounded gorgeous with the Betas when
Iwas testing those speakers; LA felt the Carvers
Ihaven't heard the $17,500 Carver Silver
Seven tube amplifier, so Ican't compare the SStwith it. But Ido feel RH came down too hard

not very deep, even in comparison with my

on its solid-state cousin, for subjective flaws
which Iconjecture may have had more to do

pair of VTL 300s, which are just as forwardsounding (if not more so). Highs were just a

$1000 apop isn't all that cheap, but when it

with his loudspeakers than with the amplifier.

touch dry, with some (but not all) of the wispy
delicacy of real music, but the low end was a

comes to dollars per watt, there's nothing else

disappointment.

Is. (The dbx BX-3 is claimed to deliver 400Wpc

Iknow of that comes even close to the Seven-

Ihave come through the years to associate

for $1299, but it's hard to find. Most dealers will

high power with deep, tautly controlled lows

tell you dbx got out of consumer electronics
two years ago, but they didn't. Only some

in which you feel you can "count the cycles"
from an open-string bowed double bass. The
Carvers did not do this. Although they were
easily capable of bottoming-out my speakers
on Telarc-style bass,' they did not have much

products were discontinued.)
In other words, the Silver Seven-t is not to
be lightly dismissed—certainly not as peremp-

torily as Bob cast it into the outer darkness. It
impact or pitch delineation at the low end.
does some things very well, it is very neutral
They were not, however, remotely thin - through the all-important midrange, and it has
sounding; if anything, the bass was alittle on
as much power as amps costing more than $4000
the heavy side, just as it is with most tubed
each. As Isee it, these "redeeming" features help
amps.
to offset the fact that the Seven-t is not the
Most top solid-state power amplifiers sound
midrange, as though their frequency response

suavest-sounding amp you can find. But for that
price, even at 50Wpc, what is?
Carver's Silver Seven- tamplifier is recom-

is very slightly dished-down in the middle

mended, with reservations.—J. Gordon Holt

(to me) just alittle bit withdrawn through the

(although none ever measures that way). The
Carver does not. It is less forwardly bright

JA measures: Both in order to ascertain

("alive") than my VTLs, but there is no way I

whether the samples of the Silver Seven-t that

would describe it as being "thin," "shrill,"
"hard," or any of those other nasty terms which
add up to unlistenable. Why, then, did RH find

J. Gordon Holt auditioned were ostensibly the
same as when Robert Harley had reviewed

them to be so?

reasons for this disparity between our writers'

them, and to see if there were any measured

Assuming this isn't another case of sample-

opinions, Icarried out aset of measurements

to-sample variation (which Idoubt, as my two
samples were audibly perfectly matched), I
think it was the speakers Bob was using for his

similar to those that Bob had done to support
his original review. 2 The amplifier tested (SN

review. While Inever heard the Martin-Logan
Sequel Ils in New Mexico, Idid hear them on
several occasions at afriend's house in Denver.
IIn fact, they did it more often than they should have, apparently because of their relative lack of overshoot control.
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2The measurements were performed with Stereoplefie's Audio
Precision System One, using high-power resistive loads built
by Robert Harley. The distortion vs frequency graphs were
made with the SS-I and Audio Precision grounding arranged
to give the lowest measured THD and noise. A Heath/Zenith
8-bit storage oscilloscope was used to capture the square waveforms, and DRA Labs' MLSSA system was used as adistortion
analyzer for the 50Hz and 19+20kliz spectrum analyses.
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00428) was preconditioned by driving 100W
of lkHz into an 8ohm load for 30 minutes. The
chassis had gotten very hot by the end of this

while into 4ohms it raised 910.5W (26.6dBW).
Into 2ohms, Imeasured an astonishing 1087W 3

time, but monitoring the distortion didn't show

at 1% THD (24.3dBW). Though these clipping
power figures are better than the amplifier's

any change through this period after the first
minute, implying that the amp was working

specification, which describes the SS-t's maximum power as 575W into 8ohms (27.6dBW),

correctly.
Though the FTC-recommended precondi-

900W into 4ohms (26.5dBW), and 1000W into

tioning level is one-third full power, which
thermally stresses aclass-B amplifier to the

approximate rather than absolute, as, not sur-

maximum, Iarbitrarily decided upon a100W
level for preconditioning as this sample of the
Silver Seven-t turned off due to overheating
after about 25 minutes at the one-third power
level. (A later test with the other sample, SN
00490, showed that it would drive one-third

2ohms (24dBW), they must be regarded as
prisingly, the AC line voltage from the wall
drooped at these very high power levels. Measuring 117.7V RMS with the SS-t not handling
any signal, the line voltage dropped to 1143V
RMS with the amp clipping into 4ohms and
107.2V RMS with it clipping into 2ohms. For
reference, RH had measured 608.4W (27.8dBW)
and 878W (26.4dBW) into 8and 4ohms, re-

power, 191.67W, into 8ohms for the FTC-specified 60 minutes, though the chassis became

spectively, for the same 1% THD point.

far too hot to touch.)
Though the SS-t is rated at 575W into 8

been finished was to see how long the SS- t

ohms, its use of asophisticated, switchedvoltage output stage means that it would be
unwise to expect the amplifier to be able to
deliver this power into an 8ohm load on acontinuous basis. Carver's design philosophy,
which Ibelieve first appeared in its diminutive
but powerful "Cube" in the early '80s and

A final test Iperformed after the testing had
could sustain its specified power. It managed
to drive 575W at lkHz into 8ohms with the distortion remaining below 0.068% for almost
nine minutes before shutting down. This is
excellent performance for this kind of amplifier
design, implying that it will be practically burstproof under normal conditions of use.

Proton, Hitachi, and Soundcraftsmen, is to give

Fig.1 shows the frequency response of SN
00428 measured at a1W level into an 8ohm

the amplifier's output stage adual personality.

resistive load. This is identical in shape to that

The amplifier appears to be conventional at
low volume levels, its output stage powered by

in Robert Harley's fig.1 (Vol.13 No.1, p.156), a
slight rise being apparent in the high treble, followed by arolloff above 20kHz. This response

which Ihave also seen in amplifiers from NAD,

relatively low-voltage rails. However, when the
musical signal (which can often have transient
voltage peaks very much higher than its average value) requires abrief high-power burst

1/610 PRECIS. CAM
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which would otherwise drive the output stage
into clipping, the output stage switches automatically to higher-voltage rails in order to pass

.11118

these peaks without waveform distortion. The
amplifier's heatsinking is not adequate for
maintaining the higher output power indefinitely, however, and is actually more appropriate for alower-powered design. Nevertheless, with typical music program, the effect is
of amuch more powerful amplifier than its size
and heatsinking would suggest. 3
And the SS-t does indeed appear to be avery
powerful amplifier. On ashort-term basis with
alkHz tone, the clipping point into 8ohms
(defined as the output power where the THD+
noise reached 1%) was 619.5W (27.9dBW 4),
3See my "As 'tit See It in %c4.12 No.8, August 1989, for further
discussion of this subject.
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1-

Carver Silver Seven-t, frequency
response at 1W into 8ohms
(0.5dB/vertical division)
4Stereopbtie's convention for rating amplifier power in dBW
is to subtract 3dB from the calculated figure when the load
impedance halves. A "perfect" amplifier would then give the
same dBW figure into any load, an easy paradigm to
understand.
5The main 12A fuse was replaced with a15A fuse for this measurement, as cautiously recommended in the owner's manual when the 5.ti-t is to be used with very-low-impedance loudspeakers.
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was identical at 100W into 8ohms and very
similar into 4ohms at the same voltage (je, a2W
power level), though with very slightly more
ultrasonic content. At higher levels into 4ohms,
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4111,41

4/11,14.1
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however, aslight kink appeared at ultrasonic
frequencies. Fig.2 shows the response at 200W
into 4ohms, plotted up to 100kHz, while fig.3
shows the response at 200W into 2ohms. This

'AM
I 0.10

is plotted only up to 56kHz, due to what I
believe to be the amplifier's protection circuitry
cutting off the output above this frequency I
suspect that at these frequencies and levels, I
was approaching the edge of the SS-t's outputstage design envelope which, as implied earlier,
appears to be optimized for the demands of
real-world music program rather than for
steady-state test tones.

IN

Fig.2

Il

la

Carver Silver Seven-t, frequency
response at 200W into 4ohms
(0.5dB/vertical division)
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Robert Harley found that the SS- t's output
impedance was very high for a solid-state
design, measuring 1.24 ohms at 20Hz, dropping to 1.16 ohms at 20kHz. My measurements
of output impedance were identical, within
experimental error, measured at an approximate 2.83V, 1W/8 ohms level. (The lkHz figure of 1.2 ohms at this 2.83V level was main-

Fig.3

tained with the amplifier delivering ahefty
28.3V RMS.) My experience suggests that this
high impedance will correlate with both JGH's
and RH's opinion that the SS-t lacks definition
in the bass. Whether it will prove musically

Carver Silver Seven-t, frequency
response at 200W into 2ohms
(0.5dB/vertical division) (amplifier
shuts down above 56kHz at this
level)

.1010 .141CLISI.
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problematic to other listeners will depend on
the speakers they use In my opinion, it will be
less noticeable with well-damped sealed-box
loudspeakers, for example, than with rather
underdamped reflex designs, though Larry
Archibald did note in last December's "Final
Word" that he "was dissatisfied with it [the SSt] on the bottom [of the Infinity Betas]."
These output power, output impedance and
frequency-response measurements suggest to
me that the amplifier as auditioned by JGH was
substantially the same as when RH had listened
to it for his review.
Were there any other measurements which

LOY .

mu_

Carver Silver Seven-t, THD+ noise
at 1W into 8ohms (top), and at 100W
into 8ohms
the THD rises above 0.1%, reaching 0.6% at
the top of the audio band, which is ahair above

would correlate with any of the listeners'

the specified figure of 0.5%. The distortion

descriptions of sound quality? Looking at dis-

level also rose with the amplifier driving lowerimpedance loads, fig.5 showing the THD+

tortion and noise levels, fig.4 shows the values
measured between 20Hz and 201(Hz at 1W and

noise at 2W and 200W into 4ohms, and fig.6

100W into 8ohms. The curves are nominally

that with the amplifier delivering 4W and

identical above 500Hz, the apparently higher
level of distortion at the lower level below this

graphs is that the Silver Seven-t does have a

frequency being due, in my opinion, to the
measured distortion sinking below the ampli-

slight problem maintaining linear behavior at
high frequencies into low-impedance loads.

fier's noise floor. Note that above 2kHz or so,

The levels of distortion above 2kHz or so might
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200W into 2ohms. My interpretation of these
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Carver Silver Seven-t, THD+ noise
at 2W into 4ohms (top), and at 200W
into 4ohms

Carver Silver Seven-t, spectral
analysis 10Hz-2kHz of 50Hz tone at
800W into 2ohms
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Carver Silver Seven-t, spectral
analysis 300Hz-30kHz of 19+20kHz
tones at 1W into 8ohms
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Fig.6

Carver Silver Seven-t, THD+ noise
at 4W into 2ohms (top), and at 200W
into 2ohms
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become audible with some kinds of music with
the amplifier driving loudspeakers that feature
very low impedances in this frequency range
—the Martin-Logan Sequel II used by Robert

Vlseeme/

Fig .9

V

• -61.25

Carver Silver Seven -t, spectral
analysis 300Hz-30kHz of 19+20kHz
tones at 400W into 2ohms

Harley, for example, which drops below 4
ohms above 5kHz.

18kHz and 20kHz are also vestigial. This is

The superbly low distortion levels at low frequencies and high levels implied by the Audio

excellent performance. Increasing the level to

Precision measurements were confirmed by
looking at the spectrum of distortion products
with the amplifier delivering alow-frequency
(50Hz) tone at high levels. Even into 2ohms at

200W into 8ohms, however, brings up both
the lkliz difference product and the sidebands,
but not to any level that Iwould consider
problematic. At high levels into lower impe-

an 800W level, the absence of distortion prod-

dances— fig.9 shows the spectrum with the
amplifier driving 400W into 2ohms—rather

ucts was excellent, as can be seen from fig.7.
To examine the high-frequency linearity in

measure -55(18 with respect to the 19kHz level.

more sidebands appear, the highest of which

more detail, Iused a1:1 mixture of of 19kHz

The cursor shows the level of the IkHz differ-

and 20kHz tones, sourced from CD, using the

ence product at approximately -61dB, which

Esoteric D-2 D/A processor which produces

is still low, however.

negligible levels of downband intermodulation

Finally, Iexamined the squarewave wave-

products with this signal—see fig.20 in RH's
review elsewhere in this issue Fig.8 shows the

forms at anumber of levels and loads. (No antialiasing filter was used for these figures, any

spectrum from 300Hz to 30kHz with the amplifier reproducing the two tones into 8ohms at

ringing or overshoot being therefore due to the
amplifier and not to the storage 'scope. The

a1W level. Any difference product at IkHz due
to the SS-t is below the resolution floor of the

sampling rate was 250kHz.) Fig.10 shows a

measurement system, while the sidebands at

perfect shape, with aslight rounding to the
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'kHz squarewave at a1W level into 8ohms—a
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leading edge due to the SS-t's ultrasonic rolloff.
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Increasing the power into 8ohms (fig.11) introduces aslight overshoot, as does lowering the
load (figs.12 & 13).
lb sum up these measurements, Iagree with
JGH that Carver's Silver Seven-t offers an
astonishing number of watts for its $2000/pair
price My enthusiasm must be tempered, however, by the fact that Ifeel that whether the
amplifier's user will be able to exploit all that
power will depend on anumber of other factors, most important of which will be the kind
of music he or she chooses to play. With spikey,

Fig.10 Carver Silver Seven-t, 1kHz
squarewave at 1W into 8ohms
eery«.lit IS ••••44•44.4 MY •ohm
410.•

•.0

transient-rich classical music or rock music
with high-level drum tracks, the SS-t will deliver what its specification promises—all day
long. But with music that more nearly approaches the steady-state—synthesizer or organ, for
example—asking for all that power for more
than afew minutes will lead to arapid increase
in the heatsink and case temperature, with the

'

• •

•.•

Fig.11 Carver Silver Seven-t, 1kHz
squarewave at 200W into 8ohms
.C.•••••• 1:811 IWk
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result that the amplifier will eventually shut
down to protect itself. This will be presumably more likely if the user pairs the SS twith
loudspeakers that are both insensitive and feature alow impedance.
Regarding its sound character, the SS-t's
somewhat loose, not very well-defined bass
can undoubtedly be attributed to its very high
output impedance, in my opinion. Ialso suspect that the interaction between this high

41.• -amc
Fig.12 Carver Silver Seven-t, 1kHz
squarewave at 400W into 4ohms
easy«. nt
••••••••••
41••
110.•

414.0
•.•

source impedance and the low load represented by the midrange/treble IRS Beta towers
gives a voltage-divider action that usefully
depresses the speaker's treble. This might help
explain why LA was so impressed by the com-

-410.•

• :Is

Fig.13 Carver Silver Seven-t, 1kHz
squarewave at 400W into 2ohms

bination. On the other hand, the Sequel Ils also
have alow impedance in the same region, yet

amplifier carefully with their own loudspeakers

RH was still bothered by the amplifier's sound
in the treble. (I don't have any data on the

and their own favorite music before making a
final decision. In view of Gordon's finding that

impedance of JGH's Sound-Lab speakers.)
Whether the SS-t has atreble character or not
is perhaps due both to its high output impedance and to what appear to be increasing levels
of high-frequency harmonic distortion when
it is asked to drive low impedances. Whether
this distortion will be audible or not will
depend on the listener's preferred listening
levels, on the loudspeakers used, and on the
degree of masking offered by his or her favorite

the SS-t takes along time to reach its optimum
performance, they should also ensure that it is
fully warmed up by the dealer before any auditioning takes place.
It is possible that this follow-up review may
be moot, however. According to areport in the
industry newsletter Inside flack (VolVI No.21),
Carver introduced arevised version of the Silver Seven-t at the June 1990 CES in Chicago.

kinds of music.

The Mk.IISS-t monoblock was said to feature
a"modified transfer function" which, pre-

Isuspect, therefore, that the Silver Seven-es
sound will be somewhat system-dependent;

sumably, would affect the amplifier's sound
quality, thus the relevance of both RH's and

prospective purchasers should audition the

JGH's findings.
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—John Atkinson
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Magnum Dynalab FT-101
FM tuner

Dahlquist DQ -12 loudspeaker
Following Robert Harley's review of their DQ-

Magnum Dynalab has initiated an update pro-

12 in April (Vol.13 No.4), Dahlquist sent us

gram for all FT-101 FM tuners manufactured

another set of the loudspeakers for JA to try in
his listening room. Other new equipment wait-

since the product introduction at the 1985
Winter CES. The FT-101 received afavorable
review in Vol.8 No.4 but has been the subject
of both positive and negative changes over the
past five years. Dealer and consumer feedback
has either been to coincide with my positive
initial reaction or to wish me an unpleasant

ing in the review line caused adelay in his getting to the second pair. Since JA was embroiled
in matters cbez Avalon, and since the Stereopbile listening room currently being used by
DO and myself appeared to be in arather effective stage of its acoustical transformation,' I

death for my unjustified product approval.
Therefore, Idecided to send my own 1986vintage FT-101 to the manufacturer for ashot

volunteered to give aserious listen to the DQ-

of renewed RF and audio vitality to see if the
end results would vindicate both our names.

same general price range (the Signet SL280)

12s for afollowup. The fact that Ihad just finished evaluating another loudspeaker in the

What Ireceived back is worthy of asecond

appeared to make the move even more appropriate. To add grist to the mill, Ihad heard RH's

recommendation and vindication.

original review pair in his listening room back

Cost of the upgrade modifications ranges
from $265 to $585. My suggestion is to go for

in February, when the initial evaluation was still

the $336 package because this offers the largest
performance boost for the buck: AudioQuest

in progress.
Readers should refer to RH's original review
for complete details on the Dahlquists and on

Ruby OFC internal interconnecting cables,

the results of his listening tests, but since there

polypropylene output capacitors, WBT RCA

are always new (and drop-in) readers, abrief
system description is in order. Ready? Three-

output jacks, instant-on circuit that eliminates
warm-up drift, replacement of IF filters with
custom-selected parts for improved selectivity
and fidelity, and an improved voltage regulator. The above covers RF upgrades and audio
improvements for either the HI or LOW audio
outputs. For both, the price is $485. Kimber
Kable is an additional $50 for one output, $100
for both. New or different-finish faceplates are
$150. All modifications by appointment only.
Magnum Dynalab claims the modifications

way design with 8" woofer (sealed, acousticsuspension loading), 5" midrange (in aunique
cylindrical, "aperiodic" loaded subenclosure
which allows some rear radiation to escape for
some controlled dipole radiation, which Dahlquist argues improves depth-of-field reproduction?), and 1" soft-fabric dome tweeter. The
midrange and tweeter are mounted above the
woofer cabinet on their own, separate baffle,
shaped to minimize diffraction and tilted back

expand the FT-101's specifications to that of
the $1275 Etude, except that the Etude has the

slightly to put the drivers on the same acoustic plane, àla Dahlquist's longstanding "Phased

advantage of high-blend defeat for maximum
stereo separation. Therefore, it seems logical

Array" concept. A large, fixed grille, designed

that if you are anot-so-satisfied FT-101 owner,

loudspeaker, except for the lower few inches
of the woofer cabinet. Spikes are fitted, and ter-

adealer with one gathering dust, or if you can

to be left in place, covers the entire front of the

find an FT-101 reasonable on the used market,

minals are provided for biwiring—which was

then the upgrade program is agood deal. What

used for the listening tests.
The DQ- 12s were set up on the short wall of

you will get is an FT-101 at least as good, if not
about 10% better, than all standard models produced to date. This is not to imply that the
upgraded FT-101 is the finest tuner made, but
that it is about 80% as good as the best modem tuners. With agood antenna, aspruced-up
FT-101 will satisfy 75% of the listeners who
will use it. For the other 25%, I'm still looking.
Please refer to LG's recent review of the Etude
tuner (Vol.13 No.8, August 1990) for an evaluation of asimilar product.
—Don Scott
194

the listening room, 3-4' out from the side walls
ISee the review of the Signet SL280 in this issue for abrief
description of this room.
2Some reservers continue to claim that the original Dahlquist
was adipolar design. It was not, in the strictest sense. If one
discounts the broad radiation pattern of the knvest ham (characteristic ufane low-frequency driver), only the midrange driver
had any rear radiation by virtue of its free-space mounting.
And the rear of that midrange was covered by athick piece of
felt to damp such radiation. The midrange energy radiated from
the rear of the 1)Q-12 appears greater, from my recollection,
than that from the original DQ- 10, though the mists of time
make that something of an educated guess.
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and well spaced (6-7') from the rear wall. Asso-

began with anumber of selections with closely

dated equipment used included the Aura turntable with Graham tonearm and Koetsu Rosewood Pro IV cartridge, Rowland Consonance

miked—but superbly recorded—pop and jazz
female vocals. First up was The Flips' album
What's in the Bright Pink Bay? (Flying Fish FF 457 4). The vocals were rather breathy, the

preamp, Kinergetics KBA-75 and (briefly)
Sumo Andromeda HA amplifiers. CD playback
was via the Esoteric D2 D/A processor driven
by the digital outputs of the NAD 5000 CD

sibilants emphatic but not spitty or sizzly. Record noise was not emphasized in any way, how-

player. Interconnects were by Cardas (Hadink
from turntable to preamp, and ca 20' of unbal-

and boxless. On Jennifer Wames's track "Ballad
of the Runaway Horse" from Duets (MCA-

anced from preamp to power amp), Audio-

42131), much the same impression was made.

Quest (Lapis from CD to preamp), and generic

Overtones were abit prominent, and Jennifer

ever, and the midrange was very open, clean,

(75-ohm video coax from CD digital output to

Wames's voice was definitely on the cool side

processor). Speaker cables were a7' bi-wire set

of neutral. But it was nowhere near being

of AudioQuest LiveWire Clears.
When Iread RH's review in the April issue

unpleasant or unlistenable; on the contrary, the
sound was open and airy. The midrange clarity

Iwas not surprised, considering what I'd heard

was again evident. The bass lines on this track

on my visit to his listening room. Although in

were less taut than I've heard them previously,

the two hours or so spent listening to the DG-

with the occasional double-bass note exhib-

12s on that occasion Ihad not felt that they
were tipped-up in the treble to the point of distraction, tipped-up Inonetheless found them.

tweaking of the placement in hopes of tightening up the low end.

The low end was surprisingly strong and

iting some overhang; Iwas tempted to do some

But Idecided against it; the bass was gener-

robust, though aconsiderable way from the
best in definition and clarity. Certainly competent bass for a$1200/pair loudspeaker, how-

ally acceptable, and Iwas disinclined to risk
sacrificing asetup which was giving me a

ever. The rest of the range was open, reasonably transparent, and lacking obvious color-

an "expansive" quality which enabled it to
"detach" quite effectively from the loud-

ations. And the soundstage was precise.

speakers. I would not describe the high-

souncistage very fine in width, depth, and in

Naturally, when Igot the DQ-12s into my

frequency response as self-effacing or subtle,

listening room, the first thing Iwanted to listen for was any indication of an etched and

but it wasn't really over the top, and didn't
detract from the Dahlquist's other strengths.

aggressive top end. In using our (briefly, sigh)
in-house sample of the Koetsu Rosewood Pro

The quality of its midrange was definitely areal
plus; the vocals on Taj Mahal's Recycling the

IV, Ihoped to give the Dahlquists their best
shot. In my admittedly all too brief time with

Blues & Other Related Stuff (Columbia KC-

this cartridge, it had impressed me as asweet
yet detailed pickup with aslight tendency to
lushness—characteristics which should surprise no one familiar with the Koetsu sound.
It also measured that way: ±1.1dB from 30Hz16kHz (except for slightly more than an additional ldB dip around 5IcHza), with the general

31605) were convincing and appeared to be
doing justice to what the Koetsu was pulling
from the grooves. The lush quality referred to
earlier in reference to Koetsu pickups in general
did appear to be somewhat restrained, but not
to the degree that the loss would jump out at
you unless you were specifically listening for
it. My whirlwind survey of favorite LPs continued, including Center Stage (Wilson Audio
Specialties W-8824). Here the Dahlquists

trend within those tight limits being slightly up
at the bottom and down at the top. The Koetsu
also very definitely had that "palpable pres-

added adegree of sparkle to the sound—not

ence" about which we reviewers tend to yam-

at all unpleasant on this recording—but abit

mer on so excitedly when we hear it.

too much crispness to the percussion and

So what did Ihear? A lot "less" than I
expected. Less upper-octave energy, that is. I

drum on this recording was full but not partic-

3Acharacteristic which is so prevalent with the fixed tones
of the CBS STR- 100 test disc that Iuse, with practically every
cartridge Ihave measured, that Iam beginning to discount it
at least partially as an artifact of the record.

4The Flips are an acappella group in the mold of The Nylons
and The Bobs. By cautioning you about the occasional X-rated
lyric on this album. I'm probably guaranteeing the group's
future success.
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sheen to the brass. The famous Wilson bass
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ularly tight—owners of Wilson WHOWs
would not be amused, but the low-frequency

silence, if you will. But on much program material this quality was not in evidence.

performance was still respectable for the DQ-

At this point Iwent back briefly to LP listen-

12's price class. The Dahlquists did handle this

ing, to revisit (and confirm or refute) some

recording at impressively high—read "realistic" —levels without loosing their composure

earlier observations. In particular, Ishould

or upsetting mine.
Up to this point Iwas pleasantly surprised.

used the spikes provided by Dahlquist, preferring instead to determine the suitability of the

While Idid not feel that the Dahlquists' highs

chosen loudspeaker positioning prior to firmly

were entirely neutral or self-effacing, Iwould
certainly put them within the broad range of

affixing the DQ- 12s. Now, with the spikes in

point out that on my first listen to LPs Ihad not

place (as they had been on the CD listening),

acceptable HF balance for amedium-priced

Idid notice on vinyl atrace of the same upper-

loudspeaker. Ido have to say, however, that I

bass/lower-midrange leanness noted with CDs.

would caution strongly against using the DQ12s with associated components with similar

Since spikes usually have atendency to tighten

tendencies—tipped-up MC cartridges or brightsounding electronics, in particular.

not an inconsistent result.

up the sound (and the overall focus), this was
It was perhaps unfortunate for the Dahl-

Now it was on to CDs. Here Ibegan to note

quists that Ihad just reviewed the Signet SL-

a degree of thinness through the upper
bass/lower midrange. As Ilistened my way

280s, for which Ihad built up agreat deal of

through the superb Astrée sampler (Astrée
7699), Ifelt that the reproduction was decid-

the Dahlquists had less bass extension and
smoothness. The Dahlquists had the more

edly on the cool side of neutral—evident on

cohesive and defined midrange, as well as abit
more neutral perspective. But the Signet had

abroad range of material, from guitar to voice
to double bass. I've noted over the years that
getting this balance right is one of the trickier
aspects of loudspeaker design. Too little energy
in this region, provided it isn't taken to an
extreme, often translates into an "open" quality
to the sound—though with some loss in the

enthusiasm. Compared with them, Ifelt that

amore naturally full-bodied sound throughout the upper-bass/lower-midrange region,
resulting in more liquid, balanced instrumental
and vocal timbres. Soundstaging for both loudspeakers was very good by any definition, and
excellent within their price classes. But at the

almost tactile "thereness" of instruments and

top of the spectrum the more subtle, never

voices. This is the sound Iwas getting from the

etched, yet at the same time fully detailed treble

Dahlquists, and Ican't deny that their openness

of the Signet emerged, for me, as the clear

and detail were very enticing, their superior

winner.

soundstage also continuing to make avital contribution. While the treble was still prominent,
it was in no way spitty or tizzy. Istill suspected

Measurements: Since the new DQ-12s sounded
dearly better balanced than the old, we decided

that their top octave had some lift, but a

to rerun afew of the measurements. It's quite

smooth, controlled one; not, certainly, one as
obvious as in the samples I'd heard at RH's. The
midbass leanness Iwas becoming aware of (I

clear from fig.1 that the high-frequency response of the newer samples is far better controlled than that of the old, though the current

suspect the naturally greater warmth of LPs,
plus the inherent traits of the Koetsu, had made
it less evident in vinyl playback) was not a
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major flaw, but it did somewhat increase the
analytical trend in the overall balance.
As the listening progressed, the brightened

-29411

high end was becoming most evident on vocal
sibilants, high percussion, and closely miked
pop material having strong HF content. Whenever the HF material became especially complex, with many details occurring simultaneously, those details also exhibited atendency
to run together—a reduction in intertransient
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Fig.1 Dahlquist D012, FFT response
averaged across 30° lateral window,
old sample (top), new sample (bottom)
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versions bear no

t designation. Note the

power amplifier was reviewed by TJN in Vol.11

drooping response centered below 500Hz; this
may relate to the reduction in body of instrumental timbres noted in the listening sessions.

No.2, with a"Follow-Up" review of the revised
HCA-800 11 appearing ayear later in Vol.12
No.2. Though it sounded abit closed-in, TJN

Ihad, in the course of my listening sessions,
experimented with less than afully toed-in
configuration—most of the listening was done

felt that the amp sounded especially sweet at
its $365 price and deserved arecommendation

with the loudspeakers aimed at the listening
position. With the DQ- 12s turned outward a
bit toward aforward-facing position, the subjective impression was of abrighter, harder
sound, though one with perhaps ashade less
top-octave energy (and somewhat less soundstage focus). Itried adjusting the toe-in twice
with similar results; the fully toed-in position

due to its generous presentation of the
recorded soundstage. Earlier this year, Parasound (which counts among its staff and consultants electronics wizard John Curl and one
of the best listeners I've met, Karen Richardson) further revised the HCA-800, raising the
price to $395 in the process. The new amplifier features a toroidal power transformer,

was finally judged, in my circumstances, to be
the best. The off-axis curves of the Dahlquist,

heavier-gauge OFC internal wiring, and double
the number of output devices; has had its 8ohm power raised from 80Wpc to 100Wpc; and

however (not shown), were, if anything, slightly smoother than the composite 30° window

is said to be able to drive 2ohms with increased
stability.

shown, and did not explain this observation.

Igave abrief listen to the revised Parasound,
driving Avalon Eclipses via 5' bi-wired sets of

Conclusions: Though our latest pair was dramatically improved over the original review
samples, the treble quality of the DQ- 12s
remains their most controversial characteristic.
They had plenty of sparkle and detail, yet still
asserted themselves just alittle vigorously in
the high end of much (but by no means all) program material. They did, however, make acase
for themselves with an open, spacious soundstage and focused, low-coloration midrange.
Iwas able to attain aslightly smoother low end
in my room than RH had in his, but the penalty
here was less overall bass energy. I'd love to
hear these with asweeter, less obvious (metaldome? 5)tweeter, and ashade more upper-

AudioQuest Clear Hyperlitz cable. Iknow, I
know, $7000/pair loudspeakers and $1000
cables are not the kind of company one would
expect an amplifier selling for ahair under $400
to keep. Nevertheless, Ididn't want to change
any other variable in my system; otherwise,
how could Iget ahandle on the amplifier's
sound? Source was the Meridian 208 CD player/
preamplifier driving the amplifier via aMod
Squad Line Drive Deluxe AGT to adjust the
playback level. (Though the HCA-800 II has
independent volume controls for each input,
facilitating its use with aCD player fed straight
in, Iwanted to use these controls to match

bass/lower-midrange output. Their current

levels to the amplifiers with which Iwas comparing the Parasound.)

strengths do make them worthy of amiddle
Class Crecommendation, though judging from

The Parasound's output was polarity-correct—non-inverting—and with the volume

the rather dramatic difference between our
early samples and the latest versions, Ihave to

loaded by the Avalon speakers. Following a

recommend a careful audition and careful
matching with associated components. Not
bad recommendations, come to think of it,
with any loudspeaker. —ThomasJ. Norton

control full up had again of 29.72dB when
period of two hours' or so warm-up—the case
nicely hot—it was time to put the HCA-800 II
through its paces. The first CD to slide into the
Meridian's maw was the Harmonia Mundi USA
recording of Corelli's Op.6 Concerti Grossi

Parasound HCA-800 II
power amplifier

by Nick McGegan (HMU 907014). Abeautifully

The original version of San Francisco manufacturer Parasound's inexpensive HCA-800 stereo

natural recording by Peter McGrath, this reproduced via the Parasound with asweet high end

5Many reviewers emphasize metal domes these days as if they
were the only good, conventional tweeters. That's not true.
but the bulk of current development efforts seem to be aimed
in the metal domes direction.
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from the Phllharmonia Baroque Orchestra led

and agood sense of space. Comparing the
sound with that of the Adcom '555 II (see later)
revealed the more expensive amplifier to throw
an even greater sense of depth and to have a
197

rather warmer tonality. More important, the
Adcom better reproduced the sense of the

length over its sound quality. Following com-

music's dynamic ebb and flow. In fact, had Inot

GTP-400, Hafler DH- 110, and even the Audio
Research SP11 Mk.II, he concluded that the

rechecked the level matching (using a IkHz
tone), Icould have sworn the Parasound was
not playing quite as loud.
Ihad the same experience with rock music

parisons with the Forté 2, Adcom GFP-555 and

GFP-565 "is asuperb preamplifier that can
hold its own with all but the most expensive

"Behind the Ver from Jeff Beck's Guitar Shop

products"; it "sets the standards for preamps
under $1000" and easily deserves aClass Brat-

21= (Epic EK 44313) starts with some whammy-

ing in Stereopbile's "Recommended Compo-

bar meandering, then flamboyant drums,
before Beck's Stratocaster guitar comes in with

nents" listing.

the tune, backed by formless-sounding but
undoubtedly deep synth bass lines. (Imagine

However, when Icompiled the April 1990
"Recommended Components," Ithought it
only fair to give the GFP-565 aprovisional

asmooth-strung Fender bass played with a
thick felt pick and played through 24" speakers

Class C recommendation and arrange for the

without any high-frequency drivers to get an
idea of the sound of these bass figures.) Via the

listening in Santa Fe Accordingly, Gary sent me

preamplifier to be subjected to some further

Parasound, everything can be heard; via the

his review sample of the GFP-565; Victor
Campos of Adcom also sent aseparate sample

Adcom, it's as though the soundstage has
expanded backwards while at the same time

Both preamplifiers were substituted into my
current reference system: Meridian 208 and

the low frequencies have acquired another

Kinergetics KCD-40 CD players; Audio Research
Classic 60 power amplifier; Avalon Eclipse

octave's extension.
To put this into perspective, I'm beginning
to suspect the Adcom of being much bettersounding than it has any right to be—and it is
twice as expensive as the Parasound. Taken on
its own terms, the HCA-800 II produced a
musically satisfying sound from the Avalons,
with actually both more bass impact and

loudspeakers, connected to the power amplifier with 5' bi- wired lengths of AudioQuest
Clear cable; Audio Research and AudioQuest
Lapis interconnects; Linn Sondek/Ekos/Troika
LP player. For comparisons with either aMod
Squad Line Drive or aMark Levinson No.26

weight and abetter-defined soundstage than

preamplifier, levels were matched at IkHz. The
Adcom GFA- 555 Il amplifier was also used

Ihad expected from an amplifier costing less

some of the time, connected to the speakers

than $400. Its high frequencies were alittle

with Mission speaker cable.

uptilted compared with either the Adcom or

The GFP-565 has three sets of outputs: Main

the Audio Research Classic 60 that usually sits
betwixt the loudspeakers in my listening room,

(Normal and Lab) and Bypass. Although the

but treble grain only became annoying at very
high playback levels. At normal listening levels,

tone controls can be switched out of circuit
when the preamp is used from its Main outputs,
the Bypass outputs omit all the tone control

even such wide-range classical music as the

and feature switching and are recommended

introduction to the Intermezzo of the Ash-

for the best sound quality. Iindicate in the text,

kenazy recording of Sibelius's Karelia Suite
(London 414 534-2) reproduced with impres-

differences between the two sets of outputs.

sive image depth, agood sense of dynamics,
and generally natural tone colors.
To sum up, the latest incarnation of Para-

therefore, where Ithink there are significant
Iused the Galo GFP-565 for aperiod of two
weeks and, to say the least, was impressed. Its
line-stage sound, via the Bypass outputs, was

ranlcing in Stereopbile's "Recommended Com-

robust, with agood delineation of recorded
detail. Stereo imaging was well-focused, the

ponents" listing. It offers more than atouch of

perspectives on my own recordings being

high-end sound at avery affordable price.
— John Atkinson

reproduced with good depth delineation,

sound's HCA-800 Il fully deserves its Class D

though in absolute terms, the soundstage was

Adcom GFP -565 preamplifier

somewhat foreshortened. This wasn't to agreat
degree, however—it was significantly worse

When he reviewed Adcom's $800 solid-state
preamplifier, the GFP-565, in Stereopbile's

via the Main outputs—and bearing in mind the
Adcom's very competitive price, represents

February 1990 issue, Gary Galo enthused at

respectable performance indeed. On the
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downside, the extreme treble was alittle shut-

and which might well correlate with my sub-

in, lacking air, even though the mid-treble was,
if anything, rather forward. The overall balance
was therefore somewhat dark-sounding, with

jective impression of less-well-defined lows.
Note also that the Adcom's line stage is polaritycorrect. Idiscovered, however, that switching
in the Adcom tone-control stage inverted signal

the subjective result that the music sounded
rather over-polite, particularly via the '565's
Main outputs, when it reminded me of the original version of the less-expensive GFP-555.
Low frequencies were also rather ill-defined
via the unit's Main outputs, and consistently
tubby-sounding when compared with the
'565's Bypass outputs.
To investigate this difference, Ilooked at the
shape of araised-cosine waveform (from the

polarity, something to be aware of in A/B comparisons. Iwas also surprised to find that
switching in its "High" filter gave aslight gain
reduction (-0.85dB) at lkHz. Obviously, purists
should use the Adcom's Bypass outputs to get
both the best bass and the most consistent performance.
Icouldn't be particularly rigorous auditioning the unit's MM-only phono stage as Ididn't

Japanese Audio Society Test CD, track 88) as

want to change my regular LP-playing setup or

reproduced by both outputs. It can be seen
from fig.1 that the Bypass outputs reproduce

introduce another variable by using asepa-

the waveform extremely well, perhaps even

Adcom's phono input is incredibly quiet, there
was only a very slight noise penalty and a

better than when reproduced by the line stage
of the expensive Mark Levinson No.26 pream-

rate step-up transformer. Nevertheless, as the

restriction on maximum loudness with the

plifier (fig.2). Via the Adcom's Main outputs,
however, there is considerable overshoot on

Troika taken straight in. And the '565's phono
input definitely sounded excellent with the

the negative side of the time axis (fig.3), which

output taken from the Bypass sockets. LP

is presumably due to the coupling capacitor

sound was clean, clear, and open, and lacking
high-frequency grain. The piano sound on

jmot

.It

Kâbi Laretei's superb Ingmar Bergman filmmusic piano recital (Proprius PROP 7829) was
as natural-sounding as Ican remember having
heard. Dynamics, too, were impressive via the
14•• - ••••

Fig.1 Adcom GFP-565 raised-cosine
waveform, Bypass output (100ms time
window, 'scope DC-coupled)

phono input. The drum sound onJohn Hiatt's
Stolen Moments album (A&M 75021 5310 1) was
transient-rich, yet with the individual drum
images set back in the soundstage, not unnaturally thrust forward. Check out "Child of the
Wild Blue Yonder" for the manner in which the
bass guitar is presented with excellent weight
yet doesn't become confused with the bassdrum sound. This is definitely phono -stage
performance to place this inexpensive preamplifier firmly in Class Bof Stereophile's "Recom-

•
nu. - mac

Fig.2 Mark Levinson No.26 raised-cosine
waveform (100ms time window,
'scope DC-coupled)

mended Components."
For the first set of comparisons, Iconnected
the Meridian 208's fixed-level outputs into the
Mod Squad Line Drive Deluxe with one pair of
AudioQuest Lapis, this connected to the Classic

I,•at at, alt.

60 via 10' lengths of Audio Research interconnect. The AudioQuest interconnects could also
be connected to the Adcom's CD inputs, its out0 05 •
o.00

••

puts connected to the Line Drive and its vol50

1
71.• - ••••

Fig.3 Adcom GFP-565 raised-cosine
waveform, Main output (100ms time
window, 'scope DC-coupled)
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ume control set to unity gain. With the CD
player feeding the passive control center unit
directly, the sound from this system was stunning. The soundstage was wide and extraordinarily deep. Robert Harley's guitar and
199

double-bass recording on the Stereopbile Test

Its low frequencies were as well-defined, but

CD has afragile recorded ambience, yet the

had more impact, more weight, than the passive unit, to the benefit of the music By com-

best systems throw adome of subtle reverberation around the two acoustic instruments,

parison, the Adcom came over as more dark-

both of which should be presented as lying in
the same plane, slightly behind the loud-

sounding, which lent music arather uninvolv-

speakers. (Being present for the recording sessions gives an insight into the correct presen-

Adcom's price, it did very well in this comparison, its departures from perfection being both

tation of the recorded soundstage that's hard
to beat.) Such was the case with the Mod Squad

minor and subtractive.
Finally, Icompared the sample of the GFP-

unit, neither instrument being thrust forward

565 that Gary reviewed with the second sam-

ing quality. Again, however, considering the

and the chapel acoustic being apparent with-

ple. If anything, the soundstage reproduced by

out exaggeration or loss. The main failing of

the newer sample was deeper, with better pre-

this system was aslight reticence to low fre-

sentation of recorded ambience. Other than

quencies that manifested itself as alack of
weight to the double-bass sound.

this, there were no major differences, suggesting that the '565's qualities will be just as avail-

Via the GFP-565's line stage and the Main

able to its purchaser as they were to the reviewer.

outputs, the perspective on the instruments
became alittle distorted, the guitar moving forward of the bass. The surrounding chapel

To sum up, the Janus-faced GFP-565 can
either offer aClass B or aClass C sound, de-

acoustic was also suppressed, not to aserious
degree but still noticeable in comparison with

pending on whether its owner wants to use it
as abasic, no-frills preamplifier via its Bypass

the direct feed. The Adcom's low frequencies

outputs, or as afull-featured control center via

via its Main outputs were fuller, weightier than
via the passive unit, but bass definition was a
little compromised, the already soft attacks of

its Main outputs. Its line stage is somewhat
dark-sounding in absolute terms, though its

the double bass—player Dan }Colton was strok-

low-treble balance did push some instrumental
images forward. It has good midbass weight via

ing rather plucking the strings—becoming

its Main outputs, though its overall low-

even less distinct. Using the Adcom's "Bypass"

frequency performance lacks definition. Via

outputs rendered the bass very much closer to

its more transparent Bypass outputs, and particularly when used for LP replay, the '565

the sound of the Mod Squad unit and brought
back adegree of the hall acoustic, though the
sound was still sweeter/darker than via the passive unit.
To put this performance into perspective, I
have found this comparison to be cruel to any
active preamplifier: the Adcom's departure
from neutrality from its Bypass outputs, while

offers superb sound quality, with well-defined
low frequencies. Used as a basic, no-frills
preamplifier, therefore, Adcom's GFP-565 is a
sonic bargain.
—John Atkinson

Adcom GFA- 555II
power amplifier

noticeable, was, in absolute terms, relatively

Introduced in 1985, the original GFA-555 was

minor.

the subject of arave review in Vol.8 No.4 from

Ididn't have access to Stereopbile's sample
of the SP11 with which Gary had compared the
'565; rather, Iset up a comparison of the
Adcom's line stage with that of the $5035 Mark

the patrician Anthony H. Cordesman, who felt
that its natural presentation of upper-octave
detail and its "extraordinarily holographic"

Levinson No.26, this time with either feeding

imaging might well make it a"legitimate rival"
to the Krells and Audio Researches of this

the Classic 60 power amplifier. As might be

world. Three issues later, in Vol.8 No.7, the

hoped from its price, the Levinson preamp

venerable JGH pretty much agreed that the

more closely approached the paradigm set by

'555 was something special, rivaling his then

the Line Drive. Its soundstaging was as well-

reference, the Electron Kinetics Eagle 2. Per-

focused and only slightly less deep, the
ambience on the Stereopbile CD guitar and bass

sonally, Ifelt the '555's high frequencies to be

recording being only alittle more reticent.

which for me somewhat offset its superbly

Tonally, its sound was identical to the Mod

defined, massively weighty low frequencies,

Squad unit through the midrange and treble.

its excellent dynamics, and its wide, deep, and
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somewhat emphasized, perhaps even grainy,
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well-focused soundstage. It would also mean

between the heatsink fins meant that there

that the '555 required rather more care in the

wasn't sufficient clearance to use the bi-wired
sets of AudioQuest Clear that Iused for the
other follow-up reviews Icarried out for this
issue.)

choice of matching source components and
loudspeakers than AHC's original review would
suggest. Nevertheless, the 200Wpc Adcom,
priced at an eminently affordable $600, was
superb value and went on to become one of
the best-selling amplifiers of all time. Two SWreopbile reviewers, TJN and RI-1, used '555s for

The first difference wasn't hard to spot. After
three hours' warmup, the heatsinlcs of the '555
II were appreciably hotter than that of the Mk.1,
suggesting ahigher degree of output-device

much of their listening; and GL was also im-

bias current. The first track Iplayed was Drew

pressed by'its virtues when he reviewed an

Minter singing Handel's "Va Tacito," from the
Harmonia Mundi USA CD Arias for Senesino

early 1989 sample in Vol.12 No.12.
At the 1990 SCES, Adcom finally announced
arevised version of the '555 to sell for $800,
the GFA-555 II. Before continuing the ampli-

(HMC 905183). While Ifelt the older amplifier's
high frequencies to be still alittle grainy, it
drove the Avalon speakers with adegree of

fier's inclusion in Stereophile's "Recommended

authority that was musically satisfying. The

Components," therefore, Ithought it agood

voice was alittle smaller-sounding than via the

idea to compare the new with the old (in this
case, the same sample we had purchased for

Audio Research Classic 60, which has taken
pride of place in my system. Nevertheless, the

GL's 1989 review).

soundstage was well-defined,the low frequen-

Superficially, the new '555 appears identical to the old. Acloser look, however, reveals

cies weighty, and the music communicated
well. Switching to the Mk.II '555 revealed an

agreater number of cooling vents in the case

even deeper soundstage—the accompanying

and acooling fan lying just under the top plate.

French horn could be heard to be set further
behind Mr. Minter—while the voice was more

(This fan, a$100 option, is triggered by heatsink temperature and didn't turn on during my

robust in its midrange tonality. liming to my

auditioning, where average output levels were
generally below 8V RMS into the 6 ohm

recording of Anna-Maria Stanczyk playing
Chopin on the Stereophile Test CD, the same

Avalons —just under 11W.) There is now ared
LED on the front panel labeled "Thermal Over-

differences manifest themselves. Via the original '555, the sound of the Steinway was alittle

load," agreater number of fuses between the

lightweight, even "tinkly" in its upper registers,
while the Mk.II '555 presented it with what I

rear-mounted, curved-edge heatsinks, and the
input sockets are now much higher quality and
use Teflon insulation. The power transfomer

feel to be amore natural tonal quality. This is
not to say the new amplifier is dark-sounding;

has been increased in size, potted to improve

instead, it has what Ifeel to be significantly less

heat transfer, and offers greater regulation. The
output circuitry has also been changed, and the

grainy high frequencies. It's fair to point out,
however, that many listeners unfamiliar with

LF signal path has been stripped of polarized

the subtleties of live piano sound will prefer

(electrolytic) capacitors. A new DC-servo circuit minimizes output DC offset.

the original '555 as being more clear, more
vivid.

Both amplifiers are polarity-correct, but the
Mk.II version has slightly higher gain —

of depth than the old. Anna's Steinway was set

27.75dB vs 26.9dB at lIcHz when loaded by the
Avalon speakers. The 0.85dB difference was
compensated for during the auditioning. Each

The new amplifier again threw abetter sense
further behind the plane of the loudspeakers,
despite its now having amore robust, more forward midrange tonality.

amplifier was fed from aMod Squad Line Drive

Both amplifiers sounded pretty well equiva-

Deluxe AGT via lm of AudioQuest Lapis interconnect. Source was exclusively CD from a

lent in the bass with these kinds of music. I

Meridian 208 CD player/preamp, connected

more low-frequency oomph: Jeff Beck's Gui-

to the Line Drive via 10' of Audio Research

tar Shop album (Epic EK 44313), which has
some killer drum sounds. Here, the GFA-555

interconnect. Loudspeakers were Avalon
Eclipses, bi-wired via 8' lengths of Mission

therefore reached for something with abit

Mk.II had as good an LF extension apparent,

spaced-conductor cable. (The fact that the

but its upper and midbass registers were,

Adcom's output binding posts are placed

depending on your tastes, better defined/less
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weighty than its Mk.I incarnation. Both, however, were more than adequate in presenting
Terry Bozzio's thunderclap drum sound with

PERFORMANCE

more than sufficient weight and dynamic
impact.
To sum up, Ifeel the GFA-555 Mk.II to be significantly more neutral as regards midrange and
treble tonal quality than the Mk.I, while
preserving its virtues: excellent imaging specificity, adeep, well-defined bass, and asuperb
sense of dynamics. Currently ranked in Class
C of Stereopbile's "Recommended Components" listing, the Mk.II '555 could well deserve an even higher rating. Ihave passed it on,
therefore, to Tom Norton for amore detailed
evaluation.
—John Atkinson
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How are
great recordings
made?
Part 1in a Series.

have been generating excitement

HERE'S DORIAN'S
SEVEN-STAGE PROCESS

around the world. As the TV &

Part I: Ideals and Artistry

Entertainment Times of Hong Kong

At Dorian Recordings, we have always

reported, "Virtuoso musicality,

believed that great performances deserve

amazing in its variety, seems to be the

great sound. Beyond that, we believe that

one feature common to all records on

recordings offer the unique potential to

the Dorian label." Musicianship of this

give the listener afaithful presentation of

caliber is the product of alifetime of

the music that great artists hear within

experience; it is an artistry that

themselves: their inner concept of the

communicates through the subtlest

music, including their ideal of how it

nuances, shadings of tone color and

should sound. For us, this potential is

expressive gestures. Each Dorian artist

what makes recordings a

has aone-of-a-kind

special art form. And

sound, so of course,

capturing that elusive

we have aduty to

"ideal in sound" is one

produce recordings
of uncompromised

challenging goals.

fidelity.

1. The Artists. It can't

2. The Instruments.

sound special if the

Because even OUR

music isn't special!

newfangled record-

Dorian has built an

ing technology can't

artist roster of unique,
dynamic musicians
whose performances

douliojs-prami firm

of Dorian's most

take the place of a
Strad! The alchemy
that produced the

world's great musical

3. The Acoustics. The

instruments was a

setting and the sound

blending of genera-

are the same! Great

tions of tradition, long

acoustics allow

apprenticeship,

musicians to turn

natural genius, the

their thoughts and

craftsman's dedica-

feelings and dreams

tion to perfection and

The church of St. Eustache, Paris. lean Guinan at the
console of the Great ion den Helli'd Organ.

endless, loving

into acomplete
expression in sound.

attention to fine details. These are the

So Dorian records in locations that

elements that produce art in wood,

offer unmatched acoustical properties.

ivory, gut and wire. There's an

Places like Switzerland's Tonhalle, the

undefinable sonic magic in the air

magnificent Church of St. Eustache in

when, like Dorian, you're recording a

Paris, and the Troy Savings Bank

Stradivarius violin or 'cello, aJoachim

Music Hall in Troy, New York. The

Tielke viola da gamba made the year

body and bloom, the clarity and

Bach was born, aharpsichord

presence — these are the

from the hand of an anony-

acoustical signatures that

mous Italian master of the 18th

Dorian seeks in each new

century, an organ by Kleuker

recording.

or van den Heuvel, or agreat

"May Isend to you my sincerest thanks for
producing the finest compact discs in the
history of recorded music..."

Steinway model D. Now, all
you have to do is capture it in
the recording.

DORIAN

RECORDINGS ®

(unsolicited letter from Mr. Ross Danes,
New South Wales, Australia)

To be continued...

The promise of the compact disc fulfilled at last.
17 State Street, Suite 2E, Troy, New York 12180 Tel (518) 274-5475 Fax (518) 274-4276
Call or write for afree subscription to the Dorian Newsletter and the new Dorian Catalog.
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• 40 amp continuous current
They drive the finest audiophile • 57 amp extended peak current
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• 200 watts/channel, 8ohms
Now you can enjoy the
no-compromise system you
thought you couldn't afford.

• 300 watts/channel, 4ohms
• 600 watts mono
• 100V/psec slew rate
• lkVA toroid transformer
• 60,000pF power supply
• FET driver stage

Parasound
affordable audio for the critical listener

• J-FET cascode inputs
• Breathtaking sound
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Pianist Andrei Gavrilov
talks with BarbaraJabn
about making music in the
cultural no-man's-land
between the old and new Russias

Wb

en, after 26 years of exile, Vladimir Asbkenazy was invited to

return to Moscow to give two concerts with the RPO, be stayed with the young
Russian pianist Andrei Gavrilov, who was to
play Racbmaninoff's Second Concerto in the
second of the two concerts. These historical
events were captured on disc and given worldwide TV coverage. Gavrilov explained some
of the harkground to this momentous occasion.
Andrei Gavrilov: We never knew, until the
last minute, whether it would be possible to
make these return concerts in Moscow; Iwas
involved very much in their organization.
BarbaraJahn: )bu 've recently recorded Raubmaninoff's Second Piano Concerto with Riccardo Mull and tbe Philadelphia. Why did you
decide to play the same Concerto, knowing
that it, too, would be recorded?
AG: We wanted to do aRussian concerto and
we were [undecided] between Tchaikovsky,
Rachmaninoff 2, and Rachmaninoff 3. We
eventually decided to do Rachmaninoff 2
because it is avery Russian concerto. But they
are absolutely different. The concepts are
totally different. With Riccardo it was more my
kind of concept of Rachmaninoff without any
sentiment because Ihate these sentimental
clichés in Rachmaninoff. For me it's very direct,
very straight, and very cool, like Rachmaninoff

Ihate these sentimental
clichés in Rachmaninoff.

was himself. With Vova [Ashkenazy] we played

stroyed the old-command administrative sys-

Iwon't say soapy, but more warm

tem and didn't develop the new system, and

and emotional, probably because it was live

there is no free enterprise, no new plans. You

and it was his return.
BJ: What was the atmosphere at that concert?

call for the car, it doesn't come You fix ameet-

it more..

ing and people don't come because they can't

AG: Well, strange, Itell you. Of course, he was

manage. You order hi-fi and it doesn't arrive on

very, very welcome and there was enormous

time.
BJ: So things really aren't that good after all?
AG: [laughs] Not at all, not at all. It makes me

enthusiasm about his return, but it's such a
mess now in the Soviet Union, so we were terribly busy with all kinds of organization. Vova
was staying with his family at my house and we
were very nervous about how the recording
would go, whether the controls would work.

very angry. These people are so enthusiastic
but the situation is not that simple—people
have no idea what's really going on. The situation is pathetic: there is no food, nothing is

In fact, they didn't work the first time, and we

working, and the government is hopeless—

had alot of trouble. You know, the revolutionary process is very nice to watch from afar,

they can do nothing, nothing to help. They
have no economic plan, they are trying to

because it causes an enormous amount of dis-

revitalize the system with old tricks, which

organization.

doesn't work. It never worked in Hungary and
Poland and East Germany; Idon't know what

BJ: How did you rerecord alive concert?
AG: We stayed afterwards and rerecorded.
There were several electrical cutoffs during the
recording and we had an agreement with the
RPO for half an hour after each concert. It was

they are thinking about. That's why Ihave
moved now with my wife to Europe, to avery
calm part of West Germany.
BJ: When was that?

very difficult, Imust tell you. The first evening
was even worse because Vova was playing the
third Beethoven concerto and it was direct-

AG: After New Year. We were mostly in Europe

broadcast through the satellite. Fortunately
they started broadcasting three hours later,

BJ: It's interesting that you've moved away
just when things are supposed to be im-

because, during the performance, they had a

proving.

lot of electric cracks and noises on the tape and
we couldn't find out what was going on. Only
the next day they found out that the police

AG: Exactly. Iwas fighting for these things all

who were guarding us were going back and
forth, back and forth, over the cables and that
was sending electrical cracks to the control

for the last five years, but now it is totally
impossible to live in the Soviet Union.

my life—to break the Iron Curtain—and actually Iwas the first who succeeded in going back
and forth and making it possible for musicians
and artists to travel freely and live abroad without any problem. It was an enormous fight. I

room.
BJ: It came across okay on TV. ..
AG: But the situation was very tense because

gave all my life to this, and when Iachieved it

every five minutes after they finished the per-

time.

Idecided that it was enough, that my political
duties were fulfilled, so Ideserved some calm

formance, the lady was appearing saying to the

BJ: When did this free movement become

audience, "Please stay calm and don't leave
until the intermission because we have electri-

possible?
AG: In '85, since Iwrote to Gorbachev. Iwas

cal and balance problems."

stuck in Russia from '82 to '84 and it was an
enormous struggle between me and the gov-

BJ: It must bave been very difficult to perform
under those circumstances.
AG: Exactly. So when you ask how Ifelt at this
historic time, Iwas laughing, because we didn't

ernment because Iwas ready to open the fight
with the whole system, the Minster of Culture
and directly with the Government. They

feel anything except total preoccupation with

almost physically eliminated me. But Isuc-

all the problems that occurred every single

ceeded and Iwrote to Gorbachev asking if I

second.
Bj: Why do you say that these problems are a

could stay in London for about ayear to promote my career, which was enormously de-

direct result of what is happening in Russia
at (be moment?

stroyed, and we got areply, not written, but
directly from him, that we could do it. Then

AG: Because nothing is working. They de-

Irealized one year was not enough, so Iasked
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for another year, and he was positive about that
too. Since then, other Soviet artists have found
it easier. The easiest thing is to break with the
country and just throw out the red passport,
with which it is impossible to travel, but Ididn't
want to do that after such ahuge investment
in this fight.
And you didn'tfeel that you wanted to get
away before that?
AG: Icouldn't! Ijust couldn't. Iwas almost
under house arrest. It was avery difficult time.
Maybe one day Iwill write abook about it, and
it will be athriller!
BJ: Were you contemporary with Mikhail
Rudy?

Nothing is working.
They destroyed the old-command
administrative system and
didn't develop the new system.
People have no idea
what's really going on.
The situation is pathetic.

AG: He is three or four years older and Imet
him when Iwas in the first course of the
Moscow Conservatory; he has in the fourth and
almost finishing. Ionly know that he was
involved in some way with the KGB—it was
quite astrange situation—and then he disappeared. [Predictably, Gavrilov refused to be
drawn on tbis.—B]]
BJ: How were things at the Conservatory?
AG: I'd just entered and Ihad an order to take
part in the Tchaikovsky Competition, as it

They almost
physically eliminated me.
I
was almost under house arrest.

usually happens. Vova had an order too. I
wanted to enter the Competition, but in '82,
that was my plan. Ihad just finished Central
Music School and graduated. That was very difficult; there were alot of exams. Then Ihad
entrance exams for the Conservatory, which
were exhausting, and then Iwanted arest and
some peace to learn things, but Ihad an order,
the same year, to take part in the Tchaikovsky
Competition. So Ihad to take part and, unexpectedly, Iwon. Iwas 18 years old and very
unprepared. The order came from the old Minister of Culture, Madame Furtseva, avery dic-

Mikhail Rudy was involved
in some way with the KGB—
and then he disappeared.

tatorial old lady, and Ihad only two months to
prepare the program. Iknew there was already
abig Russian team of about 10 or 11 people
chosen for the Competition. It included
Dimitri Alexeev and many other famous people. Alexeev was pre-planned as the first prize.
You know, Soviets are usually preparing prizes
for this, because it is very political. It is horrible,
but it is so. Iwas just another young boy taking part. But unexpectedly Alexeev was not so
good in the second round.
BJ: And it went in yourfavor
AG: Yes.

Alexeev was pre-planned
as the first prize in the
Tchaikovsky Competition.

Alexeev [who is older than Gavrilov and
still lives in Russia] told me be is quite happy
Stereophile, October 1990
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with the system in Russia.
AG: It depends on character. You know, many
people can cope with the system and this is the
big fault with the Russian character: they are
used to obeying. They find their ways to avoid
difficulties and then it hits back at the Art. I
couldn't name any great artist from Russia in
the last 10 or 15 years. Ithink the greatest
pianists were Emil Gilds and Sviatoslav Richter;
Ithink it is very much connected with this loyalty to this awful system. Iwas always openly
against it, since Ican remember, maybe because of my family. Iwas raised in atotally
different way. My father was apainter and he
was very strong and independent. My mother
was the same and raised me as a strong,
individual person, with my own views.
Then there are all the lies. The propaganda
works when you are six or seven, but when
you're 10 and 12 you already see that there is
something wrong in your country. They start

1111111›

You need acertain

kind of mentality to play
Beethoven, Mozart, and Bach.
Russians usually can't cope
with it because they have
this mysterious "Russian Soul."

4m1111111IP

to teach you this legend about two worlds, one
black and one white, the capitalists and the
socialists, and teach you to hate the rest of
the world that is not in your system. Then
come Solzhenitsyn's books and you see what's
going on.
BJ: You and Ashkenazi,are kindred spirits in
denouncing this way of life.
AG: Iwouldn't say he was fighting against the
system because he just got out, which was
good for him because he saved his life and his
nerves and his health. Ilost everything because
Iwas fighting. [laughs]
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Hi: You were ordered to enter tbe Tchaikovsky

was labeled aRomantic interpreter, and Iwas

Competition. What would have happened if
you hadn't won it?
AG: Iwould have gone on learning in the Con-

playing pieces that Ihated. Vova hated the
Tchaikovsky Concerto—I never hated it, but

servatory and Iwould have tried myself somewhere else, like the Brussels Competition;
everyone from the Conservatory goes there,
wins it, then just disappears!

it was absolutely not my cup of tea. But Ihad
only invitations for this kind of music: Liszt,
Prokofiev, Ftachmaninoff, no Classics. Only

BJ: So bow did winning it help you?

now am Icoming back to what Ireally want to
do, all Beethoven sonatas and concertos, all
Mozart, and Bach, which is my favorite Idevel-

AG: It was agood jump to the concert podium,
and there was achain of coincidence in my

oped aspecial technique for Bach, and I've
always dreamed of doing it. As soon as I've fin-

career. Iunexpectedly won this competition
and then Iwas so exhausted with exams and

ished my plans with EMI for next year, I'll be
doing mostly Classical.

the competition preparation that Iflew to the
Black Sea, which is my native country, to get
some sun and swim alittle bit. 'Pivo days later

BJ: Was it your teacher who inspired you to
take up this repertoire?

Igot atelegram saying you must go to Salzburg
because Sviatoslav Richter is ill and you must

AG: Oh yes, definitely. You need acertain kind
of mentality to play this music Russians usually

play the concert. So again, Iwas ordered; Iflew

can't cope with it because they have this mysterious "Russian Soul."

to Salzburg and it was avery, very big success

BJ: Ashkenazy said be bad to come to the Wkst

and after that Igot alot of engagements. That

to learn bow to play Beethoven and Bach.

was in '74, two weeks after the Tchaikovsky

AG: Yes, because he had completely different
teachers. Iwas studying in the same room as

competition, and it started my career.
BJ: What was your training like at the Con-

he in the Central Music School, it was funny

servatory? Iknow you've recorded Bach, but
many Russian artists have told me that they

because above my piano was his photo—his
teacher, in spite of all the problems and the fact

found German composers difficult to under-

that she was forbidden, kept it there as a
reminder. Ialways watched him while Iwas
practicing and never thought that we would

stand until they came to the West.
AG: That was also very funny, because Ihad a
German teacher and Iwas trained in avery

eventually work together and have similar

Classical way. All my life Iwas playing Bach,

routes. His teacher was very emotional, very

Beethoven, and Benda, all sorts of things, and
suddenly after the Tchaikovsky competition
Iwas thrown into this Romantic repertory. I
Stereophile, October 1990

Russian-style, and that's probably why Vova
had to learn this architectural structure of the
Old Schools later on. My teacher hated Russian
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There are not many successful digital recordings.
You have akind of skeleton without abody of sound.
It's not what we hear in the concert halls.
repertoire!

AG: Absolutely. If you are doing alot of record-

BJ: How did she manage to stay at the Conservatory?

ings, you must obey the policy of the company.
They want things that will sell well, that are

AG: Idon't know. There were alot of Germans

commercial. For example, if you want to do the

before the revolution, and there were alot of
German musicians with avery traditional Ger-

complete Haydn Sonatas, they say, "Oh no,

man school who remained after the revolution.

again or the B-minor Sonata." So, again and
again, circumstances provoke me to do things

So Iwas very lucky because Ihad astrong temperament and it was good for me to have this
kind of teacher.
BJ: Imad in an interview you gave some years
ago that you like to record in very short takes.
Is this still true?
AG: It depends what Iam working on. When
Iwas doing the Chopin piano studies it took
awhile and, until recently, my recording was

they won't sell. Do the eanscendental Studies

that Idon't want to do.
BJ: Will you be able to record the Beethoven
Sonatas?
AG: Idon't know, because everybody is doing
them. There's big competition so they won't
sell well. [laughs] They are very simple arguments. It's the same with the Beethoven Concertos. There are things that few people can

of the Romantic repertory, very difficult technical stuff, so Iwanted to get the best result

play technically, like Rachmaninoff stuff, like
Prokofiev Concertos, especially the Second,

because recording is adocument and it is very

or the Liszt 7kanscendental Studies. EMI wants

important to leave adocument that reflects
what you can do. Iam very precise in what Iam

these things from me and Idon't mind, but
they should be in agood balance with things

doing and it takes a while. But it changes.
Sometimes I'll do one take, but it's not always
possible with all these modem standards. Ihate

that everybody else is doing. Not everybody
is doing them perfectly!

this sterilized recording, without one wrong
note or noise, and it is difficult with digital
microphones and machines. Ithink stereo is
pretty enough for our two ears. Istill don't
think they can cope with producing the real
sound on digital machines. All the sound to me
is artificial. The only recital which sounds like
me is my Scriabin recital [Angel/EMI CDC
47346], which Chris Parker produced, and he

PROTAE
NVION
PERFECTION

FOR YOUR SOUND COLLECTION

got avery good sound. Mark Vigars also does
agood job, but there are not many successful
recordings with digital machines—they are too
sophisticated and too sensitive. So until now
Ihaven't been satisfied.
BJ: So will you rerecord?
AG: If they invent something more natural,
because sound is very important for most composers, but most of all Chopin; it should be
crystal, leggierissimo, legatissimo, and it all disappears on the digital recording; you have a
kind of skeleton without abody of sound. It's
not what we hear in the concert halls. How can
you do afoggy sound with adigital machine
if it will clean up all the fog automatically?
BJ: So bow do you feel about concert performance? Is it preferable?
Stereophile, October 1990
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BUILDING A LIBRARY
BEETHOVEN'S THIRD SYMPHONY,

M ORTIMER H.FRANK

write asymphony an hour long,
4e./ -itffwill
be deemed short enough."
Thus replied Beethoven to complaints that the "Eroica" was too lengthy. Still,
he was sufficiently pragmatic to recognize the
exceptional demands his new work made, and

tune, some fugues and variations—remains
structurally unique in the symphonic literature
At the same time, for all of its innovative
strokes, the "Eroica" honors tradition. Its opening movement is simply an expansion of the

when it was published, he added anote on its

sonata style favored by Haydn, its Funeral
March arondo, and its finale, while innovative

title page suggesting the symphony be played
at the beginning 6f a concert before the

iation style in which harmonic reiteration is an

in structure, an outgrowth of the Classical var-

audience became tired.

organizing principle. What's more, the scoring

The original manuscript bore the inscription, Grand Symphony entitled Bonaparte by

of the work expands upon the orchestra
favored by Haydn and Mozart only to the rather

Louis Van Beethoven. But when Napoleon

timid extent of adding athird horn. In short,
the -Eroica," for all of the many ways in which

declared himself Emperor, the democraticallyminded composer—in afit of anger—scratched
it out, subsequently retitling the work Sinfonia
Eroica, Composed to Celebrate the Memory of
a Great Man.
Today, of course, we find the "Eroica" less
demanding than did Beethoven's audience and

it seems to have opened the door to the 19th
century, remains aproduct of the 18th and a
prime example of the ostensibly iconoclastic
Beethoven displaying his respect for tradition.
It is in this apparent conflict between the

take its revolutionary traits for granted; so

music's traditional and revolutionary features
that the major interpretive problems lie On the

much so, in fact, that we may lose sight of its
rightful place in musical history Obviously, in

one hand, performances must stress its grandeur, solemnity, harmonic boldness, and

terms of length, harmonic vocabulary, thematic

heroic breadth. But these traits cannot be italicized at the expense of balance and clarity: Too

development, and innovations in form, this
symphony broke new ground as none before
it ever had. Indeed, its finale—made up of bass,
Stereophile, October 1990

much weight will blur the music's texture, too
much freedom will collapse its structure, and
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excessive breadth in the name of solemnity and
grandeur will neutralize requisite momentum.
Over and beyond these general points, the
score raises special problems with respect to
Beethoven's Urtext. Today, for example, the
majority of conductors feels obliged to include

Austrian tradition did not (contrary to stereotyped views) favor thick textures and broad
tempos. In fact, the typically bigoted critic
might call them "too Italian."
Such was the narrow invective sometimes

afirst-movement repeat, the prevailing notion

directed against Toscanini's "Eroica." It may
surprise some to learn that the Maestro left

apparently being that if Beethoven wrote it, he

three recordings of the work, two-1939 and

wanted it. This attitude smacks of ablind fundamentalism that ignores common sense and
historical context. Obviously, when Beethoven
specified the repeat, he could not have anticipated the phonograph and its allowing of repe-

'53—produced in concert, the other, 1949, in
studio sessions. All, in divergent ways, reveal
Toscanini as one of the score's most sympathetic interpreters. Here is the music's emo-

titions at will. Furthermore, the repeat makes

tional range in all of its dramatic sweep, its texture in sharper focus than in period-instrument

the movement disproportionately long and is
thus aesthetically redundant.

with cumulative power unmatched by most

The other problem involves Beethoven's
scoring in the first-movement coda, where,

other conductors. Only the 1949 recording is
currently available (RCA CD 60653-2-RG), eas-

owing to the limitation of the trumpet of his

ily the best transfer the performance has
received. The least inflected of Toscanini's

day, the entire main theme could not be reiterated at the point where that reiteration is most
needed—at its climactic re-emergence. Most
conductors, recognizing this and assuming that

readings, and its heroic grandeur developed

three recordings, it boasts his broadest account
of the finale and alegato statement of the main

constricted by the limitations of the instru-

theme by the trumpet at the close of the first
movement that is one of the marvels of the
phonograph.

ment, give the entire theme to the trumpet,
thereby strengthening the movement's close;

two other recordings. A sonic horror in its

Beethoven would have acted differently if not

clearly, awise choice.
Unlike some of the other Beethoven symphonies, the "Eroica" did not gain agreat num-

Scheduled for reissue by RCA are Toscanini's
78rpm release, the 1939 account was available
in superior sound in anow out-of-print Franklin Mint LP, and it is the source of that

ber of distinguished recordings during the

transfer-17", 33rpm acetates recorded by

78rpm era. One of the best, made by the New
York Philharmonic under Mengelberg, dates
from 1930 and was once available on aJapanese

NBC engineers—that will be used by RCA in
its CD reissue. This is the most rhythmically

RCA LP. The only 78rpm recording to include

three recordings, and one that may well leave
the listener limp. The 1953 account, the con-

the first-movement repeat, it is somewhat
eccentric but richly expressive and grandly
heroic—a more stylish performance than the

free and emotionally intense of Toscanini's

ductor's last performance of the work and one

somewhat more mannered account Mengel-

featuring the best sound, strikes a balance
between the freedom of 1939 and the relative

berg recorded with the Amsterdam Concertgebouw Orchestra in 1940, currently available

rigidity of adecade later, while maintaining
many of the distinguished features common

on apoorly transferred Philips CD (416 201-2).

to all three. Also worth noting is alive NBC performance from 1938 issued on Music and Arts

Once broadly circulated on aVox-lbmabout
LP reissue, Weingartner's 1935 effort—lean,
propulsive, and animated by pointedly flexible rhythm—is one of that conductor's finest

Programs CD-264. Sonically restricted, it is

Beethoven recordings and one well worth
grabbing when it turns up in secondhand bins.

fully phrased first-movement coda.

very similar to the 1939 reading, but with a
slightly broader Funeral March and aless careAt the other extreme of the interpretive spectrum is the widely admired Furtwâng,ler

Remarkably similar in conception, even to the
observance of the Urtext in the first-movement

recording of 1952 (EMI 63033). Weighty,

coda, is a1953 Erich Kleiber recording (London CD 414626-2; like Weingartner's, with the

expansive, and rhythmically very free, it still
suggests much of the music's innovative gran-

Vienna Philharmonic). Both performances
attest to how conductors of the German-

deur and harmonic boldness. And it's very well
recorded for its vintage, capturing the resplen-
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dence of the Vienna Philharmonic's horns.

degree of emotional intensity that makes their

Even more compelling, if less sonically allur-

readings so gripping. Thirty years ago, Monteux was not considered an eminent Beetho-

ing, is alive 1944 Furtwgnp,ler preserved on a
Price-less CD (D-16395). Here the pace is

venian, yet, in retrospect, his traversal of the

slightly faster, the rhythmic freedom less
extreme, while the weight and sharply defined

composer's symphonies commands considerable respect. He recorded the "Eroica" twice,

harmonic motion of the 1952 version remain.

with only the later (and superior Amsterdam

With stereo more than three decades old,

Concertgebouw) version currently available.
Better disciplined, more propulsive, and boast-

many two-channel recordings qualify as
historic and feature the names of giants who
were active for all or nearly all of the first half
of this century, notably Klemperer, Monteux,
Walter, and Scherchen. Klemperer's "Eroica"
(Angel 47186) has gained praise that Ifind confounding.' One may admire the polish the conductor secures from the Philhamionia Orchestra, and there is acertain cumulative force to
his unflagging rhythmic rectitude But the pacing is labored and makes Beethoven's hero into
something of amiddle-aged straggler suffering from tired blood. Walter's effort (Odyssey

ing greater clarity than his VPO edition, it is distinguished by an exceptional command of
voice leading that makes it the only version I
know to make aconvincing case for following
Beethoven's Urtert in the first-movement coda.
Abonus on this CD reissue (Philips 420 853-2)
is Monteux rehearsing the Concertgebouw in
the Funeral March, where he is amodel of the
supremely competent professional. The excellent sound of the original LP, unfortunately, has
been compromised by the harsh "NoNoise"
digital transfer.

MBK-42599), with an undernourished pick-

Probably now qualifying for historical sta-

up ensemble, is also disappointing. Interestingly, both Klemperer and Walter produced
more incisive monaural recordings, neither

tus is the Schmidt-Isserstedt account recorded
in 1966 with the VP0 (London 421 024-2). I
have seen it in some stores for as little as $5.95,

currently available Still, from an interpretive

and it is one of today's greatest bargains. The

(though not sonic) standpoint, Walter can be
heard to better advantage in alive 1957 performance with the Symphony of the Air (Music

overall conception is another that defies the
nonsensical generalizations about German per-

and Arts CD-1010).

detailed reading, free of excessive weight, that
clarifies all the key strands of the music's tex-

A truly looney "Eroica" was recorded in
1958 by Scherchen (part of atwo-CD set also
including

the

conductor's

accounts

of

Beethoven's Symphonies 1, 6, and 8, MCA D29802). This is not for every collector, and one's
first response to Scherchen's outlandishly fast
tempos is disbelief. Yet it is interesting to consider the clarity and lightness of the performance in the context of the "Eroica" 's proximity to the 18th century. As Scherchen conceives the score, it might well have been written by Haydn.
Far more conventional are the recordings of
Szell and Monteux. The former's (CBS MYK
37222) is in every way commendable: unman-

formances. Here is a generally propulsive,

ture At its modest price, this is asteal, especially
in the light of its tight, well-focused sound.
Among more recent editions, the quality
varies. Thoroughly unattractive are those of
Abbado (DG 419 597-2), Mehta (CBS 35883),
and Muti (EMI 49490). In varying ways, each
of these performances, in its faceless neutrality,
offers cogent evidence to support the notion
that our musical culture's saturation with the
standard repertory has led to ahomogenized
approach utterly wanting in character and profile It's not easy to drain the power and drama
from the "Eroica," but each of these perfor-

nered, transparent, and suggesting the way in

mances has managed it with astonishing
success.

which the work straddles two disparate centuries, it is very much in the Weingartner/

are the efforts of Haitink (Philips 420 538-2),

Toscanini/Kleiber mold, but without the
IIt's afavorite of mine, particularly the "Funeral March,
which reminds me of astiff-legged. New Orleans-style march.
log band. But maybe Iam reacting against the current, overfacile school of "Eroica" performances from conductors who
seem just too young to be allowed to conduct it at all. let alone
record it.
—JA
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Somewhat better, though hardly inspired,
Sanderling (Angel 69201), and Solti (London
421 673-2 DM6). The 20-year-old Solti edition
is available only in asix-CD set devoted to his
old cycle of the Nine. In its attempt to reconcile weight and clarity, it manages only to
achieve neutrality. Sanderling, in his excessive
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breadth, simply lacks animation, and Haitink
seems to view the work as astudy in moderation and its composer as amiddle-of-the-road
conservative.
Equally lacking in stature are the readings of
Thomas (CBS MK 44516) and Marriner (Philips
410 044-2). Both employ relatively small
ensembles, closer in size to those favored by
authenticists. What is often lost in weight with

this performance is an inclusion of the firstmovement repeat. Nevertheless, as a midpriced edition, it is especially attractive.
In the Cleveland Orchestra, Dohnányi has
one of the world's great ensembles, and with
it he produces one of the best "Eroicas" available (Marc CD-80090). Aside from an untoward
acceleration in the Trio of the Funeral March
that weakens the music's impact, everything

such reduced forces can be compensated for

about this performance is distinguished: its

by again in overall clarity, but not in these
recordings. Indeed, with considerably larger

opening E-flat rifle shots; transparent sonority;
and propulsive first and third movements,
balanced by abroader-than-usual finale. And

forces, many conductors have produced even
greater clarity while managing to project more
weight, not only some greats of the past
already cited, but, more recently, Kegel, Wand,

the in-tempo, virtuosic execution of the Cleveland horns in the fleet third-movement trio is

Dohnányi, Bernstein, and Karajan.
Superficially, Kegel's "Eroica" (Capriccio

tionally wide-range, natural recording, and the
total produces apreferred edition for those

10021) conforms to the stereotype of the
central-European conception. His Dresden
Philharmonic is an able but not especially virtuosic group; tempos are, of themselves, con-

breathtaking. Add to these virtues an excep-

who favor agenerally lean, lithe "Eroica."
When one of our most celebrated conductors' second recording of the "Eroica" appeared in 1980, it marked what seemed to me

servative, and the overall sonority lacks the

his transition from Broadway Lenny to maestro

richness and color produced by some worldclass ensembles. But the conductor's musician-

Bernstein. In part, this impression was rooted
in the dreadful LP mastering of his initial mid-

ship—his command of line and structure, his
sense of where the dramatic plateaus should
rise, and his ability to draw intelligent inferences—triumphs over these potential shortcomings. Particularly worth noting is the firstmovement coda where, with trumpets added
to the final peroration, Kegel manages an
unbroken statement of the main theme while
suggesting the texture of Beethoven's original
scoring. And from apurely sonic viewpoint,
this edition, with its wide dynamic range,
exceptionally natural timbres, and exemplary
balances, is among the best to be had.
Even more commanding musically is Wand's
performance, recently reissued on a midpriced CD (RCA 60093-2-RC). Here again is a
central-European orchestra (North German
Radio Symphony), hardly the last word in virtuosity, finesse, or color, following aconductor
whose tempos fall into arather neutral area. But
the performance is energized by potent accents
and acare for detail that convey the music's
grandeur and urgency. The forte entrance of
the first movement's main theme, for example,
has never sounded more animated, not because Wand accelerates when it appears, but
simply as aresult of his paying strict attention
to Beethoven's dynamics and permitting them
to erupt with due force. The only blemish on
Stereophile, October 1990

'60s recording with the New York Philharmonic. As heard in a CBS CD reissue (MK
42220), the sound is far more musical, the performance consequently more appealing. But
it remains less taut, colorful, and tonally attractive than the conductor's splendid remake with
the Vienna Philharmonic. Propulsive yet never
rushed, richly detailed and free of mannerisms,
it is one of the best to be had, especially in its
CD format (DG 413 778-2). In some quarters,
the in-concert recording has been criticized for
being muffled; this judgment, though, strikes
me as coming from ears too conditioned to
recorded rather than live sound. In its relatively
distant perspective, this is one of the few
recorded "Eroicas" to suggest the ambience
of afront-row balcony seat, and from its opening whiplash chords, the performance blends
weight, clarity, rhythmic suppleness, and tonal
richness in an effort that stands as one of Bernstein's finest achievements in the Classical
repertory. But Iwish he had omitted the firstmovement repeat.
Karajan has made more studio recordings of
the "Eroica" than any other conductor: four
in all, three in stereo with the Berlin Philharmonic and amonaural version with the Philhannonia Orchestra. The two earliest of these,
the 1953 Philharmonia and 1962 BP° remake,
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are available only in complete sets of the Nine

siderations than from fundamentalist literalism.

(EMI 63310 and DG 429 036-2, respectively).
In the main, both performances comprise
solid, unaffected efforts boasting gorgeous

Here, though, he sounds thoughtful to the
point of being mannered, his interpretive
gestures distending line, damaging structure,

orchestral playing but lacking the vibrancy and
intensity of the best interpretations.
In his 1977 version (DG Galleria 419 049-2)

and denying the music arequisite momentum.
Hogwood's performance suffers from rhythmic rigor mortis, doubtless the result of the

Kara Jan's viewpoint changed radically, almost

absence of aguiding hand on the podium,

as if he had decided to ape Toscanini. The
result, however, is merely glib and slick, as if

Hogwood "directing" from afortepiano, the
presence of which in awork of this emotional

Karajan were skating across the music's surface,
ignoring what lies beneath. But in his final
effort of 1983 (DG 415 506-2), the conductor
produced asynthesis of the best of everything
he had done previously. Here the music is
propulsive without glibness, weighty but never
heavy, and stamped with aheroic grandeur
made all the more expressive by the tonal rich-

scope and weight seems ludicrous. 'lb compensate for the rigidity, Hogwood produces some
expressive timbral shadings, and with an
orchestra of 47 players (including four horns
rather than the three Beethoven specifies)
manages to suggest surprising weight and
structure, in good measure through the relatively broad tempos he favors. Among period-

ness of the BPO. In aworld that often scorns
old age, this recording is acogent reminder of

instrument readings, this one (superbly recorded, by the way), if no match for the finest

how advancing years need not be equated with
dotage.

modem-instrument editions, holds up best to
repeated hearings.

Requiring special consideration are the five
period-instrument performances currently
available. Although different from each other

But perhaps the most interesting (if not
enduring) period-instrument version is that of

in anumber of ways, all share several features:
pitch slightly lower than normal; inclusion of
afirst-movement repeat; observance of Beethoven's Urtext; and ensembles not more than
half the size of amodern symphony orchestra
and featuring nasal, vibrato-free strings,
piquant winds, and biting, almost astringent
brass.

Jaap Schreeder (Deutsche Harmonia Mundi
77030-2-RC). It features the leanest sonority
of all, one that probably most closely approximates what was heard at the premiere of the
"Eroica" —a private performance given by an
ad boc group of about 30 players at the home
of Beethoven's patron, Prince Litchnowsky.
The tempos are fleet, the rhythm (as with Hog-

Among these five editions, that led by Nor-

wood) rather rigid, but nothing is unmusical
(as with Norrington) or clumsy (as the Brüg-

rington (Angel 49101) has probably received the
widest praise, mainly for the freshness of its

gen), and the overall execution is far more

timbres and the originality of aconception that
hews closely to Beethoven's metronome mark-

certainly must be light-years superior to what

ings. Some tastes, however, may find the

though, Schrüder's account is more valuable
as awell-recorded attempt to resurrect history

timbres more rude than fresh, and annoying
in their coarse, at times even ugly, sonority; in
short, they are no more musical than the
expressionless, uninflected pacing that Norrington favors. If his tempos prove anything,

polished than with Goodman's group. And it
took place in the Prince's home. In the main,

than as asatisfying musical experience.
In the long run, of course, the "Eroica," like

it is that the metronome is amachine and not

any great work of art, defies asingle interpretive view. Even the same conductor, if thoughtful, will invariably alter his conception of the

amusical instrument. Goodman's "Eroica"
(Nimbus NI 5122), if less eccentric, falls by the

attested by some of the recordings discussed.

wayside by virtue of its inferior ensemble.
Considerably more interesting, if not ultimately successful, are the readings of Brüggen
(Philips 422 052-2) and Hogwood (L'Oiseau Lyre 417 235-2). Brüggen is the one periodinstrument conductor whose interpretive decisions seem to grow more from musical conStereophile, October 1990

work from one performance to the next, as is
And as listeners, our tastes and responses may
also change. The key point is that hearing a
wide variety of approaches to such awork
deepens our perception of its mysteries and
marvels. And that is why there may be something to be learned even from recordings that
here have been deemed least satisfying. S
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RECORD REVIEWS

Bernstein's new Mahler Sixth—no less
great than his first recording of aquartercentury ago.

Bring the family to hear John Hiatt's Stolen
Moments—music in the American grain.

ChaoIced
ARENSKY: Piano Trio 2
TCHAIKOYSKY: Piano Trio, Op.50
Andres Cardenes, violin; Mona Golabeck, piano; Jeffrey
Solow, cello
Delos DE 3056 (CD only). John Eargle, eng.; Carol Rosenberger, Amelia S. Haygood, prods. ODD. rn 70:00

Tchaikovsky was venturing into uncharted territory when he undertook to write aPiano 'rho,
but, nevertheless, the work was completed in
three months and "dedicated to the memory
of agreat artist," his friend but most severe
critic, the great pianist Nicolai Rubinstein. Not
surprisingly, the piano takes the lion's share,
and has all the demanding technique of aconcerto, thus creating awork of unequal balances
that requires the utmost sensitivity of its performers to make it gel.
Arensky, trained by Rimsky-Korsakov and
later Rachmaninoffs Professor of Harmony and
Counterpoint at the Moscow Conservatory,
was afriend of Tchaikovsky, who, in turn, acted
as his critic. Tchaikovsky tended to encourage
the young composer, having the greatest admiration for his talents, and it was thanks to his
inspiration that Arensky composed his ardent
and lyrical Piano Trio This he dedicated to the
Stereophile, October 1990

eminent cellist/composer Karl Davidoff, endowing the cello part with the best nines while
restraining it, more successfully than Tchaikovsky had done, within the bounds of the chambermusic ethos.
The three performers on this disc treat both
works with the greatest respect. Their playing
is of the highest caliber their passionate involvement sheds aradiance that warms and enfolds
the listener in an atmosphere of euphoric wellbeing. If the nature of both works and the recording tend to highlight them as individuals,
their performance shows them capable of intuitive ensemble and asingularity of intent. The
Beaux Arts Trio's reading of the Tchaikovsky
(Philips 422 400-2) is much darker in tone and
character, an equally valid interpretation but
not one that Iprefer in the light of this genial
account. And, with the Arensky thrown in for
good measure, this Delos disc is quite superb
value for money.
—Barbara Jahn
BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 1& 6
Fritz Reiner, Chicago Symphony
RCA 60002-2-RG (CD only). Lewis Layton, ere.; Richard
Mohr, prod. ADD. rn 63:39

Though venerated for his Strauss, Bartók, and
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other late-19th and early-20th-century music,
listeners and critics alike tend to take Reiner's
Beethoven for granted. In his own generation,
as well as those which overlapped and followed his, there seems no shortage of alternatives. From Weingartner, Furtwângler, and
Toscanini to Walter, Klemperer, Szell, and Karajan, we have more than enough definitive Beethoven performances whose multifaceted merits
continue to arouse debate and admiration. In
combining unauthorized as well as authorized
recordings, certain of these conductors weigh
in at complete cycles several times over. RCA's
proposed Beethoven cycle for Reiner/CSO
never materialized. With this reissue of 1and
6, along with the previously reissued 5, 7, and
9, we have only his 1954 "Eroica" still in the
vaults, the most short-lived of all the Reiner/
CSO Beethoven recordings, and to some of us
who know it, perhaps the best of the lot.
In the meantime, these two performances,
whose basic premises could be debated, nevertheless tell us something quite fascinating
about Reiner's approach to Classical and Early
Romantic repertoire: clarity of line and texture
which would not be heard again until the Original Instrument people got started, and this
with amodern orchestra. It must be stated that
despite the reputation he enjoyed in his own
time for objectivity and aliteral, faithful, to-theletter approach, one hears in retrospect the
interpretive liberties of rubato and dynamics
of which he was fond, and that he was not
above changing the orchestration at times,
although his forays into this realm were fewer,
more subtle, and far more effective than those
of most of his contemporaries.
Symphonies 1and 6, as well as 9, were recorded in April and May 1961, after Reiner's
return from aheart attack which had removed
him from all but the final weeks of the 1960/61
CSO season. Symphony 6concluded the concert which marked his return to Chicago, no
longer sleek and plump, but gaunt and pale as
he shuffled on stage in abaggy suit. But he
demonstrated from the outset that, even in failing health, he could command the orchestra
to sound in aunique style all his own, and to
renew the oft-heard Beethoven score. Of how
many conductors today can one make that
statement?
That said, this "Pastoral" may not be to every
one's taste. Those who think of this work as a
tiptoe through the spring zephyrs with apassing storm may find this performance ahule too
serious and far more autumnal than vernal.
Reiner obtains more than the modicum of expressive playing from the CSO, and that of the
woodwind principals is of especially high caliber. Tempos are on the slow side, but steady
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pulse (a Reiner specialty) keeps things moving
at all times. The most controversial aspect of
this performance is the very slow scherzo, with
the repeat omitted. The storm is the most ferocious Ihave ever heard. At the performance the
timpanist used wooden mallets (actually in
accord with early-instrument practice), though
in the recording it sounds like the approach has
been moderated to covered, albeit very firm,
mallets. In any event, this is the most truly
thunderous timpani playing Ihave ever heard
in this piece, live or on recording.
Symphony 6was issued in Britain in 1963,
ayear prior to its US release, in which it was
touted to be Dynagroove and issued as part of
an extravagant coffee-table book of pastoral art.
Inever heard the British pressing, but the US
one had all kinds of problems: overloading,
bad fill, and alot of things which Dynagroove
was supposed to address but didn't since Dynagroove was hardly more than an album sticker
for the gain-ridden. So don't worry about Dynagroove If your attempts to find agood-sounding
vinyl pressing of this recording have met with
frustration, you might as well get the CD.
Symphony 1was originally side 4of the 2-LP
Beethoven 9set. Mine was an off-center pressing, but this followed several exchanges related
to pressing problems with the 9th. Remember
what that used to be like? In the vinyl issue of
Symphony 1, the big woodwind tuttis were
blurred. On the CD, they're clear. The common
high-end wisdom is that the original all-analog
vinyl is superior to the CD conversion. Ponder
some uncommon wisdom.
As with 6, tempos are on the slow side, and
there are feelings of seriousness, even melancholy, which are not usually associated with
either work. Is it Reiner's confrontation with
mortality, or merely the effects of medication?
In any case, hearing these performances reminds us, yet again, how little today's conductors have to say about Beethoven, whatever
type of instruments are used, regardless of their
health, or whatever drugs they're on.
—Richard Schneider
BRAHMS: Piano Concerto 1; Variations on a
Theme of Scbumann
Andras Schiff, Georg Solti, piano; CSO, Solt i
London 425 110-2 (CD only). James Lock. eng.;
Christopher Raeburn, prod. ODD. TT: 65:54

With its snarling horns, pulsating trills, powerful accents, and sharply delineated texture, Solti's account of the orchestral portions of this
highly symphonic concerto is as fine as any.
Certainly it underscores the youthful brashness, even defiance, that is so much apart of
music, which, amazingly, was composed by a
Brahms barely out of adolescence Schiff's ap231
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proach is less assertive, more ruminative, stressing little of the work's eruptive boldness and
focusing instead on balance and lyricism. Surprisingly, this view is made to complement
(rather than run counter to) Sold's. In effect,
what results is asuperb protagonist-antagonist
drama, which is, after all, what aClassically
styled concerto is all about. And Schiffs playing, qua pianism, is magnificent: tonally opulent without so much as ahint of clang, and
colored by all sorts of subtle shadings that are
at once virtuosic and musical. What's more,
generally expansive tempos in outer movements permit him to bring out all sorts of detail
lost in other readings. Particularly impressive
is the close of the first movement's recapitulation as it melts into the coda: rarely have I
heard this passage sound so gorgeously hushed
and tender, providing aperfect foil for the explosive dose that follows. And the great Adagio
is especially touching in its unaffected simplicity.
The relatively unfamiliar, four-hand Schumann Variations are superbly projected by
Schiff and (pianist) Solti. They bring out the
emotional contrasts between variations while
clarifying the harmonic backbone that unites
them. In sum, then, asomewhat unorthodox
view of the concerto that is well worth investigating and that provides afine change of pace
from the more fiery readings of Rubinstein/
Reiner (RCA), Serkin/Szell (CBS), and Pollini/
Beihm (DG).
—Mortimer H. Frank
HOWARD HANSON: Symphonies I& 2, Elegy In
Memory of Serge Roussevasky
Gerard Schwarz, Seattle Symphony
Delos 3073 (CD only). John Eargle, eng.: Amelia S. Haygood, exec. prod. DDD. TT: 7039
WALTER PISTON: Symphonies 2a 6, Sinfonletto
Gerard Schwarz, Seattle & New York Chamber Symphonies
Delos 3074 (CD only). John Engle, mg.; Amelia S.
Haygood, exec. prod. DDD. TT: 66:55

During his years as principal trumpeter of the
New York Philharmonic, Gerard Schwarz paid
more than the usual attention to what was happening on the podium. Indeed, after embarking on his own podium career he told me during
an interview that in some respects the experience was similar to aseries of conducting (though
not necessarily master) classes.
"You always know where the problems in a
score are," he noted, "and it was areal learning experience to see how the various conductors who came through solved—or didn't
solve—those problems."
Clearly, Schwarz learned well, and as music
director of the Seattle Symphony for the past
six years he has transformed avery good orchestra into one of major accomplishment. If,
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as evinced on these recordings, the strings still
lack the ultimate in sheen, the ensemble's overall sound is lustrous and full-bodied, with exemplary contributions from winds, brass, and
percussion. In common with most 20th-century
music, the works contained on these releases
(particularly those of Piston) require rhythmic
security as well as subtlety—qualities Schwarz
and his colleagues possess in abundance. The
New York Chamber Symphony (over which
Schwarz has presided for 13 years) turns in an
equally impressive rendering of Piston's Sinfonietta.
These CDs form the initial entries in Delos's
"Great American Composers" series, with the
remaining six symphonies of Piston and five
of Hanson to follow. Also scheduled are all of
David Diamond's symphonies (he's now completing 10 and 11) and works by Leonard Bernstein, Deems 1ylor,Charles Griffes, Paul Creston, William Shuman, and others.
The choice of Hanson to open the series is
particularly fitting, given his landmark set of
recordings with the Eastman-Rochester Orchestra devoted to the efforts of American composers. (It comes as good news that some of
these Mercury LPs are being released on CD by
PhilPolyGram, which now owns the =stets.)
Hanson's own music is unabashedly romantic,
and these three compositions are emblematic
of his style: long, arching melodies, lush harmonies, and heroic brass statements that not
infrequently call to mind images of the big
screen and casts of thousands. Though Symphony 2 (aptly subtitled "Romantic," composed in 1930) is by far his best-known work,
Ifind 1(the "Nordic," from 1922) more compelling. But both are cut from the same cloth,
and you'll probably find them either uplifting
or banal. Imust admit that my own reaction
vacillates between the two extremes, depending on my mood, though there is no denying
this is music that wells with honest, often extraverted, sentiment.
While Piston (1894-1976) and Hanson
(1896-1981) were contemporaries, their music
is radically different both in inspiration and
execution. Each worked within the tonal rubric
(Hanson more obviously so), but if Hanson's
models were from the 19th century, Piston's
were from the 17th and 18th (along with echoes
of Hindemith and Bartók). Virtually all the textures Piston creates are contrapuntal—sometimes so relentlessly busy that they become
oppressive Nevertheless, these are masterfully
crafted works; while all three are reasonably
accessible on asingle hearing, greater familiarity should prove worth the effort. Among the
more affecting moments are alovely Adagio of
mounting intensity in 2, adevilish (both in
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string writing and mood) Scherzo in 6, and
finales in each that sizzle (sometimes quite jazzily) with rhythmic intensity. In addition to
finely wrought performances brimming with
passion and stylistic understanding, the sonics
are also splendid—detailed but with enough
air to please those (including present company)
who cherish clarity of line and timbre as long
as it sounds natural. These CDs do.
Schwarz and Delos deserve kudos for celebrating the work of American symphonists —
not simply because such work was eclipsed by
the onslaught of atonality, serialism, minimalism, aleatorios, and electronics, but because so
much of it is wonderful music. On that note,
David Diamond's Symphonies 2 and 4 and
Concerto for Small Orchestra have just been
released. If my recollection of alive performance of the Second many years ago can be
trusted, this new recording (the first since its
premiere in 1943) promises to constitute the
rediscovery of a20th-century masterpiece. Stay
tuned.
—Gordon Emerson
HAYDN: String Quartets, Op.76 Nos.4-6
'Pekes Quartet
London 425 467-2 (CD only). John Pellowe, cog. ;
Michael
Hass, prod. DDD. TT: 67:37

This release, which completes the Takács Quartet's traversal of Haydn's Op.76 set, comprises
especially accomplished playing. All of the typically Haydnesque traits—dramatic harmonic
shifts, rhythmic ambiguity, darting humorous
motifs, and stark melody—are underscored in
execution that goes to the stylistic and emotional heart of these glorious works. The great
Largo of 5, the only movement in all of Haydn,
so far as Iknow, to be qualified by the word
mesto (sad), is spun out with asustained intensity that marks it as the antecedent of the extraordinary slow movement in Beethoven's
second "Rasoumovsky" quartet. The opening
of 4has alush intensity that never violates the
music's Classical frame, and the crisp articulation in the Minuet of 6makes clear that it is a
forerunner of the Beethoven scherzo. Throughout, the balance among the four instrumentalists is close to ideal (the first violin is at times
abit too prominent), and afew sudden rhythmic adjustments are deployed without damaging line or structure. London's engineering is
abit too resonant, but never blurs detail, and
the slightly astringent tone of the Talcács suits
the music perfectly. Ihave always been especially fond of the Tátrai Quartet's reading of
Op.76 (superbly transferred to CD by Hungaroton), but these Talcács accounts, in their more
robust sonority and more liberal use of vibrato,
provide awelcome alternative to that distinguished set.
—Mortimer H. Frank
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MAHLER: Symphony 6, Kindertotenlieder
Thomas Hampson, baritone (Kindertotenlieder); Leonard
Bernstein, Vienna Philharmonic
DG 427 697-2 (2 CDs only). Hans-Peter Schwrigman
(Symphony), Karl-August Naegkr (Kindertotenlieder),
engs.: Hanno Rinke, prod. DDD. TT: 115:18

When Leonard Bernstein climbed the podium
before his New York Philharmonic Orchestra
to record Mahler's Symphony 6in 1966, it was
amost amazing time for this first great American conductor. The 20th century, truly the
American century, was at its height. It seemed
that both the nation and the conductor it had
spawned could do anything they willed. "Brilliance" was the only term to describe Bernstein's art at this time, the American having
inherited the mantle of Western culture from
aEurope which, divided and recovering from
her war wounds, was taking astep back from
the foreground of history.
The project of recording Mahler's symphonies was special for Bernstein. He had aunique
identification with the Jewish composer-conductor, and Bemstein's writings as well as performances reinforced amore-than-metaphorical
sense that he was Mahler reincarnate. Symphony 6was yet more special. Alma Mahler,
then only recently dead, had considered it her
husband's most personal and prophetic work.
Expectations would hold that by some associative law of personality transference, Bemstein's
New York recording would be transcendent—
and so it proved to be, the conductor turning
in aslashing, feral account. Many critics have
called it too fast; indeed, its first movement is
one of the fastest on record. But it defined perfectly the interpreter in his time and place Brilliant and wilful, perhaps too calculatingly facile,
leading to an utterly unsentimental and inconsolable finish, Bemstein's reading flouted death
and danced before the decline of Western civilization. The hipster American conductor of unfathomable abilities seemed to have but one
fault: that of hubris, or, as the Europeans might
say, that he hadn't enough history.
Standing aquarter-century later before aEuropean ensemble, Bernstein records another Sixth.
The accomplishment is no less great than in
New York; the creative sense is very different.
It would hardly be wrong to attribute the
flexible line and broader pace of this new Sixth
to Bernstein's long association with Europe,
particularly Vienna, and to the general slowing of tempos in his recent conducting. Lord
knows I, among other reviewers, have called
out these matters in earlier releases of Bernstein's DG Mahler cycle. One need only hear
the sentimental swell to the 'Alma" theme in
the opening movement, or the unselfconscious
Viennese lilt that peeks through the Scherzo
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despite the composer's 3/8-4/8 distortions, to
sense the strong European rootedness.
Such matters alone cannot, however, explain
why the tromping heaviness in the opening
march theme sounds so right, exploding from
the mouths and fingers of players and conductor: weary, joyless, yet soft at heart. By comparison, the New York reading is abit callow
The softness and sentimentality of the Vienna
first movement make the contrast with the chill
burlesque of the Scherzo all the more tragic.
(I've read the theoretical and musicological
arguments for placing the Scherzo after the first
movement; Bemstein's argument is the first I've
convincinglyfelt.) Mere attention to European
tradition does not explain why Bemstein's Adagio functions not as an unconnected, pastoral
interlude, but continues and deepens the symphony's tragedy.
Bemstein's mature, virtuoso conducting voice
can explain how he extracts from his players
such unanimous transitions from explosive to
tremulous sounds, how he can hold together
precipitously slow tempos without breaking
the symphony's back. But it cannot alone explain why the creation of his virtuosity, unique
among living conductors, is to paint ascrewedup world vividly and compellingly weary.
No, the reason and the differences Ihear is
history. The Sixth is Mahler's prophetic work,
his annunciation of this violent, godless 20th
century. It is the Avatar of Shiva, the Destroyer.
A different Bernstein conducts the symphony
in Vienna than in New York. He is still the wilful
genius of his earlier Mahler performances; to
some listeners he will be just as infuriating. But
to my ear Bernstein conducting this Vienna 6
is most uncommonly the instrument of forces
beyond himself, passing back to this traditionladen orchestra the essential violence, regret,
and self-knowledge of his, and his nation's,
time at the center of Western history, an eternal return closing back on itself.
The Kindertotenlieder course the only fit
pairing to Symphony 6. Thomas Hampson
sings Mahler's five meditations on the deaths
of children with aflexible, full voice. His account bears few obvious interpretive flourishes, but the sense of grief is more intense
because of his circumspection. It is Bernstein
and his orchestra who swing awider arc of
color and passion, complementing beautifully
Hampson's interpretation with no damage
done to the essential economy of Mahler's
orchestration. Chalk it up, if you will, to my
present state of mind—our first child is to be
born in three months—but no performance
before Hampson's has evoked in me such feeling for Rückert's cathartic poetry, nor such
understanding of Alma's rage at her husband
Stereophile, October 1990

for tempting fate by setting these songs.
The DG recording team captures afull and
powerful sound from the Great Hall of the
Musikverein, not so ravishing as the sound they
sometimes get in the Concertgebouw, nor so
chaste and clear as what they constructed from
Avery Fisher Hall in the Symphony 3recording. In the present case, their recording suits
the interpretation well.
—Kevin Conklin
MARTIN: Mass for two unaccompanied choirs
POULENC: Mass in G, Quatre Petites Priees de
Saint Français dXssise, Salve Regina
Stephen Darlington, Christ Church Cathedral Choir
Nimbus NI 5197 (CD only). DDD. TT 5830

This is an important and attractive release.
Poulenc's choral music is well known and
recorded (his Gloria alone is represented by
ahalf dozen recordings), but Martin's remains
more esoteric. The two composers were contemporaries; it's nice to have these works so
close together so that we can compare and
contrast.
Both major works are acapella masses; both
are approachable and have great emotional resonance. Poulenc's sounds marginally more
familiar, morepopular,as it were; this may just
be due to one's greater familiarity with him. Or
then again, it may be because the "Christe," for
example, sounds, at times, wonderfully like
Palestrina. Whatever—the work is profoundly
moving, nowhere more so than in its simple
"Agnus Dei," wherein Poulenc stops drawing
attention to himself and dazzles us with his
piety. The Salve Regina is aspartan work, and
the Quatres Petites Priéres are handsome
miniatures for men's (low) voices.
Martin's mass is less contrapuntal but no less
interesting. Its highlight is the remarkable
"Hosanna," which follows a mellow, rich,
somehow Britten-like "Sanctus." Startlingly difficult to sing because of its rhythmic quirks, it
stays with the listener for along time. It's abit
showy, but aren't "Hosannas" supposed to be?
The 29-voice choir is, of course, womenfree, and, as always, flawlessly trained. Stephen
Darlington's leadership is ideal; Idoubt this
music could sound better. The recording, too,
would be hard to beat —the acoustic of Dorchester Abbey in Oxfordshire is properly churchish, while retaining the intimacy these works
require. Highly recommended.—Robert Levine
McLAUGHLIN: Concerto for Guitar & Orchestra,
"The Mediterranean"; Duos for Guitar & Piano
John McLaughlin, guitar; Katia Labèque, piano; Michael
Tilson Thomas, London Symphony Orchestra
CBS MK-45578 (CI) only). Cúncerto: Bud Graham. cog.;
Steven Epstein, prod. Duos: Jean-Louis Bizet, Jean-Paul
Darras, cogs.; Steven Epsteinjohn McLaughlin. prods.
ODD. TT: 6109
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When jazz musicians and classical musicians
cross over into each other's territory, the results
can be dreadful. That's why Iviewed jazz guitarist John McLaughlin's Concerto for Guitar
and Orchestra, The Mediterranean," with
some apprehension before listening.
Ishouldn't have This concerto is not amasterpiece, but it is very enjoyable—a bright,
engaging evocation of the Mediterranean world.
If you can imagine across between Miles Davis's
Sketches of Spain, the original Concierto di
Aranjuez, and McLaughlin's Indian-inspired
guitar licks, you'd have afair idea of what this
music is like. The fleet-fingered McLaughlin
adds his speedy riff-like melodic constructions
to an orchestral accompaniment scored by
Michael Gibbs. We are left wondering how
much of what we are hearing is McLaughlin's
composition and how much is Gibbs's orchestration, but the final product is nonetheless
cohesive. McLaughlin has so thoroughly absorbed virtuosic speed into his style that it does
not draw attention to itself but rather fits with
ease into the fabric of the work.
There is also asatisfying sense of form and
completeness to the concerta although McLaughlin could well have reduced the length of the
first two movements (11:58 and 15:34). The
content doesn't justify the length, but you can
sense that there's enough meat there to comfortably fill asmaller outline At times the music
becomes affected, as in the opening trumpet
theme of the second movement, but that's a
failing characteristic of many compositions by
jazz artists: When they try to be pretty they get
schmaltzy.
Bud Graham did afine job of balancing the
delicate guitar dynamics and tone color against
the large orchestra, in so doing creating awonderfully open perspective that combines inner
clarity with anice sense of hall surroundings.
The Duos for Guitar and Piano are not as impressive as the concerto. Although McLaughlin
and Katia Labèque, one half of the acclaimed
Labèque Sisters duo-piano team, complement
each other well, the works themselves do not
bear up to close listening. They're very similar to the acoustic trios McLaughlin performed
with his Mahavishnu Orchestra on The Inner
Mounting Flame album of 1970-something.
The five short pieces make very nice background music, though, and the sound quality
is stunning—in the worst sense (te, synthetic).
Salesmen should find these cuts useful in selling speakers to those more impressed with
style than substance.
—Robert }lesson
MOZART: Concert Arias
Lena Lootens, soprano; Christoph Prep,ardien, tenor; La
Petite Bande, Sigiswald Kuijken
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Virgin Classics VC 90753-2 (CD only). Heinz Viildhagen.
prod., ens. ODD. Ti': 73:43

These nine concert arias were composed by
Mozart either for insertion into other people's
operas or to be performed on their own, for
particular occasions. The earliest, "Va, dal furor
portata," for tenor, dates from Mozart's ninth
year and needs no apology for the lad's tender
age. It's athoroughly enjoyable, stiffly angry
aria in the opera seria tradition of furious exit
arias, and while it won't change our lives, it's
afine museum piece. The latest piece we get
is the gorgeous, complex, and challenging
"Bella mia fiamma," for soprano, composed in
1787. In between are acute 100-second buffo
tenor piece ("Clarice cara") with bass interjections, the well-known, puzzling "Voi avete un
cor fedele" for soprano, the epic (14 minutes)
scena for tenor "Se al labbro mio non credi,"
and other gems. The selection can't be faulted,
and the little or unknown pieces are welcome
additions to the catalog.
Nor do Ihave any criticism of the sprightly,
graceful playing of La Petite Bande under Sigiswald Kuijken. They play period instruments
with grace and ease, and the chamber proportions of the group (27 players) is just right for
the music. Kuijken minces abit, however, leading with aslightly too-light hand, particularly
for the later works. Furthermore, the engineers
seem to agree with him and keep the instrumentalists too far back for my taste. But this is
aminor carp.
The disc runs into trouble with the soloists,
particularly soprano Lena Lootens. She has the
style down pat, reads the texts well, and has all
the notes, but she lacks the vocal weight for,
say, "Bella mia fiamma," and the sound itself
is far from alluring. She's all too often overparted, and the ear gets tired of hearing her
almost make it. Tenor Ctuistoph Prègardien is
better, but despite his intelligence, sincerity,
and musicianship (his light embellishments and
quasi-trill are most welcome), his is not avoice
one wants to live with. Both singers are, in a
word, lightweights, so what can Isay? This is
for specialists: Frankly, Ilike it and have found
myself returning to it often, but it can't be recommended without awarning. We get only
one side of Mozart here, and it's impossible not
to feel abit shortchanged. —Robert Levine
MUSIC OF DAVID SHIFF: Divertimento from Ginspel tbe Fool, Suite from Sacred Service, Scenes
from Adolescence
David Shifrin, clarinet; members of Chamber Music
Northwest
Delos DE 3058 (CD only). _John Eargle, Laura Wirthin,
Andrew Dawson, env.; Amelia S. Haygood, exec. prod.
DOD.
61:46
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According to composer David Shiff, the notion
of "basing classical music on non-classical"
sources has intrigued him since his student
days. This Delos CD contains three very different manifestations of that notion. All are eloquently performed by members of Chamber
Music Northwest, an Oregon-based group similar in format to the Chamber Music Society of
Lincoln Center.
Though such voguish terms as "crossover"
and "fusion" are often used to describe Shift's
compositions, they are arguably no less "classical" than many by the likes of Sibelius,
Smetana, Dvorák, or Ives. That is, while nonclassical elements are drawn upon (sometimes
heavily in Shift's case), they are then transformed considerably according to the composer's imagination and sense of style and form
Both Suite and Divertimento—which have
their origins in earlier, larger works—are deeply
informed by Shift's Jewish heritage The Divertimento is afour-movement adaptation for clar
¡net, violin, cello, and piano of material from
his opera Gimpel the Fool (based on Isaac Bashevis Singer's tale of the same name). The
music resonates with undertones of the klezmer band as well as echoes of the free, often
florid bazzanut melodies intoned for various
Jewish liturgical rites. Shiff has forged these elements into akind of instrumental cabaret entertainment overflowing with authentic atmosphere and charm. While many listeners will
surely share my enjoyment, those Jews intimately familiar with their musical and cultural
roots will undoubtedly find added delights and
emotional connections in this music.
Shift's complete Sacred Service was conceived for woman cantor and professional
choir; this extract is comprised of four prayers
from the original plus anew one—Shalom
Ray—written for asubsequent concert dedicated to nuclear disarmament. The cantonal
part is realized by soprano Judith Blanc Shiff,
whose otherwise sympathetic interpretation
is marred by an overactive vibrato. In common
with the Divertimento, the Suite's musical language is steeped in afeeling of Jewish melos,
here with an emphasis on its lyrical side The
result is an appealing amalgam of traditional
sounds cast in aconservatively modem setting.
The non-classical sources in Scenes from
Adolescence, says Shiff, include hard bop and,
to alesser extent, Motown rock. Though he
didn't mention down-home blues, it's also part
of the mix in which he attempts to synthesize
—successfully—such elements with sounds
more akin to Stravinsky and Bartók. The music
is often breathlessly motoric, presenting flutist
James
lker, clarinetist David Shifrin, violinist
Ik-Hwan Bac, cellist Warren Lash, and pianist
Stereophile, October 1990

Victor Steinhardt with dauntingly virtuosic
challenges. Rather than forming an obstacle,
however, these challenges only serve to inspire
playing that crackles with intensity and emotional commitment.
Each work was recorded in adifferent venue
by different engineers using the same equipment (details of which are listed in the program
notes). Since Ihave no idea what live music
sounds like in any of these settings, Ican't report on how accurately Delos has captured
their acoustic personalities. But on its own
terms as arecording, the sound quality of this
CD is excellent in every respect, Scenes from
Adolescence deserving particularly high marks
on the illusion-of-reality scale.
—Gordon Emerson
SORMUI: Opus Clavicern balls t
ic um
John Ogdon, piano
Alunis AIR-CD-9 075 (4)(4 CDs ‘)n.4 )C H. Rice, prod.
?DD.

Tr: 4:44:31

Kaikhosru Shapurji Sorabji, an Englishman
born as Leon Dudley in 1892 of aParsi father
and amother of Spanish-Sicilian extraction,
died in 1988 but had already been for years considered acult figure, albeit ahighly eccentric
one, among the cognoscenti. The select few
who knew his music admired the composer's
vast intellectual prowess, the scope of his highly
complex musical canvasses, and, one supposes,
even supported his unwillingness, after atraumatic 1936 experience of hearing his music
poorly played, to have his works performed at
all. It was not until the mid- '70s that Sorabji
finally acquiesced, lifting the ban and allowing the American pianist Michael Habermann
the privilege of playing his music, the first recorded outcome of which was a1980 Musical
Heritage anthology (MHS 4271), one of eventually three such albums. Since then other
pianists have taken up the Sorabji mantle in
public, including Geoffrey Douglas Madge,
Yonti Solomon, and the late John Ogdon.
The present work, agargantuan, 4%-hour
piano solo that was first performed by its composer in 1930, the year of its completion, was
in fact played privately by Ogdon as long ago
as 1959 in England, and his recent recording
in 1988 is the first complete one on CDs. Modeled in part after Busoni's Fantasia Contrappuntistica, the 252-page score consists of three
enormous sections subdivided as follows: Pars
Prima: I. Introito, II. Preludio Corale, Ill, Fuga
I, IV. Fantasia, V. Fuga adue sog,gettillPars
Altera: VI. Interludium Primum (Thema cum
XLIX Variationibus), VII. Cadenza I, VIII. Fuga
atre soggetti//Pars lbrtia: IX. Interludium Alterum (Toccata, Adagio, Passacaglia cum LXXXI
Variationibus), X. Cadenza II, Fuga aquattro
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soggetti, XII Coda Stretta.
How does one describe such music, aside
from stating one's personal wonder at the immensity of the architectonic concept, of fugues
with one, two, three, and four subjects, of interludes that contain themes with, variously, 49
and 81 variations, of cadenzas of extreme virtuosity that straddle the entire length of the
keyboard? The music is of incredible polyphonic and polyrhythmic complexity, and is
primarily atonal; it is violent, stark, grand, emotional, introverted, frightening, haunting,
severe, rhapsodic, expressionistic, impressionistic, demoniac; it contains fistsful of notes;
it is mystical, Busonian, Ivesian, partly Bergian,
and redolent of Messiaen. It is surely an outsized intellectual curiosity (Ogdon, in one of
several essays contained in the accompanying
62-page explanatory book, likens Sorabji to
Melville and this austere work to Moby Dick).
Opus Clavicembalisticum may also prove quite
atrial for the listener unwilling to spend the
time with both music and at least rudimentary
analysis. Is it worth the effort? That depends
on one's patience and one's eagerness to be
intrigued by one of the most unusual works of
20th-century piano repertoire, for the music
heard superficially can just as readily give the
impression of empty, bombastic clatter.
Ogdon's formidable contribution (is this his
very last recording?) is staggering to the ear, but
so is Michael Habermann's performance of just
the two opening sections of the work on MHS.
Perhaps Ogdon has the more demonic as well
as spiritually mystical touch, an interpretive,
yet acoustic characteristic surely caused by the
drier ambience heard in the Habermann miking. Ogdon's BOsendorfer is somewhat distantly miked, abit hard-toned, and not very
mellow; it is not an outstanding piano sound,
but is otherwise adequate. In spite of the impressively exhaustive book that accompanies
Altarus's four-CD album, there are some production details that have been omitted: nowhere
is there any attempt, other than on the disc
labels themselves, to indicate how the work is
divided between the sides, and, furthermore,
there ought to have been more tracks (and even
index points) than just for the major subdivisions. Overall, Habermann's varied offering on
LP is, Ibelieve, the more inviting introduction
to Sorabji, but the truly adventurous listener
(with an abundance of time at his disposal)
will certainly want to own Ogdon's gigantic
achievement.
—Igor Minas
R. STRAUSS: Scblagobers

Hiroshi Wagasugi, lbkyo Metropolitan timphony Orchestra
Denon c0-73414 (CD only). Yoshiharu Kawaguchi, recording director: Norio Okada, eng. DOD. TT: 74:45
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Sentimentality without true sentiment is kitsch.
Hannah Arendt might call it proto-fascism. Like
Salvador Dali's, Richard Strauss's talent more
often than not stopped at his elbow. Strauss in
aparticularly uninspired mood raised kitsch
to aterrifying apotheosis of emptiness—like
the pretty floral paths leading to Auschwitz's
gas chambers.
Before the Straussians string me up, they
should know that two of the few non-Wagner
opera recordings Iown—and love—are Salome
and Elektra. Ifind Richard Strauss's early tonepoems to be marvels of energy and orchestration, if not profundity, and Zaratbustra's hothouse counterpoint is adelight. Not to mention Metamorpbosen and the Four Last Songs.
In Salome and Elektra, those orgies of appetite and revenge, Strauss seemed to have the
conviction of at least his own heartlessness,
decadence, depravity, and despair. But already
with Der Roamkavalies, the Op.59 to Elektra's
Op.58, Strauss had begun his long, slow slide
into the sort of cheap nostalgia, treacle, and
beery sentimentality that the Nazis were to find
so comforting. (A friend of mine once told me
that Rosenkavalier is the only opera by anyone that leaves him feeling as gemütlicb as does
Wagner's Die Meistersinger. Iwas speechless
—to me, the former has always sounded like
the latter's hellish parody, aheartless autocrat's
cynical—or pathetic—attempt to merely impersonate fellow feeling and honest emotion.)
Scblagobers (literally, "whipped cream on
top"), Strauss's Opus 70, a1922 ballet about
sugar products, is the nadir of this downward
slide. Scblag surpasses Sinfonia Domestica,
Don Quixote, even the Alpensinfonie as prime
exemplar of the horror of the composer's appalling virtuosity when in the service of nothing at all.' One newly understands Webern and
Schonberg as the punks of their generation,
deflating such post-romantic windbag fatcats
as Richard Strauss. What breaths of fresh air
they must have been.
Horenstein called him"a man of ice" Richard
Strauss was not so much acomposer as acompulsive aural narrator, once admitting that he
found it next to impossible to compose without a"story" of some sort—any sort, evidently
—to guide his hand. (One need but hear any
of the purely "musical" compositions from
very early or very late in his career to know
how true this was. Strauss himself called them
"finger exercises." He was too kind.) The story
IHaving Nat through Schlagobers while editing RL's review,
Iam tempted to say that it-Rose:kale:her wa, Richard Strauss's
attempt to pnwe that he could write waltzes as popular as anything by the father-and-son Johann Stowers, this piece of overcooked balletic confectioner, is Straws trying—and Oiling—
to cut Tchaikovsky
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—Strauss's own—from which Scblag hangs is
obers needs someone like NeemeJarvi, who
amolecule-thin confection (literally) about a has built acareer on first-rate performances of
group of young children visiting aViennese
second- and third-rate repertoire. Splashy,
Konditorei (pastry shop) and gorging thembloated, meaningless writing like this does not
selves sick while being visited by visions of
need to be reverently intoned from atop Lenin's
sugarplums. Characters like Prince Coffee and
tomb like the latest Party revision of Comrade
Prince Cocoa reign over such numbers as
Lenin. Actually, one needs to be drunk—and
"Whipped Cream Waltz," "Cocoa Dance," and
Idon't mean as in Act ll's "Rivalry in Love of
"Dance of the Tea Flowers." Act II takes place
Three 'Iypes of Liquor." Ido mean as in Charles
in ahospital ward, where one of the children
Dutoit's horny, totally sloshed carouse through
is recovering from sucrose toxicity. He's not at
Ravel's La Valse (London 414 406).
all cured by such titles as "Jump Dance of the
The sound is flat, the Tokyo MSO sounds
Crackers," "Dance of the Little Pralines," and
flimsy, gossamer, and sodden all at once—not
the topper, "Ring Dance of Pacification by
abad trick. But perhaps that's how they sound.
Black Beer." Bring on the insulin. His condition
Maybe that's how Saitama's Toda Public Hall
quickly deteriorates into delirium, aperfect
sounds. It sure isn't how my Vandersteen 2Ci's
opportunity for all sorts of unrelated tableaux.
sound.
Scored for full symphony orchestra, ScblagScblagobers must be heard to be believed,
obers abounds in Strauss's trademark overbut only once. It's of less historical than spirdivided strings, percussion writing for brass,
itual interest, valuable as arecord of the voids
relentless chromaticism that would seem parointo which abankrupted human spirit can disdic if it weren't laid on so thick, and endless,
appear, and of the fact that no man is so worthfragmented waltzes long overdue for the comless that he cannot serve as ahorrible example.
post heap (exactly the sort offin de siècle Nero—Richard Lehnert
fiddling parodied so nastily in Mahler's later
R. STRAUSS: Sympbonia Domestica, Death and
Lândler). The work is intricately woven of
»ansfiguration
scores of themelets and leitmotivs, all indexed
Fritz Reiner, Chicago Symphony (Sympbonia), RCA Victor
on the CD and carefully noted in the exhausOrchestra (Death)
RCA 88- 2-RG (CD only). Lewis Layton, cng.; Richard
tive but humorless booklet's three languages.
Mohr, prod. ADD. Ti': 66:29
But Strauss is working with building materials
so shoddy they fall apart in his (and conducRecorded in November 1956, Sympbonia
tor Walcasugi's) hands. The overall effect is of
Domestica was one of RCA's earliest applicaafull-scale replica of the Taj Mahal made entions of three-channel /
2" tape mastering.
tirely of chicken fat, less composition than
When the mono was released ayear later, stedecomposition.
reo LPs lay still another year in the future. A
Ifirst heard the ballet 25 years ago on New
1957 color catalog for RCA's consumer halfYork's WQXR-FM, in the only other recording
track stereo tapes bears an illustration as well
ever made—Erich Kloss on the phantom Lyrias anumerical designation (FCS-44) for Symchord 741E, long out of print but still mysteripbonia. Although several friends and Imanously listed in Scbwann like something out of
aged to collect anumber of these tapes at closePynchon—and sort of liked it. Iwas aforgiveout sales, Inever saw acopy of this tape, nor
able 15, and wondered why such an ostensido Iknow anyone who has. Though critically
bly "major" work had gone so unrecorded.
acclaimed, the LP was destined to become an
When Denon's Walcasugi recording arrived, I early cut-out, not to be released in stereo until
was intrigued. But as Scblagobers's 75 minutes
the advent of the budget Victrola line in 1966.
wore on, Ibegan to wonder why Strauss hadn't
The Victrola edition, particularly in its origfound something more important to do—like
inal plum label SI stamper incarnation, is disclean the bathroom. The thought of the poor
qualified as acandidate for all-out audiophile
soulless man, slogging on with this monsuper disc status due to stamper noise in the
strosity, somehow knowing (he bad to have
quiet passages of side 1and some rather offiknown) that this was the best be could do, was
cious and unnecessary gain riding on side 2.
scary. This is the most desperately unnecessary
I've heard of alegendary Japanese edition of
note-mongering I've ever heard—"light" muthis recording, reports of whose mythical qualsic so heavy, so determinedly cute, it sits in the
ities I'm quite prepared to believe, based on a
gut like a70-year-old, five-pound chocolate
handful ofJapanese RCA recordings I've manEaster egg.
aged to acquire These were audiophile-grade
Hiroshi Walcasugi is cautious and plodding,
vinyls of near-Chesky quality in the Japanese
rhythmically literal, his goose saved only by a
Victrola line of the late '70s/early '80s. Shortfew lyrical soloists. He treats the music as if it
comings notwithstanding, the US edition still
were actually valuable—a grave mistake. Schlagremains agenuine vinyl collectors' item, and
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asturdy frame of reference for this CD.
At first, the spectral balance seems abit dark
in comparison to the Victrola Plum, but as listened to through abrand-new California Audio
Labs lbrcet Mk.III, the disc edge treated with
adab of CD Stoplight, the CD appears to have
lucid timbral character, clarity of texture, and
the distinctive Orchestra Hall sound. And
there's enough left over for some tape hiss, just
to reassure us that the recording hasn't been
excessively de-noised.
In addition, one must thank RCA for getting
the mid-phrase side break right. If you're familiar with the original vinyl, you'll know where
to listen for the join-up, which is precisely
where it should be, and as it could only have
been executed by one familiar with the work,
or referring to ascore. And there's no gain riding, just full dynamics and asound so clear you
may even suspect you're hearing construction
noises from the building next door to Orchestra Hall.
Critics have been fond of trashing this uneven, problematic work as an overinflated portrayal of the composer's family life. Ifind it
more endearing than repellent, but it requires
performers who can reconcile the humorous
with the tender without burlesque or cloying,
and to render the piece with virtuosity without merely turning it into aconcerto for orchestra. You may debate the merits of the piece,
but this still remains one of Reiner/CSO's
"Greatest Hits."
Rarely recorded at all, the Reiner/CSO Sympbonia was the first in stereo. Collectors with
ahistorical perspective will want to hear the
Furtwângler/Berlin live performance of 1942,
recently reissued by DG, as well as a1953 live
performance by Clemens Krauss/Bavarian
Radio on Orfeo. The closest modern rival is
Neeme Jârvi/Scottish National on Chandos.
Despite the audible evidence of editing, Reiner/
CSO manages to sound as much like aunified
single performance as the two above-mentioned
live ones. Moreover, the CSO gives it an heroic,
ballsy, go-for-it approach which has become
all too rare in today's recordings.
For many collectors, the big surprise on this
CD will be the 1950 mono recording of Death
and »ansfiguration, in which Reiner manages
to draw from an all-star team comprised of his
favorite players from the NBC, NYPO, and the
Met, aperformance which remains, to this day,
one of the greatest DWI ever committed to
recording, more involving by far than his 1956
recording with the Vienna Philharmonic (currently unavailable but likely to be reissued as
aDecca/London budget).
D&T has been equalized without apologies
to the authenticity of 1950 tape. The producStereophile, October 1990

tion is somewhat dated in its close studio-like
detail, which falls somewhere between the
very close-up sound of lbscanini and the lush,
larger-than-life sound favored by Stokowski.
The clarity is sufficient to reveal not only the
most intimate details of nuance, but of the suspicious sound of adoor being shut during the
introduction.
Rehearing these performances reminds us
yet again that recordings which sound and feel
like performances are anearly lost art in today's
industrial milieu of mindless editorial perfection. A&Rs and technicians, as well as performers, need to hear recordings like these and
ask what can be done to get back to this type
of square one.
—Richard Schneider
VERDI: Requiem
Sharon Sweet, soprano; Florence Quivar, mezzo-soprano;
Vinson Cole, tenor; Simon Estes, bass; Berlin Philharmonk Orchestra, Erast-Senff-Chor. Carlo Maria Giulini
DG 423 674-2 (2 CDs only). Ulrich Vette, mg.; Werner
Mayer, prod. DDD. TT: 97:02

Hans von Bülow— the German conductor
whose extra-musical claim to posterity is that
although cuckolded by Richard Wagner he
remained the composer's faithful disciple—in
an exercise of utter ignorance, dismissed Verdi's
Requiem as "Verdi's latest opera, in ecclesiastical dress." This derisive arrogance backfired
and is still quoted in ahighly positive sense by
the work's many admirers. When Johannes
Brahms heard Bülow's aspersion, he declared,
"Bülow has made afool of himself. This is a
work of genius."
Unlike many other composers' liturgical
compositions, Verdi's Requiem was not created
for religious services. Written as aconcert piece,
it was intended to lift listeners to their feet in
excitation rather than lower them to their knees
in pious supplication. Unlike Brahms's own
beautiful, but somberly serious, realization of
the Requiem, Verdi, drawing on his vast experience of shaping emotions by theatrical (perhaps "dramatical" is considered less pejorative
to Bülow sympathizers) composition, wanted
his Requiem to invigorate and arouse, rather
than pacify with piety. Giulini, it appears from
this latest recording, now thinks otherwise.
As along-time admirer of the Italian maestro, Ihave been aware that for the last decade
or so his interpretive creed seems to have undergone something akin to ametamorphosis.
Never aSturm und Drang director or so-called
literalist in the Toscanini mold, his interpretive
signature usually guaranteed asensuous amalgam of the cerebral with the visceral. This
stimulating formula—diluted somewhat by a
too-reverent atmospheric approach—distinguished his superb EMI Requiem recording of
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1964. As the work cries out for the wide dyvide for the anticipated heights of exultation
namics of digital engineering, his legions of
that many scholars believe Verdi (a reputed agadmirers, including this one, have long awaited
nostic and certainly not achurch-goer) envithis CD account. Unfortunately, it fails to fulfill
sioned.
—Bernard Son
expectations. For whatever reason, his current
VERDI:
Rigoletto
overview lacks the pulse and dynamism of the
Giorgio Zancanaro, Rigoletto; Daniela Dessi, Gilda; Vinearlier recording. It is unduly expansive (to
cent La Scola, Duke of Mantua; Paata Burchuladze,
soporific dimensions in several places), preSparafucile; Martha Senn, Maddalena; others; Orchestra
sumably due to Giulini's latest hyper-spiritual
& Chorus of La Scala, Milan, Riccardo Muti
conception. His overdone celestial vision alEMI CDS 749605 2(2 CDs only). David Groves, prod.;
Michael Sheady, eng. ODD. TT 115:51
most vitiates the piece's inherent drama. The
VERDI: Rigoletto
requisite sense of urgency and the blazing
Leo Nucci, Rigoletto; June Anderson, Gilda; Luciano
anguish of those great choral contributions are
Pavarotti, Duke of Mantua; Nicolai Ghiaurov, Sparadiluted in the context of this austere, injudifucile; Shirley Verret, Maddalena; others; Orchestra
ciously pious performance.
& Chorus of the lbatro Communale, Bologna, Riccardo
ChalIly
However, any Giulini performance offers
London 425 864-2 (2 CDs only). Christopher Raeburn,
rewarding musical felicities—and this is no
prod.; James Lock, Andrew Groves, John Movie, et.
exception. Inner orchestral voices frequently
DDD. TT: 113:14
smothered by other conductors are highlighted
yet stop short of being obtrusive. Both the
By my count, which may be off by acouple,
orchestral and choral contributions benefit
these are the 13th and 14th complete Rigoletti
from Giulini's talent for contouring seamless
now available on discs. Considering shelf space
legato lines: both make beautiful music. If the
and consumers' budgets, they better offer somedrama, the sheer emotional impact and vitality
thing special. And each sort of does, but certhat Verdi created, is presented in subdued,
tainly not enough to displace anyone's longstaid doses, the too-secular vision that Giulini
standing favorite.
now espouses is, at least, soothing.
First to overviews: Muti's performance uses
The conductor, of course, is particularly
the new, critical edition of the score and, as
sympathetic to singing and singers (not all fausual, anything not written by the composer
mous maestri are), and he integrates the four
does not pass the lips of his singers. Chailly's
soloists with accustomed skill and efficacy.
is atypical modernized Romantic performance,
Unfortunately, bass-baritone Simon Estes, whose
which is to say that optional high notes and
glutinous, distorted vowels defile the glorious
other non-sinful liberties are taken, and aside
"Confutatis" and damage his important confrom acouple of bars, the music is all here (The
certed passages, lets the quartet down with
only music Ireally missed was the beautiful
tedious, unidiomatic singing. Both Florence
cadenza to the Gilda/Duke duet which Muti
Quivar and Vincent Cole make positive congives us, as does Solti on RCA, with Moffo and
tributions though neither possesses the desired
Kraus.) Muti is obviously searching for asmallvocal opulence.
scaled, young-sounding reading by his choice
Sharon Sweet, another of the several large,
of soprano and tenor; Chailly packs lots of
young American sopranos with large, beautiful
heat. Both conductors apparently want to get
voices to appear within the past couple of
the whole deal over with as quickly as possiyears, is obviously an artist to watch out for. She
ble. Muti's crimes here are truly awful; indeed,
is totally right for this work (unlike her predeboth the opera's first scene and the "Si vencessor of the 1964 recording, who just hapdetta" duet which closes the second act are
pened to be married to the producer). Her rich,
taken so fast that they made me laugh—hardly
round-toned, lovely voice is used with grace
the appropriate reaction. (It takes 1:57 on Muti,
and distinction. The rigors of the "Libera me,"
2:17 on Chailly—a startling difference) Challly,
and the celestial conclusion necessitating nearthough also too rushed, is, in general, more
perfect vocal control, obviously hold few tersympathetic to the opera's drama, lingering
rors for this young lady. She almost succeeds
over the father-daughter music in the opera's
in inspiring Giulini to the fitting sense of ursecond and third acts so that we are genuinely
gency The recording of the solo quartet is alitmoved by them. Muti, on the other hand, does
tle distant, but, unlike some other recordings,
not give either singer enough space to get inthe individual members are quite audible. In
volved, and the opera suffers. The music sounds
fact, the engineering in toto is commendable,
fine—crisp and clear—but the reading is deif not as impressive as Telarc's release featuring
tached. Nuf sed.
Robert Shaw and the Atlanta Symphony. MusiIn the smaller roles, neither Maddalena is
cally, too, Iprefer the Telarc to this release. Giugood, with Shirley Verrett, in particular, soundlini's current ideas on the Requiem seldom proing as if ahole has been dug in the middle of
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her voice. Paata Burchuladze gives the impression of reining in wild horses at Sparafucile's
most conspiratorially quiet, while Ghiaurov is
in excellent form. Both Monterones give the
aural equivalent of foaming at the mouth, and
all the other supporting players are good.
In the title role, for Muti we have Giorgio
Zancanaro's genuine Verdi sound—lush and
luxurious. Sadly, he's so rushed that he can't get
into Rigoletto's skin, and sounds angry and
nasty even when he's supposed to be sympathetic and supplicating. A pity, since his
voice is the real thing. Leo Nucci does not have
agreat voice in the classic Tibbett/Warren/Bastianini sense of the word, but he has the Verdi
style down pat and reads the text so well that
the fact that his sound is the wrong weight
stops mattering. But it's disturbing to hear his
cry of 'Ah, la maledizione" at the close of Act
1—it moves from sharp to fiat within asecond
or two. (Quite afeat, and alesson to young
singers who tend to push their voices.) But
overall, his reading is successful. Daniela Dessi
is not world-class as Gilda, and after awhile she
starts to annoy. June Anderson is fabulous
vocally—the last time this music sounded so
secure was from Sutherland. Comparisons
with the great Australian don't stop there, by
the way—Anderson's consonants are wrapped
in bunting half the time, and she's less than
totally involved. But let's not complain. Her
singing is Golden Age bel canto. Vincent La
Scola's Duke is very well sung, but he sounds
as seductive and/or menacing as afox terrier.
Pavarotti is even better than he was 17 years ago
for Bonynge on London. His Duke is afulldrawn lecher with great appeal and adangerous type of class. And the notes are still there,
by the way, although Iwish he had left the high
D—tom from his throat at the close of "Possente amor" —somewhere else (I'd like adollar
for every take they needed to find one worth
splicing in.) In all, he's splendid.
It's pretty clear: the Muti is for scholars and
speed freaks, though it's easy to see what he
was driving at. He just doesn't make it—perhaps more assertive singers could have made
the performance come to life (although he
clearly wasn't looking for alternate opinions).
Chailly's is abeautiful reading, though he and
most of his cast lack that extra something
which makes one really feel the tragedy of
Rigoletto. The voices in the Chailly are more
prominent than in the Muti, but both recordings are clear, vivid, and very bright. Booklets
with good essays, translations, etc. A clear
choice here, but hold on to Solti/Moffo/Merrill/Kraus and Serafin/Calles/Gobbi/de Stefano
for dear life In the real world, those are still the
real thing.
—Robert Levine
Stereophile, October 1990

Classical Collections
HoROW1TZ: ¡be Recordings, 1930-1951
Bach -Busoni: Chorale Prelude, "Rejoice Beloved Christians"; Adversely: 4Sonatas, K.87, 125, 188, & 322;
Haydn: Sonata No.62; Chopin: 4Etudes, Op.10 Nos.4,
5, & 8; Op.25 No.3; Impromptu No.1; Nocturne, Op.72
No.1; 3Mazurkas, Op.7 No.4, Op.41 No.2, Op.50 No.3;
Scherzo No.4; Debussy: Etude Nall, "Pour les arpèges
composes"; Poulenc: Pastourelle, TOCC212; Beethoven: 32 Variations in c; Schumann: Arabesque, 01118;
Toccata, Op.7; "ltaumenswirren," Op.12 No.7; Presto
passionato; Liszt: "Funérailles," Sonata in b; Bachmaninoff: Piano Concerto 3; Prelude in g, Op.23 NOS;
Rimsky-Korsakov: "Flight of the Bumble Bee";
Stravinsky: "Danse Russe" from Pe/roue/Ora; Prokofiev: Toccata, Op.11
Vladimir Horowitz, piano; Albert Coates, London Symphony Orchestra (in Rachmaninoff Concerto)
Angel/EMI CDHCC 63538 (3 CDs only). Keith Hardwick, digital remastering. ADD. TT: 2:59:49
HOROWITZ ENCORES
Bizet-Horowitz: Carmen Variations; Saint-SaénsLiszt -Horowitz: Danse Macabre; Mozart: Rondo alla
Mendelssohn -Liszt- Horowitz: Wedding
March & Variations; Mendelssohn: 3Songs without
Words (Elegy, Spring Song, Shepherd's Complaint);
Scherzo 2capriccio in f#, Debussy: Serenade for the
Doll; Moszkowski: Etudes in A-flat and F, Étincelles;
Chopin: Polonaise, Op.53; Schumann: Trâumerei;
Liszt-Horowitz: Hungarian Rhapsody No.15,
"RAC:cry"; Liszt: Valse oublié No.1; Rachmaninoff:
Prelude in g, Op.23 No.5; Sousa-Horowitz: "The
Stan and Stripes Forever" Vladimir Horowitz, piano
RCA Victor Gold Seal 7755-2-RG (CD only). Nathaniel
S. Johnson, digital remastering supervisor; James
Nichols, cog.; John Pfeiffer, prod. ADD. TT: 69:12

These anthologies are essential acquisitions for
the Horowitz enthusiast. The EMI compilation
represents almost all of his early recorded output for the British firm, acollection of some of
his most important recordings such as the
astounding 1930 Rachrnaninoff Concerto 3, the
electrifying Liszt Sonata of 1932, and breathtakingly sensitive and characterful Schumann and
Chopin, among a host of brilliant performances too numerous to mention. This is also
the period of the simpler, less affected Horowitz. One previously unreleased 78 side, a
Prokofiev Toccata from 1930, is included, but
afew editorial glitches in the accompanying
booklet are also present: the Schumann "Presto
passionato" specs are missing (0B-450%; DA 1301, recorded Nov.15, 1932), and the Chopin
Impromptu 1and Nocturne, Op.72 No.1, date
from 1951, not 1935.
BMG's selection derives from RCA Victor
recordings of 1942-1980, mostly studio-made
but also including several items taken from live
recitals, so characteristic of the encore portions
of the late pianist's programs; here will be
found both such hair-raising crowd pleasers
as his "Carmen Variations" (his second recording, of 1947), Moszkowski's "Étincelles," and
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the incomparable "Stars and Stripes Forever,"
as well as such examples of the fabled singing
tone as Schumanris "114àumerei" and MendeIssohn's "Spring Song" (but why wasn't "May
Breezes," the fourth of the pianist's Songs Without Words recordings, included?).
The BMG encore collection is, understandably, variable, sometimes alittle shy on bass
with perhaps more top cut in the 78-derived
material than some listeners (such as I) would
prefer. In comparison, however, to the travesty
of the EMI set, it comes off extremely well. The
problem with the latter lies, firstly, with the
producer's efforts at removing 78rpm surface
noise: too many record firms not only find it
objectionable but consider that potential customers would wish to shy away from purchasing adisc of historical importance when that
surface remains too much apart of the sound
picture. Of the various attempts at removing
this kind of noise, atop cut (among other things)
may quite destroy apianist's tone, not to mention changing the original ambience What EMI
has done, however, is to utilize afrequencylimited dynamic-range compressor which
bears the name Cedar. 2 It does not appear to
have been used consistently, and its effect as
heard here is variable; at its glaring worst, as in
the 1951 Scarlatti and Chopin, one hears an
obvious pumping, the loudest sections having
more prominent highs, the softer ones being
methodically attenuated. The result, even in
the earlier "Funerailles" of 1932, is especially
noticeable when there are sudden fluctuations
of piano volume, with the music giving the
impression of getting artificially louder and
brighter every time there is arise in volume.
Since my library contains almost all of the original Horowitz 78s, Iwas able to make acomparison with anumber of these vs EMI's CD
"reconstitution," and, without exception, Iwas
able with the original discs to obtain greater
depth and transparency as well as very much
more vivid and colorful, less boxy and constricted reproduction. It's really too bad that
the CD consumer must face such amisguided
effort or do without.
—Igor Kipnls
URSULA OPPENS: American Piano Music of Our
Times
Adams: Phrygian Gates; Bolcom: The Dead Moth
Tango' ;Carter, Night Fantasies; Foss: •The Curriculum Vitae tango'; Hemphill: "Parchment" Jaggard:
"Tango"; Nancarrow: "tango?"; Sahl: "Tango from
the Exiles Café"
Ursula Oppens, piano
Music & Arts CD-604 (CD only). Judith Sherman, eng./
prod. ODD. TT: 69:13

This is awonderful disc. Ursula Oppens has a
2For amore positive view of the Cedar process, see Ken Kessler's report in last month's "Industry Update."
—JA
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fine touch, crisp but sonorous, and even when
this repertoire calls for percussive attack, she
never produces an ugly sound. She gives afantastically well-constructed program too, comprised of large-scale works by Elliott Carter and
John Adams, that illustrate entirely different
compositional concepts, framed by six miniature tangos, which again show the variety of
techniques that the 20th-century composer
has within his grasp.
Nancarrow's — Pango?" rightly questions the
efficacy of that title, for here only the rhythmic
skeleton of the dance can be glimpsed. The
delicate, single-note texture gradually expands
with awide-ranging frenzy that lends the piece
acertain wit. By direct contrast, Bolcom's piece
sports a more traditional approach, and
Michael Sahl's "Tango from the Exiles Café"
throws up all the sleazy, rather familiar passions
of the dance form. Hemphill and Jaggard adopt
an abstract stance; Lukas Foss imaginatively
arranges an accordian piece. All these tangos,
selected from the International 'Ingo Collection commissioned by pianist Yvar Mikhashoff
in 1983, are performed with great lucidity.
Carter's Night Fantasies are haunted by the
myriad thoughts that dart in and out of one's
mind during aperiod of insomnia. Thus the
piece is one of rapid mood change, of short
ideas that disappear almost as soon as they
arrive, of others that blossom into something
quite substantial. Adams's Phrygian Gates, by
contrast, is an atmospheric piece of mesmeric
harmonic repetition in the Lydian and Phrygian
modes, moments of change signifying the arrival at a"gate." Quite how virtuosic Oppens
is in handling the huge diversity of styles on
this disc cannot be adequately described—go
out and buy!
—BarbaraJahn
VARIOUS: Elizabethan Ballads and Theater Music
The Musicians of Swanne Alley; Lyle Nordstrom. Paul
O'Dette, directors
Vilgin Classics VC 790789-2 (CD only). Martin Compton.
prod.; Anthony Howell, ens. DDD. TT: 65:47

This CD is the latest (so far as Iknow) of atype
of recording that has been consistently popular
with Renaissance consorts—the "popular
music" disc Fortunately for even the jaded listener, there is always room for another such
collection, especially if it is as well done as the
present example. The Musicians of Swanne
Alley have been together some 14 years now,
and their ensemble playing is as good as one
could wish. All of the musicians involved play
more than one instrument, and this lends welcome variety to what is, Imust admit, aselection of works not remarkable for its novelty on
recordings.
In addition to their ensemble skills, every253
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one here gets to display their talent in alead or
solo role. David Douglas, whom you will remember from the Newberry Consort, does
some fine fiddling on "Chi passa per sta strada,"
and the two directors solo and duet on lute,
pandora (said to be adistant ancestor of the
banjo), and cittern. Soprano Emily Van Evera
handles all of the vocal chores adeptly (although
her stage Cockney on "Packington's Pound"
is regrettable), even if she does not quite match
Simpson, Baird, or Kirkby. (Compare, for example, "0 Death Rock Me Asleep," where Van
Evera has not quite got the phrasing right: Baird
has it heartbreakingly perfect.)
The real joys here are instrumental, aspirited
"Watkins Ale" and some lively viol playing on
"Guam's Dump," along with agreat deal more
My personal favorite is the splendid rendition
of a set of consort variations on "Greensleeves," which the notes attribute to John
Johnson (ca 1540-1594).
This may well be the best-sounding Virgin
Ihave yet experienced. Timbre is wonderfully
true, especially considering all those Ds, and
soundstaging is as good as digital gets. To give
the most telling example: on the recorder consort piece "Browning my dear" (not, Itrust, by
EBB.), someone—probably Paul O'Dette,
who is not listed as playing recorder—is off in
the back left corner of the hall playing what
sounds like apair of spoons. Not only does he
image way back there, the reflections from the
side wall clearly come from outside the left
speaker. Yet another nifty demonstration for
the unbelieving masses .
3
—Les Berkley

Show Music
AN EVENING WI71IJERRY HERMAN: Original New
York Cast

songs originally sung by Bernadette Peters,
Angela Lansbury, Carol Channing, and Ethel
Merman sound as if they're ber songs. She is
matched by Lee Roy Reams, who brings his
own distinctive style and strong vocal presence
to the proceedings. Jerry Herman does the narration in aself-effacing manner, 4 plays the
piano well, and the singing he does, while no
match for his colleagues, is better than one
might expect from one whose trade is writing
songs rather than singing them. Bassist Bill Ellison provides unobtrusive support throughout.
Recorded before astudio audience, there is a
convincingly "live" quality to both sound and
atmosphere, even including afalse start to one
of the trio numbers: Herman comes in too early
during the vamp, stops and apologizes, there
is abit of banter, then they re-start. Producer
Ward Botsford chose to leave it in, adecision
that might lose points on technical grounds but
is brilliant in theatrical terms.
All the expertise in performance would be
to no avail if the songs did not deliver the musical/lyrical goods. Jerry Herman may not have
the seriousness (some would say, pretentiousness) of approach to musical theater that characterizes Stephen Sondheinn, but he bas demonstrated aknack for writing tunes of the "take
home" variety. Stripped of overblown orchestrations/arrangements, as they are here, the
songs often work better than in the original cast
versions. One number that simply knocked me
out was "I Don't Want to Know," from Dear
Weld. Angela Lansbury's original cast performance, Tony winner or not, has always left me
cold; Morrow and Reams not only sing better,
they're more convincing at creating amood of
Jacques Brel-ish desperation. Highly recommended.
—Robert Deutsch

Music & lyrics by Jerry Herman

MAGDALENA: 1989 Studio Cast

Arabesque Y2001 (CD only). Ward Botsford, prod.; Frank
D. Laico, eng. DDD. TT: 59:57

Music & orchestrations by Hcitor Villa-Lobos. Lyrics &

The concept is simple: excerpts from Jerry Herman's shows (Milk and Honey, Hello, Dolly!,
Mame, The Grand Thur, Mack and Mabel
Dear World, and La Cage Aux Folles) are presented in the "And then Iwrote. .." style, Herman playing the piano, and featuring Broadway
veterans Karen Morrow and Lee Roy Reams.
What makes the recording special is the sense
of sheer enjoyment communicated by the performers. They just love doing this and don't
care who knows it. Karen Morrow has the most
difficult job, singing songs made famous by
some of Broadway's greatest stars. Without
being mannered or idiosyncratic, she makes
3Someone is probably going to accuse me of deliberately not
mentioning the one sonic flaw on this disc. Yes, Van Evera's
voice is distorted at one point on track 8.
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adaptation by Robert Wright, George Forrest
Connecticut Choral Artists, Orchestra of New England,
Evans Haile, cond.

CBS-MK 44945 (CD only). Paul Goodman, Ben Rini,
engs.; Robert Sher, prod. DDD. TF: 69:54

Although Wright and Forrest have written original music for some of their shows (eg, Grand
Hotel, currently on Broadway), their main
claim to fame is as adaptors of the works of
"serious" composers such as Grieg (Song of
Norway) and Borodin (Kismet). Magdalena
does not quite fit the pattern, in that the music
is neither their own, nor is it the adaptation of
the work of along-dead composer: Villa-Lobos
was not only alive but an enthusiastic collabo4Ido wish they had set up the narrative sections as separate
tracks, so that one could program playback that omits them.
How Jerry Herman got his start in the theater is interesting,
but it definitely palls with repeated hearing.
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rator in the project. As Wright and Forrest tell
the story in the liner notes to the recording,
Magdalena had atriumphant 1948 Los Angeles
première, aSan Francisco run that had critics
outdoing themselves in superlatives about the
score, and, apart from "book carps in acouple
of corners," warmly enthusiastic reviews in
New York. Wright and Forrest suggest that only
the absence of acast album kept Magdalena
from the long run it deserved. Whatever the
case, Magdalena has not had a significant
revival until the 1987 concert performance
that is the basis of the eresent recording.
So much for history. Heard with 1990 ears,
how does Magdalena stack up? Is it, as Wright
and Forrest claim Richard Rodgers said in 1965,
awork that was "still 25 years ahead of its
time?" Perhaps. In musical terms, it's certainly
not at all like Song of Norway, Kismet, or The
Great Waltz, and anyone expecting alilting
old-fashioned operetta is bound to be disappointed. There are alot of Brazilian folk-songinspired melodies, many in ahighly rhythmic
idiom (percussionist Patrick Smith gets agood
workout), some quasi-operatic sections, afew
bits that sound like they could have been written by Offenbach or G&S. There's one number
that pays convincingly nostalgic tribute to Cole
Porter's favorite city ("Bon Soir, Paris"), and a
player-piano tune ("Broken Pianolita") that
sounds alot like part of "Pirate Jenny" from
Threepenny Opera. There's no "big" song, no
"Stranger in Paradise," and the book, at least
as judged by the synopsis, is amore-thanlegitimate subject of carping.
The cast is generally very fine, certainly
much better than one could expect in any stage
revival. Faith Esham has alovely voice and uses
it to good effect in the role of Maria. Tonywinner (for Phantom of the Opera)Judy Kaye
is widely known in musical theater circles as
one of the most gifted and versatile performers
around; here, she turns in adeftly comedic
Madame Teresa, the owner of alittle Parisian
café who joins her friend, General Carabafia,
on atrip to Colombia, having been told by her
personal astrologer that emeralds figure prominently in her future. In Colombia, at afiesta
welcoming General Carabaña, Pedro, aMuzo
Indian rebel and sometime bus-driver, leads
drunken Indians of the pagan Chivor tribe to
steal the statue of the Miracle Madonna, an act
that understandably upsets the devout Maria,
who loves Pedro, and—oh, never mind.
Kevin Gray is an ardent Pedro, although I
wish his voice had amore ingratiating timbre,
like, say, that of John Raitt, the role's originator, or Jerry Hadley, who makes acameo appearance here as The Old One, singing the
haunting title song. Conductor Evans Haile,
Stereophile, October 1990

who conceived the concert production of this
work, maintains good control over the extensive vocal and orchestral forces. Sound quality
is fine, with abit of congestion in the ensembles. Magdalena is not aneglected masterpiece, but it is an intriguing work (Ken Mandelbaum, writing in Theater Week, refers to it as
"fascinating kitsch"); we can be grateful to CBS
for allowing us to hear it. —Robert Deutsch

TUCK ANDRESS: Reckless Precision
'nick Andress, electric guitar
Windham Hill Jazz WD-0124 (CD only). Mack Andress,
eng .prod.; Avatar Metier Baba, CICCC. prod. TT: 49:50

A little Hendrix, alittle more Stanley Jordan.
Some jazz, some folk, blues-influenced too.
'Rick Andress, half of the better-known husbandand-wife duo 'flick and Patti, offers asolo electric guitar affair, astylistic and discographic
smorgasbord that involves averitable mishmash of influences.
Taken at face value, this is anice date, ambitious and well-recorded, aproficient project
bound to please easy-listeners and up-andcoming guitarists Reckless Precision, however,
possesses one major flaw: it's momentary, not
memorable.
Part of the problem is that Andress may be
emphasizing his evolution too heavy-handedly.
Michael Jackson's "Man in the Mirror" opens;
no matter how you look at it, this is commonplace pop. And, I'm sorry, the rendition of
"Louie Louie," made so famous by the Kingsmen and recently revived as part of abeer campaign, does not cut it as legitimate, no matter
how well it's laid out here. While authentic,
even Andress's own "Sweet pr dedicated to his
partner, smacks more of early Hot Mina than
anything else; this bluesy affair gives us one
more reason to go back and listen to Jorrna Kaukonen's and Jack Cassidy's Live at the New
Oleans House, released two decades aga Needless to say, given Windham Hill's and, for that
matter, Andress's base of operations, it's not too
surprising to find the Bay Area written all over
Reckless Precision. For that matter, tremors
from Leo Kottke and the grandfather of new
age- ist guitarists, John Fahey, can also be felt,
most notably amid Andress's "Manonash," a
reference/dedication to aparticular state of
mind within the executive producer's/guru's
philosophy. It takes all kinds.
Does Reckless Precision qualify/deserve to
be categorized as ajazz record?
there's the
presentation of Harold Arlen's Wizard of Oz
medley of "Over the Rainbow/If IOnly Had
aBrain," and arendition of "Manha De Carnaval" that, if I'm not mistaken, arrives via
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Black Orpheus. Both selections have been, and
deservedly remain, part ofJazz Lit 101, which
is to say, it's okay that Andress undertakes such
items. However, it means his readings must
stand out—and they don't. Same with "Stella
By Starlight."
In the end, I'm not sure what we have here
other than agenuine, honest effort that's thin
at best. Topically, Andress tries to cover the
proverbial waterfront—and does. But so what?
—Jon W. Poses
WYNTON MARSALIS: Standard Time Vo1.3: The
Resolution Of Romance
Wynton Marsalis, trumpet; Ellis Marsalis, piano; Reginald
Veal, bass; Berlin Riley, drums
Columbia C 46143 (LP), Cl( 46143 (CD'). Delfeayo Marsalis, prod.; Patrick Smith, ens. DDA/DDD.
69:48,
73,53 .

Whether you think him reactionary, conservative in the best or worst senses, or atrue pioneer using seasoned, time-tested, broken-in
tools, it's been fascinating to watch Wynton
Marsalis grow up in public. Impressed as Iwas
with his first releases in the early '80s, in hindsight Ihear incredible tension and tightness,
as if the talent that was to blossom throughout
the '80s was bottled up behind Marsalis's lips,
too much trying to pass through too small an
opening.
Well, that mouth is wide open now, relaxed
and singing. In this almost-first album (not
counting one side of Fathers and Sons)with
his father Ellis, the relatively unsung master of
New Orleans piano, Wynton is as good as his
word: "I always wanted to do an album with
him, but Inever felt prepared because Ididn't
play well enough on changes and have asound
good enough to pay the kind of homage to my
father that Ireally felt." Cognoscenti have always agreed with this self-assmssment, but now,
even though Ellis still nearly steals the show,
Wynton's wait seems to have been exactly long
enough—the entire album is one vast sigh of
relief for players and (this) listener alike. Later
on, he says, "I made this album because I'm still
working on growth in the arenas where things
have been made obvious." Ahumble statement;
hats off to him for making his homework so
thoroughly enjoyable.
Briefly, Standard Time VoL3 is 18 standards
and 3originals on CD (the still-overstuffed LP
lacks "It's Easy to Remember"), most for quartet (drummer Herlin Riley's seemingly simple,
minimal crossrhythms amaze me with their
freshness), with two piano solos and one trumpet trio setting. From "A Sleepin' Bee" to "How
Are Things in Glocca Morra?," from "Skylark"
to "Big Butter and Egg Man," it's interesting to
compare Marsalis's choice of tunes to Keith JarStereophile, October 1990

rett's in the latter's own series of "Standards"
recordings: even with both restricting themselves almost exclusively to ballads, Marsalis
tends toward the jauntier, funkier tunes, Jarrett
toward the more romantic, art-song compositions. But both are absolutely committed to
asong's words, unsung though they remain.
This is most obvious on The Resolution of Romance: at an average length of 3) minutes, several lasting less than 2, there's hardly time for
more than aonce-through of verse and chorus on the majority of these tunes, most of
which could have fit on one side of a10" 78.
It's difficult to say what one has to say in so
brief atime, but Marsalis does it and leaves me
hungry for more; when this richly varied album ended, Iimmediately put it on again.
One reason Iset the CD player on "Repeat"
is both Marsalises' amazing relaxation, afar cry
from the technically impressive but remotely
tense Marsalis Standard Time VoL I(reviewed
in Vol.10 No.9). You'd expect such laid-back
support from Ellis—his long lifetime in jazz,
his teasing lagging behind the beat, those
Monk-ish dashes of tart, rhythmic wilfulness
—but his son's newfound ease and centeredness are revelations. Wynton's been building
up to this album—a Great Divide in his musical
life—for along time, and Ifeel privileged to
have heard the moment. Yes, he is finally good
enough to make an album with his father. Those
unfamiliar with Ellis Marsalis must hear this
album to know exactly what that means.
And those frustrated with Wynton's more
dogmatic affectations, both verbal and instrumental, must hear this to know that the dude
can actually drop his suspenders and cry, laugh,
guffaw with the best of them. VoL 3is aprimer
in style, in the jazz trumpet, in the use of all the
mutes—straight, bucket, hat, cup, harmon,
plunger (listen to the Marsalis original "The
Seductress" for this last —whew!)—but Idon't
fed lectured by some self-righteous jazz preacher
as Idid, literally and figuratively, with the last
album, The Majesty of the Blues (reviewed in
Vol.12 No.10). Wynton Marsalis may not be a
genius, but he is avirtuoso.
Still, this is his least pretentious album, his
most enjoyable, and, with the very different
Live at Blues Alley (Vol.11 No.9), his best. The
man is finally having agood time. So should
you. Buy it.
Other than the fact that the LP lacks one
tune, my copy had awarp, and CBS's surfaces
are as iffy as usual, the 35-minutes-a-side vinyl
sounds amazingly good, and better than the
CD on almost all tracks—more air, more depth,
more there there. Producer/brother/trombonist Delfeayo Marsalis, who has always pointed
out his avoidance of adirect pickup on acoustic
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bass, here labels three cuts as recorded with a
single stereo mike. My, my, my. (Yes, they do
sound better.) As for the rest, the trumpet is
miked far too forward, and the drums are surrounded by obviously false ambience Still, the
CD is one of the more natural-sounding DDD
jazz recordings I've heard from this label (not
saying much, obviously). And for those of you
wondering where Marsalis Standard Time
Vol. 2went, it's to be released some time this
fall as part of a5-LP retrospective including all
sorts of previously unreleased material. Watch
these pages.
—Richard Lehnert
MARCUS ROBERTS: Deep in the Shed
Marcus Roberts, piano; Herb Harris, Todd Williams, tenor
sax; Wessel Anderson, alto sax; Scotty Barnhard, E.
Danicworth, trumpet; Wycliffe Gordon, trombone;
Chris Thomas, Reginald Veal, bass; Maurice Carnes,
Berlin Riley, drums
RCA/Novus 3078-1-N (LP), -2-N (CD). Patrick Smith,
eng.; Delfeayo Marsalis, prod.; DDA/DDD. TT: 42:23

In trying to dissect Deep in the Shed, pianist
Marcus Roberts's second adventure as leader,
we need to accept, as he insists, that the blues
is primary to jazz—at least his jazz. Given the
presentation here, it's difficult, even if you
wanted to, to argue with him—what with such
compositions as "Mysterious Interlude," aslow
blues set in aclassic tenor-alto-trumpet-trombone septet where the piano acts as centerpiece However, alarge portion of Deep in the
Shed serves as reminder that we also need to
comprehend the continuing impact of Duke
Ellington, Thelonious Monk, and, to alesser
but still measurable extent, John Coltrane upon
such modernists. Not that Roberts would disagree; nonetheless, he provides us with the
quintessential example for such theories.
Deep in the Shed may be intentionally bluesdrenched, but Ellingtonia is omnipresent, particularly throughout "Nebuchadnezzer"s brilliantly orchestrated and predominantly austere
presentation. Duke's also quite in evidence
amid the textures that we can glean from the
religious but accidentally witty, slow followup,
"Spiritual Awakening," which contains not only
Roberts's salient piano solo, but also Wycliffe
Gordon's intelligent trombone, muted to perfection.
These days, with agreat deal of media assistance, the idiom seems dominated by acrop of
relatively new Young Lions. There's the Marsalis clan of course, now the Jordan family, Terrance Blanchard and Donald Harrison, as well
as that band of gypsies from Brooklyn, the Mbasers. Roberts remains Wynion M.'s main man,
and half the players here—probably none 30years-young yet—have worked as members of
Marsalis- led ensembles.
Stereophile, October 1990

The third of the all-Roberts, six-song program, "The Governor" (LP and CD have the
same format, but the latter has abrilliant sparide and tremendous bass-frequency response),
swings as hard as anyone could wish. Arranged
as aseptet, it acts, as does the tide track and the
Monkish "E. Dankworth" (Roberts's trumpeter's namesake), as clear indicator that these
"kids" are dead serious about their commitment to furthering the straight-ahead jazz tradition. Indeed. In effect, the ultimate lesson we
receive here: Roberts and his colleagues are
well-schooled, and possess the keen ability to
look forward as they receive the past amicably
—and with agreat deal of admiration. Not surprisingly then, Deep in the Shed is asession that
we will look back upon and at which we will
smile—out of respect.
—Jon W. Poses

Folk
VARIOUS: The Enchanted Isles (Harp music of the
British Isles)
Carol Thompson, harps
Dorian DOR -90120 (CD only). Craig Dory, prod., eng.
DDD. rn 52:21

To judge by the spate of recordings released
over the last 15 years, the Celtic Twilight has
been getting agood deal brighter of late. Even
Nashville has gotten into the act, with Anne
Baillie ("Baillie and the Boys") sounding more
like Marie ni Bhraonain than Patsy Cline, and
with Emmylou herself due out with aCeltic
record. There are three instruments that represent the soul of Celtic music: the fiddle, the
pipes, and perhaps above all, the harp. There
is agreat deal of lore (and alot of quasi-mystical
nonsense) centered around the harp and the
harper; perhaps only in some African societies
are personal and cultural identity so involved
with music as they are among the Celts.
On this CD, Carol Thompson, aclassically
trained harpist who now performs and teaches
on the folk harp, gives us nearly ascore of
pieces from around the British Isles (although
England is represented only by atoken Playford medley), including four compositions by
O'Carolan (properly if) Cearbhallgin 5),
the greatest of all writers for the harp. Thompson's technique is flawless, and Ilike some of
what she does with it, but Ihave to admit that
the whole thing leaves me pretty cold. There
are nine Irish harp tunes here, and Inever once
started tapping my feet. Ihave no such hesitawith Derek Bell (Carolan's Receipt, Shanachie
achie 79013); in fact, in Thompson's performance I'm afraid there's abit too much of the
mystical and melancholy—authentically Celtic
5Why is it spelled like that? Because its the simplified spelling,
silly.
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though it may be—and too little of the equally
authentic fire, joy, and wit that characterize
Celtic music.
Even if you prefer amystical tinge to your
harp music, there's abetter choice, namely
Patrick Ball (Celtic Harp, Fortuna LP OU). Like
Derek Bell, Ball plays atruly authentic brassstrung Irish harp, and gets agreat analog recording too.
Which brings us to sound. Heretical as it may
be, Ithink Dorian has truly come acropper
here. The Troy Savings Bank Music Hall is a
wonderful venue, and Dorian's lute-song disc
demonstrates that you can get an excellent recording of asingle instrument in that huge
space, but Carol Thompson's harp is here surrounded by averitable sea of echa Detail is
lost, the low end of the instrument sounds
unnatural, and it's just not much like sitting
down and listening to someone play aharp. I
think all of the reverb is intentional, to emphasize that mystical quality, but it doesn't work.
Skip this one and try Bell or Ball, and while
you're at it, grab arecord called Carolan's Cup
(Dargason DM-102), on which the lovely Joemy
Wilson rips through adozen of O'Carolan's
best on hammered dulcimer (home»: to you
Irishpersons) with spirited accompaniment.
Slainte an beitbne cugbati6 —Les Berkley

Rock
GEORGE CLINTON: The Cinderella Theory
Warner Bros. 25994-1 (LP), -2 (CD). George Clinton,
prod. ADA/ADD. Tr: 49:28

It's the 1990s. The rock'n'roll of the '705 is slipping into its second full decade, rendering it
inviting victim to popular music's exaggerated
sense of nostalgia and panicking those of us
who grew up with it and are rapidly becoming
less young. (Just the other day Iheard on the
radio an ad for adance dub pushing disco music
from the '70s as anostalgia experience Will we
never learn?) Those of us who grew up in the
'70s will prattle about the greatness of its pop
music, about how the pop artists of today are
mere shadows of their forbears from our decade Young pop fans, enviable in their flush of
hormonal oversupply, will rightly tag us as
aging gaspassers.
George Clinton is one of the dozen most
substantial pop artists to peak in the '70s. His
career began much earlier, in R&B bands in the
'50s. It was with aremarkable series of records
which he made—more precisely conceptualized and conjured—in the '70s with Parliament
and Funkadelic (not so much two bands as one
6Which means, if Ihaven't misspelled it into incomprehensibility, "The strength of the salmon to you"
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schizoid P-Funk, asingle set of personnel in yin
and yang incarnations) that Clinton defined a
radically innovative Pop: thematically unified
but anarchic albums emphasizing the long line
of groove; musical influences drawing heavily from Hendrix heavy-metal guitar, synthesizer, and R&B horn riffs; celebrations of sex
and scatology shocking by '90s standards;
irresistible invitations to dance; lotsa just plain
weirdness.
Clinton's influence on pop music has been
enormous. Without it, such diverse musicians
as Prince, Talking Heads, B-52's, Clash/Big
Audio Dynamite, and the black urban rappers
would have made substantially different music,
perhaps no music at all.
P-Funk broke up in 1979. Today Clinton
records under his own name, attracting all the
talented studio help he pleases. Cinderella new)" is only his second album of the '80s. It
spans into the new generation the madness and
dedication to the groove.
For all of Clinton's influence on later generations of musicians, it's enlightening to hear
from this album how they've changed him. On
the down side, Clinton makes sometimes indolent use of synthesizer, occasionally wiring
himself into the two-four drum machine lockstep which will some day be recognized as the
numbing cliché of '80s pop music To the plus,
there is renewed interest in words as well as the
funk, which may be attributable to Clinton
listening to the rapid-fire rhyming of young rap
musicians. Bearing this out are Chuck D and
Flavor Flay of the rap group Public Enemy, who
appear on one rather meandering cut featuring explicit social commentary uncharacteristic
of aClinton album. They make some sympathetic remarks about the toughness of acity
cop's job in this age of crack cocaine, which
may deflect some small fraction of the criticism
Public Enemy has earned for their racist japes.
Cinderella Theory's concept mainly involves
women, about whom Clinton, despite his years
of experience, remains obsessed ("Cinderella
Theory"), heartbroken ("There IGo Again"),
heavy-metal lustful ("Rita Bewitched"), and fed
up ("Kredit iCard").
For variety he throws in delectable tidbits
about constancy to the cause of the groove in
the face of commercial pressures ("Why
Should IDog U Out," the best song on the record), and ademented cover of "The Banana
Boat Song."
About the only low point Ican identify is the
monotonous and dreary "Serious Slamming,"
asong which Clinton, not surprisingly, did not
write.
Given the more metronomic pace of Clinton's post-rap beat and its sexual sanitation rela263
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rive to the '70s which today's market demands,
there is atemptation to label Cinderella Theory as less immediate, less danceable—less
funky than the old P-Funk LPs. That's wrong,
for the record had me dancing as good as in my
old days. (But I'll never admit that to my fellow
gaspassers.)
—Kevin Conklin
STEVE EARLE & the Dukes: The Hard Way
MCA MCA-6430 (LP), MCAD-6430 (CD). Steve Earle, Joe
Hardy, prods.; Joe Hardy, eng. DDA/DDD. TT: 55:53
JOHN HIATT: Stolen Moments
MN 75021 5310 1(LP), 2(CD). Glyn Joints, prod.; Glyn
Johns, Jack Joseph Puig, engs. AAA/AAD. TT: 52:57

Steve Earle and John Hiatt are both all rock, all
country Ilistened to Earle's Guitar 7bwn and
Hiatt's Bring the Family many times aday for
weeks after their releases, and Ialmost never
do that.
Both men sing like they're fighting an almostlosing battle against quicksand. The difference
is that while Earle sounds like he couldn't help
seeking out that shaky ground, just to see how
it felt, Hiatt seems to have lost his footing on
his way to agood time, and is now carefully
retracing his steps to make sure he doesn't do
it again.
Earle is an old-fashioned guy who's not sure
which he loves most, his car or his girl, and he's
not dealing with modern life very gracefully.
His bicep tattoo on the album cover says "Fear
No Evil," and Ido believe Earle's trying to keep
that muscle pumped. The Hard Way is perfectly titled; listening to these tortured songs,
Ihear aman constantly on the edge of becoming the quintessential American loser (and the
quin eçsPntial American tragic hero) who, with
the best of intentions, does nothing but screw
up, redeeming himself only with his absolute
determination to get back up on that white
horse and ride.
His liner note sets it up: "In the last 3or 4
years, I've been trying to figure out what one
does with one's self once one's dreams have
come true. ..
Ithink Iknow the answer—find
another dream — FAST!!!" That desperation is
in every song Earle sings—that's right—the
hard way.
Since his 1986 debut with Guitar Town —
probably the best country album of the '80s—
Earle's records have rocked harder and harder,
until something like The Hard Way's "This
Highway's Mine (Roadmaster)" could almost
be called heavy-metal country, in music and
lyrics: "Sometimes the only difference tween
me and this machine Ils! run on desperation
/She runs on gasoline."
But the seriousness, immediacy and authenticity of Earle's art is most clear when comparing his "Billy Austin" to something like SpringStereophile, October 1990

steen's "Nebraska." The Boss's song concerns
an unrepentant serial killer; Earle's tells of a
murderer who turns himself in even though,
as he sings, "I knew Ishould be feeling something /But Inever shed tear one." And though
"Nebraska," chilling as it is, is sung in the first
person, I've never believed Springsteen is that
person; Earle, his social conscience even stronger
since Guitar Town, is so close to Billy Austin
it's hard to tell them apart. Incredibly, this song
protests capital punishment, but Earle refuses
to load the dice in his own favor: "I ain't about
to tell you /That Idon't deserve to die. ..Could
you take that long walk with me /Knowing hell
is waiting there /Could you pull that switch
yourself sir /With asure and steady hand /
Could you still tell yourself /That you're better
than Iam." Sobering stuff. Makes all that Willie/
Waylon/Johnny/Kris "Highwayman" crap look
(and sound) like the scam it is.
"West Nashville Boogie" is aterrifying picture of contemporary high-school life; minimal blues riffs and minimal lyrics about razors,
white trash, and pistols hid down by the school.
"Close Your Eyes" is Earle's usual end-of-side
killer, atradition he started on Guitar Town
with "Down the Road" and "My Old Friend the
Blues." (The last one still makes me think, every
time Ihear it, that Hank Sr. didn't die in the
back of that car after all.)
The Steve Earle of Guitar Town is still alive
on "Hopeless Romantics"—"Hopeless romantics are usually hopelessly true" — the sister
song to "Fearless Heart" from that first album,
even if none of The Hard Way's songs are carried by tunes as timeless. CD and LP are pretty
close, the former abit fresher in the highs; basic
production style is big-beat drums, splashy,
chimey electric guitar, and some interesting
acoustic mandolin interludes.
Hell, that should be enough. The Hard Way
is significant. If you haven't heard Guitar Town,
buy it toa And if that doesn't mop up any remaining pockets of die-hard resistance to country music, John Hiatt should turn the trick.
Listeners who were disappointed—as Iwas
—with Hiatt's last album, Slow 714rning (reviewed in November 1988), should have no
complaints about Stolen Moments, areturn to
the introspection-with-a-beat funk of his triumphant Bring the Family. Moments is Hiatt's
tenth album (not counting Geffen's Y'all Caught?
compilation), and it's awatershed and summation of sorts.
Lord, has this man grown up in the ten years
since the neo-wavo/post-punk Costello-cloned
Slug Line and 71vo Bit Monsters; his stuff could
be easily called roots rock now, àla his sometime studio buddy Ry Cooder. And varied? As
Hiatt said in arecent Billboard squib (Aug. 4,
265
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1990), he can "go on 'Hee Haw' and two weeks
later get asong cut by Iggy Pop. Or share the
stage with the Neville Brothers and then sit next
to Roy Acuff at the Country Music Assn. Awards."
I'm not sure I've ever heard such engaging
songs about an imprisoning childhood or the
recovery from an alcoholic adulthood. You
don't have to know what these songs are about
to thoroughly enjoy them, but paying close
attention to their lyrics will give you an hour
with a man who, unlike Steve Earle—who
seems obsessed with his own drama, gripping
as it is, almost to the point of monomania—
sounds like he could just as easily hear outyour
problems as confess his own.
But most of all, and like Bring the Family,
Stolen Moments is Hiatt's testimony to his own

iar to me except for Little Feat's Billy Payne and
Ritchie Heyward on afew cuts.
There's lots, lots more here that I'll leave for
you to discover, but one thing Ican't let slip by
is Hiatt's singing: phrasing often like Randy
Newman's, nailed fast to ahuge, deep voice,
utterly relaxed and never straining. The guy
talks to you. Once you cut through the professionalism, artistry, and chops, this is what singing is supposed to be all about anyway. Like the
music of The Band, Elvis's Sun sessions, the
comic art of R. Crumb, and the sacred comic
texts of the Firesign Theatre, John Hiatt's songs
and singing make me feel prouder to be an
American than any scrap of cloth dyed red,
white, and blue.
—Richard Lchnert

dumbstruck wonder at the miracle of life its
simple self—of his wife's love for him, of his
own love for his children, of the fact that he's
even still alive—the album boils over with the
sheer gratitude of someone who was sure he'd
never make it. Like Family, Moments is about
monogamy, responsibility, life-long commitment; it's atestament to Hiatt's insight, maturity, vulnerability, and seasoned good humor
that he nukes what most consider onuses sound
like fun. This sensibility pervades the entire
album, but most of it's dealt with in the title cut
as well: "Don't you know we're living in stolen moments /You steal enough it feels like
we're stopping time." There are songs about

THE NOTTING HILLBILLIES: Missing. ..
Presumed
Having a Good Time
Warner Bros 26147-1 (LP), -2 (CD). Bill Schnee, eng.;
Mark Knopfler, Guy Fletcher, prods. DDA/DDD. TT:
4043

Following in the tracks of Paul Simon's Graceland and David Byrne's salsa-flavored Rei
Momo, Dire Straits leader Mark Knopfler has
returned from amusical detour south of the
Mason-Dixon line with an album of preNashville country standards. Like his crosscultural predecessors, Knopfler stands to take
some flak from purists in Opryland, but if alittle foreign exchange can keep just one Whitesnake single off the airwaves, I'm all for it.
Hiatt's Indiana childhood, and his father. There's
Given the band's bornage to Jed Clampett
his own passionate fatherhood in "The Rest of
and kin (Notting Hill is asection of London),
the Dream," shame and remorse in "Thirty
and the album's tongue-in-cheek title, IhalfYears of Tears": "Fair women have thrown me
expected asloppy, Jack Daniels-lubricated
their lifelines /And Ijust pulled them in to the
rave-up. What Knopfler, Dire Straits bandmate
water's dark grin." "Bring Back Your Love to
Guy Fletcher, and British buddies Brendan
Me" is particularly naked: "I don't want no
Coker and Steve Phillips give us instead is a
other lover /Igot too much here at stake.. . polished, even reverent, collection of littleEvery night Isit and watch for you, baby /I known country-folk gems. The singing, with
pray to God you haven't found somebody
Phillips and Croker handling most of the leads,
else" — to agreat Stax soul groove. There's a is as smooth as these four slightly gravely voices
song about afellow rock'n'roll survivor ("Rock
will allow, and the instrumental performances
Back Billy"), an uncondescending one about
have an archival feel, as though these cuts were
Native Americans, and one about wisdom—
being preserved for Musicology 101.
now there's aword that seldom pops up in rock
While this restrained album asks you to look
reviews—in the remarkable mixture of Zen and
elsewhere for aheapin' helpin' of hospitalitee,
Christian imagery that is 'Through Your Hands":
it offers something equally valuable. The Hill"Don't ask what you are not doing /Because
billies' "cool" (in the McLuhan sense) approach
your voice cannot command /In time we will
is the musical equivalent of seeing your toaster
move mountains /And it will come through
in the design collection at the Museum of Modyour hands."
ern Art. You are forced to lean in and really lisThe AAA LP is, yes, superior to the CD in
ten to simple songs that could be too easily diswarmth and depth; Glyn Johns's production
missed as simplistic Forty-year-old ballads like
is less bottom-heavy than for Slow 714rning, a "Weapon of Prayer" by the Louvin Brothers
bit more metallic and wiry, less chunk-a-funk,
and the Delmore Brothers' "Blues Stay Away
but seems appropriate for this more introspecfrom Me" are straightforward and declarative
tive material. The Goners, Hiatt's Slow B4rnin away that seems to have gone out of fashing band, are replaced here by names unfamilion with the Truman administration. And needStereophile, October 1990
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less to say, the Hillbillies' sampler has sent me
scouring the bins for more gems from pre-Elvis
Memphis. One major oversight is the lack of
proper liner notes elaborating on these wonderful songs and the time and place that spawned
them. The four originals, one by each of the
band members, don't break the mood, but I
think the Hillbillies function first and best as
acover band.
The sound, very much in the mold of aDire
Straits album, is also museum quality—squeaky
clean, with tasteful vocal and instrumental processing, and not too much artificial ambience.
Although the recording is digital all the way, the
LP is significantly better than the CD, with a
weightier and better-detailed bottom end and
amore spacious soundstage. With its open and
forgiving sound, this is the kind of album that'll
quickly find its way into the collection of demo
discs at your local mid -fi dealer.
While Iultimately find Missing. ..more
educational than inspirational, that's not to be
construed as faint praise. Any project that can
make me take afresh listen to Charlie "Behind
Closed Doors" Rich has cleared atough hurdle indeed. Still, I'm struck by the irony that,
just as it took the Rolling Stones and Cream to
resurrect Robert Johnson, it takes four British
rockers to give this consummately American
music its proper showcase. —Allen St. John
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slew rate are

e

included
for the incredibly

l.$995

And to think when P.S. Audio designed this
amp they tried to keep it quiet!
Over the past 15 years P.S. Audio has built
areputation on affordable, value oriented
products. Omni Sound has offered P.S. Audio
value from day one. We are proud to be selected the first dealer to offer the new 250 Delta for audition. Call or write for more information.

OMNI SOUND
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
Signet SL280 loudspeaker
Editor:
We appreciate very much Thomas J. Norton's
thorough, detailed analysis of the Signet SL280
loudspeaker system, using both subjective and
objective techniques. And we couldn't be more
pleased at his conclusion.
There is little in the review with which to
take exception. We believe it states fairly the
design's strengths and weaknesses. From the
outset, we intended the SL280 to be a"straightforward" system of relatively modest size and
reasonable price, but one in which the innumerable design details and inevitable compromises
received exhaustive examination. After quite
alengthy development period, we were finally
convinced that the SL280 was "ready" for the
outside world of shows/dealers/reviewers/
listeners.
We are delighted at Stereopbile's reaction to
our efforts.
Gary Post
National Sales Manager, Signet
Esoteric Digital Processors
Editor:
Maintaining objectivity when reviewing three
components of diverse price points in the saine
product category, designed and manufactured
by the same company, is an extraordinarily difficult task. Imust admit that although Iwas
excited about the prospect of Esoteric participating in areview of this magnitude, and
very confident of the performance capabilities
of the Esoteric product line, Iwas abit apprehensive about how Robert Harley and Stereopbile would approach this review
After reading the three reviews of our DIA
converters, Imust compliment Bob and Stereophile on ajob well done. His ability to treat
each product as an entity unto itself was essential, and to that end he succeeded admirably.
Before Iturn my comments into an advertisement for your magazine, let me make afew
remarks about the reviews themselves.
With all Esoteric products we have attempted
to offer the music enthusiast the best combination of quality and performance. Bob's
reviews clearly point this out. Each of our DIA
converters is aunique product with its own
sonic signature, designed to offer the highest
level of musicality and quality of construction
Stereophile, October 1990

we can provide for its price and still share a
common bond of aesthetics and design philosophy. They are also designed to complement
and gracefully interact within the systems into
which are integrated. The fact that Bob pointed
out demonstrable improvements in each successive model verifies this philosophy.
In his conclusion regarding the D-500, Bob
describes the "velvety textures," "smoothness,"
and "unfatiguing" qualities of the D-500, and
points out that the D-500 "came fairly close to
the musicality" of aprocessor "priced 30%
above the D-500" (which he mentions happens to be one of his favorites in the price
range). He also offers that, in his reference system, "I felt that the D-500 was too laid-back
and polite in the treble." The D-500 and its
companion transport, the P500, were truly
designed for use in systems abit more modest
than Bob's. In designing them we consciously
addressed them to the attributes of the systems
in which they will most likely be used, which,
as Bob points out, are usually abit more forward or strident in the treble region. Just as
tumtable/tonearm/cartridge combinations will
sound different in each system that they are a
part of, so too will CD transports and D/A converters. What counts ultimately is the sum of
all the parts and the symbiosis that takes place
between the components, the system, the
listening room, and the listener. Auditioning
in asystem will help to create this symbiotic
state and prevent amismatch.
Regarding the D-10 and D-2, Bob states,
"Overall, Ivery much enjoyed listening to
music through the D- 10—the ultimate statement of its worth," and "As Ibegan to go
through my CD collection, Ifound music so
enjoyable through the D-2 that 1put down my
notepad and just listened for awhile. ..The
more Ilistened to music through the D-2, the
more Iliked it." Of all the wonderfully complimentary things that Bob says of the sonic
attributes, quality of manufacture, and fit and
finish of the D-10 and D-2, those are the statements that make us most proud. Evoking the
emotional experience of music is what it's all
about. If we can help to unearth those emotions through the use of our products in an
audio system, we are indeed pleased.
As anew line of products just getting started
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M USEATEX AND AUDIOVISION
HAVE SOMETHING I
NCOMMON

A

PASSION FOR MUSIC, and acommitment to advance the
eloquence of its reproduction. We invite you to drop by

AudioVision and hear amost sophisticated expression of the listening art.
Museatex products—Meitner components, and the new Melior Series—were
created to shatter forever the notion that great sounding components can't be
apleasure to use or graceful in appearance.
Compare the results of our breakthrough technology against anything,
regardless of price, with the speaker of your choice. And while you're listening,
notice how the wireless remote control eliminates all the ups and downs
that otherwise distract you from the music.
We think you'll hear what you've been missing.

"After twenty years of listening to the good, the bad, and the ugly in
transistor power amps, Ifinally heard the great Meitner MTR 101.
Ihave never heard better performance from any amplifier."
—Will Baker, AudioVision

MUSEATEX

AUDIOVISION
612 North Milpas. Santa Bar bar a. CA 93103
(805) 966-7707

in the marketplace, we are delighted to have

baffle. This discontinuity caused a6dB peak

passed our first litmus test from the audiophile
press with, in our opinion, flying colors. When
three of your first group of products are favora-

in response in the 4 to 6kHz region, which
shows up clearly in JA's measurements. This
peak is largely responsible for the forward,
aggressive sound of the first system. Kimon

bly compared and contrasted with benchmark
products in their price range, what can we say
except thanks for the opportunity to be heard.

Bellas has taken steps to correct this problem
in future production. Istrongly recommend

It makes all the work and sweat it takes to bring
products such as these to market worth it.

shim the T9OK flush with the baffle and fill in

The remote control that Bob describes is
supplied with the P2 transport, not the D-2
D/A converter. The front panel of the P2 transport was designed for simplicity and elegance
and to match the appearance of the D-2 con-

that owners of current-production cabinets
any gaps between the flange and cabinet with
asuitable self-hardening filler. With this done,
the real Aria 5will stand up.
The cabinet problem clearly points up that
no detail is unimportant when building ahigh-

verter. As aresult, only critical functions such

end loudspeaker. In addition to cabinet con-

as Play, Pause, Skip, Open, and Close are provided

struction, the crossover-network plans and

for on the front panel of the transport. The

cabinet-lining suggestions must be followed

remote control contains all the advanced pro-

exactly if the performance you have shown is

gramming functions and direct access func-

to be realized.

tions for the transport, as well as the control
of such unique functions of the D-2 DIA converter as the attenuation, absolute phase reversal, and muting, which all take place in the digital domain. If the purchaser of aD-2 would
like the remote functions of the D-2 available,
we will be glad to supply aremote control on
aspecial purchase basis through our dealer
network.

Mitchell R. Witten
Sales & Marketing Manager

Esoteric, adivision of Teac America, Inc.

Imust take exception to DO's comments
concerning the Extended Bass Shelf (EBS)
alignment. All alignments represent some compromise or tradeoff. What DO failed to mention is that an optimum EBS alignment for the
5K013Ls would require an internal volume of
over 30 liters, taking the Aria 5well out of the
minimonitor class. The bass extension of the
EBS comes at the cost of a4 to 6dB loss in
power handling, relative to the QB3 in the
octave where the latter has its greatest output
capability and where most orchestral bass

Focal Aria 5loudspeaker kit

energy is concentrated. Furthermore, both

Editor:

alignments are fully unloaded at subsonic frequencies and will therefore exhibit identical

Ithank Dick Olsher for his thoughtful and thorough review of the Aria 5. It is most gratifying
to have him find in the Aria 5all the attributes

stress with LP playback (as DO suggests, all

Itried to design into it. My goal was to provide
the audio hobbyist with all of the traditional

filter during LP playback). Finally, the QB3

qualities of aminhnonitor loudspeaker system

bass-reflex systems will benefit from asubsonic
alignment mates much better with the Aria 5's

plus robust bass and true dynamic range at a

matching subwoofer, the Aria 10, than would
an EBS alignment.

very affordable price. Putting aside differing
tastes in tweeters, Ibelieve Mr. Olsher's sum-

Ipoint out that the deep dip in response just
below 200Hz shown in his fig,s.5 and 10 is

mary affirms the achievement of that goal.
Regarding his question "Will the real Aria 5
please stand up?" the second sample is my
obvious reply. The T9OK is very sensitive to
mounting. The rebating of all drivers into the
front baffle of the maple cabinet is more than

probably due to afloor-reflection cancellation
at the lm microphone distance and is not
representative of the in-room response at normal listening distances.
Joseph D'Appolito, Ph.D.
Consultant, Audio and Loudspeaker

a"nice touch," it is absolutely essential to the
performance attained by the second system (as
are the radiused cabinet edges). Early samples

System Design
Editor:

of the Watters and Woodstyle cabinets were

Iwish to thank Slereophile, and Dick Olsher

routed too deeply, leaving astep of almost )11"

and John Atkinson in particular, for their thorough and searching review of the Aria 5. The

between the tweeter mounting flange and the
Stereophile, October 1990
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our other location: 687-A Broadway, Greenwich Village, NY 10012

(212) 505.0433 Most Major Credit

wisdom of Stereopbile's policy of submitting
adraft of their review to the manufacturer

by the woofer's natural inductance and the

clearly was demonstrated in this review. The

shunt capacitor is in series with aresistor which
critically damps this resonance.

opportunity to submit asecond sample was
invaluable. As Dr. D'Appolito pointed out, the

the midrange smooth and relatively uncolored,

early cabinets benefit from his suggestion.
Current-production cabinets have been modified to duplicate the quality of the solid maple
cabinets.
In our view, the Aria 5is truly ahigh-end kit.

It does not surprise me that Mr. Harley found
since this has always been Camber's numberone design criterion. The 3.5ti's excellent sense
of space and depth is adirect result of the lack
of midrange colorations. (Has anyone ever
heard acolored speaker that had excellent imaging characteristics?) In the bass region the

Our concepts provide the most advanced engineering along with the necessary components.

speaker must work with the room. The fact

Upon that secure platform the constructor who
carefully follows our guidelines (detailed in our

that Mr. Harley liked the bass response of the
3.5ti indicates that he used appropriate care in

free pamphlet) can move closer to perfection
by choosing among the finest of capacitors,

setting up the speakers.

wires, terminals, etc. Extra care can advantageously be lavished on cabinetry.
Tweeter choice is largely amatter of taste,
and over 5000 have chosen the concave-dome
Kevlar T9OK tweeter for its extraordinary qual-

All speaker designers have to address the treble response with special attention since
today's software is so variable in this region.
Because the 3.5tis are being used as studio
monitors for the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, Iopted for atruly flat response in this

ities of breathtaking dynamics and image real-

region. As Mr. Harley points out, the frequency-

ism. Ipersonally have aset of Aria 5s, and every
time Ilisten to Tbe Seven Last Words of Our

response plot exhibits less high-frequency rise
than he expected. Igenerally dislike the use of

Savior on tbe Cross with the Orchestre de

tone controls, but find that until software

Chambre de Catalogne (recording by André
Charlin), or to the Impromptus interpreted by

manufacturers can agree on some sort of norm

Rudolph Buchbinder (Teldec 1979), the emo-

(may Isuggest neutrality?), atreble control is
aneeded vice. That Mr. Harley could improve
the HF response through careful placement

tion comes free-flowing, with great power. I
love my Aria 5s for that.

should indicate that the problem is not severe.

In closing, Icompliment Stereopbile for its
candor and precision in reportage.

Iagree with Mr. Harley that the ultimate statement about any product is, "I enjoyed listening

Klmon Bellas
President, Focal America, Inc.

comes at areasonable $700/pair is anice bonus.

to music through them." That this enjoyment
Allan Devantier

Plateau Camber 3.5ti loudspeaker

Plateau Camber

Editor:
Iwould like to thank Robert Harley for his
excellent in-depth analysis of the Camber 3.5ti

Fried Q/4 loudspeaker
Editor:

loudspeaker. As the designer, Iwould like to
clarify afew points.

Thank you for Bob Harley's review of our Q/4.

First, the Camber 3.5ti is now available with
a dual set of gold-plated five-way binding

and the performance of the Q/4s, the latest of
the Q series, stating that they offer "a consistently high level of musicality for their price."

posts, thus allowing bi-wiring. Aset of goldplated jumpers is supplied for less ambitious
setups. The low-pass and high-pass sections

Bob well and fairly covers the design objectives

Ido want to offer afurther rationale for the

are now mounted on separate boards, the high-

"line tunnel" approach, as contrasted to the
more usual sealed or reflex-loading systems.

pass section utilizing metalized polypropylene

This rationale is, of course, derived from my

capacitors. The result is, in my opinion, amuch
smoother response in the treble region.
The woofer filter is asecond-order low-pass
section that does contain aseries inductor. The
source of ringing in the "classical" secondorder section is the result of aresonance caused
Stereophile, October 1990

long-time espousal of transmission-line concepts of loading. It is simply that by doubling
the radiating area, as the line tunnel does, piston excursion is reduced; and by creating an
auxiliary source of low-frequency energy, the
propagation pattern of the Q/4 in the bass is
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transformed from "spherical" to "plane source"
The listening result is that, as Bob states, "both
LF extension and sense of weight and power
through the midbass were remarkable."
Again, thank you for afair and balanced
review of our Q/4.
Irving M. Fried

as much performance as possible in an elegant,
affordable package. This means we spend our
money on the drivers, crossovers, and fine finishes instead of marketing blitzes, and we rely
on reviews and word of mouth for our growth.
Thanks for helping it along.

Fried Products Company

Larry Pexton
Triad Speakers

Triad System Seven loudspeaker
system

Dahlquist DQ- 12 loudspeaker
Editor:

Editor:

We want to thank Thomas J. Norton and Ste-

Iwould like to thank Bob Harley for his enthusiastic, thoughtful review of the Triad System

reopbile for his follow-up DQ-12 review, con-

Seven. He obviously devoted agreat deal of
time and emotional energy to evaluating the

ducted under anew set of conditions. Even
small variations in room conditions can result
in major changes in tonal balance and imagery.

system. He has successfully conveyed the joys

We encourage reviewers and consumers alike

and agonies of trying to optimize ahigh-performance satellite and powered woofer system.
He even demonstrated that rare (in reviewers
and designers) quality of humility by indicating
he wasn't sure he got the best performance
possible from the system.
His measurements confirm the system's
exceptional frequency and phase performance,
while documenting its two weaknesses. There
is asmall dip at about 130Hz, and ahump in the

to experiment with room placement to achieve
the best combination of balance, bass response,
and soundstaging.
Michael Russo
Dahlquist, Inc.
Magnum Dynalab FT-101
Editor:
Don Scott's "second recommendation and vindication" of our FT-101, in its updated configuration, is high praise indeed. However, the pur-

extreme high-frequency response above IlkHz.

ported 10% increase in performance indicated

Readers who would prefer added mid/upper
bass warmth at the expense of the bottom

by Mr. Scott may be misleading to some. The
original FT-101 has an Adjacent Channel

quarter-octave of bass may want to try the System Six Woofer with the System Seven Satel-

Attenuation (narrow) rating of 20dB. The updated version is rated at some 30dB, which, in

lites. All Triad Satellites and Woofers are available separately.

itself, is much more than 10%.

The peak at 12kHz is acharacteristic of the
Vifa tweeter used, but Ithink the particular
equipment used for the review may have accentuated its impact. Ichose to integrate the tweeter
as smoothly as possible with the midrange

As for Mr. Scott's reference to the updated
FT-101 being"80% as good as the best modem
tuners," and "will satisfy 75% of the listeners
who use it," we construe that to mean that perfection is still the goal.
M.C. (Marv) Southcott

driver and accept the bump at the top end,

Magnum Dynalab Corp.

rather than lower the overall tweeter level.
As the review mentions, the rotating tweeter
allows you to tailor the high-frequency
response to your own taste Ihave had very few

AudioPrism 6500 indoor
FM antenna
Editor:

comments from our dealers or consumers con-

We at AudioPrism are pleased with Bill Som-

cerning the amount of high-frequency energy

merwerck's review of our model 6500 indoor

from the Seven Satellites; perhaps the mid-fl
equipment more typically used with our products lacks the high-frequency resolving power

FM antenna in the September issue.

of the test gear.
Finally, Iam grateful you have made your
readers aware of the truly exceptional properties of the system. It is gratifying to hear you
say it has elements of Class Aperformance. We
are asmall company quietly trying to supply
Stereophile, October 1990

We manufacture acomplete line of indoor
FM antennas. Each model has been designed
to specifically address one or more of the varied problems associated with the reception of
FM. Our design approach has been the same
on all models: completely passive and correct
physical size; miniaturization, unfortunately,
does not work on an antenna.
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We would like to point out that the model

products like cables "can't make adifference,"

6500 is equipped with aswitchable 12dB purely
resistive attenuator that reduces front-end

that has separated the audio listening audience
from the "professionals" who create the work.
This approach has stagnated the industry into

overloading of the receiver.
We hope that Mr. Sommerwerck's in-depth

recording sound that's as bad as it has been for

review on FM reception will motivate your
readers into dusting off their receivers and giv-

so many years. Even today, Mr. Mangini and Mr.

ing FM listening another try

dios, and post-production studios are full of

Sam I. Lewis, President
Victor M. Tiscareno, Director of Engineering

miles of bad-sounding conventional cables, old
mixing consoles with outdated electronics,

AudioPrism, Division of RF Limited

poor-quality corroding connectors, corroded

Blake are right—the soundstages, dubbing stu-

patchbays using inferior cable with tarnished
Monster Movies
Editor:

brass connectors, bad-sounding effeas machines,
and ahost of other equipment that is respon-

From the tone of the letters from Mr. Mangini
and Mr. Blake, they do not seem to appreciate

sible for some of the horrible sound on film
and music soundtracks, and which lags far

that the improvements of using higher-quality
cables in the recording of music and sound for

behind the sound quality of even moderately
priced consumer equipment. Although things

films can be translated into improvements in

have improved tremendously (especially with
THX and Dolby in theaters and LaserDisc

the final product.
In fact, calling the concept "ludicrous"

reproduction in the home), film sound is still

shows atotal lack of understanding of what we,

far from audiophile quality. But we do hear the
difference. After all, the recordings that we, as
audiophiles, listen to at home are sometimes

as audiophiles, have known for years: that
cables, even in short lm lengths, contribute
substantially to the sound that we hear, and that
the distortions in cables are much more significant than most people at first believed.
These gentlemen say that differences in
cable are not audible—that is not what other
people in the film industry who work with our
products, say. Mr. Mangini stated that he heard

recorded with hundreds of feet of inferior
cable. Yet we can and do hear the improvements in final playback by changing the last 1m
length at the end of the playback chain.
I'm pleased to say that [Mr. Mangini's and Mr.
Blake's] opinions (to which, of course, they are

no differences between Star Ike IV and Star

entitled) are not the opinions of many of the
people who have been involved in the record-

7kek V, but did he do any controlled listening?
How do you compare two different recorded

ing of music and Foley using Monster Cable,
including Ed Bannon, the chief engineer at TAJ

sources and draw ameaningful conclusion?
Did he use the same sound system and equip-

was done, and the person they were working

ment in doing the comparisons? Or was there
apreconception that the cables could not pos-

Winter. Mr. Winter was involved with other Star

sibly make any differences that led to their
biased tone and negative conclusions? In fact,

Soundworks, where the Foley for Star 73ek IV
for, namely the executive producer, Mr. Ralph
'ffek projects, and liked what he heard with the
Foley work in Star Pek IV. The Star 7iek Vpro-

according to our records, we sent Mr. Mangini

ject was ajoint effort between Mr. Winter and

and Mr. Blake (who have their own sound company together) cables for their evaluation, and

ourselves, and he endorsed Monster Cable for
use whenever possible He showed his support
by giving us ascreen credit.

they were sent back to us unopened.
It's no secret that we've made substantial
improvements in the recording of music and
sound in the studio, not only by replacing short
lm lengths such as in ahome audio system, but

In regard to their comments, we did some
research. Here are the facts as we know them:
•Mr. Blake is mistaken when he states that the
music for Star 7)ek Vwas not recorded with

multiple lengths of really poor audio-quality

Monster Cable. When we worked on the pro-

cable of up to 200'11 don't think any reader of

ject with Mr. Winter, it was our joint desire to
have all the sound and music go through Mon-

Stereophile would be able to tolerate that
length of "standard issue" studio wiring being
hooked up to anything in his or her system.
It is exactly this closed-minded attitude, that
Stereophile, October 1990

ster Cable in the recording process. For this
purpose, special cables of M1000 and our Series
One microphone cable (similar to our Interlink
281
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Reference 2) were made up and used to record

that they use Monster Cable for many of the

the entire film score on Paramount's own scoring stage. We verified this with Bruce Botnick
of Digital Magnetics, who was the recording
engineer for Star Trek V We were also at one

cables from the mikes to the house wiring.
In regard to Foley work, Mr. Mangini and Mr.

of the sessions, and saw the cable used for ourselves. Unless they changed the cables in midsession, it was all done with Monster.
•We also met with the many engineers at Para-

Blake are obviously nonbelievers that cables
can make any difference and that Foley itself
is unimportant to afilm. Yet Idoubt that they
have done any direct comparison with Foley
soundtracks done with and without Monster
Cable.

mount to satisfy their cable requirements for

And about their comments that Foley is dead

other sound and production parts of the film.
We even made up special cables for the dialog
and the Foley stage at Paramount, including the

and unimportant to a film—well, nothing
could be further from the truth. Foley recording, which is the art of recording almost all the

sound transfer interface. We were able to con-

sound effects you hear on film, is what gives

firm their arrival and hookup, but could not

amovie its realism and its impact, and certainly

confirm the extent of their use in the sound
transfer stage.

does bring us closer to the real experience. In
fact, Foley sound recording is much more crit-

•We confirmed that all the Foley for Star Trek
IV was done using Monster Cable technology
at TAJ Soundworks.

recording extreme dynamic range, from the

•In regard to the recording of Empire of tbe
Sun, engineer Shawn Murphy not only used
MI000 on all the microphones to record John

ical than music recording because it involves
rustling of clothes to the impact of an explosion. The subject matter, too, is much more
critical, since we are all familiar with the jingle
of keys, the clanging of plates, the sound of run-

Williams and his 100-piece orchestra and 50-

ning water, or the shuffling of feet—real-life

piece choir, he totally bypassed all the existing
consoles and standard wire on the soundstage,

experiences which we know and identify well.

and went directly from the microphone
preamps into the two 32-track Mitsubishi digital recorders. Iknow, because Iwas there Not
only was it athrilling event to witness (and to
see John Williams in action), it is one of the best
recordings (very smooth and natural, with alot
of depth) that Ihave ever heard of orchestra

Alterations to the sound are immediately
noticed and give the viewer the impression that
the sound is arecording of the sound, instead
of the sound itself. Even small differences
enhance this reality and impact the viewing
audience You really have to be in aFoley studio
to appreciate the difficulty of recording these

and choir, and, to this day, the finest-recorded

sounds accurately.
And as to the wiring of the Mann Village The-

musical score that Ihave heard. Iuse it as one
of my reference recordings; it is available on

ater in Westwood and how good it sounded,
Ibelieve that Mr. Blake was in the minority of

Warner Bros. 925668-2 for Ste reopbile readers

the over 1000 attendees. There were people
there, including the personnel at Mann theaters

who would like to hear it for themselves. For
this, we were given our first film credit.

and Ralph Winter himself, who have seen the

After the recording, Shawn Murphy, along
with Bruce Leek and Joseph Magee (recording

very same film dozens of times in the same the-

engineers for Telarc), bought the cables for
their own use in their other projects. This was
at great expense to them, but they obviously

that they have never heard it sound better, and
that the improvements were more than they
expected.

felt it was worthwhile enough to purchase for

In fact, in avideotaped interview with Mr.
Winter afterward, he commented that he had

use in their other music recordings of film
soundtracks.
In regard to the music for Indiana Jones and
the Last Crusade, this too was recorded by
Shawn Murphy using the Monster Cable M1000
he purchased. While it is true that, for postproduction, the Lucasfilm Skywalker Ranch is
"almost (totally) wired with custom-made
cable from another manufacturer' it is also true
Stereophile, October 1990

ater before and after the wiring, who remarked

heard details and nuances that he had never
heard in atheater, only on astudio soundstage.
He felt that the improvements in the Mann theater more closely reproduced what the producers
of the movie intended, and that now the Mann
Westwood is probably the premier movie
house in the country All the cabling at the Village theater, from the heads on the projector
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to the self-powered Kintec subwoofers, were
wired with M1000. All the JBL speakers were
wired with MI, at an incredible expense of
man-hours and cable expense to the theater.

soles, recorders, and other equipment, with an
audible improvement at each link. Audiophiles
know what ameter of cable can do; just think
what happens when you replace 20' or 100' of

It took nearly 4000' of M Series product to

"standard issue" with one of today's high-

replace all the wiring in the theater, and they

quality audio cables. Without even mentioning
that he'd changed anything, the Foley actors

say it was inaudible? Mann theaters was impressed enough to have since wired five other
THX theaters with Monster Cable, all bought
and paid for. And, indeed, the applause and
cheers began with the impressive reproduction
of the THX trailer, which I'm sure this special

even commented, "What did you change, Ed?
It sounds better."
And to anyone who thinks that these people
can be bought—NO WAY! They don't say anything they don't believe in. Ed spoke on the

audience of industry people has heard many
times in that same theater.
TAJ Soundworks is perhaps the leading Foley

benefits of the use of cables in his work at a
seminar we did during the 1987 AES conven-

studio in Hollywood, not only because of the

sionals (including Jack Renner of Telarc, Tom

caliber of the Foley actors, but because of the

Jung of DMP, and Bob Ludwig of Masterdisk) at-

high quality of their sound. Ilearned about
Foley from Ed Bannon, TAJ's chief engineer,

about the distortions found in ordinary cable.

who attributes the sound of the studio entirely
to the use of Monster Cable technology. These
are his words, not ours. They are involved in
most of Hollywood's top films, and are booked
year-round for not only the quality of the Foley
actors whom I've met, but also because of their
tremendous reputation for putting down great
sound with startling realism.
In fact, Ed was probably one of the most adamant of nonbelievers when we first met him
at the newly built Tres Virgos studios in Marin
County. He is aperfectionist in his craft, and
when Imet him, he was very disappointed in
the sound that he was able to obtain at the time,
even though he used state-of-the-art equipment with all the latest technology (including
Live-End Dead-End acoustic techniques). He
did everything he knew how, yet he was disappointed with the results. It was not until
Bruce Brisson and Ibrought him some Inter-

tion in New York. He and seven other profes-

tempted to educate other professional engineers
This was done all on Ed's own time (and we'd
like to thank them and the others who participated). A transcript of this historic meeting is
available from us on videotape.
As for the claims of the cable's performance
and its importance in the role of filmmaking,
these are well-documented facts in ataped
interview with Mr. Ralph Winter, the executive
producer of Star 7›ek, taped interviews with
Ed Bannon, and the taping of the cable seminar we sponsored during the AES (but not
affiliated with) in New York. Iwill make copies
of these interviews available (at no charge) to
any Stereophile reader who would like to have
more insight into this fascinating industry.
Please write me at: Monster Cable Products,
Inc, Attention: Noel Lee, 274 Wattis Way, South
San Francisco, CA 94080-6761. Please mark this
"Movies."

link Reference cable for him to try (in 1983) that
he discovered that amajor cause of his frustra-

It's not our intention to imply that our cables
supersede the talents of those who use them.
Cables are only tools for the craftsman; but bet-

tions was actually in the cable! He, like other

ter tools can and do produce better products.

recording professionals, had adifficult time
believing that cable distortions were as signifi-

Advancements made in professional recording circles come very slowly, one step at atime.

cant as they are. In the years that followed, Ed

People are reluctant to change, and some do

became very attuned to what our cables could

not accept new ideas easily. But the significance

do. He discovered that not only was there more

of the recognition of Monster by many profes-

presence, detail, and dynamics, the quality of
which never got through EQ, but that the

sionals in the film and recording industry is to

dynamic noise floor was significantly lower
(extremely important in Foley work).
Ed tells us he has since rewired every piece

open peoples' minds to some of the seemingly
crazy things (from their point of view) that
audiophiles do. We are their audience, and

of cable within reach of asoldering tip at TAJ

some of the things that we hold important are
not so crazy after all.
Noel Lee

Soundworlcs, including the internals of con-

Head Monster, Monster Cable Products, Inc.
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TAJ Soundworks
Editor:
Recently Mr. Noel Lee of the Monster Cable
Company sent me some correspondence Mr.

modification. Idecided to install the bananas
without telling anyone else at the studio. Late
that night Imodified and installed them exactly
as he had instructed. The difference was stag-

Larry Blake and Mr. Mark Mangini had sent to

gering. The bass and lower midrange came

your magazine. Since this is not the first time
that these questions have come across my desk,
Ihave decided to respond. Iwould like to com-

alive. The next day the staff at the studio asked
me what major change Ihad made to the sys-

pletely clarify the many stories once and for all.

next day and related the experience to him. I

To do this, Iwould like to tell the whole story

asked if we could meet again, soon. A longterm relationship ensued. Bruce and Ihave

from the beginning.

tem "overnight." I, of course, called Bruce the

As Mr. Noel Lee states, it all started in 1982.
Ihad just helped complete construction on the

done much work together since that time.

LEDE recording studio Tres Virgos, located in

from Mr. Allan Goodman of One Step Up Recording studios in Hollywood, California. He
told me of aplan that he and two others had,

Marin County, California, with Chips Davis.
After completion, Istayed in their employ as
acting chief engineer, because at that time
Chips and Iwere designing Cresendo Studios,

Toward the end of 1982, Ireceived acall

of setting up adedicated Foley stage at his studio.
They asked me if Iwould come back and

being built in San Juan, Puerto Rico. Being at

make it work doing this type of work, and

Tres Virgos would enable me to preassemble
certain systems for the studio because of the
similarity in design.

would Ialso accept the position of Director of

Shortly after opening the studio, Ireceived a

Engineering. Iaccepted their offer. This type
of dedicated Foley studio had never been

sales department. They asked me if Icould

attempted before. In doing this, TAJ Soundworks would break all the ground and reset all
the rules.

meet with them. Because we had just opened
up the studio, Iwas pressed for time and Ireally

reopbile, Foley has become more extensive and

didn't want to spend an hour listening to some-

elaborate in the past few years. Also, as Mr.

one trying to sell me some fancy wire, so Isaid
no. They responded by telling me that their

Blake points out in his same letter, TAJ is recognized as "one of the best in the world." After

engineer was also coming and they wanted me
to meet him. Ithought this might be interesting

things in becoming the best. As Mr. Blake also

because Imight learn something new, so Isaid

points out, TAJ assembled atalented group of

yes, and atime was arranged to meet with them
at the studio.

recording engineers. John Roesch (the Jin TAJ)
also hired and trained one of the best staffs of

On that day, Mr. Howard Bennett from the

Foley artists anywhere in the world.
But what about the third ingredient, the

phone call from the Monster Cable Company's

sales department of Monster Cable and their
design engineer, Mr. Bruce Brisson, called on
me. My patience began to grow thin as Mr. Bennett spent 30 minutes talking double-time. Just

As Larry Blake points out in his letter to Ste-

making the initial commitment, TAJ did three

world-class sound that TAJ has created over the
same time period, the TAJ sound, as it is now
known?

as Mr. Bennett was starting the same sales pitch

This was one of the primary goals in the

for the second time, Mr. Brisson stepped in and

beginning, and the reason that Iwas hired. This

asked Howard to be quiet for aminute. He said
that it was obvious that our welcome was

was one of John's major bitches when working on the existing Foley stages at the major studio lots. John would continuously ask, why
couldn't he or his engineer make out their

growing short. He said, "Ed, Iwould like you
to try something for me, just one thing. If it
works as Ibelieve it will, call me and let me know

sounds clearly on the playback systems cur-

If it doesn't, well, it's been nice meeting you."

rently in use at that time? Why did they con-

The tip that Mr. Brisson asked me to try was
adifferent method of terminating acable. He

tinue to have to repeatedly perform take after
take? He was waiting until someone could

asked if Iwas using aspade or banana plug to

come up with adifferent way to create the
sound and/or adifferent miking technique.

terminate my speaker cable. Ihad been using
spades. He suggested abanana plug that Mr.
Bennett had brought as samples, but with one
Stereophile, October 1990

Simple jobs that should have taken 5minutes
would take 15 or 20 minutes. Total satisfaction
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with the final product was hardly ever realized.
One Step Up Studios was an old Rock and
Roll studio. When Iwas director of engineering
there in the late '70s, Icould never get agood
or neutral sound. The control room itself was
of improper dimensions. Ihad been on awitch
hunt during the entire time of my employ in
the late 1970s.
To overcome these old problems, Iimmediately asked Bruce for his help. Since he was still

break new ground in the Pro Industry, and that
they needed the help. "Continue to give them
the credit," he said. He was not, and never has
been, interested in this end of the business.
However, two or three years ago Noel showed
up at one of the Consumer Electronics Shows
telling everyone that he had made all of these
accomplishments. This created aproblem with
Bruce's new marketing company, Transparent
Audio Marketing, who evidently didn't think

with Monster Cable, we struck up adeal with

that this was quite fair. That is, Monster Cable

Noel. Noel would supply us with cable, and for

Was

this we would try to get Monster Cable some
movie credits. It was also agreed that Monster
Cable could take credit for any improvement

using Bruce's goodwill to sell against MIT

At Bruce's request, we sent Monster Cable aletter asking them to stop using our name and the
films' names in their advertising.

in the sound because of the direct use of their

For the record, Iwould like to state that there

products, but only with advance written consent from TAJ Soundworks.

are three reasons for the "TAJ Sound": Bruce
Brisson and MIT; Deane Jensen transformers,

Shortly after this happened, Bruce left Monster Cable to form his own company, Music
Interface Technologies. During the following
year many Monster Cable products were installed in our studio. Ihave rewired most of the
internal wiring of the MCI JH528 with Interlink
Special and Interlink 400. But during the last
year any new internal wiring has been replaced

990 op-amps and Boulder amplifiers; and Monster Cable, in that order. Ihope that this helps
to clear the record. Icould go on for days about
all of this because this is really only the tip of the
iceberg—things like totally rewiring another MCI
JH528 console, MTM mag film machines, MCI
JH110 tape recorders and, yes, $300,000 worth
of NED's "Synclavier."

to use MIT PC-2 products. Amplifier to speakers
use MH-750 Shotgun. These cables are termi-

Director of Sound/Partner

nated directly into the speakers. However, be-

TAJ Soundworks

Edward Bannon

tween the Deane Jensen/Boulder amplifiers and
the Shotgun cables are specially built "Polypha-

Icon Acoustics

sors" that Bruce originally designed for my use

Editor:

while still at Tres Virgos Studio.

Having exhibited at Stereopbile's High End Hi -

Sometime in 1985 Iwas having problems

Fi Show this past April, Iwish to both thank

with our Shotgun Microphones (a bloated and

you and congratulate you for having done such

masked midrange and bottom end). Because
this is abalanced mike, Icould not use any of

exhibit in and out was ...
um ...
interesting).

my existing products. Iwas convinced that I
was going to have to build an eqi ializer to cure

It was with pleasure that Iread lbm Norton's
show report in the August issue, though it

the problem. Iasked Bruce to come down to
help me. He flew down and took some mea-

would have been even more enjoyable had our

surements, and said that it wouldn't be neces-

(our phone number is especially important to
our customers since it's the only way they can

sary. Several months later he called saying that
he had the cure. He had designed abetter mike
cable. Iinstalled the new cable and the problem went away. He later returned with some
new Polyphasors built especially for microphones. Together with the new balanced microphone cable, they had contributed to the TAJ
sound more than any other single interface that
we have attempted.
During the entire period of 1984-1987, Ikept
asking Bruce if we could give him the credit.
He declined, saying that Monster was trying to
Stereophile, October 1990

afine job of organization (though getting the

phone number, (800)669-9662, been included

arrange to audition our speakers).
It was also great to see our modestly priced
speakers ranking in the "Best Sound at the
Show" balloting. However, we were abit puzzled to see that the electronics associated with
our exhibit were from Audio Research, when
in actuality our exhibit featured the Mark Levinson No.26 preamp and No.23 amp. We have
been very happy with the performance and
reliability of the Levinson equipment, as well
as their friendly and responsive customer ser289
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vice. Therefore, Iwould like to see that they

D/A converter and 4x oversampling.

(and Theta Digital, and AudioQuest) receive the

Mr Mitchell must love being bossed around by
home appliances. The 601 won't copy CDs

credit they deserve. Thanks again for the excellent Show. We look forward to seeing you at the
next one.

David R. Fokos
President, Icon Acoustics

Swan's Speaker Systems
Obviously we were gratified to see Swan's

digitally—if you try, abright red COPY PROHIBIT light flashes at you. This is even more
restrictive than the half-baked SCMS system currently being inflicted on Americans (note: the
601's copy prohibition circuitry can be "fixed"

Speaker Systems near the top of the "Best

with aresistor, and if you call me at Isosonics I'll
tell you how).

Sound at the Show" listing in the August issue.
Unfortunately, the listing did not include an

tortion, and nonlinearity introduced by the 601's

entry for the "Equipment Featured." Since that
equipment was generously loaned to us by the

non-oversampling bricicwali AID conversion section. I'm sure he'd hate the 64x oversampling,

manufacturers, Iwould like to thank them in
print. The equipment was:

phase-linear, 16-bit linear A/D conversion of
Isosonics's AD 44.1.

•Krell: pair of KSA-80 amplifiers and KSP- 7B
preamplifier

tapes at the 6/8-hour speed where the 601's error

•Wadia: 32X D/A processor
•Philips: Bitstream CD player
•Curcio: modified Magnavox CD player
•A.J. Conti: Basis turntable
•Graham Engineering: Breuer arm and Koetsu
cartridge
•Transparent Audio Marketing: Shotgun and
CVT cables
•Dorian, Harmonia Munch, Chesky, Titanic, et
al: recordings
•And, of course our own Leda/Gemini loudspeaker system

James W. Bock
Swan's Speaker Systems

Isosonics PCM 44.1
Editor:
We are glad that Peter Mitchell sees some virtue in PCM digital recording ("Industry

Mr. Mitchell must love the aliases, phase dis-

Mr. Mitchell must love not being able to make
correction wimps out. He also must love having
to buy aBeta VCR with a"PCM" switch that turns
off the dropout compensation, which fools the
601's error-correction algorithm. He'd hate the
V-DAT format adhered to by the PCM 44.1 since
it was designed to work properly with 1150 VHS
VCRs at the slowest speed. He'd probably also
hate the new 10-hour VHS tapes coming out next
year.
Mr. Mitchell must love being the only guy on
the block to own an SVHS recorder. He praises
JVC's new 481cliz digital audio on SVHS tape standard. He must not like the idea of copying CDs
digitally since the sampling rates are incompatible
He must like shelling out for expensive SVHS
tape. Most consumers are happy with VHS Hi Fi, despite its 40dB S/N ratio papered over with
acheap compander that disfigures classical music

Update," August 1990). He correctly notes that
VHS tape is an order of magnitude less expen-

P/C's addition of digital audio isn't going to save

sive than DAT tape and that PCM -encoded

years in the American market. SVHS is aloser
because it has too much bandwidth for its

video tapes have none of the compatibility
problems that plague DAT. He mentions numerous discontinued Japanese products but fails
to mention the Isosonics PCM 44.1, the only currently available PCM unit. As an owner of aSony
PCM 601, 1was especially amused by Mr. Mitch-

SVHS, which has performed dismally over two

luminance noise (te, they made it sharper so you
can see more of the noise—it might look pretty
good if they reduced the noise).
Mr. Mitchell must love being part of an America incapable of doing anything but waiting for
the latest Japanese widget. I'm used to people

ell's praise for the unit and suggestion that one
use it as an outboard D/A converter.

ignoring our PCM 44.1 in favor of anew toy

Mr. Mitchell must love the sound of no over-

from Japan, but having it ignored in an article

sampling, cheap phase-distorting bricicwall filters,
and cheap nonlinear D/A converters. Oversam-

on PCM recording in favor of off-the-market,
out-of-warranty toys that exhibit gross distor-

pling is not afad; the cheapest, oldest Magnavox

tion is too much to bear. Mr. Mitchell should

CD player sounds and measures alot better than
a601. I'm sure he wouldn't like our PCM 44.1,

keep in mind that all the interesting problems
in digital audio recording were solved at Bell

which incorporates the Philips "Crown Select"

Labs and MIT. All the clever optical engineering
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in the CD system was done by Philips in Holland. All the helically scanned tape innovations
that made DAT possible were developed by
Ampex in California. Busy unpacking his latest
package from Osaka, Mr. Mitchell may not have
noticed how dull the world of consumer electronics has become ever since the Japanese cartel took over.
Philip Greenspun
Isosonics Corporation, Cambridge, MA

Tice & Audio Express

policy. Ihave always found the staff of Stereopbile magazine to be completely aboveboard,
straightforward, and honest, and we at Tice
Audio appreciate that.
Ifeel very strongly that we as manufacturers
should be innovative enough to have our products ride on their own merits, and not on the
coattails of other products. In the same ad, the
phrase "Specifically designed for use in audio
systems" appears. This suggests that the Noise
Rapper was designed for audio. Funny, isn't it;

Editor.

the same phrase appears in Tice Audio's Power

Iam writing you for clarification of Stereo-

Block advertising and literature. We can make
that statement because we have spent two years

pbile's "Reprint Policy" as it pertains to quoting
from Stereopbile's equipment reviews. The particular case is an ad for the Noise Trapper
manufactured by Audio Express. The ad appeared on p.224 of the June 1990 issue.

of research time to find out what parameters
were really important regarding AC power and
audio equipment. Ispoke with Gerard and
Mark at Audio Express on two different occa-

In this ad they use aquote from the Tice

sions, asking avery simple question: "What

Power Block review which was published in
April 1990. To my knowledge, Icannot recall
any time when amanufacturer was permitted

have you done to your transformer that makes
it specifically designed for audio applications?"

to use quotes from acompeting manufacturer's

Unfortunately, Inever did get an answer to that
question!

review. Furthermore, the quote used was taken

This letter is not meant to be an attack on

out of context in such away as to alter its mean-

Audio Express. It is aplea for ethical and honest

ing. The quote as it appears in the Audio

behavior for the High-End Audio Industry. Let
us not sink to such alow level that consumers

Express ad reads: "I did hear a significant
improvement with the Audio Express unit ..."

must question and verify everything they read.

The actual complete sentence reads: "I did hear
a significant improvement with the Audio
Express unit over the raw AC outlets, but it did

As manufacturers and distributors of high-end
equipment, we have aresponsibility to the con-

not come close to the sonic transformation rendered by the Tice units." The quote takes on

what we say.

avery different meaning when you get to see
the rest of the sentence!
If you glanced at the ad without giving it a
great amount of thought, it appears that the
Audio Express unit has had areview by Robert

sumer to be accurate and not misleading in
George R. Tice
Tice Audio Products
Regarding Audio Express's use of the quote
from the Harley Tice review, we too were
bothered by it as it appeared in theJune issue.

Harley in the April 1990 issue. Iam quite sure

insisted that in subsequent issues, the quote
be worded asfollows: "I did bear asignificant

the people at Audio Express are not intentionally trying to mislead the readership. When we

improvement with the Audio Express unit over
the raw AC outlets. - Ifelt that this wording

asked and received reprint permission from

reflected the truth of Robert Harley 's experi-

Stereopbile, we had thought about removing
the name Noise Trapper from our Power Block

ence with the Noise Tr•apper Regarding the
ethics of my allowing Audio Express to use this
quote; Bob Harley did audition their unit and

review reprints as we did not wish to give free
advertising to another company. We were told,
"Under no circumstances can we alter or
change any part of the review" How is it possible that Tice was not allowed to change or
alter any part of the review while another com-

the quote, even though it was taken from a
review of acompeting product, did reflect his
true opinion. !felt that, cheeky as it might be,
it did constitute fair usage.
Stereophile has two basic rules for manu-

pany is permitted to quote from the Power

facturers who would like to quote from the

Block review, leaving out the most important
part of the sentence and our name? Ifind it

magazine's pages in their advertising: one,
that no quote be used without permission; and

hard to believe that this is part of Stereopbile's

twiq that the requestfor permission be submit-
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THE DIFFERENCES ARE NOT SUBTLE

VTL
VTL
VTL
VTL
VTL

*0: 1
50/50
100
120
300
500

VTL
Mono 300
$4900 pr.

11

$1095
$2650
$3300
$4900
$8000

pr
pr
pr
pr

FREE 30 DAY

Premmplifiese
DELUXE-mm
UTLIMATE-mm

HOME TRIAL

$1050
$3050

Buy any VTL
product. Listen

Compare sonically to Audio Research, Levinson, or Krell. We think VTL offers
superior resolution, sound stage, and anatural sense of realism-at about half
the price! You really have to hear them for yourself.
Authorized Dealer for — Acoustat,
conrad johnson, Grado, Kimber,
Motif, Sota, Sonographe, Synthesis, SME, Sony, Tara Labs, Velodyne, VTL.

To order call: 1-800-223-3020 (outside CA)
or 1-408-559-4000 (collect -in CA)
Noe We cannot shpVTLayou Ilvereern 25 mdes of an authonze0 VTL
Deader

29-i

381 San Antonio Rd., MC. View, CA 91040

-•=••-•

e—1
-"

and compare for
30 full days. If
you don't think
its the finest
amplifier you've
ever heard —
just return it to

-

Sound Goods
for a cheerful
refund.
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ted in writing showing the exact wording pro-

the CD sounds better if the disc is washed first.

posed and the context in which it would
appear If Larry Archibald and Iare bappy
that the proposed usage is true to the quoted
author's published opinion, then we give (be

Excessive mold release is more variable and

company permission to use that quote. —JA

CD Stoplight
Editor:
It's unfortunate for your readers that green mar-

more prevalent than we originally thought. We
suggest that the reader: 1) Wash the disc in a
solution of Dawn Dishwashing detergent about
four times stronger than you would use for
dishes, 2) rinse with clean (preferably filtered)
water and try to use running water to "sheet"
the water droplets off the playing side, 3) place
the disc label-side down on soft, lint-free paper

kers and Mitsubishi UniPosca markers have

towels (we use Chemtronics Opticwipes, a

been used to judge the performance of CD

clean-room optical wipe instead of paper

Stoplight. Green felt-tip markers attack the

towels), 4) carefully blot the playing side dry

plastic, never dry, and do not sound or measure
as good as CD Stoplight. The Mitsubishi marker

if there are any water droplets on the playing
surface, 5) finish drying and warm the disc with

is not the same paint as CD Stoplight and it also
will not adhere to plastic as well. We do like the

alamp (we use adish rack that does not touch

Mitsubishi package, however and during development we tried to have our paint put in it, but

light to the warm disc, 7) dry 5minutes near a

the playing side of the disc), 6) apply CD Stop-

they wouldn't allow it.

lamp, and 8) wait 24 hours if you wish to apply
apolish or other treatment to the playing sur-

CD Stoplight was developed with the thought
in mind that CDs could last ahundred years or

face. It's easier if you batch-process your CDs
four or more at atime.

more, aclear possibility if the plastic doesn't

We normally do not recommend that the
center hole be painted because the excessive

fog or craze (tiny cracks) and the aluminum
doesn't oxidize We carefully selected aformula
that would not jeopardize the possibility of

pressure of the jewel-box fingers might remove
some of the paint, not because of aproblem

"perfect sound forever," even if we disagree
with the concept that it is "perfect" sound.

with players. If you wash the CD first, and the
CD center hole has arough surface like most

Properly applied (our instructions are explicit),

PolyGram discs, you might experiment with

CD Stoplight is atough coating that will not

painting it. It does improve the sound.
Customers have had extraordinarily few
problems with CD Stoplight. It may not adhere

come off in normal use or harm the CD's
chance of lasting alifetime.
We agree with the observations of many peo-

as well because of cold temperatures (ideally,

ple about the sonic and optical improvements
of various polishes or treatments to the shiny

the disc, CD Stoplight, and the air should be
above 80°F, or 27°C, during application),
excessive mold release, oil from handling, or

side of the disc; however, we do not use any
polishes on the playing surface of our personal
discs because of the fine scratches created and
because the effects of aging are not known
(they flunk our intuitive 100-year test). In fact,
we won't allow anything except water and mild
detergent to touch the playing surface, if at all
possible.

apolish that has been applied first. CD Stoplight has never caused aproblem with aCD
player, and we do not anticipate one. We also
modify CD players continuously and are very
familiar with the insides of players from owners
who are heavy users of CD Stoplight.
CD Stoplight is acarefully developed prod-

We have noticed that the polishes we've

uct that has the user's long-term satisfaction

tested have more audible effect if the disc is

as one of the goals. It won't harm CDs and

treated first with CD Stoplight. It is important

produces measurable and audible improve-

to always apply CD Stoplight first if you want

ments. We are pleased with the tremendous
market acceptance, and love the improvement

to use it with apolish, because most of the polishes interfere with the ability of the paint to
adhere to the plastic.
This brings us to our recommended method
of cleaning your CD regardless of whether you

it makes to our music. We don't leave home
without it!

William %snake
Clear Image Audio

use CD Stoplight or not. Our continuing testing
has shown that CD Stoplight adheres better and
Stereophile, October 1990
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ACCUPHASE • ADA
ADCOM • AKG
AUDIO PRISM
BANG & OLUFSEN
BRYSTON • CANTON
CHICAGO SPEAKER STANDS
CWD CABINETS
DENON
ESOTERIC AUDIO
KEF • KLIPSCH
LEXICON • LUXMAN
MADRIGAL
MARK LEVINSON
MARTIN-LOGAN
NAKAMICHI
NILES • PARADIGM
PARSEC
PHANTOM ACOUSTICS
PROCEED • REVOX
RUSSOUND • SIGNET
SME • SONANCE
SOTA • STAX
SUMIKO • SYNTHESIS
TERK • THORENS
VELODYNE • JVC VIDEO
OPTONICA VIDEO
PIONEER VIDEO
PROTON VIDEO
VIDIKRON VIDEO
YAMAHA VIDEO

WE

Q. What Factor, Usually Ignored,
Does New England's Oldest Audio
Dealer Use In Choosing
What To Sell You?
A. Reliability
Our technicians apply their years of experience in
testing and evaluating products reliability, serviceability and manufacturer support. This is standard
policy at The Music Box. If our technicians find a
problem we won't sell it on the sales floor.
We all benefit from this policy. We all benefit from
reliability.
When you're ready, we'll be here.

Quality Sound Since 1928

Ilse Musk Sos
58 Central Street *Wellesley • MA •02181

(617) 235-5100

PROUDLY

REPRESENT:

Audio Prism Antennas •Audioquest •Barzilay Furniture •Castle
Acoustics • Barco HDTV • Criterion Laserdiscs • Counterparts
Dahlquist Speakers • Eminent Technology • Energy • Elite by
Pioneer • ESM • Fosgate Surround • Hafler • LCD Laserdiscs
Lexicon • Digital Surround • Luxman • McIntosh Electronics
McIntosh Loudspeakers

•

MAS Musicable

•

Maple Knoll

Turntables • Nitty Gritty • Pioneer Video • Proton • Rockustics
Straightwire •Interconnects & Speaker Cable •Sumiko •Sonrise
Furniture

• Sony Video

Target Speaker Stands

• Sennheiser • Talisman Cartridges

• Tweek Contact Enhancer • Velodyne

Custom Installation
Satellite Installation
Repairs
Laserdisc Sales & Rentals

(215) 790-1300
(800) 545-5150
296

st

01111USQL1li F.
1708 Locust St., Philadelphia, PA
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Any Recording In Print
call 1-800-233-6357

CATALOG

Now you can shop from home for any CD, LP or Tape. Bose Express Music is the world's largest music catalog, with over 45,000 Classical, Jazz. Blues & Rock titles.
We carry the complete catalog
of all the major labels plus independents and audiophile labels including: Chesky, Mobile Fidelity,
Sheffield, Donan. Telarc, Harmonia
Mundi & others.

Subscription /Mail Order Form
Start the Updates &send Catalog ($6.00/yr.)
Send me the attached list of recordings (include artist,
title, &format — CD/CA/LP) Please include payment
+ $3.65 for Shipping &Handling Der order
Check or
Credit Card
Visa
MC

Send $6.00 (refundable on your
first record order from the Catalog)
for our 240 page 1990 Catalog plus

AMEX

EXP

1year of Updates FREE, covering
new releases & specials. Includes

Name

$50 in merchandise credits. Absolutely no obligation and no unrequested shipments.

Address
City/State/Zip

Bose Express Music, 50 W 17th St., NY, NY 10011

Tr

1-800-233-6357

FRIED eZ3a

Special Offer

sT-7.1

COMING
SOON !

Order any title in Stereophile for
$13.99/CD.

1.M. Fried
October 21, 1990

COMING
SOON!

Call for details
Jemstone Audio introduces the FRIED A3a loudspeaker, bigger brother to the famous Q/4. The larger
double braced cabinet. CAD designed crossover and
CAD optimized line tunnel bass loading gives superior
tight FRIED bass down to 30hz! Along with the same
smooth midrange and extended high end of the Q/4!
The A/3a is clearly superior to it's famed predecessor
the A/3. In my opinion, the A/3a is areference standard
for moderately sized loudspeakers.
Jeffrey

E. Morris

FRIED NOW AVAILABLE U.P.S.
Contact Jemstone Audio! The

FRIED

Authority.

Send for price list/catalog and newsletter!
Signature Series

"The Loudspeaker you
have always wanted"
Aragon .Apogee

•

emstone

AUDIO

325 Grove Street
East Ling, )
M3i
3
c
2
h
tan3048823

Aragon. Arcici .Audioquest Classe. Clements. FRIED .JBL .Vidco .Linn .Luxman. Meitner. Meridian. MIT

Muscates .Paradigm. Parasound. Proceed .Shure(H
Sumiko. SumoTriad .Aragon. Apogee .Aragon .Arcici
Audioquest .Classe .Clements FRIED .JBL. Video. Linn .Luxman .Meitner. Meridian. MIT. Muscates .Paradigm .Parasound
Proceed. Shure al

Sumiko SumoTriad. Aragon .Apogee. Aragon. Arcici .Audioquest Classe. Clements. FRIED
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Why Music Lovers
Buyfrom
Square Deal.
Square Deal auditions
virtually everything — but carries
only the best models of the best brands.
get to choose from the cream of the crop!
\quiet expert is always on hand for your
inquiries or to take your order. Your major
credit card is welcome.

Square Deal
456 Waverly Avenue
Patchogue, New York 112

(516) 475-1857
Others: 1800 332-5369
Local:

ADS •AKG
Alphason •Apogee
Arcici •Ariston
B&O •B&W
Boston Acoustics
CA L. •Carver
Classe Audio •CWD
Dahlquist •Dual
Electro Companiet
JBL Pro Urei
Lexicon •Magnum
Mod Squad
Monster •NAD
Nakamichi
Onkyo •()Caton
Sonographe
Sony ES
Straightwire
Sumo •Terk •Tice
Velodyne
& Morel

Since 1925. We milq he doing something right.

Sensible Hi-End Audio
ELECTRONICS
Adcom
Aragon
OAK
Counterpoint
Classe
Melos
MFA
Atmasphere
Magnum
Dynalab
NAD
Mod Squad
Tice Audio
Music Reference
Wadia
Barclay
Brassfield
Vendetta

It You Are Sensible About Your
Audio Needs ... Call Us Toll Free!
In MA 1-800-422-4939
Neighboring States 1-800-323-9019 ASK
Others (508) 996-5454
FOR LEO
Rte 6 No Dartmouth MA 02747

WE HAVE

ANALOGUE
Sumiko-SME
VPI
Merrill
Eminent
Technology
Sota
Carnegie
Grado
Rega
Audioquest
Dynavector
Benz
Graham
Koetsu

SPEAKERS
Eminent
Technology
Celestion
Rogers
Polk Audio
Entec
Acoustic
Energy
Velodyne
Merlin
Sound Lab
Yankee Audio
Taddeo
Duntech
CABLES, etc.
Gerdes
Tera
RPG Diffusors
Audioquest
Cogan Hall
CWD
Target-Arcici
Stax
VIDEO
Lexicon
Tara

JvC

NAD
Vidikron

TRADE-INS
TO SELL

ttt-t

•
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WHERE TO BUY STEREOPHILE
Dealers Interested In selling StereophIle call (505) 982-2366.
ALABAMA
Auburn
Accurate Audio
110 E Samford Ave
Huntsville
Audio Video Lab
2801 Newby Rd SW

ALASKA
Anchorage
Shimeks
405 E Northern Lights Blvd

ARIZONA
Mesa

Hi -Fi Sales
810 W. Main St
Phoenix
Sound Alternatives
4126 E. Lewis

El T
WO
Tower Records
23811 El Toro Rd
Encinitas
North County Stereo Vision
131 N. El Camino
Encino
Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura Blvd
Fair Oaks
Pinkerton Audio
6716 Madison Ave. Ste 8
Tangle/Id
CAM Stereo Unlimited
2020 N Texas
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
18214 Dalton Ave

Grass Valley
Tower Records
Alta Buena Stereo
3949 E Thomas Rd
214 E Main St
Scottsdale
Hollywood
Esoteric Audio
World Book &News
4120 N Marshall Way. Ste 1
1652 Cahuenga Blvd
Tucson
Irvine
Wilson Audio Ltd
Soundquest
2900 E Broadway
4255 Campus Dr #116

ARKANSAS

Little Rock
Creative Sight &Sound
400 N Bowman. Ste B-3

CALIFORNIA
Arroyo Grande
Central Coast Audio
123 W Branch
Berkeley
DB Audio
2573 Shattuck Ave
Music Lovers
1510 AWalnut St
Tower Records
Classical Annex
2585 Telegraph Ave
Beverly Hills
Christopher Hansen Ltd
8822 W. Olympic Blvd
Burlingame
Future Sound
1118 Burlingame Ave
Campbell
Sound Goods
2627 S Bascom Ave
Canoga Park
The Laser's Edge
22021 Sherman Way
Shelly's Stereo
6836 De Soto Ave
Upscale Audio
8381 Canoga Ave
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
5825 Manzanita Ave $4
Claremont
Audio Basics
976 W. Foothill #139
Colma
Serra Stereo
4947 Junipero Serra
Cotati
Zone Audio
7880 Old Redwood Hwy
Cupertino
Elite Electronics
20149A Stevens Creek Blvd
Dublin
Stereo Plus
6767 Dublin Blvd

Leucadia
Music by the Sea
542 N. Hwy 101
Los Angeles
Pans Audio
12401 Wilshire Blvd
Radio Active Sound
1278 Westwood Blvd
Mission Viejo
Videolaser
28451 Marguerite Pkwy
Mountain View
Sound Goods
391 San Antonio Rd
Newport Beach
Audio by Design
1000 Bristol St N
Oakland
Pro Audio
383 40/h St
Orange
Absolute Audio
1232 N Tustin
Palm Springs
David Rutledge Audio
675 N Palm Canyon Dr
Palo Alto
Audible Difference
805 El Camino Real
Western Audio Imports
4191 El Camino Real
Pasadena
GNP Showcase
1244 E Colorado Blvd
Riverside
SpeakerCratt
3627 Merrill Ave

San Francisco
Sounds Alive
731 Florida St
Stereo Plus
220 Market St
Tower Records
2525 Jones St
Ultimate Sound
141 Kearny St
San Jose
Paradise Sound
860 S Winchester
San Luis Obispo
Audio Ecstasy
786 Higuera
Santa Barbara
Audio Vision
612 N Milpas
Mission Audio
215 W. Mission St
Santa Cruz
Cymbaline Records
1336 Brommer Street #9A
Santa Maria
Jeff Lynn Audio
5455 Esplanada Ave
Santa Monica
Optimal Enchantment
522 Santa Monica (by appt
Shelley's Stereo
2212 Wilshire Blvd
Sausalito
Music by Design
107 Caledonia St
Sherman Oaks
Tower Records
Classical Annex
14623 Ventura Blvd
Simi Valley
House of Audio/Video
1g70-4 Sequoia
Stockton
Private Line
Home Entertainment
88 W Castle St
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
22926 Hawthorne Blvd
Upland
Audio Haven
1937 W 11th St
Van Nuys
Audio Den
15600 Roscoe Blvd
Venice
Armadillo F. Company
928 California Ave
Walnut
Audio Best
2411 S Joel Dr
West Covina
Protech Audio
1312 Partner St

West Hollywood
Tower Records
Classical Annex
Sacramento
8840 W Sunset Blvd
Keith Yates Audio
Westminster
2440 Fulton Ave
Audio Today
Neal's Speakers &Stereo
14306 Beach Blvd
1728 Fulton Ave
Woodland Hills
Paradyme Audio/Video
Laser's Edge
1720 Fulton Ave
20929 Ventura Blvd #24
San Diego
Paris Audio
Stereo Design
20037 Ventura Blvd
9353 Clairemont Mesa Blvd Wilson Audio Video
Stereo Unlimited
Entertainment
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
20044 Ventura Blvd
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COLORADO
Boulder
AD Systems Ltd
2525 Arapahoe Ave
Listen Up
2034 E Arapahoe
The Stereo-File, Inc
1939 Pearl St
Chem/ Creek
US Tech
248 Detroit St
Colorado Springs
Listen Up #3
230 N Teton
The Sound Shop
528 S Tejon
Denver
Listen Up
999 S Logan
Sound Hounds
1575 S Pearl
US Tech
111 S Madison
Fort Collins
Audio Junction
2727 S College Ave
Sound Hounds
646 S College
) Westminster
Westminster Newsstand
5088 W 92nd Ave

CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
169 Church St
Danbury
Carston Stereo
146 Old Brookfield Rd
Fairfield
The Sound Source
1955 Black Rock Tnpk
New Haven
Take 5Audio
105 Whitney Ave
New London
Roberts
90 Bank St
Stereo Lab
140 Bank S
I

FLORIDA
Boca Raton
Vein's Electronics
3259 N Federal Hwy
Clearwater
Rising Sounds
28901 US 19 N
Fort Lauderdale
Audio Center
4134 N Federal Hwy
Fort Pierce
Sound Insights
2302 S US 1
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
3505 Southside Blvd #10
Largo
Sound Creations
3690 E Bay Dr, Suite E
Melbourne
Sound Gallery
912-B E. New Haven
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 S. Dixie Hwy
Audio Plus
6214 S Dixie Hwy

Sound Components
11927 S Dixie Hwy
Pensacola
Audio Distinction
5710 N Davis Highway #1
Pompano Beach
Stereo Shoppe
1650 N Federal Highway
Tampa
Audio Visions
14306-F N. Dale Maybry
Audio Visions
3953 W Kennedy Blvd

GEORGIA
Atlanta
Music Audio
2100 Roswell Rd NE
Stereo Shop
2774 Hargrove Rd
Stereo Video Designs
6300 Powers Ferry Landing
Lilburn
Musical Designs Inc
4462 Burns Rd
Martinez
The Stereo Shop
104 Chamilla Dr
Renville
Chattanooga Valley Audio
40 Cora Ann Dr
Tucker
MG Audio
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy

HAWAII
Honolulu
The Audio Shoppe
300 S Beretania #207
Tower Records
611 Keeaumoku St
20/20 Stereo
660 Ala Moana Blvd

ILLINOIS
Barrington
Stereo Images of Barrington
718 W North West Hwy
Champaign
August Systems
901 N Prospect Ave
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
114 W Church
Chicago
Chicago Speakerworks
5700 N Western Ave
Funtech
4041 N. Milwaukee
Sound Choice
928 W Diversey Pkwy
Supenor Audio Systems
833 N. Milwaukee
Victor's Stereo
8E Ene St
Chicago Heights
Audio Enterprises
202 Halsted
Lansing
Audio Clinic
2River PI
Murphysboro
Sabin Audio
1313 South St
Naperville
Quintessence Audio Ltd
20 W Jefferson St
Normal
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
106 E. Beaufort
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Sauerkraut &Hot Fudge
Bad combinations are mistakes either in food or music systems. Simply
choosing a"Recommended" amplifier or an "Editor's Choice" speaker
doesn't guarantee asuccessful system. At Audio Vision we stress synergistic combinations without regard to what may only be this month's
conventional wisdom. Sometimes our recommendations are unusual,
but always tasty. Our ingredients include:
Adcom. Apogee. Audio Research. AudioQuest. Celestion.
Denon. Forte. Infinity. Modulus. Krell. Krell Digital. Mirage,
NAD. Proceed, SME. SOTA. Spica. Sumiko. Theta. Thiel. VPI

AUDIO

Everybody'sfavorite rogue hi fi store
1060 Massachusetts Avenue
Arlington, MA 02174
617-648-4434
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Peoria
Sound of Peona
105 E. Arcadia
Rockford
Absolute Audio
4227 Maray Dr
Saint Charles
Audiophile St. Charles
411 S. 2nd St
Skokie
Rosine Audio
4525 OaMon St
Sprinofleld
The King's Stereo
225 Highland Ave
INDIANA
Fort Wayne
Authentic Audio
3584 N Wells
Indianapolis
Audio Workshop
5357 N. Keystone
Tone Studio
820 E 64th St
IOWA
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E. Kimberly Rd
Iowa City
Fiawkeye Audio
401 a Gilbert
Marion
The Audio Room Ltd
1426 Twixt Town Rd
KANSAS
Lawrence
University Audio
2319 Louisiana St
Wichita
Music, Inc
3203 E Douglas
Golden Stereo
5337 W 94th Terrace
KENTUCKY
Louisville
Sound Gallery
9916 Linn Station Rd
LOUISIANA
Metairie
Audio Resource
3133 Edenborn Ave
New Orleans
Octaves
112 University PI
Tower Records
408 N. Peters St
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Playing by Ear
5615 Belair Rd
Soundscape
406 W. Cold Spring Lane
Ellicott City
Gramaphone Ltd.
9005 Chevrolet
Frederick
Audio Ceo Audio Shop
326 N. Market St
Laurel
Needle in aHaystack
14270 Baltimore Ave
Lutlenrille
Gramaphone Ltd.
10801 Tony Dr
Rockville
Absolutely Sound!
833 E. Rockville Pike
Needle in aHaystack
785 Rockville Pike

Silver Spring
OEM Audio
9330 Georgia Ave
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision
1060 Massachusetts Ave
Boston
Audio Studio
303 Newbury St
Listening Studio
23 Stillings St
Looney Tunes Records
1106 Boylston St
Tower Records
360 Newbury St
Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
Cambridge
0Audio
95 Vassar St
Looney Tunes II
1001 Massachusetts Ave
Dartmouth
Sound II
576 State Rd
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Northampton
Sound and Music
351 Pleasant St
Peabody
Clearly Audible
255 Andover St
Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
237 First St
Worcester
O'Coin's
239 Mill Street
MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
SKR Classical
539 E. Liberty
School Kids Records
523 E. Liberty
Bad Axe
Grows Systems, Ltd.
112 S Port Crescent
Birmingham
Almas HiFi Stereo
395 E. Maple
Dearborn
Almas HiFi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
East Detroit
Audio Illusions
17929 Ten Mile Road
East Lansing
Jemstone Audio
325 Grove Street
Farmington Hills
Almas HiFi Stereo
29401 Orchard Lake Rd
Ferndale
Hi -Fi Specialists
22346 Woodward Ave
Grand Rapids
Spectrum Electronics
2019 Eastern Ave SE
Mount Pleasant
Dr. Goodear's
Audio Parlor
100 Hiawatha Dr
Rochester
Audio Video System
3250 Rochester Rd
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N. Woodward Ave
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Saginaw
The Listening Room
1305 Court St
MINNESOTA
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
1011 E. Excelsior Blvd
Hi End Audio
740 11th Ave S.
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave S.
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon PI
St. Paul
House of High Fidelity
157 N. Snelling Ave
MISSOURI
Cape Girardeau
Stereo Salon
1424 N. Kings Highway
Kansas City
Pnmus Audio
1104 Baltimore
St. Louis
Best Sound Inc.
1131 S Brentwood Blvd
Flips Stereo Place
9556 Watson Rd
Great St. Louis Sound Co
1341 S Lindbergh. Ste 1
NEVADA
Las Vegas
Tiger Tech
1550 E. Tropicana Ave
Tower Records
4700 G Maryland Pkwy
Union Premiums
1325 E. Flamingo
Reno
High End Stereo
959 W Moana Lane
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Hanover Audio
42•51 S Main St
NEW JERSEY
Chester
Professional Audio
Consultants
57 E Main St
Deptford
Hi Fi Connection
136 Rt 41
Englewood
Stuart's Audio
3Grand Ave
Hackettstown
Marcel Associates
57 Wood Duck Cf
Mariton
Hi Fi Connection
RD 1. Rt 73
Milibum
Professional Audio
Consultants
182 Essex St
Morristown
Sight and Sound
60 Speedwell Ave
South Street Stereo
20 South St
Northfield
Sound Inc.
900 Tilton Rd
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave
Sea Girt
Monmouth Stereo
2133 Hwy 35

Shrewsbury
Monmouth Stereo
450 Hwy 35
Tom's River
Rands Camera and Hi Fi
1841 Hooper Ave
Trenton
Hais Stereo
Lake Lawrence Plaza
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
Westfield
Stuart's Audio
544 North Ave E
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Absolute Audio Store
1540 ATramway Blvd NE
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menant NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery NE
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St Michaels Dr
Downtown Subscription
130 W. Palace
Galisteo News
201 Galisteo St
Rare Bear
1303 Cemllos Rd
Santa Fe Sight 8Sound
500 Montezuma. Ste 109
NEW YORK
Albany
Altair Audio
1980 Central Ave
Mom's Music Systems
Windsor Plaza, 98 Wolf Rd
Batavia
Unicorn Audio
206 E. Main St
Binghamton
JSG Audio
1437 Front St
Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main St
Canandaigua
Audio Nouveaux
71-73 S. Main St
Fairport
Fairport Soundworks
30 State St
Lake Grove
Audio Den Ltd
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Latham
Clark Music in Albany
1075 Troy Schenectady Rd
Uverpool
Audio Excellence
4974 Alexis Dr
Lynbrook
American Audiophile
373 Sunrise Hwy
Merrick
Performance Audio
2064 Sunrise Hwy
Mount Kisco
Accent on Music
175 Main St
Fox and Sutherland
15 S Moger Ave
Hansel
Eardrum Audio Video
148E. Ftt 59
New York City
Electronic Workshop
10 E. 8th St

Lyric Hi -Fi Inc.
1221 Lexington Ave
2005 Broadway
Park Audio
425 Park Avenue S
Stereo Exchange
687 Broadway
Sound by Singer
18 E. 16th Street
Tower Records
692 Broadway
1961 Broadway
Patchogue
Square Deal Radio
and Television
456 Waverly Ave
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Rochester
Paul Heath Audio
217 Alexander
Rowe Audio
1737 Mt Hope
Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave
Roslyn
Discriminating Ear
Harbour View Shoppes
1518 Old Northern Blvd
Scarsdale
The Listening Room Inc
590 Central Park Ave
Stonybrook
Esoteric Sound Systems
Coventry Commons. Rt 347
Syracuse
Clark Music
2922 Ede Blvd E.
Gordon Electronics
2739 Erie Blvd E.
Superior Sight and Sound
2780 Ese Blvd E.
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy
White Plains
Harvey Electronics
236 E. Post Rd
Lyric Hi Fi
146 E. Post Rd
NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd
Charlotte
Higher Fidelity
1620 South Blvd
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Rd
Pineville
Higher Fidelity
10201 Rodney St
Raleigh
Audio Advice
3532 Wade Ave
OHIO
Centendlle
Stereo Showcase
1516 State At 725
Cincinnati
Stereo Lab
11419 Princeton Rd
4582 Montgomery Way
Stereo Store
7842 Cooper Rd
Columbus
Needle in aHaystack
2384 Wellesley Lane
Progressive Audio
1764 N. High St
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In Southern California

Service 8( Selection
Audio Den proudly offers hidefinition audio & video for the
discriminating music lover.
We specialize in custom home
installation and personal service
for those who seek excellence in
the reproduction of music.

Centrally-Located, With One Of
The Most Comprehensive Selections Of
Hi-End Audio You'll Find Anywhere!
AUDIO RESEARCH THRESHOLD THIEL
MARTIN-LOGAN CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS
ESOTERIC WADIA WELL TEMPERED
CONRAD-JOHNSON SPENDOR
DAHLOUIST SNELL PRECISE
CELESTION B&K MOD SQUAD
FORTE HAFLER MIT MAGNUM DYNALAB
ENTEC GRADO LUXMAN PROTON AN
SONRISE CWD FINELINE

Electronics
Jeff Rowland
Design
Counterpoint
Bryston
McIntosh
Mod Squad
Sonographe
Stax
NAD
Luxman
Denon
Revox

Accessories
Audio Quest
CWD Furniture
Mod Squad
Signet
Sumiko
Nitty Gritty
Kimber Kable
AKG
Beyerdynamic
WBT
Esoteric Audio
CD Stop Light

Speakers
Acoustat
Boston Acoustics
M&K
Mirage
Sonance
Vandersteen

Well Tempered
Labs
Thorens
Sonographe
Denon

Turntables

Video
Proton
NAD
Pioneer
Fosgote
Shure HIS

39 E. Green Street

IL. 61820
(217)344-0805

Champaign-Urbana,

Go South on Neil Street from 1-74,
Then East on Green Street

M-F 12-7

Saturday

15600 Roscoe Boulevard
Van Nuys California 91406

(818) 781-4700
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Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W. Dublin
Granville Rd
Fairborn
Audio Etcetera
2626 Col Glen Hwy
Findlay
House of Hindenach
229 N Main St
Heath
Threshold Audio
605 Hebron Rd
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
12611 Madison Ave
Miamisburg
Stereo Showcase
Prestige Plaza 5
North Olmsted
Maximum Compact
28883 Lorain Rd
bledo
Jamiesons Stereo
5431 Monroe
University Heights
Atlantis Home
Entertainment Systems
2220 Warrensville Rd
OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City
Audio Dimensions
10407 N. May Ave
Tulsa
K-Labs Premium Audio
4715 East 41st St
OREGON
Portland
Hawthorne Stereo
1428 SE 36th St
PENNSYLVANIA
Berwyn
Soundex
747 Berwyn Ave
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr Stereo
1016 Lancaster Ave
Erie
Custom Audio
1550 W. 26th Street
Hermitage
Sounds Good To Me
2481 E. State St
Philadelphia
All That Jazz
617 S. 24th SI
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 N. 3rd
Discovery Discs
3417 Spruce St
Sound Service Company
8010 Bustleton Ave
Tower Records
Classical Annex
537 South St
Pittsburgh
Mook's Audio
3047 W. Liberty Ave
Selinsgrove
Stereo Shoppe
19 N. Market St
South Hampton
Classic Car-Tunes
1029 Street Rd
Willow Grove
Soundex
1100 Easton Rd
PUERTO RICO
Hato Rey
Nova Electronics
Guayama yPonce de Leon

Rio Piedras
On Top Audio
332- IIR Ave Jesus T Pinero
RHODE ISLAND
Providence
Ocean State Audio
304 Thayer St
SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Sound Advice
2821 Ashland Rd
Upstairs Audio
746 Harden St
Greenville
American Audio
597 Haywood Rd
Sound Source
2516 E. North St
TENNESSEE
Knoxville
Hi Fi House
8373 Kingston Pike Ste 900
Memphis
Underground Sound
2125 Central Ave
Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
115 19th Ave S
Tower Books
2400 West End Ave
TEXAS
Amarillo
Sound Systems Ltd.
2502 Paramount
Austin
Audio Systems
3800 N. Lamar
Cochran Corp
2830 Real St
Marcum Electronics
6009 Burnet Rd
Beaumont
Beaumont Sound
5925 Phelan
Dallas
Audio Insight
13929 N. Central Expwy
Krystal Clear Audio
5330 Longview
Omni Sound
19020 Preston Rd
Preston Trail Audio
17194 Preston Rd #320
El Paso
Soundquest Inc.
6800 Gateway E. 10
Garland
MJM Audio
4125 Broadway
Houston
Audio Concepts
22C* Southwest Fwy
Esotenc Ear
13158 Veteran's Memorial
Pkwy
StereoWorks
12818 Ashford Knoll
Lubbock
The Sound Wave
Salem Village
4601 S. Loop 289 #13
McAllen
Videorama
1301 Pecan
Odessa
Harold's Electronics
2809 Andrews Hwy
San Antonio
Concert Sound
7103A Blanco Rd
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UTAH
Ogden
The Hi Fi Shop
2236 Washington Blvd
Salt Lake City
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Dr
Le Disque
2146 S Highland Dr
VERMONT
Burlington
City Stereo
207 College St
S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St
VIRGINIA
Bailey's Crossroads
Audio Buys
5177 Leesburg Pike
Skyline Mall
Centerville
Gifted Listener
5866 Old Centerville Rd
Danville
Aeolian Products Z. Svcs
215 Main St
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 Broad St
Roanoke
Audiotronics
4235 Electric Rd
Springfield
Needle in aHaystack
Spnngfield Mall
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound. Inc.
6519 College Park Sq
WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Hawthorne Stereo
13107 Northrup Way
Richland
Tin Ear
704-A Symons
Seattle
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
Spokane
Hal's Stereo
W 313 Sprague Avenue
Tacoma
Stereo Shoppe #2
11007 Bridgeport Way SW
WASHINGTON, DC
Needle in aHaystack
1990 KSt
Serenade Records
1800 M St NW
WEST VIRGINIA
Beckley
Hi Fi Farm
1708 Harper Rd
Morgantown
Sound Investments Inc.
467 High St
WISCONSIN
Eau Claire
Elite Audio
1498 S Hastings Way
Madison
High Performance Audio
402 S. Park St
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon IAudio
2551 8th St S.

CANADA
National Distributor
DeWinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24, Site One. RR1
ALBERTA
Calgary
KW Audio
344 17th Ave SW
Loyalty Sound
11078th St SW
Sounds of Music
220 7th Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10746A 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd St
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Kelowna
K&A Audio
1561 Pandosy St
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
The Sound Room
2803 W Broadway
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St
MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne St S.
NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St
ONTARIO
Brampton
Audio Concepts
8Stratheam Ave
Chatham
Absolute Sound
425 Clair St
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W.
Hamilton
Globe Audio
552V, Upper James St
McMaster University
Bookstore
280 Main St W.
Thompsons Select Audio
610 Upper James St
Village Audio —VVestdale
1059 King St W., Unit 2
Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Pnncess St
Vern Napier Camera
333 Princess St
London
Multimag
150 Dundas St #3
Milton
Sound Man
629 Main St E.
Oakville
Oakville Audio
2347 Lakeshore Rd W. #3
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Euphonics
687 Bank St
Stereo Trading Post
242 1
/ Bank St
2

Peterborough
The Audio Room
300 George St N
Revile
Audio Empire
1011 Albion Rd
Thornhill
Stereo Factory
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
American Sound
315 Spadina Ave
Classic Audio
1894 Lawrence Ave E
Executive Stereo
896 Queen SI W.
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W
High End Audio
2216A Queen St E.
Stereo Factory
234 King St E.
Toronto Home of
Audiophile
150 Dundas St W
Waterloo
Sound Stage
56 Regina St N.
Whitby
Whitby Audio
223 Brock St S.
Windsor
Audio Two
324 Pelissier
Audio Venue
131 Park St
QUEBEC
Anjou
Son-Or
7339 St. Zotique
Montreal
Cinaphonie Audio
6479 Beaubien East
Quebec
CO R.A.
131-18 Rue E
Ste-Foy
Rotac Electronics
2873 Ch Ste-Foy

AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Thombury, Victoria
Audio 0Imports
649 Burwood Rd
Hawthorn 3122

BERMUDA
Hamilton
FA&M International, Ltd
61 Church St
DENMARK
National Distributor
Graestad
Matrix
Bylyngen 4, Blistrup
Copenhagen
hh-Fi Entusiasten
Tagensver 162
KT Radio
Vesterbrogade 179-181
Aalborg
KT Radio
Noerregade 19-21
Aarhus
Cilla Hi -Fi
Ny Munkegade 65
KT Radio
MP Bruunsgade 36
303

FOR THE
LOVE OF
MUSIC
rO

CAL
Krell
NAD
Spica
Naim
B& K
B& W
Aragon
Bryston
SonyES
Quicksilver
Audioquest
Vandersteen
Martin-Logan
Apogee-Centaur
Magnum Dynalab

A t1 I) I0
ENSEMBLE
2 Pouls Way (Rte 101A), Amherst, NH 03031
35 min. from Rte 128/95

• 603-886-4742

• 20 min. from Lowell

electronics
AUDIO RESEARCH
BRYSTON •DENON
KLYNE •MAGNUM
N.A.D. •THRESHOLD
loudspeakers
INFINITY •M & K
MARTIN LOGAN
PARADIGM •THIEL
VANOERSTEEN
phono 6 c.d.
CARNEGIE •DUAL
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY
GRADO •MERIDIAN
ORACLE •SME
SONOGRAPHE •SOTA
SUMIKO •THORENS
VPI •van den HUL
cables
Audioquest •M.I.T.
MONSTER /SIGMA
other good stuff
A.S.C. Tube Traps
C.W.O. furniture
The PHANTOM Shadow
•Fine Collection of
rest records •c.d. disco

Over the past eight years, we've been chosen
by these eight manufacturers to be their
exclusive dealer for all Long Island:
Audio Research
Bryston • Klyne
Martin Logan
Oracle • Proceed
Thiel •Threshold
Visit us...We'll become YOUR choice, too!
4 Large Music Rooms

• Private Demos by Appointment

Delivery and FrpPrt Installation throughout Metro New York
"Nothing matters but the music!" Lermontov, The Red Shoes (1947)

KAudioVeene

HONG KONG
Ihe Sound Chamber
Suite 1001. Dina House
11 Duddell St
YK Audio
Room 201. Man Yee Bldg
60 Des Voeux Rd
ICELAND
National Distributor
125 Reykjavik
Stein' HF S Danielsson
Skulagata 61
ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca, 55100
Sound and Musk.
Via Mazzarosa 175
MEXICO
Mexico OF 06600
Auchorama SA
Marsella 71
NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
2611 RV Delft
Tannoy Netherlands
Ezelsveldlaan 52
Amsterdam
RAF HiFi Stereo
Runstraat 142 -150
NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
DR Bntton Ltd
3Sydney St
SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Audio Suite-Flair System
06-02 Da Jin Factory Bldg
362 Upper Paya Lebar Rd
Complex
112 E. Coast Rd

SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sacre Audio El'',
Padre Jofre
THAILAND
Bangkok
Audio Suite
350/1-2 Petchaburi Rs
Focal (Thailand)
207 Bangkok Bazaar
Radamn Rd
Future Land
Amann Plaza 3rd Floor
Pleonchit Rd
Pathurruan Rumpinee
UNITED KINGDOM
National Distributor
Wee. Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Lane
Glasgow G2
Music Room
221 St Vincent S'
London
Audio T
190 West End Lane
Douglas Brady HIFi
18 Monmouth St
Covent Garden
KJ Leisuresound Ltd
26 New Cavendish St
Sound Information
13 St John's Hill
Manchester
MUSIC Room
50 Bridge St
Reading Berk:
Reading Hi Fi
Horns Arcade. Friar St
WEST INDIES
Jamaica
Kingston
Dataline Equipment
8Systems
25 Waterworks Circe

Washington DC
Loves the

mirage m-3
Come hear why no speaker
system anywhere near its
price evokes such an
emotional response to
the music. $2500/pair
Exclusively at
Gifted Listener Audio
The Haven for
Music Loversim

Gifted
Listener
Audio
Ariston • AudioQuest

•B&K •Celestion
• ET •Forte • Goldmund •Koetsu •
Euphonic Technology •Fried •
Magnum Dynalab •MIT •Meta Research •
Onkyo • Nitty Gritty • SOTA •SME •
Sumiko • Talisman •Tice • Wadia
Digital •Threshold • Reference Line •
Phantom Acoustics •Sonrise • Kimber
Books • Recordings • Accessories

5866 Old Centreville Road
Centreville, Virginia 22020

703-818-8000
Just off 1-66 at Rt. 28
15 minutes from the Capital Beltway.
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F(J)
PART II
I
É WE'VE EXPANDED
0 AGAIN,
ui TO ELEVEN SERIOUS
LISTENING ROO VS
CENTRAL OHIO'S
EXCLUSIVE
DEALER
FOR:
Counterpoint
Infinity IRS Beta
Krell
Mondial
Mod Squad
0.C.O.S.
RPG
Soto Cosmos
SME
Thiel CS5
Vandersteen
WI TNT
Wheaton
Wilson Watt/Puppy
Entec
Spectral...

NEW RELEASE!

NOJIMA PLAYS RAVEL
RR-35 (CD, LP)

Minoru Nojima, Japan's most exciting
pianist, has established adevoted cult
following since his prize-winning performances at the Cliburn Competition.
Here, at long last, is the eagerly-awaited
sequel to Nojima Plays Liszt, his first
American recording, which garnered
more rave reviews than any piano
recording in recent history. Now we
have his incandescent performances of
Miroirs and Gaspard de la nuit, both
Everests of the piano literature. No one
interested in remarkable pianism should
miss this! Recorded, naturally, by Prof.
Johnson on Digital Master compact disc
or Pure Analogue, premium-quality LP.
At better music and audio stores, or
direct, postpaid: CD or LP $16.98;
Check/Visa/MC.
Free catalogue. Dealer inquiries invited.

[

PROGREssive
AUDgo

REFERENCE RECORDINGS

Me&

Box 77225X, San Francisco CA 94107
TEL 415-355-1892, FAX 415-359-8721
In Canada:
May Audio Marketing, 514-651-5707

614/299-0565
1764 N High St, Columbus, OH 43201
306
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MMUM
PHILIPS
FB 1000
HaWs
54 ,04 ,06
154Ibsee.
List Price
S4000.pc

Hear it all ...
in any of our 7 unparalleled listening
rooms. We also have a complete line of
audiophile LP's, CD's & Video Laser Discs.
FACTORY AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR:
APATURE
RPG DIFFUSERS
ARCAM
SANSUliVINTAGE
ASC TUBE TRAPS
SHARP OPTONICA
AUDIO CONTROL
SHURE HTS
AUDIO RESEARCH
SIGNET
AUDIOOUEST
SIMPLY PHYSICS
B&W
SME
DUAL
SONRISE FURNITURE
ENTEC
SONY ES
GRACE
SONY AV LASER
GRADO
SOUNDSTREAM
KRELL
STAX
KRELL DIGITAL
SUMIKO
KISEKI
TALISMAN
LAST PRODUCTS
TARGET STANDS
LAZARUS
TDK
MAGNUM-DYNALAB
TDL
MARTIN-LOGAN
TERK
MIRAGE
THAT'S TAPE
MIT
THETA DIGITAL
MONSTER PRODUCTS
VAN DEN HUL
PREMIER TONEARMS
VPI
PREMIER STANDS
WBT CONNECTORS
NILES AUDIO
WELL-TEMPERED
NAD
WILSON AUDIO
ORTOFON
YAMAHA. ETC

Amen. Bedini. Camber
Cardas. Carc Audio vesien
Weluist. crenavector. E.T.
,Mod..SqUad• N.H.T:
12.otd»

yhiUps

Shahínían

QcU Timpered Labs.

AUDIO

VMCED AUDIO
THE

HI-FI

1980 Central Avenue • Albany,
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OASIS

NY 12205 •(5181 452.3525
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IN CHICAGO

SINCE 1967

COMPARE UNDER ONE ROOF...
•MAGNEPAN, MARTIN LOGAN, THIEL, TDL, B&W, GOLDMUND, VELODYNE...
•MARK LEVINSON, GOLDMUND, THRESHOLD, MCINTOSH, BRYSTON, PROCEED, HAFLER,
FORTE...
•GOLDMUND, WELL TEMPERED, MICHELL, THORENS, SME, ZETA, B&O, SUMIKO, DUAL...
•PROCEED, ACCUPHASE, STAX, REVOX, MCINTOSH, SONOGRAPHE, YAMAHA, NAD ...
•NAKAMICHI, ADS, RE VOX
•MIT, MONSTER, SHURE, SIGNET, ATHENA POLYPHASORS, MOD SQUAD, BEYER, JECKLIN,
CWD, STAX, TUBE TRAPS, VPI, VAN DEN HUL...
•OPTONICA, PROTON, TERA, HARMAN KARDON, JVC, YAMAHA...

•IN STORE SERVICE •DELIVERY •CUSTOM INSTALLATION •

ammo consusanTs
the finest in stereo
MMMMGOOD!
Magnum FM Tuners
Mirage Loudspeakers

MIT

Cables

Mod Squad Products
Music Reference Tube Electronics

>
1

1\ 11
1 SiC
J‘ Ilk'

ea

542 North Highway 101
Leucadia, CA 92024

AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET

(619) 436-7692

Sound advice
without the price

11 am-6 pm Tuesday-Saturday

(914) 666-0550

Wednesday evenings until 8 pm

308

HINSDALE
110 East Ogden Avenue
708 789 1990

OgS0 -999 146

LIBERTYVILLE
757 North Milwaukee Avenue
708-362-5594

EVANSTON
1014 Davis Street
708-864-9565

11:00am-6:00pm M-F
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AUDIO MART

RATES: Private, eso per word, $10 minimum on phone-in ads; Commercial, $1.90 per word, $76 minimum
on all commercial ads. PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads are credit card
only: Master Charge, VISA, American Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502, or CALL: (505)983-9106. DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working day of the
month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear. No refunds.

For Sale
WEARY OF EXPENSIVE CABLES that don't deliver?
You will enjoy the natural musicality and open transparency of Music Metre cables. Quality interconnects,
speaker cable, and chassis wire. Music Metre, 249
North Brand Boulevard #701, Glendalg CA 91203.
(818) 242 4535, Fax (818) 244- 4795.
AUDIO BEST: LA, Orange, San Bernardino, California. Hot components: Celestion 3000, TARA Labs,
Counterpoint SA100/220, PS Digilink, Audible Illusions Modulus, Music Concepts, Mod Squad, Acoustic,
Spica Angelus, Beyer, Magnum, Fosgate, B&K, Superphon, Music Reference, Spectrum, Rauna, Sound-Lab,
Kinergetics subwoofeg Maplenoll, Systemdek, Grado,
Alphason, Garrott, Monster, Straight Wire, AudioQuest. (714) 861 5413. Appt.
REVIEWER CLEANS OUT HIS CLOSET: JVC BN-5
Biphonic processor, $100; Franklin mint One Hundred Greatest Recordings OÍA!! Time, $1200; Den!lessen PRO, $150. Prices include UPS shipping. Write
to Bill Sommerwerck, c/o Stereophile, 208 Delgado
St., Santa Fe, NM 87501.
CHAMPAGNE AUDIO SALE!! Begins Saturday, October 6, 1990. Demos, closeouts, overstock, etc. It'll
be worth your while! See our half-page ad. 39 East
Green, Champaign, IL 61820. (217)344-0805.
MIRAGE M-3 SPEAKERS, 1month old, $1750; VPI
HW19 Mk.III with Premier FT-3 tonearm, $950;
Madrigal Carnegie Icartridge, 10 hours, $250. Evenings after Rpm EST. Sean, (513) 429-0107.
ARC SP-14, $2300; Krell 200B, $4000; B&W 801
Matrix II, $3600. All less than two years old. (407)
777-8403 after 5pm.
ANALOGIC DESIGN GROUP Vertex 2-chassis, vacuum tube hybrid CD player with SirnplyPhysics Isodrive, mint condition. New $2495, sell $1400. (919)
767-8206 days, (919) 595-3415 evenings.

BACK ISSUES OF S7EREOPHILE for sale: 1984-1989.
Complete, mint, best offer. (718)712-1310.
FORT WAYNE, IN—QUALITY HI-FI: B&K components, Aristion, Ratel, B&W loudspeakers, Onkyo, Mod
Squad Une Drive and Prism, Chicago Speaker Stands,
Kimber Kable, Audio-Technica, Linn turntables and
cartridges, Linn loudspeakers, Arcici, Sound Organisation, PSE Electronics, Melca Audio, VPI. Three Rivers
Audio, (219) 422 5460.
THE $250-8400 UPGRADE (FOR $119!). The Cormorant (scr-o4) is auniquely designed interconnect
which is remarkably accurate in transmitting musical signals. Audition this neutral interconnect to hear
your system at its best (risk-free). 45-day total refund
policy. lm pair, $119. Shipping, $4. Solid Core Technology, 3808 Irkstview Avenug »V Palm Beach FL
33407, (407) 842-7316.
OLD COLONY SOUND LAB offers afree catalog for
the asking. 'ftventy-four pages of amplifiers, preamps,
crossovers, audio accessories, parts, boards, resistors,
capacitors, etc. Everything you need for that do-ityourself project to improve the sound of your audio
system. Write Old Colony Sound Lab, PO Box 2433
Peterborougb, NH 03458, or call (603)924-6371.
ARE YOU A DO-IT-YOURSELFER? Do you want the
best sound possible from your audio system, including
your car system? Then write or call for Old Colony
Sound Lab's free high-end kits and parts catalog
featuring amps, preamps, crossovers, accessories, wire,
plugs, etc. Everything you need to enhance your system. OCSL, PO Box 243S, Peterborough, NH 03458,
(603)924-6371.
Speaker cable pairs: Straight Wire MR-8, banana terminations, 13', $50; Monster Cable, 14', $25; Ampex
1467 open-reel recorder, ailing, $100; plus shipping.
(501) 846-2706.

MIT MI-330/500 interconnect cables, lm pair, $90;
MH-750 speaker cable, 7 pair, new terminations,
$220. (713)974-3207.

KLYNE, ALTIS DIGITAL, ELECTROCOMPAN1EE Celestion SL, Magnum Dynalab, Space & lime, Reference Line, Sumo, Distech, Well-lèmpered, Thorens,
Philips CD players, Vecteur, Magnasphere, Benz cartridges, Fosgate, many more. Straightforward guidance.
Krystal Clear Audio, Dallas, 77C, (214)821-2753.
Audition evaluations available.

ICIJPSCH HERESY II—four months old, walnut finish,
$700. Call Bruce Norris, (214) 579-1303.

QUAD ESL-63 SPEAKERS with stands, $2700. Ask for
Lou, (804)471-6523 after 6pm EST

KRELL KSA 50 Mk.II amp, $1500, C-J PV8 preamp,
$900; Linn Sondek turntable, kook arm, K18 cartridge,
$1000; Snell 2Ci speakers, $750; Denon 1520 CD,
$250. Pick-up only (NYC). Call Rick, (212)255-4372
(H), (212)819-5530 (W).

BARCLAY BORDEAUX CD PLAYER, $1000; H/K Citation 22 power amp, 200Wpc, $600; NAD 1700 preamp/tuner, $400; Monster M1 speaker cable, 10' pair,
$100. (215) 886-7813.

THE INFINITY MODULUS loudspeakers and Modulus
pedestals, $930; Velodyne ULD-12 subwoofeg $930.
Call (614)635-2598 after 6:30pm.

LINN LP12, Ekos tonearm, Troika cartridge, $4000
OBO. Call Ben, (505)266-9388.
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CFLESI1ON SYSTEM 6000 SUBWOOFERS with SL600Si
speakers, excellent, $2650 freight collect. Call Stew
at (716)669-2265 or (716)669-2141.
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UNLIMITED

Western New York's Exclusive

Audioquest

MARK LEVINSON

B&K •Modified B&K

DEALER

•APOGEE
•ARAGON
•AUDIO RESEARCH
•AUDIOOUEST
•CHESKY
•DENON
•GRADO
•LINN

Counterpoint
Dahlquist

•MAGNEPAN
•MIRAGE
•NAD
•NAKAMICHI
•PROCEED
•PROTON VIDEO
•THIEL
•VELODYNE

Electrocompaniet
Eminent Technology
JSE Infinite Slope
Kinergetics
Lexicon

Trades We/come
MC •VISA • AMEX • DIS

Monster Cable
Sony ES
Spica ... & More

ilili
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2314 MONROE AVE., ROCHESTER. NY

716-442-6050

MON—FRI. NOON-9

"Established Since 1959"
"We hear Music with our Ears;

•
=lt, ‘.›
ualll

SAT. 10-5

Aud ipimm
Cdnnecticxi
AUDIBLE ILWSIONS
One of the ten best buys in audio
BELLES ELECTRONICS
Audio's best kept secret
COUNTERPOINT
The best of both worlds
KIMBER KABLE -KCAG
Keeps on disappearing
MAGNUM DYNALAB
FM tuners, affordable excellence
MERRILL TURNTABLE
The last one you'll buy
MOD SQUAD
Line Drive -affordable Class A

m0RcH

DP6, UP4 Tonearms extraordinaire
PSE
Dynamics true to life
QUICKSILVER AUDIO
Pre-amp and mono block -WOW!
TADDEO LOUDSPEAKERS
You've got to hear these!
TICE POWER BLOCKS & TITAN
Guaranteed smiles
VANDERSTEEN
the legend continues
18. 2a, 3 4
(201)239-1799
615 Bloomfield Ave ,Verona, Ni 07044
Call for fairest prices on accessories

nial

We listen with our Minds."
A. Angers, Founder

SOUND UNLIMITED
169 Church St., Bristol, CT
(203) 584-0131

Audio Haven
Fine Audio Components
We offer only two classes
of components:
STATE OF THE ART
STATE OF THE WALLET

We hope you agree that
nothing else really matters.
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Upland, California 91786
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MAGNUM DYNALAB UPDATE PROGRAM. Factory
upgrading to "Etude" specification available for FT101 models. See your authorized dealer or call/write
for information. Magnum Dynalah 6509 7kansit Rd.,
Bowmansville, NY 14026, (800)448-8490.
CASH PAID for all types used audio equipment. We
buy and sell by phone, top dollar paid. Authorized
dealers for B&K, Ariston, AR, Celestion, Parasound,
Counterpoint, etc The Stereo Dueling Outlet, 320 Old
lb,* Rd., Jenkintown, PA 19046. (215)886-1650.
THE GREAT CLEARANCE SALE continues! B&K,
Superphon, Audible Illusions, Imams, Magnum Dynalab, British Fidelity, more; B&K Sonata MC-101 preamp demo, $600. Also featuring Focus, Ryan Acoustics, ProAc, Musical Concepts, Bellas, Melos, more.
Stereo Consultants; Lafayette IN. Phone 3-10pm E57:
Mon. -Sat., (317)474-9004.
THE BEST INTERCONNECTS ON THE MARKET TODAY? That's what people presently using our new HQI
Interconnect are telling us. $160 per meter pair. 30day money-back guarantee if not completely satisfied.
For additional information, call or write: Purist Audio
Design, PO. Box 125, Clute 7X 77531-0125. Phone:
(409) 265 5114.
60 YEARS IN BUSINESS—WE MUST be doing something right. If it's amuch-in-demand audiophile product, we're likely to have it for immediate shipment.
Consult with one of our quiet experts or just order
US-warranteed components directly. Visa/MC. Ask
for Steve K. or Dan W, Square Deal, 456 Waverly
Ave, Patchogue NY 11772. (516)475-1857 or (800)
332-5369.

THREE MONTHS OLD: ProAc Response II, $2600;
Target stands, $575; Wadia X32, $1700; Philips CD
80, $650. Prices negotiable. Call (212) 874-2410,
7- Ilpm.
B&W 801 MATRIX SERIES II with Sound Anchor
stands and B&W bass-alignment filter, perfect condition, $3800. (215)662-1993.
ICON ACOUSTICS WAS FOUNDED by Dave Fokos,
formerly the loudspeaker designer for Conrad-Johnson.
At Icon we manufacture high-end loudspeakers which
are available only direct from our factory on ano-cost
30-day in-home trial program. This allows us to sell
our speakers for half the price the same speakers
would command through an audio retailer Our Parsec
is only $1495 per pair—perhaps the only speaker costing less than $2000 to rank in Stereopbile's "Best
Sound at the NY Show" balloting (see Vol.13 No.8,
p.100). More importantly, it gives you achance to try
our speakers for an extended period of time in your
own system, without any sales pressure. To request
an audition you call Icon's toll-free number, (800)6699662. After receiving your call we'll ship your speakers
directly to your home via Federal Express, at our
expense. You'll have 30 days to try them in the one
environment that really matters: your listening room.
If. after 30 days, you want to keep the speakers, great!
Una, just give us acall and we'll send Federal Express
to your home to retrieve them, again at our expense.
So, if you've been dreaming of speakers that cost over
$3000, Ihope you'll consider auditioning our $1495
Parsec Icon Acoustics, 13 Fortune Drive, Billerica,
MA 01821, (800)669-9662.
"SOUND YOU CAN 'MUCH,' featuring: AudioQuest,
Barclay, Classé Audio, Grado Signature, Koetsu, Magnum Dynalab, Music Metre, ProAc, Reference Line,
Ryan Acoustics, Sansui/Vintage, Sumiko, Superphon,
'larget, Wavetrace, Well-ltmpered. Custom cable terminations. Audio Excellence, Liverpool, NY, (315)
451 -2707. Visa/MC/Amex.
BRITISH FIDELITY BLOWOUT—All products new,
with full manufacturer's guarantee: Digilog D/A converter, suggested retail $995, now $595;131 integrated
amplifier, suggested retail $549, now $345; MC-2
loudspeaker in premium walnut finish, suggested retail
$749, now $475; REF-2 loudspeaker in premium walnut finish, suggested retail $589, now 1375. Limited
quantities—first come, first served. Music & Sound
Imports Inc, 450B Pike Road, Huntingdon Valley,
PA 19006, (215)953-9222. Visa/MC.

HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA
"Central PA's high end audio shop
for the discriminating listener."

VANDERSTEEN mom. MPRTIC1
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HIGH-END AND HARD-TO-FIND AUDIO components. Low, low prices! CD players, D/A converters,
ET
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turntables, tonearms, cartridges, cassette decks, tuners,
preamplifiers, power amplifiers, receivers, and speakers.
Buying and selling. New and used. Foreign and domestic Audio America (Virginia). Call l-703-745-2223.
MICHIGAN AUDIOPHILES! Audio Illusions of East
Detroit, MI presents these fine products: 3A Loudspeakers, Audible Illusions, Aragon, AuclioQuest, British
Built, Chicago Stands, Creek, Dahlquist, Edison-Price,
Hailer, Hcybrook, Maston Audio, Musical Concepts,
Onix, Ryan, Revolves; Straight Wire, Sumo, Wadia, and
much more!!! Call (313)772-8822 for more information.
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Fumphwerks - is afull-spectrum audio
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Looking For
Audio
Equipment?
We carry some of the best names in the business. Our
relaxed and friendly atmosphere makes it easy for you
to get the right system for your needs.

Home Audio: Adcom •B&K
Counterpoint •Kinergetics •Musical
Concepts •PS Audio •Rogers •Triad
VPI •Mirage
Car Audio: ADS •Boston Acoustics
Denon •Kenwood •Soundstream
Nakamichi •Code Alarm

CHICAGO
SPEAKER WORKS
Chicago.
5700 N. Western
(312) 769-5640

DesPlaines:
(Car Audio Only)
1424 Lee St.
(708) 299-2260

WHEN YOUR EARS
SAY "HI-END"
BUT YOUR WALLET
SAYS "MID-Fl"
CALL HCM AUDIO!
•

•

•

•

•

•

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR:
Straightwire •Audioquest
Monster •Sota •SME
AR ES-1 •Alpha Genesis
Grado Signature •Sumiko
Nitty Gritty •Stax •B & K
Musical Concepts •Fried
Music Reference •VMPS
Nelson Reed •Taddeo
Celestion •Sony
Standesign •And more!

HCM AUDIO
g16-345-1341 • FAX 916-345-7269
1015 MANGROVE AVE, CHICO, CA 95926
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artists
sette. Your precious time is cut to a
minimum in locating and purchasing
what you want.
Fumphwerks - is adedicated,
premium quality service. You can expect
peerless service in your pursuit of music.
For busy discriminating people, this is not
only arequirement but also ajoy! Call or
pen for afree portfolio of services/fees and
be on your way to your highest expectations
in music service.
Fumphwerks'
•___z

P.O. Box 606
Excelsior, MN 55331
Toll free: 1(800) 55 Fumph'

e

audit)
specialists Inc.
Northern Indiana's Oldest
High-end Audio Dealer
Sota •VMPS •STAX
Counterpoint •NAD
Bang & Olufsen •Carver
Nakamichi •Wharfedale
Onkyo •Spica •Fried
Last •AKG •Straight Wire
Denon Professional
Warranted Pre-owned
Equipment Available!
the electronics store!
401 N. Michigan •South Bend, IN 46601
1219) 234-5001
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ADCOM PREAMP, $349; Adcom 545, new, $399;
Audible Illusions 1preamp, $299; Creek 4040, $245;
Denon tuner, $99; Thorens 31611, $299; Polk RTIlt,
$649; Carver C9, $99; NAD 2600A amp, $489; MIT
SGWBT, 15', $949. (714)861-4830.
AUDIO RESEARCH D-125, mint condition, tubes 3
months old, $3000 firm. (618)397-6808, Tim.
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE- 1monitor speakers, 3months
old, original packaging, excellent condition, $1250.
(813)585-5658.
ACCUPHASE DP-70, MINT CONDITION. List price
$7600, asking $4200 or best °fret Call (312)922-0420
or (708)475-1640 evenings
STAX QUATRO II, $2200; Stax SRA -14S preamp with
separate power supply, includes Lambda Pro headphones, $950; Acoustat Model II Red Medallion, $550;
Maverick MFM with stands, $400. (213)423-1807.
MISSION PCM 4000 CD PLAYER, excellent, $300;
Shure Ultra 06000 CD playtx excellent, $275; Yamaha
DMOI powered speakers, like new, $110. Shipping
included. WriteJohn Golden, 17270feanette Southfield, MI 48075. Include daytime phone number
COUNTERPOINT SA-12, ABSOLUTELY MINT condition, warranty, box, manual, extra tube set, $685.
(407)355-4152 days, (407)283-3243 after 6pm.
STAX SIGMA ELECTROSTATIC EARSPEAKERS with
SRD-7 adaptor mint, $600. (901)523-1212 weekdays
only, 8-4 CST

ONIX 0A21 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER, $350. Call
(914)332-4626.
ACOUSTAT 4PANEL, large frame system with updated
superclurgas. System includes Pyramid ribbon tweeters and Audio Pro subwoofer, excellent condition,
$2500; Fosgate 360 matrix mixer, like new, $500;
Acoustat 'flans Nova preamp, $300; Audio Control
Model C-101 mixer, $150. (914)761-0163.
A WIDE saEcnoN of audiophile equipment is available from Audio by Gil Morrison of Detroit, MI! Featuring the VMPS loudspeaker and Boulder Electronics
lines! Custom installation available! Free UPS shipping!
Call (3/3)342-2475 for prices and information.
SPECIAL OFFER CLOSEOUT on new Maxell XLII 35
180 "EE"
"x 3600' of tape on 10 metal reel,
$14.90 ea. (minimum 10 pcs.); Maxell MR-7 empty
7" metal reels in box, $2.50 ea. (minimum jo pes.).
Call TM/, (800)848-4118.
MARBLE LOUDSPEAKERS. The Osiris is a24.75" H
x 12" W x 12" D three-way design. It utilizes the best
components combined in amarble and mahogany
enclosure. I2dB crossover and aFR of 36-30,000Hz.
Abeautiful speaker at 2reasonable price. Call or send
for brochure. Blakely Acoustic Laboratories, 4405
Shade live Court, Raleigh, NC 27613, (919)787-0907.
LISTEN TO THE DIFFERENCE ...
the Premiere 'soBase platform will amaze you. Musical performance
recreated with astounding lower levels of distortion
when placed under CD players, turntables, amps, and
speakers. Starting at $150, money-back guarantee. Call
High Performance Audio, (914)268-0240.

Music & Video Systems for the Novice & Connoisseur

,gztuant
Aubio & Vibe°
(mudranty -Custom System -Acoustic Treatment
Installation -Retail
Apogee •Arcici •Audio Prism
AudioQuest • Basis • Benz • Cardas
Chesky • Chicago Speaker Stand • Classe'
Clearaudio • Cogan Hall • Creek • Delos
Distech • Donan • Electron Kinetics
Eminent Technology • First Sound • Garth
Garrott • Harmonia Mundi • Klyne
Lantana • Last • Learon • Magnan
Merrill • Mod Squad • Mogami • Morch
Nestorovic • Neutrik • Opus3 • Pro Ac
Q ED • Rega • Reference Recordings
Sequerra • Sheffield Lab • Sims • Sumiko
Superphon • Tara Labs • Target
Tice Audio • Vendetta Research • VMPS
Wadia • Water Lily • WB T • and More

(800) 628-0627
Princeton Jct., NJ. 08550
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THROW OUT YOUR INTERCONNECTS—Ultra Resolution cables are more dynamic, detailed, extended,
and accurate. No filters or phony technology. $350.
Im pair, includes oversize WBT plugs. 30-day moneyback guarantee. American Hybrid Ièchnology, 549
Certennial Ave, 7ienton,11108629 (
609)599-3020
SOTA COSMOS, THRESHOLD, MARTIN-LOGAN,
Quicksilver, Stuniko, Klyne, MFA, SOTA Siltech, Linscum, SME, Superphon, Atma-Sphere, Spica, Forte,
Philips, Rotel, BEL, Wadia, and more. Corner Audio
1204 Nw Gilson, Reiland OR 97209. (
503) 227-1943.
MAGNEPAN IIB, $400; Threshold 5200A/AB, 1year
old, $1200; Thorens 126111, $425; Revox 8710 Mkt
$625; Mac MR78, $850; AR turntable, Grace 707 Talisman, 8393; Sumo Charlie, $350; Kenwood KT-7005,
$135; GAS Son of Ampzilla, $275. (3/3)949-4567.
TYMPANI ID, $850; Magneplanar MG A/B, $600.
Both are new from factory. Also Spec 1and 2, $600,
as new. (716)334-2277 evenings.
B&W 801s—ROSEWOOD, mint condition, in factory
boxes, used once. Don't miss this chance for one of
the world's best loudspeakers. Call (803)359-3082,
M-F; 9-5.
DUNTECH SOVEREIGN 2001 LOUDSPEAKERS. The
world's most accurate loudspeaker. Mint condition.
Still in factory crating. Chance of alifetime to have
the best. Call (803)359-3082, M-F; 9-5.
DUNTECH "THE PRINCESS" PCL loudspeakers.
Design excellence with sound perfection. Rarely used,
brand-new condition. Call (803)359-3082, Af-g 9-5.
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The Ultimate Satellite...

...Vader

... is part of the
Premier System One.
Audition in your home.
For details, call
1-800-346-9183 or write
Audio Concepts, Inc.
901 South Fourth Street,
La Crosse, WI 54601.
FAX 1-608-784-6367.

Your Most Valuable
Component
You are undoubtedly aknowledgeable Audiophile, or
you would not be
reading this magazine. But shopping for a new
component can
be avery frustrating experience. Lack of expertise on the part of many audio salespeople is commonplace, and hype seems to have replaced
honesty. Let's change that: call me today (I answer
all calls personally) for arespite from mediocrity.
Ithink you will be pleasantly surprised with my
philosophy of doing business. -Galen Carol
Convergent Audio Vendetta •Alma-Spheres •SME •
Stan Merlin Sonagraphe Mod Squad Maplenoll BA K•Quicksilver •Superphon Audible Illusions
Kindel'MC' Sumiko Magnum Dynalab Kinergetics
Apogee •Quad Threshold Counterpoint SOTA
•Classe •WATT •Aragon Eminent Technology •VPI
•California Audio •Meitner Spica -and many morel
We carry virtually all cable. cartridge and accessory
lines Free informative Newsletter •Monthly specials on
new, used and demo equipment.

Galen Carol Audio
RO. Box 17562 Sae Antonio, TX 78217 512-494-3551
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RICHMOND AUDIO/VIDEO PRESENTS—Wadia Digital processors and transports, including factoryauthorized WonderCap capacitor upgrades for your
Wadia power supplies. Also featuring Barclay Cabernet, Bel, Duntech, MAS, Cardas, Clarity, Tice Audio,
Vidikron, Klimo, Pioneer, and more. Call for information or write Richmond Audio/Video PO. Box
1111, Staten Island, NY 10314. (718)370-1916.
NAKAMICHI DMP- 1000 DIGITAL mastering processor, mint condition, $975 0130. Call Bob at (718)
499-1696, leave message.
DYNACO XX-1, mint, less than 20 hours, Stereopbile
Class A, list $1200, sell $650; Dynavector 23RSMR,
mint, $250; Mark Levinson JC- Imoving-coil amp,
Tiffanys, $150. (803)445-2762 evenings.

11DRUMAT PRODUCTS AVAIIABLE: TM-73CH improved
LP cleaner-conditioner, TC-2 electrical contact Enhancer, lbrumat llirntable Mat and Clamp. Products
have been reformulated or redesigned for optimal performance Dealer inquiries invited. 7brumat Ca, 8081
Dick Cook Rd., Loomis, CA 95650, (916)652-6074.
MICHIGAN RESIDENTS 'LUCE NOTE! RE carry: Denon,
Carver, %
1
Cell-lempered, NEC, Forte, NaJcamichi R-DAT,
Threshold, Conrad-Johnson, ProAc, SOTA, TDL Speakers, KEF, Polk, Energy, Monster, Straight Wire, StlX,
Nakamichi, NAD, Niles, Ortofon, Sumiko, VPI, CWD,
and more. Professional consultation and installation.
The Listening Room, 1305 Court Sheet, Saginaw, MI
48602. (517) 792-3816.
30-60% SAVINGS TO PURCHASE DIRECT from Hong

ISE MODEL 2A SPEAKERS, man condition, sacrifice
at $1200 0110. Call (508)877-7015, 6- lOpm EDT

Kong! DAT, CD playet amplifiers, and accessories. Ask
for pricelists with $2 postage. Winston Camera &
Radio Ca, Ltd., Mail Order Division, 55 Hankou ,

BURMESTER 850 HIGH-END mono amplifiers, chrome,
etnefient condition, $3500. Call 71rn, TX (817)855-4026

Road, Hong Kong. We accept Visa/MC. Fax (852)
569-9313.

QUAD ESL-63 SPEAKERS with Arcici stands, $1100;
Spectral DMA-50 amp, $1200; Audio Research SP-9,
$1050; VN-19 Mk.II turntable with Eminent 'technology II arm, $750; Magnum Dynalab FT-101, $400;

DYNACO TUBE AMPLIFIER OWNERS: Our unique
12A/C7 front-end does sonic wonders for your Dyna
ST70 Mk.III and Mk.IV amplifiers. 30-day money-back
guarantee if not completely satisfied. For additional
information, call or write: Purist Audio Design, PO.
Box 125, auk 7X 77531-0125. Phone: (409)265-5114.

Adcom GCD-575, $375; Spica TC-50 speakers with
Sound Anchor stands, $400; MIT 330 and 750 cables.
(407) 267-3091.
REVOX B77 Mk.II y-track, $1750; Audio Research/
Stereo 70 Mod, rare, $400; one pair amp cards for A77,
$75; Nalcamichi MCB- 100 step-up X- former, $50;
Threshold NSIO nc impedance match, $100. (716)
442-3336 days.

MASTON AUDIO

PS AUDIO 4.5 PREAMP, excellent condition, still
under warranty, $250. (918)628-1569 (Oklahoma).
MIT, MAS MASTERLINK, OCOS, Cardas cables, custom terminations, Camacs, XIII balanced, high-flexibility tonearm sets; Clements speakers, Vendetta
Research, custom Shecross volume controls; Winder
Caps/solder/wire; all types of audio connectors,
tonearm and chassis wires; NAVCOM; Tbne Cones.
many accessories, mod parts, $1 catalog ($3 overseas);
Michael Percy, Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937, (415)
669- 7181.
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO BLOWOUT SALE. Respected
British manufacturer empties warehouse! All items
new in box. Normal retail price in parentheses. CD
2compact disc player, I6-bit, 16-times oversampling,
$600 ($1800); C 75 preamplifier, $350 ($700); A75

a

power amplifier, 100Wpc, $375 ($800); P40 integrated
amplifier, 50Wpc, $250 ($500); P55 integrated amplifier 75Wpc, $350 ($700); A50/C50 preamp/power
amp combination, 75Wpc, $500 ($1000). Each unit
comes with a90-day parts and labor warranty. Ve are
the authorized US service center able to handle all

u
e

Cambridge Audio repairs both in warranty and out.
We accept MasterCard, Visa, and Discover. We will
ship UPS anywhere. Call for details. Clearly Audible
255 Andover St., Peabody MA 01960, (508)531-6640.

the

STEREOPHILE, VOL.1 NO.1 TO PRESENT Complete
set, best offer over $200.JayRiskfru4 (312)644-0638.

a

SOUND HOUNDS. We buy, sell, trade, and consign
quality pre-owned audio. For information, call (303)
722-3200.

at Audio Illusions
ot East Detroit, MI, (311 772-8b
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EXPOSURE IX, VII, IV ELECTRON1CS—rete $6400,
sell $4000! Linn LP12, look, lkoika, $2000! Linn 275
amp, $700. Or best offers! (312)779-8479.
QUAD US MONITORS with stands, $2350. (619)
753-1248 evenings and weekends.
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Achieving sonic realism.

GA
Rare Records Ltd.

We buy and sell

LP vinyl records
Over 100,000 titles in stock
Mail orders accepted
G&A Rare Records, Ltd.

Audio by Design was
created by music lovers
and musicians with the
simple goal of offering
the highest level of
musical accuracy
possible.
We offer complete
systems from less than
$800 to state-of-the-art
audiophile and roomto-room remote
systems.
Specialists in
design and installation
of all your audio/video
needs.

139 West 72nd Street

Angstrom •Apogee
Acoustal •B&K
California Audio Labs
Conrad-Johnson
Forte •Fosgate •KEF
Lexicon •Monitor Audio
MB/Quart •Nakamichi
NHT •Meridian
Mirage •NAD
PS Audio •Rotel
Soundlab •STAX
Threshold •Sonance
Well Tempered Labs

New York, NY 10023

Van den Hut

(Between Broadway and
Columbus Ave.)
1000 Bristol Street North
Newport Beach, CA 92660

212877-5020

7141151-1112

Audio Leo9es
\-‘(?Martin-Logan
Counterpoint
Vandersteen
Naim Audio
Prophile
Luxman
B& W
Eastern Pa's Premier High End
Audio Specialists
Denon
Energy
Hafler
Belles
Optonica
II..e)
Systemdek
Velodyne
Lexicon
Day Sequen-a
Proton Video
Straightwire
California Audio Labs
VP1 • Dual •Navcom • Tweek
Sonance •Sumiko. ...& more!
T,yze Qualay, Afforda6ifigy, and Evertise 10th

Personal 'Tou.'h

215-391-1200
•

5980 Hamilton Blvd. • Wescosville, PA 18106

PRESTON
TRAIL
AUDIO
ON DISPLAY
Apoge B&W Beyerdynamics Boston
CAL Classé Counterpoint CWD
Denon Infinity Lexicon Luxman
Mark-Levinson Monster Phillips Rotel
Shure SOTA Stax Velodyne

CUSTOM INSTALLATIONS
SURROUND SOUND
PRESTON TRAIL AUDIO

DALLAS ,TX
(214)248-9104
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ACOUSTAT SPECTRA 11 electrostatic panels with
crossover, transformer modules; mint, $495 the pair.
Maranta 3577 1-bit CD player; mint, $295. (5 03)
994-9645.
PERREAUX PMF 5550, 500Wpc MOSFET power amp,
115 lbs., 220V peak to peak, 30 amps continuous current, will drive any known speaker, new, sealed (list
$6500), $3197. Ted, (803)798-0994, Sc.
AUDIO OU7ZET fmally has Sims CD Reference Bands
in stock. These new CD stabilizers, made from NAVCOM, are the best-sounding rings on the market. No
adhesives or centering devices needed. Call (914)
666-0550 today. MC/Visa.
DUNTECH SOVEREIGNS, KRELL KRX-3, Onkyo M510, Audio Research SP-11, M-300s, SOTA, ET-2,
Yamaha T-2, cables, not sold separately, $25,000 firm.
(216)548-7231.
ELECTROSTKIIC SPEAKERS OUR SPECIALTY! Vaniurntube controlled. Latest technology and modular design. "Risk Free" 30-day home trial. Uncompromised
performance at factory-direct pricing. Call or write
to: David Lucas, Inc, Se 924 Hutton Rd., Oakmont,

PA

15139, (412) 828-9049.

TURNTABLE ACCESSORIES: ltchnics electronic stylus gauge, $55; db Systems Protractoz $10; electronic
stylus cleaner, $10. Neil, (703)533-7630 evenings.
COUNTERPOINT SA-4 Olt amplifies, extraordinarily transparent, the finest for electrostatics: 130W/8
ohms, 190W/16 ohms. 1989 amps, new tubes, warranty, mint condition, $4250/pair OBO. Must sell!
(714) 861-0416,

DUNTECH THOR SUBWOOFER, $400 plus shipping.
$1 for reViCW and manual. Robert Storic 35526 Grand
River #I92, Farmington, MI 48335.
BBE 402 SEMI-PRO PROCESSOR, mint, $165; AR addon remote, $60; laserdiscs. (503)994-9645.
NESTOROVIC NA-1 AMPS, mint, 150W tube mono,
$4000. George Bakes at (203) 325 0333 or (203)
967-4758.
MAGNEPAN SMGa's (modified w /stands), $400/pr;
NYAL Minuet-in-A preamp, $375; Robertson 4010
amp, $335; AR turntable with Linn arm and AudioQuest MC cartridge, $375; Nalcarnichi 700 II cassette,
$300; BIC 2-speed cassette, $100; AudioQuest and
Monster cables (assorted). (616)392-8236 ext. 468
(days), (616)335-5761 (eves).
BREAKING UP LIBRARY. Classical LPs, tapes, music,
books, Schwann Catalogs, W.E.R.M. lists, $2 plus 2
stamps. Michael Eliot, 1325 Moody Bridge Road,
Cleveland, SC 29635.
FREE SHIPPING FROM IN/BE71VEEN AUDIO: Gold
Atio, AudioQuest, Aural Symphonies, Apature, Chesky,
Space & Time, Esoteric Audio, Straight Wire, DNM,
SimplyPhysics, Dynavector, Cary Audio. For your
in/between needs, call (503) 638-5767 for a free
catalog.
GREEN YOUR CDs. CD Stoplight by AudioPrism dramatically improves smoothness, depth, detail, bass,
and imaging in your digital playback. Send $14.95 (CA
residents add $1.08 tax) to Audio Solutions 2364 Central Averrug Spring Valley CA 92077 (619)461-9534.
Allow 2-4 weeks for delivery.

Audio Etc...
Dayton s Finest Audio 8, Video

Serving the Tri-State Area's
most discriminating ears
5DEMO ROOMS

Audioquest • B & K • Celestion
Counterpoint • Dual • Dahlquist
ET2 • Forte •Grado • Hafler
Infinity •JVC Video • Monster
Mordaunt Short •NAD •NAD Video
Nitty Gritty • Niles •Onkyo
PS Audio •SME • Sonographe
Sony ES •Sonance •Sonrise
Spectrum •Sumiko •Threshold
Vandersteen •VPI
PLUS MANY OTHERS
Most Audiophile Accessories

KRELL & KRELL DIGITAL
B&VV •ADCOM •NAKAMICHI
APOGEE•MOD SQUAD
PRO AC•PS AUDIO•ADS
VELODYNE• MIRAGE • B&O
ROTEL•WELL TEMPERED
SALES • SERVICE • FUN

Lp s & CD s in Stock

Custom Installation • Large Preowned Equipment Inventory

Audio Etc

•••
2626 Colonel Glen Highway
Dayton, Ohio 45324
(513) 429-4434
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STEREO
415.861.1044
2201 MARKET ST. •S.F.
317

FIDELITY

d QUALITY

N. Illinois and S. Wisconsin's

VALUE

Foremost

AUDIOCENTEll

Dealer

ABSOLUTE
AUDIO

JEFF ROWLAND•TIIETA
KRELL•KRELL DIGITAL

Featuring

MARTIN-LOGAN•VANDERSTEEN
SPICA•STRAIGHTWIRE•PRoAc

Aiwa •Boston Acoustics
Carver •Counterpoint •Denon

ARAGON•QUICKSILVER•B&K

Dual •Lazarus •Linn •Mission

QUAD•CLEARAUDIO•REGA

Monster •NAD •Onkyo
Paradigm •Sound stream

SOTA•SME/SUMIKO•ROTEL

Vandersteen
•

B&W DEMO SPEAKER SALE

In House Service of all Brands.
Custom Home & Auto Installation.

AUDIOPHILE RECORDINGS & ACCESSORIES

ABSOLUTE AUDIO
4227 MARA ,/DRIVE
ROCKFORD. IL 61107
815-395-1000

4134 NORTH FEDERAL HIGHWAY
FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA 33308

(305) 566-0233

Straight Talk

HI-Fl

•••

For 30 years we have provided the best quality, selection. and odyice to music lovers throughout the
central U S. at very
competitive prices.
Adcom • ADS • Alpine
B&O • B&W • Boston
Denon • Esoteric Audio
Forte • KEF • Klipsch
Martin-Logon • Mitsubishi
Monster Coble • NAD
Nakomichi • Onkyo • Paradigm • Phase Tech • Philips
Revox • Sennheiser • Shure
Signet • SME • Snell • Sony
Stag • Sumiko • Threshold
Velodyne •Yamaha & more.
Phone 913/842-1811 ext 6
24th & Iowa, Lawrence, KS 66044
Mon-Thur lOom-8prn. Fri & Sot lOom-tipm

KIEF'S

1

6
nRF Ecic

11

40 Y

Vacuum Tube Logic:
Maximal preamp at 11775.00.
Tara Labs: Astral Blue $2.95/ft.
Incredible value! TFA return
at $8.75/ft.
Acoustic Energy AEI:
One of the finest small monitors
we've heard.
Celestion: The latest in ribbon
technology with true dynamic bass.
The Rock Reference:
The ultimater turntable.
Sales, service and
custom installations

A.11-7.371,XACIIr

Custom Hornet Office Design & installation,
12 Sound Rooms, Records &CDs

VC

Be'-e'
NcID

All molar credit cords

879-6999
879-6889
Rt 24, Chester, NJ
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MELOS MA-222B PREAMPIIFIFR, mint, $2600. George
Bakes at (203)325-0333 or (203)967-4758.

LPs/CD./Tap.

MINNESCfrA —AUDIO COMPONENTS OF UNCOMPROMISING QUALITY: Bedini, Shahinian, Arcici,
ME11-11atipered, AudioPrism, Sumo, Rega, Kinagetics,
Precision Audio, Target, Sugden, Royd, van den Hul,
Sumiko, LAST, LPs and CDs, and more. Audition
Audio, (612)331 -3861, by appointment.

LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv -Glide.
Enhance fidelity, reduce wear and static, improve
tracking, excellent cleaning. See Stereophile review,
December 1986, p.41. $21.95 per kit. Check/MO to
Rmoil Lubricant Ca, Box 19003, las léga; NV89132.

SAN DIEGO AREA: Merlin Signature speakers, the new
Hales speakers (both Cardas- wired), Cardas cables,
Convergent Audio prramps (that marvelous CAT.),
Symphonic, Bedini, YBA amps, First Sound passive
line-level preamps (superb), Benz, Sound Anchor.
Demos and trade-ins occasionally. Audio Archives,
(619) 455-6326.
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STEREOPHILE CLASSIFIED
(505) 982-2366
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ANALOG LIVES AT PACIFIC VINYL! New IPs in stock:
out-of-print UK EMI, including Elgar Cello Concerto—Du PrE(ASD655); Elgar Cello Concerto—
lbrteller (ASD2906); Vaughan Williams Serenade to
Music (ASD2847); Beethoven Archduke—Du Pre,
Barenboins, Zukerman (ASD2572); Beethoven
"Emperor" —Barenboim, Klemperer (ASD2500);
Elgar Enigma Variations—Previn, LSO (ASD3857);
Elgar Music Makers (ASD2311); Bizet Carmen —
Beecham, De Los Angeles (SLS935); Decca box sets,
including Puccini liirandot—Mehta, Sutherland
(SET56/02/3); Puccini La Bobeme—Karajan, Pavarotti
(SET565/6); King super-analog new releases, including Verdi Requiem—Reiner, VPO; Dvorak Symphony
9—ICertesz, VPO; Beethoven Symphony 7—Karajan,
VPO; Tchaikovsky Symphony 7—Martinon, VPO;
Holiday in Vienna —Knappertsbusch, VPO; Russian
Concert —Ansermet, SRO; Britten Simple Symphony—
Britten, ECO; Mozart Serenade 7—Boskovsky; Bach
Orchestral Suites—Marriner, ASM1F; Bach Recital—
Backhaus; Schubert Arpeggione Sonata—Gary Kerr;
Gary Kerr Plays Bach; other Kings also available:
Tchaikovsky 1812—Dorad; Berlioz Symphonie Fantastique—Monteux, VPO; Rirnsky-Korsakov Scheberezade—Anseremet, SRO; Saint Saens Symphony 3—
Ansermet, SRO; Beethoven Symphonies 8 & 9—
Schmidt-Isserstedt, VPO; Adagio D'Albinoni—Gary
Kerr; London Final LP (Japan), including Beethoven
"Emperor" Concerto—Ashkenazy; Hoist Planets—
Solti, LPO; Vivaldi FourSeasons—Münchinger; All
King single LPs $37.50, doubles $55; London singles,
$30. Jazz fans, new audiophile-quality limited-edition
reissue by Japanese Blue Note-30 original Rudy van
Gelder recordings, including Donald Byrd—Off to
the Races; Horace Parlan —Us Three; Three Sounds—
Bottoms Up w/Gene Harris; Hank Mobley—Roll Call;
Freddy Hubbard—Gan' Up; Jackie McLean —
Capuchin' Swing, $20 each. Many more classical, jazz,
rock, soundtrack imports available. Pacific Vinyl,
8306 Wilshire Blvd. #856, Beverly Hills, CA 90211.
(213) 280- 3584.

ANGELES
Surround Sound Specialists

LBeverly Hills Audio
EXCITEMENT

IN

SOUND

Custom Installation
McIntosh

Nain:

Nakomichi

Creek

Linn

Magnum

Mirage

B+K

Lexicon

Rego

8950 West Olympic Boulevard, Suite 202, Beverly Hills, CA 90211 • (213) 276-2001
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olis, IN 46220, (317)255-3446.
THE BINAURAL SOURCE-Exclusive one-stop source
of true binaural recordings for startling headphone
listening (also speaker-compatible). (See Nov. and Dec
Audio.) Classical /jazz/drama /sound environments;
in all three formats, from US and Germany. Free catalog: Box 1727 S, Ross CA 94957, or(4 15) 457-9052.
AUDIO. ..
BY GEORGE has acomplete stock of Reference Recordings, Sheffield Recordings, and Chesky
records. And, we are expanding our stock of Opus One
records. To receive acurrent list without charge, call
(716)377-0432. Leave your name and address or telephone number and I'll get back to you.
ATTRACTIVE CD STORAGE areality. Handcrafted.
visually striking solid-oak freestanding shelf unit holds
440 discs. Available in three stain finishes, this unique
design is abest buy at the factory-direct price of $195
(plus shipping). Unconditional money-back guarantee. Visa/MC. Photo/literature:Juniata Design, Inc,
RD 3, Box 183, Ebensburg PA 15931, or call (814)
472-9295 M-E; 8-3 EST

LOOKING FOR USED MAESTROS and Symo speaker
cables. (415)864-5566, Don.
CONRAD-JOHNSON MV-75, MV -100, or Premier
One-B, mint. (803)445-2762 evenings.
WANTED: TRAC Z-7000 CASSETTE DECK. Will consider trade for 'Lindberg TCA 3014A cassette deck.
George, (216)773-7328 after 6pm.
WANTED: ROWLAND PREAMPLIFIER-Coherence
1, Series 2, and amplifier Model 5; Mirage M-1 speakers, and SME Series 5tonearm. Will pay cash. Call
Francescq (214)466-7291, 8am-Spm central time
HELP WANTED. The most innovative company in
high-end retailing needs hobbyist with broad knowledge of high-end components for full-time sales/
marketing position. Technical know-how is aplus but
not essential. Call or write The Cable Company, (800)
328-9973. See ad this issue.

.4111111..
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$50 BUD FOR MINT STEREO COPIES: RCA ISC 1817,
2225, 2287, 2313, 2396, 2400, 2405, 2449, 2456, LDS
6065. Others wanted! Randall Goldman, Box 1,
Kenilworth, IL 60043.

Wanted
ALWAYS WORTH CALLING ('18).38 7-7316(NY). Collector patiently answers inquiries. Buying: Marantz
#9 mono amps regardless of condition (unrnatching
because Ihave unmatched pairs, including extra
replacement front plates, doors, parts). Mark Levinson
ML- 1, ML-6A, ML-3, pair ML-2s, etc Krell KMA, KSA,
KRS-2, PAM-3/1, etc Quad ESL-63 (even asingle), 'annoy, Apogee, Bang & Olufsen. Will pick up even complete systems-within 250 miles of New York City.
'Dade: A.R.C. D75, Crown DL-2 pre, FM-1 tuner/MC30/60, MR-78 tuner.

For records, tapes and CDs.

AUDIOPHILE RECORD WAREHOUSE! Out-of-print
direct-to-disc, halfspeed, Quiex U, and Import Pressings. Great selection of in-print records and CDs. ATR,
Chesky, East-Wind, Mobile Fidelity, Opus 3, Wilson,
and many more. Quantity discounts. Call for free catalog. Elusive Disc, 5346 N. Guilford Ave, Indianap-

The best record rack in America
Free mailorder brochure
(please mention Stereophile)
Per Madsen Design

(415) 928-4509

P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133

Your NEW Source For Audiophile, Import,
Independent &Major Labels. ALL LABELS.
FOR ORDERS OR FREE CATALOG, CALL:

1-800-833-5133
WE KNOW MUSIC!

SPEEDY DELIVERY

3203 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67218
FAX (316) 685-1133 INFO (316) 681-2025

Lè'41
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described, and are available lo customers at the advertised price Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading. is never knowingly accepted
If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance
Associates, 62 Wendover Rd.. Yonkers, NY 10705.

with these standards, please write.

Nelson &

ADVERTISER INDEX
AKG Acoustics
ARS Electronics
Absolute Audio
Acoustat
Acoustic Energy
Acoustic Research
Acoustic Sounds
Adcom
Advanced Audio
Altair
Alin
Apature
Apogee
Arcam
Arcici .
Audio Advisor
Audio By Design

36
271
318
34
232
38
82
to .62-63
307
307
214
69
44
11
59
228.420. 254, 288, 42-43, 78
316

Audio Center
Audio Concepts
Audio Connection
Audio Consultants
Audio Den
Audio Den Ltd
Audio Ensemble
Audio Etc
Audio Express
Audio Gallery
Audio Haven
Audio Images—PA
Audio Insight
Audio Nexus
Audio Outlet
AudioPrism
Audio Research
Audio Resource
Audio Specialiste
Audio Vision
AudeOuest
AuchoStream
AudioVisions
Aural Symphonics
Avalon
B&K Cornponents
Beverly Hills Audio
Bose Express MUSIC
Bryston Manufacturing
Cable Company
Cardas Audio
Cary Audio Design
Champagne Audio
Chicago Speakerworks
Coda
Conrad-Johnson
Counterpoint
Digital Ear
Digital Systems 8 Solutions
Donan Recordings
Ear Drum Audio
Energy
Esoteric
Esoteric Audio
Fort.)
Fumphwerks
GM Rare Records
Galen Carol Audio
Gifted Listener Audio
HCM Audio
Hales Audio
Infinity
International Audio
JAR Music
JS Audio
Jernstone Audio
Kevro International
Kid's Audio/Video
Kimber Kable
Kinergetics
Landes
Liquid Audio Products
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318
314
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308
302
300
304
317
210-211,268
314
310
318
271
286
308
69
26
286
312
300
323
222
304
252
52
70-71
319202
297
89
270
252
126
302
312
41
68
87
282
240
20 4- 205
278

Lyle Cartridges
Madrigal Audio
Magnepan
Magnum Dynalab
Martin-Logan
Maston Audio
May Audio Marketing
Merrill Audio
Mobile Fidelity
Mod Squad
Mondial
Monster Cable
Museatex
MUSIC Box
Music By The Sea
Music Hall
Music Inc
Music On The Square
NAD
Nairn Audio
New England Audio Resource
Nitty Gritty
Now Hear Thie
Old Colony Sound Leto
Omni Sound
Onkyo
Optimal Enchantment
Oracle
Panther
Parasound
Per Madsen Design
Polk Audio
Precision Audio
Preston Trail
pre,
Progressive Audio
Reference Line Audit)
Reference Recordings
Rotel
Savant Audio &Video
Sennheiser
Serra Stereo

258
6,14
230
238
127
315
246
252
74
Bs
218
24
274
296
308
238, 242
320
296
49
50
269
215
32
250
272
324
288
248
244
206
320
264,280
316
248
306
202
3013
220
313
8
80

Shure
Signet
SimplyPhysics
Sonic Frontiers
Sound 8 Music

64
269
224
294

Sound By Singer
Sound Goods
Sound II
Sound Unlimited
Soundwave Fidelity
Square Deal
Ste> Kogyo
Stereo Exchange
Stereo Plus
Stereo Shop

256
294
298
310
244
298
234
276
317
280

30
Stereo Shoppe
66
Stereo Shoppe—FL
22
Stereo Video Designs
246
Stereophile
312
Straight Wire
316
Sum.ko
314
305
Sumo
31212-13TDK
76290 Take 5
16
TARA Labe
90
The Sound Concept
262
Theta
314
Thiel
297
Thorens
56
Tice .
318
Valve Amplification
18
Vandersteen
46
Velodyne
318
Wadia Digital
127
Woodbridge Stereo Center

311
270
292
319
242
58
236

128-129
310
20
40
240
250
60
54
28
218
284
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THE FINAL WORD
Participatory Journalocracy

search (such willingness may now be some-

This October, with the publication of yet

what damped). In the same spirit, Stereopbile

another "Recommended Components," Ste-

lays its innermost abilities in the recording stu-

reopbile reenters the seas of controversy. There

dio on the line with LPs and CDs in which our

are, of course, the disagreements with our judg-

readers, to the best of our abilities, join us at the

ments about equipment: Why is the B&W 801
in Class A, why the Vandersteen 2Ci in Class B,

recording venue.

why the Adcom GFP-565 in Class Binstead of

nity. Robert Harley, in this month's As We See

Just today 1was struck by another opportu-

A? Such controversy, however, doesn't bother

It," announces at length the techniques and vir-

me; I'm comfortable with the correctness of
all our recommendations, and confident of our

tues of cryogenic CD freezing. Why not make
the Stereopbile Test CD available in both frozen and unfrozen versions? A fast phone call

uttermost conscientiousness (you can be, too).
Besides, our judgments are always examined

to Randy Patton (of Museatex, in Agoura Hills,

and disagreed with—that's one of your most

CA) confirmed that such aproject was not only

important roles (besides renewing your sub-

feasible but desirable (the promotional advantage of athousand Stereopbile witnesses did

scriptions!).
No, the real controversy over "Recommended Components" is:

not escape the marketing mind of Mr. Patton).
My projected price for acryogenically frozen

journalocracy /jar-ne-'lak-ra-sè /n, [MF &
LU (1990) 1: government by magazines

Test CD is $8.95, plus our standard $2 shipping
and handling. (Our cost to freeze the CDs will

Hardly amonth goes by in which we who
bear responsibility for this magazine are not

undoubtedly be less than $2; the freight, handling, and customs to and from Canada may
well turn out to be much more—this price is

confronted by the specter of countless audiophiles flooding into dealerships, Stereopbiles
in hand folded open to "Recommended Com-

good until our next issue!) Athousand CDs will
initially be produced, more if demand exists.

ponents," saying, "I want to buy this, this, and

Ibu decide if the difference can be heard, with-

this." We're flattered, but such aresult is not our

out risking an irreplaceable CD. If your thumbs
go up, we'll launch afurther experiment using

intention.
Listening to music is apersonal experience.
Although absolutefidelity in sound reproduction would present all music in an equally sympathetic manner to an infinitely wide audience,
the components, systems, and homes we work

Stereopbile's Poem CD. Send money and
address to CD Freeze, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe,
NM 87502-5529.
"The Final Word" is rarely more true to its
title than in the biographical note Iappend this

with—not to mention our varying personal

month: On August 3, my dear father of almost

tastes—make it imperative that you pursue

45 years died at the age of 83 and one week. He

superb sound in your home with intelligence,

had been diagnosed with colon cancer (mi-

asignificant amount of trust in your own hearing and judgment, and just plain hard work.
Not just with "Recommended Components."

grated to his liver) back in 1988, but was
granted nearly two years of reprieve through

Still, take asecond glance at the first word

were increasingly difficult, but I'm happy and

of the title to this piece: participatoty. The people at Stereopbile yearn for your opinions and

proud to say that his spirits and dignity

experiences. For better or worse, nothing could
have demonstrated this better than L'affaire
dArmor All. Hundreds, perhaps thousands, of

death. Henry Kimball Archibald ("Kim") was
as great aman as I've known, and had avery

readers tried Armor All on their CDs, and many,
many of you wrote in to testify, ecstasize, yawn,
and, latterly, bemoan. Although I'd be the first
to urge caution in any such experiments, Ican
only applaud your willingness to join our
522

chemotherapy treatment. His last six months

remained even through the evening before his

large influence on me (and on Stereopbile)—
he loved and acted with great intensity, and I
will miss him very much. To those members
of the industry and others who have written
letters of sympathy, thank you so much.
—Larry Archibald
Stereophile, October 1990

LISTEN UPA
BLUE STREAK
AudioQuest speaker cables will make you think you're
hearing all your music for the first time.

•

•

•

Audio Quest F-14

•

AudioQuest F-14 uses four solid
conductors in apractical and inexpensive configuration. Strand interaction
is eliminated, skin-effect and

resistance are kept
to reasonable levels, the
performance is glorious and
the price is practically free.

AudioQuest Cobalt uses Hyperlitz conductors. This patent pending
design virtually eliminates magnetic and
electrical interaction between strands
while allowing for alarge cross sectional
area (AWG) with no skin-effect induced distortion. Best of all, every strand has identical
geometry and electrical characteristics so that
no discontinuity is introduced to the music signal.
These two blue cables and all the AudioQuest designs
sound much more dynamic, dimensional and focused than
the competition's. The midrange and highs are sweeter,
more extended and less "confused"
sounding, while the bass is tighter and
better defined. All the AudioQuest cables
(speaker, interconnect and video) use very cost
effective designs which give you an absolutely
incredible improvement at aminimal cost.
The proof is in the listening — please listen
for yourself. When you do you'll replace your current
cables with AudioQuest cables and rediscover
your entire music collection.

Audio0uest Cobalt

Call today for the AudioQuest dealer nearest you.

audioquest.
Tel: 714 .498 .2770

Fax: 714 498.5112

PO. Box 3060, San Clemente, CA 92672 USA

How to make an Onkyo CD player
as good as its competition.
S
4

If we wanted to make an Onkyo CD player as good as our competition,
it wouldn't be too hard.
We'd have to remove our isolated transformer with its three independent
power supplies, turning musical peaks into musical mounds.
Onkyo's proprietary Accubit calibration circuit would have to go. Which
means there'd be no depth or dimension to the music.
Carnegie Hall would sound like Carnegie's closet.
Removing Onkyo's fiber optic Opto -Coupling modules would mix in alittle
harsh digital noise for "grate audio".
Replacing our aluminum die cast tray with aplastic version would be
required for afaster wear, tear, it's-due-for-repair syndrome.
Now, we could do all these things to an Onkyo CD player. But we won't.
Because at Onkyo, our CD players are built to be better.
And that's adifference you can hear—and see.

ONKIL70
200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446 201-825-7950

